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their dress and

equipment are wholly military: \"gird your
armour ann and the like; the

soldiers are enjoined to \"bind the helmet stronger,\" \"tighter grasp the

sword. trIB

Rules of conduct and duty emerge from the text doggedly:
truth is to be the watchword that will make the foes flee; faith must be
of the kind that never changes. Resolution is

required-the
need to

\"stand firm\"19-and the insistent call is for marching.
20

Above all, the

soldier awaits th,e \"thrilling battle cry \"-still, incidentally, the name of

the Salvation Army's magazine (Battle Cry)-which is given varied
utterance. 21

When that cry comes, the Christian soldier advances on the

enemy (\"the oppressor,\"
\"the foe\,22") undeterred when \"storm clouds

lour\" because of his unflagging conviction of
being right:

ttIf in the battle

to my trust I'm true, / Mine shall be the honours in the Grand Re-

view.\"23 The ultimate goal of this military service is realized in meta-
phors of no great ingenuity; when Zion or Canaan is not used, the

singers look forward to
light

or peace; \"on to Victory grand\" means

\"wearing the crown Before Thy Face,\" or, put
more floridly, \"A glorious

crown beyond the glowing skies, / . . e / The radiant fields where

pleasure never dies\" (No. 28).24
Some of the smaller evangelical missions had their own

hymn-books. The Durham Mission Tune-Book (1886) was used by Canon

George Body, an Anglican who specialized in parochial missions
among

the miners in the north of England.
25

A slight volume, it included

Wesley's \"Soldiers of Christ, Arise,\" \"Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus,\" and,

in addition to the inevitable \"Onward, Christian Soldiers,\" Bar-

ing-Gould's \"Through the
night

of doubt and sorrow,\" in which the

pilgrim band of stanza one assumes a
military aspect at the close:

\"Onward with the Cross our aid! / Bear its shame, and
fight

its battle, /

Till we rest beneath its shade.\" The parochial missions, with perhaps a

week of preaching in the parish by powerful and able missionaries, were)))
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Nor Mars his sword nor war's
quick

fire shall burn

The living record of your memory.
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Preface)

A history of the Slavic studies program at the University of Ottawa to

1979 is essentially the history of the professional career of Constantine

Bida.

For more than twenty-five years, the Slavic program at the
University of Ottawa felt the influence of Dr. Bida. Arriving at the

university as a lecturer in 1952via Lviv, Vienna, Lausanne, Bern, and

Argentina, Constantine Bida brought his rich heritage and
multilingual

experience
with him. He established and developed the Department of

Slavic Studies (now part of the Department of Modern Languages and

Literatures), making it at one point the richest
program,

in terms of

course offerings and numbers of students, in all of Canada. Students

fro'ffi North and South America, Europe, and Israel were able to pursue
all three degrees in Slavic studies: the B.A., the M.A., and the Ph.D.
While the Slavic program focused primarily on literature and linguistics,
Professor Bida also introduce,d new courses in culture and history.

The
firs\037

chainnan of the Department of Slavic Studies (1957-1976),
Professor Bida established a truly Slavic program, with courses in

Ukrainian, Russian, and Polish. He was the first in Canada to publish
textological studies in Slavic literature, and the first in North America

to publish and to create courses in pre-eighteenth-century Ukrainian

literature. Reflecting
the particular interests of the 'University of

Ottawa, Professor Bida edited and
compiled

the first French- Ukrainian

anthology of contemporary Quebec poetry, Poesie du
Quebec contempo-

rain, and launched the first volume ,of an interdisciplinary trilingual
journal, Studia Ucrainica.

Nor did his influence and vision end here. On his sudden and
unexpected death in

1979, Professor Bida left the proceeds from his

entire estate to the University of Ottawa in order to support the

research and publication of materials on Ukrainian studies in the

humanities and social sciences. This fund now bears his rtame.
The author of over eighty papers and articles in various languages,)))
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author and editor of nine books, and a contributor to proceedings at
international and national conferences, Professor Bida was also the co-

founder of the Ukrainian Shakespeare Association (President, 1972-
1979),

the Canadian Association, of Comparative Literature, and
Canadian Ethnic Studies; in addition, he was a member and officer of a

variety of national and international professional societies, including,
among many others, the Canadian Association of Slavists (President,

1960-1961), the Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences, the Canadian
Association of

Comparative Civilization, the Shevchenko Scientific

Society, and the Conference on Ukrainian Studies (President, 1975-
1976).

In addition to teaching at the University of Ottawa, Professor
Bida also taught as a

visiting professor at the Ukrainian Catholic

University of St. Clement in Rome, the Ukrainian Free University
in

Munich, and Harvard University.
Like all teachers of stature, Professor Bida took a great interest in

his students. It was for their benefit that he established a Ukrainian

publication series at the University of Ottawa, which this year
publishes its fourteenth volume. The first two books in the series,
Alexander Sydorenko's The Kievan

Academy
in the Seventeenth Century

(1977) and Orysia Prokopiw's The Ukrainian Translations
of Shakespeare's

Sonnets (1976), give only some indication of the multifaceted range of

inteJests of the late Dr. Bida.

Formidable both inside and outside the classroom (colleaguesare

still unable to refer to him as anything but \"Dr. Bida\,") just before his
death Constantine Bida embarked upon a number of ambitious

projects that would have immediately established Ottawa as an
important centre of Ukrainian studies. One of these, a much-needed
series of critical editions in the field of Ukrainian Baroque literature,

has recently been taken up by the Harvard Ukrainian Institute.
Professor Bida's wide-ranging interest in Slavic literature and

linguistics, as well as comparative and English studies, is reflected in

the scope of the contributions to this volume, which covers various
periods and genres. What constitutes a notable lacuna due to the

exigencies of space is, however, the absence of articles on the social

sciences and history (Mazepa studies remained an abiding interest),
other

significant
interests of Professor Bida, to say nothing of the study

of folklore, lexicography, and etymology-areas in which he also

published. Like many of his European contemporaries, Constantine
Bida recognized the importance of a

public
educator's role. The notion

of prosvitianstvo (enlightenment) implied an active community role, a

function Professor Bida carried out by way of numerous articles in
non-academic journals and

Ukrainian-language newspapers,
articles

in which he covered material on many general questions of Ukrainian

culture, as well as specific literary and linguistic issues. His role as)))
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posthumous
benefactor to Ukrainian studies in various disciplines

further attests to his understanding of that role of prosvitnyk-literally,

\"enlightener.
\"

Those who had the honour and pleasure of working with the late
Constantine Bida, of

studying
under him, or simply of reading his

books dedicate this collection to his
memory.)))
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HARVEY GOLDBLATT)

Godlike \"Simplicity\" versus Diabolic \"Craftiness\":
On the Significance of Ivan

Vyshens'kli's
\"Apology

for the Slavic Language\

I)

In
chapter

3 of his Knyzhka (Book),2 Ivan Vyshens'kyi offers his
celebrated \"apology for the Slavic language\":3)

For I shall tell you a great secret, that the devil is so envious of the Slavic

language that he is scarcely alive by virtue of his anger. He would gladly

destroy it utterly and has directed his entire struggle to that end, so that

it might become the object of disgust and hatred. And as for those of us

who blaspheme and do not love it, you surely should know that by raising

him up they conduct themselves through the actions of that master and

the belching of his spirit. And the reason the devil
wages

this battle

against the Slavic language is that it is more fructiferous than all lan-

guages and beloved of God; since it is without pagan stratagems and
handbooks, that is, [it is without] grammars, rhetorics, dialectics, and

other vainglorious cunning devices belonging to the devil.
Through

simple
and diligent reading and without any craftiness it leads to God,

engenders simplicity
and humility, and will exalt the Holy Spirit. \"For into

a crafty soul,\" said the Wise One, tlwisdom will not enter\" [Wis. 1.4]; and
now the

crafty
Latin soul, blinded and satiated with vainglorious and

proud pagan dogmas, is suffering, for
by

no means can it understand

divine wisdom and spiritual knowledge, humility, simplicity, and
innocence.Therefore, a Orthodox, defend your children from this poison,
and thus know-I verily say unto you-that where the spirit of love [in

someone] adheres to these pagan and empty dogmas, which are suitable

for this world, he will err in the faith and totally fall
away

from piety. And

you now have suffered for all to see, for when you have been seduced by
Latin secular wisdom, you have lost your piety,

have exhausted your-

selves in faith and become infirm, have borne forth heresies and have

angered the one in whom we were baptized. Is it not better for
you

to

study the horologion, psalter, ochtoechos, apostolos, evangelion and other books)))
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appropriate to the Church, and be a
simple person pleasing to God and

receive eternal life, than to achieve an
understanding

of Aristotle and

Plato and be called a wise philosopher in this life and to depart unto hell?

Judge for yourself. It seems to m'e that it is better not to know even the
letter \"alf as long as you make your way to Christ, who loves blessed
simplicityand establishes a dwelling for himself in it and finds tranquility
there. Know, therefore, that the Slavic language is more honoured before

God than Greek or Latin. And this is not a
fairy-tale. (23.8-24.3)4)

In considering this \"apologyU emblematic of an eminently mediae-
val mode of

literary consciousness, scholars frequently have reacted

negatively to Vyshens'kyi's highly dramatic exaltation of the Slavic

tongueS and wholesale rejection of the new learning that ostensibly
characterized intellectual life in the Ruthenian lands. Some have claimed

that the limitations Vyshens'kyi imposed on the use of a
vulgar tongue

proved a principal obstacle to the emergence of a national Ukrainian
language in the age of Reformation and Counter-Reformation,6 whereas

others have asserted that his \"irrational\" language beliefs, which
allegedly did not

rely
on Western intellectual trends, were outside the

mainstream of Ruthenian culture. 7

Indeed, largely on the basis of the

linguistic attitudes presented in chapter 3 of his Knyzhka, Vyshens'kyi

has been regarded as an \"apologist for ignorance\" in opposition to
\"defenders of

learning,\"
such as Meletius Smotryts'kyi, Zacharias Kopy-

stens'kyi, and Petro .Mohyla, who recognized the
importance

of

mastering the cultural and linguistic tools of their rivals. 8

There is no question but that Vyshens'kyi's views differed sharply
not only from those of Polish polemists and Uniate cultural activists, but
also from those of

many
Ruthenian Orthodox writers at the turn of the

seventeenth century. Yet one wonders whether the Athonite monk

should be considered at variance with the mainstream of Ruthenian

cultural trends, or wheth,er he should be viewed, instead, as a remark-
able literary figure

who, as George Grabowicz rightly has noted,)

both reflected the existing state of Ukrainian culture and letters and was

instrumental in conserving that state of affairs. He was not so much a

\"retrograde\" figure as the most forceful and eloquent exponent of a culture

that was (and remained for subsequent centuries) entirely non-secular.9)

Indeed, while it might be expected that-under the impact of certain
well-established critical cliches10 -

Vyshens'kyi' s \"apology for the Slavic

language
H

has hardly been studied against the full backdrop of
influences and counter-influences that marked late-sixteenth- and
early-seventeenth-century

Ruthenian literature, it is curious that the

Athonite monk's defence of the Slavic
languag,e

and the Ruthenian

Orthodox heritage has rarely been examined either in the larger context)))
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Malone's Itgodly,\" aids the narrator in giving his story-set historically

at a time prior to the conversion to Christianity of the peoples
involved-a Christian

perspective; carefully positioned
maxims on

God's firm guidance of the universe and on His
fatherly

love of men

help the narrator lead his audience to find some meaning in the
seeming

waste of men's heroic efforts in an unstable and transient world.
Although the nature and the extent of the influence of classical

rhetoric on Old English poetry and on
Beowulf

in
particular

have yet to

be determined with any authority, critics agree that most
Anglo-Saxon

scholars would have had at least a cursory knowledge of its basic
tenets. 5

The treatment afforded to maxims and proverbs by classical
rhetoricians offers, therefore, an interesting point

of
departure

for a

study of the function of gnomic verses in Old English poetry. Classical
treatises on rhetoric discuss the sententia or proverbium structurally, as
a part of the argument or

proof,
the central section of the discourse, and

stylistically, as a verbal ornament. Quintilian, in his Institutio oratoria,

includes it among authorities drawn from external sources to support
a case (\"Adhibebitur extrinsecus in causam et auctoritas,\" V.xi.36),

explaining that proverbs have acquired immortality because they have

carried conviction of their truth to all mankind (\"neque enim durassent
haec in aeternum, nisi vera omnibus viderentur,\" V.xi.41).6 In his

Institutiones, Cassiodorus, praising Quintilian and Cicero as master
rhetoricians, summarizes their views on rhetorical argumentation. I-Ie

lists as one of the arguments through the syllogism the sententious

enthymeme, that is, one.whose authority is increased by the use of a

maxim (\"sententiale est quod sententia generalis adicit,\" II.ii.13).7

Quintilian also discusses sententiae in his treatment of
style, stating that

they are regarded by many as the most important stylistic ornament

(\"quem plerique praecipuum ac paene solum putant orationis ornatum,\"
VIII.iv.29). While he admits that

they successfully
fulfill their primary

function of ending a period effectively, he castigates the contemporary
fashion of

ending
all periods with them. The influential fourth.-century

Rhetorica ad Herennium treats them only as a
figure

of diction, the ninth

in a list of forty-five. However, in its description of them (IV.xvii.25), it

looks back to Aristotle's Rhetorica, where they are viewed not stylistical-
ly,

as ornaments, but structurally, as one of the two general modes of
persuasion.

8

While these influential rhetoricians all agree on the possible
important structural role for the proverb in an argument, one has to wait
until the early thirteenth century for

prescriptions
on the structural uses

of proverbs in poetry. Geoffrey of Vinsauf, in his Poetria Nova, for

example, suggests opening a poem with a proverb pointing to some
general truth connected with the poem's theme, if one desires a

particularly brilliant beginning (\"Si pars prima
velit majus diffundere

lumen\;") he goes on to explain: \"Supra thema datum sistat, sed
spectet)))
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worship that serves as an instrument by which man could be purified

and made ready to take part in the incorruptible nature of the Lord

Himself. Indeed, in view of Vyshens'kyi's pervasive exaltation of the

contemplative life,16 as well as the distinction-made just prior to his

remarks on the language of the Liturgy-between, on the one hand, the

perfection of the Holy Spirit made known
through

revelation and, on

the other hand, human imperfection and corruption (23.3-4), there are
cogent reasons to believe that he drew upon an Orthodox Slavic theory
of verbal expression that crystallized in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries under the impact of the Hesychast spiritual revival. 17

To
judge

from Constantine Kostenecki's Skazanie iz'iavlienno 0 pismenekh (Explana-
tory Treatise on the Letters), which

unquestionably represents the most

elaborate inquiry into the nature and function of language in the
Orthodox Slavic Middle Ages, and whose theoretical underpinnings
remained an important part of Orthodox Slavic spirituality for centuries,

an essential component of Hesychast teachings involved the profound
link between devotional practice and language speculation.

18

Proceeding

from the fundamental thesis of the reality of the divine in revelation and
the doctrine of the vision of God as light, Hesychasts on Mt. Athos and
in other centres of Eastern Christian spirituality, from the Balkan lands
to the East Slavic territory, derived from their mystical experience the

sort of doctrinal implications that elucidated the unique features of

sacred
linguistic

media such as the Slavic language.
19

It therefore seems reasonable to deduce that, like the Orthodox
Slavic Hesychasts before him, Vyshens'kyi regarded the Slavic language
not merely as a

\"symbol\"
of truth but rather as a direct manifestation of

the divine presence that had been extended to man through the deifying
action of Grace. The sacrality of this linguistic medium thus resided in

its status as a perfect language of revelation, standing in sharp contra-
distinction to the imperfect language of man, which, if used incorrectly,
could serve the enemy of God and thereby lead man to perdition. Above

all, the Slavic language represented the
very

essence of Orthodox

spirituality, for it was the instrument of salvation against which the
devil himself had directed his entire struggle. Indeed, in an age of

unspeakable evil, when the
\"spiritual

infants\" of Rus' -as \"men of flesh
not yet ready for solid food\"-opted for human wisdom rather than the

gifts of the Spirit, in a manner similar to what St. Paul had found at

Corinth in the age of the Apostles (38.28-40.6),20it was the Athonite

monk's conviction that the sacred language of Rus' was the only
medium that could offer man salvation. Even languages consecrated by
tradition and claiming to be sacred, such as Latin and Greek, were not

pleasing to God, for they were replete with pagan \"stratagems\"
and

\"other vainglorious cunning devices belonging to the devil.\" According
to Vyshens'kyi, the salvatory effects of the supranational and truly
sacred Slavic tongue could be observed not only in Rus' but also in)))
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Muscovy
and even in the Turkish lands, where the Serbs and Bulgarians

continued to remain faithful to their Orthodox Slavic language and

heritage (192.6-193.1).

Vyshens'kyi's language beliefs thus differed
significantly

from

those of earlier Orthodox Slavic Hesychast writers in regard to the status
of the Greek language and its relationship to the Slavic tongue. For
fourteenth- and

fifteenth-century
Balkan Slavic authors, such as Monk

Isaiah of Serres and Constantine Kostenecki, for
sixteenth-centuf)'

Muscovite writers, such as Maksim Grek, and for contemporary
Ruthenian writers, such as Meletius

Smotryts'kyi
and Zacharias

Kopysten'kyi, Greek was a special object of attention and technical craft

and a model to be imitated in order to raise the Slavic tongue to a
higher

level of perfection.
21

In the' structures of Vyshens'kyi's thought,
however, the Slavic language was distanced not only from Latin but

from Greek as well. Like his Ruthenian compatriots, the Athonite monk

recognized
the Latin tradition as the real threat and major competitor to

the Slavic
heritage, but, unlike them, he could not regard the \"diabolical-

ly inspired\" Greek language as a viable
weapon

in the struggle for the

cause of Orthodox Rus'. One may wonder whether it is appropriate to

see in Vyshens'kyi's rejection (and functional equivalence) of Greek and
Latin merely a

topos reflecting
the traditional anti-Hellenic position

taken by Church Fathers, such as John Chrysostom,22
or the type of

fundamental and absolute opposition in which his call for
repentance

and, hope for redemption among the Ruthenians in the Polish land were
couched.23

The Slavic language, in its capacity as singular instrument of
salvation for a Rus' on the verge of destruction, could not rely on or

imitate the features of Greek, Latin, or any other
language

but had to

place all its trust in its unique relationship to God.
Vyshens'kyi'sdecidedly negative

evaluation of the Greek language
leads us to another very striking difference between him and earlier

Orthodox Slavic writers. For Hesychast writers, such as the
above-mentioned Monk Isaiah

24
and Constantine Kostenecki,25 the use

of khytrosti (or khudozhestvo),26 understood as \"artH or \"technical skill\" (cf.

Greek TBXV7J), was absolutely essential if the Slavic language was to
retain its sacred status and remain as cultivated as Greek. In other
words, the dignity of the Slavic tongue was dependent upon the use of
the correct philological and

grammatical techniques.
In the sixteenth

century, moreover, Maksim Grek could assert that if the Slavic language

was lacking in prestige, this was because-in contrast to the situation
among

the Greeks-Muscovy lacked sufficient \"technical expertise\"

(khytrosti) to engage in the art of
scriptural

correction.
27

Hence, while

earlier Orthodox Slavic writers influenced by the spiritual theology of

the Hesychasts appear to have attempted to combine the correct

\"techniques\" or \"skill\" with the idea of perfect revelation, Vyshens'kyi
seems to have insisted in his

Knyzhka
on a rigid distinction between the)))
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khytrosti (i.e., insidious \"stratagems\" or wickedly \"cunning devices\
appropriate to the devil and the khudozhestvo (i.e., \"skill\" or \"art\") that

\"leads to the reigning, immortal, and eternal truth\" (9.11-12/124.2-3).28

According to the Athonite monk, therefore, the term khytrosti (and

semantically related forms) meant not
\"craft,\" which assisted in the

revelation of divine truth, but rather \"craftiness,\" which totally allied

itself with the evil one and sought to destroy the Word of God.

Thus, the Slavic language was not \"simply another language, a
vehicle of communication and a communion with men and God, but an
icon of given theological truth.\"29 Here, too, it is essential to recall the

profound link established by the Greek Fathers between the purpose
of

the mystical ascent and the aim of the Eucharist. 3D

It was Vyshens'kyi's

belief that if one did not use the sacred Slavic tongue in all
parts

of the

Divine Liturgy, there would be no sacrament of deification and,
consequently, no salvation. And it was for the salvation of \"all pious

people living in Little Rus' and the Polish
Kingdom\"

that the Athonite

monk had been obliged to compile his \"writing on the falsehood which
reigns over truth.\" As he noted at the end of his introduction to the
Knyzhka:)

With regard to this writing, which has been entirely recopied, let others
know about it as well, since one is dealing here not with a piece of bast or

strip of leather but with the entire skin, that is, the salvation of our souls,

lest we perish both on earth and eternally, away from the living God.)

III)

It is important to emphasize that in Vyshens'kyi's \"apology,\"
the

remarks on the devil's hatred of the Slavic tongue, and his desire to
eliminate it

through
his tfctlnning devices/' are not meant in any

figurative or metaphorical sense. A pervasive theme of the entire

Knyzhka is the real presence of the organized forces of the malevolent

spirit, not just in Rus' but \"from all ends and parts of Christendom\"

(7.13). Indeed, all of Vyshens'kyi's writings-but especially the

Knyzhka-must be seen as an eschatologicalresponse to the perceived

trauma of Rus'. The Athonite monk offers the depicted wicked world of

status, wealth, and persecution as part of an apocalyptic vision. Because
the present age is hopelesslyperverted

(7.20-22), God is about to pour
the vessel of His wrath upon the wicked who have been assembled for

destruction (7.18-19).31 Yet those Orthodox Christians who would

repent, acquire rule over their
passions,

and renew themselves would

achieve Grace and deifying salvation (7.20-26). God would not
betray

the community of righteous believers and would overthrow the powers
of evil in the satanic dimension to affirm the promise of redemption to

His true community.32)))

rigging or in dress ashore (where he was dubbed \"the Russian count\.

Luck, and bad health, checked his last eighteen efforts to
get another

command at sea; but almost to the last he rejected the easy life in

steamships and displayed a Quixotic devotion to the lost cause of sail.)))
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Hence, Vyshens'kyi's depiction of the \"ordeal\" of Rus', and of a
world marked by oppression and

\"liminality,\"
was also determined by

the expectation of a final redemption and involved the
projection

into

a future embodying an ideal state of being.
33

In
addressing

his Ru-

thenian compatriots in order to remind them of the presence of evil in

their land and of the need to repent, he believed that he was duty-bound

to concern himself not with individual salvation but with the whole
Church. In other words, the ttmonk from the Holy Athonite Mountain\"
had an \"apostolic\" obligation not only to expose the evil that reigned

over all ends and parts of Christendom (but especially in the Polish
Kingdom)-that is, serve as a \"prophet of disaster\"-but also to proclaim
the eschatological fulfillment of human history-that is, serve as a

\"prophet
of salvation.\"34

Nowhere is Vyshens'kyi's dual prophetic role more clearly
expressed in his writings than in the short introduction to the

Kl1yzhka. In this textual excerpt, which has come down to us
only

in

a single testimony,35 the Athonite monk evidently wished to reveal to
his readers the \"true

significance\"
of what they would find in the ten

chapters that followed. In this
regard,

one should note that-as

Riccardo Picchio demonstrated for several Orthodox Slavic monu-
ments that

appear
to serve as examples of scriptural exegesis-\"be-

cause a literary work imitated the sacred and authoritative texts of the

Christian tradition, it was understood by the well-trained reader or
listener

according
to

'
two levels of meaning,' which correspond to the

[allegorical and historical] senses of
Scripture.

036
What one thus

uncovers in the introduction to the Knyzhlm is the \"voice of one crying

in the wilderness,\"37 a functional equivalent of the eschatological
proclamation of John the Baptist-\"Repent for the kingdom of Heaven
is at hand 038

-with its emphasis on pervasive evil, the certainty of
di,\\line retribution, and, finally, the possibility of repentance, cleansing
from sin, and everlasting salvation:)

I send to you a writing on the falsehood which reigns over truth in

your land; and there is blasphemy against God from all ends and parts
of Christendom. And the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places

(it is with them we are contending, according to St. Paul) rule over our
Christian world, whence for unbelief and barrenness we have been led
into destruction together with our Orthodox faith. And if you do not

realize this and acquit yourselves, you should know that our piety is

being devastated, and all those who have remained in unbelief will

perish. For the vessel of God's wrath is ready to be poured upon our
land; flee quickly from it to God in your repentance and reform. And
there is not a more godless, blasphemous, and unjust land than your
land, even among the heathens. I therefore implore you to save

yourselves through the example of Lot, who fled from Sodom to)))
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Zoar-for Zoar is repentance and cleansing from sin; about this you will

find here what has been said additionally about the cleansing of the

Church. And when you have corrected this, I will place my trust in
God's

mercy,
that God will look' upon us once again with a merciful

eye and will raise
up

our piety and save all who are living piously in
Him and vouchsafe them to be heirs to the kingdom of Heaven, which,
the Lord willing, is for all of us to receive. Amen (italics added).

(7.12-28))

It seems, moreover, that Vyshens'kyi may have had recourse to a

special compositional device that was intended to bridge the semantic
gap between the

spiritual
and historical senses. More specifically, the

Athonite monk might have made use of what Picchio has called a

biblical thematic clue-placed in a structurally marked position-to
ensure that the reader would not miss the higher meaning or spiritual
sense conveyed by the entire

Knyzhka.

39

The biblical reference in

question, which is found at the very beginning of the introduction but

also elsewhere in Vyshens'kyi's writings,40 and which \"should be
interpreted in light of its twofold contextual function,\"41 is from

Ephesians 6:12, that is, from St. Paul's well-known passage devoted to

God's armour and Christian warfare:)

Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of His might. Put on the
whole armour of GQd, that you may be able to stand against the wiles of

the devil. For we are not contending against flesh and blood, but against the

principalities, against the powers, against the world rulers
of

this present

darkness, against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the
heavenly places.

Therefore take the whole armour of God, that you may be able to
withstand in tIle evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore,
having girded your

loins with truth, and having put on the breastplate of

righteousness, and having shod your feet with the equipment of the

gospel of peace; above all taking the shield of faith, with which you can

quench all the flaming darts of the e'vil one. And take the helmet of

salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God. Pray at

all times in the Spirit, with all prayer and supplication (italics added).

(Eph.6:10-18))

It appears that a correct interpretation of this biblical reference, in
light of its multifold contextual function and based on the exegeses of
the Church Fathers, was to

help
the reader grasp the true meaning and

intent of the
Knyzhka. According

to Vyshens'kyi , therefore, the unspeak-
able evil and unbelief that reigned over truth had their origins not in the

temporai conflict between Catholics and Orthodox or in the worldly
stru.ggles

between different rulers and ecciesiastic hierarchies, but in the

power of supernatural beings,
that is, in the reality of the eternal war)))
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between God and the devil.
42

The battle was not with mere mortal

beings but with the organized forces of the malevolent spirit of \"this

present darkness\" in a world that had been
demonically perverted.

43

One should note, moreover, that the citation from Ephesians 6:12
and its twofold context offered an additional, extremely important level

of interpretation. The battle with the devil had to be conducted not only
in the external world, but also as an internal contest. It must be

emphasized that this passage from St. Paul's Letter to the
Ephesians

played a significant role for many authorities on contemplative
monasticism-from the

early
Fathers of the desert in the fourth century

to Gregory Palamas and Nil Sorskii-all of whom defined the spiritual
life of the Christian as a war waged, both in the body and in the soul,

with hidden stratagems.
44

In other words, through his reference to

Ephesians 6:12 and its biblical context, Vyshens'kyi not
only sought to

reveal the real nature of the evil found among the Ruthenians in the

Polish Kingdom
but also sought to show how to achieve true cleansing

from sin and redemption- namely, through the contemplative life of
the monks and through traditional devotional

practices,
that is, by

uprooting the evil thoughts and temptations prompted by the devil and
by battling against

the passions and acquiring control over them.
Sustained by a tradition of monastic piety in Eastern Christendom

whose origins could be traced back to the
\"pure prayer\"

of Evagrius

Ponticus and the \"mysticism of the heart\" of Pseudo-Macarius, Vyshen-
s'kyi could assert that

only
the \"dispassioned\" Christian-that is, the one

who had won the \"good fight\"
of St. Paul-could fill his mind and heart

with the presence of God and achieve
deifying

salvation.)

IV)

Clearly, Vyshens'kyils application of a biblical passage from St. Paul's
Letter to the Ephesians was dependent upon the exegetical schemes of the
Church Fathers, for

only
their guidance and instruction ensured a

correct interpretation of the ineffable truth contained in the
Holy

Writ.

As the Fathers had declared at the Council in Trullo in 692:)

If any controversy in regard to Scripture shall have been raised, let [the
clergy

and bishops] not interpret it otherwise than as the lights and
doctors of the Church in their writings have expounded it and in these let
them glory rather than in composing things

out of their own heads.
45)

One Tleed look no further tnan, for example, the exegesis and
moral application to this passage from

Ephesians
offered by St. John

Chrysostom-wl10se writings appear to have held particular authority
for

Vyshens'kyi

46
-to observe the importance of patristic interpretations

for an understanding of what we are contending with \"in the evil
day.\"47)))
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If one examines Chrysostom's Homilies on Ephesians-in particular,
homily xxii, which deals with Ephesians 6:5-13, and homily xxiii, which
focuses on Ephesians 6:14-2048

-one can see how a knowledge of the

commentary on the
\"good

Christian
fight\" by one of the \"classical\"

auctores of Eastern Christianity could have prepared the reader of the

introduction for the higher significance of the ten chapters that followed.
Thus, for instance, in commenting on Ephesians 6:12, Chrysostom's

homily xxii underscores not only the nature and
significance

of the

battle with the devil but also the rewards that are at the root of the

conflict with our fierce enemy:)

The conflict lies \"in the heavenlies\"; the struggle is not about riches, not
about glory, but about our

being
enslaved. And thus is the enmity

irreconcilable. The strife and the conflict are fiercer when [it is] for vast

interests at stake; for the expression \"in the heavenlies\" is equivalent to

\"for the heavenly things.
u

It is not that they may gain anything by the

conquest, but that
they may despoil us. . . . A harder warfare this than that

which is matter of sense, a fiercer conflict. Think how long [a] time this

enemy is wrestling, for what it is that he is
fighting,

and be more guarded

than ever.
49)

Later, in the section of homily xxii that offers the moral applica-
tion, Chrysostom reveals how the Christian might quench the \"flaming
darts of the evil one\"

a\037d
be saved. His answer is straightforward: \"If,

what they are by nature, that we become
by choice, free from flesh and

blood, thus shall we vanquish.\"50 In other words, \"wealth, possessions,
and vainglory give [the devil] a hold,\" and it is \"because we are slothful
that we have to wrestle with him.\"51 One can overcome the power of the

enemy, as St. Paul did, only by \"subduing all, . . . that is, both passions,
and vile lusts, and all things else that trouble US.\"

52

Only
the Christian

who fights against the passions and a dissolute life could vanquish the
devil:)

Reconnoiter on all sides, fortify thyself. Not against the devil alone is the
conflict, but also against his powers. How then, you may say, are we to
wrestle with the darkness? How with the \"spiritual hosts of wickedness\"?

By becoming good. For wickedness is
contrary

to good, and light drives

away darkness. . . . Oh then, let us
trample

under foot the power of the

devil; let us trample under foot our sins, I mean everything that pertains
to this life, wrath, lust, vainglory, every passion; that when we depart to

that world, we may not be convicted of
betraying

that po\\ver which God

hath given us; for thus shall we attain also the blessings that are to come. 53)

It therefore was by living in accordance with the ascetic quest for
perfection and union with God that one could guarantee, for both the)))
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monks and all Christians, not only victory over the devil but also the
gift

of salvation:)

If, disregarding the Angels who have well pleased our Father and whom
He hath set over us, we have our conversation with the devil, inevitably
we shall be disinherited. But God grant that engaging in the war we have
to wage with him, and, with the aid from which is from above, having

conquered, we may become heirs of the kingdom of Heaven.
54)

v)

The higher \"level of meaning\"-as revealed in the reference to Ephesians
6:12and its biblical context-that Vyshens'kyi offers in the introduction

of his Knyzhka has special significance for the \"apology for the Slavic

language.\"55 In determining the place of the
\"apology\"

in the context of

the entire Knyzhka, two motives are of particular relevance: first, that the

devil is waging a ferocious battle (borba) with the Slavic language, which
is \"beloved of God\" and unique in its \"simplicity\" (prostota) and
\"innocence\" (bezzlobie);and second, that the

sphere
of \"craftiness\"-that

is, the application of \"stratagems\" (khytrosti) and \"cunning devices\"
(kovarstva)-is indissolubly linked to the activities of the evil one. Thus,

according to Vyshens'kyi, the wiliness characteristic of Latin and Greek

had to remain totally apart from the Slavic language, for it was linked

with the evil one in opposition to the Word of God. The only defence

against the craftiness of the devil, which was being used to
destroy

the

sacred spiritual heritage of Rus', was the feature of simplicity, under-
stood here not as a level of linguistic expression distinct from sacred

language (i.e., latw'T'YJ\037 A.6yo\037
or yA.w(J(J(X 8'YJJ.LTJwo'YJ\037 / lingua rus-

tica or sermo vulgaris),56 but rather as a
positive

ethical and religious
value (i.e., a1TAOTTJ'; / simplicitas) and essential attribute of the Slavic

tongue (prostota slavianskoho i\037zyka).
It is significant, in this regard, that the biblical

passage
from the

Letter to the Ephesians elucidates not only what the Christians are

contending
with and in what manner they might overcome the powers

of the evil one, but also-and most important for the purpose of our
discussion-precisely how the devil attacks those who stand against him.

According to St. Paul, as he indicates in Ephesians6:11,we must put on

the whole armour of God, for attempts are made to destroy us
through

\"the wiles [or 'craftinesses'] of the devil\"
(TrpO\037 TU'; J.LB(JOaBia\037 TOV

otaf3oA.ov).57 One should note that the term /-LB(}o8Bia (craft,
wiliness, cunning devices), which is not attested before the New

Testament, not only is used by St. Paul exclusively in a
negative

sense
58

(and almost always by the Church Fathers in reference to the devil

59

),

but also is often described in the patristic literature in contrast to the)))
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concept of a1TAopT}r; (simplicity, sincerity, uprightness). Thus, for

example,
in the above-mentioned homily xxii, in his commentary on

Ephesians 6:11 and definition of the term jLE(Jooeia\" Chrysostom
devotes considerable attention to the fundamental opposition between
craftiness and simplicity:)

[St. Paul] saith not, against the fightings, nor against the hostilities,but
against

the \"wiles.\" For this enemy is at war with us, not
simply,

not

openly, but by \"wiles.\" What is meant by wiles? To use \"wiles\" is to

deceive and take by artifice or contrivance; a thing which takes place both
in the case of the arts, and by words, and actions and stratagems, in the
case of those who seduce us. I mean something like this. The devil never

proposes to us sins in their proper colours; he does not speak of idolatry,
but he sets it off in another dress, using \"wiles,\" that is, making his
discourse plausible, employing disguises.

Now therefore the Apostle is by
this means both rousing the soldiers, and making them

vigilant, by

persuading and instructing them, that our conflict is with one skilled in the

arts of war, and with one who wars not
simply,

nor openly, but with much

wiliness {italics added).60)

In this homily, therefore, the semantic domain of
artificium

is totally

bound up with the devil and linked to the notions of
\"deception\"

and

\"beguilement.

n
Citing the Second Letter to the Corinthians, where St. Paul

underscores the distin\037tion between scheming \"sophistry\" and open

\"simplicity,\" Chrysostom asserts that even if the \"Apostle to the Gentiles\"

had been persuaded that nothing could separate him from the love of

Christ, he still was afraid of the \"artifices\" of the devil: \"r fear lest by any
means, as the serpent beguiled Eve in his craftiness, your minds should

be corrupted from the simplicity which is in Christ\" (italics added) (2

Cor. 11 :3).61)

VI)

Thus, it appears that the introduction to the Knyzhka served a precise

purpose. The textual excerpt aimed to elucidate the spiritual leitmotif

operative
in the entire text ofVyshens'kyi's work-namely, that the evil

that reigned over truth in the Polish Kingdom was the temporal
manifestation of the eternally wicked designs of the devil. It seems,
moreover, that the thematic clue (and its biblical context) that one finds
at the beginning of the introduction reveals fundamental oppositions
that play a decisive part in the

Uapology
for the Slavic language,\"

especially in the description of the battle being waged by the devil

against
the sacred language of Rus'. It is, therefore, precisely in the

context of the dramatic struggle against \"the spiritual hosts of wicked-
ness\" that the Slavic language acquired its unique role as the defender)))
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of Ruthenian Orthodox spirituality. In a world dominated by the

organized forces of the
\"crafty\"

and malevolent spirit, only the \"simplici-
ty\" of the Slavic language could preserve the rituals and sacramental

traditions of Orthodoxy and accord man the possibility of
ascending

towards the source of supreme truth.

The higher message contained in the introduction also
helped

clarify
the nature of the warning and the type of fundamental opposi-

tions set forth
by Vyshens'kyi

in his oft-cited second preface to the

Knyzhlal, entitled \"Ko
prochitateliu

naedini seho pisania\" (To the One

Reading This Work Alone):)

First of all, I caution you against that deception, so that you might
seek here not the

stratagems
of word-weaving styles present in Hellenic

learning but the path towards the essence of truth in which eternal life is

preserved. . . . Stop at each step-where it is spoken about falsity and
truth-with spiritual judgement;

and having seen that truth is trampled

by falsity on the part of the destructive sons, be grieved, weep, and pray
to God, so that He

might
allow all who have lost their way to return to the

path of salvation and to come to a knowledge of the truth.
And insofar as I am concerned, I

myself
shall give you testimony

that I have not studied grammatical trifles, I have not seen rhetorical

games, nor have I heard philosophical bombast. My teacher is a
simple

man, but wisest of all, who makes unlettered men wise. My teacher is a

simple man, who transforms fishermen into fishers of men. Mine is the
teacher who

laughs
at the philosophers with simplicity. Mine is the

teacher who bridles pride with
humility.

Therefore, if you wish to find the path of salvation, listen to him.
And if

you
want to discover the kingdom of Heaven, trust in him

fervently. But if the spirit of the vainglory in Latin learning overcomes you
and you knowingly do not believe in this simplicity of mine, be aware for
certain that you will not inherit eternal life. (10.13-32))

Here, within the traditional reference to God's desire that all \"come

to a knowledge of the truth,\"62 Vyshens'kyi offers what appears to be a
topical condemnation of

pagan (Hellenic) rhetoric and an equally topical
affirmation of the superiority of Christ's simple teaching over artificium.
Yet it would be a mistake to regard this

preface merely
as a fopos

modestiae similar to what one finds in the works of
many

other Orthodox

Sla,vic writers-from Monk Nestor, Daniel the Exile, and Epiphanius the
Most-Wisein an earlier

age,
to contemporaries of Vyshens'kyi, such as

Hierodeacon Leontius of the Monastery of the Caves, in the Ruthenian

period, up to the time of Archpriest Avvakum and other Old Believers

(among
the East Slavs) and Todor Vrachanski and Paisii Hilandarski

(among the Balkan Slavs).63 On the one hand, it is possible to identify
Vyshens'kyi's anti-Hellenic position as the active defence of an)))
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Orthodox Slavic poetics that was in accordance with the theoretical
doctrine 64

set forth by the \"simple teacher\" who made \"uneducated and
common\"65 apostles reveal great understanding as fishers of men

preaching the kingdom of Heaven. 66

On the other hand, as in chapter 3,
the Athonite monk's apology for the teachings of the \"simple man\" also

involved a precise condemnation and rejection of the actual state of

affairs in the Ruthenian schools, which, patterned as they were on the

Jesuit model, offered to their students the mediaeval trivium (i.e.,

grammar, rhetoric, and dialectics).67

One should not forget, in this regard, that Vyshens'kyi's \"apology
for the Slavic language\"was introduced in deliberate response to those

Ruthenian cultural activists (i.e., ttthose among us\") who would

\"blaspheme against the Slavic language\" and thereby participated in the
work of the devil (23.11-13). In other words, the Athonite monk did not
direct his polemic, either in the introduction or in chapter 3/ against the
Polish adversaries of the Orthodox heritage of Rus', such as Piotr

Skarga,68 but rather against his Ruthenian compatriots who not
only

had

studied Aristotle and Plato and tolerated the Latin hymns in the Church
but had committed the grievous error of using a \"vernacular tongue\"
during the Divine

Liturgy.69
As a consequence of the destruction and

profanation that had spread over Rus', and \"inasmuch as all the

inhabitants of Little Rus' hard] committed heresy and removed them-
selves from God\" (22.7-8), Vyshens'kyi was duty-bound to provide the
means to \"cleanse

th\037
Church of any deceptions\" and restore the

tradition of Orthodoxy\" so that \"God
might

draw near to us\" (22.9-10):)

Whereupon I thus give you advice, true and firm, on how to restore the

piety of Orthodoxy in our Church. First of all, cleanse the Church of any

deceptions and heretical superstitions and praise God in the
simplicity

of

the heart without subtle adornments. Drive out of the Church the Latin

stench of hymns and give thanks to God by chanting with our
simple

Rus'ian canticles. Then embrace our Eastern orthodox faith without any
doubt and with all your heart, soul, and thought, and

reject
for yourself

any form of heresy and unbelief. And fervently honor the veneration of

icons. . . . (italics added) (22.13-22))

The Athonite monk was thereby spiritually obliged to proclaim
that only the

\"simple\"
Slavic

tongue,
in its capacity as a chosen instru-

ment of Grace, could preserve the sacred Orthodox
heritage by

vanquishing the diabolic \"craftiness\" that had taken hold of a Rus' that
had become

t'godless, blasphemous,
and unjust\037n The napology for the

Slavic language\" thus became an integral and vital
part

of Vyshens'kyi' s

call for the radical reform of Ruthenian society, of his
struggle with the

Anti-Christ for the purification of the Church in the face of the immi-

nently approaching end of time.)))
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1. Research for this article was supported by
a grant from the Social

Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, which I
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acknowledge.

2. The Knyzhka Joanna mnikha Vishenskoho ot sviatyia afonskia hory
. . . (The

Book of Monk Ivan Vyshens'kyi from the Holy Athonite Mountain. . .) was

compiled and sent to \"all pious people living in Little Rus'\" sometime between

1599 and 1601. The Knyzhka, which is a collection of Vyshens'kyi's writings
produced up to that time--that is, not only the works written before the Union
of Brest (1596) but several new writings composed especially for the collec-
tion-consists of an introduction, a table of contents, two prefaces, an,d ten

chapters. To
judge

from the size and makeup of the final portions of the
Knyzhka,

one may conclude that Vyshens'kyi's aim was to compile a collection that would
comprise precisely

ten chapters.
It appears, moreover, that this number was

chosen with a particular model in
mind-namely,

another \"book,\" also \"in ten

chapters\" (Knyzhitsa v desiati otdelakh), which had been printed in Ostroh in 1598
to oppose that Union and had included an \"epistle\" by Vyshens'kyi sent from
Mt. Athos. Unlike theOstroh collection,however, Vyshens'kyi's Knyzhka did not

appear in print during his lifetime; on the other hand, it is clear that-as

indicated in the introduction-the Athonite monk wanted his \"text\" (termina) to

be copied and spread throughout Rus' and the Polish Kingdom for the salvation

of human souls. Some scholars believe that the instructions on how to read the

Knyzhka found in the first preface, as well as the
organizing principle

of the

Knyzhka-with its prefaces, virshi, and division into chapters-are a clear
indication that

Vyshens'kyi prepared
the work for publication, perhaps by the

Ostroh school but most
likely by

the Lviv brotherhood. The fact that the Knyzhka
did not appear in print until

long
after Vyshens'kyi's demise has been attributed

by these same scholars to a number of causes-not only to insufficient financial

means or Vyshens'kyi's rejection of much of the \"new learning\" that character-

ized the educational curriculum of the brotherhood schools,but also to the fear

of reprisals for publishing a work that manifested such fierce
opposition

to

almost all aspects of intellectual and cultural life in the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth. See, in this regard, I. P. Eremin [Jer'omin], Ivan Vyshens'kii.
Sochineniia (Moscow and Leningrad: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1955), pp. 292-93.

3. On this designation, see Eremin, p. 299.)))
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4. Here and elsewhere in this study, Vyshens'kyi's writings
are cited

according to Eremin's 1955 edition. In all references to this publication, the first

numeral indicates the page, and the second number gives the line.
S. For Vyshens'kyi's views on the \"Slavic language,\" see, inter alia, A.

Martel, La
langue polonaise dans les pays Ruthenes: Ukraine et Russie blanche,

1569-1667, Travaux et memoires de l'universite de Lille, n.s.: Droit et lettres, 20

(Lille: Universite de Lille, 1938),pp. 72-73,259-62; B. Groschel, Die Sprache Ivan

Vysens1cyjs: Untersuchungen und Materialen zur historischen Grammatik des

Ukrainische, Slavistische Forschungen, 13 (Cologne and Vienna: B6hlau Verlag,
1972),pp. 7-26;A. N. Robinson, Bor'ba idei v russkoi literature XVII veka (Moscow:
Nauka, 1974), pp. 319-36;H. Goldblatt, \"On the Language Beliefs of Ivan

Vyshens'kyi and the Counter-Reformation\" (forthcoming).
6. See, for

example,
O. Pritsak and J. Reshetar, \"Ukraine and the

Dialectics of Nation-Building,\" Slavic Review 22, no. 2 (1963):7-8.

7. See, for instance, the concluding remarks made
by

Antoine Martel in

reference to Vyshens'kyi's \"apology\": \"II
y

eut heureusernent a la me me epoque
quelques defenses de la langue liturgique et de la theologie qui furent a la fois

plus raisonnees et plus raisonnables\" (Martel, p. 73).

8. The formulae \"apologistes de !'ignorance\" and \"defenseurs du savoir\"

are to be found in Martel, pp. 259--66. It is paradoxical that this negative
evaluation of Vyshens'kyi's language beliefs, still influential in contemporary
scholarship, has its origins in Panteleimon Kulish's exaltation of the Athonite

monk's \"apostolic ignorance\" (P. A. Kulish, Istoriia vossoedineniia Rusi, 1 [St.

Petersburg: \"Obshchestvennaia polza,\" 1874], pp. 289-314). Cf. I. Franko, Ivan
Vyshens'kyi

i ieho tvory (Lviv: n.p., 1895), as published in Ivan Franko. Zibrannia
tvoriv u p'iatdesiaty tomakh, 30 (Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1981), pp. 15-17, 164--65.

9. G. Grabowicz, Toward a History of Ukrainian Literature (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1981), p. 37.

10. I have in mind here, above all, the deeply entrenched historiographic
approach which informs us that Vyshens'kyi, the patriotic defender of Orthodox

spirituality, remained essentially unaffected by Reformation (and especially

Counter-Reformation) models and patterns of thought: see Goldblatt, \"On the

Language Beliefs of Ivan Vyshens/kyi,\" esp. pp. 1-3.
11. Mt. 21:12-17;Mk. 11:11,15-19;Lk. 19:45-48.

12. Cf. the words of St. John of Damascus, in his On Icons: \"We do not

change the everlasting boundaries which our fathers have set, but we keep the

tradition just as we received it\"
(Patrologia

Graeca 94:1297B).

13. Eremin, pp. 297-301.
14. J. Pelikan, The

Spirit of Eastern Christendom (600-1700), The Christian

Tradition. A History of the Development of Doctrine, 2 (Chicago and London:

University of Chicago Press, 1974), p. 256.
15. See Goldblatt, \"On the Language Beliefs of Ivan Vyshens'kyi.\"
16. One should recall that the greater part of

chapter
3 (25.20-43.31) is

an \"apology for the monastic
life,\"

in which Vyshens'kyi holds up the monks as
the model for all Christians, for

only they lived in accordance with the apostolic
way of life, that is, a way of life that combined the ascetic quest for

perfection

with an insistence on preaching for the salvation of 11umansouls. According to

Vyshens'kyi,
the monks were the only possible agent of restoration and

salvation for Rus': \"Or do you not know, you wretches, that if there were no true

monks or those pleasing to God among you,. you would have
long ago been)))
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reduced to ashes by brimstone and fire in the Polish land, as were Sodom and

Gomorrah?\" (25.7-9).

17. The detailed study of Vyshens'kyi's relationship to the Hesychast
movement remains a desideratum; for the present, see Iu. V. Peleshenko,
\"Deshchopro tradytsii u tvorchosti Ivana

Vyshens'koho,\"
in Ukrains'ke literaturne

barokko, ed. O. V. Myshanych (Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1987),pp.
131-43.

18. See H. Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy: Constantine Kostenecki's
Treatise on the Letters, Studia Historica et Philologica, 16 (Florence: Le Lettere,
1987),esp. pp. 3-9, 347-50.

19. Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy, pp. 3-9, 347-50.
20. 1 Cor. 1:10-3:9.

21. See Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy, pp. 21-23, 350-53, and
\"Orthodox Slavic Heritage and National Consciousness: Aspects of the East
Slavic and South Slavic National Revivals,\" Harvard Ukrainian Studies 10

(1986):339-40. One should note that for Ruthenian writers, such as
Smotryts'kyi

and Kopystens'kyi, the prestige of the Greek tongue (and, by extension, of the

Slavic language as well) invariably was bound up with the idea that Latin could

not convey the conceptual subtlety of Greek: see D. Frick, \"Meletij Smotryc'kyj

and the Ruthenian Language Question,\" Harvard Ukrainian Studies 9 (1985):38-40.
22. Robinson, p. 316.
23. See G. Grabowicz, \"The Question of Authority in Ivan Vysens'kyi:

A Dialectics of Absence,\" Harvard Ukrainian Studies 12 (1988):156.

24. In his
\"preface\"

to his Slavic translation of the works of Dionysius the

Pseudo-Areopagite (1371),Monk Isaiah notes that \"in the beginning the Greek

language was made skillful [khudozhen] and complete by God, and at different

times was technically refined
[ukhyshtren] by

various philosophers. And our

Slavic language was made well by God, for all that God makes is exceedingly

good, but in the absence of the love of learning of men zealous for the word it
was not

dignified
with technical skill [khytrosti]\" (partially cited after R.

Mathiesen, \"The Inflectional Morphology of the Synodal Church Slavonic Verb\"

[Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1972], p. 27). See Goldblatt, Orthography
and

Orthodoxy, pp. 23-24, 208-10, 355-56.

25. According to Kostenecki, as we read in his
early-fifteenth-century

Skazanie iz'javljenno 0 pismenekh (Explanatory Treatise on the Letters): \"For they
[i.e., the Greeks] are skilled [khudozhnici] and are travelers. . . who conduct

trade, they know in which [ports there is] a smaller one. But because we [i.e.,
the Slavs] are unskilled [nevedushte], we can only find out from them where the

pearl [of God] is to be obtained.\" See Goldblatt, Orthography and Orthodoxy, pp.
351-52.

26. On the synonymy of the two terms, see G. M. Prokhorov, Pamiatniki

perevodnoi i russkoi literatury XIV-XV vekov (Leningrad: Nauka, 1987), pp. 91-93.
27. A. I. Ivanov, Literaturnoe nasledie Maksima Greka (Leningrad: Nauka,

1969), p. 101.
28. As to the positive connotations of the term khudozhestvo, cf.

163.28-31.

29. Mathiesen, p. 37.
30. See J. Pelikan, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (100-600), The

Christian Tradition. A History of the Development
of Doctrine, 1 (Chicago and

London: University of Chicago Press, 1971),pp. 343-49.

31. Cf. Rom 9:22; Rev. 15:1-16:21.)))
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32. As Vyshens'kyi puts it in the second preface to his
Knyzhkt1:

\"And

having seen that truth is trampled by falsity on the part of the destructive sons,

be grieved, weep, and pray to God, so that He
might

allow all who have lost

their way to return to the path of salvation and to come to a knowledge of the

truth [cf. 1 Tim. 2:4].\" On the critical importance of this biblical citation from St.
Paul's First Letter to Timothy

in Orthodox Slavic literature to underscore the

continuity of God's redeeming intervention, see R. Picchio, \"Questione della

lingua e Slavia Cirillometodiana,\" in Studi sulla Questione della
lingua presso gli

Slavi, ed. R. Picchio (Rome: Editioni dell' Ateneo, 1972),pp. 34-48;H. Goldblatt,

\"On the Place of the Cyrillo-Methodian Tradition in Epiphanius' Life of
St.

Stephen of Perm,\" in Christianity and its Role in the Culture
of

the Eastern Slavs, ed.

B. Gasparov and R. Hugues (forthcoming).
33. The reference here to \"liminality\" (i.e., a state of transition) a11d to

\"millenarian\" motives points to the utility of structural anthropological models,
in the manner of those provided by Yictor Turner in his The Ritual Process;
Structure and Anti-Structure (Ithaca:Cornell

University Press, 1977), for the study
of pre-modern authors, such as Yyshens'kyi, who operated in

periods
of

profound societal crisis and transformation. Some of the models offered
by

structural anthropology have already been successfully employed in the study
of modern Ukrainian literature: see George Grabowicz's path-breaking book on

Taras Shevchenko, The Poet as Mythmaker:
A Study of Symbolic Meaning in Taras

Sevcenko (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982).
34. Here I am drawing certain concepts from the Formgeschichte school

of German
Prot\037stant theology, recently of great importance for the Berlin

research group \"Altere Slavische Literaturen\": see Klaus Koch, The Growth of the
Biblical Tradition; The Form-Critical Method, trans. S. M. Cupitt (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969), pp.

183-220.

35. That is, the seventeenth-century Lviv codex; see Eremin, pp. 272-80.
36. R. Picchio, \"The Function of Biblical Thematic Clues in the Literary

Code of 'Slavia Orthodoxa,'\" Slavica Hierosolymitana 1 (1977):5.

37. Lk. 3:4 (Is. 40:3): \"$ovr, {3owvTot; 8V Tn epTJ/.t w
\"

/ hlas

v \"piiushchaho v pustyni. The need to retire into the solitude of the desert, or to \"go
to the mountains\" (Ta OPT} KaTO'.ACX/-L{3avBLv / otbfgati v hory), not only for
one's self-perfection but for the salvation of other Christians, is a critical theme
in Vyshens'kyi's writings. This is the principal motive of his last work, the
Pozorishche

myslennoe (Spiritual Spectacle), compiled about 1615, in which the
author totally rejects the notion that John Chrysostom might ever have forbade

the monks to go into the wilderness or
might

have rebuked them for seeking to
isolate themselves from the temptations of life in the world (see Eremin, pp.
326-28).

38. Mt. 3:2.On the
paradoxical

\"doubleness of terrestrial immanence and

eschatological transcendence of the Kingdom of God,\" see G. Ladner, The Idea
of

Reform; Its Impact on Christian Thought and Action in the
Age of

the Fathers (Cam-

bridge: Harvard University Press, 1959), esp. pp. 107-32.
39\" Picchio, \"The Function of Biblical Thematic Clues,\" pp. 5-6.
40. See, for

example, 20.35-21.1; 46.33-34; 163.13-14; 175.17-19; 180.8-13;
191.18-19.

41.
42.)

Picchio, \"The Function of Biblical Thematic Clues,\" p. 19, n. 9.
Cf. 2 Cor. 10:3-4: \"For

though
we live in the world we are not)))
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carrying
on a worldly war, for the weapons of our warfare are not

worldly
but

have divine power to destroy strongholds.\"
43. It goes without saying that, in considering Vyshens'kyi's

eschatolo-

gy,
with its overwhelming vision of persecution and general apostasy, it would

be a
grave

error to underestimate the possible impact of the ideological conflict
between the Reformation and the Counter-Reformation.

44. G. Maloney, S. J., Russian Hesychasm. The
Spirituality of

Nil Sorskij,

Slavistic Printings and Reprintings, 269 (The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1973),
pp.

73-78.

45. For the Greek text of this canon, see J. D. Mansi, ed., Sacrorum

conciliorum nova et amplissima collection, 6 (Paris: H. Welter, 1901-1927), p. 74, can.

16.

46. The great significance of John Chrysostom for Ivan Vyshens'kyi's
writings deserves a

separate study. It is important to recall, in this regard, that
Chrysostom's reuvre

played
a central part in the cultural and educational revival

that took place in the Ruthenian lands
during Vyshens'kyi's

lifetime.

47. Obviously, my intention here is not to assume any direct influence

but rather to suggest that the writings of Chrysostom formed part of a literary

canon that would have provided Vyshens'kyi with a stockroom of
\"pre-estab-

lished\" exegetical schemes, conceptual cliches, and thematic-stylistic common-

places.
48. For the Greek text of the two homilies, see Patrologia Graeca

62:153-67.
49. P. Schaff, ed., A Select

Library of
the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of

the Christian Church, vol. 13, Saint
Chrysostom:

Homilies on the Epistles of Paul to the

Ephesians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), pp.
160-61.

50. Schaff, p. 161.

51. Schaff, pp. 161-62.
52. Schaff, p.

160.

53. Schaff, p. 161.

54. Schaff, pp. 162-63. Cf. 7.21-27.
55. One should note, in this regard, that some scholars have viewed

statements made in the introduction (7.22-24) as a direct reference to the

contents of chapter 3: see Eremin, p. 300.
56. In other words, in this context \"simplicity\" (prostota) has nothing to

do with the
\"vulgar tongue\" (prostyi iazyk) mentioned by Vyshens'kyi in

connection with his remarks on the language of the liturgy (23.4-7): see

Goldblatt, \"On the Language Beliefs of Ivan Vyshens'kyi.\"
57. The relevant phrase

in the Ostroh Bible reads: \"protivu koznem diia-
vol' skim.\"

58. The term is encountered only one other time in the New Testament,
also in St.Paul, in

Ephesians
4:14: \"So that we may no longer be children, tossed

to and fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the cunning of

men, by their craftiness in deceitful wiles\" (\"iv 1TalJovpyi\037 1TPO() TTJV

/Le(Joo8iav T7]V 1TAalJ7J\037\.") In the Ostroh Bible, the last part of this verse

reads: \". . . vo lzhi chelovfchestei, v kovarstvf kozne i lshchenia.\"

59. See G.W.H. Lampe, ed., A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon
Press,1961),p. 961.

60. Schaff, pp.
159\037O.)))
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61. The Ostroh Bible reads: \"Boiuzhesia, dane kako iakozhe zmia evvu

prel'sti lukavstom svoim, tako istliiut i razumy vasha ot prostoty iazhe 0 Khristi.\"

62. 1 Tim. 2:4. See note 32 above.
63. Groschel, p.

15.

64. On the other hand, as James Murphy has rightly suggested, I1lt is

extremely difficult to discuss in theoretical terms a movement . . .
seeking

simplicity. The movement is apparently continuous with the whole history of the

Church. The history of Christian preaching is filled with recurrent cycles of

antipathy
to rhetorical form. . . . But all the evidence seems to point to the

conclusion that a purposeful choiceof
nontheory

was regarded by many church-

men, over many centuries, as a viable way to respond to Christ's preaching

mandate.\" J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages; A History of
Rhetorical Theory from

St. Augustine to the Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974),pp.

299-300.

65. That is, \"&YPO:/.LaTTOL Kai LOLWTat\" / neknizhna i prosta (Acts

4:13).

66. Cf. R. Picchio, \"L'intreccio delle parole' e
gli

stili letterari presso gli
Slavi ortodossi nel tardo Medio Evo,\"in Studi slavistici in ricordo di Carlo Verdiani,

ed. A. M. Raffo (Pisa: Giardini Editori, 1979),pp. 245--62.

67. For a bibliography on the curriculum of the new schools founded in
the Ruthenian lands at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth
centuries, see F.

Sysyn,
Between Poland and the Ukraine. The Dilemma of Adam

Kysil,
1600-1653

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press), pp. 251-53, 256-57.
68. On the other hand, scholars

generally accept the view that two of

Vyshens'kyi's works-namely, the Kratkoslovnyi otvft Feodula (Terse Reply of

Feodul) and the Zachapka mudraho
latynnikJ1

z hlupym rusinom (Quarrel of a Wise
Latin with a Foolish Rusyn)-were written as a direct result of the Athonite

monk's acquaintance with the 1590 edition of
Skarga's polemical treatise, 0

rzqdie i jednosci Kosciola Boiego pod jednym Pasterzem i 0
greckim ad tej jednosci

odstqpieniu (On the Administration and Unity of God's Church under One

Shepherd): see Eremin, pp. 316-25.
69. See Goldblatt, !'Onthe

Language
Beliefs of Ivan Vyshens'kyi,\" esp.

pp. 18-19.)))
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OiCH5I K03aKa nJIaXTI1: neprna YKpalHCbKa .LtpYKOBaHa
oaJ151L(a (1625))

KiHeUb XVI i n04aTOK XVII CTOJIiTT5I-4aC nOCI1JIeHOrO P03Bl1TKY

YKpalHCbKoro nI1CbMeHCTBa. 5IKIIJ:O paHime nepeBa)l(aJ1a JIiTepa.TYpa

uepKOBHI1KiB (ariorpaQJi5I, anOKpl1cpH, Ka3aHH.H, npOnOBI\0371 411
T JIYMa4eHH5I XpI1CTI151HCbKHX ,[tOrM), TO 3 BHHI1KHeHH.HM i nOllIl1peHH5IM

K03aUTBa nO.HBJI.HIOTbC.H TBOpl1, \037O Bi,l!o6pa)l(aIOTb cBiTCbKe )l(I1TT5I.

3Ha4He Micl.{e 3aHMaE.: Tenep T\342\202\254Ma 060POHI1 YKpalHI1 Bit:{

TaTapCbKO-TypeUbKHX 3arapOHI1KiB, 5IKi HHll.U1J1H ceJ1a H MicTa, JIOBJIf{lIH

J11O,[teti B 5ICHp. 13 3anpOBa\037)KeHH5IM IllKiJI npH uepKOBHHX OpaTCTBaX Ta

nOllJl1peHH.HM
OCBiTH B3araJIi, n04HHaE: p03BHBaTI1C5I BiprnOBa TBOp4icTb.

l(Bi rOJIOBHi TeqiI xapaKTepl13YIOTb BiprnOB\342\202\254
nI1CbM\342\202\254HCTBO Toro

4aCY: (1) .[{YMH Ta iCTOpl14Hi nicHi, l.QO Ix CKJIa}.1aJIH )l(I1BOIO MOSOIO

TaJIaHOBHTi OCOOH, MaOYTb, Bl1nYCHI1KH 3raL{aHI1X WKiJI. Ui TBOpl1 Bi\037pa3Y

)K nepexot!I1JII1 B Hapi.[{ i CTaBaJIH cpOJIKJIbOpOM; (2) Biprni uepKOBHI1KiB,
I.QO ti \037aJ1i HeXTYBaJII1 \"npocTolO MOBOIO,\" TBOp.H411 KHI1:>KHOIO,

, .....
uepKOBHOCJ10B 5IHCbKOIO, YHOpMYBaHH5I .HKOI Ha YKpalHCbKOMY rpYHTI

n04as J1aBpeHTifl 3H3aHifl (KiHeUb XVI CT.) i 3aSepllJI1B MeJIeTii1

CMOTPHQbKHH CBO\342\202\254IO rpaMaTHKoJO (1619), HaBiTb i{Oi{aSIllH p03..QiJ1 \"0

npoco,l!il1 CTHXOTBOpHOH.\" Y neprnitI Te4il nepeBa)KaJ10 CHJIaOO-TOHi4He

BiplIJYBaHH5I, a B tJPyriH-CI1JIaoi4He.

HaHt!aBHilllHH Bi,L{OMHI1 HaM 3pa30K CI1JIa60-TOHi4Horo
BipIIIYBaHH.H-ue

ca THpa IsaHa (5IHa) )KopaBHHUbKoro 3 1575 pOKY, OLtHH

i3 HaflneplIJl1x pl1MOBaHHX TBOpiB, IQO ,L{ifllllJIH itO Hallloro 4aCY:)

XTO Hl{elli MHMO, CTaHb rO\037MHY.

np04MTat1 CBOlO HOBMHY.

411 \342\202\254CTb B nYUKY OBJIOr JlOBa,

511< Ta naHH KJ1104HHKoBa?

X04a H BDK nO\037OHlll.nblff MaE:,

A p03nYCTbI He BCTbI\037aE:,

YOHpa\302\243TbC5I
B CPOp60ThI,

ne4 He \0376aE: npo 4eCHOTbi.)))
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HalllO MOL{J1b1 E:H, OcpbPbl?

AObl oy 1111 KaBa11bpbl!

JIHllJ MaJI)I(eHOK b,l:teT 3 ,l!BOpa-

BHeT TYT M0J10):{blKOB 4Bopa!

3 HHMH Y4TbI H oecel{bI-

He BepTaHC5I, MY)I(Y, Te):!bI!

Oft TbI, MY)I(Y Heooa4HblH!

3poobl )l{OHb oeHKeT CMa4HblH:

3Ma)K 10 J10\342\202\254M 3 ,l!XJ10ro xopTa,

A 4eH, 3)1(eHern 3 llIKypbI 40pTa;

CMapYH Ki\342\202\254M Ha}:1 CTaTe4HOCTb,

Hex 3aOY \037e npo BllJeTe4HocTb.
1)

XTO H\037elIJ MHMO--CTaHb rO,l!HHY,

np04HTaH CIOIO HOBHHY.

411 \342\202\254B JlYUbKY oiJIor JIOBa,

51K Ta naHi KJII04HHKoBa?

X04a H BiK nOL(OHlllJ1I1H MaE:,

A p03nYCTH He BCTHl(a\342\202\254:

YOHpa\342\202\254TbC5I
B \302\243f>OPOOTH,

JIe4 He ttoa\342\202\254 npo 4eCHOTH!

Hamo MO}:1J1H 1ft, oQJipl1?

AOH OY 11H KaBaJ1ipH!

JlHlll MaJ1)1(eHOK Itte!b 3 LtBOpa-

BHeT TYT M0J10}:1HKOB 4Bopa!

3 HHMH Y4TH i oecelll1-

He BepTaHC5I, MY)I(Y, Tel(H!

OH TH, MY)I(Y Heooa4HHH!

3pOOH )l(oHi oeHKeT CMa4HHH:

3Ma)l( to J10\342\202\254M 3 \037XJloro xopTa,

A4eH 3)1(eHelll 3 llJKYPI1 40pTa;

CMapYH KHE:M Ha\037 CTaTe4HOCTb,

Hex 3a6Y tXe npo BllleTe4HocTbP)

Mi)l( iHlllHM, aBTopa Uboro Biprna nOJI.HKH nOca,[1Y1JIYI Ha naJIIO nicJI5i

CY L10BOrO npouecy. \"nalIIKBiJ1b\" 30epiraBC.H B apxiBax CY t1Y i OYB

OnYOJIiKOBaHHH Y )l(YpHaJ1i KH\342\202\254BCKaR CTapHHa (1889). Y HbOMY-)I(YlBa

MicbKa MOBa Taro 4aCY, nepeCYlnaHa nOJIoHi3MaMYI, flKYlX i3 4aCOM Harne

nHCbMeHCTBO n030YBaJIOC5I.

CI1JIaOi3M B YKpaIHCbKOMY BipwYBaHHi n04aJIaC.H
XpoHo..nori\342\202\254JO

AHL1pi.H PHMIlli (Ha):{pYKOBaHO OKpeMHM JIHCTKOM) Ta BiprnaMH repaCYlMa

CMOTpHUbKoro Ha rep6 KOCTflHTHHa OCTp03bKoro, \037o BMimeHi B

OCTp03bKiH 6i6J1il; 06Ht:{Ba BHt1aHH.H 3 1581 pOKY. Lle.HKOl BYlTOH4\342\202\254HOCTH

HaOY J1a BOHa B Kaci5lHa CaKOBYl4a nOHat1 COpOK pOKiB ni3Hirne. TOt:{iIllHi

noeTH Ha,[1aBaJIYI OiJIblllOI BarH cHJ1aoi, .HKY 40MYCb YBa)l(aJ1H 3a
KpalUHH)))
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cnocH5 BiplllYBaHH5L 3 He411CJIeHHI1MH BI1H5ITKaMH, Ha )l(aJIb, npOTpHBaJIa
BOHa a>K L10 rpHropi5I CKOBOpOL1H.

OCKiJIbKH Tor04aCHe \037pYKapCTBo OY JIO cJ1aoo p03BHHeHe,

YKpa'iHcbKi BH\037aHH5I 3'flBJ15IJII1C5I L1Y)I(e piL1KO.l]o TOrO)l(, nocTiAHi BiHHI1

npoTH TaTapCbKO-TypeUbKHx i nOJIbCbKHX 3arapOHI1KiB, an i31i iwe npoTH
MOCKOBCbKI1X YTHCKiB, 3B0L1HJIH ,[to HI1LQeHH5I YKpa'iHcbKHx KHI1)1(OK, flKi

4aCTO rl1HY 11HB nOJIYM'\"i Bi,l1 Bopo)l(o\"i pYKH. TOMY TI1X BHL1aHb L1iHlllJI0,l10

Hac L1Y)I(e MaJIO.

LUo BipllIoBa TBOp4icTb )l(I1JIa H npoUBiTaJIa B pYKOnl1CaX i

npHHOCHJIa rueL1pi nJIO\037I1, CBiL14HTb ill.{e H nony J15IpHicTb OKpeMI1X

YKpalHCbKHX TBOpiB n03a
YKpa\"iHolO. 1625 pOKY B KpaKOBi BHHllI11a Y CBiT

6pOIIIypa \"KpaKiBCbKoro MimaHHHa\"2 5IHa L13BOHoBCbKoro ni,l1 Ha3BOIO

Seymu Walnego Domowego Artyku16w szesc, a B HiH Hanpl1KiHui

HaL1pYKOBaHa JIaTHHKOIO \"niCHfi K03aKa nJIaXTH.\" II cpoTopenp0,l1YKuifi
BMirueHa B ICTOpil YKpalHCbKOIJ1iTepaTYpH (1967, 1,229). CBoro 4aCY IBaH

<t>paHKo
HanHcaB npo Hel 411MaJIY CTaTTIO \"K03aK nJIaXTa,\" n0,l1a104H

1lII1pOKe T JIO, Ha 5IKOMY BI1HHKJIa U5I 6aJI5I\037a, a TaKO)l( 3pOOHB
TpaHCJTiTepauilO Kl1pHJIl1uelO.

3

He3Ha4H i nOnpaBKI1 BHic TY \03711 MHXaHJIO

B03H5IK Y CBOIH ICTOpil YKpalHcbKol .niTepaTYpH (1924). P03r JIfI,l1aJIH fi

TaKO)l( rpl1rOpiH HY,l1bra,4 MHXaHJIO fpHuaH
5

Ta 3raL1YBaJIH iHllli CY4aCHi
J] iTepa TY p03HaBUi.

npo caMoro lIHa L13BOHoBCbKoro (B L1e5IKI1X ,l1)1(e-

peJIax--l]3BoHKoBCbKoro) Tpeoa CKa3aTI1, LQO we OYB L1pYrOp5I\037HI1H

nOJIbCbKI1H BipllIap-CaTl1pHK, 5IKHH \"pOKY CYXOMOKporo\" BHL1aB

L1HL1aKTI14H I)

. . .
artykyly prawne,

iako sadzic lotry i kuglarze iawne . . .

Pisano... przy szynkwasie

Tak rok iakos 0 tym czasie. 6)

Y nepllIOMY TOMi aKa,l1eMi4HOI ICTOpil YKpalHCbKol .niTepaTYpl1

(1967) \"niCHIO K03aKa nJIaXTH\" Ha3BaHO
\"HapOL1HOIO.

,,7
TaK

xapaKTepl13YBaB II I. <t>paHKO Y CBOIH CTaTTi, HaL1pYKOBaHii1 1902 p.

2]YMalO, ruo ue HeBi,l1nOBi,[(He BH3Ha4eHH5I. 3 nor JI5I,l1Y cTpocpiKI1,

nepe,l1YCiM, ueH TBip He n0,l1i6HHH \037O OY,l1b-5IKO\"i HapO,l1Ho\"i nicHi. YC5I

aaJI5I,l1a (13 CTpOcp) noay L10BaHa 3a ,l1Y)I(e 4iTKOIO, HecpOJIKJIbOpHOIO

CHCTeMOIO, pl1MYBaHHfI CYBOpO L10TpI1MaHO 3a neBHHM nJIflHOM i oe3

BiL1XHJIeHb, 5IKi TpanJI5IIOTbC5I, flK npaBHJIO, B HapO,l1HHX n iCH5IX.

HaBO,l1)1(Y nepllIY CTpOcpY 5IK 3pa30K:)

fotf, K03a4etf1<Y, naHe )I( MiA,

DaneK )l(e Ma\342\202\254W ):10MHI< cBitf?

-npH oepe3i, npH DYHalO,

TaM 51 CBOIO XH)I(Y MaIO;)))
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J1 ic 3eJ1eHH H,

03\037o6J1eHJ.1H

KpaCHHM UBiTOM,

rYCTI1M J1I1CTOM,

To \037iM Mii1,

To nOKiH.)

Ky J1I1Ha!8)

Y M\342\202\254H\342\202\254H\342\202\254Ma\342\202\254)l(o,L1HorO CYMHiBY, \037o nep\342\202\254\037
HaMH He QJOJIKJIbOpHHH,

a opHriHaJIbHI1H TBip aBTopa, 3anHcaHHH 51. l]3BOHOBCbKHM Bi\037 K03aKa

nJ1aXTH, 5JKHH He MaE: Hi40ro CniJIbHOrO 3 TeKCTOM 6aJI5I,l{H.HeBi,l{OMHH

aBTOp BHKopHCTaB JIHllIe eJIeMeHTH YKpa\"iHCbKHX HapO\037HHX niceHb. CaMe

U5I OC06J1HBiCTb TBOpY i CnpH5IJIa Horo nony JI5IpHOCTi: 5IKHHCb n.naXTa

3HaB oaJI5I,[{Y HanaM' 5JTb i Mir \"il npOKa3aTH-MO)l(JIHBO,

p\342\202\2544HTaTHBOM- ,l1JI5I 3auiKaBJIeHOrO nOJI5IKa. I. <ppaHKO ra,l{aB,

IUO \"K03aK nJIaXTa, 3MaJ1bOBaHHH HallIHM aBTopOM [TOOTO, 51.

L13BOHOBCbKI1M-7IC]-ce Tl1n, a He
KOHKpeTHa iCTopH4Ha cpirYpa.\"

l]\342\202\254XTO 3 ,l10CJ1iL{HI1KiB, .HKi nl1CaJIH npo nepllIY YKpalHCbKY oaJI5I,[{Y

nOJIbCbKOIO, 4eCbKOIO, HiMeUbKOIO, pOCii1CbKOIO Ta YKpalHCbKOIO MOBaMH,

ra,[{aIOTb, IQO BOHa oy.na CTBopHHa \.:teCb") Y 1612 p.\"9 a YpHBKH 3 Hel-,[{O

nepllIO,l1pYKY B nOJIbCbKii1 6pOllIypioy J11-1 UHTOBaHi He pa3 i He ,L1Ba Y

nHCaHH5IX iHIllHX aBTopiB. J1iTepaTyp03HaBeUb OJIeKcaH,l1ep BpiKHep,
Ha3HBalO4H \"niCHIO K03aKa nJIaXTH\" t1nepJIHHOIO MaJIopociflcbKOl

OaJI5I,l{HOI nO\342\202\2543il,\" IUO \"BHTpI1Ma\342\202\254 nOpiBH5IHH5I 3 HaflcHJIbHiIllHMH

OaJI5I,l{aMH CBiTY,
,,10

ra,L1aB, 1Q0 aBTopOM OYB n0J151K(!). I. ct:>paHKo,11

MHXaHJIO B03H5IK
12

Ta iHllIi, 3anepe4HBllII1 uefI 3,[{ora,l{, HaOY J1lf

nepeKOHaHH5I, IUO aBTopOM Mir 6YTH J1HllIe YKpalHeUb, OCBiLl\342\202\254HHH, \",l{oope

ooi3HaHHH 3 ,l{OC5JrH\342\202\254HH5IMH eBponeHCbKOI JIiTepaTypl1, 30KpeMa

BiprnoBaHOl, aJIe 0,l1H04aCHO BiH
,l100P\342\202\254

3HaB i YKpalHCbKY Hapo,n:HY

nO\342\202\2543ilO, 11 CTHJIb, MOBY.
,,13

Oopa3 K03aKa- B oa.n5l,l{i THnOBHH ,l{J15J Toro 4aCY. 3a,n:OB0J1bH5IE:TbC5I

BiH npOCTHM )KHTT5IM Oe3TypOOTHOro MOJIO,l{HKa, mo He
30Hpa\342\202\254

cooi

)l(O,QHoro MaE:TKY. Hi4oro He 3ra,l1aHO npo K03aUbKHf1
OOOB'5130K-OOOPOH5ITH oaTbKiBIUI1HY. Ue, Tpeoa ,[{YMaTH, oy JIO

caM03p03YMiJIe. HaTOMicTb 1lII1pOKO nOKa3aHO nOOYT. K03aKiB

\",[{OMHK\"-\"KOTepra p030I1Ta5I, onaHLlelO npHKpHTa5l.\" A caM BiH MaE:

JIHllIe \"CepM.H)KKy\"-O,l1.Hr i3 ,l10MOpOOHoro CYKHa. 71K oa4HMO, K03aK i3
Hboro \"HeoaraT,\" aJIe HiKOMY f1 Hi40ro \"He BHHYBaT.\" JIcHa piLI, nJl0Tb Y

Hboro 3,L10pOBa-i BiH 30BciM He npOTI1 Toro, IUOO npOBeCTH 51KI1HCb 4ac

i3 ,l1iB4HHOIO, 1Q0 nparHe H cooi napH B no,[{pY)KHbOMY )KHTTi. JIK TiJIbKH

)K ,l{i3Ha\342\202\254TbC5I K03aK, ll.{O BOHa p034apOBaHa flora ,[{Y)Ke npOCTI1M
)KHTT5IM-OYTT5JM, OX04e Bi,L1nYCKa\342\202\254 II Bi,l{ ce6e \"KO LlOpTOBi,\" 00 HOMY, 5IK

TO cniBa\302\243TbC5I B iHlIJiH niCHi (\"OH Ha ropi Ta )l(eHui )l(HYTb

H

), OaH,l1Y)I(e, \"3

)KiHKOIO He B03I1TbC5J.\" L!iB4HHa HapiKa\342\202\254: \"LloJIe )K MO.H Hell.{aCHa51 . . IOU

KaE:TbC5I, I.QO ni\037,L1aJ1ac5I cnoKyci, II \I(eHe") oi,L1a,\" BOHa rOTOBa)))
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IlpOKJlHHaTI1 3Bi,l1HHKa. Uei1 ClO)I(eT nOllJI1peHHH Y 6araTbOX HapO\037HHX

n ICH5IX.

K03aK Y oaJ15I\037i MaE: H ,l1e5lKi Ha4eOTO HeraTHBHi pl1CI1; XO.l1I1Tb

L(OOYBaTH 3,l100H4-Bi,l1 TaTapHHa, 005lpHHa. ... Ue flKHHCb ..QaJ1eKHH

BiLIrYK aHr J1iAcbKOro po6iHTr JICTBa, mo Ha YKpalHCbKOMYrpYHTi 3aB)K\037H

npoUBiTaJ10 H 3aCBi,l14HJ10Cb Y ni3HilllOMY ,4oB6YllleCTBi Ha niL(KapnaTTi
4H B KapMeJIJO\037TBi Ha npasooepe)l()I(i. UiKaBO, mo J<03aK Y \"niCHi K03aKa

nJ1aXTH\" He rpeOYt, B LtO,l1aTOK ,l10 4Y)I(OrO TaTapHHa, i CBOIM oaraTHM

OOflpI1HOM. nOOYT i nepcoHa)Ki (caM K03aK i ,[(is4l1Ha Ky J1HHa) UiJIKOM

YKpa\"iHcbKi, 'iXH5I MOBa Tl1nOBO YKpaIHCbKa, 3piLtKa 3aOapBJ1eHa
3axi,l1HbOYKpaIHCbKHMI1 ClIiSU.5lMH: \"roi1\" (rei1), \"K03a4eHKO,\" \"noKiA,\"

\"\037YOpOBI1U.5I\" (,l{iOpOBa), \"ropMaK,\" \"cnO,lIOOaB MI1 C5I,\" \"npe4,\" \"HH4,\"

\"KOTepra\" (Xl-I)Ka), nTH CI1 3,l100YBaTH niH,l1elll,\" \"OOp30,\" \"KOHbOM\"

(KOHeM) TOmO. He BI1KlIIOLJeHO, IUO 6aJ15I\037a Mor JIa BI1HI1KHYTH 11 Ha

npaBo6epe:>K:>Ki, aJ1e HaOY JIa MOBHoro llJJIicpYBaHHfI B)I(e B faJI11411Hi.

nOKa30Be, 3 IJ;bOrO nor JI5I,l1Y, CJ10BO \"pYOalllKa\" (B faJIH411Hi JII1111e

\"pYOaTKa\.") Do pe4i, KHH>KHi apxal3MH \I(HBOT\"") ()KI1TT5I) i \"MHoro\"

(oaraTo) MO)l(YTb CJ1Y)I(HTH ,l10,l1aTKOBHM ,l10Ka30M, mo TBip He

cpOJIKJ1bOpHOro,
a JIiTepaTypHOrO nOXO,l1)1(eHH5I.l]J1.51 BH3HaLJeHH.5I Uboro,

TaKHM 4HHOM, Ha ,l10nOMOfY CTpocpi4Hii1 aHaJ1i3i
npHXO,l1HTb

i JleKCHKa.

JIK Y>I<e 3raL{aHO, cTpo\302\243pi4Ha
OCOOJ1HBiCTb \"niCHi K03aKa nJIaXTH\"

TaKa
CBo\302\243piLtHa, Il(O HeMa\302\243 )KO,l1HOrO Bi,l1nOBi,l1HHKa Hi B YKpalHCbKOMY

qJOJIKJlbOpi, aHi B Tor04aCHOMY nHCbMeHCTBi CXi,l1HbO'i EBponl1.

Il{onpaBLta, He BI1KJII04eHO, Il.{O TaKi TBOpH OY JIJ1, aJIe itO Hac BOHJ1 He

,[{iI1WJIH,50 He 5Y JIH Ha,l1pYKOBaHi. MHMOBOJIi nOCTa\302\243 nHTaHH5I-\037O caMe

Mor JID OYTJ1 npOTOTHnOM TaKOI opHriHaJIbHOI, 4iTKO ,l{OTpHMaHo'i-oe3
Bi,l:tXHJIeHb-CTp0\302\243piKH? Bi,[{nOBi,l1b, X04 i He nOBHY, nOnpOOYHMO 3HaHTH

B noe3i\"i BaraHTis. Tenep Y)I(e BiL10MO nepe..QYCiM (3aB,l1.5IKH r. Hy ,l1b3i), \037O

npOT5IrOM XVI-XVII cTopi4 Ta 11 ni3Hirne oaraTO YKpa\"iHcbKo'i MOJ1o,l1i
13,[{HJIO aoo H niWKH XO,ltHJIO CTY \037iIOBaTH 3a I<Op,l10HOM. MOBOIO

BI1KJ1a,[{aHH5I B eBponeffcbKHx YHiBepCHTeTax OY J1a nepeBa)l(HO

J1aTHHCbKa. Y CTy,[{eHTCbKOMY OTOlJeHHi BeJIHKOIO nony J151pHicTIO

KOpHCTYBaJIHCb TO,l1i J1aTHHCbKi sipwi saraHTiB-MaH,l1piBHHX BipwapiB,

aKTopis Ta iHWHX npOH,l1HCBiTiB, 5IKi ,l10CHTb BiJIbHO TpaKTYBaJIH T. 3B.

3aoopoHeHi TeMH, B T. 4. i1 CTaTTeBe CniJIKYBaHH.H. CBO\342\202\254tO HaTYpOIO repOH

HarnoioaJI.H,l{H-Ha.l{3BJ14aHHO THnOBHH nepCOHa)l( oaraTbOX BiprnOBaHHX
i

pHMOBaHHX TBOpiB, LQO Ix CKJIa,l1aJ111 ,l{JI.5I p03BarH Ha nJIOmax

CepeL1HbOBiLJHi BaraHTH. 5IKLQO B paHHbOMY Cepe,l1HbOBiLJLJi B HI1X

nepeBa)l(aJ1a peJIirii1Ha TeMaTHKa-Il(OnpaB,lla BiJIbHa BiL{ XpHCTHHHCbKJ1X

,[{orM-TO B n i3HbOMY, 30KpeMa XVIII-XV cTopi445IX, ,l1Y)I(e nOllJHpJ1JIaCb

nOOYTOBO-CBiTcbKa.
14

04eBH,l1HO, TaKJ111 nepCOHa)l(, HeMOB EHei1 I.
KOT

J1.HpeBCbKoro (\"napYOOK MOTOpHHH i XJIOneUb XOTb KY,l1H K03aK\") He

Mir He no,nooaTI1C.H H HallJHM CTY LteHTaM, 5IKi TaKO)K 6pOl{J1JIJ1 no ITaJIi\"i,

HiMe44HHi, <t>paHui'i, C.Hra104HHaBiTb AHrJIi'i.l]o pelJi, CJIOBO \"BaraHT\" (i3

JIaTHHcbKOl) 3Ha4J1Tb \"MaH,l1piBHI1M.\" nOpiBH5IHH5I CTpocpiKH \"niCHi)))

to
provide

words to catchy hInes, in the manner of Captain William
Pearson, who penned \"The

Song
of the Salvation Army\" to the hIne of \"Ring

the bell, watchrnan.\"32 Notice how close it is to \"Onward, Christian Soldiers\":)))
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K03aKa nJ1aXTH\" 31 CTpo\302\243piKOIO ,[{e.HKI1X BipllJiB BaraHTiB .HKpa3 i

HallJTOBXY\342\202\254 Ha t1YMKY, \037O HeBit:{OMI1H YKpaIHCbKHH aBTOp Mlr TBOp40

3aCBOITI1 CTpocpi4Hi OC.Hrl1 noeTiB OCepe,l1Hbo'i 411 3axit1HbO'i EBponH.

CBoro 4aCY, B niCJI.HBOE:HHit1 HiMe44I1Hi, MeHi noruaCTI1JIO ropTaTH

30ipHI1K Carmina Burana, niCHi BaraHTiB JIaTI1HCbKOIO Ta HiMeUbKOIO

MOBaMI1. MeHe Bpa>l<aB TOH TI1X niceHb CBOE:IO nO,l1iOHiCTIO ,[{O BipwiB

YKpaIHCbKI1X MaH,.QpiBHHX ,ll5lKiB-04eBHi{HO, ni3Hirnoro 4aCY. AJIe To\037i

51 uiKaBI1BC5I 3ra,[(aHHM 30ipHHKOM 5iK 4HTa4-He .HK HaYKOBeUb. Tenep,

KOJII1 MOl 3auiKaBJIeHHH 3MiHI1J1I1C.H HaBnaKH, 51 n04aB lllYKaTH

oypaHiBCbKHH 30ipHI1K, aJI\342\202\254 Hi,l1\342\202\254 B aMepl1KaHCbKI1X 4H eBponel1cbKI1X

OioJ1ioTeKax He nOIl.{aCTI1J10 Horo BI1.HBI1TI1. Yce )I( TaKH 51 npI10paB

UI1TOSaHY B)I(\342\202\254 aHTOJIorilO n03311.H BaraHTOB (MocKBa, 1975) M. n.

racnapoBa. YK11at:{a4 Uboro BI1i{aHH.H-C011i,.QHI1H,l!OCJIi,l1HHK i

TaJIaHOBI1THH noeT, .HKI1\037 Y CBO'iX nepeKJIa,l1aX nparHYB naTHHCbKY

noe3ilO cepet:{HboBi4451 Bi,[{TBOpI1TH pOCiHCbKOIO MOBOIO 3i 30epe)l(\342\202\254HHflM

ttBipllJOBol cpOpMH,\" \"apxal4HocTH ... H PI1TMiKI1.

tt15
OT)I(e, MO)l(Ha

,l1YMaTI1, IUO BiH 30epir MaKCHMa11bHO i cTpocpiKY opHriHa11iB.

nOpiBHI0411 <popMaJIbHHI1 OiK \"niCHi K03aKa nJIaXTI1\" 3 BipwaMI1
BaraHTiB (Y nepeK11a,.Qax caMoro M. racnapoBa, B. Ylpxo Ta O. PYMepa),
np5lMI1X aHaJ10riB Hi5H H He oa411MO. O,l(HaK \342\202\254t1e.HKi not1i6HOCTi, Ha LUO

Tpeoa KOH4\342\202\254 BKa3aTH, 50 ue MO)l(e ,l1aTI111Il1pllIY Bi,l1nOBi,l1b Ha nOCTaBJ1eHe

Bl1l.l.{e nl1TaHH.H \037o,[{o npOTOTHnY nepwo'i YKpalHCbKol ,[(pYKOBaHOl

oaJI.Hl{I1. \"030pHa.H neCH.H\" (3YXBaJ1a niCH5I) MaE: TaKY CTpocpiKY:)

B 060J1bLU\342\202\254H be

BO)l(\037\342\202\254J1eHb5l,

Be3 CMYl.QeHb.H,

Be3 CTeCHeHb51

B Ka:>K,LtOM 4J1eHe

4YIO )I()I(eHbe

Bfll.Qee!)

nOCJ1e 3HOIO

nOlI pOCOIO
CHerOBOIO

BeJIH3HOlO

Kpawe B,LtBOe,

CJ1aIl{e BlIBoe

JlHJ1H5I !16)

TaKHX no\037H5HoCTefi MO)l(Ha 3HaHTI1 OiJIbllJe. XopeI4HHI1 pI1TM,

napaJIeJIbHe pHMYBaHH5I, BHHeC\342\202\254HH.H OCTaHHboro p.H,l!Ka (3 O,l(HOrO

CJIOBa) n03a pI1MH,-BCe ue 3aOX04YE: l{O l{aJIblllHX \037OCJIi\037iB. 51KLQO H He

nOmaCTI1Tb OTpHMaTH JIaTHHCbKHX Opl1riHaJIiB, TO 11 caMi nepeK11ai{11

npOMOBJI.HlOTb \037Y)I(e oar a TO.

PecppeH \"KY JIHHa\" nOBTOplOE:TbC.H B \"niCHi K03aKa nJIaXTH\"

TpHHat!u' 51Tb pa3iB, HanpHKiHUi KO)l(HOI CTpOcpl1. BHKOHYlO4H J1iTepHe

nepe,[(aBaHH.H 3 J1aTHHKH Ha KHpI1JIHUIO, I.
<t>paHKO Bit{KH,l1a\302\243 ueti pecppeH,

60 B nicHi, .HK HOMY 3,[(aBa..nOC5I, BiH He 3aB)I(\03711 t10pe4HI1H.
17

He MO)l(Y

nOl{iJII1TI1 Uboro nor JI5Il{Y. nO-nepllle, \302\243pOpMaJIbHHH 6iK TBOpY Tpeoa

30epiraTH HenOpYllJHO; nO-,l1pYre, C110BO \"KY JII1Ha\" B Uifl 5aJI5I,l1i-Hi611

11YHa Bit:{ 3araJIbHOrO 3MicTY TBOpY, Ha4e JIl1xOBiCHI1H OMeH, CBO\342\202\254pil!Ha

OCTopora Ha a,L1pecY l{iB4I1HH Ky JII1HI1, IUo H\342\202\254OO,l1YMaHO nOMaH,[(pYBaJIa)))
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3 K03aKOM, npOHL1HCSiTOM, npo 51KOrO i1 CaM 71. D3BOHOBCbKI1H

nOHanHCYSaB OaraTO BJ1aCHHX BiprniB, 5lKi CJ1YllJHO P03KPHTI1KYBaB L

<l>paHKo
Y CTaTTi \"K03aK nJIaXTa:

t

MHCT\342\202\254UbKi BapTOCTi nepllJo'i YKpalHCbKOI ,[(pYKOBaHOI OaJ151,ltH

BHCOKO OUiHHB Y:>K\342\202\254 3raL1aHI1H O. BpiKHep, cnoJIoHi30BaHI1H HiMeu.b. He

MO)KHa He 3fO,l!HTHC5I, ll.{O ue cnpaB,lti nepJ1I1Ha YKpalHCbKo'i JIiTepaTypH.

Tpe6a \037OL1aTI1, \037o ue TaKO)K CHHTe3a TBop40ro nO\342\202\254l{HaHH5I OC5IriB

3axi.l1HbOeBponeflcbKOI noe3i\"i Ta YKpalHCbKoro BiplllYBaHH5I. \"niCH5I

K03aKa nJIaXTH\" He Mor JIa nOCTaTI1 OTaK cooi 3 HiLloro, Bl1nal{KOBO

CTBopeHa reHi\342\202\254M. npaB,ltOnOt1iOHO, iCHYBaJIa 11 He,ltpYKOBaHa nOeTI14Ha

TBOp4icTb, Sl1pYBaJ10 HaBK0J10 Bi,l{nOBii{H\342\202\254 T JIO, >KHB p03BI1HeHI1H

JIiTepaTYpHI1H Hanp5lM, Y pi4HI..Qi 51Koro BHHHKHYB TaKHH

BHCOKOMHCTeUbKI1H TBip. Ha OKpeMY YBary 3aCJIYfOBYIOTb MaftcTepHi

,l{i5lJlOrH, I.l{0 Ha):1alOTb :>KBaBOCTI1 BMCJIOBY. A >KHBa MOBa pOOHTb Horo

,l{OCTynHI1M i CYl.JaCHOMY 4l1Ta4esi, MaH:>K\342\202\254 HII' pOKiB nicJI5I Horo

cTBOpeHH5I.

3aKoHoMipHO, IUO 0J1H3bKa ,LtO cpOJIKJIbOpY oaJI5It!a HaOY JIa 3Ha4Hoi

nOnY.lI5IpHOCTH, nirn.na B Hapii{-TaK, flK nepeXOL1HJ1H TY \037H L1YMH Ta

iCTOpH4Hi nicHi, cTBopeHi TaJIaHOBHTI1MH OCOOaMI1, 5IKI1X nOCTa4aJIa

KHlscbKo-MorHJIflHCbKa AKa)::{eMi5I, opaTcbKi lllKOJIH TOIUO. Bii{OMa

Hapo,[(Ha niCH5I \"Ko3aK i Ky JIHHa rt18

-ue napiCTb Bit! oaJ15I,Lt11 \"niCH5I

K03aKa nJlaXTH.\" CTpocpi4HO nepeiHaKIlleHa, 3Bet:1\342\202\254Ha L10 lllaOJ1bOHY

HapO,l:1HHX niceHb, MOBHO OCY4aCHeHa, BOHa B oaraTbOX BHna,[(Kax

cnisna.l1a\342\202\254 3 TBOpOM n04aTKY XVII CT.:)

\"K03aK i Ky J1I1Ha\ nn iCH.s:I K03aKa nJ1ax TH\

..OH TH, K03a4e, OH TI1, naHe Mit1!

lIKHH )I(\342\202\254OYl1e n013\037 TBit1?

\"He )l(YpI1C.s:I TH'I Ky J1HHO,

OeLtpaMI1 ,

TH, )]iB4HHO, TH, Heooro:

nOcal1)f(Y TH 3a Oel1paMH,
OOB' .s:I)I(Y Tfl TopoKaMH,

Ky J1I1HO, Ta Ii Heooro!\

roft, K03a4eHKY, naHe )I( Mift,

Ha 4iM )I(\342\202\254oYt!e no\"i3t! Mit1?

-nOca\037)I(Y T5I 3a)

(CTpocpa MaE: 7 p5ll1KiB))

npHB'51)1(Y T5I TopOKaMH.

Bor Hal! HaMH,

KiHb ni)] HaMH,

TYf 30 MHOIO,

5I 3 TOOOIO-

nOOi>KHM,

nOcniWHM.)

Ky J1I1Ha!)

\"Oti TH, K03a4e, OH TH, naHe MiA!

51KI1I1 )l(e OY.lIe ooi.lI TBit1?n

\"He )l(YpI1C5I TH, KYJ1I1HO,

TH, .lIiB4HHO,TI1, He60ro:

BY,.QeM lCTI1, OY,l1eM nHTH,

npH KHpHI1Ui, CTY,.QeHHUi,)

rOH, K03a4eHKY, naHe )I( MiH,

TlKI1t1 )f(e oy.[{e nOKopM TBiA?

-BY,.QeM \"iCTH CaJ1aMaX Y,

K03aUbJ<YIO 3aTHpaXY.

npl1 KpHHHUi
Be3 TecKHHui)))
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K03aUbKY10 CaJ1aMaX Y ,

K03aUbKYIO 3aTI1paX Y,

KYJIHHO, Ta H Heooro!\

By L(eM \"iCTYI,

BY,l!eM nHTH,

BHKpHKaTb,

OOJ1anaTb.

Ky J1HHa!)
(CTpo\302\243fJa Ma\342\202\2549 p5ll!KiB)

2]aJ1i HaBO,l1)1(Y oKpeMi p5i,l1KH 3i CTpOcp:)

BOHJ104HUle ni\037 00411ll.{e,

Ky l1boa411me B rOJ1OBI1IUe . . .)

BOHJ104Hllte ni,lt 004Hllte,

A C i\037J1Hl.1.te B r0J10BH ll.{e . . .)

(p 51,ltKI1 3 CbOMO\"i CTPOfPl1)) (P 51)1KH 3 nepwo'i CTPOcpH)

-npH oepe3i, npl1 l]YHalO,

TaM 51 CBOIO XI1)t(Y MaIO:

11ic 3eJleHI1H,

03\037o6J1eHI1H

KpacHHM UBiTOM,

rYCTHM J1HCTOM . . .)

A Y CTeny KpaH l!YHalO,

TaM 51 CBOIO XH)I(Y MaIO:

rYCTI1M J1iCOM 06Ca\037)I(eHa,

KpaCHI1M UBiTOM 03.l100J1eHa.

Bce, ll.{O MaIO, TO CXOBalO

B pYKaBHUIO Ha nOJ1HUIO . . .

(BaJIatfHi nicHi, 126-27)) ( YKpaiHcbKa 6a.nalJa, 59-60))

Y HapO,l1Hifl niCHi \"Ko3aK i Ky JII1Ha\" CTpOCPI1 TO ,l10Bwi, TO KopOTrni

(Hanp., ,l1pyra MaE: 5 p5l,.QKiB; HaBe,.QeHa BHLUe-7; LleTsepTa i n' 51Ta-9;

cboMa-13 .. .), a B \"niCHi K03aKa nJIaXTI1,\" LUO JIiTepaTypHOrO

nOXO,.Q)I(\342\202\254HH5I, CYBOpO L{OTpI1MaHO 51K CTpocpiKY, TaK i KiJ1bKiCTb p5IL!KiB

(no 11) Y Bcix cTpocpax\037.

fleKCI14Hi 3MiHH HL{YTb Ha KOpl1CTb HapO\037HOMY CJ1iBHI1UTBY.

3'51SI1AHC5IB nOxi,l!HiA niCHi \"KHpHI1U\037,n \"MH.fI\" (Y \037pYri cTpocpi) 3aMicTb

HOpMaTI1BHOrO \"MeHe,\" \"BaHLtPYI1\" (Y TpeTifl cTpocpi) 3aMicTb

cno,l1iBaHOro \"MaHt1pYH,\" \"caMa Cb ... I.QO Cb\" (Y nepe\037ocTaHHiH);

3aM iCTb \"pYOarnKH\" 3' 5II1JI.H\342\202\254TbC.H \"copOLlKa,\" \"ci):{JIHm:e\" 3aCTynJIeHe

\"KY JIbOa4HIU\342\202\254M\" . ... Pi,.QKicHe \"KOTepra\" Ta apxal3M \":>KI1BOT
tt

npOnY\037eHO . ... HapO\037Ha niCH.fI nepeOHpaE: cooi TiJIbKI1 Te, I.QO

HafiTHnOBirne, Hafl3p03YMiJ1irn\342\202\254, Y 3ro,l!i 3 :>Kl1BOIO MOSOIO. neprnOTBip
\"niCH5I K03aKa nJIaXTH\" ,.QJI5I niceHHoro BI1KOHaHH5I ,l{Y:>K\342\202\254 ,l{OBrHH (MO:>K\342\202\254

BiH i He npl13Ha4aBC.H ):{JI5I Uboro), 13 CTpOCP no 11 p5lL{KiB-pa30M 143!
Hapo,[{Ha

niCH5I \"K03aK i Ky JIHHa\" MaE: BChoro 76 p5I,l{Kis-Y,l{BiLli KopoTrna
3a nepuloTBip. IHllJi Hapo,[{Hi nicHi 3Ha4HO KOpOTWi 3a UfO. MO:>KJII1BO,

)l(aHp OaJI5I.l{H 3YMOBI1B Te, lltO Hapot:{Ha a,l1anTaui51 Bce lIte nOpiBH5IHO

,L(OBra.

ICHY\342\202\254 KiJIbKa iHllll1X nOXi,l1HI1X niceHb, i ):{\342\202\25451Ki 3MiHeHo TaK, \037o

nepllIOTBOpY He MO)l(Ha A ,l!or JIHHYTI1 oe3 CKpyny JIb03Ho\"i aHaJ1i311. I.

ct>paHI<O p03r JI5I\037aE: IX \037eTaJIbHO B CTa TTi \"K03aK nJIaXTa,\"
19

nO,l!a10411

pi3HOBI1,l111 rOJIOBaUbKoro, KY JIima, l(paroMaHOBa TOI..QO. Y BC5IKOMY pa3i
\"K03aK i Ky JIHHa\"-51CKpase csi):{4eHH5I Toro, 511<

JIiT\342\202\254paTYpHHH TBip CTaE:

cpOJ1KJIbOpHI1M, a OKpeMi Horo napocTi BJ.-I.l103MiHIOIOTbC5I ,[(0
H\342\202\254Bni3HaHH5I. 04eBHL1HO, MI1CTeUbKa BapTicTb He BTpa4aE:TbC5I-BOHa)))
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HaOYBa\342\202\254 JlI111I\342\202\254 iHIllHX, cpOJ1KJ1bOpHHX 03HaK, iHOL{i HaBiTb Kpa\037I1X y

nOpiBH5IHHi 3 THMH, WO 6Y J1M B neprnoTBopi. B iCTopil YKpalHCbKOrO
nHCbMeHCTBa \342\202\254OaraTO npHKJ1a\037iB TaKora nepeBTiJ1eHH.H. Hanp., TeKCT

niCHi npo 4aHKY-HeOOry, mo II HanHcaB reTbMaH IBaH Ma3ena

Hanpl1KiHui XVII CT., ..QopOOJ1eHO t:{O Toro, ll.{O MO)l(Ha Ha3BaTH

nepJ1I1HOIO. nOpiBH5IHMO JIHIlle nepwy CTpOcpY.)

nepIlJOTBip Ma3enH:

011,6 ilia, 6 il!a

4aHui-Heoo3i,)

HapOl!HHI1 pi3HOBI1tC)

011, rope Tii1 4aflui,
4a\342\202\2544ui-Heoo3i,)

1110 BHBeJ1a ,L(iTOK

npH OHTit1 \037op03i . . .20)

ll!o BHBeJla 4a\342\202\254H5ITOK

npH OHTiH \037op03i . . .)

Ma3enHH T\342\202\254KCT, Y ,l1aHOMY pa3i, Ha6YB HOBHX 03HaK, ,[{eMiHYTHBHHX

cJliB Y 3f0,l1i 3i CTHJIeM HapOLtHOI nicHi, i 3BY4HTb Tenep 3Ha4HO KpalI.{e,
Hi)l( Y nepIlloTBopi.

YKpaIHcbKi nO\342\202\254TH K03aIJ;bKO-reTbMaHcbKol \037OGH BHKOHaJ1H B\342\202\254JIHKY

npaulO: BOHH 3anpOBaL{HJ1H )l(HBY, BJIaCHe YKpalHCbKY MOBY B Harne

nI1CbMeHCTBO, HaOJII1)1(alO4H CBifl cnocio BHCJIOBY ,llO Hapo\037Hol

TBOp40CTH, nepeHMalO411Cb IIl{YXOM. 3acJIyra HeBil{OMOrO aBTopa \"niCHi

K03aKa nJIaXTH\" B UbOMY npou;eci ,llY)Ke nOKa30Be. BOHa CBi):{4HTb npo Te,
ll.{O YKpalHCbKa JIiTepaTYpa, nOCTynOBO n030YBalO411Cb

uepKOBHOCJIOB' 5IHIl1HHI1 Ha YKpalHCbKOMY rpYHTi, aCHMi.n10104H T. 38.

KHH)I(HY J1eKCHKY, BH\03703MiHI0104H II, BOHpaJ1a B ceoe Bce Kparue, l.QO

He3a6apoM CTaJ10 HarnolO HauioHaJ1bHOIO KY JIbTYpOIO.)))
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Romeo

and Juliet. (Ballet and ballad have the same Latin root: ballare-to dance;

song
and dance are presented by Ryga as activities that celebrate life.)

It was attended
mostly by

the middle class. The ladies smelled \"like a
flower garden dyin' of frost,\" \"like a funerar' (p. 11).)

I seen a ballet at eight 0'clock tonight. They
danced it for rne-only

me. Because I was on fire-my face an' hair in flames, begging for the

truth of who died an' why so that I might avenge them! (p. 17))

Romeo was deeply moved by the ballet. .tI cried until half past nine. The

last time I did that was when my mother died\"
(p. 11).

It is clear that Romeo reacts to the ballet as he reacts to death. HI

don't want to die an' smell like a flower garden in November\" (p. 18).
He views the world depicted

in the ballet as unhealthy and wants a
civilization where the young are not sacrificed to death. We have here

a confrontation between the apparent values of the Shakespearean

tragedy and those of a contemporary Canadian novel. The new Romeo,
a

parodic
transformation of the Shakespearean hero, staunchly working

class, rejects everything that appears to him to
represent

death-old

traditions, dead sexual morality, the class system, archaic lan-

guage-and places himself on the side of freedom or life.

Romeo begins his story shortly after midnight and finishes seven
(a symbol

of completion) hours later. During those seven hours of talk,
Romeo descends into hell, into the dark night of his psych,e, and

emerges into a new dawn, not of social revolution, but of personal

regeneration. The night/ dawn symbolism is paralleled by the win-
ter / spring symbolism: we are in April, the season of rebirth. Romeo's
talk is linked to the transforma tion of another character, the young man
or the \"kid,\" who works as night clerk in the Edmonton hotel where
Romeo rents a room. 'The \"kid\" is the narratee in the novel, but he also

represents the reader, or the thematization of the role and activity of the

reader, a feature of post-modern fiction. At the same time, the \"kid
U

acts

as a simple recorder-tlwritin' down what we do an' say, about who we
are an' what we might've been'. (p. 16). The relationship between the
two is

complex.
The \"kid\" is mysteriously fascinated by Romeo.)

I had fled from the night desk and from the
_\037owering presence

of a

man who harangued, terrified and excited me in ways I still cannot

describe, but I never fully escaped him. (p. 7))))
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5kaz Narrative in A. Svydnyts'kyi's
Liuborats'ki)

Anatolii Svydnyts'kyi (1834-1871)wrote the family chronicle Liuborats'ki

(The Liuboratsky Family) in 1862. He submitted this novel, which
depicts

the disintegration of a Ukrainian family at a time of great social
and

political upheaval,
to Osnova in 1862; although it was evaluated

positively, it was not published until after
Svydnyts'kyi's death-by

Ivan Franko, in 1886, in the journal Zoria, the editors of which insisted

on numerous omissions and changes. Thus, the complete novel as
written by Svydnyts'kyi was not

published
until 1901 in Kiev.

1
In

Liuborats'ki, Svydnyts'kyi uses skaz narrative extensively. It is the

purpose of this study to establish and describe the stylistic features of

the slalz text, in order to demonstrate Svydnyts'kyi's flexibility,
innovation, and skill as a writer.

Skaz, an international literary term, refers to a \"special type of
narrative structured as emanating from a

person
distanced from the

author (whether concretely named or presumed), and one [which]
possesses a distinct manner of discourse.

\"2

This definition of slalz is

derived from Bakhtin's theory of a variable \"narrative voice,\" the

\"author's voice\" as opposed to \"someone else's voice.\"3
Oral features are only one of the possible signals that can indicate

distance between \"author's voice\" and \"someone else's voice,\" but it is

precisely this quality of orality that Eikhenbaum, who first introduced
the term skaz, stressed.

4
These features are in keeping with the early

Formalist school's views that stressed the acoustical nature of poetry
and literature in general.

5

In addition, the term skaz is derived from the
Russian skazat' (to tell) and has the

primary meaning
of oral folk

narrative in prose.
6

Thus, it is not surprising that Eikhenbaum saw skaz
as a technique that

attemrted
to re-create the illusion of oral

story-telling in written form and connected it to an individual per-
sonalized narrator.

8

Ukrainian literary criticism, which also occasionally makes use of
the term skaz in addition to opovid,9 has not contributed to the theoretical)))
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analysis of the complex nature of slalz. Basically adopting the
primary

meaning
of oral narrative in prose, Ukrainian literary criticism has

equated skaz with oral colloquial narration by a personalized narrator.

This narrow view of slalz leads Shamrai and Zerov to equate colloquial
oral speech and personal subjective point of view with skaz narration,

and literary standard speech, omniscient point of view and objectivity
with

descriptive
narration.

10
Because the development of the Ukrainian

standard language is perceived as the
goal

towards which all writers

writing in Ukrainian must strive, colloquial first-person narration is

considered by these critics as a hindrance to the development of a

literary language and is thought to be not only inferior to third-person
omniscient narration but also an inevitable state in the

developmeI\\t
of

such a standard language.
11

Zerov, adopting this view, admits that the author of Liuborats'ki

occupies
some middle position between \"subjective\" and \"objective\"

narrators. Observing also that Svydnyts'kyi's narrator is not a per-

sonage, Zerov is, however, at a loss as to whom to attribute the \"I\"

pronoun, and so he attaches it to the author Svydnyts'kyi himself. 12

5yvachenko concurs, stating, \"the authorial 'I' undoubtedly has an

autobiographical quality.\"13Eikhenbaum, however, in writing about the

same kind of authorial \"I\"
pronoun, points out the fallacy of equating a

fictional \"I\" with the author.
14

The issue of the standard written Ukrainian language in the last
half of the nineteenth century is a complicated one. In the 1860s, when
Svydnyts'kyi was

writing Liuborats'ki, the standard language was still

in a period of formation. Even in the
journal

Osnova there were articles

of a technical nature that were written in colloquial speech.
Is

The

Ukrainian language was not standardized until the 1880s. Yet the
significance of

Svydnyts'kyi's
novel Liuborats'ki is that we never get the

impression that Svydnyts'kyi's narrator was in any way forced to use

colloquial folk speech because of the state of the development of the

standard language. On the contrary, the language is completely
subordinated to the demands of the skaz narrative technique (as we will
see below). Moreover, as I will argue, the skaz narrative technique is not

a limiting technique and a hindrance, as Ukrainian literary criticism has
it, but

quite the opposite-a flexible, very creative, and at the same time
highly complex

narrative technique requiring great skill from the writer.
Titunik, whose definition of 5kaz is used in the present study, bases

his definition on the ideas developed by
Bakhtin on the opposition and

relationship between author's speech and character's speech,16and on
Dolezel's studies on quasi-quoted discourse.

17
Titunik defines skaz as \"a

mode of narration in fiction brought about by the interpolation into the
narrative structure of a

reported-reporting
text which is oriented toward

the perceptibility of its speech event. HIS

Thus, skaz is a third speech
context, which, like the reported text, has marked speech event but)))
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carries out a reporting function. 19

Titunik establishes that, of the features

marking speech event,20 it is the expressive, allocutional, and dialectal

features that are more important for the
perceJitibility

of sk11z than

grammatical, situational, and semantic features.
1

By insisting
on the

stylistic nature of the skaz technique, Titunik releases 5kaZ from

dependence upon compositional categories such as narrative and
motivation. 22

In the reporting passages of Liuborats'ki, the first person accom-

panied by expressive features, signalling sk11z, is used: \"CKiJ1bKH

nJ1aKaJIO, pH,l{aJIo! HeMa Toro, \037o6 nepeJIi4HB. TonTaBCb i 51 TYT . . .\"

(p.
44). In some passages, however, in the first paragraph, for example,

the addresser is indicated not by grammatical person but by the

expressive features of his speech: \"KOJIO YMaHi 411, JIY44e, B YMaH\037I1Hi

i OY JIO, i \342\202\254CiJIbue-X04 OH H Co.nO,l{bKaMH flora Ha3BaTH. . . .

CJIaBHHH TO KpaA\" (p. 25). The phrase \"4H, JIY44e\" is a correction (and

also a dialectal feature), and \"CJIaBHI1H TO KpaI1\" is an exclamation. The

tense of reference in the above passage is the present, but only together
with the expressive features does it signal sk11z.

Another grammatical signal of skaz is the use of second-person
forms accompanied by allocutional features such as questions, impera-

tives, or vocative constructions:)

Ba4HTe-Ha4e J1e)l(aHKa CTO'iTb? A cepe\"Q E:I BMypOBaHHH

Ka3aH-6allI1Te? I 4eJ1IOCTi 6allHTe, lI.(O Halle B J1e)l(aHu;i TOnI1TbC5I? KOJ1H u;e

oa4HTe, TO r J1\037HbTe )I( me BrOpY. 5a4HTe, 1110 U5l-Ha4e JIe)l(aHKa-

BHMypOBaHa niL{ KOMHHOM?
(pp. 41-42))

Sometimes first- and second-person forms are combined into a first-

person plural form: \"Ta XO;:1iMO ;:1aJIi . . . T5IrHiMO )I( 3a TOH peMiHeUb\"

(p. 42). Here, the addressee is asked to participate in the act of
pulling.

Signalling
skaz by the use of the present tense is a complicated

process, for not only can the reporting text use the historical present to

designate the past, but also the present may refer to a non-sknz inter-

polated text or a sk11z
interpolated

text.
23

What complicates this issue

even further is the nature of the Ukrainian language itself, for, as

Shevelov points out, \"Depending on circumstances and context almost

any temporal or modal form may assume different temporal or modal

meanings.\"24 Dotsenko, in his study of
Svydnyts'kyi's language, points

out the use of the present tense in Liuborats'ki but does not
distinguish

between the present of a sk11z text and the historical present of a norm

reporting text.
25

It is fairly safe to assume, as in the case of the first-person pronoun,

that if the present tense is accompanied by the other sk11z features (such

as expressive and allocutional), then there is a 5kaZ text present. Let us

look at the following passage from Liuborats'ki:)))
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BcaMnepelt BBiHUJOB Y XaTY fl1060paUbKHH, JIan 3a WanKY )l(MeHelO i

)l(OypHYB Ha KpoBaTb, Ta H THUb Ha CTiJ1. Boira\342\202\254 itPyrl1M. Uei1 nOCKaKaB no

KpOBaT5Ix. 3a HI1M TpeTiA, 4eTBepTHH-0J1I1Ha\037u.51TMti, ):tBaHa):(I..{51THH. I

3aKHniJ1o, 51K B Ka3aHi. CTaprn6ro He 6y.no-TpHHa.lIU5ITOro. \302\253l]e )I( BOHH

CnJ151Tb?\302\273-nO\037YMa\342\202\254Te. A Ha TI1X rneCTH KpOBaT5IX-nO ):tBa aDO H no Tpl1

BKyni, Ti.nbKH cTapwHH CaM. Woo He OY JIO TicHO, TO BOHH rOJIOBaMH

J151raIOTb OJ1Hi ,[(0 oopa3iB, a .l1pyri LtO nopora i BH04i O,LU1H L1pyrOMY o4i

ni\037OHBaIOTb. Ue HeBiH1BOBI1)1(Y.I CTaE: p03YMY B oaTbKiB Ca)l(aTb l(iT\342\202\254ti no

CTiJIbKH B OL1HY XaTY! CTaJIO 6 Horo Ha Te, ruoo He rY6HTb CBO\342\202\254l LU1THHI1; Ta

40110M MYpy He
npo6'\342\202\254w:

He CB051 BOJ15I TYT
rpa\302\243,

a CMOTpHTeJIbCbKa. 5IK

fllOoopaUbKa npHIXaJ1a 3 AHTOCbOM, TO, 51K Bci, B351J1a napy KaJ1a4iB xJ1ioa,-/

(p. 43))

In the above passage, \"BBiHIlIOB,\" \I(OypHYB,\"") \"nocKaKas,\" and

tt3aKHniJ1o\" are in the past narrated tense. \"Boirae\" is also narrated past

tense in meaning, although grammatically it is historical present.
\"nO\037YMa\342\202\254Te\" is the skaz narrator's present tense, but the 5kaZ text is not

signalled so much by the use of the present tense as by the interjections
\"JIan\" and \"THUb\" and by allocutional means, such as the question after
\"no..QYMa\342\202\254Te

tt

and the anticipated question from the addressee, which is
in quotation marks: \"l]e )I{ SOHH CnJI.5ITb?\" The 5kaZ narrator continues to

use the present tense in \"J151rafOTb,\" \"nitl6I1BaIOTb,\" \"CTa\342\202\254,\" and \"rpae,\"

together with expressive fe,atures and idiomatic expressions such as
\"qOJIOM MYpy He npoo' \0371lI\"

in the skaz text, until the author-narrator

begins to use the past tense
again: \"npHIXaJIa\" and \"B35IJIa\" in the

reporting text.

Situational features are closely connected with the grammatical;
they refer to pronouns, adverbs, and adjectives that denote tiIne-space
position. Whereas the reporting text is always in a \"there and then\"

context, th,e reported text is always in a \"here and now\" context. In a skaz

text, the illusion of the \"here and now\" context can be created
by

the

identificatio,n of the addresser and addressee with the setting; if the first-
person plural is used, then it, too, functions in the same way.26 This
feature corresponds to what Syvachenko calls the

opovidach
ekskursovod

(the tour-guide narrator)27 and is found in the following example:)

Ta He uepeMOHbTeCb, naHOBe! 3aH,lIiMO B Oypt1itf; nO,lU1BHMOCb, 5IK

BOHO TYT B llIK0J151pCbKiA cTauii. TiJ1bKO 3r11HaHTeCb, 00 OY L{YBaB UIO XaTY

HH3bKoro 3pOCTY 40J10BiK, i
\037Bepi Mip5lB no cooi, TO a6H-CbMO rY,l13a

28

He

HaOMJ1H.
(p. 41))

The same occurs in this next passage:)

MJ.1 ce6e 3a6Y J111 i CBO\342\202\254l MOBH uypaCMOCb, a J1HXH,-X04 51Ki-TO BOHM

Ha nO,ltiJ1J1IO: Hi HaUH1M, Hi BaWMM,-He uypalOTbCH CBoIx 3BH4a'iB, He)))
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COpOMJ151TbC5I, 11.(0 BOHH J1HXH, a He XTO \037pYrHH. Ta me MaJIO: BOHH

\037YMaIOTb, 1110 Harna npa B06i UbKa CTopOHa-TO nOJlbma, i TaK \037iJ1a nOBeJIH,

1110 JI51\037lltHHa TaM 30BciM B3f1JIa Bepx. 51KOH B Hac HaYKa \037pYra!-a TaK i He

l1HBO, 60 CJlinOMY mo?-cKa4H, 00 pis! BiH i CK04HTb, Ta B l1YO

rOJlOBOIO . . . . (p. 35))

Here the addresser and addressee are all part of the \"here and now\"

setting of Podillia. Needless to add, the above passages are also rich in

expressive, allocutional, and dialectal features.

Semantic features refer to value judgements and point of view. All

reporting-text statements are authoritative and represent an omniscient
and universal point of view.

29
Whereas reported-text statements are

always presented from a personal and subjective point of view, a skaz

text, since it can be interpolated into a reporting or a
reported text, has

a wide range of point of view, stretching from omniscient to
very

personal,
that is, a \"worm's-eye view of reality.\"30

Since the skaz narrator in Liuborats'ki is an undefined personal-

ity-a verbal mask-the point of view shifts back and forth between

omniscient and personal. An example of this shift is found in the
following passage.

Here the narrator assumes a limited point of view:
\"5IK )l(e BOHO Tal<, IUO o.naro4ecTHBHH naHOT\342\202\254Ub nOT\037r ):10 KaTOJ1HKa? I,

.HK BI1\037HO, He 3a ):IinOM, 60 B ni):lp5lCHHKY nillJOB, a .HKOH 3a .l1iJIOM, TO

YOpaBC5I 0 Y P5ICY\" (p. 27)._ Immediately after this passage, in the next

paragraph, the narrator expresses knowledge from an omniscient point

of view. He gives us a short summary of the background of priests such

as Hevrasii and tells us about the relationship between
Rosolyns'kyi

and

Hevrasii and the reason for the visits of the latter to the former.

All of the above features-grammatical, situational, and seman-
tic-are present in skaz, but they are not its distinctive features, as has

already been mentioned. The distinctive features are the
expressive,

allocutional, and dialectal features. Since these features are always
absent in a reporting text, their presence here is a strong signal of skaz.

All of these three particular speech event features are
present

to a very

high degree in the Liuborats'ki reporting text.
Expressive features consist of the following: interjections, exclama-

tions, self-apostrophe, rhetorical questions, parenthetical phrases,
aposiopesis, praeteritio, qualifying

remarks such as explanations,

digressions, and resumptions, error and correction, and glosses.
Svydnyts'kyi's skaz addresser uses many of these devices. He uses

interjections, such as \"AH-aA-a! \037o ue 3a ):(1180?\" (p. 42) and \"B)I(e nooir

.l!)f(OraHa llJYKaTb, i 4epe3 rO):(HHY-Oro!-a)l( iCKpl1 CKa4YTb\" (p. 49).

Exclamations in the reporting text, signalling skaz, are also very frequent
in Liuborats'ki: \"Il{o TO 3a XJIOneUb pic!\" (p. 29); \"nHBHa .l1iJ1a TB05l,

focnol{I1!\" (p. 28); and \"I.Uo B)I(e JIIO\037eH HIlJJ10 3a rpoooM!\" (p. 95). Also

abundant are rhetorical questions, such as: \"411 TaKa B)I(e HaYKa, 4H)))
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TaKHH CBiT HaCTaB?\" and \"LQaCT\342\202\254-ll1aCT\342\202\254!
Ta \037o He MHHa\342\202\254?\"

(p. 53).

Examples of correction are the following: \"K0J10 YMaHi 411, J1Y44e, B

YMaH\037HHi\" (p. 25) and \"CTynHiB Ha ;::tBa Bi;:1 CiHellJHbOrO nopora Hi, He

TaK! Ba4I1Te-\" (p. 41). Often used by the skaz narrator is the parentheti-

cal expression \"MOB.n.HB\" (so to say).

Widely used in Liuborats'ki are glosses, such as \"Que ceMiHapi51

nO):{OJIbCbKa 3aKOHY OJIar04eCTi.5l-60 TaM \342\202\254I.l\\e KaTo.nI1UbKa, ;:1e, 51K Ka)l(e

npOCTOJ1IO;:1):{.H, KHypHKI1 B4aTbC.5I (KJIepHKH)\" (p. 161). In this example,
there is first of all the statement about the seminary, which is followed

by the narrator's explanation, which in turn is followed by a parentheti-
cal clause in which there is

yet
another explanation. Often these glosses

or commentaries take the form of footnotes, which, incidentally, mark

the work as written. Many dialectal regional expressions are accompa-
nied

by explanations;
for example, the phrase \"nimoB Ha Baccapa.6ilO't is

accompanied by a footnote from the narrator, who writes, \"nO-TaMorn-

HbOMY: niTI1 Ha 5accapaoilO Te )I( caMe, \037o B J1iBOOiUbKii1 YKpalHi-B

3aopOJ:(\" (p. 69); and \"nacTpaMH\" is described in a footnote as \"TaKe

npoci.nbHe M' .HCO-oB\342\202\2544HHa\" (p. 54). Many such glossary footnotes

accompany the scenes on seminary life.

Related to these explanations, footnotes, and glosses are the
numerous digressions the narrator makes throughout the text. For

example, in telling us about Masia's intention to go into mourning, he
digressesto tell us about the usual mourning customs of the Ukrainians:)

Y Hallll1X pYCMHiB B Titi CTOpOHi OCb 5IKa )f(aJlooa: no )f(iHUi Ta no

):1HTHHi 40JlOBiK oe3 rnanKH XO,ltHTb cKiJ1bKa ;::teHb,):1iB4aTa Ha 3HaK :>KaJIOOM

He 3anJliTalOTb Kic, a TiJ1bKH 3aB'513YIOTb BOJIOCC51 33a\037Y, lUOO B OlIi He

na.[taJ1o; xJ10nui i ltiB4aTa, TaM CKiJlbKH Tpeoa, He cniBalOTb i He TaHUIOIOTb.

Mac.fl )I( npMHH5IJ1a )l(a,nooy KaTOJIHUbKY: Ka3aJla nOWHTb 40pHY CYKHIO.

(p. 96))

What is significant about this passage is that it remains a digression and
does not turn into an ethnographic description for its own sake. Usually
these digressions in Liuborats'ki are

very
brief and the ethnographic

material is treated very superficially; it is completely subordinated to the

device of digression itself. Another example of this type of superficial
ethnographic digression is the

following passage: \"PYCHHKH )I( TaM

3aBHBatoTbC.5I B HaMiTKM, B KOpaJI5IX BC5I Kpaca i oaraTCTBO, XO\03751Tb B

3anaCKax TOll.{O\" (p. 26). Particularly revealing in this respect is the
expression

\"TOll.\\O\" (and so forth). In speaking about the customs of the
descendants of the nobility, the narrator writes in the same way: HB

CBOIX 3BI14a5lX SOHli 3at{ep)l(aJII1: uiJIYBaTb \037iB4aT B pYKH i .n;e5lKi CJIosa:

'nporne,'
,
;:106PHM B\342\202\2544Yp,'

,

L{06pH\0373iHb,' 'na;:1aM ,[10 Hyr' i ll\\\342\202\254,l{e5IKi, Ta H

ro,Qi\" (p. 26). The goal of these passages is thus not ethnographic
description

but the illusion of a direct conversation which digresses and)))

revealing
the

awesome destiny of man. The seers are then conducted over the higher
or lower realms by an angel, who reveals and explains the journey to
them. The words usee\" and

ft

saw ,\" which form part of the initial request,
are used repeatedly in the visions (ten times in the Revelation of Moses,
and over thirty times in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po
mukam and Khozhdenie)))
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then resumes again. Zerov points out that the ethnographic material
never dominates in Liuborats'ki as it does, for example, in Nechui-

Levyts'kyi's works such as Starosvits'ki
batiushky

i
matushky (Old-World

Orthodox Priests and Wives). Svydnyts'kyi's primary goal, affirms
Zerov, is not to describe customs but to show the changes in the
religious profession and the resulting moral and social consequences.

31

Allocutional features, questions such as trBa4HTe-Ha4e J1\342\202\254:JKaHKa

CToITb?\"
(p. 41), or imperatives such as \"cnor J151HbT\342\202\254 Ha ,LtiTBOpy\" (p.

lID), frequently used in Liuborats'ki, signal skaz. Sometimes the addresser
actually formulates the addressee's questions, as in \"2]e )I( BOHIi CnJ1.HTb?

nO\037YMa\342\202\254Te\" (p. 43) and \"Mo>Ke, nO,ltYMa\342\202\254Te, LQO B Hac 04i noraHi?\" (p. 42),
and then proceeds to reply. Sometimes the function of addressee is

personified to create a pseudo-dialogue, as in the following passage:)

(A) ... To Bci 3apa3 i ni3HaJIH, ll.{O He MaJIa Tyra B Horo l1YWY 3aBiTaJ1a.

(B) -5a4, (C) Ka)l(YTb, (B) 4orOCb 3a)KYpHJ111Cb Hawi oaTlOlIIKa.

(C) 5I n i,ltifH110B n00J1arOCJ10BHTHCb.

(D) \"ra\"-(C) Ka)l(YTb. A 51: \"BJ1arOCJ10BiTb,-Ka)l(y,-OT4e
4\342\202\254CHHH !tt_(D) \"Bo)f(e oJ1arOCJIOBH!\" (C) I 6iJIblIJe Hi CJ10Ba.

(B) A.l{)I(e Uboro He OYBa.no?

(C) -
Ta)l(e HiT.

(B) -MaOYTb, Be.nHKa Tyra!

(C) -I 51 CKa)f(Y.

(A) CnpaB\037i, Ha \037Yllli B o. reBpaci51 51K B Ka3aHi KJ1eKOTiJIo . . . (p. 30))

Here, A is the author reporting text, B is the addressee speech, C is the

skaz addresser speech, and D is the character reported speech.

Dialectal features also signal the presence of a skaz text in a

reporting text. They include such features of colloquial speech as
idiomatic expressions, diminutives and particles, grammatico-syntactic

doublets, ellipses, and parataxis. Regional, vulgar, or folk speech,
professional jargon,

solecisms, anacoluthon, malapropisms, and

neologisms are also considered dialectal features. Included in this
category are also features marking speech as orally delivered, such as

pronunciation, spelling, foreign accents, spe,ech aberrations, intonation,

and sounds and gestures-to the extent that they can be indicated in
writing.

32

The reporting text of Liuborats'ki is particularly rich in dialectal
feahlres, thus indicating the

presence
of a skaz narrator. The dialectal

features are used in various ways: emotively, figuratively, parenthetical-
ly. Widely

used are idiomatic expressions such as the following:)

\". . . a OTaM nilllJIO \037K no MaCJ1i.\" (p. 28)

\". . . i 4HTaB, 5IK ropOXOM cl1nJIe,-\" (p. 28)

\"i
BipHB

B naHa, 5IK Typ4HH B Mic\037Ub,-\" (p. 27))))
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\"Harai{aB, Ka)l(YTb, K03i CMepTb . . .\"
(p. 33)

\"Ta KY):!H TYT \037o KHH)I(KI1! XaA II MHllJi 1.[{5ITb!\" (p. 38)

\"Ha CTOl1i lIenY, X04 piny citi.'1 (p. 42)

\"A 30J10Ta B uepKBi-a)l( KanaE:.\" (p. 40)

uTa
cepu\342\202\254

6' \342\202\254TbC.H .HK pl16Ka Ha ra4KY.\" (p. 44)

\"ftrnoB-oT .HK J10UJa 3a B030M.
tt

(p. 112)

\"A BiK 5IK MaKiB UBiT.\" (p. 58)

\"40J10M MYpy He
npoo'\342\202\254lIJ!\" (p. 149))

Svydnyts'kyi's
5kaZ narrator uses diminutives, but sparingly, as, for

example, in the sentence: \"BaTbKI1 B nOnOBI14iB HapOL{ Bee CKYneHbKHH,

\037o t:1YIllaTb Konifl4l1HY\"
(p. 110). Also present are augmentatives, such as

\"JlK OT YBiXO,l1I1Tb TOft caMHH KaHueJIlOpa
t1

(p. 176).

The skaz narrator in Liuborats'ki uses colloquial syntax, which
consists of the use of co-ordinate as opposed to subordinate clauses, and

parataxis. Details follow one another without logical subordination or

emphasis. ttThe sentence finally ends not because it has reached a

necessary syntactic conclusion, but simply because the speaker has run
out of breath.

1t33
An example is the following:)

nocepelU1Hi, \037e BOHH CXO.l1.f1TbCH xpeCTOM, OaH5I BI1B\342\202\254,L{eHa

3KpYrJIa-rpaH4aCTa, O,ltHa rpaHKa OiJIbllla, a LtPyra MeHwa, i Ha KO)l(Hit1

OiJIbllJiA rpaH\037i BiKHO, a Ha MeHwii1, 3aMicTb BiKHa, MaH5IK 3 40pHoro

MapMYpy, Ka)l(YTb,.. npoMj)l( BiKHaMH no 40THpH CTOBnl1, a HaLl TYlMH

CTOBnaMH caMa OaH5I BHBel(eHa; Ta me He OCTaHH.fI: Ha se.nHKif1 6aHi llJH.H,

TO)l{ 3 BiKHaMH, B)I(e 3 Oi]]OI OJI.fIXH-MaH5IKI1, j TO)l( 3 CTOBnaMH, Ha

lllHI-rOJIOBa, TaM MaJleHbKI1M nepeXBaT, i 3BepXY flOJ1YKO, a Ha HbOMY

xpeCT CTOITb. (p. 40))

In colloquial syntax, words that are understood in oral speech are left
out of sentences:)

511< \"ixaTI1 3 Hallloro OOKY, TO, npOlXaBllll1 ni\037ropKOM-nOJlbCbKI1MJ.1
cpiJ1bBapKaMH,

cnYCl<aJOTbC5I BHI13, TaK Y36i441O, 60 piBHO He MO)l(Ha 3'\"ixaTH,
xioa BnaCTI1 Ta BOHTHCb.

(p. 158))

5yvachenko points out that if such a text, based on the inflections and

logic of native speech, is translated, words have to be inserted. 34

Another dialectal feature present in Liuborats'ki is school jargon
typical of the seminary. Often, when using these student expressions,
the narrator uses glosses. \"y HHX a)l( npHnoBicTb CKJIa..naCb: 'HaCTaHe

Mati, B OnYKI1 (M' .H4) rpaH; HaCTaH\342\202\254 IOHb, Ha irpl1 nJIIOHb; HaCTaHe fO.lIb,
KHH)I(KH CTY JIb Ta ,l(OL{OMY eycy JIb!\" (p. 38). The narrator also uses
regional folk speech, such as \"TO aOI1-CbMO rY.lna He HaOI1JIH\" (p. 41) and

\"Oue-KOTYHa, ruo6 E:CT\342\202\254 3HaJ1H!\"
(p. 42). Sometimes regional ex-)))
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pressions
are accompanied by explanatory footnotes, such as \"SiCJIIOK-

oceJI\" (p. 49) and \"oopoKa-osec nOMiw 3 Ci4KOIO aDO '3 nUJeHH4HOfO

nOJlOBOIO'\" (p. 103). There are even substandard colloquial expressions
present:)

tt4epe3 rO,lIHHY naHOTeUb 3aTHpaB CMeTaHY 3 CBi)l(HM CHpOM.\"

(p. 34)

\"He3aoapoM i ,LtOIU YIlIKBapHB\" (p. 208)

\"JlIOOHB Bora XBaJlHTH, Ta JIIOOHB i B ropJIo JIHTH. TaK i BMep

HaJIHraHI1H.\" (p. 41)
\"]II< )l(e BOHO TaK, \037o OJIar04eCTHBI1H naHOTeUb nOTHr )]0
KaT0J111Ka?\" (p. 27)
\"TaKH ;:1oope ni,L{OnXaBIlIH KHlllKY, BiH 3ra;:1aS i naHiMaTKY Ta Ii rYKa:\"

(p. 35))

Although there are many such vulgar words present, they
are not a

dominant stylistic feature, as they are, for example, in Kotliarevs'kyi's
Eneida (Aeneid). Like the diminutive and all the other dialectal features,
the vulgar colloquial expressions are

only
one speech feature among

many in Liuborats'ki.

Thus, it is evident from the above that not
only

is there a skaz text

present in Liuborats'ki, but the skaz narrator employs great stylistic

diversity. The undefined skaz narrator uses not only idiomatic folk

expressions, regional expressions, vulgar expressions, and seminary

jargon, but also literary standard speech, as in the
following passage:)

ll!aCJIHBa B Bora Ta JIIO,QHHa, ll.{O MaE: CJIb03M Tyry BHJ1I1BaTH, Ta Tel

J.ltaCJIHBirna, LUO Ma\342\202\254 cepue cepulO \"QO p03MOBH, \037o MaE: napy co6i ):10

.nlOooBi, LUO l(OJIIO H HeL(OJ11O MaE: 3 KHM \"QiJIHTH,-ll.{O OOJIHTb Ol(HOrO, H

l1pyroro OOJII1Tb. Ll.{aCJ1HBa B Bora Ta JIIO.l{HHa! I Ha ltyrni J1erKO, Ta THXO, Ta

OJIa)l(eHHO, 5IK B OO)l(iM palO. (p. 194))

In Liuborats'ki, there is, in addition to the skaz narrator and skaz
reporting

text, also an author-narrator and an ordinary reporting text. These two
reporting texts exist side by side, as do the two narrators-the unspec-
ified skaz narrator, who sometimes uses the \"I\"

pronoun,
and the

author-narrator. The existence of these two reporting texts further adds
to the

diversity
of

speech
in Liuborats'ki, for the author-narrator always

uses standard speech, as in the
following passage:)

o. repBaciH B4HBCb no nCaJ1THpi i BHHrnOB naHOTueM npOCTI1M,

J11Ot151HHM, n04YBaBC5I YKpa+iHueM i Llep)l(aBC5I CTapOCBiT4HHH; Ta He 3HaB

OiJ1blIJe cBiTa LUO B BiKHi. POCOJ1I1HCbKHH, 3arHY3LtaBllIH Hora, j caM Toro He

T5IMJ1104Yf, n04aB ory J1bHY pOOOTY: (p. 35))))

the court, but also assembling a

powerful army and marching against the
King

llimself. His motive is no

longer the insolence of a simple page boy, but his own secret ambition

for the crown of Spain. The thematic concept of disloyalty and challenge
to

authority
unifies the Commander and Don Juan as incarnations of the

Rebel Son archetype: Don
Juan

defies the power of the father-figure by
usurping the Commander's authority over Donna Anna, while the

Commander schemes to usurp the authority of his \"father\"-the King.
The textual evolution of the drama, as disclosed by the drafts, under-
scores the gradual but calculated convergence of the Commander and)))
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Not only are there two narrators, but there are also two sets of addres-

sees-the reader and the skaz addressees, who, like the skaz narrator, are

unspecified.
It is also interesting to observe how the skaz

reporting
text relates

to the reported text. The character's speech in the reported text of

Liuborats'ki, a topic of study in itself, is exceptionally varied and rich in
dialectal features, thus reinforcing the diversity of speech styles in the

reporting texts. Often the reported text is
placed right in the skaz

reporting text. In such cases, the character's speech and the skaz

narrator's speech intermingle. One such example is the following:)

AAHTOCbO He 3HaB, Llora H HaII.10 cTaprni B351JIH Horo 3 COOOIO,

. \037 B CAe
I HlllOB- OT 51K JIOrna 3a B030M. \302\253Mo)l(e,- ,l{YMaB,- ,l{O

KpHHH40K\302\273.
BE TY CTOpOHY B nOJIi CJIaBHi KPHHH4KH, i IlIKOJ1c1 no

CYOOTaX OY JIO XQ,l{HTb TY,l{H: 00 TaM .HKOCb CJIaBHO OY JIO nOCI1,l{iTH:

KpYfOM nalllHi, a Mi)l( naI.UH5IMH u;iJ1HHa i frCTa P03KiwHa TpaBa-H\342\202\254

)l(HeTbC.H, Hi KOCHTbC.H. CJ1aBHO or JIO nOKa4aTHCb B U;ii1 TpaBi!

(p. 112))

In the above passage, A is the author reporting text, B is the skaz

reporting text, and C is the character reported text.
In Liuborats'ki, not only is character reported speech incorporated

into the skaz reporting text, as in the above
examples,

but it is also often

incorporated without \037demarcation into the author reporting text,
resultingin

quasi-quoted
discourse. Examples of quasi-quoted discourse

are too numerous to note here.
The incorporation of the reported text into the skaz reporting text

results in the coinciding of the skaz narrator's and the characters' points
of view. It has already been mentioned that the skaz narrator's point of

view fluctuates from limited to omniscient. In the example given above,
the

point
of view of the skaz narrator actually fuses with that of a

character. The use of this kind of point of view through a character is the
basis of the dramatic method of narration, according to Wayne C.
Booth. 35

In Liuborats'ki, both the skaz narrator and the author-narrator
use this device. We learn of the father's death from the point of view of
Masia, of Masia's death from the point of view of the mother, and of

Orysia's death from the point of view of Antos' o. All of this information
is given to us dramatically from the characters' points of view. Another

example in which the skaz narrator chooses a limited point of view, from

Antos' 0' s personal vantage point, is the
following:)

HK LQOCb i\037e-TaKe He4BH\037He, LQO H r JI.HHYTH fHL1KO: Ha OL1HO OKO

cJ1ine, SHt! HOMY nOl<pYTHJJO Ta nOBepTLllO; 3rOpOJIeHe i Bee nJ1e4HMa

3HOCHTb, Ha4e LQO BOpaJJOCb, MOBJ1.HB,Me)l(l1 Borni Ta H rpH3YTb. HrnJ10 BOHO

npOCTO,l(Q rypTY. (p. 162))))
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The students finally inform Antos' 0 that this creature is Robusyns'ky.
The undefined slalz narrator could have told us this fact right away, but
he chooses to tell us from Antos' a's personal point of view, thus creating
a more dramatic scene.

From all of these examples, it is obvious that the skaz narrative

technique as used by Svydnyts'kyi in Liuborats'ki is neither a limiting

technique nor a necessary inferior stage in the development of a

standard language (as it has been traditionally perceived by Ukrainian

literary criticism); on the
contrary,

it is a creative and dynamic narrative

technique allowing not only great stylistic richness 36

(a feature I have

concentrated upon in this study), but also narrative flexibility, par-
ticularly

in the manipulation of point of view and in the narrative

message, a topic which deserves
separate study.

In many respects, skaz, writes Pearce, is a very modern fictional
narrative mode:)

In fact, skaz may be considered as an interm\037diate formal device or

compromise that combines the realistic requirements of nineteenth

century narrative norms with a growing interest in the
complexities

of

psychological portrayal, which, in the twentieth century, results in a

profusion of
compositional

and stylistic devices?7)

In fact, many modern writers, such as Remizov,38 Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn,39and Mikhail Zoshchenko,40 use skaz narrative technique.

Indeed, in many respects, Svydnyts'kyi's Liuborats'ki is a very modern
work that

certainly
deserves more attention and further study.)))
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ROBERT KARPIAK)

From Komandor to Kaminnyi hospodar:
The Evolution of Lesia Ukrainka's Don Juan Drama)

Remarking upon the spirit of creative rivalry often engendered by a
theme of universal fame as it passes from country to country and
from writer to writer, P. Antokol'skii asserts that in creating her

foremost drama, Kaminnyi hospodar (The Stone Host), \"Lesia Ukrainka

polemizes with the entire tradition of Don Juan, challenging Pushkin,
Byron, Mozart, and a host of others.\"t Within this \"host of others\" we

nlay encounter the names of such writers as Ramon del Valle-Inclan

(El Marques de Bradom(n), Oscar de Lubicz-Milosz
(Miguel Maiiara),

Nikolai Gumilev (Don Zhuan v Egipte), Edmond Rostand (La Derniere
nuit de Don Juan), and at least

thirty
more of Lesia Ukrainka's

immediate contemporaries who were concurrently creating their own
versions of the Don Juan theme. The vast majority of these attempts
to re-create the legend of Don Juan now either are known only to

specialists or have sunk into total oblivion.
Kaminnyi hospodar,

however, has stood the test of time and continues to stimulate
interpretive and

comparative investigation.

Kaminnyi hospodar was conceived in the full blossoming of the
Modernist movement, a

period during
which the image of Don Juan

reached an apogee of
popularity

rivalled only by the Romantics'

fascination with the demonic seducer. The neo-Romantics' love of

legend, epic, and myth inclined them to seek new symbolic, psychol-
ogical, and philosophical depths in ancient and mediaeval themes. Don

Juan became a favourite subject. And yet, even the fresh
insights

of the

Modernists and the vigorous frequency of their strivings could not
avoid profound problems in

dealing
with a universal theme that, after

three centuries of existence, was rendering thematic and charac-

terological
innovation extremely difficult. However, Kaminnyi hospodar,

by virtue of an extraordinarily effective
convergence

of poetic genius

and universal Gestalt, resulted in the creation of a work that is outstan-
ding

from three perspectives: as the principal creation of Lesia)))
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Ukrainka's dramatic ceuvre, as a masterpiece of modern Ukrainian litera-

ture, and as a classic version of the Don Juan theme.
A

bibliographic compilation
and survey of critical literature has

revealed that, out of
nearly

one hundred published items, not one

attempts to deal with Kaminnyi hospodar
from the standpoint of the

evolution of the text. 2

Consequently,
while the thematic, ideological,

philosophical, and to some extent stylistic components of the drama

have received substantial commentary, the textual progression' of the
work has not been examined. And yet, without at least some prelim-

inary attention from the developmental perspective, our understanding
of Lesia Ukrainka's major literary creation must remain incomplete.

The purpose of this study is to provide at least a partial resporlse to
the need for a textological analysis of

Kaminnyi hospodar.
It is intended to

offer some preliminary insight into the fascinating world of Lesia

Ukrainka's creative laboratory, in which she experimented with a variety
of thematic, characterological, and stylistic ingredients. A

process
of

intensive artistic refinement, accelerated by the author's rapidly de-
clining health, wrought striking changes

in the evolution of the drama.
These changes are preserved and documented in several extant draft

variants of Kaminnyi hospodar, offering textologists valuable insight into
the dynamics of the creative process.

3
Furthermore, Lesia Ukrainka's per-

sonal correspondence from the time of her work on her Don Juan drama
also provides important commentary on the conceptual and textual

evolvement of the initial Komandor into the final Kaminnyi hospodar.
Kaminnyi hospodar is one of Lesia Ukrainka's last dramatic works,

completed but a year before her death in 1913.The
impetus

to create the

first original Ukrainian version of the Don Juan theme at this
particular

time in her creative life may well have derived from the publication in
1911of

Georpes

Gendarme de Bevotte's monumental study La Legende
de Don Juan. This treatise is known to have been in Lesia Ukrainka's

personal library, and it is quite probable that her reading of the

intriguing history of the Don Juan theme and its migrations through the
literatures of the world inspired her to create her own original interpret-
ation of the poetic myth, which struck her as being \"diabolical and

mystical.\" She defined the result as \"nothing more nor less than the

Ukrainian version of the universal theme of Don Juan.\"s
The writing of

Kaminnyi hospodar extended over a period of

approximately five months. The drama was begun at the end of 1911 in
the Caucasus, where Lesia Ukrainka was spending the winter.

However,

the most intensive and feverish work took place through April and May
of 1912-the period of the most discriminating revision. Here, Lesia
Ukrainka polished that \"sculptural grouping\"which the drama was in-

tended to simulate. Kaminnyi hospodar, according to Lesia Ukrainka's
own disclosure in a letter to A.

Kryms'kyi, was completed on June 4,
1912:)))
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The day before yesterday I finished a new item which I've been
working

on since Easter. And what a thing it is! May God forgive me! I've written

a \"DonJuan\"! Yes, theveryone--\"worldwideand worldlytt-withouteven

giving him a pseudonym. Actually, the drama (indeed, another drama!)

is called \"The Stone Host.\"6)

The drama was published that same year in the October issue of

Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk and was first produced on the stage in 1914
in Kiev by the theatrical

company
of Mykola Sadovs'kyi.

It is iristructive that in her letter to Kryms'kyi of June 6, 1912, Lesia

Ukrainka refers to both \"Don Zhuan\" and
\"Kaminnyi hospodar,\"

for

these are in fact two of the three known titles she contemplated for her

drama. The original title, however, was \"Komandor\":)

. . . because the idea of the drama is the triumph of the monolithic,
conservative

principle
embodied in the Commander over the divided soul

of the haughty, egotistical Donna Anna and, through her, over Don Juan,
the \"knight of free will. ,,7)

The titular progression Komandor-Don Zhuan-Kaminnyi hospodar is

highly significant, for it reflects the evolving shifts in thematic, charac-

terological, and structural emphasis. Lesia Ukrainka was anxious to
innovate, to show

originality
in her interpretation, and yet to remain

faithful to the time-honoured myth of Don Juan. This is no doubt an
inevitable struggle every writer must face when approaching a universal

theme, and Lesia Ukrainka felt profoundly the pressure of
having

to

reconcile innovation and tradition. She confides to her sister:)

But I would rather hear censure of the manuscript and refrain from

publishing it than publish an ineffectual work, and one with such a

responsible theme to boot. The dishonour would not be as great for me

personally as it would be for our literature as a whole. 8)

Lesia Ukrainka was apparently intent on breaking with tradition
in her re-creation of several major characters and motifs of the Don Juan
myth. This intention is

particularly
manifest in her representation of the

Commander figure. Up to the time of Lesia Ukrainka's version, the

Commander was almost invariably a stock character, the father of

Donna Anna, who is killed by Don Juan in a duel, thereby providing the
motivation for the Avenging Statue, or the \"Stone Guest\" of the original
legend. Lesia Ukrainka wanted to invest the Commander with his own

raison d'etre, to create a t1esh-and-blood character with human traits

and emotions, and yet still endow him with his traditionally symbolic
role and mythic significance.

This preoccupation with the image of the

Commander was no doubt largely responsible for the earliest choice of)))
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the title of her Don Juan drama-Komandor. However,
it is clear from the

draft versions that Lesia Ukrainka's emphasis on the Commander
waned as her work on the drama progressed. As her focus shifted to the

figure
of Don Juan, she changed the title of the play from Komandor to

Don Zhuan. Finally,
when it became clear to Lesia Ukrainka that in the

resolution of the dramatic conflict the figure of the Commander and

Don Juan must merge with the image
of the Statue, and all three become

identified with the symbol of the Stone Host, she selected Kilminnyi

hospodar as the definitive title.
Lesia Ukrainka's draft manuscripts betray the dilemma she

experienced in reconciling the human and symbolic duality of the

Commander. The evident danger she perceived is that a \"humanized\"
Commander might turn out to be too human. And, indeed, in the draft

versions, this intended incarnation of the virtues of duty, honour,

chivalry, etiquette, decorum, morality, and conservatism is seen to
descend at times to the pettiness, intolerance, and shallowness of a

misguided megalomaniac. The very man who is wont to
speak

in

aphoristic dicta akin to heraldic devices (\"That which fears a promise is

not love,\" and \"Rights without duties are but anarchy\") is, in the draft
versions, capable

of banishing
a page boy from the court simply for

failing to retrieve a handkerchief dropped by
Donna Anna:)

A Toro na)l(a, IUO He nOltaB BaM XYCTOl.l KI1, CbOrOLtH.H B)I(e BI1\037aJTeHO 3

\037BOpY. Ce 3p00J1eHO no MO\342\202\254MY npoxaHHIO, iHaKUJe 51 nOKHHYB 611 MaltpiLt

i KOpOJ1eBCbKI1H ,l{Btp. CeHbopa ):{e MeHlJ;03a He CJTY)I(eOKa, \037oo MaJla

XYCTOlI KH caMa 3.ltif1MaTH, KOJIH Kpati He! KopOJ1iBCbKHH l1)1(ypa.
9)

Such outbursts of juvenile temper and wilful malice that we find
in the draft versions would be quite inconceivable in the final redaction
of Kilminnyi hospodar,where they would be

totally
out of character with

the emergent figure of the Commander. While his despotic reprimands

concerning
Donna Anna's \"insufficiently ostentatious curtsy\" and

spiteful observations on her servant-girl's \"churlishness\" are
expurgated

from the final text of the drama, the Commander's threatened departure
from Madrid is retained. In the final version, Don Gonzaga de Mendoza
will contemplate not

only leaving
the court, but also assembling a

powerful army and marching against the
King

llimself. His motive is no

longer the insolence of a simple page boy, but his own secret ambition

for the crown of Spain. The thematic concept of disloyalty and challenge
to

authority
unifies the Commander and Don Juan as incarnations of the

Rebel Son archetype: Don
Juan

defies the power of the father-figure by
usurping the Commander's authority over Donna Anna, while the

Commander schemes to usurp the authority of his \"father\"-the King.
The textual evolution of the drama, as disclosed by the drafts, under-
scores the gradual but calculated convergence of the Commander and)))
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Don Juan until they become indistinguishable in the final scene of the
play: Don

Juan
stares into the mirror but sees the Commander's instead

of his own reflection. This ingenious innovation-the identification of

Don Juan with the Commander-is one of Lesia Ukrainka's major
thematic contributions to the

progress
of the myth.

The textual progress we are able to follow through the drafts of

Kaminnyi hospodar not only is manifest in the figure of the Commander,
but also extends to the other major characters of the drama: Dolores,
Donna Anna, and Don Juan himself. A

comparative scrutiny of the

drafts discloses a distinct maturation and crystallization process, as
successiverevisions

compress
the drama to virtually half of its original

length.
One of the more remarkable

examples
of development is to be

found in the case of Dolores. It was Lesia Ukrainka's intent to incarnate

in this sympathetic figure the martyr complex, the eternal sufferer for

another human being or a cause. According to the author, Dolores is \"of

the type who must invariably suffer a martyr's death, even if she must

nail herself to the cross for want of an executioner. \"10

The manuscripts

reveal the complexities of creating a realistic character who must
incarnate the instinct for self-immolation, yet avoid the pitfalls of

pathological monomania and fanaticism. It is
evidently

out of concern

for this potential danger that Lesia Ukrainka deleted from the final text

the following lines, in which Dolores professes before Donna Anna her
boundless love for Don Juan, for whom she would willingly sacrifice
even her closest kin:)

KOpOHa-l1ap MaJ1HJ1. 5IKOI1 5i MaJ1a

pOL{HH Y-5I 6 l\"i He oruaL{HJ1a,

KOJ1H 6 BiH HaKa3aB: r6HH Ix Bcix!ll)

Noteworthy also in the cemetery scene of Act I is the emendation

of Donna Anna's reprimand of Dolores' mendacity, when the latter
identifies the miniature portrait of Don Juan she wears around her neck
as that of her brother. Donna Anna disdainfully reproaches her friend:)

HenpaB\037a, ,lJoJ1opec!

4Yf \037 )K TaKH He 3HaJIa TBoro 6paTa?

KOJIH He XOl{ ern, MO)l(eW He Ka3aTH

AJ1e HaIllO)l( OOMaHIOBaTH? COpOM!12)

According to the role Lesia Ukrainka ultimately conceived for

Dolores, she (Dolores) must stand in purity and moral virtue above all
the other characters in the play. This elevated role is ill-suited to one

apparently capable of falsehood and parricide.

The image of Donna Anna intrigued and preoccupied Lesia)))
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Ukrainka no less than did that of Dolores. The composition of the play

required that the two heroines balance each other as forces that vie for

the soul of Don Juan. And yet, for all the author's avowed
attempts

to

attenuate it, the role of Donna Anna is destined to overshadow that of

Dolores from the very start.

In the earlier drafts of Kaminnyi hospodar, Donna Anna is much

more aggressive, defiant, sarcastic, and power-hungry than she is in the
final version. She berates the Commander when she feels her honour

and conduct questioned and threatens several times to break off the

engagement. Furthermore, out of self-serving interest in Don Juan,
Donna Anna callously alerts Dolores to his legendary infidelity:)

l10HHa AHHa:) . . . Hape4 eHHH TBit1 TaKHH HeneBHHI1,

ll.{O MO)l(e 3pa):1HTH B OCTaTHii1 XBHJ1i.

He MO)Ke 6YTH 3paL{H Me)l(H HaMH.

Ta TH He 3pa):1Hlll! AJ1e BiH . . . BiH

pa3 OT-OT Y)I(e orB 3pa.l1HB.

3 KI1M, 3 To6olO?13)

110J1bOpec:

l]oHHa AHHa:)

110J1bOpec:)

As witnessed in the above dialogue, the rivalry between Donna
Anna and Dolores is considerably more intense in the draft versions.
There is even something vulgarly

seductive in the way Donna Anna

entices Don Juan to attend her ball and whispers the location of her villa

into his ear.

In addition to an overbearing self-assurance and self-righteousness
that stem from a pampered childhood, the Donna Anna of the earlier
draft versions is

infinitely
more the schemer, conniver, and manipulator

than the Donna Anna of the definitive redaction. For example, the

supper
invitation she extends to Don Juan in the final act is ultimately

arranged for the purpose of signing a marriage contract with him, and

by so doing to designate him
publicly

before the De Mendoza family as
her next consort and as the next Commander. Don Juan, however, is not

taken in by this scheme and has the notary who is to witness the

conclusion of this agreement replaced by none other than his servant,
Sganarelle. For what are probably obvious aesthetic reasons, Lesia

Ukrainka refrained from incorporating this rather antiquated imper-

sonation motif into her finalized version.

Quite striking in the transition from the extant manuscripts of

Kaminnyi hospodar
to the published version is the elimination of the only

episode in the drama that might have served as a scene of comic relief.
This episode, which centres on a farcical

dialogue between Donna Sol

and her henpecked and cuckolded husband, was ultimately deleted
from the masked ball scene in the second act. Don Juan has been
conducting an affair with Donna Sol, and it is an intended rendezvous)))
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with her that has brought him to Seville at the beginning of the play.

Unaware that Don Juan himself is at Donna Anna's masked ball
disguised as a Moor, Donna Sol attempts to elude her possessive and

jealous husband in order to keep a
tryst

with her lover in the cemetery.
This dialogue merits reproduction here:)

naH:

n. COJ1b:

naH:

n. COJ1b:

naH:

l]. COJ1b:)

naH:

\302\2431.COJ1b:

naH:

l1. COJ1b:)

naH:

D. COJ1b:

naH:

D. COJ1b:

naH:

[1. COJIb:

naH:

2]. COJ1b:)

naH:

11. COAb:)

naH:

LI. COJIb:)

naH:

2]. COJIb:)

naH:

LI. COJ1b:)

KY,L{H TH 00, COJ1iTO?

TaM TaK ,l{YWHO, a 51 3aOY J1a Bi.flJ1bue.

5l 3apa3 Horo 3HaHLtY.

He TYT 3a6Y JIa-l(OMa!

5I rOCnOltHHIO nonpollJY n03H4HTb.

Hi, Hi! We CKa)f{YTb: \"OT .fIKHH CKynMH, B)f{e HaBiTb BiHJlbU5I He
. . 19

CnpaBI1Tb )l(IHUI.

To 51 nOI,LtY, 3apa3 npHBe3Y.

Hi, TH He 3Ha\342\202\2541ll, 51 Horo 3aMI<HY J1a.

To ,l!aH KJ1I011 a.

TaM Bi.HJ1bUiB oaraTO, 51 me nOBHHHa BI10paTH, moo ltoope

npHCTaJIO ,l!O YOpaHH5I-Ce )I( TaK Ba)l(HO.

51 npHBe3Y IX BCi.

I LLle lJ oro! KpaMHHUIO TYT P03J10)l(HM? JlIO.l1f1M Ha cMix?

To 5IK >Ke oY,l!e?

71 caMa noll::tY.

TM?

A IUO)l( TaKoro?

1\037 MO)l(e 0 TI1 B)I(e 51KOCb OOiHlllJ1ac5I?

51K OOiHlllJ1acb? 11 rHHY Bil( 3aLtYXH! 51 MJ1ilO! Off! MeHi 30BCiM

H e,[(oope!!

71 3al1 epnHY BOitH.

Ta Biltll enHC.H. JlKa BOtta? MeHe ,l1YLUI1Tb. 51K0I1 51 Mana

Bi.HJ1bue . . . 51 3HalO, BOJIi\342\202\254LU TH, moo 51 TYT 3al(YllJHJ1aCb, aOH He

IxaJ1a caMa oe3 Teoe.
40MY-O He nOIXaTI1 Y,.QBOX?

3a Bi\037JIbu;eM Y ,l1BOX? HeB)I(e TH XOll ellJ YCiM Te nOKa3ail1,.HK TH

MaJl0 BneBH.H\342\202\254llJC.H Ha MeHe?

AJIe-)I(, J1100KO . . .

.noBOJIi B)f(e! 11 I.l1Y. He ltHBYHC51, 51 3aOapIOC.H, MO)l(e TaM

npl1HlteTbC5I CTpitI KI1 Ha Bi.flJIbUi i nepeMiHI1TI1, aoo 3MiHMTH

\037o B YOpaHHi.

npo6i, cKopirn BepTaHC5I!

(3MiHHJIa WOpCTKI1H TOH Ha neCTJ1HBHH)

CKYlJ Hill TYT oe3 MeHe?

(noTpiny\342\202\254
Horo no nil!oopiL(,l!i i UiJ1YE:)

Ta 51 )K caMa cniWHTHMYCb ,l10 Teoe . . .

(BHoira\342\202\254, nOCHJ1aI04 H naHOBi noui.nYHKH pYKOIO)14)))
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With the deletion of this scene, the role of Donna Sol is substantial-

ly reduced and might even appear superfluous in the definitive version.

However, Lesia Ukrainka retained Donna Sol for a specific thematic

purpose: she represents the motivic echo of the traditional \"abducted

bride\" motif that was virtually de
rigueur

in the \"classical\" interpretations

(e.g., the Zerlina episode in Mozart's Don Giovanni) but appears
in a

totally original treatment in Kaminnyi hospodar. Instead of the traditional
abduction scene, Don Juan adjures the t'bride\" to seek her own freedom:)

51 saM nHcaB: \"nOKHHbTe 1I oJIoBiKa,

5IK BiH BaM OCOpY)I(HHH, i BTiKaHTe.\"15)

The philosophy of liberation and self-determination that Don Juan
preaches to Donna Sol and Donna Anna is an integral dimension of

Lesia Ukrainka's conception of Don Juan as the anarchical
\"knight

of

free will.\" Indeed, the image of Don Juan, from a characterological
perspective, was the most concretely visualized and realized character

of the entire drama. In a contemporaneous letter to her sister, Lesia

Ukrainka writes:)

I had not intended to add anything new to the Don
Juan type

as es-

tablished in literature, except perhaps to emphasize his anarchical nature.
He should, in fact, be much the same as more or less everyone has come
to

envisage
him.

16)

A rather stable preconception of the legendary hero notwithstand-

ing, Lesia Ukrainka's notion of Don Juan does reflect an evolutionary

process in the textual history of
Kaminnyi hospodar. First of all, in order

to warrant his chivalrous appellation as the
\"knight

of freedom,tt she had

to attenuate the participation of Don Juan in the more
plebeian

professions
of pirate, contrabandist, vagabond, and moral reprobate;

accordingly, she expunged such references from the final version. The

modern Don Juan, the \"Don Juan of the intellect\" that emerges in the

definitive redaction, inherits something from his ancestor of the
neo-Classical period, the \"Don Juan of the blood\"-a man of action and

courage. He reincarnates relatively little of the \"Don Juan of the soul,\"
the Don Juan of the Romantic treatments who, transformed

by
a pure

woman's love, is ripe for contrition, redemption, and salvation. In this
regard, Kaminnyi hospodar represents the continuation of the \"traditional\"
Don Juan version by preserving the thematic

duality
of compulsive

infidelity (the legend of the seducer) and retribution (the legend of the

Avenging Statue).

Although in the course of the drafts Don Juan is relieved of much

of his original arrogance, insensitivity, cynicism, and cruelty, his

propensity for fiery passion is retained in the final version-witness his)))
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attempt
to stab the unarmed Commander in the back after being

humiliated by him at Donna Anna's ball. We can even detect in Lesia

Ukrainka's drafts an unmistakable vestige of the traditional
\"complaint

motif\" in which Don Juan's servant deplores his miserable fate in
serving such a

perverse
master. The complaint motif is, of course,

admirably represented in Mozart's Don
Giovanni, when Leporello sings

the aria \"Notte e giorno faticar\" (To be obliged to toil night and
day)

as the

curtain rises. In Kaminnyi hospodar, the altercation between master and
servant occurs as a

stylistically
facetious but artistically unwieldy spat,

which is ultimately excised from the final version:)

Cr:

D. >K.:)

40pT oepH TaKY npOKJ15ITY CJ1Y>KOY!

Ce me ll.{o? Wo TaKe? Xi6a)K 51 He nJlaLi Y Tooi 3a CJJY>KOY? nJ1a4 Y

)I( 51 OiJlbWe, Hi)f( TH UiJ1I1H BapTHH.

BH nJ1aTHTe MeHi JJH60Hb 3a Te, moo 51 HilI oro O1'B He BapTHH.

ClIYXat1, 5IK He,[toro\037a, 3a6ipal1c51 reTb, 5I iHworo 3HaHLtY

CJ1yry.

1 a 51 3Haf1woB 011 naHa iHworo X04 3apa3, Ta pill npo Te, Il.{Q

J1inllJHX He 3HaH,LteMO, a ripwl1x 4eH HeMa, 411 BapT MiHflTH? OT

.HK 01-1 51 CTas naHOM, BI1-CJ1YrOIO, TO ce OY Jla 6 X04 011 BHlU1Ma

3MiHa.
17)

Cr:

,lJ. >1<.:)

Cr:)

As if in concession to the tradition of the complaint motif, which
allows the servant to express his desire to identify with his master and

\"play
the gentleman\" (far il gentiluomo), Lesia Ukrainka retains its vestige

in poignant laconism, as an
exasperated Sganarelle

concludes Act I with:)

Ex, MiH naHe!

51 ,LtOKa3aB 011 KpaI.l.(OrO JTHuapCTBa,

flK611 TO 51 o-YB naH, a BM-CJl1'ra.
18)

Lesia Ukrainka's masterful portrayal of Don Juan springs from her
lifelong

fascination with romantic and chivalrous heroes. In the case of

Kaminnyi hospodar, she was
clearly

fascinated
by

the figure of the

profligate knight who, in her words, t'has beerl
tormel1ting

mankind for

well nigh three hundred years.\"19 Constantine Bida has remarked upon
a rather significant peculiarity in Lesia Ukrainka's predilection for
heroic figures:)

It was not. . . the proud and fortunate conqueror who defeated his enemy
and thrust a spear in his heart that Lesya favoured. Instead she was

captivated by
the vanquished knight who, even as he felt the sharp spear

of the victor in his heart, refused to give in but proudly cried: \"Kill me; I

will not surrender!\"20)))
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B0J10t1I1Ml1p )K11J1a)

JO\037a Jleci YKpaiHKI1 B t1paMaTl14Hifl noeMi Ha
nOJli KpOBI1 (l]o 75-pi445I 3 ,l!H5I CMepTH

lleci YKpaiHKH))

nec.H YKpalHKa JII06MJIa cBiTosi TeMI1 fI \037o HI1X 4aCTO 3BepTaJIac\037. Ha

1909 piK npHna,l!a\342\202\254 npaU5J nOeTKI1 Ha,lt l(p'aMaTH4HOIO nO\342\202\254MOIO Ha no.ni

KpOBH, .HKa OY JIa Ha)J;pYKOBaHa B fliTepaTypHO-HaYKOBOMY BiCTHHKY

(1910). U51 nO\342\202\254Ma E: CBo\342\202\254pi\037HHM 3pa3KOM MaAcTepHoro 3MaJlIOBaHH5I

OOpa3Y 1O.l{11, mo, n0411HalO4H 3 n04aTKY Harnoro CTOpi44.H, CTaB 3HOBY

4aCTOfO TeMOIO B CBiTOBii1 JIiTepaTYpi. npOTfirOM ,.QeC.HTH pOKiB BI1HIUJI'O

B CSiT KiJIbl<a 3Ha4HI1X TBOpiB 3 ClO)I(eTOM npo Hboro: BOHH OY JIH

Bi)J;3Ha4eHi JIiTepaTypHOIO KpHTHKOIO Ta nOMiLleHi l.JJ1Ta4aMH.

CBiTOBHH CIO)I(\342\202\254T npo IO\037Y, fll< Bi,[{OMO, B:>Ke To\037i OYB nl(Y)I(e

3Ha4HI1H, nOBHI1H 3Ba6JIHBHX nepCneKTI1B \037J1.H HOBiTHboro

no,eTa-MicTI<HH i 3\037i6HHH \037O i\037eI1HO-eMOuioHaJIbHOrO ni\037HOBJIeHH.s:I

. . . no CYTi r 111100KO eMouiHHI1H i nOBHHH cyrecTi\"i, BiKOBOl YBarH

nOKoJIiHb \037O OCOOH 3pat1HHKa.ft1 Ue BCynepe4 TOMY, IQO BiH CJIaoo

HacsiT J1eHHH B \342\202\254BaHreJ1bCbl<if1 iCTOpi\"i, X04 Horo 3pa)::tY 3ral(YtoTb Y

HOBOMY 3anOBiTi Bci 'E:BaHreJIHCTH, aJIe rOBOp.flTb npo He! \037Y)Ke

no-pi3HOMY. \"Mi)l( \342\202\254BaHreJIHCTaMH,\" 5IK nHIlle B0J10\037HMl1p CMHPHiB,

\"JIHlIIe CB. MaTBiA CBi,l1l.JHTb, LQO lO}:1a o;:tep)l(aB 30 CpiOH.fIKiB 3a 3pa;:tY Ta

3ra,[{Y\342\202\254 npo \037OKOpH cOBicTH, npo IOLtHHY cnpooy nOBepHYTH rporni i

TBep,l1I1Tb, lI.{O lO;:ta nOBicHBC.H. TaKO)l( He O,l!HorOJlOCHO cBi,[{,4aTb

E:BaHreJIHCTH npo Te, IQO lO)J;a BI1,LtaB XpHCTa nOUiJIYHKOM.,,2

nl1CbMeHHHKH n04aTKY ,[tBa,[tU\037Toro CTOJIiTT.H, He 3Ba)l(alOlIH Ha

nonepe,ltHi oaraTi TpaL{l1uii, ni;:tifllllJIH ,l!O uie'i TeMH nO-HOBOMY-\"3

HOBHM
KpHTepi\342\202\254M,

3 TeH,l!eHui\342\202\254lO-nO-CBO\342\202\254MY neper J1.51HYTH

uepKOBHO-KaHOHi30BaHY Cna.l1lI.{HHY .,,3
n\342\202\254pel{

HaMH 40THpH TBOpl1 Uboro

nepworo ,.QeC.HTKa pOKiB XX CT.: TBip IllBe,L1CbKOrO nl1CbMeHHI1Ka Topa

re,[(oepra lO,lJa, n'\342\202\254ca HiMeUbKoro nHCbM\342\202\254HHHKa naBJI.H refl3e MapiR 3

Mar,llaJ1J1 B aHrJIiAcbKOMY nepeKJIa,L1i BiJI5IMa BiHTepa (1903), nOBicTb

pOCiHcbKoro nHCbMeHHHKa JleoHi,l!a AH.l1pe\342\202\254Ba JO,lla ICKapioT i

\037paMaTH4Ha noeMa Jleci YKpa'iHKI1 Ha nOJ/i KpOBH. nepe4HTYI04H H

BHB4alO4H ui TBOpH ,n:OXO,L1I1MO ,n:o BHCHOBKY, LQO \037paMaTHLlHa noeMa

Jleci YKpa\"iHKH Bit1pi3H.H\342\202\254TbC.5I Bi)J; TBOpiB i'i CY4aCHHKiB. Y Hili)))
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HaCTaHOBa Ha HOBe, opHriHaJlbHe npH BHKOpl1CTaHHi
iCHYI0411X Y)I(e

MHCTeUbKHX oopa3iB Ta Bi,L1nOBittHHX JleKCH4HI1X i cppa3eoJIori4HI1X

3acooiB, 3 MeTOIO Bitt3Ha411TI1 CKJIat:{HY cl1TyauilO IO,L1HHo\"i 3pat:U-1. THM

4acOM Y TBopax CY4aCHHKiB YKpaIHl<11 3YCTpi4a\302\243MO cnpOOH

nCI1XOJIOri4HOI aHaJIi3H lO,l1l1, IUO 4aCTO \"BI1XO\037.HTb
n03a \302\243BaHreJIbCbKi

iCTopii Ta HaBiTb BHCYBalOTb HOBY KOHllenuilO OOpa3Y, npOHH51Toro
,,4

aHTHXpl1CTl1.s:1HCbKHM ,[1YXOM.

I TaK nOBicTb-noeMa Topa re.L1oepra npOHH.fITa Ha,L1TO 3rYIl{eHI1M

nCI1XOJlOri3MOM i, TaKHM 4HHOM, HaBiTb Bi\037ipBaHa Bi\037 3araJIbHOrO

YKJIa,[1Y )l(I1TT.H. U.s:I cpaKTl1lJHO r 111160KO iHt1HBi\037Y aJIbHa ,L1paMa lO,[{H

YBiH4aHa Tpari3MoM i HaCI14eHa CMYTKOM. \"TeH,l!eHui.H,\"-.fIK nHllIe

HeHa,llKeBH4,--\"peaoiJliTYBaTH lOt{Y, nOKa3aTH, 4epe3 .HKi He3BI14aHHi

BHYTpilllHi CTpa)l(t:1aHH.H ueft CaMOTHI1K i Mi3aHTpon (}JaTaJ1bHO npHHllJOB

,[10 3pa,llM.. AJIe Ta 3pa.l1a CTaJIa n04aTKOM }.:{YllleBHOro03l{opOBJIeHH.H i

Bittp0.lt)l(eHH.fI..

,,5

relfoepr .ltOCJIiBHO i,lt\342\202\254aJli3Y\342\202\254 IO\037Y, 30KpeMa, Y 3MaJIIOBaHHi JlIOOOBI1

\037o XpHCTa. lOtta, MOBJI.fIB, peBHO 6a)l(a\342\202\254 \"MaTH Icyca TiJIbKI1 ,ltJI\037 ceoe,\"

BiH rOTOBHH HOMY O\342\202\25433aCTepe)l(HO CJIY)I(MTH B nycTeJIi, t:{e HeMa\342\202\254

JIIO.l{\342\202\254ft, 51KI1M BiH He
\037OBip5l\342\202\254,

a npHCYTHiCTb 'iXH5I BHKJIHKa\342\202\254 B Hboro He

TiJIbKH Bi\037pa3Y, aJIe H OOypeHH.H. Horo Bi\037t1aHicTb ICYCOBi .ltOXO.ltHTb

,[10 Toro, \037O BiH 3a.HBJI.H\342\202\254 \"X04Y BMepTH 3a Teoe.\" AJIe lO\037a no CBOtH

npl1po,l1i-l{YIIJa nOHYpa, 3aMKHeHa B cooi, \037aJ1eKa Bi\037 J11O\037eH,

OYKBaJIbHO HecycniJIbHa. I TYT
np05IBJ151\342\202\254TbC.H

Icycose 3aBL{aHH.H

npHBepHYTI1 IO,[{Y \037o J11O):(eH, Bit:1BepHYBlllH Horo Bi\037 XBOpOOJ1I1BOrO

CeOeJIIOOCTBa, 6afl.ltY)I(O\037CTI1 H nocTiflHoro HeXTYBaHH.5I CYCniJ1bHI1MI1

iHTepecaMH 3a.l{JI5I OCOOI1CTHX nOOa)l(aHb. Icyc X04e 3aO\342\202\2543nelJl1TI1 floro

BHYTpiIllHbOfO ..QYllleBHOIO rapMoHi\302\2431O Ta 3anaJII1TI1 B HbOMY \"BoroHb

aJIbTpy'i3MY.\" ll.{oo npHBepHYTI1 Horo ):(0 rpOMa,l!cbKoro )l(HTT.fI, Icyc

oOHpa\302\243 IO\037Y Ha cKapoHHKa rypTY cBo'ix YlJHiB. AJ1e fO,lta He ni,ltL{a\342\202\254TbC.H
....

\037

3YCHJIJ151M Icyca. Horo lJypXJ1I1Bi BH.fIBH J1lO60BI1 ita Y4I1T\342\202\254Jlfl

- \" . . \"..

4eprYIOTbC.H 3 Hana..QaMH CYMHIBIB, TpI1BOr, MaH)I(e HeHaBHCTH ):10

Icyca,\" 00 BiH 3HeHaBH\037iB Icyca, 5IK CBO\342\202\254 HeL{OC.H)KHe \037aCT.H, ll{Q Horo

HaBiKH n030aBJIeHHH. TaKO)l( cnpool1 nOKI1HYTI1 rypT Y4HiB ICYCOBHX He

L{alOTb ycnixy, caMoTHicTb i CMYTOK nOBepTalOTb lOllY Ha3ait L{O rypTY:

TYT 3' flBJIfI\342\202\254TbCfI B Hboro l{YMKa npo CMepTb YlJHTeJl.H, .HK \342\202\254,.QI1HHH

nOp.HTYHOK Bi.l1 MYK, IUO IX Cnpl14HH.fIlOTb HeHaBI1CTb i 1I1060B. Y UbOMY

BiH .HKpa3 oallHTb MO)l(JIMBiCTb 3Bi.nbHHTI1C.H Bi\037 rypTiB Y4HiB i CTaTI1

Bi.nbHI1M.
t!OBepIIIY\342\202\254 uefl aKT nOL\\iJIYHOK Y reTcl1MaHil, aJle uefl

noui.nYHOK Y p03YMiHHi 10,[111 HaOJII1)1(a\342\202\254 Horo BHYTpillIHbO ,.QO Icyca

HaBiTb OiJIbWe, Hi>K Horo OCOOI1CT\342\202\254
nepeOYBaHH.H 3 ICYCOM. Tenep BiH

r .n1100KO
nep\342\202\254KOHaHHH, IUO, 3 nOuiJIYHKOM, Y411TeJIb Y CBO\342\202\254MY nor JI.H,Lti

npOCTHB HOMY nepe)l(I1BaHH5I Ha rOJ1roTi xpeCHHX MYK. TiJ1bKH

nepe)l(l1BIUH ue, BiH no-CnpaB)I(HbOMY 3'\342\202\254..QHaBC.fI H nOp03YMiBC.fI 3

ICYCOM, a .ltBi BopO)l(i CHJ1H, lUO 60pOJII1C.H B floro \037YllJi, Tenep

OO'\302\243.l{HaJIHCb B OL{HOMY nOlJYTTi JII06oBI1. lOL{a OalJHTb Y4HTeJ1.H Y CHi:)))

in 1919 but

has never been reprinted; it is not even found in the collected works

published
in 1960. Only M. S. Shapovalova reprints a single fragment.

26

Whether the full text seemed to undermine the political orthodoxy of

Ryl's'kyi is matter for
speculation. However, the fragment that has been)))
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BiH \"J1aCKaBHH J1106J15141111 ICYC, UIJ1Y\302\243 Horo.\" \"AJ1e,-51K nl1111e

HeHa\037KeBH4,-ueH MHpOTBOp4HH cpiHaJ1-J1HWe np0J10r ,[{O HOBOI

\037paMH: npOKJ151THH THMH, \037O copaTHHKOM lXHiM Tenep CTaB, 00

i1YMaJ1l1, \037O BiH CBOIM 3J104HHOM CaMY CnpaBY ICYCOBY 3anJ151MYE:. I

3HOBY t:lJ15I Hboro, X04a H Bi.l1pOt:l)l(eHOrO, caMoTHiH lllJ15IX\".6
TaKa nor JI110J1eHaaHaJ1i3a

xapaKTepY
A nOB\342\202\254t:liHKH 1Ot:l11 HaOHpa\342\202\254

CHJIbHOrO BHYTpilllHboro 3Ha4eHH5I, B 5IKOMY i,L\\eHHI1A 3MicT HioH-TO

3pOCTaE:, B ToA 4ac 51K QJopMa Horo MHcTeUbKol cneUHcpiKH HaOHpa\342\202\254

03HaK CXeMaTI13MY Ta Be,L\\e L{O cnpo\037eHocTH B MHCJ1eHHi, a

HaHrOJIOBHiwe-B 300pa>KeHHi.. TaKHM 4HHOM, noeTH4HHH oopa3,

HaCHa)l(eHHH nCHxoJIori3MOM, CTaE: HenepeKOHJIHBHM i pOOHTb

Bpa)l(\342\202\254HH5I KOMoiHaUit rY4HHX Ha,[tYMaHHX CJ1iB, 51Ki 30BCiM He

CnpH5IIOTb L{YXOBifI Kpaci Ta i\037eHHiff rapMOHil.

n'\342\202\254ca naBJ151 reH3e MapiR 3 MarllaJIH
7

300pa>l<a\342\202\254 IO,L\\Y 51K

CTapOIOl!eAcbKOro naTpioTa, a Horo Oa)l(aHH5I 3aJ1I111II1TH Y4HTeJ151

npl1nHCYE:TbC5I BTpaTi Bipl1 B ICYCOBY 3,l1aTHicTb i HaMip CI1J1010

3BiJ1bHHTH lOi1elB Bi,[( pHMCbKO'i 3aJ1e)l(HOCTH. A 1O\037I1Ha 3pa,L\\a Icyca

p03r.JI5I\037aE:TbC5I \"YT 51K HacJ1i,QoK npHna,L\\KY oO)l(eBiJ1bHOrO rHiBY,

Cnpl1411HeHOro 3J10MaHH5IM J11000BHOro 3B' 513KY 3 OOKY Mapil 3

Mar \037aJ1H, 51Ka B CBOE:MY Ka5lTTi H ,[{YXOBHOMY Bit:lp0L!)I(eHHi pillIHJ1a

Bil!,[(aTI1 CBOE: cepue BI1\037I1M HeO\342\202\254CHHM CHJ1aM i 3aJ1HlllHTH IO.l1Y 51K

n0J11000BHI1Ka.. n'\342\202\254ca B nepeKJIa.l1i Ha TJ1i pOMaHTI14HoI iCTopi'i ni,L\\Ka3Y\342\202\254

pi3Hi acneKTH reopeHcbKoro )KHTT5I B cTapoBHHHOMY \342\202\254pYCaJ1HMi
Ta

cKepoBaHa HacaMnepeL{ Ha nOlllHpeHH51 BnJ1I1BY MI1JIOCep,L\\51 H HaT5IKY

Ha HeOeCHY nepeMOrY B J11Ot:lCbKifl L{ywi, \037o 4epe3 Bipy B OO)l(\342\202\254CTBeHHY

,[{OOpOTY nepeMaraE: rpix i rope..
8

lOL{a BHCTyna\302\243 nepeil HaMH He TiJ1bKH B pOJ1i p034apoBaHoro

naTpioTa, I.QO 3a3HaB cTpalllHo\"i KpHB,QH, aJI\342\202\254 TaKO)K Y cTaHi 4YTT\342\202\254BO'i

3a3\037pocTH, Bi\037KHH\342\202\254HOrO n0J11000BHI1Ka. MOTI1BH iCTOpl14Hi H

pOMaHTH4Hi CT05lTb TYT Y ueHTpi ,L\\it.. Y nHCbMeHHHKa, ,[(0 pe4i, HeMa\342\202\254

3auiKaSJ1eHH51 \037o nOCHJ1eHOrO nCHxoJ1ori3MY, 3aT\342\202\254 nOMiTHi B Hboro

nOllIYKH BHpa3HillIHx 3acooiB 3MaJ1IOBaHH51 ,L\\ii1CHOCTI1.. Oopa3 1Ot!11

BH3Ha4a\342\202\254TbC51 Y TicHOMY 3B' 5l3KY 3 Horo Bi\037HOWeHH5IM \037o Icyca H ,L\\O

Mapil.. lO\037a 3a5IBJ151\342\202\254:)

MOE: eepue nopaHeHe H p03011Te, KOJII1 51 nOltYMalO,

npo Bee IUO 51 KOJ1I1Cb Bipl1B, Ha ll.{O HaLti5lBC5I, 40MY tJOBip5lB,

AJIe 51 He MO)l(Y 3paltHTH Hora-Hi, HiKOJIH

l{.n51 Ui\342\202\2541nit1.no'i P060TH-TH MYCHllJ p03llJYKaTI1 KorOCb iHworo. 9)

Ue 51CKpaBa KapTHHa eMouiHHO 3aOapBJ1eHo.i HaCTaHOBH. lOL{a

BHCTynaE: nepe.L1 HaMI1 3 nopaHeHHM cepueM, 3 nl,QH5ITOIO BrOpY

HenOKipHOIO r0J10BOIO, aJIe 3 TBep,QOIO 3a5lBOIO, mO BiH He 3YMiE: 3pa,QHTH

Icy ca. 3paL{a ,QJ151Hboro-naTpioTa CBO\342\202\254I BiT4H3HH-ue ni,L\\J1HH B4I1HOK.

BiH, 3,L\\a\302\243TbC5I, B TOft 4ac \037e T04HO He Y 51B1151\302\243 M\342\202\254TI1 JIIO,[{CbKoro )KI1TT5I,)))
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X04 \037O UbOrO nOpHBaE:TbC5I H HaMaraBC5I ri Bi):{HaHTH. AJIe HlllJIO Tal<,

\037O \037iHCHe )KHTT5I BH5IBHJIOC5I CHJ1bHiIllI1M 3a MOpaJIbHi MipKYBaHH5I i BiH

Tal<H 3pa\037HB CBoro Y4I1TeJ151 4epe3 r J11100Ke p0311apYBaHH5I B J11000Bi.

CnpaB):{i CBOE:pi\037HOro TYT He oaraTO, aJIe, WaHYI04H JIIO\037CbI<Y

\037YMKY, X04eMO It Bi,l:(nosi):tHO Bi\0373Ha4HTI1, 30l<peMa, I<OJIH B351TI1 \037O

YBarH, I.QO reH3e P03B' 513Y\342\202\254 nHTaHH5I IO):{HHol 3pa):{H B iHWitl nJIOIDHHi,

Hi)K Horo CYLlaCHHKH.

300pa)l(eHH5I IO,QH JleoHi):{OM AH,QpeE:BHM ;:IaJIel<e si,Q 300pa>KeHH5I

ref13e, 3aTe OJII13bKe ;l!0 3MaJIIOBaHH5I re,Qoepra. Y nOBicTi IOpa lCKapioT

MH CTaE:MO cBi):{l<aMH BeJIl1l<o\"i OCOOHCTOI ):{paMH, n04epnHYTOI 3

\342\202\254BaHreJ1bCbI<OrO onoBi.l1aHH5I. lO\037a 3 OOJIeM Y cepui nepe)l(HBa\342\202\254

caMOTHicTb flK cepe\037 JIIO\037eH, TaK i B rypTi Y4HiB. Horo Bi):{HOIlleHH5I\037O

(cyca He npflMe, a ;:IBo'icTe. BiJIbWe Toro-s Hboro nocTiMHO
3pOCTa\342\202\254

n04YTT5I He,l:(OBip' 51 \037O Y4HTeJ151. .l10 Toro )I( ue npOXO;l!HTb B Llac, KOJ1H

BiH r J1HOOI<O nepe)l(HBa\342\202\254
CSO\342\202\254 Bi\0374Y)KeHH5I si.[t (cyca Ta OJIH3bl<iCTb i

iHTHMHicTb Icyca ):{O iHIllHX Y4HiB. Ue BHKJIHKa\342\202\254 B IO,QH )Ka\037OOY nOMCTI1

3a B4HHeHY HOMY, MOBJI5IB, KpHB\037Y.
THM 4aCOM 3pa,.Qa, .HI< Ta ra,lllOl<a,

KJIY004HTbCH B Horo p03YMi Ta B cepuj, a B HiH BiH caMe OaLlI1Tb

E:.l1HHHH BHxi;:l i3 CKJIal(HI1X OOCTaBHH cBoro )KHTT5I. nponopuJl Mi)K

MOTHBaMH
3pa\037H

nocTiHHO 3pocTalOTb, moo HanpHKiHUi ):{OBeCTI1 ,QO

nCHxoJIori4HOro n01 p5lCiHH5I, 51Ke HeHa):{KeBH4 Ha311BaE:
\"ncHxoJIorillHHM

el<CnepHMeHToM.

tt

Uboro 51Kpa3 i ):{oMirc5I lOL{a, \"IUOO

nepeBipl1THc5I CaMOMY i BCbOMY cBiTOBi nOKa3aTH, IDO npaB,l:(a BI1II.1a 3a

ICYCOBY, Ta Bi.l1HOBHTH TaKI1M 3acoooM CBOIO OCOOHCTY H rpoMa.[tcbKY

ri):{HicTb i ;:IOBecTH, I.QO BiH, OO'\342\202\254KT 3HeBarH H npe3HpcTBa, BHI.QHH 3a

Bcix J1IO.l1eti.,,10 Ue cnpaB):{i UHHi4Hi p03paXYHKI1, \037O He TiJIbKH He

BHTpHMYIOTb KPHTHKI1, a HaBnaKI1, BI1MaralOTb OCY,QY, Ii TO CYBOporo.
I..U00 3,Qif1CHHTH CBiH .l1H5IBOJIbCbKHH 3aMip, \"B U;i OCTaHHi ,QHi KopOTKoro
IcycoBoro )J(I1TT5I lO\037a OT04YBaB Horo THXOIO JIIOOOB'IO, TypOYBaBC5I

HHM, HeMOB 011 rORYOHB Horo. Di5lB HeHaLle 005l3Ka nOJIOXJII1Ba

naHH04Ka, II.10 3a3HaJIa nepwol JIIOOOBH H B TOH 4ac CTaBaB .[tHBHO

4YT JIHBHM i rOTOBHM ni3HaTI1 H BHB4HTH Yce. BiH HaMaraBC5I

nOOO)l(eCTBeHHOMY Bi.l1nOBi.l1aTH Ha Bci, HaBiTb Ha HaHMeHwi

HeBHCJIOBJ1eHi Oa)KaHH5I Icyca H npOHI1KaTH .[to caMOI r RHOHHH B Horo

n04YTTH, 30l<peMa, B XBHRI1HH CMYTKY Ta BTOMH Bi\037 CTpa)K\037aHHb.\"

11
Lto

KpalO \037OBeJleHa WTY4HicTb ;:Iii, niL{CHReHa Hi)l(HHMH BH5IBaMH xapaKTepy

3paL1HHKa, nooy \037OBaHa Ha 1<0HTpaCTax, II.100 npHsecTH t:l0 cBi\037oMol

3pa\037H
HaBiTb L{eI.QO OiRbIll BHTOH4eHo'j cpOpMOIO, Hi)K Ta, 51KY MH OaLlI1JIH

Y reJloepra, Ta \037i5lMeTpaJ1bHO Bi\037MiHHOI Bi):{ 3pa):{H, 51KY MH

3acBi):{4Y\342\202\254MO y reH3e. TYT BipoJIOMHicTb ):{OXOL{I1Tb \037o HaHBH\037oro

CTyneHH.H, 00 \"3 HeBHMOBHOIO Hi)l(HiCTIO JIIOOJI5I411 Icyca, OCY L{HB Horo

Ha CMepTb 3a He):{ou;iHeHH5I H He p03YMiHH5I IO\037H i He3r JII10HMOI

111000BH Horo.,,12

y UbOMY \037OOa4a\342\202\254MO KOHuenuilO OOpa3Y, npOHHflToro

aHTHXpI1CTI151HCbI<HM t:lYXOM, npaB.[tonO,QioHO, ni,Q BnJIHBOM i\037eH Hiuwe.)))
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Do pe4i, lQe 1909 pOKY 5L BOrOpOtICbKI1H Y CTaTTi \"CTpaHHa51

anOJIOrH5In Ha3BaB nOBicTb AH,L1peE:Ba \"3BepXOJII03HipCbKHM

J1iTepaTypHHM TBOpOM.
,,13

411 MO>KHa OY JIO 3pOOHTH 3 iCTOpii lO\037HHO'i 3pat:{H flKYCb CBiTOBY

cpiJ10COQJCbKY npOOJ1eMY Ta, Ha ;::{Ot1aTOK, rue H MiCTI14HO 3aOapBJIeHY?

AH.ltpe\302\243B
caMe H ue 3pOOHB. 8iH, Y3.5lB Oco6HCTe 3a Bl1xiliHY T04KY

Ha):{aB HOMY BceCBiTHboro Ta BCeJ1lOtJ;cbKoro xapaKTepY. Tal<HM 4HHOM,

\"ynOCJ1it{>K\342\202\254HI1H Mi)K J11O.l{bMH lO.l{a \302\243BTiJIeHH5IM KiHeUb-KiHU\342\202\254M 51KO'iCb

HaHBI1ll.{OI CHJ111 p03YMiHH5I YHiBepCaJIbHOI MY tJ;pOCTH: \302\243;::{HHI1H 3 ycix

.n1O;::{eH, piBHHH ICYCOBi, Horo aHTI1.l{OT-):{BiHHHK, Horo

CynepHHK-CniJIbHHK.
,,14

71K )l(e P03B' .H3aJIa npOOJ1eMY xapaKTepY IO;::{H Ta iCTOpilO Horo

3pat:{11 llec.H
YKpaIHKa?

3a OCHOBY CBOE:I ;::{paMH BOHa B3.HJIa

\342\202\254BaHreJ1bCbKHH TeKCT i HaBiTb 3ar0J10BOK Y Hel \342\202\254BaHreJ1bCbKOro

nOXOL{)K\342\202\254HH5I. no OKP\342\202\254MHX
oiOJIiffHHX L{aHHx ni,lIiHIlIJ1a l{Y:>I<e BHOipKOBO,

,[100HpaIOLlH JIHllle Te, mo 1ft OY JIO HafloiJIblll
nOTpioH\342\202\254 L{JI.H MI1CTeUbKoro

CIO)I(eTY. P03p00J15110411 Horo, BOHa He niIllJ1a Hi no JIiHil iHtJ;HBil(YaJ1bHOI

nCHxoJIori4HOI t:(paMI1, Hi \"He 3pOOHJ1a 3 IO,[1H BceCBiTHbO-iCTOpI14HOrO

peJIiriHHo-cpiJIococpCbKoro CHMBOJ1Y.\"

15
aHi He CTapaJIaC.H peaOiJIiTYBaTH

Horo, Il{OO ,l{OBeCTI1, lI.{O 3pa):{a IO,l{H CTaJIa n04aTKOM Horo .[1YWeBHOro

Bi,.Qpo,l{)KeHH5L TaKHM 4HHOM, Y Hel H\342\202\254Ma\342\202\254 Hi repoeprOBoro

pOMaHTH3MY, Hi
AH.l{pe\342\202\254BCbKOro

CHMBOJIi3MY. nO\342\202\254TKa niIllJ1a no JIiHil

pilllY40rO nOE:;::{HaHH5I 03HaK H\342\202\254OKJI.HCH4HHX i3 H\342\202\254OpOMaHTHLlHI1MH, 3

nepeBarolO nepllIHX, i 06paJ1a n03HuiK> Ha CTaHOBI1IUi CYMJ1iHHOrO

iCTOpH3MY
ff CTpl1MaHOrO aBTopCbKoro CBiTOBit:(4YTT5I. Y .ltpaMi He

3HaXOJIHMO Hi Ta\342\202\254MHHlJOCTH, aHi H\342\202\254t{oMOBJIeHH5I. \"i'i MHCT\342\202\254UbKi oopa3H

6iJ1bllI\342\202\254 npOOY;::{)I(YIOTb, Hi)l( xapaKTepl13YIOTb, ceOTO OiJIbIlle OKpeCJ1IOIOTb

IO,[{Y Ta np04aHHHa B \"ix eMouiHHOMY naToci, Hi:>K Y HaHToHlllHX

HlOaHcax xapaKTepiB.

1011a B fleei YKpalHKH-ue nepeci4Ha J11O):{HHa i3 3ltOpOBOlO

npocTolO nCl1x0J10riE:lO. OCb Horo 30BH iWHHH Bl1r JI.H\037: \"x Y \037HH i

3HH.l1iJ1HH, aJ1\342\202\254 3 npHpOt:{H KpeMe3HHH Ta TpHBKHH.
u16

3a CBOIM

nOXO,l{)KeHH5IM BiH \"OTeUbKHH CHH, I.Q\342\202\254H OtJ;I1HaK!,\"

tI

. . . cna):{oJ< MaB

BitJ; oaTbKa: BHHorpa;::{l1, i HHBY l!OOpY, i ca,QOK, i l{iM, Bce MaB B KepioTi

(CT. 30).
nOt:(i\"i, 3B'.H3aHi 3i 3pa,[{01O, YKpa'iHKa 3MaJIbOBY\342\202\254 KOpOTKO Ta

CTHCJ10. 11 u.iKaBJI.HTb nep\342\202\254):{YCiM npH4HHH, I.QO CXHJIHJ1H IO,l{Y ):{O 3pat{11

Y4I1TeJI.H. I TYT caMe np05lBJI.H\342\202\254TbC5I CBOE:pi,l:1HiCTb II TBOpy:

t:(OTpHMYBaHH.H BiporilIHHx MOTHBauiH i
30ep\342\202\254)I(eHH.H

)KHTT\342\202\254BO T01..lHHX

\302\243pOpM
Y 300pa)KeHHi B4HHKiB 10.[111. OCKiJ1bKH \342\202\254BaHreJ1bCbKi L{)I(epeJ1a

,L{alOTb t:{Y)K\342\202\254 CKpOMHi Bi):{OMOCTi npo MOTI1Bauilo IOt:{HHHx B4HHKiB, flec5I

YJ<palHKa B CBO\342\202\254MY MHCTeUbKOMY 3aMHCJIi nilllJ1a no J1iHil ni,l1CHJI\342\202\254HO\"i

eMouiHHol HanpyrH CYTJ140K 1Ol(11 Ta npo4aHHHa, lUO CTa\342\202\254 3acoooM tJ;J1f1

p03KpI1TT5I XapaKT\342\202\254pY, 1I0 Toro )I( 3acoooM, BHpa)l(\342\202\254HHM 5ICKpaBO\037

PearYI04H Ha 3aYBarH np04aHHHa, lO,l1a nOCTynOBO
p03Kpl1Ba\342\202\254)))
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CBO\342\202\254 MHHY JI\342\202\254, CBOI B4HHKH Ta CBIH cBiTor 1151,[1, \037o CTa\342\202\254 t{OOpHM

MaTepi.HJIOM itO ni3HaHH5I npH4l1H Horo 3pai{H. IO\037HHa ,[{paMa nOLla11aC5I

Ha CYCniJIbHOMY TJIi, TOL{i nOCHJII1J1aCb nCI1XOJIOri4HHMH MOTHBaMH H

nep,eHIllJ1a B nJIO\037HHY p034apYSaHH5I OCOOOIO IcYca, Horo i\037ea.naMH,

cnocoooM Ix 3,LtiAcHeHH5I. XOlla ff caMor,o lO.l1y npHT5Ir JII1 L{O lcyca

nparHeHH5I MHpY, 3JIar0.[1H, JIIOOOBH, B Hboro HiKOJII1 He OY]]O Oa)l(aHH5I

npHCB5ITHTH ceoe nOBHicTIO ,[(YXOBOMY )KHTTIO. \"TaKHM 4HHOM,-5IK

CJ1YUlHO
CTBepir>KY\302\243 CMI1PHiB, -CTaBlliH Y4HeM XpHcTa, lOL{a He' 3piKC5I

CBara MaTepi5lJ1icTl14HOrO cBiTor JI.H,[(Y.

It 17
B iH caM 3a.HBJI.H\342\202\254: \"ce npaBl{a,

51 r 1I5I,[(i8 Y HI1X CKapOOHH, 00 51 BBa)l(aBC5I OiJIblll Bi.l1 CborD csiTa\" (CT.
37). I caMe MaTepi5lJ1icTH4Ha nOJJY.l1a CI111bHO CTa..na HOMY Ha nepeIllKo,[(i
BiLt[{aTHCb .l1YXOBHM nOTpeoaM, ll.\\O Ix TaK naJIKO nponoBit{YBaB Icyc. A

8iH TI1M 4aCOM 3a1lHlIJaBC5I 3acJIinJIeHHM i He.l100a4aB Uboro Ta, IQO

OiJIbUJe, He ,[(04eKaBllIHCb uapCTBa BO:>Koro, npo 51Ke Mpi.HB, n04aB

TpaTHTI1 \037oBip'.H ,2::10 Icyca, BBa)l(a10411, I.QO 8iH Horo OO.l1YPHB:)

He uapcTBo BO)l(e, Hi
--

cKopiwe neKJ10

6Y JIO B TiM rypTi! lIKa TaM
3a3,\302\243!picTb,

TM H 3\037YMaTH He MO)l(ew!)

I 51 )1(, nOKH me uapCTsa CnOl(iBaBC5I,

Bce 3aJ1100KH
TepniB\037

a nOTiM MYCHB

TepniTH i1 oe3 Hal1i1-Lte 6 51 ,.QiBC5I?

XOLJ ,\302\243!eHb i Hi4 51 rOJIOBY CYWHB,

511< BHpBaTHC5J 3 Toro u;apCTBa r JIYMY,

l{e He MeHi HapOlU1 CJ1yrYBaJll1,

a 51 CJIY)l(HB Bi,l:!M\342\202\254TaM Bcix Hapo.LtiB . . . (CT. 38))

HenOp03YMiHH.H Mi)K IO):{OIO Ta ICYCOM 3pOCTaJIO, IUo,6 OCTaT04HO

nepeHTH B oe3Hat:(iHHY npipBY:)

. . . I BiH [Icyc] MeHe n04aB

CJIOBaMH ,ltOWKY JI5ITb.)

.........)

\302\267. . 1] e - Lt aJI i

npo 3pa,LtHHKiB n04aB 3aBOlU1Tb pill:
lIH

pYKY npOKJIat{Y Ha CTiJI-BiH Ka>Ke:

\"OCb 3pa\037HI1UbKa pYKa nooiJI5I MeHe u

:

411 XJ1io Y CTpaBY 51 BMOLfY-3HOB CJ10BO:

tlCbOrOLtHi 3pa,ltHI1K x.nio BM04aE: 3 HaMH.\" (CT. 39))

Ui IOLtHHi LtOKOpH Ta OOBHHYBa4eHH5I Icyca-u;e HiI.Qo IHllJe 5IK

\"naJIKe, npHcTpacHO-Oe3JIa.l1He BHnpaB,[{aHH.H cBoel 3pa.l1H.\"
18

Ue
npl1KJ1aLt He,l!oouiHIOBaHH5I

MOpaJIbHO-,l:tYXOBHI1X CTopiH HaYKI1 Icyca i

nepeouiHKa BMiHH5I JIIOLU1HH l{O ni3HaHH.H fI 3aCBO\342\202\254HH5I ,[{YXOBI1X

i\037eaJJ i B.)))
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TaK caMO Oa)l(aHH5I 3a..nHIllHTH rypT Y4His Ta Icyca nooy \037OBaHe B

IOtlH Ha MaTepi.HJ1icTI14HHX OCHOBax:)

Hi40ro B cBiTi 51 He Mas, KpiM Hboro,-

Xioa )I( He MaB 51 npaBa 3HOB 3MiHflTH

Horo Ha Te ilOOPO, 1110 51 BTepfiB

3 Hora npH4HH? (CT. 40))

Ue H CTaJ10 OCHOBHOIO npH4HHOfO 3pa\037l1. KopiHH.H, .HK oa4HMO, He

r JIHOOKi H He i.l1eoJ1ori4Hi, a 4aCTO rocnOi{apCbKo-eKOHOMi4Hi, ceOTO

MaTepi5l..nicTH4Hi, ll.(O nOBHicTIO Bii{nOBitla\342\202\254 Btla4i Ta 3BH4KaM IO\037H.

OT)I(e, nOl.JYTT5I HeB,.QoBo..neHH.H, .l10ca):{H, fHiBY fI 3..nOCTH Ha ceoe 3a

Hep03Ba)l(JIHBHI1 B4HHOK npHCTynJIeHHfI \037o rvpTV V4H iB, )l(aJ1b itO IcYca,

II.10 OIllYKaB Horo, )Ka..nb 3a Te, I.QO BTpaTHB MaE:TOK i He 3t:100YB

cnOt!iBaHoro BO>Koro uapCTBa, npl1BeJIH IOt!Y t!O 3pa.l1l1. MOTHBH, B

uLnOMY, npocTi Ta .HCHi, a rOJIOBHe-f JII160KO OOrpYHTOaaHi.
THM lIaCOM, KO..nH B p03MOBi 3 np04aHHHOM t:(iHlIl..nO t:(O 3ra.l1KI1

npo noui..nYHOK, TO lOt:(a HaTpanHB Be..nHKi TpY .l1HOlQi, \037o6 3' flCYBaTH ue
nHTaHH5I npHCTOHHO i 3p03YMiJIo. A npo4aHHH, .l10 pe4i, CTaB TYT II.1e

'oiJ1bllJ HaCTHp..nHBHM:)

Pi4 TBOfl!

He X04elll-He Ka)l(H. A TiJ1bKO, 3HaE:lll,

noraHa 4YTKa Hl!e npo Teoe s J11Ol!51X,

WO H iOI1 TH Hora nOuiJ1YBaS,

51K 3pal1)1(Y Bas. (CT. 40))

Ue l!O pelllTH p03KJ1aJ10 lOllY, f1KOMY-KpiM HeBHMOBHoro )l(aJ1IO-He

J1HlllHJ10CfI Hi40ro ,[tJIfi onpaBilaHH5I. AJIe ue He CTpHMa.no np04aHI1Ha Bil!

KapTaHH5I
Ta OCY,l1Y IOl{H:)

50, 511< npas\037a,

w.o TH JIIOOI1B Horo, TO Te nJIlOraBCTBO

iwe Mep3eHHillle. Y6HH, 3api)l(,

BTonH, npoilaA, Ta X04 oe3 nOuiJIYHKiB! (CT. 41))

np04aHI1H, lI.{O OYB JIa,lteH BHnpaB\037aTH IOt!Y B oaraTbOX )KI1TT\342\202\254BHX

OOCTaBI1HaX, Uboro Hi.HK He Mir 3p03YMiTH, 00 ue He BMiIQaJIoc.H B Horo

cBiTocnpHHMaHHi. BiH He Mir Ha..ne)KHO 3' 51CYBaTI1 H, He rOBOp.H4H npo
BHnpaB;:!aHHfI, 3p03YMiTI1 3pa,ltY. CBi\037OMicTb 3AOLIHHY CTaJIa Ha.HBHOIO

HaBiTb npH OO'E:KTI1BHOMY p03YMiHHi nCl1xoAori'i IO,QH. flec5J YKpaiHKa,

.HK C..nYWHO CTSep.l1HB HeHa)::tKeBH4, YBO.l1I1Tb \"npHHUl1nH COUi5lJ1bHO'i
3YMOBJIeHOCTH lOi{HHO'j nOBet!iHKH i TI1M 4aCTKOBO 3l{iffMa\302\243

iH,l1I1Bit!yaJIbHY Bi,l1nOBi.l1aJIbHicTb 3 IO\037H. AJ1e THM He
BHnpaB\037Y\342\202\254

Horo.,,19)))
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nOBepTalO4HCb ,lI0 HamOrO r0J10BHOrO nHTaHH.H B TeMi, X04eMO

CTBep,llHTI1, \037O \037paMa Jleci YKpalHKH CHJ1bHO
Bi,llpi3H5I\342\202\254TbC5I

Bil! TBOpiB

fi CY4aCHI1KiB. I'i oopa3 IO,l{H HaCKpi3b CTHJ1i30BaHHH 3 MaKCHMaJIbHHM

30epe)l(eHH5IM iCTOpl14HOrO KOJIbOpHTY.
Y TOft 4ac fe,lloepra i B

AH,[{pe\342\202\254Ba 06pa31O,l1H npOHH.HTI1H CKJIa,llHHMI1 eJ1eMeHTaMH nCHxoJ1oril,

a B feH3e-1OJ]effcbKHM naTpioTH3MOM i pOMaHTHLlHI1MH
MOTHBaMH.

YKpalH4HH ni\037xil1 LtO \342\202\254BaHreJIbCbKHX ,l{)I(epeJI HaCKpi3b nOMipKOBaHI1H,

i MO)l(J1I1BO, T04HI1H. BOHa UHX \037)I(epeJI
He 3MiHlO\342\202\254, 51K ue, HanpHKJIai{,

nOMi4a\342\202\254MO B AH.[{pe\342\202\254Ba, 51KHH KO)l(HOrO pa3Y KOJIH ,[(0 HHX
3sepTa\302\243TbC5I,

BHKOPI1CTOBY\342\202\254
IX 3a CBOIM ynOj.(o6aHH5IM. J1ec5I YKpalHKa ,l!a\342\202\254 UiKaBY

BJ1aCHY KOHuenuilO XpHCTI151HCTSa, ll{OnpaB,lIa, pau;iOHaJIicTHLlHY H

n030aBJ1\342\202\254HY MiCTHKI1. TaKI1M 4I1HOM, BOHa ni,llXO.l{I1Tb rpYHTOBHillle t:(O

nOCTaTi 1O.[{11,a TaKO)l( \037O nOH.HTT5I 3pat:(H Ii peaoiJIiTaUii. Y ret10epra,

51K Y)I(e CTBepL{HB HeHal1KeBH4, \"3J104HH IOtIl1 BHKynJI5I\342\202\254TbC5I l{oporolO

UiHOIO 0t:(Bi4Horo CMYTKY, BeJIHKHX BHYTpiWH ix CTpa)l(l{aHb i

nepCneKTI1BOIO CTpa)l(L{aHb Mat1:6YTHix.
,,20

AHJlpe\302\243B, 3HOBY )I( TaKH

\"rinepooJIi3YBaB\" peaoiJIiTaUilO, \"OOepHYBIIJH
11 B anOTe03Y, XOLI 3

eJI\342\202\254M\342\202\254HTaMI1 rpOTeCKy.,,21 Y reH3e 3pal{a BBa)l(a\342\202\254TbC5I 3a niL{JIY pOOOTY

):11151 naTpioTa CBo\342\202\254I BiT l
IH3HH, npOTe lO.rta BHKOHY\342\202\254 iI, 50 Uboro BI1Mara\342\202\254

Horo Oco511cTe )l(HTT5I, 5IKe
nepepiwy\342\202\254

Bce iHllle, lUO l{oci CTOflJ10 HOMY

B 110p03i. JIecfI YKpalHKa THM 4aCOM BI1CYBa\342\202\254 npl1HUHn coU;i.HJ1bHol

3YMOBJIeHOCTH, 4H 3aJ1e)KHOCTH Bi,ll nOXO.[()I(eHHfI 10.[(11,Horo )l(I1TT\342\202\254BOrO

CTaHY A Bi\037HOllJeHH5I \037o iHWHX. noeTKa oepe l{O YBarH IO\037HHY

nOBe.rtiHKY, lUO Ma\342\202\254 cepi103HI1H BnJ1I1B Ha floro BiL{nOBi,l1aJIbHicTb 3a

3paL{Y, aJIe BOHa IO,lIH He BHnpaB,l1Y\342\202\254. npOTe BOHa CTaSI1TbCfI t:(O

IOtlHHI1X B4HHKiB 06'\342\202\254KTI1BHO, BpaXOBYI0411 Horo nCHxoJIorilO, a

30KpeMa Horo p03YMiHH5I npl1HUHniB )l(HTT5I.
Y JIeci YKpalHKH lO\037a-ue 3BH4aHHa J11O,[{HHa, 51KiH .[(OBO,l!HTbCfI He

TiJ1bKH npaUJOBaTH \"B nOTi LlOJIa,\" aJ1e H TepniTI1 Ta 3HOCHTH Bci

L(OKOpl1 CYMJIiHH5I.
\"71CKpaBI1M 300pa)l(eHHflM lIHueMipCTBa,-51K nl11I1e

CMHpHiB,-noeTKa TaKO)l(
3anepe4Y\342\202\254

BCflKi npeTeHCiJ aBTopiB npo

J110008 IOl{H. TaK caMO Bi.[(XHJ151\342\202\254 JlecfI Yl<pa\"iHKa HaT5IKI1 Ha i,LteaJIi3M

1O.l{11, nOKa3Y\342\202\254 CYTb Horo MaTepi5lJ1icTH4Horo cBiTor JI5I,LtY.\"
22

3pa):(Y IOltl1

p03r J151t:(a\342\202\254 nO\342\202\254TKa 3 MopaJIbHoI T04KH 30pY, aHaJIi3YI04H Horo

nOBet{iHKY 3 nor J1.H\037Y OCHOBHHX npl1HUl1niB MopaJIi, KOHe4Hoi nOTpeOH

I.UHpOCTH H Bit!nOBLl:taJIbHOCTH 3a BJIaCHi BLlI1HKH.

nillCYMOBYI04H, X04eMO CTBep.lU1TH, lUo 3MaJIIOBaHH5I 06pa3Y IOL1H

B CBiTOBii1 J1iTepaTypi-ue L{Y)I(e CKJ1a,L{Ha cnpaBa, a lQ\342\202\254CKJ1a,l!HilllHM

CTaJ10 nHTaHH.H P03B' fl3aHHfI H BHCBiT J1\342\202\254HH.H MOTHBiB Horo 3pat!H. TOMY

T1JIbKH ,l!e5lKHM nHCbMeHHHKaM nOlltaCTI1J10 ,lIOCflrTH BHCOKOI

iCTOpHLlHOl H MI1CTeUbKOl npaB,l!onoi{ioHOCTH B 3MaJIIOBaHHi Uboro

CKJIa):(Horo OOpa3Y. \302\243]0 HHX, 6e3 CYMHiBY, HaJ1e)l(I1Tb JlecfI YKpa'iHKa, 51Ka
CBO\342\202\254IO t!paMaTH4HolO noeMOIO Ha nOJIi KpOBM CTBOpl1JIa TBip, ri.rtHHH
flKHaHnHJ1bHiwOl YBarl1 CBiTOBO'i

J1iTepaTyp03HaBl.Io'i HaYKH.)))
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npl1MiTKH)

1. E. HeHat!KesH4, Ha no.ni
KpOBJ1,

JleC5I YKpaIHKa, nOBHe BJ1,4aHHR

TBOpiB y 10 TOMax; 3a pet!. B. POMaHeH4YKa (Jlbsis: YKpa'iHcbKa KHHrOcniJ1Ka,

1939), T. IV, CT. 246.

2. B0J10L1HMl1pCMHpHis, \"ETIOt! 10/111 ICKapioTcbKoro B noeMi Ha nOJli

KpOBJ1,\" .flecR
YKpalHKa 1871-1971, 36ipHJ1K npau.b Ha 100-pil/lJR noeTKH

(cpiJI5IJ1\342\202\254JIbqJi5I:
CSiTOSHH KOMiTeT ,l1JI5I Bi,l13Ha4eHH\037 100-pi4451 HapO,lt)l(eHH.H

J1eci YKpalHKH, 1971-1980), CT. 233.
3. HeHa\037KeBH4, CT. 248.

4. HeHat!KeBH4, CT. 249.

5. HeHa,l!KeBH4, CT. 251.
6. HeHattKesH4, CT. 253.

7. naBJ1b reH3e (183D-1914)-Bi/1oMHH HiMeUbKHH nHCbMeHHHK, flK1111

1910 pOKY neplIlHH 3 HiMUiB 3,l100YB Hooe.niBCbKY npeMilO 3 JIiTepaTypH. B

HiMeUbKiA J1iTepaTYpi BiH BBa)l(a\342\202\254TbC5I npe,l1CTaBHHKOM CTapOl

KJI5ICH4HO-pOMaHTH4Ho'i KY JlbTypH H MaHcrpOM HOBeJIi. BiH nHcaB TaKO)l( i

n'\342\202\254CH, aJ1e BOHH He l(Y)I(\342\202\254 YCniWHi H He npHHeCJIH 110MY CJ1aBH. n'\342\202\254ca MapiH 3

MarlIaJlJ1 (Maria von Magdala, Drama in rnnf Akten [Berlin: W. Hertz, 1899]),
51K CTBep,l1)1(YIOTb ,l!e5lKi JIiTepaTypHi KPHTHKH, B nepeKJ1a,l!i BiJIb.HMa BiHTepa,
\342\202\254Ha6araTO KpaUU1M ,l1paMaTH4HHM TBOpOM, Hi)l( 'il nepllJOTBip.

8. HiMeUbKI1HopHriHa.n, 3 51KHM MH Ha )l(aJ1b He 3Mor J1H 03Hat1oMHTHC5I,
Ha LlYMKY Horo aHrJIiffcbKOro nepeKJlaLla4a BiJlb5lMa BiHTepa, Hanl1CaHO
II

nO-J1IO,l!CbKOMY Ta B CniB4YTJ1HBOMY Llyci\" (.l]HB. William Winter,

\"Preface,\"Mary of Magdala, an Historical and Romantic Drama in Five Acts. The

Original in German Prose by Paul Heyse [New York: Macmillan Co., 1903], pp.

5-6). nepeKJ1a.l1, Ha ttYMKY BiHTepa,-ue BiJlbHa nepepooKa neprnOTBOpY,

nepellaHoro '( BipllJOBaH it1 cpOpMi.
9. Mary of Magdala,

CT. 84. nepeKJIa.l1 3 aHrJ1if1cbKo'i-MiH.

10. HeHa\037KeBH4, CT. 254.
11. Leonid Andreyeff, The Crushed Flower and Other Stories, trans. from

the Russian (London: Duckworth, 1917), CT. 218. nepeKJIa,l! i3 aHrJ1iHCbKOro

nepeKJIa,LtY-Miff; 6e3 Ha5IBHOCTH opHriHaJ1Y.
12. HeHanKeBM4, CT. 254.

13. L)HB. npaBoc.naBHJ1J1 co 6eCe4HJ1K, 4. 2 (Ka3aHb, 1909), CT. 234.

14. HeHa\037KeBH4,cT. 255.)))
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15. HeHa\037KeBH4, CT. 256.

16. JlecfI YKpa'iHKa, TBOpl1 (HblO 110PK: THll1eHKO i 5iJIOYc, 1954), T. VIII,

CT. 25. Bci iHUli UHTaTH, HaBe\037eHi 3a IJ.HM BH,l!aHHflM, nOMim\342\202\254HO B TeKCTi 3

nO\037aHH\037M cTopiHKH.

17. CMHPHiB, CT. 236.
18. HeHa,l!K\342\202\254BH4, CT. 258.

19. HeHa,l1KeBHlf, CT. 261.
20. HeHa\037KeBH4, CT. 261.

21. HeHa,l!K\342\202\254BH4, CT. 261.

22. CMHPHiB, CT. 241.)))



ROMAN WERETELNYK)

Romanticism Revisited: Lesia Ukrainka's Lisova pisnia)

Lisova
pisnia,

Lesia Ukrainka's highly poetic creation of a mythical-
fantastic world, is by general consensus considered her

chef-d'reuvre.
It

is the only drama she wrote that both met with immediate enthusiastic
critical

response
and subsequently remained a favourite of scholars and

audiences alike.
Her third last

play,
Lisova

pisnia represented a bold departure for

the author, who had determinedly avoided the utilization of Ukrainian

folklore in her dramas. Whether the play's folkloric base constitutes
Ukrainka's reconciliation with the folkloric tradition of Ukrainian

literature or whether it presents a complex challenge to that tradition
remains a contentious issue.

Regardless of their views, scholars have concentrated their efforts
on proving that Lisova

pisnia
is part of a larger tradition, be it Ukrainian

ethnographic or Western modernist.
Although

both these views allow

for Ukrainka's originality, it is an originality circumscribed in scope and

significance. Assumptions
that the play belongs to a given tradition have

precluded an examination of it for its departures from these traditions.

From a feminist standpoint, for example, it is instructive to view the

playas a departure from the practices of male Romantic writers in their
depiction of folklore and nature.

In the play, Mavka, a forest-nymph, falls in love with Lukash, a

young
man who has ventured into the forest with his uncle. Mavka

becomes enchanted with Lukash's beautiful
playing

of the flute and

joins him on his homestead, where she encounters the
pettiness

and

baseness that typify everyday human life. Mavka suffers, having lost the
innocence and freedom of her former existence. Not only does Lukash
not return Mavka's love, but, through the

scheming
of his mother, he

marries a coarse peasant-woman, Kylyna. Mavka, offered the \"power to

forget\" by the character called \"He Who Sits In a Rock,\" initially
declines

but then, in desperation, accepts. Kylyna, jealous of Mavka, has her
transformed into a tree through a magic formula, a tree that is eventual-)))
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ly destroyed in a purifying fire that finally releases Mavka. Out of

revenge, Mavka's demonic friends transform Lukash into a
wandering

werewolf. At the end of the play, Lukash realizes his mistake and, in a

dreamy
state of bliss, sees the ghost of his Mavka one more time, then

dies amidst the gentle falling of snow in the forest.

In Lisova pisnia, Ukrainka challenges patriarchal Romanticism's
views of women (as expressed in its image of the woman-monster)

through her creation of Mavka (the gentle forest-nymph) and also

reassesses traditional patriarchal Romanticism's association of men with

art and creation, and women with nature and passivity.
Lisova

pisnia may
be viewed as representing Ukrainka's duality in

her relationship with the Romantic tradition. Having begun writing
in

the tradition of Romanticism, Ukrainka later altered her literary course
and began to experiment with new themes and techniques, even

foregoing the most Romantic of genres, poetry, for drama. Ukrainka's

movement away from her Romantic roots was partly motivated by her
sense of isolation from a tradition of which she could not fully feel a

part. In her
fairy-drama,

Ukrainka returns to her literary roots. Through
her portrait of a nymph, and through her return to verse (albeit in a

poetic drama), she revisits the Romantic images that dominated her
youth, this time, however, from the perspective of a mature author.

Lisova pisnia, although apparently a palloramic vista of Ukrainka's

Romantic world, represents at its core a gender-based confrontation of
both Ukrainian and Western Romantic views on womanhood. That there

is no doubt as to the importance of this aspect of the play is evident in
Ukrainka's own observation (commenting on what distinguishes the

play
from other neo-Romantic works of her contemporaries): \"The story

of Mavka can only be written
by

a woman.\"}

Ukrainka subtitled Lisova pisnia a \"fairy-drama\" but thought of it
more precisely as a Miirchertdrama, thus clearly placing it in the German
Romantic Miirchen tradition. This favourite narrative form of the

German Romantics (exemplified by the tales of Hoffman and Novalis),
writes Lilian Furst, \"denoted any tale that entered into the realm of the
imagination. Hence their strong preference

for this genre with its

musical form of composition and its scope for individual phantasy.\"2

Although in concept Lisova pisnia takes a German model, in content it is
rooted in Ukrainian folklore.

3
The play's Ukrainian subject, however, is

native only to the extent that Ukrainian folklore, with its images of

forest-nymphs, water-nymphs, and various demons, is part of a broader

European folkloric tradition. Ukrainka's Lisova pisnia, with its Western
form and more universal

mythical
base than sonle scholars acknowl-

edge, is therefore thematically quite consistent with Ukrainka's other
\"exotic\"

subject
matter.

The play's central character is Mavka, a demonic fenlale variant of

a folkloric figure prevalent in the works of many Romantic authors.)))
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Mavky
and their cousins rusalky and lisni are well known in Ukrainian

folklore.

4

They
are believed to be either the spirits of unchristened

children
(mavky)

or the souls of drowned girls (rusalky). Although mavky
can be male, they are

usually
female. Hibernating in caves during the

winter, these nymphs emerge in the spring, looking
for their victims.

Although their prey may be women, it is mostly young men that
they

seek out, enticing them into the forest with promises of blissful sexual
encounters. Having seduced their

prey, they
either tickle them to death

or suck out their blood, since they are
by

nature vampires. Generally,

however, mavky and rusalky avoid contact with humans and spend most

of their time engaged in wild games and dances, sometimes with male
demons.

Mavky
and rusalky are specific forms of a broader concept of the

female monster, a
mythological image of woman that male culture has

placed opposite the image of the angel. Unlike the mythological

angel-Virgin Mary figure, who exemplifies proper feminine behaviour
through passivityand sacrifice, the female monster is active, exhibiting
male-like behaviour. The prototype for the female monster is, in part,
Eve, who through her demonic sin of

temptation
causes the fall of

Adam, God's creation. Eve, as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar
suggest,

falls because she wants to be like the gods, to equal both Adam and

Satan.
5

In her failed attempt to transcend her inferiority, Eve is punished
and transformed from an angelic being into a monstrous creature.

Whereas Satan is a tragic figure who
figures prominently

in the

Romantic imagination as a prototype for the Romantic hero, Eve,despite
her similar search and fall, becomes a pathetic figure. The Romantic

implications of the story of the fall of Lucifer are that men are en-
couraged to be truth-seekers and

demi-gods;
theirs is a noble, if tragic,

journey. In literature, the Byronic hero represents the ultimate develop-

ment of such a hero. Women, however, are inferior beings; their attempt
to

gain knowledge is both futile and pitiable, arousing hate and

contempt.
The female monster in literature is like Eve, a seducer and

entrapper, a witch or vampire who destroys men. A prime example of

such a witch in Slavic folklore and literature is Gogol's female monster
in \"Vii\" (The Long-Eyelas11ed Gnome). Appearing in the guise of a
beautiful young girl, the witch seeksout a

young mall, seduces him, has

wild sexual encounters with him, then kills him. More common in

Ukrainia11 literature than witches, however, are forest-nymphs and

water-nymphs, who, like witches, appear as beautiful girls in order to
deceive and destroy their prey.

Water-nymphs figure prominently
in Shevchenko's ballads.

Although Shevcltenko is, as George Grabowicz convincingly argues, an
original myth-maker,

his world of nymphs and magic is nevertheless
one that is deeply rooted in Ukrainian folklore.

6
Like Eve, Shevchenko's)))
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water-nymphs are punished for a sin, although in their case it is not

their sin that condemns them but that of their mothers and fathers.

\"Prychynna\"
(The Bewitched Woman) and \"Rusalka\" (The Water-

Nymph) both show nymphhood as the
tragic

fate that awaits women as

their punishment for sin and immorality, a fate that is harsher for the

victims (women) than for the perpetrators (men). Although WOInen are
innocent victims in 5hevchenko'sworld,

it is their fate (\"taka ii dolia\

to pay for the sins of others through their transformation into monster-

hood, and through banishment to life in hell.7

Ukrainka's \"The Water-Nymph,\" despite similarities in style to

Shevchenko's \"The Water-Nymph\" and \"The Bewitched Woman,\" differs

significantly from these poems in its interpretation of the image of a

nymph.
Whereas Shevchenko's Prychynna is fated to drown and

become a nymph out of
guilt

and shame as submissive punishment for

her sin, Ukrainka's Ksenia becomes a nymph as an
escape

from reality.

Her new demonic life frees her from the pettiness of
society

and the

treachery of love which oppresses her in the real world.
For the heroine of The Forest Song, Ukrainka chose a forest-nymph

rather than the much lTIOre
popular (both in folklore and in literature)

water-nymph. Mavka, however, shows few of the properties associated

with forest-nymphs in folklore. She is of a serious disposition and shows
little tolerance for the frolics and games of her demonic friends. Mavka's
is not a world of guilt and evil, but rather one of innocence. Neither is
Mavka the folkloric trickster and seducer. In contravention of the belief
that nymphs seduce young men and then kill them as a form of revenge,
it is Mavka who is awakened and \"seduced\"

by
the music of Lukash.

Lukash's seduction of Mavka ironically mirrors the folkloric deceit

of her prey by a nymph. He appears in the guise of an artist, his

beautiful playing of the flute awakening Mavka from a long \\vinter's

sleep. Through
the phallIc symbol of a flute, Lukash begins a symbolic

rape of Mavka, as Mavka tells him, \"How sweetly it plays, how deeply
it cuts, cuts

open my
white breasts, and takes my heart out!\"B Lukash's

role reversal with the forest-nymph continues when he tells her, \"I will

kiss you to death!\"9 In the final scene of The Forest
Song, Lukash, feeling

guilty because he has destroyed Mavka, expects her to play out her

revenge upon him: \"You have come as a vampire, to drink my blood?
Drink it! Drink it! Live through my blood! 50 it should be, because I

have destroyed you. . . .\"10 Mavka answers by telling Lukash, \"No, my

dear, you gave me a soul, as a sharp knife gives the willow branch a

voice.
\"11

Lukash has misunderstood Mavka from beginning to end.
Despite the warnings of his wise uncle Lev, he has entered into the

magical world of the forest
expecting trickery and deceit, only to find

innocence and beauty, which he neither recognizes nor understands.
As the exemplar of innocence, Mavka appears in contradiction to

the monster image of the
nymph in literature and folklore. Her)))
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innocence separates her both from the concept of the sinful Eve and
from the hellish and guilt-ridden world of Shevchenko's unfortunates. 12

Unlike the nymphs who are condemned to a monstrous existence as far

away
from the existence of love as is possible, Mavka, like all of

Ukrainka's heroines, is a seeker of love. By endowing Mavka with the
power to love, Ukrainka transforms a monstrous image into one of

beauty. Conversely, Lukash is symbolically introduced to the
suffering

that has been reserved for the female by his transformation into a
werewolf. Hence, the male is sent to hell in The Forest Song to experience
the state of

helplessness
that has hitherto been reserved for the female

double victim.
Ukrainka destroys the inhibitive folkloric and Romantic image of

the monstrous nymph at the same time as she
rejects

the patriarchal

Romantic cult of the poet as male-genius. Lukash, despite his ability to
play

beautiful music, is neither a poet nor a seeker. He is an average,
even

pitiful,
man trapped in the quagmire of life's pettiness. His tragedy

is that he is unable to
appreciate

his gift and therefore does not

understand how his music has awakened the important emotion of love

in Mavka, an emotion she never knew she had. Mavka pleads with
Lukash to recognize the beauty within his soul: \"Don't disdain the
essence of

your gift, because it has caused our love to flower! Your
gift

is a flower more magical than the flower of a fern-it creates treasures
. . . .\"13

Realizing
that Lukash cannot understand the profund.ity of his

gift, Mavka tells him: \"I am sad that the way in which you live is
beneath you.

\"14

As a parody of the Romantic hero, Lukash represents Ukrainka's
refutation of her understanding of the highest development of this type,
the Nietzschean superman.

IS

Her deflation of the Romantic hero who

exercises power over nature is especially striking when Lukash is

compared
with Heinrich, the strongly Nietzschean hero of Hauptmann's

Die versunkene Glocke. In his study of the two plays, Walter Smyrniw
finds that the main difference between them is in Ukrainka's develop-
n1ent of \"a

strong
antithesis to the Nietzschean superman philosophy,\"

and he concludes, \"From this it follows that Lisova pisnia is not a

thematic variation, but a thematic inversion of
Hauptmann's

Die

versunkene Glocke.
\"16

That Ukrainka would choose Hauptmann's playas the focal point
on which to base her anti-Nietzschean position is

significant.
In the

German play, Heinrich is inspired to strive for greatness in order to
become a

superman through his involvement with the nymph Rauten-
delein. He thus assumes the traditional

patriarchal
role as the superior

artist inspired to greatness by a female muse. \"If the Romantics assumed

the poet to be a mental 'hero,'\" writes Joanne Fieht-Diehl, ft. . . then the

role of the woman was to wait, to taunt the poet with visions of bliss. . .

possibly to lead him beyond the confines of the human. . . .\"17 In Lisova)))
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pisnia, it is Lukash, however, who becomes Mavka's muse and who

inspires her to embark upon a search, and it is Mavka's tragedy that

consequently unravels, not Lukash's.

Although Mavka and Lukash trade positions with Heinrich and

Rautendelein, Mavka is not a female equivalent of a male superman.
The crucial difference b'etween Mavka and Heinrich lies in the differing

purposes of each one's search. By leaving his wife and the lowlands, and

through Rautendelein's inspiration ascending the mountain to a higher
plateau, Heinrich

symbolically
strives to reach a higher realm than the

earth-bound trivial one he leaves behind. Although Mavka is
tempted

by the character called \"He Who Sits In a Rock\" to ascend to a higher

plateau and achieve serenity through the .'ability to
forget,\"

she

ultimately rejects \"His\" sanctuary. Mavka's, ulllike Heinrich's, is not a

solipsistic, vertical search for
ascendency.

It is, like that of other

Ukrainka heroines, a search for love. It is a
process that, as Lisovyk

reminds her, rather than raising her higher, instead humbles the

once-proud
Mavka: \"You have forsaken the heights and tumbled low,

into petty paths. Whom do
you

resemble? A servant-girl, a hireling. . . .

Remember what you were like that night when you fell in love: you
were like a forest

\037ueen
. . . to whom fortune extended its hands and

brought you gifts!\"

8

Clearly,
such a fundamental difference in philosophy as is evident

between Die versunkene Clocke and Lisova pisnia indicates that, despite its

close similarities in form, Ukrainka's play cannot be considered an

adaptation of the Geiman play. In addition, Ukrainka's refutation of

Hauptmann's
Nietzscheanism suggests that in choosing to partly mad,el

herself on Hauptmann, Ukrainka was not motivated
solely by her

admiration for his Mlirchendrama, but also by a need to polemize with it.

As a searcher, Mavka embarks upon a voyage that takes her from
innocence to

experience
and

knowledge, her quest becoming that ,of a

Bildungsroman protagonist. Lukash's music intrudes upon Mavka's
world of innocence. Hearing it, Mavka realizes that, despite her

happiness and the harmony that exists in her life, she has been missing

something. Experiencing feelings of love for the first time, Mavka

realizes the void within herself and expresses it as a longing for a soul.

Mavka, resembling Adam rather than Eve, bites the fruit of
knowledge

and becomes a seeker. By opening herself to experience Lukash's art,
Mavka is

inspired
to allow her love to grow for him despite his mortal

and therefore incompatible nature, a
tragic

love that eventually causes

her death.

In embarking upon her adventure, Mavka does not
\"betray\"

herself

as Lisovyk, her inhibitive advisor, claims. 19

Through
her realization of

the existence of art and love, Mavka loses her innocence and cannot

retreat into her past state. She embarks upon her quest believing in the
Romantic notion of the transforming powers of love and art. Like other)))
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Ukrainka heroines, Mavka soon finds that the fall from innocence to
knowledge is a

journey
of tremendous cost. Ultimately, however, she

does not regret her decision. Although disappointed, she is not

disillusioned. That woman, like man, can initiate a journey of discovery,
can suffer the tragedy of a great fall as the result of that journey, and can

emerge
wiser at the end of her ordeal is a major development in the

evolution of the heroine in Ukrainian literature. Ukrainka's Mavka

represents more than just a major transformation of an important

folkloric figure.
2o

Her character constitutes a redefinition of an important
inhibitive

patriarchal myth
about women that had been strongly

perpetuated in Romantic literature.
In conjunction with her

demystification
of the female monster,

Ukrainka confronts another folkloric stereotype, that of
family

life in the

Ukrainian village. The failure of the family unit in Lisova
pisnia

continues

the pattern set in Blakytna troianda (The Azure Rose). As in
Blakytna

troianda, so here the breakdown of the family unit is most vividly
expressed through a lack of

father-figures. There is no mention of

Lukash's father. Uncle Lev and Lukash are both childless. Nor are there

effective father-figures in the world of the demons. The play's opening

scene portrays two poterchata, who sing: \"Poor is our home, because we
don't have a father. . . .\"21 Mavka, who calls a willow tree her \"mother,\"

considers no one or no thing her father. The two father-like figures
among the demons, Lisovyk

and Vodianyk (the forest-demon and

water-demon, respectively), act as limiting patriarchs toward their
charges, Rusalka and Mavka.

In the absence of a patrilineal order, no matrilineal order fills the

void. Lukash's mother and K ylyna appear as caricatures of the image of

the virtuous woman in Ukrainian folklore and literature. Both are
scheming, petty, and evil.

Kylyna, although
a Shevchenkian victim of

circumstance, has nothing in common with his heroine of the Kateryna

type. Instead, she becomes a monster image, thus trading places with
Mavka, the traditional monster who in this play is the paragon of virtue.
Kylyna's base,

coquettish game
to seduce Lukash parallels the trickery

traditionally reserved for nymphs in the stalking of their prey. Con-

versely, Mavka's initial meeting with Lukash is pure and devoid of
any

of the hypocrisy practised by Kylyna in her sexual mating ritual. Lev,
the play's raisonneur, defends Mavka when Lukash's mother terms her

a witch: \"Where are the witches in the forest? It is in the village where
\302\267

h f d
,,22

wIte es are oun ....

Kylyna's and Mavka's reversal of roles is made complete when

Mavka, in her attempt to adapt to Lukash's world, dresses herself in an

embroidered costume. Even Lukash notices the incongruity of the

once-proud Mavka, now
symbolically

restrained, and laughs: \"Really,

it's kind of funny. . . . Dressed so ordinarily, but she speaks to me, as

though preaching on a holy day!\"23
For the embroidered shirt-the)))
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symbol of virtue in peasant dress-to be considered a
confining

uniform

is a shocking turn. Ukrainka's deflation of the idealized virtuous

peasant-woman of the Ukrainian village completes her attack on the

p,olarity of the Romantic images of Ukrainian women as monsters or

suffering angels.
The breakdown of the family unit in Lisova

pisnia
does not take

place for traditional reasons. The absence of a normal functioning family

unit in Shevchenko's poetry, finds George Grabowicz, gives rise to a

dysfunctioning society: \"The
family

is crippled and shows in microcosm

a crippled and abnormal society. Its dysfunction is dramatically
presented in terms of 'crimes against nature' and illegitimacy.\"24 Among
the \"crimes against nature\" within the Shevchenkian

family
are

frequent

occurrences of incest and murder. Victims of these crimes, pokrytky

(unwed mothers), their bastard-orphan children, and nymphs symbolize
the tragic cost of the breakdown of the family unit. Full Shevchenkian

happiness can be achieved only within a
harmoniously functioning

family, as Volodymyr laniv finds in his study of the family in Shev-
chenko's work.

25

Ukrainka shows little of Shevchenko's lament and desire for the

family as the necessity for a normal state of affairs. Although the family
unit in Lisova pisnia does not function

properly,
and its victims include

Lukash, his mother, his son, and Kylyna, Mavka does not suffer because

of its dysfunction. In Ukrainka's world, the family is not as essential for

happiness
as it is in Shevchenko's world.

Apart from her Lonfrontation of the Romantic use of folklore,

Ukrainka addresses the Romantic concern for the individual's (poet's)
relation to nature. The temptation exists to

regard
Ukrainka's portrayal

of \"living nature\" in Lisova pisnia as a typical neD-Romantic remanifes-

tation of the Romantic belief that nature is a \"dynamic, organic character
with an

ever-changing
life of its own, as varied in mood as man

himself.\"26 Such is the view of Viktor Petrov, who writes: \"Lesia

Ukrainka through Mavka . . . paints nature in Lisova
pisnia

as a live

person. . . . taking her example from the Romantics \\vho viewed nature
as a

living
and organic entity. . . .\"27 \"Nature and its life are beautiful,

but man has stood apart from nature, made his own laws in his own

world-a boring, impoverished, and unimaginative world\": such is
Mykola Zerov's

interfsretation

of Ukra ink a's understanding of the place
of nature in the play.

8

The Romantics
interprveted nature as a mysterious and hidden

force. They believed, writes Cyzevs'kyj, that nature was a life force that
was \"mysterious, hidden, unknowable. . . . 'the night side of life.'

\"29
\"The

conception of a living nature that was seen as organically related,
particularly

to the poet, was a general one, for it is literature that stands
closest to nature's creative powers too. Nevertheless, nature is also a
force hostile and destructive toward humans.\"3o A prime example of the)))
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'V

volatility
that Cyzevs'kyj identifies in Romantic nature is found in the

verbal landscapes of Shevchenko, in his howling wind and stormy sea
.
Images.

Along with the Romantic identification of the poet with nature

runs a competing current of the artist as the
magician

with power over

nature. Such is Novalis's Romantic image of Orpheus in Greek mythol-
ogy, who, through beautiful songs played on his lyre, is able to awaken
nature, draw it to life, and ultimately order it. Thus, although nature is
considered a living creative entity in

Romanticism, it must be subdued

by the superior poet: \"The man who reaches out to Nature to engage his
basic

physical
and spiritual needs finds himself reaching out with the

hands of the

\037redator

to possess and subdue, to make Nature serve his
own needs. \"3

Simone de Beauvoir explains man's need to subdue nature
as his method of

confronting
the superiority of the feminine principle:

ttMan is in revolt against the carnal state; he sees himself as a fallen god:
his curse is to be fallen from a bright and ordered heaven into the

chaotic shadows of his mother's womb.\"32 In its need to subdue
nature,

Romanticism is associated with the broader cross-cultural mythological
stereotype that identifies nature with women: \"Women. . . are typically

situated on the side of irrationality, silence, nature, and body, while men

are situated on the side of reason, discourse, culture, and mind.\"33Seeing
both the rhythms of nature and femininity as overwhelming and

irrational, man must master and subdue them.
Nature in Lisova

pisnia
is not the insanely tempestuous nature of

Shevchenko. Mavka closely identifies herself with nature, regarding

trees as her mother and her sisters. Although nature in the play is
identified with the feminine-through Mavka and through its rhythms
of birth, growth, death, and rebirth-it is a nature that is, above all,

rational. The rape of the forest is
represented by the cutting down of

Lev's favourite ancient oak tree for financial gain.
34

Such a destructive

act is indicative of the disharmony that civilization has brought to the
world. Man's

attempt
to structure nature, as symbolized by the

confining practices of village life in the
play,

contrasts with the native

harmony of nature. 35

Ironically,
the attempt to structure nature leads to

irrationality and the loss of the ability to function normally. It is Lukash
and Kylyna who are the victims of

irrationality
rather than Mavka, who

in traditional folklore would be the victim imprisoned by the
magical

and irrational powers of nature.

Although Ukrainka retains the identification of nature with
femininity, she understands the

relationship
as one of strength, rather

than one of weakness. Nature in Lisova
pisnia represents

neither the

\"dark side\" of humanity nor feminine irrationality and vulnerability.
Instead, it is

presented
as a mom!:ntous force that cannot be destroyed

by encroachments on it by the Ubermensch. The oak tree may, be cut

down, Mavka may perish as an individual, but the eternal change of the)))
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seasons continues in its unstoppable course, everything at the end

returning to its natural order. \"He [man] exploits nature, but she crushes
him, he is born of her and dies in her . . . nature . . . is the supreme

reality.\"36 Mavka's most profound development in Lisova pisnia is her
realization that she is but a small part of this much larger reality, and it
is from here that she must draw her strength. Mavka, who at first wants

to believe only in love as the eternal ideal,
realizes that it is through her

organic connection with nature that she can reach the eternal: \"No! I am

alive! I will always live! I have in my heart that which does not die.
\"37

Patriarchy,
which has pointed to the woman's body, to woman

herself, as \"the other,\" an imperfect male, the Eve created from Adam,
has done so because of its fear of the natural power of the female. Her

power to give birth was controlled, and the natural rhythms of her

womb were mad\342\202\254 to seem unclean and uncontrollable. It is from the
womb that sprang the concepts of

irrationality
and madness. Man's fear

of nature has led to similar attempts to control it, a control that he has

been able to achieve within the perfectly structured world of literature,

if not in reality. Ukrainka's demystification of the powers of nature and
her association of it with harmony in life present a challenge to the
Romantic conception of nature as a volatile nnight side\" of existence.

Ukrainka trusts her attraction to Romanticism but is not afraid to

confront it. When she finds that the Romantic imagination contributes
towards a

confining
and inhibitive image of women in literature,

Ukrainka reconstructs those images. In Ukrainka's feminist Roman-

ticism, intellectualism\" and passion are not the diametrically opposed
solitudes that they are

traditionally
believed to be.

Ukrainka's redefinition of two powerful patriarchal Romantic
fallacies about the

inferiority
of women constitutes a triumph of great

magnitude for the author. Through Lisova
pisnia,

she proved to herself

that she could revisit the tradition in which she was
brought up

and

which she loved, yet one from which in many ways she felt
estranged.

In the process, she showed Ukrainian literature how liberating a
challenge to tradition can be.)))
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instruction is restricted to just a few subjects beyond philology.
Moreover, Pavlychko mentions that the situation is no better at the

various cultural institutions of the Ukrainian S.S.R. 2

Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that, in early 1989, the
Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian

Language Society was formed, the aim of

which is to consolidate the Ukrainian language in all areas of Ukrainian

social life and especially in regard to its reinstatement as the official

language
of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

3 It is no less surprising that, in such
circumstances, attempts

have been made to understand the causes for
this predicament of the Ukrainian language. Among the various factors

influencing the present situation of the language, researchers have also

found historical causes. One of these was the Ukase of Ems. This edict
has been

recognized by Ukrainians the world over as a symbol of shame
and has been commemorated both in the lecture hall and in print.

4

The main thrust of the present article is not only to reassess some
of the obstacles in the recent development of Ukrainian, but also to point
out how, diachronically speaking,

such occurrences objectively influence

the nature of a language, in this case, the normative or
literary

variant

of Ukrainian.

The Ukase of Ems influenced modern literary Ukrainian mainly in
two ways. On the one hand, the decree almost curtailed the use of

literary Ukrainian; on the other hand, it contributed to literary Ukrainian

acquiring more Western dialectal features.
The decree of Ems has been described as a repressive measure in

both Soviet and Western sources.5

This uniformly pejorative opinion
about the Ukase of Ems is significant because of the often diametrically

opposite positions taken in the past by scholars on each side of the Iron

Curtain. It is no secret that Ukrainian linguists living outside Iron
Curtain countries saw the language policy applied by the Soviet

government in Ukraine as one of Russification. In this atmosphere of

\"ideological\" opposition, the unexpected agreement as to the harshness
of the decree is significant. The following quote may serve as an
example of the Soviet viewpoint:)

. . . the tsarist government kept increasing its oppression of the non-Russian
nationalities. . . . On

May 30th, 1876 Alexander II signed the Ems Act, a
decree prohibiting the import of Ukrainian books from abroad, banning
Ukrainian theatrical performances and other measures of that nature.

6)

In a Western source, the decree of Ems is labelled barbarous:)

The Russian government did not make a formal proclamation of the Ems
ukase; when from time to time, voices abroad were raised against the
barbarous actions stemming from its directives, the tsarist government

kept silent. 7)))
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IlOJI5I MHHH Ma3aHJIa (itO lOO-pi4451 HapO\037)J(eHH5I

llec5I Kyp5aca))

BiciMHaJ:(U.HTOrO KBiTH5i 1929 pOKY JIecb Kypoac )::taB CBOfO HOBY

npeM' E:pY, KOMe\037ilO MHK01lH Ky J1iIlla MHHa Ma3aHJIO B
cueHorpacpil

BaL1I1Ma Me1l1lepa Ta 3 MY311KOlO lOJTi.H MeHTYCa. Iii He CY i(H1IOC5I )l(I1TH

\037OBro Ha cueHi. BCynepe4, cKa>KiMO, Bii1rYKY, ,Lte Ha3BaHO UfO KOMet:(ilO

KYJ1iwa \"HaL13BI14aHHOIO KpaCI1 pi4410,,1 (OCTan BHWH5I B
JliTepaTypHOMY

RpMapKY, 4. 6 3a 1929 p.), ocpiuiHHI1H napTiHHHH KPHTHK
Toro 4aCY

MHKOJla HOBI1IJ;bKI1H (nceB,LtOHiM IOHa B04peBOCYlQHH) Y cneui5lJ1bHiti

opollJYpi Ha RpMapKY BH3Ha4HB II \"30oJIori4HO-HauioHaJ1icTH4HOIO,
M ilQaHCbKO- III 0 B i Hie TI14H 010 n p on ar aH \037 0 10, aH TH n apT i H H 1-1 M

QJa1lbcl1cpiKaTOM.\" Ha 60ui Horo CTaJIa BC5I ueHTpaJ1bHO-pYcl1<piKaTopCbKa
Ta napTiHHO-OlOpOKpaTH4Ha MallIl1Ha Kn5 Y. Ui aHTHYKpalHCbKi CI1JII1 He

Mor 1111nOTepniTH t:{OBro Ha cueHi npOTI1 HHX Cnp5lMOBaHY CaTl1pY. I B

1931 poui BOHa 3HI1KJ1a 3i CueHI1 Bepe3iJ151 . . .
Bit:{ Toro 4aCY iM' 51 UiE:J BHCTaBH J1ec5I Kyp6aca 3aMOB4aHO B

ocpiUiHHHX t:{)I{epeJ1ax.. . TaK, HeMa 3ra\037KH npo MJ1HY Ma3aHJIa B

6iorpacpi5Ix Kyp6aca, aHi B nepllJOMY HaKJ1alti YKpa\"iHcbKOI Pa)::tflHcbKOI

EHUHKJ10nel1i\"i1962
pOKY,3

aHi B cneui5iJ1bHiti TeaTpaJIbHiA EHUI1KJIOne,LtiJ

1964 pOKY,4 aHi B nepillOMY BI1t:{aHHi YKpalHcbKoro Pat:{5IHCbKOro

EHUHKJ10net:{H4Horo CJIOBHHKa 1967 pOKY,
5

aHi B tlpyrOMY HaKJIaL1i

YKpalHCbKOl Pat:{51HCbKOI EHUI1KJ10neLtil 1981
pOKY (T. 6, CT. 22)6 aHi B

l1pyrOMY HaKJ1a\"Qi YKpa\"iHcbKoro PaLl.flHCbKOro EHI.JJ1K1IOne,l!114HOrO
CJIOBHI1Ka 1987 POKy.

7
5iJibIll nOll{aCTHJ10 TaK caMO KpHTI1KOBaHiH ,[{pyrit1

BHCTaBi Kyp6aca n'E:CH Ky J1iwa Hapot(HHJ1 MaJIaxiPl. npHHaAMi, TeKCT uiel

t:{paMI1 nepeBJ1\037aHO (X04 i pOcit1:CbKOlO MOBOIO).
8

MUHa Ma3aHJIO i Toro

He MaB. Halt uielO KOMe\037i\342\202\254JO Bl1ciJIO nocTiHHO napTiHHe \"Ta6y,\" i J1HWe 3

npOr0J10IlleHH5iM \"rJIaCHOCTH\" 'il 06epe)KHO n04aJ111 3ra\"QYBaTH.

3aLlYM KOMet:{il caM Ky J1iw cxapaKTepH3YBaB 51K TeMY opo

MimaHCTBO Ta YKpa'iHi3auilO. B Hil1 nparHYB 3p03YMiTH, 5IK Bil1ol1BalOTbC5i

B nooYTi Mi\037aHCTBa Ba)KJ1HBi nOt:{ii CYCniJ1bHOrO )l(HTT5I Toro 4aCY. B

3B' .H3KY 3 UHM nOCTaB i CK)>KeT KOMel1il, ll{O 6araTbOM 3l{aBaBC.fI 51K

aHeKl(OT npo CJ1Y)K60BU5I, \037O MeIllKaB Ha H-CbKii1 BY JIHui XOJIo)::tHo\"i ropl1)))
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B XapKOBi i flKHH BHpirnHB 3MiHHTH CBO\342\202\254 npi3BI1me
Ha Ma3\342\202\254HiH Ta 6paBC.H

3a BI1B4eHH5I J1iTepaTYpHOI pOCiHCbKOI MOBH. npOTe, 3a \037raKOJO

aHeKL10TH4HOIO cl1Tyaui\342\202\2541O Ky lIiw CTaBHB np06J1eMY 3Ha4HO lllHprne: npo

BOpO)l(iCTb MiLl.{aHCTBa L10 YKpaiHi3aUil, \037o, OYi{Y4H caMe YKpaIHCbKHM 3

nOXOi{>I<eHH5I, OY JIO npOAH5ITe npOT5IrOM oaraTbOX pOKiB TynHM

npe3HpCTBOM \037O YKpalHCbKoI
KY J1bTYpH,.HK i{O HH)K401, MeHllleBapTicHoI,

\"MY)I(H40I.
\"

UeHTpOM KOHCPJIiKTY MHHH Ma3aUJIa Ky J1iwa CTO.HJ1a ,l{HCKYCi5i npo
3MiHH npi3BI1\037a, B flKiA B3f1JIH Y4aCTb Y-ci i{iHOBi OCOOH KOMe,[{iI.

MaJIopoc MHHa Ma3aHlIO 3HaXOLll1Tb UiJIKOBHTY ni,l(TpI1MKY Y CBO\342\202\254l

LtpY)I(l1HH H LtOHbKH PI1HH. CHJ1bHY ni,[{TpI1MKY HOMY i{a\342\202\254 pOciHCbKa

llJOBiHicTKa TbOT5I MOT5I P03TOprYE:Ba, Il.{O npH6Y lIa 3 KYpCbKa, npHHUHn
5iKoI-\"KpaLl.{e 6YTH 3rBalITOBaHOIO, aH i)l( 3YKpaIHi30BaHOIO.\"

9
111

npOTI1CTaBJIeHHH YKpalHCbKHH HauioHalIicT l]51,l{bKOTapac Ta O,[{HOOOKO

3aKOXaHI1H B YKpalHCbKY MOBY CHH MI1HH MOKiA. AHcaMOlIb \037onOBHIOIOTb

3pYCHQJiKOBaHa Mi\037aH04Ka YlIfI, pOciHCbKa apHCTOKpaTKa

BapOHOBa-Ko3HHO Ta TpOE: CXeMaTl14HO OKpeCJIeHHX KOMCOMOJIbUiB.

Ha,l{ caMOIO KOMeL1i\342\202\2541O KYlIirn npaUIOBaB Bi,l{ KBiTHfI 1928 pOKY. B

3anHCHHKY Horo Bi,l( 3 i{O 9 KBiTH5I HOTaTKa rOBopHTb npo Horo

nOi{opO)l( 3 J1eceM
KYpOaCOM ltO Jl\342\202\254HiHrpaltY 4epe3 MOCKBY, npo HOBi

06pa3H LtJI5I n'\342\202\254CH MaMal Ta HOBi oopa3H ,l(1I.5I MHHH Ma3aHJIa.
10

(4-ro

4epBH5i BiH nOBTOplOE:: \"HOBi oopa3H \037lIfI MaMaIB.\ll") 7-ro lIHnHfI, nilt 4ac

nepe6YBaHH5I B Oi{eci, 3aHOTOBYE:: \"HOBi oopa3H H KOMnOHiBKa 3113aHifl

Ma3aHJ1a (MHHH Ma3ai1JIa).,,12 nOBepHYBWI1Cb \037O XapKOBa 8-ro CepnH5I,

3anHCY\342\202\254, ruo \"4HTa\342\202\254 H CTY,l(ilO\342\202\254 MOlIb\342\202\254pa,\"13 28-ro CepnH.H nHllJe npo \"HOBi

oopa311 ,[{O MHHH Ma3aHJIa\"14 i, HapelllTi, 3-ro BepeCH5I: \"KOMnOHYBaHH5I

MJ1HJ1 Ma3aHJIa. 4HTaHH5I A CTY ltilOBaHH5I MOlIb\342\202\254pa.\"
15

CaMe BnJ1HB

MOJIb\342\202\254pa
H rrpl1BepHYB YBary peU\342\202\254H3eHTiB MHHH Ma3aHJIa. Bii{OMI1H

YKpalHCbKI1H TeaTp03HaBeUb neTpo PY JIiH nHcaB, \037O \"cl1TyauiHHicTb

n'\342\202\254CI1, niLtKpeCJ1eHI1A,
a BTIM n036aBJ1\342\202\254HHI1 BC5IKOrO rnap)KYBaHH5I Tl1na)l(,

HapellJTi A i{OOipHa ClIOBeCHa cpopMa-Bce ue ,l{03B01I5I\342\202\254 rOBOpl1TH npo

neBHHH i i!Y:>Ke maCJ1I1BHH BnJ1HB MOlIbE:piBCbKOI KOMei(iI.\"16
Ha n05lBY

OKP\342\202\254MHX xapaKTepiB (30KpeMa, TbOTi MOTi) n03a BC.5IKHM

CYMHiBOM, BnlIHHY JIa Ha Ky lIiwa i{paMa pociftcbKoro ,l{paMaTypra

MI1XaHJIa BY J1raKOBa j]Hi Trp6iHJ1X; nepepoolIeHa HHM 3 pOMaHY BiJIa

rBap,lliR, 51KY KY J1irn Mir oa4HTH B MOCKOBCbKOMY MI1CTeUbKOMY TeaTpi,

no,[{opO)KYI04H ,l{0 MOCKBH 3 lleceM KypOaCOM. AHTI1YKpaIHCbKe
Cnp5iMYBaHH5I

By J1raKOSa OY JIO HacTilIbKH CHJIbHe B \302\243lHRx Trp6iHHx, Il.{O

CTI1MY 1IIOBaJIO KY J1irna LlO Bi,l{nOBiLli. AHTHYKpaIHi3M By J1raKOBa OYB

HaCTiJ1bKH CH.nbHI1H, mo ue Bi\0374YJIH HaBiTb TaKi OC06H, flK HapKoM

OCBiTI1 PC<t>CP AHaTOJ1ifl llYHa4apCbKHH, Il.{O Bii{3Ha4HB \"P031I104\342\202\254HiCTb,\"

3 51KOIO By lIraKOB MalIlOBaB neT lIJOpiBUiB.
17

npo ue TaKO)l( n\"lcaB BiltOMI1H

pOCiHCbKHH nl1CbMeHHHK BiK\342\202\254HTiA BepeCaE:B B lIHCTi LtO By lIraKoBa, a

pOCii1CbKHH \037paMaTYpr BOlIO,l{HMHPKiplIJOH
nooa411B B LtpaMi By lIraKOBa

rJIY3YBaHHfI pocii1cbKoro 1ll0BiHicTa Ha,l{ YKpalHUHMH.
1B)))
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Ha n04aTKY 1929
pOKY Kypoac Or0J10CHB BHCTaBY MMHJ1 Ma3aHJIa

B penepTYapi Oepe30J1H niL1 Horo
pe>KHCYpolO. nepeLt npeM'\342\202\254pOIO MJ1HJ1

Ma3aHJ1a Kypoac cxapaKTepi3YBaB Ky J1iwa HK
t:tpaMaTYpra, \037o pOCTe Ha

04ax. \"MI1 He nOMHJ1HMOCb,-CKa3aB BiH,-5iI<I.L{O Bit:tB\342\202\254;QeMO flOMY neprne

Micue cepe\037 CY4aCHHX ,l{paMaTypriB He TiJlbKH YKpaIHH, aJl\342\202\254 H BCboro

COI03Y.
tl19

B iH BBa)l(aB, 1110 Ml1Ha Ma3afl..no cepei! n' \342\202\254CpenepTyapy
. \"

pa,lI5IHCbKHX .l1paMaTyprlB flcKpaBo BH3Ha4a\342\202\254TbC5I CBOEto BOJIelO ,[to

cpOpMH, ueOTO, aBTop nparHe B Hifl YTBOpHTH MiUHY, CKOH,lIeHCOBaHY

cpOpMY HOBOI paL{51HCbKOl KOMet:til.
,,20

O,l{Ha4He, KOMe.l1ifl Ky J1iWa-O,l{He, a BHCTaBa MHHa Ma3aHJ10
-aOCOJ1IOTHO iHlU\342\202\254. I p\342\202\254ueH3\342\202\254HTH Ha BI1CTaBY BiL1pa3Y cnocTeper J1H

p03XO.l(>I<eHH5I Mi>K n'\342\202\254coK> H BI1CTaBOIO. Pe>Kl1cep nOBepHYB MaTepi5lJl

KOMe,[til Ky J1irna Y nOTpioHl1fI HOMY oil<. \"Kypoac nparHYB L10 YTBOpeHH5I

pOMaHTH4Hoi KOMe,l{i'i,\"-nI1CaB Kpl1THK CeMeH reu,-\"THM 4aCOM 5IK

Ky JIilU ,l1aB MaTepi.HJ1 J1HlUe ,l11I5I nooYToBoI caTHpH.\"21 L!pyrHfI KPHTHK

nHcas, ruo \"BHcTaBa B UiJ10MY uiKaBa, 3L1e6iJ1bIIIOrO CBOE:toopHriHaJIbHOIO
cueHi4HolO cpOpMOIO,

i .HBJ151\342\202\254 co6olO ,l{oCBi,lI nO,l{OJIaHH.H JliTepaTypHOrO

MaTepi.5IJ1Y BI1COKOto i nor.nHo.neHOK> MaficTepHicTIO TeaTpy.\"22

HafIoiJlbW ,l{\342\202\254Ta11bHO B cnpaBi caMOI BHCTaBH Kyp6aca BHC110BHBC5I

WeB4eHKO 51KHH cKa3aB, I..QO)

KO>KHa HOBa KYpOaCOBa poooTa-ue BnepTe, npOJ1H5ITe r J1HOOKOIO

KY JIbTYpOIO i TaKHM CaMI1M r J1HOOKHM npo3HpaHH5IM Y
npHpO\037Y TeaTpY,

WYKaHH5I H Bil{KpHTT5I OCOOJ1HBO MicTKOI cpOpMH. Pe>KHCep MaJ1>Ke 3aB)I(iU1

Ll1e ,l1aJIi Bil{ aBTopa n'E:CH. TaK CKJ1a.nOC5I i 3 MUHOKJ Ma3aUAOM, i TaM, \037e

aBTOp HaT5IKaE:-Y pe)l(HCepa nOBHe CJIOBO; KOJIH Y aBTopa

nOOYT-pe)l(I1Cep oepe aBTopa, Be,ne Horo Ha ropy H nOKa3YE: HOMY Wl1pOKi

o6pi\"i CHMB0J1iCTYf4HO'i pOMaHTHI<l1, COUi5lJ1bHOrO CI1MBOJ1Y. ABTOp HiGH

6aBHTbCH CJIOBOM i HeeKOHOMHO 3aJII1BaE: HHM YCIO CueHy-pe)l(HCep (4epe3

MaficTepHe 06pOOJIeHH5I aBTopCbKe) nOKa3YE: cnOCOOH T04HO'i KOMn03HuiL

nOOYTOBY nOBHOIO Mipoto n'E:CY BiH no\037aB, 51K pOMaHTI14HY KOMe\037ilO, aJ1e

BHHYBaTH 3a ue pe)l(J.1cepa MH Hi5lK He HaBa)l(HJlHC5I 6. KOJIH BHll.{e MH

CKa3aJIH, ll!O T. K'r'JIiw 3MaraE:TbC5I 3a nepeoY tJ:YBaHH5I cpOpM i )l(aHpiB

Tpa,l1HuiHHoI l(paMaTYpril, TO nepCneKTI1BI1 B TaKiA P060Ti HOMY, .HK i

KO>KHOMY aKTopoBi, MO:>Ke .l10nOMOfTH 3HaHTH pe)l(HCep, ll!O npaUIOE: 3a

MeTOl(aMH aHaJ1ori4HHMH itO KypoaciBCbKI1X.
23)

Ueff KPHTHK KOHCTaTYBaB .l1aJ1i, ruo Kypoac pOOHB 3 MI1HI1 Ma3aHJIa
CHJ1bHY BHCTaBY, \037o II p03Max i 3Ha4\342\202\254HH5I nepepOCTaJIH paMKH npOCTO

4eprOBOt npeM'E:pH. HaCTaHOBJ1eHH5I Ha pOMaHTH4He TpaKTYBaHH5I n'E:CH

npH3B0.l1HJ10,l{OToro, I.QO KO)l(eH 3 nepCOHa)l(IB BHpOCTaB Y BeJ1eTeHCbKY

nOCTaTb, X04 BOHa caMa BHpOC11a 3 peaJIbHOCTH, aJIe 5IBJ15IJ1a COOOIO B)I(e

TaKl111 SeJ1HI<HH 3MicT, Il{O TYT oa4HW oaraTO Oi11bllJe, Hi>K Y \"peaJIbHocTi.\"

B caTl1pi JllOt:tl-1Ha BCe-TaI<H J1HllJaE:TbC5I 111O.L{HHOIO;KapHKaTYpa-ue
TiJlbl<H nepeoi11bweHH5I HeraTI1BHHX

pHC.
MUHa Ma3aJ1JIO B)))
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iHTepnpeTaufi-ue mOCb 6iJIbllJe 3a KapHKaTYpy, BHll{\342\202\254 3a CaTJ1pY,-U e

BI1f1BJIeHH.H ,l{aJIeKe Bi\037 \I(HTTfI,\"") Bi,l{ peaJlbHOCTJ1 11\\0 TYT npOCTO
\037. \037 u

HeMO)l(JII1BO Y 51BYlTJ.1 COul flKYCb O\\)CTaHOBY.-

KYpoac, B.naCTI1BO, ni,l{TfiraS KOMe,l1ilO Ky J1irna \037O rpOTeCKY, ,l1e

oopa311 OY J1H 3arOCTpeHi 11 ni,l{HeCeHi \037O 3Ha4\342\202\254HH5J BCeJ1IO\037CbKI1X

CHMBOJ1iB.)

BeCb uet1 3BipHHeUb nO}:ta\342\202\254TbC5I Ha KOHY TaK,-nYlCaB 11. WeBl.JeHKO,-\037O

B KO)l(HOMY 3 HHX oaLfHlll Y)I(e 6iJ1bllJe, H i)l( 3BH4aHHY, pea.J1bHY .J11Ol(HHY.

OCOOJ1HBHMH 3aCOOOMH aKTopCbKO\"j rpH H \037eKopaTHBHoro OQJopMJ1eHHH,

Bci\342\202\2541O OY l(YBOIO cneKTaKJ110 TeaTp Hal{3BH4aHHO nor J1HOJIIO\342\202\254, 3arOCTplO\342\202\254

TJ.1nH i THM nOOiJ1blllY\342\202\254 \"iXH\342\202\254XY,[10)l(H\342\202\254 H CYCniJ1bHe 3Ha4iHH5I. Bce TYT B3f1TO

Y Be.J1Y1KHX \037o3ax, MJ1CTeUbKI1MH 3aCOOaMJ1 i\\OBel1\342\202\254HO ):10 nepeoi..nbllJeHH51

H r JIHOOKOro 3arOCTpeHH5I.
25)

Y caMifI BHCTaBi Kypoac 3 HaL{3BH4aHHO nHJIbHOIO YBarOIO cpiKCYBaB
iHToHauil i KO>KeH )l(eCT, ll.{O CTaBaB t{it1:CHO nepeTBOpeHHM, To6TO,

Ha6YBaB CHMBOJIi4HOrO Bl1pa3Y. npau.10104H TicHO 3 KypOaCOM,

CU\342\202\254HOrpacp BHCTaBH Ba,ltHM MeJlJ1ep np5lMYBaB TaKO)l( \037o Y3araJ1bHeHHfI\037

3 ,l{BOX oOKiB cueHH OY JIH BCTaHOBJI\342\202\254Hi B\342\202\254J1HKi TpIOMO, a

nOCepel1HHi-40THpH lIIHpMH, IUO CXHJI5IJ1HC5I ,l{O pOMoi4HOI <pOpMI1.
CTiJI, KaHana H M' 5IKi CTiJ1bUi CTaHOBHJ111 yce YMeOJIIOBaHH5I nOMelllKaHHfI

MI1HH Ma3aHJ1a. HaL{ YCiM npocTopOM CueHI1, cxonJ1eHi eJ1inCOM,

nepeCiKaJlHCfI p.H.l{ )J(\037PLU1H,
HioH CHMB0J1i3YIOLlH CBOIMH nepeTI1HaMH

l1HCKYCil i(ifloBHX ocia nit:14aC 3MiHl1 npi3BI1rn:a. B. MeJIJ1ep caMe B TOMY

YMOBHOMY cnJ1\342\202\254TiHHi )l(ep,l1I1H yropi fI BHpilllYBaB OCHOBHY i,l{elO CBO\342\202\254l

KOHCTpYKUii, a CU\342\202\254Ha J111111aJIaC5I MaH)Ke rOJIOlO. I TOMY YBara r JIH,lta4a

KOHueHTpYBaJIaCH Ha MaffcTepHocTi aKTopiB, B Hit1: pe)l(l1cep oa411B

HaHBa)J(lIHBirn\342\202\254 Y BHcTaRi.

CaMa BHCTaBa Kyp6aca MaJ1a Oe3L{OraHHHH aHCaMOJIb. Ue, B neplllY

4eprY, CTOCYBaJ10C5I 40THpbOX r0J10BHHX \037iHOBHX ocio-MHHH (l1ocHn

ripHflK), [151)JbKa Tapaca (MapiflH KpYllleJ1bHHUbKHH),
TbOTi MOTi

(HaTaJl.H Y)I(Bifl), MOKi5I
(OJ1eKCaH\037\342\202\254p Cep,l{IOK). Ix aKTI1BHO ni,l1TpHMYBaJ1H

PHHa (Ha,[{i.H TI1TapeHKo), Y J1.H (OJ1eKCaHLtpa .l]aueHKo), Ma3aHJII1Xa

(HaTaJIfi nH.JIHneHKo), 5apoHosa-Ko3HHO (raHHa Ba6fiBHa). B

eni30\037H4HHXpOJIfiX KOMCOMOJ1bUiB BHCTynaJ111 <t>e\037ip r J1aL(KOB, ApKa,l{itt
lliYTeHKO Ta POMaH 4epKallIl1H. npo H. ripH5IKa-Ma3aHJ1anHcaB neTpo

Py.niH:)

ripH5IK-BHK1If04HHH Mat1cTep Mi3aHcu,eHJ1, 8tH YMIE: 3HaHTH TaKi J1IHII

pYXaHH5I, BMi\342\202\254 Tal< L100paTH nOTpioH i l{JI5I CBOE:l rpH peLfi, WOO r JI5I,[.{a4
,LtiCTaB MaKCHMaJ1bHe Bpa)l(eHH5L 3 TaKHX MOMeHTiB Tpeoa Bi.l13Hal.JHTH

onoBi,LtaHH.fI MHHH npo CBO\"j Bit!Bil!HHH 3arCY, t{oope p03no,l1iJIeHe Ha TPM
4aCTHHH MaHinYJl5Iui.HMI1 3 raJ10111aMH,ll{O BiH IX B 3aXOnJIeHHi 3aOYB

CKHHYTH. TaK caMO rne.l1eBp aKTopCbKO\"j cueHH, KOJ1H, 3a.J1HWHBCb Ha)))
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caMOTi, Ma3aHJlO BiTa\342\202\254 CaM ce6e nepelt ,l!3epKaJ1aMH, peneTY}()4H cueHH
CBoro Mat16YTHbOrO Il.IaCT.H.

26)

Tofl )Ke PYJIiH aHaJIi3YBaB i itPyrHH oopa3 KOMei1ii, L]51):{bKa Tapaca
Y BHKOHaHHi KpYWeJIbHI1UbKoro:)

AKTOp nO,l!aB Uboro THna BiL1MiHHHM Bi)] fipH51Ka cnoco6aMM; CTapaHHHM

onpaUbOBYBaHH5IM KpYllJeJIbHHUbKHI1 ,l!oc5Ir MaKCHMallbHo'i

30cepe!t)KeHHOCTH Hat! ,l!pi6HHMH lteTaJl5lMH, 1110 BHHBHJIHC5I ,l!alli Y Bcii1

nOBe.l(iHui aKTopa Ha cLleHi. WHpOKi WTaHH, KOpOTKHH 3picT, WHpOKi

KPOKH-Bce ue CTBOpfOSaJIO Bpa:>KeHHH 51KO\"icb 5e3nOpa.l!HOCTH, KB0110J

HiK4eMHOCTH nOpY4 3 MaKCI1MaJ1bHOIO p03ltpaTOBaHHicTIO. OCOOJIHBi

3arOCTpeHOCTH L10C.5Ir J1H cueHH, ,l!e .l]5It!bKO Tapac rOTY\342\202\254TbC5I BMCTynaTH

Ha pOt!HHHiA ltHCKyci'i, p03KJ1a,l!aI04H CBo'i 3WHT04KH Ta nanipui H ,l:!OBrO

BHWYKYI04H B HHX nOTpioHi Ha3BH; BapT 3ra))aTH TaKO)l{ eueHY, KOJ1H

.l]51.l1bKO Tapac MaJ1ny\342\202\254 TbOTIO MOTIO BH5IBJ15I104H MaKCYlMYM 3J10CTH npOTH

He'i, a Bee )I( TaKH n il!KOplOlO4HCb 'iff Ha ,l:!HCKycH.
27)

Bi)1HOCHO pOJIi TbOTi MOTi Y BI1KOHaHHi HaTaJ1i Y)KBifI, TO Kypoac

Ha\037aB UbOMY oopa30Bi \"pHCH XI1TpOCTH, eJIeMeHTH 3arapOHoro,
nO>Ka,ltJ1HBOrO xapaKTepY, I..QO t100pe xapaKTepl13YIOTb 11

BeJIHKOt1ep)KaBHicTb 3 HecnoL{iBaHO WBH\037KHMH, rOCTpHMH

nOBOpOTaMI1.,,28 CBi.l!KH fi BI1KOHaHH5I 3a3Ha4aJIH Oe3Me>KHY HaxaOHicTb

i caMOBneBHeHicTb Uboro 51CKpaBoro npeL(CTaBHHKa 3aCKOpY3JIO'i

YKpaIHocpooi'i, .HKili C.nOBO \"YKpalHa\" He
nepexo\037l1J]o 4epe3 ropJ1o, 5IKif1

Bi4HO BBa)KaJ1HC5I He YKpalHui, a JIHllle \"MY)I(I1KH-XOXJ1H.\" Y)I(BiH TaK

nepe\037aBaJIa pi3HOpO,ltHHMI1 iHTOHaui5IMH pi3Hi nepe):toa4eHH5J B

CYCniJIbHOMY )KHTTi YKpalHI1, mo BOHH BHKJII1KaJ1H HeCTpl1MHHH periT

r JIffL(a4a. B TaKHX BHnaL(KaX II MOTH B)I(HBaJ1a \037J151 Uboro, 3a 6paKOM

L100pOI aprYMeHTauii, JIl1we CBOfO Ha\0373BH4aHHY BnepTicTb i 6e33MicTOBHi

cppa3H. [{JIff npHKJ1ai1 Y : \"Ta Uboro He MO)l(e OYTH, TOMY ll.{O Uboro He

MO)Ke OYTH HiKOJIH.\"29

B 06pa3i MOJIot]oro MOKiH, CHHa MI1HI1 (aKTop OJ1eKCaHL(p CepitlOK)

Kypoac nepe.l!aB Horo n04YTT5I itO lliHpOTH
H 4apiBHocTH YKpalHCbKol

MOBH. CBiL(KH BHCTaBH 3a3Ha411J1H, I.QO ue orB 06pa3ll.(l1pOrO IOHaKa 20-ox

pOKiB, 3aKoxaHoro B He\"i, B TBOpH THlJHHH Ta XBHJ1bOBoro. Y MOKi51 B

BHKOHaHHi Cep.l!IOKa He OY JIO Toro, moo TBep.l!HTH, I..QO BiH OY \037e aKTHBHHM

B KOMCOMOJ1i, a HaTOMicTb rocTpiwe OYJIH niL(KpeCJ1eHi nOrJ151t(H Horo

CynpOTH BY3bKO-IlIOBiHiCTI14HOI MeHTaJIbHOCTH, 51K i BY3bKOJlOOOro

2J5I\037bKa Tapaca, TaK i .L{YpHOBepXOl TbOTi MOTi (51Kii1 BiH 4ac Bit:! 4aCY

ni,l14aC LtHCKyciI nOCHJ1aB ipOHi4Hi nocMiwKH Ha It TepeBeHi), a CBoro

6aTbKa 3 capKa3MOM Ha3HBaB \"BaJ1YE:BCbKHM aCHCTeHTOM.\"30 CepLtIOK,

3riLtHO CBiL{KiB, MaB ycnix B UiH pOJ1i, X04 BiH H iL!e He 3a3Ha4aE:, lUO

rpas 11.

TpH itHi no BHcTaBi MJ1HJ1 Ma3aMJlO B 5epe30J1i nOKa3aB fi i

KI11BCbKHH TeaTp iM. <ppaHKa. ABTOpOBi Uboro Hapl1CY nOll{aCTHJ10)))
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6a411TH 11 Ha CueHl. BOHa MaJ1a B\342\202\254JIH4e3HHM ycnix, a cepe\037 Y4HiB

npocpwKOJ1Y1 (X04 OH fI Ha Kypci aBTopa) Bi\037pa3Y \037e5IKi )KapTiBJ1I1BO

Ol<peCJ1HJIH CniBKypCHHKiB MHHOIO, l1H\037bKOM TapacoM,
TbOT\342\202\2541O MOTelO

Ta MOKi\302\243M. 3BH4aHHo, caMa BI1CTaBa OY J1a Bi\037MiHHOIO Bi\037 BI1CTaBI1

Kypoaca B Bepe30J1i. \"nOcTaHoBHHK n'\302\243cH fHaT IOpa,-nHcaB Y10Ha

WeB4\342\202\254HKO,-HiK0J1H He Be,Lte aBTopa, 3\037e6i.nbfl]OrO BiH caM iL1\342\202\2543a HHM.

KOJIH 5epe3iJIb 3aXOTiB TYT OiJ1blll\342\202\254 3a aBTopa, TO TeaTp <t>paHKa i(a\342\202\254:

piBHO CTiJIbKH, CKiJ1bKH caM MO)Ke B351TH B Hboro, X04 i 3 neBHHM

Bi\037XHJ1eHH5IM Bi\037 aBTopa. KOJIH Y 5epe30J1i BCIO n'\302\243cy H u:eHTpaJ1bHi

nepcoHa)l(i ni\037H5ITO Ha KOTypHI1 TeaTpaJ1i3auil-30ilIblUeHO B 6araTO

pa3is, HK CKY JIbnTypHY nOCTaTb Ha BeJII1KOMY MaMi{aHi, TO B TeaTpi iM.

c:l>paHKa MHHa Ma3atf.nO--KOMeiti5I npo Mi\037aH i npo OTe lIJOBiHicTI14He

oirOBHCbKO, KOMeL1iH npo MaJ1eHbKi iHTepeCH i ,l!pH5' 513KOBi CBapKI1

\037piOHeHbKHX JIIO,Ltei1, 51KHX TYT nOKa3aHO B \"HaTypaJ1bHY\" BeJIH4HHY. I B

UbOMY cpaKTi, Mi)l( iHIIIHM, J1e)KI1Tb npl1411Ha Toro, \037q,.HK si.l!3Ha4alIa B)I(e

KpHTI1Ka, KOM\342\202\254\037i51 B iHTepnpeTaui\"i cppaHKiBUiB no.niTH4HO CTa.na

flCHilliOIO. MUHa Ma3atf..no Y cppaHKiBu;iB CTa\342\202\254: npOCTO He 1'aKI1M

L1pa)l(J1I1BHM, 51K Y Bepe30JIL Bepe3i.nb nOKa3YE: IllOBiHiCTH4HY rpH3HIO, 5IK

L1Y)f(e aKTHBHe
T\342\202\254MnepaMeHTHe 3MaraHH5I, 51K BiHHY \037BOX TaoopiB-BiH

Bi,l1TBOplO\302\243 rocTpi iKJIa Hau;ioHalIi3MY-TOMY B 5epe30JIi MI1Ha Ma3ai1.no

36yPIO\342\202\254,
BiH Hara,LtY\342\202\254 npo Te, ruo u;e He TaKa B)Ke 6e3ne4Ha pi4, 3 51KOI

MO)l(Ha TiJ1bKH noperOTaTH-BiH rOCTpo 3apa)l(aE:. HasiTb HeHa4e 3 MY3elO

BHTHrHeHa BapOHOBa-Ko3HHO B 5epe30J1i-K0J1104a H 3YOaTa. HaBnaKJ.1,

cppaHKiBCbKHH Ma3aUJ1a-J1erKa ipoHi4Ha HaCMilllKa Hat] HiGH

Bl1nai(KOBHM 36irOBHCbKOM, Hat] \037pi6HHMH, TaKI1MH 06Me)KeHHMH

JIIOi{bMH, TOMY H 5apOHOBa-Ko3I1HO TYT TilIbKI1 HiK4eMHa MalIeHbKa

\"npH)I(J.1BaJ1Ka,\" H\342\202\2543Ha4Ha, MaJIOnOMiTHa nOCTaTb.
,,31

BHCTaBa MUHa Ma3aft.na nilIJlIa Bi,l1pa3Y i B iHIllHX TeaTpax.

l1HinponeTpOBCbKHH TeaTp iM. WeB4eHKa HasiTb nOKa3aB II Ha Mic5IUb
paHirne BiL1 BI1CTaBH Bepe3o.JIH, a MicueBa npeca nHCaJIa TO,l1i, ll.{O

\"npHMiIQ\342\202\254HH5I TeaTpY L10sro He 6a411J10 s ceoe TaKoro 3aXOnJIeHHH,
3;:10pOBoro, Oai(bOpOrO CMixy.

,,32

TeaTp (pe)l(HCep LlMHTpO POBI1HCbKI1H)

p03r JI5Ii(aB TBip Ky JIirna, 511<
CaTI1pH4HY KOMe,.QilO Mi\037aHCbKoro

)f(HBOTiHH5I . . . Uboro )I( pOKY MHHa Ma3aR.no BI1CTaBJ151BC5I B O,l{eCbKiti

L1ep)l(\037paMi (pe)l(HCep MI1XaHJ10 THHCbKI1H nOCTaBI1B ri, 51K BI1CTaSY

MalUKap). Uefl TeaTp BHCTaS1I5IS Ml1HY Ma3af1Jla Ha raCTpOJ15IX Y

MHKOJIaE:Bi, a t:{efiKi aKTopH UiE:I BI1CTaBH 1930 pOKY OpaJ1H Y4aCTb s Hii1

Ha cueHi nepeCYBHOrO BiHHI1UbKOrO TeaTpY C03 nil{ pe)l(HCYpOIO IsaHa
TepeHTb\342\202\254Ba.

MUHa Ma3ai1.no BHCTaBJ1HBC5I B neHiHrpa,l1i 1930 pOKY
(pe)Kl1cep M.

MHXaHJ10BCbKHH) Ha cueHi Mo.no,l1oro YKpalHCbKoro

TeaTpY, 11(0 npaUlOsaB, 51K
nepeCYBHHH TeaTp CniJ1KH \"POOMHC.\"

YpaXOBYI04H y n'E:ci Ky J1irna rOCTe
SHKpHTTfI BeJII1KOL\\ep)l(aBHOrO

rnoBiHi3MY, pe)l(l1cep niWOB Ha KOMnpOMic 3 r J151,l!a4eM i nOt]aB BI1CTaSY'I

HK MaH:>Ke BO,lI\342\202\254BiJ1bHHH Tsip. KOM\342\202\254L{i51 Ky.nima npHBepHY JIa H YBary

Bi\037OMoro YKpalHCbKoro aKTopa, pe)l(HCepa M I<OpOTK04aCHoro 4.neHa)))

relationships or on the events that

prompted his exile from Russia suggests, to me at least, that his view of

man's nature is rather different. He is
part

of a large group of twen-

tieth-century writers whose views are decidedly illiberal. The reac-

tionary
ideas of many of the great modernist writers have elicited much

comment, yet perhaps this
tendency

should not really surprise us. As

Laurence Lerner has argued, liberalism is a limited
theory,

because

politics' sphere of influence has changed. He notes that we now enjoy
unprecedented freedoms: of

religion, information, assembly, and so on.)))
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5epe30JIH B0J10,ltHMHpa 5J1aBaUbKOrO. BiH BHCTaBHB MI1HY Ma3aH.J10 Ha

cueHi TeaTpY iM. TooiJ1eBH4a 1930 pOKY i 3a3Ha4aB, 1110 \"TeaTp
HaMara\302\243TbC5I L(aTH BHCTaBY, B 5IKiH peaJIbHicTb He or Lte MeTOIO

nOCTaHOBKH, a 3aCOOOM L{J15I L(OC5IrHeHHfI nOBHoro ecpeKTY,\"33 a

caMe-BHCTynOM npOTH pycHcpiKaUi\"i YKpa'iHH.
3aKiH4YI04H CBOfO 3HaHY CTaTTIO \"HO)l(HUi B TeaTpi\" (ruo OY J1a

npHCB5I4eHa MHHi Ma3aHJ1Y), B cpiHaJ1bHili 4aCTHHi Kpl1THK l10Ha

WeB4eHKO CTBep):{)i(YBaB, lUO BHCTaBa Uboro TBopr KY J1irna B

Bepe30J1i-u e BHCTaBa \"3Ha4HHX HeraTHBHHX xapaKTepis HamOI

L106H-ue cneKTaKJIb, 1110 O,l:1KpHBa\342\202\254 B TeaTpallbHiH QJopMi i, 30KpeMa, B

3acooax aKTopCbKOI rpH, 3MicTOBHi H wl1poKi nepcneKTHBH.\"34

nepcneKTHBHicTb MJ1HJ1 Ma3aHJ1a B)I(e CTaJ1a UiJ1KOBHTO 04eBHl!HOtO,
KOJ1H n'\342\202\254ca or J1a BHCTaBJ1eHa B 1110HHO 3raL\\YBaHOMY TeaTpi iM.
TooiJIeBH4a niL{ nOllbCbKOIO oKynaui\342\202\254lO. Ue OYB J1l1we n04aTOK. B pOKH

LIpyrOI CBiToBoI BiHHH, nit! HiMeUbKolO oKynaui\342\202\254lO, BOHa HllJJ1a Y KH\342\202\254Bi Ta

llbBoBi (B OCTaHHbOMY Bl1naLtKY-B pe)l(l1cypi oepe3iJIbU5I 11. fipH5IKa, a
BiH caM 3 i{pYfHM llJ1eHOM 5epe30J1f1, O.niMni\342\202\254lO 1100pOB0J1bCbKOIO, rpaJIH

pOJIi MI1HH Ta BapoHoBo\"i-K03I1HO). B 4acax BiHHH n'\342\202\254ca 3'51BHJIaC5I Y

npa3i (TaM nepe):{ nOCTaHOBKOIO fi Ha cueHi 1940
pOKY BI1\037aBHHUTBO

\"KoJ1oc\" HaBiTb BHLlPYKYBallO TeKCT MUHH Ma3aHJla), a Ha30BHY pOllIO Y

BI1CTaBi rpaB 3HaHHH YKpalHCbKHI1 aKTop POMaH KHplliB. AHCaMOJ1b

YKpaIHcbKHx AKTOpiB nil1 KepiBHHUTBOM 5J1aBaUbKoro BI1CTaBHB MJ1HY

Ma3aHJla B HiMe44HHi B Horo pe)l(HCYpi. YKpalHcbKHH TeaTp B AMepHui

BHCTaBI1B MUHY Ma3aH.J1a 3 H. ripH5IKOM Y Ha3BaHiH pOJ1i i B pe)l(Hcypi O.

l106POBOllbCbKO.i. Do MHHH Ma3aHJ1a 3BepHYBC5I H TeaTp \"3arpaBa\" B

KaHal1i, BHCTaBI1BllJH II B pe)Kl1cypi lOpi51 5eJ1bCbKOro, l1e BiH rpaB i

Ha30BHY POJ1K).

noxii{ KOMei(il Ky J1ima BOICTHHY BeJIH4HHH. BiH npHHic p5It! UiHHHX

pe:>KHCepCbKHX BHpiweHb, npOTe nepllJiCTb 3aJIHmaJ10C5I 3a pe)l(HCYpOIO
Kypoaca. 5IK 3rai(YBaJIOC5I Ha n04aTKY, MI1HY Ma3aHJ1a n04aJIl1 3raL1YBaTI1

B YPCP 3 npOiOllorneHHflM \"rJIaCHOCTH\" i 4aconHC KY.J1bTypa i )/(J1TTRBi,lJ.

13 rpy t:(H5I1987 pOKY
HaBiTb BI1L1pYKYBaB O,lJ.HH aKT 11. nepel10allaI04H, IUO

tt

TaOY
\"

3H5ITO 3 KOMel1i\"i, rOJIOBHHH pe)l(HCep KH.iBCbKoro MOJIot!i)KHOrO

TeaTpY fleCb TaHIOK, YlleHb M. KpYllJeJ1bHHUbKoro, BHpilIJl1B nOCTaBHTI1

11. BOHa MaJ1a OYTH nOKa3aHa npeM'\342\202\254pOIO Ha raCTpOJI5IX KH'iBCbKOfO

M0J10Lli)l(HOrO TeaTpY Y JlbBOBi. npOTe, Ha4aJIbHHK MicbKOI Pa\03711

tv1HK0J1a 5e3BepXHH HaKa30M Bitt 18 J1IOTOrO 1988 pOKY Bil1MiHHB

racTpoJIi l10 JlbBoBa 3 npeM'E:pOIO MUHJ1 Ma3aH.J1a.
Ha 3HaMeHHTY KOMel1ilO BnaJIO 3HOBY napTiflHe \"TaOY.\" A,lJ.)I(e )I( i

KOMel1i5l, i BHCTaBa H,LtYTb Bp03pi3 3 HanOJ1er JIYlBOIO
pYCl1cpiKaui\342\202\254lO.

B

oopa3i raJ1aCJ1HBOI TbOTi MOTi (B)I(e He 3 KYpCbKa, a 3 MOCKBH), 1110 3

HaxaOHicTIO H CaMOBL10B0J1\342\202\254HH.HM nanJIlO)I(HTb HaLtOaHH5J BeJlHKOI

YKpalHCbKoI KY JlbTYpH, napTitlHi Ha4aJ1bHHKH nOOa4HJll1 caMHX ceoe. Ue

\0375IKYI04H Ix nOJIiTHui nJ10Ll5ITbC5I 4HCJ1HHHi Ma3aHJ1H-Ma3a\342\202\254HiHH, I..QO

MiH5IIOTb CBOI YKpalHCbKi npi3BHI11a Ha pOCiHCbKi, 51K, HanpI1KJ1aL{, Y)))
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Bl1na\037KY HapO\037HOrO apTI1CTa YPCP AHaT0J1i51 PerneT4eHKa, l.QO 3MiHHB

CBOE npi3BHw;e Ha PeWeTHiKOBa \",l.{J1510J1ar03BY4H5I\"
i \037J151 OiJ1bIll YCnilllHOl

Kap'\342\202\254pH
B npoBiHUiHHiM Kl11BCbKiM TeaTpi PaL{51HCbKOl L1paMH. AJ1\342\202\254 TaKi

3MiHI1 MalOTb Micue i cepe\037 4JIeHiB\"BI1I1{oI napTiAHO\"i iE:papxil. 5IK 3ra\037Y\342\202\254

Y cBolx cnoraL{ax nOKiHHI1H reHepaJ1 neTpO rpHrOpeHKO, LUO 3YCTpiBC5I

3 HapKOMOM 060POHH i 4J1eHOM nOJ1iTOlOpO UK BKn (6) KJII1M\342\202\254HTi\342\202\254M

BOpOIllI1J10BHM Ta BI151BHB, IUO CnpaB)I(H\342\202\254 npi3BI1l.l.{e Toro OY JIO

BOPOIllI1J10.
35

BI1CTaBa A1HHU Nfa3aHAa
nep\342\202\254Hillna 4epe3 EBpOnY Ha

aMepHKaHCbKI1H KOHTI1HeHT. Ue CTaJ10C5I He TiJIbKH TOMY, I.UO 114acTKoso

nOHOBI1JII1 6epe3iJIbui 11. ripH\037K i o. l106pOBOJIbCbKa. MI1Ha Ma3aHJ10

BH\037BHBC.H aKTyaJ1bHI1M B npooJ1eMi npHCTOCYSaHH5I i Ha

aMepHKaHCbKOMY KOHTHHeHTi, L{e JlIO,[{11 3 KOMnJIeKCOM YKpalHCbKol

MeHwoBapTocTH 4!1CJIeHHO npl1HMaJII1 \"t:{J151 OJIar03BY4HH\" aHr JIOMOBHi

npi3BHIUa, TpaHcrpopMYI04HCb 3 \"repaCHMis\" B \"ra.ppiciB,\" 411 HaBiTb 3

\"KOBaJIiB\" Ha \"CMiTis.\" 3anaM' .HTaBC\037 BHCJ1iB O):!Horo BH3Ha4Horo

YKpalHCbKoro t1i5lLJa 3 TOpOHTO, 11(0, npO,[{HBHBIllI1Cb BHCTaBY MJ1HH

Ma3al1J10 Y BHKOHaHHi aKTopiB '(Kpa'iHCbKoro TeaTpY B AMepHu;i, CKa3aB:

\"B KaHa\037i MH MaJIH 6e3J1i4 TaKI1X BHna):!KiB.\"

TBip MI1Ha Ma3aMJ10 Ky J1iIlla Ha3BaHO B t1e.HKHX \037)I(epeJ1ax

\"cp iJIOCOcpCbKOIO n' \342\202\254COfO.

f\03736

B UbOMY Bi,n:HOllIeHH i BOHa ,L{iticHO MaE: BeJII1 Ki

)10C.HrHeHH.H, nOKa3YI01.JH 4apiBHicTb i HaLt3BI14affHe 6araTCTBO

YKpalHCbKOl MOBH. B CY4aCHl1H MOM\342\202\254HT, K0J111 \"no TOMY ooui\" YKpalHCbKi

nHCbMeHHHKI1 aneJ1fOfOTb ;:to WHpOKoro 3aCTOCOBYBaHH5I l'i i nl1IIlYTb

CTaTTi npo 3aHe4H\037eHHfI YKpalHCbKOl cueHi4HOl MOBH, U.H KOMeL{ifi

KY JIirna pOOHTbCfI HaBiTb neBHI1M CHMB0J10M Ha 3aXI1CT II. \"Ta6y\" )I( HaLt

Ml1HOJO Ma3at1..nOM Ha CborO,ltHiwHiH )1eHb nOKa3YE: .HCKpaSO, \037o

npOKJI.HMOBaHa \"r JIacHicTb\" JIHWa\342\202\254TbC51 JIHllIe 6YTacpopi\342\202\254IO.

37
CTBopeHa

reHi\342\202\254M KY J1ima, ni,[(CHJ1eHa Horo TBOp4HMI1 KOHTaKTaMI1 3 reHi\342\202\254M

Kyp6aca, MHHa Ma3anJIO YBiXO,LU1Tb ;:to Bi4HO :>KHBI1X nepJIHH

YKpalHCbKoI ,[{paMaTypril. CTY,[tit HaL{ HelO 6Y \037YTb npO\037OB)I(YBaTHC51 i B

Maf1:0YTHbOMY.)))
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The Short Stories of levhen Hutsalo)

Western readers who work their way through Ievhen Hutsalo's short

stories in chronological sequence have every right to be
puzzled, for, to

speak in the convenient phrases of subjective judgement, the early
collections are excellent, while the later stories, although written by an
author with substantial experience, are mediocre and at times embarras-

singly incompetent. The aesthetic accomplishment of the early stories
makes them worthy of description and interpretation for their own sake.
This, indeed, is a

major purpose of this essay. But Hutsalo's decline as
a writer of short stories-a development, paradoxically, that ran parallel
to the growth of his fame-is a

phenomenon
of perhaps even greater

interest. It is a secondary aim of this study, therefore, to seek an

understanding of Hutsalo's regression within the context of the cultural

situation in Ukraine from the 1960s to the early 1980s.
levhen Hutsalo is one of the most prolific and widely acclaimed

Soviet Ukrainian writers, although Soviet critical opinion is not
unanimous in its

approval
of him.

1
Born in 1937 near Vinnytsia, Hutsalo

began writing in the
early

1960s. With such writers as Hryhir Tiutiun-

nyk, Volodymyr Drozd, and Valerii Shevchuk, he was hailed
by

Soviet

critics as introducing a new spirit into Ukrainian prose. This view was
subsequently canonized

by
the Istoriia ukrains'koi literatury (History of

Ukrainian Liter\037ture), the relevant eighth volume of which was pub-

lished in 1971.
2

Emigre
criticism was no less favourable: Ivan Kosheli-

vets' included three of Hutsalo's stories in the Panorama nainovishoi

literatury
v URSR (Panorama of the Most Recent Literature in the

Ukrainian S.S.R.),an anthology of those works of the post-Stalin thaw

that were most likely to appeal to the sensibilities of a Western reader.

Hutsalo was named by Koshelivets' as one of the writers determined to

\"modernize our literature\" and rescue it from the backwardness that
Stalinism had inflicted upon it.

3

Since 1962, when Liudy sered liudei (People Among People) was
published,

Hutsalo has produced a new collection of stories every year)))

staves sail through Eternity,

Like icebreakers on the Dnipro.
69)

Gorbachev's \"new era of glasnost',\" while calling not far change but
rather for

reinvigoration, has, however, suggested a possible rear-

rangement of the relationship between centre and periphery. Not
only

is Hamlet once more regarded positively, but such writers as Khvyl' 0-
vyi, Pluzhnyk, and

Zerov, delegated
to obscurity since the 1930s, have

now been \"rehabilitated\" and moved ta the centre. The canon of Soviet

Ukrainian writers has been reassessed and the writers themselves
reranked.

Khvyl' ovyi
and Pluzhnyk are, among others, now considered

as marking the apex of
early

Soviet Ukrainian literary life.

The use of Hamlet by Soviet Ukrainian 'writers reveals the
impossibility

of Soviet cultural policy, which cannot permit Ukrainian)))
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or every second year;4 some of these have been classified as books for

children and published by such houses as \"Veselka,\" which specializes

in children's literature, or the Komsomol's \"Molod' .\" It would be wrong,

however, to regard them as childrents literature in any sense other than
that

they
have children as their main characters. The early \"children's\"

stories are among Hutsalo's best-contrived and most aesthetically

satisfying.
It is a measure of the success of Hutsalo's career that he is a

laureate of the Shevchenko State Prize for literature. He also received
the Iurii

Ianovs'kyi prize
for his collection Poliuvannia z honchym psom

(Hunting with a Hunting Dog, 1980).This book, however, is a charac-

teristic product of Hutsalo's decline: it is sentimental, bathetic, senten-
tious, and overwritten.

Perhaps
in the belief that his high status among

writers obliged hin1 to make a contribution to the premier genre of

Soviet literature, Hutsalo began publishing novels in the 1980s.His

Pozychenyi
cholovik (The Borrowed Husband, 1980) grew first into a

\"dilogy\"
and finally into a trilogy, swelling the ranks of the so-called

\"whimsical novel,\"a subgenre that achieved a
degree

of fashionableness

in the 1970s and early 1980s. 5

Hutsalo observes the division of narratives, customary in East Slavic
critical terminology, into

opovidannia, povisti,
and romany, corresponding

to short, medium-length, and long fictional works. Within the category
of

opovidannia, however, Hutsalo unites three distinct kinds of short

prose, only the first of which is fictional narrative: the short story proper,
the sketch (a

rendering,\037'without plot
or character development, of some

situation or mood), and the descriptive essay. Of the three subcategories,

the first is the largest, although in the course of Hutsalo' s career, from his

early to his later works, the centre of
gravity

shifted towards the sketch

and the descriptive essay. (In this paper, the stories written before 1970

shall be called \"early,\" and those written afterwards, \"late.\
Let us begin by describing the

significant
constants in Hutsalo's

work and the development that may be observed in it. The most

pervasive continuity in Hutsalo's writing is that of spatial setting. With
very few

exceptions,
Hutsalo's works are set in the country. In the early

prose, the country is
merely background, occasionally coming to the fore

in brief lyrical passages that are necessitated by the action or are part of

an inner monologue. Landscapes, geographical features, flora and fauna,
agricultural processes,

and the weather at this stage are still incidental
to other concerns. In \"Obmorozheni zhuravli\" (Frostbitten Cranes, 1967),
for example, two children walk to a frozen forest

pond:)

So they went. In the gardens the snow had gone black; there were nostrils

in it. The moment you take a step, water flows in. There are snowdrifts
among the birches; you can\037t run through them, you have to make your
way along the hummocks.

6)))
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The late prose, on the other hand, comes to treat such set-piece
description as a feature of beautiful writing, which, in turn, appears at
this stage to be for Hutsalo an aesthetic end in itself.

7

It comes as no

surprise that Hutsalo allows such episodes to burgeon as independent
works, which form the bulk of the third category of opovidannia-the
descriptive essays. In many of these, the countryside becomes subject to

protracted and excessive exercises in enthusiasm and overwrought style:)

October is the most dramatic period of autumn.

It is all made of unresolved contradiction, of grandeur and the

grotesque, of colourful paradoxes. The month of October is a brilliant,

unsurpassed aphorism, but how masterfully encoded! Encoded in those
heathen webs of Indian summer, in the ancient southward flight of birds
to warmer climes, in the

apocalyptic riot of colours, and in the fearsome,

hopeless bellow of red deer in the thicket. . . .8)

The countryside determines the social class and occupational
background of the characters in Hutsalo's stories.On the whole, they are

collective farm workers, or country tradespeople, or teachers in small
country schools,or minor rural officials, or the did i baba (grandma and

grandpa) who remember a more distinctly peasant life-style.
But the country, although omnipresent, is seldom more than

country pure
and simple. One hesitates to dignify it with the appellation

of \"Nature.\" Whether as matter-of-fact backdrop or the object of

rhapsodic eulogy, the country rarely has any meaning other than itself.

Even abstractions can become metaphors for aspects of the country
(October as \"unsurpassed aphorism\"

in the passage quoted above), but

the country is not itself a metaphor. The pantheistic, romantic view of

nature, rediscovered by such dissident writers as Oles' Berdnyk and
Mykola Rudenko, has no

place
in Hutsalo; nor does the contrast

between the country and the city, which in Western
literary

tradition

often has a culturally critical significance.
Indeed, the ubiquity of the country has the

consequence
that the

city, and its corollary, modernity, are absent from Hutsalo's prose. In
exceptional cases, where

representative
elements of modernity do

appear, they are subject to satire. Hutsalo is not aware of the country as

an idyll that is protected from the \"real\" world of modernity. In his

prose, the country is the real world. The archaism of this standpoint

becomes a major aesthetic problem in Hutsalo's novel Pozychenyi
cholovik, in which a satirical

attempt
is made to confront the culture and

life-style of New York with that of the imaginary Ukrainian village and

collective farm of lablunivka.
If the spatial setting of Hutsalo's stories is largely fixed, the

temporal setting is
only slightly less so, embracing the period between

the start of the Second World War and the \"present\"-that is, the time)))
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of writing. The Second World War, part of the obligatory repertoire of

Soviet prose, especially during the 1960s and 1970s, appears frequently

in the early stories. On the whole, Hutsalo pursues the standard Soviet

purpose of the war theme-to stimulate the reader's patriotic nerve and
to regenerate the pathos of

outrage-more subtly than most of his peers.

Perhaps his understatement is compensated, however, by the use of

such affective subject matter as the plight of children in war. Several
stories in the collection Z horikha zernia (Kernel of the Nut, 1967) are

cases in point.
But Hutsalo's interest in the war theme derives in the first place

from the fact that war is an extraordinary human condition that justifies
the depiction of the unexpected as part of human experience. It is the

Second World War that is the setting for Hutsalo's few stories that are

constructed around the \"unprecedented occurrences\" (\"unerhorte
Begebenheiten\") regarded by many theorists of the novella as fun-

damental to the structure of that genre. The plot in
\"Sutinky\" (Twilight,

1966) presents a situation of such extremity that it could well have come
from the German master of the novella, Heinrich von Kleist: a youthful
deserter faces a

firing squad consisting of his fellow partisans. It is
winter, and he falls into his shallow grave to be covered with a few
shovelfuls of earth and snow. Only one bullet has touched him,
however, and that only slightly; when he recovers consciousness, he

makes his way back to the partisan dugout and reports for
duty.

Accepted without further discussion, he is killed in action a few days
late\037

+

War, however, is more frequently the setting than the theme of
Hutsalo's stories. Hutsalo's themes-if we define \"theme\" as the general
human situation that is the main subject of a

given work-include the

balance between joy and misery in the average person's lot, the nature

of righteousness, the inevitability of suffering and injustice, the
mechanism of alienation within the

family,
the relationship between

laughter and death, and, most importantly, childhood.
Childhood encompasses two

major
thematic complexes: im-

maturity, and the process of achieving maturity\037
The many stories,

especially early ones, that deal with children do much more than hold

up
a psychological mirror to childhood, thereby providing the reader

with the aesthetic pleasure of
recognizing

and cOI1firming the truth of
the imitated. They contain Hutsalo's theory of human experience as a

whole and allow us to draw into focus not only the absence from his

work of the symbols of modernity (the city in particular), but also the

apparent
decline of his aesthetic competence. Let us consider the

subthemes of childhood in turn\037

Immaturity
takes shape in Hutsalo's stories in the first place as a

lack of socialization and as an enforced outsiderdom. The excellent story
\"Liudy zrostaiut', nache

sady\" (People Grow, As Do Orchards, 1966))))
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tells of a boy, labelled by his school as an incorrigible rebel, who is twice

reproved for stealing apples: once by the principal (whom he dislikes),
and once

by
his favourite woman teacher. The latter calls on the boy to

help tend a
garden

and gives him to understand by her attitude and

example that stealing apples is
poor

morals. The boy, who had previous-

ly not understood society's prejudice against stealing, is
grateful

for the

lesson and its intention and wishes to express his gratitude, but he can
do so

only through yet another immature and antisocial act-by stealing
his father's apple tree saplings and planting them around the teacher's

house. The story's pathos rests, in large part, on the demonstration that,
in order to achieve maturity, the boy must overcome his native logic:
there are many apples, and the satisfaction of an individual's needs

would cause no ill effect for the social whole. The imperative of

socialization, the story wistfully argues, at least in this case involves the
unlearning of a natural wisdom that may well be superior to that of
social rationality. It is part of the story's aesthetic virtue that Hutsalo

does not stress the fact that the boy's instincts confirm the familiar

maxim, \"from each according to his ability, to each according to his
needs.\" Nor does Hutsalo needlessly belabour the symbolism of

devouring forbidden fruit and planting the tree of
knowledge

of good

and evil. Such restraint is a feature of the early prose.
Immaturity as a

permanent
state is an attractive condition in

Hutsalo's stories. The shell-shocked war veteran, the central
figure

in

\"Khustyna shovku zelenoho\" (A Scarf of Green Silk, 1966), is a modern
holy fool whose freedom from responsibility and freedom to exercise his

imagination unconstrained by reason bring joy
to the workaday world

of collective farmers. Animals, too, in their instinctive and unreflected

reactions to the world, approximate the condition of permanent
childhood and therefore command Hutsalo's interest.

The romantic glow, then, that suffuses Hutsalo's early stories
enters them through the theme of childhood. The prerogative of

childhood that is most prized by romanticism, of course, is
imagination,

the fortress against reality, the seat of the world-as-ideal, and the sale
locus of a world tailored to desire. \"Olen' Avhust\" (Reindeer Augustus,
1965), the title story of what is probably Hutsalo's finest collection,

formulates the triumph of the child's imagination over the world of the

adult. A boy sees a film crew at work. He waits, and, when shooting is
over, the director, who previously had brusquely ordered him out of the

way, invites him for a drive in his car by way of compensation. But the
director, a vain and egocentric man, tries to impress the boy and

simultaneously to playa hurtful game with him: he offers the child a

part in a new movie, Reindeer Augustus. The proposal is a deceit. No

plan for such a film exists. But the boy, possessed of the idea, quickly

expands it into a rich private world of fantasy of which the director,

whose profession it is to be imaginative, is envious. He disabuses the)))
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boy roughly of his illusions, but the lad, although hurt
by

the mischief

of the adult, is not deeply disappointed: Reindeer Augustus, once given
to him, can never be taken away again.

The second subtheme of childhood, that of
passage

into maturity,

is the core of Hutsalo's early work. It embraces learning, disillusion-
ment, abandonment of imagination, acculturation to suffering, and,
above all, love. Love frequently takes the form of indistinct and

unformulated erotic desire, not understood by the child participants, but
recognizable to the readers and therefore the subject of structural

ironies, which Hutsalo in his early work manages with finesse. For the

child heroes, love is a vague desire whose socially predestined non-ful-
fillment causes pain.

This is the kernel of such stories as
\"Ty

ne

matymesh
zhodnoho kraba\" (You Won't Get a Single Crab, 1965), which

is
interpreted

in detail below, and \"Chornohoriia\" (The Black Mountain

Region, 1965).
The same brusque intrusion of

reality,
which destroys cherished

images and memories, is the point of stories about the
remarriage

of a

child's father or mother, or about injuries inflicted when an act of

unfairness disrupts the child's faith in the righteousness of the world
order. Possibly the finest such story is \"Mel'nyk i ioho dochka\" (The
Miller and His Daughter, 1965).The miller's daughter lives in a world

defined by folklore, especially by the tale of Ivasyk Telesyk. Confronted
one

day by
a belligerent boy, one Tyzunets', she extends the hand of

friendship and reveals to him her greatest secret: the place in the depths
of the mill, close to tne mill-race, where the water

may
be heard

mysteriously to sing. She next meets Tyzunets' in the mocking company
of other boys, from whose jeers it is clear that they are all party to the

secret of the singing water and-worse-regard it as a lie. She is both
pained and

changed by Tyzunets\"s betrayal: at the story's end, she has
discarded the fairy-tale world of

Ivasyk Telesyk and starts working hard

at her homework instead. Here, as in Hutsalo's other stories of matura-

tion, the implication is that the business of childhood is to conquer
immaturity, painful though

this may be: to accept responsibility and to
recognize the world for what it is, or, more accurately, for what other
mature people take it to be.

It is when Hutsalo attempts to confront the issue of maturity-and
he does so frequently in his later stories-that his ingenuity appears to

desert him. The \"real\" world, that of the adult, of society, and of work,
is so unattractive, it

appears,
that it defies aesthetically satisfactory

representation. There is, for Hutsalo, no alternative between the
sentimentalized treatment of the adult hero who strives to recover a lost
childhood and the grotesque, satirical

rendering
of the adult world as

a moral desert. Either travellers come from the adult world of the city
to the country in order to sift sentimentally through the effects of

deceased grandmothers or to imbibe the regenerative atmosphere of the)))
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forest; striving vainly to recover their lost childhoods; or they come with
warped city

notions to disrupt the organic quality of country life. On the
other hand, even the

country,
when viewed as a habitation of adults,

loses its allure. The responsibility, moral rectitude, and wisdom towards

which the child is supposed to be developing exist only as their own
negation

or caricature.
\"Vyizdnyi tovarys'kyi sud

u
(The Travelling

People's Tribunal, 1981) rather laboriously pokes fun at a committee of

rural worthies that admonishes an unwed collective farm woman for lax
morals. Social responsibility has

degenerated
into prying into the

private life of a fellow citizen, while wisdom has given way to
legalistic

jargon. Examples of similar inversions of adult values proliferate in
Hutsalo's late stories.

It was suggested at the beginning of this essay that in these later
works Hutsalo's aesthetic

competence collapses. It is not our intention

here to address the large question of
literary quality

in general, but to

draw attention to the presence in the early stories of narrative virtues

that are lost in the later works. These virtues include that high degree of

organization
and control in the management of theme and form that is

often called \"unit
y 9t; such unity is accompanied in the early works by a

sense of tact and balance that ensures that the reader's emotions are

engaged in a measure appropriate to the meaning of the story.

Unity is an attribute whose presence may be demonstrated only
through

the analysis of individual works. In the following discussion,
\"Ty

ne matymesh
zhodnoho kraba,\" a story of great beauty and originality,

must stand for
many

works of almost equal accomplishment. Its

construction is characterized by the subtle and economical evolution of

three structural relationships: between plot and emotional tension,
between character and action, and,

finally,
between information and time.

The story is in four short parts. (1) A boy aged five, while playing

on a beach, sees a girl of seventeen. He likes her, \"bo
ty

harnen'ka\"

(because you're nice),9 gets her attention with an interesting pebble, and
exchanges a few words with her before being called to lunch. (2) Next

day he brings her a small crab, speared on a steel pike. She tells him that
his behaviour is cruel and asks him, if he likes her (the word used is the

ambiguous ttliubyty\"-to like or to love), to
bring

her another crab, alive

and unspeared. When the child returns with the offering, however, the
girl

is
accompanied by a grown-up boy, who jeers at the gift, alleging

that the crab is dead. The child protests against this injustice, but the girl
is only amused. The child throws the crab away and departs, hurt. (3)
The girl seeks out the child and, by way of reconciliation, accepts his

offer to catch her a fish. (4) The child catches the fish, but when he

brings the gift, the girl is
again accompanied by the elder boy, who on

this occasion is full of admiration for the unimpressive little catch. The

child hands the fish over but vows to the
girl

that he shall never catch

anything for her
again.)))
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The emotional content of the story communicates itself
impercep-

tibly:
the reader begins to experience a mood of amused sympathy.

There are five encounters between the child and the girl, each producing
some new version of frustration of the child's desire to app'eal. Every
sacrifice (pebble, crab, fish) is rejected by the goddess. On the other

hand, the necessity and inevitability of that rejection (h,ow can a

five-year-old be a suitor, after all?), in combination with the child's

obliviousness of this necessity, elicit the effect of amusement. The 'feeling
is evoked, it is important to add, by the plot itself. There is no need for

intensifying stylistic devices: the situation is so artfully conceived as to

seem lifelike and therefore commands the reader's emotional response
as might a situation in life itself.

Hutsalo's ability
to derive emotion effortlessly from plot later

disappears. The title story of Poliuvannia z honchym psom relates how

holiday-makers on an island of the Dnieper rescue and treat an injured

dog left by his owners to die. But rather than be taken back to Kiev for

treatment, the dog tries to swim back to its unfaithful master and
drowns. As if this were not sentim,ental enough, the narrator informs us
that he is \"filled with sympathy\" as he contemplates the dog's wound;10
a visit to the rescuers by a

girl
from the dog's master's holiday party is

contrived in order to provide a
target

for righteous indignation. The

devices for extracting emotion are in disproportion to the situation, and

the result is, not to mince words, distasteful.
The second relationship which we promised to

investigate
in \"Ty

ne matymesh zhodnoho kraba\" is that of action to character. The reader
is

scarcely
aware of character, so completely is it expressed in action. We

know that the central
figure,

the child, is ready to learn values, proud
of his prowess and initiative, and sensitive to

mockery.
The action

shows this without need for further comment. The girl's inaccessibility
is embodied in her manner of

sitting
with her knees tightly clasped. Her

character, expressed by the fluctuation of her motivations between th,e

desires to injure and to rewar,d, is that of the amorous strategist, and her

unease during encounters at which both of her male admirers are

present
is adequate to appraise the reader of her awareness that the

tactics that are
applicable

to her black-haired peer are misapplied
towards a child. This quite complex feat of

psychological exposition is

achieved by implication only.
The late stories, on the other hand, have lost the art of charac-

terization. To convey character, Hutsalo must have recourse to such
crude measures as evaluative epithets. As the critic Mykola Riabchuk
complains, if a character appears in a

funereal
black suit, while his wife

\"carries her jelly-like body in a woollen dress and rolls from one leg to the

other in lacquered shoes,\" then there is little more to be said of them:

their (uncomplicatedly negative) qualities, fixed by caricature, can be no
further

developed,
but merely illustrated through action.

11
Hutsalo/s

,)))
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characterization tends more and more towards the use of such external
devices as leitmotifs, attributes, and

hyperbole,
which identify a

schematic figure rather than reveal a character.

Perhaps the most admirable feature of the story .'Ty ne matymesh
zhodnoho kraba\" is its subtlety of

timing.
While the general outcome of

the characters' interactions is perceived by the reader as a matter of

necessity, the order in which information is ceded is artful and
playful

and makes in one place for a delightfully neat twist.
The opening strikes a note

suggestive of kitsch: \"When he first saw

her, she was sitting on a black rock and reading a book.
\"12

We are

entitled to expect further cliches from popular \"romantic\" narrative:
\"their

eyes met,\" perhaps. Instead, the male hero acts in a way that is, if

not implausible, certainly unexpected. Why does he throw pebbles?
Why is the dialogue so

simple?
It is only after Hutsalo has continued

this game with the reader for about a page that all is explained:)

\"My
name is Borys. . . . How old are you?\"

\"Seventeen. And
you?\"

\"Five. And then I'll be six, right?\"13)

The revelation comes as a surprise. By now, however, the reader has

become so accustomed to regarding the situation as erotic in a conven-
tional sense that he or she cannot overlook the erotic quality of the

wholly unconventional situation that will now unfold.

By a deliberate control of time-more accurately, the place in the
story-at which

particular
information is released, Hutsalo has

conducted the reader through a series of thrills: the reader has been first

intrigued,
then surprised, then informed, and, all the while, prepared.

The beginning of the story
is a minor masterpiece, and the later works

have nothing that can
compare

with it. One could continue to list the
virtues of

rtTy
ne matymesh zhodnoho kraba,\" including its brevity, the

lucidity of its language, and the
subtlety

of its irony. One could illustrate

the corresponding vices in the late stories. But the
point

has been made

already: the qualitative decline in Hutsalo's short stories is undeniable.
It is time to return to the question: Why? It is a question that

admits only of speculative answers, causal links between literature and

life being notoriously difficult to establish. It might, however, be useful
to ,entertain three different explanatory models.

The first sees the cause in a combination of external mechanisms.

Hutsalo was unfortunate in his critics: most of them praised his
tendencies towards static

lyrical description and decorative style, while

few encouraged compactness and simplicity.14 Ivan Koshelivets' has
written

convincingly
of the conventionalization of other promising

writers through the institution of Soviet criticism.
IS

Furthermore,

growing prestige, greater demand for his works, less time for dis-)))
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ciplined composition, greater pressure on the imagination-all of these

might be built into a portrait of Hutsalo as a victim of his own success

(success, that is, within the parameters of the official definition of the

successful writer).

The second model is somewhat old-fashioned in that it assumes
some

psychological continuity
between the author and his texts. This is

the model that is
suggested by our discussion of Hutsalo's range of

favoured themes. There is a certain inl1er
logic

in Hutsalo's decline. We

could speculate that the early 1960s' promise of social maturation for

Soviet society made childhood, almost inevitably, an important theme
far Hutsalo. However that

may
be, it is certain that Hutsalo's concern

with maturation in his treatment of childhood constantly confronts him

with the obligation to come to terms with adult society, which, after all,
is the

goal
of

growing up. But the adult world is that of Soviet society,
in whichHutsalo survived the crackdowns on Ukrairtian cultural figures
in 1965 and 1972, but not, as has since become clear, without harass-

ment.
16 It is a world so warped, unattractive, and disappointing that

Hutsalo can only \\\\Trite about it satirically or formulate escape from it;
it fails to engage his creative energies, yet his professional position
demands that he continue writing about it and fulfilling the social duty

imposed upon him as a Soviet writer. According to this second

explanatory model, Hutsalo is the paradoxical victim of the literary
industry that supports him and, more

broadly,
of society in the

perverted form in which he experiences it.
The third moder- has the distinction of being less gloomy, if not

more plausible, than its predecessors. It is possible, appearances

notwithstanding,
that no creative break has occurred in Hutsalo's

creative powers; that he could write
again

as he did in 1965; but that
middle-brow writing, the overproduction of bland and mediocre works,

and unmistakably orthodox authorial intentions are more expedient.
There might even be

signals
to this effect hidden discreetly between the

lines. We referred earlier ta the title story of Poliuvannia z
honchym psom,

the book that won Hutsalo the Ianovs'kyi prize. The story, it will be
recollected,takes the motif of the Dog Faithful to his Master and wrings
it for its last ounce of sentimentality. It is almost as though the story
were deliberately bad, or as though it suffered from an aesthetic
death-wish. There is at least a hint that this might be so. The dog, after
all, bears a speaking name: it is called \"Albatross.\)
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BOHDAN BUDUROWYCZ)

Some Aspects of Soviet Ukrainian Historical Fiction:
The Novels of Pavlo Zahrebel'nyi and Roman

Ivanychuk)

The development of Soviet Ukrainian historical fiction has been rather
uneven. 1

Originally,
it followed the general inclination of early Soviet

literature to engage in experimentation and improvisation. Traditional

views and values were re-examined and often discarded, and special
attention was paid to the incidents and episodes of the past that

supposedly contained some elements akin to the
revolutionary upheaval

of 1917. At the same time, attempts were made to discredit many events
and historical figures of the pre-revolutionary period and to repudiate
the tendency to romanticize the history of Ukraine, especially its Kozak

period.
It was only in the mid-1930s that the first

representative
Soviet

Ukrainian historical novel, Zinaida Tulub's Liudolovy (Mencatchers), was

published.
2

This literary event marked a major turning point in the

development of Soviet Ukrainian historical fiction. While Tulub's

predecessors were still struggling to overcome the influence of the

ethnographic school of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, she
created a work that, in spite of the author's obvious attempts to make it
fit the Procrustean bed of Marxist ideology, remains an eloquent proof
of both her creative

ability
and her maturity as an artist.

3

The approach of the Second World War proved to be a mixed

blessing to Soviet Ukrainian literature in general and to historical fiction

in particular. On the one hand, it was now more respectable to ac-
knowledge the merits of certain historical figures who, until then, had

been dismissed as ideologically hostile or at least suspect;on the other

hand, certain stereotypes were created and imposed that narrowly
circumscribed the writers' artistic freedom and originality by transform-

ing specific historical leaders-notably Bohdan Khmel'nyts'kyi-into
national cult

figures,
immune not only to criticism but to any fresh,

unconventional interpretation.
The experiences and memories of the war have become, in the

words of a prominent Ukrainian poet, an intrinsic part of the)))
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\"hereditary, genetic code\" of Soviet citizens, having a tremendous

impact on both their political and ideological views and their everyday
moral and ethical criteria.4

The victorious end of that momentous

struggle brought about an attempt to perceive more
clearly

its
meaning

and implications through a systematic study of the history of the

country from its very beginnings. As a result of this development, the
Soviet Ukrainian historical novel

expanded
from the thematic point of

view to embrace the epoch of Kievan Rus',
practically ignored during

the interwar years but restored to a position of prominence by Semen
Skliarenko's

dilogy
on Sviatoslav and Volodymyr the Great. 5

Skliarenko's

two novels close the first, early phase in the evolution of Soviet Ukrainian
historical fiction and open a new period of increasing complexity,

maturity, and sophistication-the coming of
age, which, during the last

two decades, has found its most forceful and
strikini expression in the

novels of Pavlo Zahrebel'nyi and Roman Ivanychuk,.

Among contemporary Soviet Ukrainian historical novelists,
Zahrebel'nyi occupies

a
pre-eminent position, with regard to both the

range of his creative imagination and the artistic
quality

of his works.
7

Born in 1924, he joined the Red Army as a volunteer at the beginning of

the German-Soviet war in 1941, and his experiences as a soldier and as

a prisoner of war served him well when he embarked on his first
major

undertaking
as a novelist-Ievropa 45 (Europe 45) and Ievropa. Zakhid

(Europe-West), describing the
exploits

of a Soviet intelligence officer

during the last year of World War II and its aftermath.
8

It was only in
the late 1960s that Za,nrebel'nyi started

working
on his Kievan cycle,

consisting of the novels Dyvo (Marvel), Smert' u
Kyievi (Death in Kiev),

and Pervomist (The First Bridge), written between 1968 and 1971,and
followed in 1974 by the thematically close Ievpraksiia (Eupraxia).9 In his

trilogy-or, to use his own term, triptych-Zahrebel'nyi
tries to shed

light on the social life and cultural growth of Kievan Rus' during the

period beginning with the reign of Volodymyr the Great and ending
with the

Mongol
invasion.

It is quite understandable that individual parts of Zahrebel'nyi's
Kievan cycle differ from one another not only with regard to their
artistic conception, but also in the degree to which the author has
succeeded in realizing his creative design, and most critics

agree
that the

novel Dyvo is by far the most accomplished part of the triptych. The

theme of the novel is the construction of the most monumental creation
of Kievan Rus'-St. Sophia's cathedral in Kiev-during the reign of
Iaroslav the Wise. Zahrebel'nyi uses the novel to refute the theories that

overemphasized the importance of Byzantine civilization and of

Christianity
itself in the development of Kievan culture. At the same

time, he tries to
prove

that local forces and traditions gave the main

impetus to the unprecedented flowering of arts, letters, and educational

pursuits usually associated with the so-called laroslavian age. According)))
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to Zahrebel'nyi, the age derived its inspiration primarily
from native

soil, native artists, who not only assimilated cultural values from other
countries but were also able to create an original and viable synthesis,
incorporating both foreign and indigenous elements. The main

protagonist
of Dyvo, Syvook, is an embodiment of this idea, and his

childhood and
youth,

full of various hardships and ordeals, in a way
prepare him for the greatest challenge of his life-the building of St.

Sophia's Church. As an artist, he is the sovereign of his realm, equal to

Prince laroslav, whose masterful portrayal represents
one of Zah-

rebel'nyi's greatest achievements as a writer.
1

A supposedly wise,

judicious, and humane monarch,
de\037icted

by
Ivan Kocherha in his

dramatic poem as a man of the people,
1

he emerges from Zahrebel'nyi's
novel as an immensely complex and controversial personality, full of

internal contradictions and conflicts. While some of his accomplish-
ments have a positive impact, he is also guilty of despotism, deceit, and

sheer cruelty, and his occasional
generosi\037

and magnanimity are

equalled by his callousness and ruthlessness. 2

In addition to presenting a colourful and artistically convincing
picture of life in Kievan Rus', Zahrebel'nyi

also pays
considerable

attention to contemporary Bulgaria and Byzantium, where Syvook
spent many years of his life; his depiction of life in Constantinople,
the capital of the vainglorious empire, which, in

spite
of its outward

splendour, is dying from spiritual emptiness, represents one of the
most successful episodes of the novel. One should also mention

Zahrebel'nyi's attitude towards Christianity, which, notwithstanding
its generally positive significance

as a vehicle for spreading knowledge
and education, also had some negative aspects, since the

attempt
to

in1pose the new religion violated human conscience and unleashed a
destructive force that swept away many cultural and artistic accom-

plishments of the past.
13

Perhaps
the most remarkable feature of the novel

DYlJO
is the fact

that about a third of it takes place not in the eleventh
century

but in

modern times-four chapters in the 1940s and six in the 1960s;in other
words, there are three different levels of action. This structural device

is, of course, not unfamiliar to modern writers, in whose novels
chapters

taking place in the distant past are occasionally interspersed with those

occurring at the
present

time. As Zahrebel'nyi himself has stated, he has
used this unusual composition in order to demonstrate that the past and

the present are joined together by unbreakable bonds, that our historical

and cultural heritage influences our thinking, stirs up our emotions, and
even determines our actions.

14
In any case, by directly connecting the

main theme of his novel with the
present,

the author has brought it

much closer to his audience and has succeeded in
involving

the

audience emotionally with the plot, which at first appears to be rather
distant and abstract from a modern reader's point of view.)))
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The second volume of Zahrebel'nyi's Kievan triptych is Smert

'
u

Kyievi,
which opens a century after the events described in Dyvo, and

whose main character is Prince Iurii Dolgorukii (1090-1157), a

great-grandson of laroslav the Wise and the founder of Moscow. Like

his famous ancestor, he strives towards the unity of all the principalities
of Rus', but his task is immensely more difficult, for the period in which
he lives is one of feudal disintegration and internecine warfare among
the princes. In writing his novel, Zahrebel'nyi has more or less dis-

carded the accounts of the chronicles, according to which Dolgorukii
was a

greedy
adventurer and schemer, deeply involved in conspiracies

against his fellow princes. Instead, the author has
presented

to the

reader an idealized picture of his hero, who always shows goodwill and
magnanimity

towards his foes, hates violence, and is idolized by the
common people; he tries, however, to keep his boyars under control and

is eventually poisoned by them. Dolgorukii's antithesis is his main

opponent, Prince Iziaslav Mstyslavych, who becomes the villain of the
story, but he is no more than a stooge of the boyars, who use him as the
front man for their own criminal dealings.

Is
Another major protagonist

is Kuz'ma Dulib, a physician, researcher, chronicler, and the chief

intellectual of his epoch, who, like Syvook, represents the popular
masses and their

yearnings
for truth and justice.

The concluding volume of Zahrebel'nyi's Kievan cycle is his novel

Pervomist, actually written before Smert' u Kyievi but describing the
events of a later century. It deals primarily with one of the greatest
structures of Rus', although its existence is attested only by one meagre
sentence in the chronicle-the wooden

bridge
over the Dnieper, built

during the reign of Volodymyr Monomakh and destroyed at the time of

the Mongol invasion. The idea of making a bridge the focus of a novel

is, of course, hardly original-as in the well-known Na Drini cuprija
(Bridge on the Drina, 1945) by- the Nobel-prize-winning Serbo-Croatian

author, Ivo Andric. Zahrebel'nyi's novel is different, however, since the

events described by him are called to life by his creative imagination in
an attempt to

bring
about \"an artistic reconstruction of a small part of a

world that has been lost forever.\"16 Moreover, the author argues that

many things-structures erected by men, good deeds and exploits, all

achievements of human spirit-eventually transcend the boundaries of
the physical world and enter a new dimension that does not disappear
and has no end, thus

becomin9:
an acquisition of time and a part of the

heritage of future generations.
7

The next three of Zahrebel'nyi's novels bear the names of their
main protagonists: levpraksiia, Roksolana, and la, Bohdan. Especially
remarkable is what could be called the romantic dilogy or

diptych
about

the fate of two women: the first, the Kievan princess Ievprak-
siia-Adelheid, the wife of German emperor Henry IV of Canossa fame;
and the second, the daughter of a Ukrainian priest from Galicia,)))
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Anastasiia Lisovs'ka, who became famous as Roksolana-the favourite

wife of Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent of the Ottoman empire. The life
stories of these two women were so strange and unusual that their
names became associated with legends, many containing

distortions or

misunderstandings. Zahrebel'nyi reinterpreted all available historical
and factual evidence in order to discover what he regarded as historic

truth. On the basis of his research, he arrived at certain conclusions and

developed certain hypotheses, which, in his own words, aim at
returning his heroines from the realm of legend and mythology to that
of psychology.18

The melancholy, tragic story
of Ievpraksiia is told by Zahrebel'nyi

with great sympathy and sensitivity, although some features of her

mental outlook-especially the growth of her social consciousness and
her hatred of both secular and spiritual rulers-are shown in a manner
that is not entirely convincing. On the other hand, Roksolana is one of

Zahrebel'nyi's greatest achievements: it demonstrates very clearly
and

convincingly the strongest aspects of his ability as a writer in general
and as a historical novelist in particular. It shows, first of all, the

amazing facility with which he can switch from one century, country,
and culture to another, for the problem with which he is

chiefly

concerned, namely the relationship between the human individual and
society, can be investigated quite independently

of such secondary
factors as time and place.

SecondJy, one of the most characteristic features of
Zahrebel'nyi's

novels, which is also displayed very prominently in Roksolana, is their
moral and psychological content. He focuses on his heroine's sufferings
and hopes, her triumphs, and her bitter defeats and disappointments in

order to make more tangible for the reader her striving for love and

happiness-an aspiration that she shares, of course, with the rest of

humanity.
In addition, the novel, because of its foreign, exotic setting

and the colourful historical epoch in which it takes place-the era of

great geographical discoveries and of Humanism, the Renaissance, and

the Reformation-allows the author to display his amazing erudition,
without, however, overwhelming

the reader with trivial facts and data,
and gives him [Zahrebel'nyi] a unique opportunity to excite and

entertain his audience with an infinite variety of events-military
campaigns and court intrigues, personal tragedies

and national

disasters, religious wars and individual searches for the truth-a quest
that never ends.

Zahrebel'nyi's language
and style are also well suited

to reflect the grandeur of the historical epoch represented
in his novel:

they are rich and involved, but never pompous or convoluted; ornate,
but at the same time smoothly flowing and graceful.

19

In his next major historical novel, la, Bohdan: Spovid' u slavi (I,
Bohdan: A Confession in

Glory),20 Zahrebel'nyi
tries to meet what was

probably the greatest challenge of his career as a writer: to present a)))
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vivid and psychologically convincing picture of the central and at the

same time most controversial figure of Ukrainian history, a
picture

th.at

would be both ideologically irreproachable and innovative from the
artistic point of view. To be sure, many Ukrainian authors have

attempted to come to terms with Khmel'nyts'kyi: indeed, even the

official Soviet opinion about him has changed drastically, eventually
transforming him from a traitor and enemy of the Ukrainian people into
an outstanding statesman, military leader, and diplomat, who realized

the
age-old

dream of his countrymen about the reunification of Ukraine
with Russia.21

However, while his predecessors tried to rehabilitate

Khmel'nyts'kyi in a rather crude and unsophisticated fashion, Zah-

rebel'nyi accomplished the same purpose with considerable intellectual

subtlety and finesse, although his final conclusion is hardly original:

Ukraine, after her separation from Poland, was not viable as an

independent nation, and a union with Russia was her only salvation. 22

To write a book about a leading historical figure in the form of that
person's memoirs,as

Zahrebel'nyi
has done, is a time-honoured artistic

device-as in such well-known novels as If Claudius
by Robert Graves

(1934) and Memoires d'Hadrien by Marguerite Yourcenar (1951), in both
of which history and fiction are masterfully intertwined. However,

Zahrebel'nyi did not merely borrow his title from Graves and some of

his technical devices from Yourcenar. While Khmel'nyts'kyi is the

narrator of the novel, it is nevertheless difficult to establish his precise
identity.23 Actually,

there are several images of the Hetman involved in

telling the story of his life: that of the dying Khmel'nyts'kyi, reminiscing
about his experiences; the mounted bronze statue on the

pedestal
in

front of St. Sophia's Church in Kiev; and, finally, the mythical Bohdan,
who exists

beyond
the concepts of time and place and is, therefore,

immortal. la, Bohdan
presents

us with a fascinating and discerning
picture of one of the crucial periods in the

history
of Ukraine, inter-

spersed with a thoughtful discussion about the future of the Hetman's

\"glory\"-in other words, his historical reputation and his appraisal by
posterity. The language and style of the novel are highly artistic, and its

melancholy, tragic, gentle, but sombre tone reminds one of the recitativo

of the dumy and of some poetic passages in the Kozak chronicles.24

To sum up: Zahrebel'nyi is an unusually insightful, thoughtful,
and original writer, endowed with a true intellectual perception, as well
as an accomplished and sophisticated craftsman of the word, whose
works

represent perhaps
the highest point in the development of Soviet

Ukrainian historical fiction. At the same time, however, his manner of

writing occasionally shows a certain inclination towards pretentious-
ness, and some

criti\037s ha\037e
even

accu\037ed
him of artfully

dis\037uising
the

lack of substance In hIs novels wIth \"false
profundity.\"

5

Equally

objectionable is what appears to be his conscious attempt to make his
artistic

conceptions and
images fit the ideological line of the Party. It is)))
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especially evident in la, Bohdan, but it is also present, in a more or less

camouflaged form, in his other novels.
A writer no less talented and no less

given
to

experimentation
than

Zahrebel'nyi, but more straightforward and outspoken, is his younger
contemporary (born in 1929),Roman

Ivanychuk.
A native of Western

Ukraine, Ivanychuk graduated from the Faculty of Philology at the
University of L'viv and worked for a time as a teacher before devoting
his full

energy
to literary work. He gained fame with his trilogy Krai

bytoho
shliakhu (Near the High Road, published in book form in 1962),

focusing on the dramatic
period

of

chan\037es

in Galician society during
the Second World War and its aftermath. 6

However, his first historical

novel, Mal'vy (Hollyhocks),27 created a controversy and was the subject
of a heated discussion because of its allegedly non-Marxist approach to

history.28 Indeed, there is very little in it that would mark it as the work
of a Soviet writer; in a

way,
it may be regarded as the continuation of

the literary traditions of the interwar period in Western Ukraine. The

central figures of the novel are Martia, the widow of a Kozak colonel,
and her three children. The plot of the novel unfolds against the

colourful background of the Sultan's court in Istanbul and the exotic

landscape
of th,e Crimea, culminating in the uprising of Khmel'nyts'kyi

of 1648. The great cataclysmin Ukraine
agitates

the minds and hearts of

Mariia's children and eventually shapes their individual destinies. In
describing

their attitudes and actions and in analyzing their mental

processes, Ivanychuk proves himself not
only

an accomplished artist but

also a subtle psychologist. Both the historical and the
imaginary

events

are logically intertwined, and the author's interpretation of history,
while at times highly subjective, seems

generally
sound and convincing.

Ivanychuk's next published novel, Cherlene vyno (The Red Wine),
deals with the

history
of Galicia and Volhynia during the first half of the

fifteenth century.29The events described
by

the author take place mostly
in Luts'k, L'viv, and the town of Oles'ko, but Ivanychuk tries to show

how these happenings are influenced by international developments.
The 110vel contains several plots and subplots, but the author's main
attention is focused on the

struggle
of the popular masses of Galicia and

Volhynia against the colonization and Polonization of their country. The

climax of the novel is the description of the defence of the castle of

Oles'ko, besieged by the Polish army in 1431-actually, an episode of

only marginal importance, which, however, is presented by Ivanychuk
as a major event whose repercussions will be felt for centuries-a

harbinger of the victory that will eventually follow.
Some of the ideas touched upon by Ivanychuk in Cherlene vyno

have been developed more
fully

in his Manuskrypt z vulytsi Rus'koi

(Manuscript from Rus'ka Street), acclaimed by Soviet critics as his
greatest

achievement to date.
30

Here, the author seemingly departs from
his accustomed writing manner and

begins experimenting
with a new)))
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style, applying fresh artistic devices. The novel is replete with
psychol-

ogical
and philosophical problems and at the same time

emplo\037s

various literary forms-songs, proverbs, grotesques, and anecdotes-In

order to delineate more clearly and precisely distinct social
types

and

characters. Generally, Ivanychuk's narrative introduces us to the old
L'viv at the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth
centuries and is so full of contemporary happenings, problems, and

personalities that, in a critic's words, the reader can almost
identify

with

its protagonists and experiences various events described by the auth,or
as their eyewitness or even as an active participant.

31
Thus, in spite of

Ivanychuk's subjectivity and some rather whimsical mannerisms, one

can accept and perceive his characters as real persons and feel at home

in the city that they inhabit, especially since many of the emotions
evoked

by
him are timeless and universal-for example, his masterful

description of an Easter morning, dominated
by

the
ringing of church

bells, announcing not only the news of Christ's Resurrection, but also
the

triumph
of the indomitable human spirit over everything that is

base, mean, and evil.32

Of
special

interest is Ivanychuk's subsequent venture into the field
of the biographical novel, in which he achieved two notable suc-

cesses-Chetvertyi vymir (The Fourth Dimension)33 and Shramy na skali

(Scratches on a Rock).34 In the former novel, he focuses on the dramatic
life

story
of Mykola Hulak (1822-1899), one of the organizers of the

Brotherhood of SSe
Cyril

and Methodius, who spent a long term of
imprisonment in the\" infamous

Shlissel'burg fo,rtress and was never
allowed to return to Ukraine. A polyglot and polyhistor as well as an

outstanding mathematician, he interests Ivanychuk primarily because
of his steadfastness, which prompts him to reject any compromise and

any dishonourable concession to his tormentors. His attitude is
contrasted with that of some of his associates who are only too willing
to repent and to show contrition for their past conduct but eventually
have to come to terms with their conscienceand suffer

pangs
of remorse

for having betrayed their youthful ideals and beliefs. In addition,
Ivanychuk also stresses the ties of affection that bound Hulak to his

many friends in Georgia and Azerbaijan, where he spent most of his

years of exile.

While Chetvertyi vymir takes the reader to the times of Shevchenko,

who actually appears in some of the novel's flashbacks, Shramy na skali

deals with the declining years of Ivan Franko's life and at the same time

gives
a broad, panoramic view of Ukrainian society in Galicia on the eve

of World War I, especially its literary and artistic circles. In addition, the
author acquaints us with

political
and social developments and allows

us to see this Galician microcosm against the
background

of contem-

porary events on the world scene. He also introduces, rather out of
joint,

a subplot involving the conflict between Prince Danylo of Galicia-Vol-)))
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hynia and the popular minstrel Mytusa, taking
the reader back to the

middle ,of the thirteenth century. More appropriately, Ivanychuk brings
in some autobiographical elements, projecting the story into the early
1960s and establishing a tenuous connection between the main pro-

tagonist and himself. In this novel, rich with metaphors and symbolism,
full of

imaginative power and beauty of language, Ivanychuk provides
a deep insight into Franko's

private world, making some challenging

assumptions and proposing new and original interpretations of certain
events in the poet's life, which add up to an important, if somewhat

unorthodox, contribution to the branch of
literary study

known in

Ukraine as frankoznavstvo (Frankology).
To the surprise and delight of

Ivanychuk's many admirers, another

of his historical novels, Zhuravlynyi kryk (The Cry of the Cranes), has

appeared recently in the monthly Zhovten'.35 Although it was originally
written in 1968-1973,the conditions prevailing in Ukraine under

Brezhnev's oppressive regime made its publication at that time
virtually

impossible. Now, taking advantage of Gorbachevian glasnost', Ivan-

ychuk has finally made available to the reader his thought-provoking

novel, which discusses with considerable candour a touchy subject-the
end of the Ukrainian autonomy and the consolidation of Russian rule in
Ukraine during the

reign
of Catherine II. Its protagonist, French-edu-

cated Pavia Liubyms'kyi, a scion of an old Kozak
family,

tries, after his

return home, to defend the constitutional rights of Ukraine but is
arrested for his allegedly subversive activities and imprisoned on the

Solovetsky Islands. After a dramatic escape, he makes his
way

back to

France and eventually reappears in Russia under the assumed identity
of a French emigre. The action of the novel moves with great speed from
Ukraine to Moscow, St.

Petersburg,
the Solovetsky archipelago,

revolutionary France, and finally Galicia under Austrian rule. In all,
Zhuravlynyi kryk covers, with the help of numerous flashbacks, the time

span from 1762to the first
years

of the new century, reverberating with

the sound of Napoleonic victories. Ivanychuk, with his
unerring

historical sense, shows that even the peoples living on the peripheries
of Europe were profoundly influenced and affected by the revolutionary
ideas that spread across the boundaries of the continent and brought

with them the promise of personal freedom, national liberation, and,
generally speaking,

a new and better world. His heroes are not only
outspoken but also

outright
defiant in their uncompromising stand

against the oppressors of Ukraine, and they have only contempt for

those of their compatriots who, through their sycophantic behaviour and
lack of

self-respect,
are helping an alien regime to dominate and exploit

their country.
Obviously, Ivanychuk's novel is not only a work of art, but also an

important social and even
political

document. Appearing at a time when

the talk about openness, restructuring, and democratization is
stirring)))
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up all the peoples of the Soviet Union, it poses some crucial
questions

concerning the future development of Soviet Ukrainian historical fiction
and of Soviet Ukrainian literature in general. Does it

represent
the wave

of the future, is it the harbinger of a literary and intellectual revival, or

is it merely a flicker of hope, destined to be extinguished by an adverse
wind?

Certainly,
it would be futile to speculate, but the mere fact that

an author of
Ivanychuk's

stature has not hesitated to discuss some of the
most delicate issues of Ukrainian history with frankness and integrity
fills one with hope and expectation.

In this
paper,

I have tried to outline the highlights of the careers of
two prominent historical novelists, one of them a leading member of the

Soviet literary establishment and another who, in spite of his formal

membership in the Communist Party, is known for his independent and
often nonconforn1ist views. Both Zahrebel'nyi and Ivanychuk have

illuminated history by their imaginative reconstruction of events,

societies, and personalities of the past, and their novels are distin-
guished by their attention to factual details, their positive heroes, and

their ingenious plots, as well as by their polished and
graceful language.

They are innovators not only with regard to their subject matter, but
also in their

depiction
of events and characters, in the structure of their

novels, and in their skilful
handling

of the element of time, which

enables them to incorporate and absorb into the fabric of their stories

both authentic and
legenda\037 components and to achieve a synthesis of

historical and artistic truth. In portraying their characters, they attain
considerable psychological depth, and occasionally historical

disguise

enables them to express views of a politically or socially controversial
nature, views that

they
would have been unable to state in a contem-

porary setting. What distinguishes the two authors is Zahrebel'nyi's

tendency to ornamentality and monumentality, combined with his
inclination to speculate alld theorize, which sets him apart from

Ivanychuk's more spontaneous and impulsive manner of
writing.

However, both authors are endowed with an intuitive poetic vision that
gives them an almost

uncanny power to re-create the historic at-

mosphere of an era, and both have been
following, consciously

or

subconsciously, the precept expressed best by one of Poland's leading
historical novelists: to achieve \"a truthful portrayal of a man submerged
in the changeability of

history,
so that through that changeability we

discover in him-in ourselves, that is-what is stable, unchangeable,

human.\"37)))
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5IpOCJIaB P03YMHHH)

IHTepnpeTaui51 XpI1CTH.HHCbKI1X TeM Y
MOt:(epHii1

YKpalHcbKifl noe3ii)

XpHCTI1.HHCbKi TeMH fI MOTI1BH B YKpalHCbKIH TIoe3ii \037Bat:(U.HTOrO

CTOJ1iTT.H TOpKaIOTbC5I pi3HI1X peJ1iriflHI1X aCn\342\202\254KTiB, a OCOOJIHBO

-TII1TaHH.H Bi.l1HOIll\342\202\254HH.H noeTa ,.QO AOCOJIIOTa, \037O OCOOH XpI1CTa,

50rOM,aTepi, .l{O M\342\202\254Ta\302\243pi3H4HOI CnpaB\342\202\254L(J1HBOCTI1
Ta L(O TeoJIori4HOro

T JIYMa4eHH5I XpHCTH5IHCbKHX 3aCaL( BipH.
B OCHOBHOMY, ue BI1.HB Bi4Horo JIEO\037CbKOro IllYJ<aHH5I KJIt04a ,[{O

Ta\342\202\254MHHUb Bo >I< o\"i npHpOL1I1, L(O 3ara,.QKH 50)l(oro si,[{HOllleHH.5IlIO JIIOt:(HHH,
,[{O i{)KepeJI J11OL(CbKOrO maCT.H H TepniHb Ta .[{OUiJIbHOCTH SCboro

iCHY1040ro. U\342\202\254, BpelllTi, cnpOOH CY4aCHOro iHTeJIireHTa p03YMOM

30arHYTI1 Ta\342\202\254MHHui JIIO,[{CbKOI H CBO\342\202\254t BJIaCHOI aJ1ori4Hol nOBe):1iHKH B

M\342\202\254)I(OBHX eK311CTeHui\037JIbHI1X CHTyaui5Ix, npoaHaJIi3YBaTH CnpOMO)l(HOCTi

H OOM\342\202\254)KeHH5I J11O,[{CbKoro iHT\342\202\254JIeKTY B Horo nOlllYKaX siL(nosilii Ha

aOCTpaKTHi KOHuenuii Bi4HOCTH, oe3KOHe4HOCTH H oe3CMepTfI JIlOlIl1HH

Ta 3HaHTH npH4HHH J11O,l.!CbKO'j TpHBorH, n04YTT.H caMOTHOCTI1 H

MOpaJIbHI1X npOTl1pl4.

Ueff \342\202\254TI14HHH, eCT\342\202\254TI14HHH i p03YMOBI1H H\342\202\254CnOKIH HOBOI

YKpalHCbKol peJIiriHHOI JIipHKH BHnJIHBa\342\202\254 3 ,l.!BOX rOJIOBHHX .zr>KepeJI: 3

eMou;ii1 MHCTU.H i 3 Horo iHT\342\202\254JI\342\202\254KTY. nO\342\202\254TH 4YTT\342\202\254BOrO nCHxoJIori4HOro

CKJIaL(Y BHXO,l.!.HTb n\342\202\254peBa)l(HO
3 n03HuiA XpHCTH5IHCbKOro-

i\037eaJ1icTH4Horo cBiTocnpHHMaHH5I, BH3HalO411 iHCTHTYUiHHY uepKOBHY

iHTepnpeTauifO CYTi XpHCTI1.HHCbKo\"i BipH H qJiJIococpiI, a noeTH 3

.l1oMiHaHTHHM pauiOHaJIbHHM cBiTOOaLl\342\202\254HH5IM i ni.l{X0.l10M \037O

XpHCTH.HHCbKOro B4\342\202\254HH.H BHXOLtfITb i3 n03Huifi eK3HCTeHuifIJ1bHOrO

CYMH iBY, .l1i.HJI\342\202\254KTHKH H CKenCHCY. PYIIJiHHHM CTHMY JIOM ,l.!J15I UHX

OCTaHHix E: si4Ha nOTpe6a JIIO.L{HHH neper n5I.L{aTH .l{aBHi iCTHHH 3 n0311uiti
HOBoro 4aCY, aJ1\342\202\254 HaflBa)l(JIHBilllOIO npHlIHHOIO TaKoro neper J1\037t1Y

U.iHHOCTeH: \302\243TpaBMH H
Tpar\342\202\254Ltil JIfOlIHHH, cnpH4HHeHi oOOMa CBiTOBHMH

BiHHaMH, IIJ;O 3aXHTanl1 OCHOBI1 JItO.L{CbKOl BipH B Hallnpl1pOLtHY

3aKOHHicTb i
CnpaB\342\202\254,ltJIHBicTb.

Ui nOWYKI1 cepu.H H: p03YMY B noe3il ,ltBat:tU.HTOrO CTOJIiTT5I

OcpOpMJ1IOIOTbC.H B neBHi Te4iI i llJI<OJIH-Bitt $YTypH3MY H CHMBOJIi3MY ,LtO)))
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HaHHOBirnoro eK3HCTeHui5lJIi3MY, 4aCTO oopcalO411Cb Y CiT.fIX

nOJI.fIpH30BaHHX KpaHHocTeti-oorOCTBept:{)KYBaHH5I 11

ooro3anepe4YBaHH5I, oe33aCTepe)l(eHOrO npl1I1MaHH5I peJIiriHHI1X i

CYCniJIbHHX HOpM i TaKOra)l( KaTerOpl14HOrO Bi,.QKI1,L1aHH5IIX, aGO cnpoo

CHHTe3H XPI1CTJ;f5lHCTBa 3 pauiOHaJIi3MOM, 3 JIioepaJIi3MOM i HaBiTb 3

MapKCH3MOM.

XpI1CTH5IHCbKi TeMH H MOTI1BH B HOBit1 YKpa'iHcbKii1 nO\342\202\2543iI

BHKOHYIOTb t:(Bi OCHOBHi CPYHKuiI. BOHH ( aoo
Bi\0373\342\202\254pKaJ1eHH5IM

pe..niriftHoro cBiTocnpHHMaHH.fI aBTopa, aGo CTHJ1iCTI14HI1M 3aCOOOM i

nOeTHLJHOIO i.l{iOMOIO-KO.l{OM \037J1.f1 Bi..Qoopa)l(eHH5I noeToBo\"i i J11Oi{CbKOI

..QOJIi, \0371HCJIeHH5IenOXH Ta CHMBOJIi4HOrO Y3araJIbHIOBaHH.fI iCTOpH4HI1X

cpeHOMeHiB CTOJIiTT5I. B nCI1XOJIOri4HO-KY JIbTypHift nJIoll1l1Hi ui T\342\202\254MH \342\202\254

pecpJIeKci\342\202\2541O HauioHaJIbHOrO eTOCY, ceOTO, iJIIOCTpaUiE.:1O L{YMKI1, 1110 Bipa
H Bor HapO\037Y \342\202\254T('.KHMH, flKHMI1 \342\202\254caM Hapo,.Q.

MeTOt:(OJIori4HI1:H ni,[1xi.l{ ,LtO nepe411CJIeHI1X BH[Ue T\342\202\2543Y UbOMY ecei

Oa3Y\342\202\254TbC.H He Ha XpoHoJIorillHOMY, a Ha TeMaTI14HOMY npHHUJ1ni. BiH

30cepe,[{)KY\342\202\254TbC5I
Ha nOeTI14HHX iHTepnpeTaui.Hx Bora, XpHcTa,

BoroMaTepi, uepKoBHHX nepcoHa)l(iB, TBOpiB peJIiriHHOro MI1CTel(TBa Ta

XpHCTJ1.HHCbKHX peaJIif1. KO)l(Ha 3 TeM n04I1Ha\342\202\254TbC5I p03r JIH\037OM TBOpiB

cBiTor JI.H,[10BO pe)]iriHHHX aBTopiB, a I<iH4a\342\202\254TbCfI
iHTepnpeTaui\342\202\254JO nO\342\202\2543ii

eK3H CTeH U i,HJ] bH O-,Z:{ i.HJI t;KTI14 H 0 ra CB i ToGa 4 \342\202\254HH.H.)

* * *)

306pa)l(eHH5I Bora B ceHCl OHTOJIori4HOMY, ceoTo, Bora, HK

CI1HT\342\202\2543H HaHBH\302\243UHx JIIOLtCbKI1X i\037eaJIiB, BYTT.fI aOCOJ1lOTHo'i

\037oBepllIeHocTH, neprnOnpHLlI1HH H pYllIiflHOI CI1JII1 BCboro iCHYI040rO Ta
,[1)1(epeJIa )]1O\037CbKOro lI.{aCT5I, HaH4iTKirne BHCTyna\342\202\254 B noe3il BaCHJ1.H

BapKH. BapKa penpe3eHTY\342\202\254
TY JIaHKY YKpaIHCbKHX noeTiB HOBOI ,[{OOH, 5IKi

oe33aCTepe)l(HO BH3HalOTb iCHYBaHH5I XpI1CTH5IHCbKOro AOCOJIlOTa Ta

npHHMalOTb TeoJIori4He B4eHHfI npo Horo cOBeprneHHY t:(ocKOHaJIicTb
i cnpaBe..QJIHBicTb. [1)]51 BapKH

Bor \342\202\254
)1)KepeJ10M MOpaJIbHOI CHJ1H

JIIO\037HHH, ii eTH4HOCTI1, TBOplJOrO Ha.L{XHeHHfI Ta niCJIaHHHUTBa nO\342\202\254Ta ft

noe3il. TBOp4Y iHCnipal(ilO noeT Ha311Ba\342\202\254 \"OCOOJIHBHM 3aKoHoM\"

BoraCaBaocpa, 3aKoHoM, 5IKI1I1, Ha ,[1YMKY BapKI1, nOTBep,.Q)KeHO B

6i6JIiHHHX KHHrax UapcTB. BY,L1b-51Ke Bi,ltxl1J1eHHH Bi,.Q CaBaoqJa, aoo

3H\342\202\254Ba)l(eHH.f.I Haro, CBi,l14HTb npo nOeTOBY BTpaTY n04YTT5I

\"OOrOHa.l{XHeHHOi KpacH,\" lI.{O B TeoJIori4HOMY ceHci \342\202\254BTpaTolO 50)1(01

.naCKH, Heooxi,L1HoI ):{JI.5I JIIO.L{CbKOro MOpaJIbHOrO OHOBJ1\342\202\254HHfI. Ha 3eMJIi,

Ha nor J1H):{ BapKH, iCHY\342\202\254 \037Bi npOTH)]e:>KHi CI1JIH-3JIO 3i CBOIMH >KepTBaMH
Ta \",L106pOnpOMiHHI1H\" i ttBceCB.fITHH\" Bor, 51KHH Ma\342\202\254

pecpopMYBaTH

JIIOL{HHY i cBiT. JlfOl1CbKi TpareL1iI Ha 3eMJIi E: 03HaKOlO nepeBarH 3JIa, Bi,l{

5JKOrO ..nfO\037HHa MO)l(\342\202\254 3BiJIbHI1TI1Cb TiJIbKH BCeCI1JIbHOIO BipOlO B Bora H

M0J1HTBOIO.
1

AHTOHH4eB\342\202\254 Bi,[{HoIIIeHH5I \037O Bora B 36ipl(i \"BeJII1Ka rapMoHifI,\"2
5IKOI, ,[10 pe4i, noeT HiKOJIH He Bit:{,L{aB ,[{O .ltpYKY, XHTa\342\202\254TbCfI Mi)l( )lBOMa)))
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no..nlOcaMH-Mi>K OOrOCTBep.l{>KeHH5IM i CYMHiBOM. 3 OJ(Horo OOKY,
Bor ,ltaH lrop AHTOHH4

anpiopHo BH3HaE: OHT0J1ori4HOro Bora H

\"rYTOpHTb 3 BorOM . . . caMHa-caM,\" a 3 .l{pYrOrO-CTaBl1Tb nil{ CYMHiB

50:>KY CnpOMO:>KHicTb 3a,l:tOB0J1bHHTH JIIO.l{CbKi nOTpeOH. TaKa
aHTHTeTH4HicTb n03l1uit1 noeTa CBi\0374HTb He npo \"BeJIHKY rapMOHilO,\" a

npo BHYTpilllHIO nOeTOBY ,ltHCrapMOHilO-KOHQJ)]iKT, Y 5IKOMY 3iTKHYBC.H

CBiT AHTOHI1LJa- Tpa.,Ql1uiOHaJIicTa, BHXOBaHoro B PO..QHHHOMY

CB.HlI!eHH40MY cepe\037OBHI.I.1i, 3 CBiTOM AHTOHHLJa-)I(HTTE:J1toOa, .HKOrO

\" ,\037\" . \"\037,, ..\037

,l!H5IBOJI-Te:>K caMOTHIH I He\037aCJIHBHH -HaMara\342\202\254TbC5J 3BeCTH H

3aBeCTH B >KHTT\342\202\254BY Wa)]\342\202\254HY H rap.H4Y p03Kiw. nO\342\202\254T, OT)I(e, CTOITb nepe):{

,l!HJIeMOIO BHOOpY Mi:>K CYBOPl1M CaBaocpOM, lQO BHMara\342\202\254 Bi\037 Hboro

caM03pe4eHHfI, i THM oorOM, ll{O YOC061IeHHH B COHUi H )l(HTT5JM

ny JIbCYlO4iA npHpOi(i. AHTOHI14 OCTaTOLlHO ni,ltl\037aE:TbC5J CBO\342\202\254MY

CnOKYCHI1KOsi H BHOHpaE: COHue H \"3eJ1eHY \342\202\254BaHre)]ilO.\" B CBOIH 30ipui

\"npHBiTaHHfI >KHTT5I,\" 51KY BiH nHcaB Ol(H04aCHO 3 \"BeJ1I1KOIO rapMOHiE:IO,\"

noeT L(eKJI5IpaTHBHO 3a.HB)].H\302\243:)

Tenep-lte 6 51 He 6YB i KOlTH-He6Y,Ltb,

51 Bce-n'51HHH l(iTBaK i3 COHueM Y KHweHi.)

MOl niCHi-Hal( piKOIO 4aCY KaJ1HHOBHH MicT,

51-3aKoxaHHfl B )l(HTTi noraHHH.
3)

no uii1 >Ke ..niHil
p03BHBa\342\202\254TbC5I KOHuenui5I Bora B naBJIa TH4HHH.

TH4HHHH Bor-\"He 3eBC, He naH, He ro..nYo-DYx,\"a \"COH5I4Hi KJ1apHeTH.\"

71K i B AHToHH4a, Horo Bor-ue BHTBip noeTOBoro eMou;iHHoro H

eCTeTH4Horo ni..QHeceHH5I, nOBHoro BHYTpiwHboro Y3rOi()I(eHH5I H

eKCTaTH4Horo 3axon.neHH.H. B AHTOHH4a Kpaca npHpO,ltH, COHue i

BcenpOHHKalO4a eHepri51 BHKJ1I1KaIOTb iCHYBaHH5I Bora, a B TI14HHI1 Ta )I(

Kpaca A HauioHa..nbHe Bi.l{po,l!)I(eHH5I CTBOplOlOTb Dora naHrapMoHil i

BCeIl{aCT5I. TH411Ha B eKCTa3i 30Y i{)I(eHHfI H BiL(4YTTfI aOCOJIIOTHHX

aKop,l!iB MicTH4HO 3..nHBa\342\202\254TbC.H 3 CBOIM DOrOM-YHiBepCaJIbHHM pHTMOM

i BCeKepYI0411M l]YXOM:)

HaBiK 51 B3HaB, ll{O TH He rHiB,-

J1Hw COH5I4Hi
KJ1apH\342\202\254TH.

H)

AJ1e 3 MOMeHTOM, KOJIH \"BiTep\"-CHMBOJI xaocy-nopyUJY\342\202\254 UIO

rapMOHll1H lCTb Y ,LtYWi noeTa, CBiT JlHH oor 3HHKa\342\202\254, a Ha floro MicUi

3' 51BJIfI\342\202\254TbC.fI 40pHODor-oor p034apYBaHH5I H p03na4Y.

GTO )1(, TH4HHHH oor MiHJIHBHH i i(04aCHHH, a Horo nOHBa B

5ICHOMY aDO 40pHOMY BI1i(i 3aJ1e)l(HTb BiL( nO\342\202\254TOBOI nCHxo.nori4Hol H

eCTeTH4HOIHaCTaHOBH.

BiJIbllJ 3arOCTpeHHM i \037paMaT114HilllHM \342\202\254OOrOllJYKaHf151 50r):{aHa

50H4YKa, 51Ke Bn)]HBa\342\202\254 3 ):{BOX npOTHJ1\342\202\254>KHHX BHYTpillJHix CTI1MY JIiB: 3)))
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J11O\037CbKHX ippauioHaJ1bHHX nOTpe6 50)l(oro iCHYBaHH.H Ta 3

,[(i5lJIeKTH4HOrO p03YMOBOrO CKenCI1CY. 3 O,[(Horo 60KY, J11O):[CbKa \"4opHa

ni,[{cBi,[(OMicTb\" ni,[{Ka3Y\342\202\254 Heo6xi\037HicTb iCHYBaHH5I Bora, a 3 .Ltpyroro,

KpHTH4HI1H YM nocTiHHO nHTac: hi XTO TI1, rOcnO,[{H, i ):[e TI1?ft U5I

OOrOllIYKaUbKa ,lt11XOTOMi51 BHnJ1I1Ba\342\202\254 3 noeTOBoro cBiTOBi,l!4YBaHH5I H

CBiTOp03YMiHHH. no-capTpiBCbKI1 50H4YK He BipHTb B \"YHiB\342\202\254pCaJ1bHi L[{et

peJliriI,\" B \"iH,l1HBi,[(yaJIbHY peJIirilO,\" B OCOOHCTe Bi\037HOllIeHH5I ,.qo Bora,
B CaMOTH\342\202\254 lllYKaHH5I Horo Ta B \"Bi4HI1H CYMHiB.\" DOH4YK

3anepe4Y\342\202\254

3,l1aTHicTb JIIO,l1CbKOrO p03YMY L(iHTH ..QO MeTa$i3HlJHOI CYTi Bora H

3p03YMiTH, 40MY tt,l10CKOHaJIHH\" Bor COTBOpHB Y JIIO,l1I1Hi 5I3BY 3J1a, 40MY

caMOBHCTa4aJIbHOMY BoroBi nOTpi6He J11O;lCbKe TepniHHH, Ta 40MY
BiH He 00' 51BHTbC5I J11O,[(HM Y BI1,l1i, ,[{OCTynHOMY J11O,l1CbKHM 4YTTE:BHM

Ta p03YMOBHM CnpOMO)l(HOCT.5IM,
60 J11O,l1HHa He BMi\342\202\254 J1100I1TI1, He

TI i3HaBllIl1.

CBOIO nOeMY \".ni5lJ1or 3HH3Y\"S BOH4YK KiH4a\342\202\254 rinOTeTH4HO: 51KlijO

Bor npHCYTHii1 Y HaBKOJIHlIIHift npl1poLti i, 51KrUO BiH niKJIY\342\202\254TbCH

J11O,l!I1HOIO H KOpMHTb 11 CBOIM TiJ10M-XJ1ioOM Ta HanYBaE.: 11 CBO\342\202\254IO

KPOB'IO-COKaMI1 pOCJIHH, To,[(i J11O,l(HHa BH3Ha\342\202\254 H npHHMe Horo iCHYBaHH5I.

CJIi.[1, o..QHaK, Bi.l1MiTI1TI1, mo, X04 BOHLIYK \"CeKY JI.5IPH3Y\342\202\254\" H

\"MaTepi5IJIi3y\342\202\254tI CBoro Bora, SiH He Bi,l(KH,l(a\342\202\254 Horo H\342\202\254MaTepi5lJIbHOCTI1.

CXO)l(HM Ha DOH4YKOBe \342\202\254DOrOY.HBJIeHHH BaCHJ15I CTYCa, 3

HarOJIOCOM Ha eCT\342\202\254TH3Mi i MicTHUH3Mi. CnpI1HMaHH5I ft Bi):1HOIlleHH5I )::10

Bora B CTYCa BHnJIHBa\342\202\254 3 noeTH4Horo DOJ1IO, 3 L(Ha TlOpeMHoro >Kaxy 11

Oe3TIepCneKTHBHol caMOTHOCTI1. Horo J151MeHTaui5l-npOTeCT 4aCTO

nepeXO,l{I1Tb 3 OCo6HCToro B HauioHaJ1bHHH OiJlb. TO,l!i CTYC OJIara\342\202\254 B

Bora CHJ1i1 H \"rHiBY npe4HcToro,\" a KOJIH rOCnOL{b i noeTa, i Horo Hapo.l1
\"OKOM nOMHHa\342\202\254\" H TiKa\342\202\254, \"a6H He 6a4HTl1 HeJIIOL!CbKHX KpI1B,l{,\" BiH

3anepe4Y\342\202\254
Bora:)

HeMa\302\243 rOcno,lta Ha uitf .jcMJIi . . .

naH-Bor-noMep.6)

CTyciB Bor
BOCKpeCa\342\202\254,

KOJIH HaOJII1>Ka\342\202\254TbC.H \"HeMHJIOCep):1HHH

L{\342\202\254Hb\"-nOeToBa cMepTb. BiH raCI1Tb Y noeToBi, \"CTOMJIeHOMY O;J JIIOTi,\"

\"cBi4KY OOJIIO\" H npHHOCI1Tb \"nepeltCMepTHY paL{iCTb.\" noeToBa ):(YIlla,

lI.t0, 60\037411Cb MYK TiJIa H Heoe3neKH caM03pa,llH, nOKHHY JIa OY JIa noeTa,

B XBHJ111HY Ha..QXOlt5l40rO KiHl.lH nOBepTa\342\202\254TbC5I Ha3aL{ i BHOCI1Tb CBiT JIO

B noeTOBe TiJ1o. B nepeHOCHOMY ceHci, ue CBiT JIO \342\202\254pa,l1iCTIO JIIO..QHHH, 51Ka

B 60pOTbOi 3i 3J10M He BnaJIa nepet:( HI1M HaBKOJIilUKH; BOHO E: n04YTT5IM

nepeMorH BHCOKI1X npHHUHTIiB npaB,l(H, .HKi, 3 noeTOBOIO CMepTIO,
CTaHYTb npHKJIa,l(OM i P03TI04HYTb Y HaIl{a,l!Kax CBOE: OHOBJIeHe, )l(epTBOIO
ni,l{TBep,[()KeHe iCHYBaHH5I.)

BJIarOCJIOBH MeHe, Mii1 neBHHM l(HIO,

n04aTHCb TaM, .l1e Ll!OHHO 3aKiH4HBC5I.
7)))
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5a)l(aHiB 60rOWYKa4 iL{e ,[{aJIi Bi\037 nonepe,[{Hix. BiH, 3HeBipeHI1H

Oafl,[{Y)l(HiCTIO MeTacpi311l.JHOrO Bora ,[{O JIIO,[{CbKHX MOJII1TOB i 6JIaraHb,

IllYKaE: iHworo oora i 3HaXO,[lI1Tb Horo B Ha,[{nepeci4Hii1 JIK>\037HHi. B

Ba>KaHOBHX \"40THpbOX onoBi,L1aHH.HXnpo Ha,[{ilO\"8 TaKI1M JIIO.[1HHO-OOroM

E: MiTI130BaHI1H Ko63ap, IUD B CTaHi nOBHO! JIIO,[{cbKol 6e3Ha\037i'i ft

6e3BHxi,lIHOl p03nYKH npHHOCI1Tb JIIO\037HHi >KHTT\342\202\254\037aHHY niCHlO-repo\"i4HY

,lIY MY \302\267

Ba>KaHOBa nO\342\202\254Ma, I..QO E: BapiflHTOM \"YKpaIHCbKHX\" onoBi\037aHb

Paft Hepa Map i\"i P iJIbKe, B i,[{CTOpOHflE:TbC5I Bit:{ P iJIbLJH Horo

oOrOp03YMiHH.H H llJYKaHH5I L10pir ,[{O OCTaT04Horo MicTH4Horo 3JII1TTfI

3 OHTOJIori4HHM BorOM. Ba)l(aH, HaTOMicTb,ni,[{KpeCJIIO\342\202\254
OO>K'eCbKY pOJIIO

CJ10Ba B JIIO\037CbKiff Oe3HaL1i\"i, CI1JIY,-LUO 3aKOL{OBaHa B HauioHaJIbHOMY

eToci, i UIO eBxapHCTilO OHOBJ1eHH5I npHHOCI1Tb rocno,[tapeBi 3aMeTeHoro
\"CYXOBiE:M\" nO)]51 H KpHHHL.{i cniBeU;b.)

rocno\"Qap 3siSC5I i, p03l!epWH THWY, . . .

BiH npOKa3aB:-Ou;e t1 npHXO.l!HB 6or.)

y \037eKoro 3 HaHHOBillJl1X noeTiB cTpi4aE:MO TaKO>K napo\037H3auilO

Bora, 51K HeMi4Horo BOJIo,[{ap51 BCeCBiTY, LUO E: MeTacpopH4HOIO aHaJIoriE:1O

aoo aHTI1Te301O 3eMHI1X BJIa,[{OJII06uiB.

Y IOpi5I TapHascbKoro 50r-\".HBHO Hel..UaCJII1BI1I1\" i 6e3CHJIbHHH

nOp a .l1HTH UbOMy,9 a B IBaHa l]pa4a \"30p5lHi MeXaHi3MI1\" Ha.[{3eMHoro

Bora npaUlOlOTb cnpaBHo TiJIbKH TOMY, I..QO BiH \"CnpaB)I(Hifl MapKcHcT\" i

CYMHiBaE:TbC5I Y CBOE:MY TBOpi H JIIO,[{CbKOMY KYJ1bTi Horo OCOOI1.)

* * *)

Oopa3 XpHcTa npoHlUoB B YKpalHCbKOMY KY J1bTOBOMY H

noeTH4HOMY MI1CJIeHHi neBHY TpaHccpopMauilO, I..QD OY JIa 3YMOBJIeHa

lCTOpH4HI1M i HauioHaJIbHHM cBiTOp03YMiHHflM. 3 Bi3aHTiHCbKoro

naHToKpaTa; LUO si,[{3epKaJIfOBaB xapaKTep ,[Iep>KaBH H BOJIo,[{apiB

KHIBCbKOl PYC\037I, ueH oopa3 nepeBTiJIeHO B XpHCTa-4oJIOBiK0J1100UH, IQO

3rO\037OM CTaB TaKO)l( CHHOHiMOM HauioHaJIbHO'i TpareLtil, JIfO):{CbKoro

,L{OHKixOTCTBa Ta >KepTBH B iM' 51 JIIO,[{CbKI1X iJII030pHHX i,l1eaJIiB.

naBJIO TH4HHa BTiJIIOE: B nOCTaTi XpHCTa, neplU 3a Bce, TparillHI1H

,[tyaJIi3M BOCKpeciHHfI-p03n' 51TTfI, LUO CTaB aJIeropiE:1O MepTBO-

HapO,lI)I(eHo'i HaL(i'i HapOL(Y Ha HauioHaJIbHe Bit1pO,[{)I(eHHH n04aTKY

,lIBa'[{U5lTOrO CTOJIiTT5I. B noeMi \"CKopOHa MaTH\" xapaKTepHa ):{OOpiCTb
i Ha\"iBHicTb Hapo,[{Y, Y Bl1r)].H\037i npl1pO\037I1, CniBaE: XpMCTOBi BOCKpeCHY, a
OiJIb i r J1Y3\037, B oopa3i Mapil, I..QO He oa4HTb B BOCKpeciHH.H XpHCTa-

XKpaIHU, rOJIOCMTb Hat:{ XpHCTOBHM p03n' 51TT.HM, Ha T JIi nOBHoI

Ha,l13eMHo'i oaH,[{Y)I(HOCTH H OOJII040'i ipOHi\"i:)

Halt HelO KOJlOC04KH

\"Ort pal1YHC5I!\"-wenTaJlH.)))
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A \037HrOJn1 Ha Heoi-

H
. 11

e 4Y J1H I He 3Ha.nH.)

Ue aJIerOpH4H\342\202\254 Y3araJ1bHeHHH oco6olO XpHCTa nep\342\202\254t:{ae
BCIO CYTb

Tpari3MY HauioHa..nbHHX nO,l!iff Ta acnipauJO n04aTI<Y Harnoro CTOJIITT5I.

HeMOS
npO,l{OB)I(eHHflM Uboro rpeHOMeHY E: noeMa Irop51 KaJIHHU51

\"TpeHOC Hat:{ I.Qe O\037Hi\342\202\2541O xpeCHOIO ,[10pOrOIO,,,12 S 51I<iff H\342\202\254MaE: np5IMoI

3JIa,[1KH, a TiJIbKH noeTH4HHH HaTfiK Ha OCOOY XpI1CTa. BiH TYT HaHBHHH

Y KOHTeKCTi oi6JIiHHHX nOL(iA i HH3KH r0J10BHHX CBi,lIKiB XpHCTOBHX

CTpaCTeH. Cy It Hat:{ XpHCTOM i Xpl1CTOSe TepniHHfI nepeHeceHi Ha

Y3araJIbH\342\202\254HOrO rep05l, flKoro CY,[1f1Tb oe33aKOHHi CY,l{L{i Y npHCYTHOCTi

lteI<iJIbKOX n..naKaJIbHHUb, HOB04aCHHX \"nHJIaTis,\" nOBHo'j oaff,l1Y:>KOCTH

r JIflt:{a4iB Ta Ha 04ax oe3CH..nbHOI MaTepi-YocOOJIeHHH CY4acHo'i

YKpaIHH.

Ui..nJIIO )l(epTBI1 ycaMiTHeHoro repo51 \342\202\254si):{KynJIeHHfI HapO,l1Y Bi\037

Aoro HaAoiJIbIllOrO CY4aCHOro rpixa-\"oaA,L1Y)I(OCTH \037O BorHIO,\" a

BOCKpeciHH5I repofl HaCTynHTb TiJIbKH B pe3Y JIbTaTi CaMOYCBiL(OMJIeHH5I
Ii caMOOOHOBH naCHBHHX f JIflt:{a4is ,l!ificTBa.

nOL(iOHY iHTepnpeTauilo XpHCTOBoI rOJIrOTI1 oa4MMO B Bor .[{aHa

PY04aKa. 7IK aHTl1Te3Y ycaMiTHeHHfI Xpl1CTa B feTCI1MaHi, PY04aK

CTaBMTb J11OL{CbKY KBOJ1iCTb, 3J100Y \"KpHKJIHBHX KpaMapiB,\" neTpOBY

rOpL(MHIO Ta KOJIeKTHBHY 3paL(Y Y4HTeJI5I. 3 OOJII04HM capKa3MoM noeT

nit:{Ka3YE: Y4HHM XpHcTa nit:{HecTI1 TepnJI5I40MY Y4HTeJ1eBi rpoHo
OTpY\342\202\254HOrO BI1HOrpa\037Y \"Ha 03)::100JIeHiti nopueJI5IHi,\" aOI1 )l(HTTH 3t:{aJIOCb

1M \"HpKOKpHKHM.
,,13

Y TOMY )I( \037Yci i IOpiH TapHascbKHH CTaBHTb ni,.Q CYMHiB

L(OU;iJIbHicTb XpMCTOBHX MYK i >KepTSI1, .HKa, 3 nepCneKTI1BH THC5I40JIiTb,

He 3MiHHJIa JllOL(CTBa. noeTiB
XpHCTOC

Ha xpecTi- ue Tpari4HHH
, .... '\"

TBopeUb, p03n HTI1H Ha CBO\342\202\254MY BJ1aCHOMY TBOpl Ta Ha CBOIX YflBJ1eHHflX

npo nOTpeOY )l(epTBH ltJIH JIfQ,[{cbKoro OHOBJIeHH.H; TBopeUb, p03n' flTHH

Ha CBoIx iJIlO3iflX, HKi caM YCBiL(OMJIIO\342\202\254 cODi B OCTaHHi XBHJIHHH CBoro

:>KHTT 51.)

Ko.nH B)I(e BHCiB Ha xpecTi, BOl1HB 04HMa,

WHpOKO Bit1KpHTHMH,HeMOB oa4HB ynepwe

[ijOCb y CBiTi, 40ro He Mir oa4HTH,
3aKH CTynHB Ha ue n i,ltBHll.{eHH5I, Ha 5IKiM 3HaXO,ltHBC.5L)

nepeL{ XpHCTOM Bi,n:KpHJ1aCb He04iKYBaHa peaJIbHicTb, Y MOMeHT

fioro HafloiJIbIllHX CTpa)l(L(aHb 3aL(JI5I JIIOL{eH \"CnHTb 3eMJI5I i
\342\202\254pYCaJIHM,

i TiJIbKI1 4YTH xponiT, p03KI1t:{aHHH L(OSKpYfH, MOB Ha Y30i44HX,
KaMiHHH,n14 aJI\342\202\254 BiH raMYE: UIO CBit:{OMicTb, I..QOO ceoe nepeKOHaTI1, I..QO

\"BapTO TepniTH, 00 OiJIb, 51K ,l{OOpHH B4I1HOK, He JIHIlII1TbC.fI 3aOYTHM.\"
50rL(aH BOH4YK cTpi4aE: CBoro Y4HTeJI5I-XpI1CTa B DY4aUbKili uepKBi

ff iL(e 3 HHM Y MaHt:{piBKY no JIIOt:{CbKI1X t:{paMax L1pyroI CBiTOBO'i BiHHH.)))
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UeHTpaJIbHOIO BicCIO BOH4YKOBOrO ,[(ifl.nory 3 XpMCTOM \342\202\254Cynepe4HOCTi

Mi:>K Y4eHH5IM XpHCTa fI JIIO.l{CbKMMH L{OJ1HMI1, Mi:>K )l(HTTHM i CMepTIO, a

OC06JIHBO--nepe\0374aCHHMH CM\342\202\254PTflMI1. Ui napa\037OKCH \037OBO\03751Tb

50H4YKOBOrO repo.H l{O CTaHY nOBHoro p034apYBaHHfI Ii
3H\342\202\254BipJ1:)

51 Bipy 3ary6HB . . .

50 l1)f(epeJIo BCeBHllJH\342\202\254 i Be.nHKe,

npH6i)l(Hll{e ):tJI5I CnparJIHX i npHnllHB,-

orJIo p0)l(eBHM BI1TBOpOM YHBH,

4apiBHolO JIereH\037OIO ]]1O\037eH,

00 51K TOL1i 30arHYTl1 3110 JIYKaBe,

60 .HK To\037i npMHMaTI1 CMepTb ,-QiTett?15)

DOH4YKiB Y4HTeJIb Oe3CHJIbHI1H 3ynl1HI1TH 3)]0 i, a60
npOlI.(a\342\202\254

Bee i

BCiM, aoo TiKaE: Bi\037 3J1a B CBOE: \"He3eMHe uapCTBo.'t

noeT
.l{OpiKa\342\202\254 XpHCTOBi 3a He\037OCKOHaJIicTb J11OL{I1HH, 51I<ifl TBopeUb

L{aB \"Bi.J1bHY BO)]IO,\" a]]e n030aBHB fi nOBHoro 3HaHH5I, OOT5I)I(I1B 11

npHpO,l!Y nopoKaMH, HeBi.llJIY4HOIO TpHBorolO H CYMHiBaMI1. CTBOpHB

JIIO)::{I1HY caMOTHbOlO i 3,[taHOIO Ha BJIaCHi CHJIH, a ll.{aCT5I 3po611B

I<OpOTI<OTpHBaJIOlO BHna,l1KOBicTIO.
CBOIO nOeMY \"no\037opO)l( 3 Y4MTeJIeM\" 50HYYK KiHlJae OCTaT04HOIO

CI1HTe301O Bi4Horo Ii npOMHHaJIbHOrO--XBaJIOIO 3eMHOMY :>KHTTIO 11 BipOIO

B \"l!04aCHY Si4HicTb i Si,[(HOCHicTb.\"

TpaJ<TYBaHH5I 06pa3Y XpHCTa B MI1KO.n11 PY \037eHKa cpopMaJ1bHO H

)l(aHpOBO Hao.nH)I(\342\202\254He \037o 50H4YKOBOrO, a KOHu;enuiHHO--\037O 5a)l(aHOBoI

iHTepnpeTaui'i CYTi Bora. 7IK BOH4YKiB, TaK i PY,.Q\342\202\254HKiB repoH, MHpOH,

Be,l!e \037iHJIOr 3 XPHCTOM, 51Koro BiH 3HaB 3 iKOHH MaTepHHCbKOl xaTH, Ta

)10KOp.H\342\202\254
HOMY 3a 6aH,[1Y)I(icTb ,[10 JIIOL{CbKI1X CTpa)l{L(aHb i ,[10 T5I)I(KOrO

L{OCBi,l1Y repO\342\202\254BOl oaTbKiBI..Q11HH. PY,l!eHKO, .HK i DOH4YK, BKa3Y\342\202\254 Ha

Q,l:1HOoilIHicTb Y4eHHfl XpI1CTa, flKHH Ha 4i.nbHe MicU\342\202\254 CTaBHTb \"BiYHi

OJIara palO,\" a.ne oafl,[(Y)KI1H ,[(0 noueHoi4HHX JIIO,[1CbKHX nOTpeo.

napa)]\342\202\254JIi3M PY)::{\342\202\254HKOBOro H Ba)l(aHOBOro ni,l!xo.l1iB \037O OHTo.nori4HHX

nHTaHb nOJIfiraE: B TOMY, \037O PY L{\342\202\254HKiB XpHCTOC i Ba)l(aHiB Bor

TpaHccpopMYIOTbC.H B 3\342\202\254MH\342\202\25460)l(eCTBO--B inOCTaCb K003ap.H. B ueHTpi

PY,[1eHKOBOro H Ba)l(aHOBOro TBOpY nOCTaBJIeHa npooneMa

HeCBit:{OMOCTH 116aH\037Y)I{oCTH L{O .l1)1(epeJI t:{YXOBHOlCHJIH JIIO\037I1HH, CMJIH,

ll.{O KPH\342\202\254TbCfI
B Hal{paX HapO\037Y, B Horo CnaL(IQI1Hi. PY L(\342\202\254HKiB XpHCTOC,

npl1HHflBllJH .l{OKOpH MHpOHa, 3BMHYBa4Y\342\202\254 Horo B H\342\202\2543.l1aTHOCTi Bi,.QKpHTM

ue ,[t)l(epeJIo:)

Hapill-ue Bor.

A JIIOLU1-U\342\202\254 KJIiTHHI1

Y Till i 8M ll(OMY, .HKOrO TH

He 3l(aTHI1H 6a4.HTH.
16)))
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XpHCTOC 3aKJII1Ka\342\202\254 MHpOHa ni3HaTH 50ra-HapOi( i YCBi,l10MHTH cooi,

IUO Horo HapO,[( eTH4HO 3piJIMH, IUO 3JIO He Bit:{ OTl{5I-HapOL{Y, a BiL(

\"JIYKaBI1X,\" .Hl<i Bi\037J(MHY JIH Horo CJIOBO. 3 UI1MH CJIOBaMH HaCTynaE: B

nO\342\202\254Mi nepeOOpa)l(eHH5I XpHcTa B .nOCTaTb \"cJ1inoro I<003apH,\" 3 5IKHM

OHOBJI\342\202\254HHH MHpOH, 3 xpeCTOM Ha
paM\342\202\254HaX il{\342\202\254WHpHTH CJIoso.

3 nepe4MCJIeHHX BI1I.I.{\342\202\254 CI1MBOJIil<H fI aJIeropifI CTa\342\202\254 04eBI1i{HOIO

U\342\202\254HTpaJIbHa Te3a PY.L{eHKOBOl noeMH
\"XpecT,\"-i.lt\342\202\2545I Heooxi,l1HOCTI1

caMoni3HaHH5I, TepniHH5I H BHTpHBaJIOCTH B OOpOTbOi npOTI1 3JIa.)

* * *)

TpeTiM 4aCTHM nepCOHa)l(\342\202\254M Y HOBil1 nO\342\202\2543i'i \342\202\254Mapi5I-50rOMaTip,

.HKa 3' 5IBJI5I\342\202\254TbC.H B pi3HI1X aJ1erOpH4HI1X POJ1.HX-BiL{ AHTOHH4eBoI

\"PeriHI1\" \037O ,l]pa4eBol \"40pHOOHJ1bCbI<OI Ma,lIOHHH.\" Ue oopa3, \037o

p03BHHYBC5I B YI<-paiHcbKil1 JIiTepaTypi fI KY JIbTOBOMY n04HTaHHi 3

,[{OXpHCTH.HHCbl<oi \"BeJ1HI<OIDOfHHi,\"nepeBTiJ110104HCb Y XPHCTHflHCbKY

\"OpaHTY\" fI \"nOKpOBY,\" a B ,l1Ba,[{U.HTOMY CTOJ1iTTi\037B CHHOHiM J11O,lICbI<OI

JIfOOOBH H TepniHH5I i, B BY:>K40MY p03YMiHHi,-s CI1MBOJI HauioHaJ1bHOl

LtOJIt.
AHTOHH4\342\202\254Ba Mapi.H BHCTynaE: B KiJIbKOX

300pa)l(\342\202\254HH5IX, 5IKi, B

OCHOBHOMY, \342\202\254BHTBOpOM nO\342\202\254TOBHX nCHxi4HI1X CTaHiB i HaCTpoi'B. BOHa

3' 5IBJ1.H\342\202\254TbC5I HOMY aoo 5IK HeoeCHa KH5IrHH.H H 00' \342\202\254KTn04HTaHHfI, a60 flK

Bi.lt3epKaJ1\342\202\254HH5I
Horo Mopa.71bHoro 00.7110. Ue eJIeriHHi CnaJIaXM nOl.JYBaHb

ycaMiTHeHOI JIIO,l1HHH' 5IKa llIYKa\302\243 MaTepl1HCbKOro 3aXHCTY. TOMY B CTaHi

.[{ymeBHOro ni,[(HeceHH5I AHTOHH4 cniBae 0,[(11 Ha 4eCTb Mapil-PeriHI1, a

B MOM\342\202\254HTH nCHxillHoto cna,Lty npOCI1Tb y He'i JIiKY Ha CBOI, CBoro
HapOL(Y

H J11OJJ;CbKi paHH H
MaH,l1py\342\202\254

3 HelO caMOTHiM IIIJ151XOM, \"i3 cepueM CHHa,

IQO npOOHT\342\202\254 TepHOM.

,,17
BOHa B AHToHH4a 4aCTO

nepeBTiJI\342\202\254Ha
B

periOHa.71bH)\037 J1\342\202\254MKiBCbKY, aoo HauioHaJIbHY Ma,l10HHY, mo CBOIM cepueM,
5IK W\342\202\254Bl.I\342\202\254HKOBa Mapifl, nepeL(4YBa\342\202\254 rOJ1rOTY CBoro CI1Ha.

HaH,l1paMaTHLlHirne, :i
Tpar\342\202\254,l1iHHHM 3BY4aHHflM, npOXO,LU1Tb MOTHB

oniKH H TepniHH5I B THLlHHHHiA \"CKOpOHil1 MaTepi\" i B \"50JKiH MaTepi\"

IOpi5I K.71eHa, IQo \342\202\254Halle 3aB\342\202\254prneHH.HM noeMH THl.JHHI1. B TH411HH SOHa

Oe3CHJIa BiL{BepHYTH CBOIO
Tpar\342\202\254,l1ilO, na,L:1a\342\202\254 Ha OOHi)l(OK, \"xpeCTOM

p03n' flB1ll11 pYKI1,\" a B KJI\342\202\254Ha Mapi.H OO)l(\342\202\254BOJIi\342\202\254 BiLt BiCTKI1 npo CHHOB\342\202\254

p03n' .HTT.H.
18

B naBJIa TH4HHH XpHCTH5IHCbKa Ma\037OHHa Mapi51 \302\243Te)l( aHTI1Te301O

HOBOI 3eMHOI Ma\037OHHH-\",[{iBH rpiXOBHOl,\" Il{O H\342\202\254Ce HeBiLtOMe fI
4apy\342\202\254

CBO\342\202\254IO 30BHiwHbOIO npHBaOJIHBicTIO. BOHI1 CHMB0J1i3YIOTb
BHYTpiWH\342\202\254

nO\342\202\254TOB\342\202\254
p03,.QBO\342\202\254HH5I, ,.QHJIeMY BHOOpY Mi)l( \"npe4I1CTOIO\" i \"rpiXOBHOIO\"

,.QiBaMH, Mi)l( \"JIe.71i\342\202\254fO\" i \"po)l(elO,\" ceOTO, Mi)K cTapHM i HOBHM, flKi

TH411Ha HaMara\342\202\254TbC5I nO\342\202\254i{HaTI1 B cooi:)

3aMicTb JleJIi'i pO)l(Y

UiJ1YIOTb YCTa.

A Bee )1(, 51K neTpo Bi\037 XpHcTa,

Bi\037peKTHcb Bi,L( Te6e He MO)l(y,19)))
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B YKpa\"iHcbKii1 pa.n;5IHCbKiH noe3il i, 30KpeMa, B nOBO\302\243HHifl, MOTHB

TepniHHfI BOrOMaTepi 3aKO.n;OBaHHH Y OOpa3aX CBiTCbKHX MaTepia, Y

SiHHOIO nOKpHBi{)I(eHI1X \"Ma\037OHHax Hamoro 4aCY ,\"-MOTHB, \037O He

06MI1HYB )l(O\037HOrO nO\342\202\254Ta.

HaHHOBirnolO iJIIOCTpauiE:1O Uboro J1 iTepaTypHOrO A HauioHaJIbHOrO

q>\342\202\254HOMeHa
E: nO\342\202\254Ma IBaHa npa4a \"40pH0611J1bCbKa Mai{OHHa,\"20 .fIKa

CnJ1aBJ1IOE: B co6i XPHCTH5IHCbKY 50roMaTip, WeB4\342\202\254HKOBY \"MapilO\" H

TH4HHHHY \"CKOpOHY MaTip\" 3 3araJ1bHOHauioHa..nbHOIO CY4aCHOIO

MaTip'lO, nporHaHOIO 3 CBOE::\"i rOCnOL{H BJIaCHMMI1 CHHaMH. l1pa4eBa

MaL(OHHa \302\243CHMBOJIi4HHM CXpeLU\342\202\254HH5IM ,l1BOX r JIH6HHHI1X CY4aCHI1X

Tpare.n;ift HauiI-Tepn iHH5I i1 Bi)::1KI1HeHHfIMaTepi, LUO caMOTHfI, 3 TpYHOIO

B KYTKY xaTH H ropolO BOCKOBHX CBi40K, )I(\037e CBoro KiHU5l. Bi\037BepHYTH

fi CMepTb MO)l(e TiJIbKI1 YCBi,l10MJIeHHfI H nOKaflHH5I 3JIHX i 3aOJIYKaHHX

CH His.)

* * *)

XpHCTHflHCbKi
KY J1bTOsi H MHCTeUbKi OO'\342\202\254KTH H nOOYT CJ1Y)I(aTb

CY4aCHI1M nO\342\202\254TaM MaTepi.fl..nOM i{JI5I Bi\037o6pa)l(eHH5I cBolx eCTeTH4HHX i

QJiJIocoQJi4HHX nOllJYKiB, aoo E: aHaJIoriflMH H aHTHTe3aMH CY4aCHI1X

YKpalHCbKHX Ky..nbTypHHX i nOJIiTH4HI1X pea..niA.

Irop Ka..nHHeUb BiL(KpI1Ba\302\243
B peJIiriHHOMY MI1CTeUTSi L()I(\342\202\254peJIO

caMoni3HaHH.H, caMoo6HOBH f1 T04KY .lIYXOBHOI onopH. BiH MicTH4HO

3JIHBaE:TbCfI3 KpacolO fI i{YXOBHOIO CYTTIO ul1X peJIiKBiH Ta B 3a4aposaHiH

eKCTa3i
3aTHpa\342\202\254 rpaHHUIO Mi)l{ Y40pa, CbOrOl{Hi H 3aBTpa. Horo KOHTaKT

3 TsopaMH KpaCH L{03B0J1f1\342\202\254 npOHI1KHYTI1 Kpi3b IX 30BHillIHIO

MaTepiHJIbHiCTb i
Bii{KpI1TH

B cpi3H4HOMY HaL{4aCOB\342\202\254 H H\342\202\2543MiHHe.)

51 OYB YCiM Ha Bcix i BC5I:

BeJ1H4451M, BipOIO i oo.neM . . .

51 BHHWOB 3 uepKBH-
i 3aC5IB

THC5I40J1iTHiM opeo.nOM.
21)

A KOJIH noeTOBa HaBKOJIHllIHfI peaJIbHicTb BHCTynaE: npoTH J11O\037I1HH

I 11 eTH4HYlX i.lleaJIiB, noeT 3 Tpari4HHM OOJ1eM i Oe3CHJIJI.HM CTa\342\202\254: Ha

3aXI1CT KpaCYl:)

TpiruaJ1H npel!Bi4Hi 3pYOH,

JleTi.nH rOHTI1, 5IK nip' 51:

\037 ,

pYHHYBa.nH ;::tepeB 5iHe 4Y \037o

.. . . 22
..nfOl1CbKOI npaUI Ta BlpH.)

Bor \037aH 50H4YK llJYKaE: B eBponelicbKHx Ta iHWYlX CTapOBI1HHHX

XpHCTYl5IHCbKI1X xpaMax CJIi.L1iB nOHai{4aCOBOI J11O,[{CbKO\"i JII060BH H

KOXaHH5I, LUo6, 5IK i KaJIHHeUb, \"po3n' .HCTI1Cb\" Ha HI1X, BJ1I1THCb Y

MOJII1TBI1 \"roJ1y6I1x nOMepJII1X\" Ta nO,[{HBHTHCb Y \"noTOHOi44f1\)
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Hat{rpOOHHX nJ1HT MOHMapTpY. WYKalOLlH Tpl1BaJIOI
CYTi 111000811 H

)l(I1TT5I B BI1i{HMHX 3aJIHlllKaX MHHYJ10rO, 50H4YK Oa)l(a\342\202\254 Bit{KpHTI1 i{JI5I

ceoe 3eMHY Bi4HicTb JIIO,l{CbKHX n04YBaHb, IX T5Ir J1iCTb Ta nepeBarY
)l(HTT5I HaL( CMepTIO. Ui MOTHBI1 L(OMiHYIOTb Y Horo noeMi \"l{oBra

no\037opo)l( I.
,,23

Y t1pyriI1 4aCTHHi Ui\342\202\254l nOeMI1, B \"[1oBrifi nOi{0p0)l(i 11,\"24 noeT

Har0J10111Y\342\202\254 TeMY oe3nepepHBHOCTI1 JIIOl{CbKOrO TepniHH5I, I.QO BTiJIeHe B

HaCTiHHHX J1I1KaX XpHCTa Ta B 300pa)l(eHH5IX 50rOMaTepi, \037Ki

\037 \" . \"

npO,l!OB)I(YIOTb CTpa)l(,l!aTI1 3a JIIO,lI\342\202\254H, npl13Ha4eHI1X
Y l{04aCHICTb.

UIO TeMY fI T\342\202\254MY ..n1Ol{CbKOrO npH3Ha4eHH5I ni,[tcJ1JIIO\342\202\254 BBeCb

HaBKOJIHlllHiH JI5IH,L{lllacpT noeMH, BKpl1THH KaMiHH.HM i caMOTHiMH

KY\037aMI1 Ha eOHueM npOne4\342\202\254Hii1 rJ1I1Hi, no 5IKii1, .HK no )KHTTi, MaHtlpy\302\243

BOH4YKiB repoA. Bi3yaJIbHicTb i nCI1XOJIOri4Ha HaCI14\342\202\254HiCTb L(\342\202\254KOpy

noeMH
CTBOpK>\342\202\254 MOTOpOllJHe n04YTT5I O\342\202\25433aXHCHOCTI1 i BCIOj:!HCYI.QO\"i

CMepTH, a nOHal{ UI1M nYCTHpeM 60JI5I4\342\202\254 51411Tb Bi4H\342\202\254 nHTaHHfI JIfO,l:U1HH:

XTO 51?!

B JliHH KOCTeHKO XpHCTH5IHCbKi OO'\342\202\254KTI1 H pealIi'i HaB0,l:151Tb Ha

CYO'\342\202\254KTHBHi
\342\202\254TH4HO-cpi..noco\037i4Hi P03t:{YMH Hat{ ceHCOM 1I1Ot:{CbKoro

iCHYBaHH5I, aJ1e H O\037H04aCHO BI1KJII1KalOTb CYCniJ1bHO 06YMOB..neHi

acoUi.Hl{il, 3 Haro..nOCOM Ha rpOMat:{CbKiI1 cTiI1KOCTi Ta iHTerpaJIbHOCTi
MHCTUH, 51KI1I1 nOBHHeH CJIY)I(HTH BHCOKHM CTaH.l1apTaM KpaCH H HelO

30ara4YBaTH CBiA HapO,l:( i Bee JIIO,l!CTBO.

KOCT\342\202\254HKO
30Cepe,l1)1(Y\302\243TbCfI Ha HeraTI1BHOMY rpeHOMeHi enOXI1-Ha

BTeLfi Bi,[( Ha3BaHI1X BI1\037\342\202\254 3aBLtaHb MHCTU.H. TeMY BT\342\202\2544i Bi\037 OOpOTbOI1, Bi\037

HapOL(Y fI Bit! CBoro TaJ1aHTY BTilIlOE: lliHa KOCTeHKo B CBOIH

L(paMaTI1l.JH ii1 noeMi \"CH ir Y
<PJ10p\342\202\254Hl{i

I.
,,25

U51 CIOppeaJIicTH4Ha MicTepi.H Bit{oYBa\342\202\254TbCH B r JIYXOMY 3aKYTKY

MaHaCTHpCbKoro cat1Y, B CTapOBI1HHOMY <ppaHUY3bKOMY MiCT\342\202\2544KY Typi

Y lllicTHa,n:U5ITOMY CTOJ1iTTi. CIO)I(\342\202\254T noeMH-ue .n:paMaTI14HHH MOHOJIOr

\"CTaporo\" cpJIOP\342\202\254HTiflU.H, KOJII1LlJHbOrO TaJIaHOBHToro MI1CTU}1

iTaJIii1cbKoro
PeH\342\202\254CaHCY, flKHH, H\342\202\254

BHTpHMaBIlIH BHnpOOYBaHb Ha CBOIH

6aTbKiBI.QHHi, nOKI1L(a\342\202\254 fi H
npo,\302\243ta\302\243

cBiI1 TaJ1aHT rpp aH UY3bKOMY

B0J10,[{apesi. B pe3Y J1bTaTi Hat1BipHHX iHTpHr i CMepTI1 CBoro MeueHaTa

PYCTiLli TpaTI1Tb CBOI npHBiJIeI i, 3 J1aCKH OL(HorO npl1.HTe..n.H,3HaXO,[{HTb

3aTHIllIll51 B CTapOMY MaHaCTHpi, l{\342\202\254Ha CXHlIi BiKY 3YCTpi4a\342\202\254TbC.H 3 CBOIM

\"aJIbTep ero\"-\"M0J10t!I1M\" cpJIOpeHTiHU\342\202\254M.

noeMa J1iHH KOCT\342\202\254HKO \"CHir Y <PJ1opeHuil,'t n0411HalO4H 3 11 Ha3BH

H iMeHH repo51 Ta KiH4alO4H MaHacTHpcbKOIO o6cTaHoBKolO, noor t10BaHa
Ha MeTacpopax, CHMBOJIaX i aJ1eropiflx, flKi MO)l(Ha 3B\342\202\254CTH i{O \037BOX

OCHOBHHX KaTeropii1-3Hal.JeHb: ftKaMiHHOCTH
ft

i BT\342\202\2544i.nepllIY Bi,[(o6pa)l(Y\342\202\254

[1)1(OBaHcppaH4\342\202\254CKO PYCTi4i,26 a .rtpyrY-MaHacTHp. Ui Y3araJIbHeHHfI

KocTeHKo nepeHocHTb Ha cBit1 HauioHaJIbHHH rpYHT
i B cBiH qac. TYT

TeMa H\342\202\254BHHHOI
MaTepi-oaTbKiBI.QHHH, TeMa caM03paL(H, nHTaHHH

\"TaHY40rO\" H \"H\342\202\254TaHY40rO\" MI1CTeUTBa, np06J1\342\202\254Ma MHCTU5l-\"Bl1rHaHl{5I,\"

51Koro YOCOO.nIO\342\202\254 naHTe, i MHCTI..(.H-
ft

BTiKa4a,\" BTiJ1\342\202\254HH5IM HKoro E: repoH)))
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nO\342\202\254MH, Ta TeMa ippauioHaJ1bHOrO J11O\037CbKOrO CTpaXY, CnpH4HHeHOrO
30BHIWHI1MH BOpO)KHMH CHJIaMH.

BHYTpilllHii1 KOHQJJ1iKT \"BTiKa4a\" PYCTi4i JliHa KOCTeHKO P03B'5I3YE:
nOeTH4HHM MicTHQJiKOBaHI1M HaTHKOM. repOE:Ba BHYTpiWH5I OOpOTbOa

KiH4aE:TbC.H YCBiitOMJIeHHflM CBoro rpixa H \"p03na4JIHBHM\" Oa:>KaHH5IM

nOBepHYTHCb ,l{O CBO\342\202\254! 6aTbKiB\037HHH, ll.\\OO Cn04l1TH ni\037 fi TepHaMH.
OKaM' flHiJIHH i HenpH\037aTHHH CBOIA oaTbKiBl.QHHi PYCTi4i \"p03TaHYB\"

Y Mp5l4Hifi H04i MaHacTHpcbKoro carty H \"p03TaHY JIO\" Horo MHCTeUTBO.

110ro Oa)KaHH5I nOBOpOTY Ha oaTbKiBLQI1Hy-ue J15IMeHTaui51oCTaHHix
XBI1JII1H MHcTueBol \"oe3BHxot:!i.\" 3 oaTbKiBll.\\HHOlO BiH 3'\342\202\254t1HYE:TbC5I, 5IK i

<t:>paHKis BHlIJ\342\202\254HCbKHH, Y CBo\"iff cMepTi.)

* * *)

Y KIHueBOMY nl)]CYMKY p03r JIHHYTHX BHIJ..{\342\202\254 iHTepnpeTauiH

peJIirlHHHx TeM i MOTH BiB Y HOBtH YKpalHCbKIH noe3i'i X04eMO

Si,l13Ha4HTH, I..QO uei1 or Jlfl,l1 He BKJ1104HB 3Ha4Horo 4HCJIa Bit10MI1X noeTiB
OCTaHHboro CTOJIiTT.H, flKi B,[{aBaJIHCH L10 peJIiriHHOro MaTepi5lJ1Y. TaK

caMO He
iHKOpnOpY\342\202\254

BiH ycix acneKTiB npOOJIeMH, a 30Cepe,l1)KYE:TbCfI Ha

ueHTpaJ1bHHX nI1TaHH5IX pe.J1iriHHO- noeTH4Horo MHCJIeHHfI enOXH.

f0J10BHi BHCHOBKI1 Uboro ecefO LQ0,l10 xapaKTepY, KOHuenuiH Ta
CTHJIiCTI14HOl qJYHKUii peJIiriHHHX eJIeMeHTiB, MO)l(Ha 3BeCTI1 itO TpbOX
OCHOBHHX KaTeropiH: eJ1eMeHTiB, LQO \342\202\254 Bi,[{3epKaJ1eHHHM

LaeaJIicTI14HO-peJ1iriHHOro cBiTOBi,l14YBaHH.H aBTopiB i 3aCOOOM

CI1MB0J1i4HI1X Y3araJ1bHeHb iCTOpl14HHX 51BHIl.{ CTOJ1iTT5I; eJ1eMeHTiB, lI.{0

CJIY)I(aTb TBOp4HM MaTepi5IJ10M ,l1JI5I noeTiB pauiOHaJIbHO-
L1iflJIeKTH4Horo CBiTOp03YMiHH5I;

i THX eJ1eMeHTiB, lI.{O \342\202\254BHXit:{HOIO

T04KOIO aGO aHaJIori\342\202\2541O CY4aCHHX peaJIiH i HauioHaJIbHOrO eTOCY.

B neprnifl rpyni nepeBa)l(alOTb nO\342\202\254TH n04aTKY H Cepe,L(HHH

L1Ba,[{U5ITOrO CTOJ1iTT5I, B ,l1pYrii1-noeTH HbfO-HoPKCbKO\"i rpynl1, a B

TpeTii1-CY4aCHi YKpalHCbKi Il0eTI1 Ha MaTepHKY.

B OCHOBHOMY, YKpa\"iHcbKa peJ1iriHHa JJipHKa Uboro CTOJ1iTT5I E:

npO,l1YKTOM HauioHaJ1bHOrO iCTopH4Horo L10CBiL1Y, iHTeJIeKTyaJ1bHHX

nOIllYKiB Ta OCOGHCTI1X i KOJ1eKTI1BHHX TpaBM i TpareL1if1, cnpH4HHeHHX

OOOMa BiHHaMH. TOMY U5I JIipHKa T5I)Ki\342\202\254 t::{O iCTOpH3MY, \302\243piJIocoQJi3MY H

eTH4HOCTH.

He 3Ba)l(alO411 Ha ui nit::{cBi.l10Mi TH)I(iHHfI, MOitepHa YKpa\"iHcbKa

peJ1iriHHa noe3i5I He \342\202\254CYXHM ni,[(paXYHKOM iCTOpl14HHX t:{paM CTOJIiTT5I,

aHi aBTooiorpacpi4HHM KaTapCHCOM, cpiJIococpi4HMM COKpaTiBCbKHM
,L(iHJ10rOM, a60 t:{H,.QaKTH4HOK> nponoBi,L1lHO: BOHa \342\202\254MHCTeUbKHM

Ha,l14aCOBHM Y3ara..nbHeHH5IM iCTOpl14HI1X !}JeHOMeHiB ,l100H, JIIO,[(CbKI1X

,L(OJIb Ta oopcaHb YMa oCBi4eHoro, eTH4HO CcpopMOBaHoro
Heoe3CTopOHHboro iHTeJIireHTa Harnoro CTOJ1iTT5I.)))
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took place, from which advocates of the new seemed to
emerge

the

victors: they were granted a greater degree of recognition and accep-
tance. T'he movement remained in the ascendant until June 1963, when

a special ideological plenary session of the Party's
Central Committee

in Moscow put a ban on liberal tendencies in the arts, demanding
a

more cautious approach to change and experimentation.
When one surveys the articles written at this time in support of the

new writing, it becomes clear that there is a continuity
with positions

articulated as early as 1957. In fact, the body of critical opinion produced

between 1957 and 1965 by Svitlychnyi, Dziuba, Sverstiuk, Boichak,

Malynovs'ka, and others
develops

a clear line of argumentation and

forms a distinct phase in the history of Ukrainian criticism.

Of course, there are differences of emphasis among these critics,
and they did not reach consonant positions simultaneously: Svitlychnyi,

for example, began by being much more suspicious of all forms of

\"modernism\" and \"formalism\" than was Dziuba;2 Boichak had attacked
Dziuba's more radical demands in 1958 but was fully in agreement with

the latter by 1962; Ivanysenko had accused Lina Kostenko of \"formal

tinkering\" in 1957 but was singing her praises by 1961; Marharyta

Malynovs'ka began writing only in 1963 when it was clear that the

atmosphere had changed and the old
guard

would not be dislodged so

easily-a fact that explains the more circumspect tone of her criticism.

Nevertheless, quite insistently, the same themes were being repeated by
this group, the same complaints voiced, and the same demal\\ds made

upon literature.
To fully grasp their position, one has to be aware of the context in

which they emerged, the literary arena into which they were thrown.

During the period of the ttthaw,\" and particularly
in 1961-1962, three

basic camps took up positions in the literary debates, which could be

described as conservative, reformist, and radical.
The conservative reaction, expressed by such

figures
as M.

Sheremet, P. Zahrebel' nyi, N. N astiuk, M. Chabanivs'kyi, V. Romanenko,

and P. Tychyna,3 were unwilling to accept changes in the status quo.
Among other

things,
this meant that they wished to retain the literary

commonplaces or \"formulas\" that had been developed over the last thirty
years and which were codified in the patristic texts of Socialist Realism.
In prose, this often meant reducing literature to a

\"master-plot\" (a \"Party

activist convinces the backward masses
tt

stereotype),
which had been

canonized since the appearance of such works as Petro Panch's Heroi

nashykh
dniv (A Hero of Our Time) in 1927. In poetry, the hallmarks of the

Stalin period were the agitka, a versified exhortation devoted to a topical
issue, and the

pompous
ode extolling the virtues of the state.

After the statements of the 20th, 21st, and 22nd Party Congresses,
a reiteration of the old political dogmas clothed in the literary conven-

tions of the past became more difficult; not only was there a different)))
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wind blowing within the Party, but the new
literary

movement

exhibited an extraordinary vitality. The younger generation was, of
course, educated by the

great
social

changes
that were taking place in

the U.S.S.R.: the return of millions of
political prisoners from the camps,

the rehabilitation of writers, the rediscovery of history (particularly of

the twenties), and renewed contact with the outside world. This

generation felt the need to overthrow the old
gods

and to come to grips
with the meaning of the last forty years. The dictator had been

exposed,

his image toppled; now, they felt, it was time to expunge his likeness
from the arts he had patronized.

From about 1957, in fact, Svitlychnyi, Dziuba, Lohvynenko,
IvanyseIL1<o,

and others had in their criticism ridiculed the conventions
of the old literature, steadily undermining the

literary
\"formulas\" that

constituted the Socialist Realist canon. By 1961, the literary establish-
ment was

searching
for

examples
of a literature that could replace the

discredited schemes of the last decades and
yet

remain acceptable to its

tastes. It found such an example in Mykhaylo Stel'makh's Pravda i
kryvda

(Truth and Falsehood), which appeared towards the end of the year.
This book, which-as the title

implies-purported
to tell the whole,

unadulterated truth about the past, constituted the second, \"reformist\"

position
that crystallized at this time. Unable to cast off the conventions

of the past, the literary (and Party) establishment tried to substitute a
new scheme for the old one.

Official criticism seized upon the book, extolling it as a great
achievement of

post-war
literature and as an example to be emulated.

It was published in very large
runs and immediately joined the list of

Soviet \"classics.\" In fact, however, there was little
fundamentally

different about this latest work; Stel'makh had merely made certain

adjustments to the old
plot

structure in order to make it more com-

patible with the new Party line.
According

to the conventional \"master-plot\" of the thirties and

forties, a strong and proven Party activist is sent to a
disorganized

factory or backward rural area; he cajoles or browbeats the masses into
accepting his

far-sighted plan
or project (which could be the restoration

of a factory, a new electrification works, a
gigantic dam, or something

similar). Although the people at first exhibit scepticism and resist his
ideas, they

are eventually won over by his single-minded determination
and prophetic vision. Usually the confused masses are victims of their

own backwardness and of subversive agents working in their midst.
After their prejudices have been overcome and the agents exposed,
however, the situation is happily resolved and the project is an

unqualified success. Such a plot originally appeared in P. Panch's Heroi

nashykh dniv, Ivan Le's Roman mizhhir'ia (A Novel of the Lowlands), Ivan

Kyrylenko's Kursy (Courses), and other works of the late twenties. 4

Since

then, it had became a standard feature of Soviet
prose.)))
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In Pravda i kryvda, Stel'makh adapts this scheme to the new line by

elaborating the idea of \"good\" and \"bad\" leaders. Malicious characters

had worked their way into the Party, and they, according to the author,

are the cause of the people's sufferings. The instructions of the Party, we
are told, were not at fault as much as the selfish careerists, time-servers,
and bureaucrats who twisted these instructions to their own benefit and

who exhibited ruthlessness and contempt in their treatment of the

populace. Although Stel'makh's novel allows some outspoken criticism
of social problems, it ends by replacing

\"bad\" leaders with \"good\" ones

and conveniently ignores the Stalinist terror, shifting the blame for

economic hardship and personal suffering to the desolation wreaked on
the country by the Second World War and foreign invasion.

This kind of literature can be read as a ritualistic legitimization of

the new Khrushchevite line, a celebration of the new leadership's wisdom
and sensitivity to popular concerns, in contrast to the authoritarianism of

the preceding years. The hero of Stel'makh's book, for
example,

differs

from the paternalistic, stern, and unbending strong men of previous
decades by showing a much greater sensitivity to personal suffering: he

worries about the villagers' well-being and expresses outrage
at the

conditions in which they have been compelled to live. Nevertheless, he
still remains the

hackneyed \"good\"
leader who arrives in the village to

defeat the gang of evil-doers and to set things right. In spite of the acclaim
the book received as an \"affirmation of

lofty positive principles,\" a closer

examination of the text reveals many topoi
of

preceding
decades in the

plot, characterization, diction, and literary devices.
The new generation of critics, however, was not to be satisfied with

the substitution of one formula with another; in their
writings

of

1961-1962, they accurately indicated the stereotypes and conventions
that abound in Stel'makh's books and demanded that literature make a

complete break with such a schematic resolution of
political

and social

issues and that it do away with political cliche.
Since the entire young movement

began by opposing both the

conservative and reformist camps, by rejecting what had hitherto existed

in Soviet literature, an examination of its position must begin with a
glance at what was abhorrent in the writing of their contemporaries.

In very outspoken terms, the younger generation criticized the

pompous, dogmatic tone of most poetry, its lumbering rhetoric in praise
of the latest Party decisions, and its

mind-dulling repetition of the same
odes: to the Party, to the Revolution, to

Lenin, and so on. At the same

time, they lambasted another tendency, what one writer called \"botan-

icallyrics\":6
those scientifically accurate renderings of the self-evident

and banal, naIve descriptive techniques, illustration for its own sake

with no attempt to grapple with a profounder comprehension of the

world. And, finally, they castigated all examples of the undemanding,
the provincial, and the anti-intellectual.)))
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In prose, these critics rejected the conventional plot, the stereo-

typed positive hero, the rigid, hierarchical distribution of roles that
made characters into

allegorical figures representing
abstractions such

as \"good\" and \"bad\" leaders.

Although it was not possible for writers to question the tenets of

Socialist Realism openly, this kind of
critique effectively undermined its

foundations, since this form of writing over the last decades had been

built upon the imitation of certain canonical exemplars which exhibited
these conventions. Still less, of course, was it possible for the radical

position to suggest that Socialist Realism's grasp of
\"reality\"

was

problematic. If they could, they would perhaps have agreed with Andrei
Sinia'Tskii that the literature of the Stalin period would better have been
defined as a kind of pseudo-classicism. The characteristic features of
such a school are evident in the

rigid structures, the pedantically

defined canons, the hostility to experimentation, and, as Siniavskii
pointed out, the whole tone of this literature: its sense of

su?eriority,
its

conceitedness, its lack of humour, and its hostility to irony.
The literary credo of the sixties, as expressed in the

key
critical

statements of this period, begins to fit into a coherent picture if we view

it as a rejection of a rule-bound and oppressive Soviet pseudo-classi-
cism.Consider, for

example, Svitlychnyi's attack on the hackneyed plot.
In \"Liudyna pryizdyt' na selo\" (An Arrival in the Village), he analyzed
the \"new formula tt

novels being produced at the time, revealing the
identical and profoundly undemocratic structures that

appear
in all of

them. Svitlychnyi showed that ten books published around 1961 all have
the same

plot:
the Party is informed of a weak and backward collective

farm; to set things right, it
dispatches

an exemplary activist)

who is fated to struggle with local bureaucrats, shady dealings
and

drunkards, disorganization, apathy and despondency. Finally, this person
wins out and the backward collective farm or machine-tractor station

either becomes a leader, or at least makes such an about-face that the

overcoming of backwardness becomes a simple and indubitable affair.

8)

This critic pointed out that the sudden success is not attributed to the
work of the farmers but is inevitably a result of the activity of the new
chief. The farmers are merely the raw material for his plans. The new
chief receives all the author's attention and is portrayed mostly in
conversation with other chiefs and officials. The peasants, ironically,

hardly figure in the stories at all. Svytlychnyi exclaimed:)

Everything depends only on the head of the artil; the heroes of the novels

insist in unison. And what about the collective farms? And the collective
farmers? we ask. Perhaps they have some role in this? And if, in the given)))
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instance, nothing does depend on them, then new questions
arise \302\267\302\267\302\267\302\267

When and how did they become obedient play-things. . . ?9

Dziuba made exactly the saIne point with reference to another
novel of the period, when he

complained
that

according to the author's logic, the people, the collective farmers, are some

kind of passive, inert mass, the suffering material for the leaders: if
they

get a \"bad\" chief, they will waste away in deprivation and
grief,

if they
tt

are sent\" a \"good\" one, they will immediately live in happiness.
1o

Alongside
a democratization of political life, these critics wanted

to see a democratization of the structures of art, a portrayal of the

\"creative initiative of individuals\" and the rights of the individual

personality.

Dziuba and Svitlychnyi set about dismantling conventional
characterization, which divided its heroes

carefully
into the good and

bad, compelling each to speak in the required voice and the
required

style, thus making characters personified abstract ideas, faults, or

passions. Two concepts lay
behind such a view of character. One was

the classical idea that human beings were
basically

the same and that

only differing conditions and history effect changes in the common

substance. Hence, the individual was much less important than the

general or universal, and the
unique

or idiosyncratic was seen as an

insignificant deviation\"from the norm. The second concept was the idea

that the typical could be constructed by collecting and generalizing what
can be observed in

many
individuals. Thus, an abstract preconceived

idea, a sociological norm, could be suitably presented in literature by
synthesizing bits of observed reality: the wisdom and humanity of
Soviet leaders could be portrayed as a

collage
of noble and dignified

qualities, the image of the enemy constructed from observed instances
of inhuman behaviour, and so on.

Dziuba and Svitlychnyi hammered away at this form of charac-

terization based either upon the statistical average or upon the edifying
abstraction. In 1962,Dziuba wrote of Stel'makh's Pravda i kryvda:)

It would be vain to search in the novel . . . for a deep psychological

analysis. . .. For it would be a very careless person that could not
distinguish the

objective study of human psychology from a subjective
authorial conception of a person. . . or could not notice how little M.

Stel'makh is often concerned with the psychology of his heroes, how he

tends to portray the spiritual history of his heroes in excessivelygeneral

formulas. . . .11)

This attack on the old and \"reformist\" plot structure and charac-
terization led to a demand for a more honest assessment of poor work.)))
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Although
the number of works published was growing, argued the

critics, the number of
genuinely talented authors was just as small as

before. It was therefore a critic's responsibility to inform a writer if he

lacks talent. Furthermore, adherence to a formula could not be the basis

of assessing a writer's work; this led only to the chemist's approach to

literary judgement.
As Marharyta Malynovs'ka put it:)

Some critics behave in their articles like chemists.
They scrupulously

weigh the exact insurance grams of \"positive traits,\" separate the \"faults,\"

sum up the \"moral,\" add a little for the theme or conscientious spirit of

service of the author. After this system of grading you could probably find

flashes of poetry in the authors of A Song is Born [an anthology of
young

poetry under review]. However, it seems to us that this gives more
grounds

for a discussion of critical-editorial philanthropy and rhymed
microversification. 12)

Although
the solution could only be hinted at, the critics were in fact

suggesting
that the only real standard was the best in world literature

and that writers who could not find their own voice but instead

required a formula to work with were not worthy of publication, were

not really writers at all.
\"Today,\"

wrote Boichak, \"every genuine artist of

the word must measure himself or herself against the artistic
experience

of all humanity.\"13

Formulaic writing presented a ritualistic resolution of conflicts and
a validation of the system: the reader was compelled to relive over and
over

again
a fictional portrayal of the masses finding salvation under the

Party's strong guiding hand. It was a literature designed to give the

reader a sense of security, to illustrate the leadership's industriousness

and wisdom. Its ultimate message was profoundly conservative, since
it represented a thorough defence of the status quo.

The purpose of genuine literature, argued Boichak, was precisely
the opposite; it was to shake people from their slumber, to tear away the
veil of

preconceived
notions: \"A real artist is a raw nerve, is a heart

completely exposed to
people's sufferings and joys.

\"14

Far from seeking

a resolution of petty problems, the artist ought to tackle the
\"great

themes,\" the \"great concepts,\" the imponderables that have attracted the
finest literary talents throughout the ages. If, therefore, the first plank in

the new generation's literary platform was a debunking and demys-
tification of

rigid canons, the second was a concern for the human

predicament as manifested in the best of world literature. Much of the

literature of the early sixties spoke to such a wider concern.

Among contemporary prose works, Svitlychnyi and Dziuba highly
praised Hryhorii Tiutiunnyk's Vyr (Whirlpool)

and Borys Antonenko-

Davydovych's Za shyrmoiu (Behind the Screen). In poetry, of course,
there were works of Lina Kostenko, I van Drach, Mykola Vinhranovs'kyi,)))
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and Vitalii Korotych; but the critical focus fell in particular on Drach's

\"Nizh u sontsi\" (Knife in the Sun) and \"Smert' Shevchenka\" (Death of

Shevchenko), and on Kostenko's \"Paporot'\" (Fern).

Tiutiunnyk's Vyr concerns itself not with
positive

heroes and

difficulties successfully overcome but with the turning of the grand
wheel of life; it is essentially about the irreducible complexity and

beauty of life. The vortex of war catches people up in itself and throws

them from one experience to another, from one chance encounter to

another. Paths and destinies cross and recross throughout the book,
weaving a texture that confounds any preconceived schemes the reader

might have and produces a sense of a
profound

artistic reality, of the

mystery of fate.
Here was a book that, because of its authentic characterization, its

more honest exp0'3ure of the political evils of the age, and, above all, its

higher artistic purpose, could be put forward as a genuine achievement
of the creative imagination, one that challenged and far surpassed
made-to-order works like Stel'makh's Pravda i

kryvda.

Antonenko-Davydovych's Za shyrmoiu was perhaps singled out
because it portrays the superiority of vision over sight. It argues that

until humanity relearns the emotions of pity, compassion, and love, it

will never be able to pierce the screen of appearances that surround it
and will never penetrate to a deeper understanding of the meaning of
existence.

The same themes were also central to the artistic credos of several

poets who were writing precisely at this time: to Vasyl' Symonenko's

\"Ty znaiesh sheho ty liudyna
tt

(You Are a Person, You Know) and \"Ia\"

(I), to Ivan Drach's \"Balada pro soniashnyk\" (Ballad of a Sunflower), to
Leonid Pervomais'kyi's \"Kazka

H

(Fairy Tale), Lina Kostenko's \"Estafety\"

(Batons), and others. All the above poems, and many others from this

period, speak a language of compassion, innocence, and joyful creativ-
ity. They place the highest value on the life of the imagination. This is

also why many of them also deal with the other side of the coin, the

great crime of crushing the imagination, of
breaking

its free spirit and

forcing it back into fear.
Faith in the regenerative powers of the

imagination was closely
linked to a belief in the value of the individual self. An entire generation

was educated on poems such as the above, which stressed the
dignity

and worth of the individual's unique view of the world. If the active
imagination, founded upon personal integrity,

is the artist's supreme

gift, then it ought to be fully engaged in any creative effort-hence, the

constant encouragement of writers by the younger generation of critics
to \"burn\" with a passion, to \"dare\" reach the heights of their craft.

The early sixties were a time of experimentation in literature and

the arts in general. The grotesque, the paradoxical, the fantastic, and the

absurd began to reappear in Ukrainian literature. Perhaps as a revolt)))
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against
the pretentious and overweening rationalism, scientism, and

empiricism of their age, the new writers
began

to distort perceptions;
this is evident in Mykailo Osadchyi's Bil'mo (Cataract) and other works,
but also in the surrealistic and cubistic art produced in Ukraine during
this time. The younger generation publicly

admitted its infatuation with

\"Picasso and other leading representatives of Western art,\" such as Van

Gogh, Gaugin, Monet, and Cezanne. In literature, the younger genera-
tion was accused of

imitating modern Western authors like Faulkner
and Salinger.

15

Like the Romantics, the generation of the sixties also searched for
a new point of view, reaching out into the cosmos and into the future in
order to contemplate human civilization from that perspective (Drach),

or into the mind of the child, or into the world of the past with its

pre-Christian mythology and symbolism (Vasyl' Holoborod'ko,
Hryhorii Chubai, and others). Each such shift in the point of view was,

perhaps, an attempt to view civilization from a new vantage point, to

gaze upon the supposedly rationally ordered universe from the outside

and with the special insight afforded such extraterrestrial visitors as the
Little Prince of Saint-Exupery, another Western author who became

extremely popular at this time.
The best critical analysis of this kind of cosmic perspective is to be

found in Ivan Boichak's \"Na pul'si epokhy\" (On the Epoch's Pulse),
which appeared in 1961.16

Here the critic claims that the modern
individual has to have a sense of

responsibility
for the entire planet, for

all humanity. The atomic age demands that we
develop

a new kind of

imagination, one that allows us to think and feel for the whole world.

Poets have once again become Shelley's \"unacknowledged legislators of

mankind\"; they
alone are \"capable of living the life of many hundreds,

thousands, millions,\" and they have to teach people a sense of respon-
sibility not only for their own country but also for the planet.

The best defence of the second, primitivistic current that tried to
see the world through the mythology of past ages was Ivan Dziuba's

essay on Holoborod'ko entitled \"U
dyvosviti

ridnoi khaty\" (The Marvels

of One's Own Hearth), which was published in 1965. The critic stressed

the importance of the rediscovery of the intuitive side of life as a

necessary counterbalance to the emotional impoverishment and the
rationalistic aridity of

contemporary
civilization. He suggests that the

movement to primitivism, pre-Christian mythology, and ancient
traditions and beliefs was evidence of a profound spiritual crisis in the

post-war generation.
17

All the qualities briefly described above are elements of Roman-
ticism: the celebration of the life of the heart and the imagination, the

faith in the special insight afforded
by compassion

and intuition, the

belief in the supreme gift of creativity, and the
flight

from a pedestrian

rationalism to the splendours of myth and metaphysics. Typically)))
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Romantic also was the elevation of the artist once again to the status of

prophet and seer, the suggestion that the
poet's insights

were more

valuable than the judgements of politicians and governments. The
generation of the sixties exhibited the :Romantic preoccupation with

tearing asunder the veil of
superficial impressions

to get at the more

profound reality beyond. To do this, one
required

the gift
of vision..

Osadchy included a defence of this idea in his Bil'mo:)

Who wants to write about a streetcar that goes back and forth on its route

without derailing even on the iciest days? There must be another world,

created independently, which bears a message and tells you something,
a personally conceived model of the world . . . . The artist does not

faithfully reproduce nature, depicting beautiful sunsets and people
silhouetted

against
them. That's the artisan's job. The real artist leads man

through nature, through the sunsets to what lies beyond . . . . Like

Democritus, he must gouge out his eyes in order to gairi an insight into

the very essence of being.
18)

Perhaps
the rehabilitation of the national character of literature

also links this generation with the Romantics. Writers, artists, and even

film directors at this time began to insist upon the national dimension

of their work and upon their interest in national traditions. The
primitivism of folk art and Ukrainian monumentalism-both in its

Byzantine originals and in its revival in the twenties-was discussed
by

painters
like P. Zalyvakha and A. Hors'ka. Two films produced at this

time by the Kievan film studios, Tini zabutykh predkiv (Shadows of

Forgotten Ancestors) and Son (Dream), focused on national traditions

and symbols and moved Dziuba to suggest in a review that a revival of

a national film art was under way.19
This \"national\" in the art of the time was, according to the critics,

not to lead to ethnographism or archaism, was not to be an external

decorativeness, but was to express itself in the very essence of the work

produced . . . in the fate of characters. In the above review, Dziuba
suggests that the tragedy of Ivanko and Marichka in Tini zabutykh
predkiv is more than a

personal one, it is a parable of the nation's fate:
Ukraine, too, is

searching
for its soul and must recover it to find

happiness.
The critics also showed a revived interest in the nineteenth-century

Romantics, particularly in Shevchenko. levhen Sverstiuk wrote
extensively on Shevchenko at this time, and his \"Slidamy kazky pro
Ivanovu molodist'U (Following the Story of Ivan's Youth) ,20 wl'lich could

be considered t11e writer's literary credo, is a passionate defence of the

Romantic sensibility.
The literary revival of the sixties began with a message that was

positive
and life-affirming. The glorification of the naIve, childlike, and)))
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primitive
carried with it an optimistic faith in the basic goodness of

humanity-perhaps
a necessary response to the spiritual traumas of

preceding decades. The suppressed psychic anguish in older writers

such as O. Dovzhenko, M. Ryls'kyi, and B. Antonenko-Davydovych
burst forth in a

gospel
of love, joy, and delight in art. Ryls'kyi's essays

in particular, written during 1961-1962,are a
moving

defence of finer

feelings, of noble impulses, of a life devoted to
poetry.21

Behind such sentiments, however, there lay in most of the writings
of this period a darker note-the rejection of a fatally flawed civilization.
As the sixties wore on, this view of modern civilization as a corrupting
and enslaving force was voiced with

greater power
and conviction-in

Chubai's \"Vertep\" (Puppet Theatre), Moroz's essays, and other polemical
tracts.

A sense of unexplained evil attaches itself to several works.
Drach's central image in \"Nizh u sontsi\" deals with this idea of original
sin; in Vyr, the war stands as a

metaphor
for evil. Whether they travelled

forward in time to contemplate a future utopia or back to search for the

origins of man, writers were concerned with the sickness of the present.

Perhaps the failure of the Communist revolution to humanize
existence prompted an investigation into the subjective conditions that

led to the imposition of a totalitarian system, into the deep-seated
psychological

barriers to liberating change. Certainly the generation of
the sixties, like the Romantics before it, tried to expose the psychological
roots of the domination-subjection complex-in particular, through its
assault on authoritarianism in literary structures, and in an increased
interest in the psychology of

Everyman.

Above all, however, the critical writing of this period strives to
rehabilitate art and to

explain
its importance to a readership for whom

it was often merely the illustration of
political dogma.

After 1965, the political situation in Ukraine began to change:
repression was followed

by
arrests and long sentences. Svitlychnyi was

one of the first to be arrested in 1965. A different kind of mood

dominated writers and critics. Yet, from about 1957 to 1965,in the wake
of the de-Stalinization movement, a new literature was produced, and
an attempt was made to

forge
a new aesthetic. Although prematurely

cut short, its contours were beginning to take shape in the
key

critical

statements of a generation in revolt.)))
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WALTER SMYRNIW)

Lina Kostenko's Allegorical Fairy-Tales)

From its very beginning, the Soviet
regime

did not dissuade its authors

from writing fairy-tales. In fact, it encouraged them to contribute to this

genre by stressing that \"Soviet fairy-tales reflect the heroic struggle of

the people under the leadership of the Communist Party at the time of

the great
October socialist revolution and civil war, during the great

fatherland war and the
peaceful building

of socialism and communism

. . . ,\" and also by pointing out that V. I. Lenin is portrayed as \"the

greatest
heroic figure\" in such Soviet fairy-tales as \"Lenins'ka pravda\"

(Lenin's Truth) and \"Zolota hramota\" (The Golden Decree).l For reasons

unknown, no one was keen to receive credit for
writing

the fairy-tales

about Lenin, and hence they are usually included among the collections
of Ukrainian folk-tales (narodni kazky). However, there was never a

shortage of authors specializing in socialist
fairy-tales.

For
example,

in

Soviet Ukrainian literature, such promulgators of the genre as Natalia
Zabila, Oksana Ivanenko, Platon Voron'ko, and Iurii Iarmysh, to
mention but a few, produced such a

copious
volume of Soviet fairy-tales

that it exceeds the number of popular fairy-tales collected
by

eth-

nographers and folklorists. Moreover, not only minor authors and

specialists in children's literature but also such acclaimed poets as Pavlo

Tychyna and Leonid Pervomais'kyi felt inclined to compose ideological

fairy-tales.

2

On the whole, there were no major deviations in the treatment of

this gel1re in Soviet Ukrainian literature. Even with the advent of the
Thaw in the 1950s,most authors continued writing fairy-tales in order

to inculcate children with the tenets of socialism. A major exception to

this trend were the fairy-tales of Lina Kostenko and Vasyl' Sym,onenk,o.

Composed
in a light and humorous mood, Symonenko's fairy-tales were

intended for pre-school children. 3

Conversely,
Kostenko's fairy-tales

were aimed mainly at mature readers and were included in her
collections of verses. The first was \"Kazka pro Marti\" (A Fairy-Tale)))
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about a Phantom), which appeared in a collection entitled
Vitryla (Sails),

published
in 1958; the second work provided the very title of Kostenko's

next collection of
poems:

Mandrivka sertsia (The Journey of a Heart),
which came out in 1961.

Even a
cursory glance at Lina Kostenko's fairy-tales reveals that

they are obviously not intended for children, and that they have no

direct bearing on Soviet history, on the way of life, or on the task of

building a future socialist society. Upon examining these
fairy-tales

further, one can discern without difficulty that the poetess refrains from
all facets of Soviet ideology but expounds certain notions that pertain to
the problems that confront all mankind in the contemporary world. It

is also quite apparent that in order to
convey

abstract ideas in a concrete

form, Lina Kostenko has recourse to allegory, a
literary

device that is at

least as old as the fairy-tale itself. In keeping with the precepts of the

genre, Kostenko presents a small number of characters, most of which

are personifications of abstract ideas. Although this is an ancient and a
conventional

allegorical
device, Kostenko utilizes it with great skill in

order to develop dynamically and dramatically the
complex

notions that

are camouflaged by the rather innocuous titles of the fairy-tales.
At first

sight,
the title \"Kazka pro Marli\" may strike one as a mere

ghost story. From the very beginning, however, it is plain that such

presumptions are unwarranted, inasmuch as Kostenko alludes to other

meanings of the word mara. In Ukrainian, in addition to phantom, ghost,
or

spectre,
the term also denotes an evil force or the personification of

a demon in female form. The notion of a she-demon is not, of course, a

uniquely Ukrainian phenomenon.
The origin of demonology has been traced to Mesopotamia, from

where it spread to various peoples of the Near East and eventually to
the Hellenistic world and to various parts of Europe. In the oldest

depictions that can be found in Sumerian and Akkadian literature, both

male and female demons occur, and the physical form of most demons

entails \"a mixture of human and animal features: a lion's head, a

woman's body, dog's teeth, and eagle's claws on hands and feet.\"4 The

physical attributes of various demons changed in the course of time, but,
in the main, the dualistic image of demons was retained, as was the
mixture of human and animal features.

Lina Kostenko was evidently well aware of these basic demonic
attributes and included them in the

depiction
of (he main character of

her \"Kazka pro Maru/' who was born with a \"dual
visage\" (dvoelykoiu

narodylas'). The rendition of this dualism is both succinct and
striking:)

51K nor J151HYTH 3 npaBoro 60KY -

TO xopowe t!I1T 51, H iBpOKY.

JlHlIKO oiJ1e, Halle HaMiTKa.

OKO
- COHueM norpiTa KBiTKa.)))
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A 6poBa
-

51K TOHKHH JlHCT040K.

A ll\\OKa -
5ICHHH neJlIOCT040K.

A BYCTa - J1iCOBa nOJ1YHHU5l.
A B0J10CC51 - 51pa nrneHHU5l.)

5IK nOrJ151Helli 3 JIiBOrO 60KY -

011, nOTBopHe )K ,l!HT5I, H iBpOKY!

PY,l!YBaTa nJ1f1Ma Ha CKpOHi.

Hic 6e3 Hi3.l1Pi.
nOBiKH 4epBoHi.

OKO BOB4e, a 3Y6H lJ.{Y4i,

a BYCTa -
MOB 3Mi\"i nOB3Y4i.

A B0J10CC5I Hal{ rOJIOBOIO -

5IK nYCTHp, \037O 3apic KponHBOIO.)

3 Uboro 60KY -
MOB KBiTKa JleJIi\342\202\254.

3 Taro OOKY -
MOB 3Bip Bl13l1pa . . .)

OXpeCTI1JIYf lU-1THHY
- Mapi5l.

A npo3Ba.nH fi
-

Mapa.
5)

In the above stanzas, the dyadic make-up of the heroine is

conveyed by means of her diverse physical attributes, as well as by the
names that she was given.Thus,both her appearance and the nickname

Mara represent concretely an abstract notion of evil.

Although
Lina Kostenko employs a familiar personification of evil,

she does not intimate
thereby

that the heroine of the fairy-tale should be
conceived as an outright 'she-demon. In her childhood, Mara was in all

respects a human progeny. Both of her parents are human beings; she
is

baptized;
she is loved by her mother, who affectionately calls her

Marysia. She feels
deeply

hurt by the comments about her facial

deformity, but she jeers at a
frog

and throws a stone at it because it is an

ugly creature. However, Mara
quickly

realizes that she should not

blame the frog for her own misfortune. From these and similar details,

it is evident that in the beginning of the fairy-tale, Marysia is not
portrayed

as an incarnation of evil. At the same time, it is apparent that
Marysia

is intended as a personification of abstract ideas, namely, the
inverse notions of

beauty
and ugliness. Furthermore, it is clear that,

allegorically, the heroine represents an emotional
suffering

that ensues

from a convergence of these attributes in one person.
In keeping with the convention of the genre, the main plot of

\"Kazka pro Marli\" entails Marysia's quest for a
magical remedy for her

physiological dualism. First she goes to a sorceress, known as a \"Wise

Woman\" (Mudra Baba), and asks her to erase the ugliness from the left

side of her face. The response from the Wise Woman comes as a
complete surprise:)))
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-
51 My ,lIpa 5aoa.

Y-Y-Y, 51 ,ltY)I(e MY,ltpa!

51 3HatO Bce, LQO pOOHTbC5I B npHpO,lIi.

AJle TOOi He CTaHY 51 B npHrO,lIi.

TaKa B)I(e B M\342\202\254H\342\202\254CI1JIa cnOKOHBiKY -

51 MO)l(Y 3110 3pOOHTH 40JlOBiKY.

6i,ltY HaKJlHKaTb,

rope 3aMICHTJ.1,

BepCTOB 3a .ltBa,l1U\037Tb BiKHa nepeOHTI1.

KOJ1H 3aX04Y,
-

KO)l(HOrO 3yp04Y.
KOJ1H 3aX04Y,

-

JIHXa HanpOp04Y.
KaMiHHHM rpa,lI Ha rOJIOBH HaKJII14Y.

CB5ITOrO 3'.iM i 40pTa B03BeJ1H4Y.

B ,lIiJIax He,ltOOpI1X 51 BCeBJ1a,ltHa.

A Y xopoUJI1X 6\342\202\2543nOpaltHa.

6)

By way
of this surprising revelation, Lina Kostenko introduces a

touch of irony into the
allegorical design

of the work. The Wise Woman

does not represent an embodiment of wisdom; she has only the

knowledge of a narrow specialist: an ability to practise evil for evil's

sake. As she is not capable of doing anything virtuous and does not

understand the notion of goodness, the Wise Woman cannot differen-
tiate between right and wrong and lacks, therefore, the capacity for

sound judgement, an essential trait of wisdom. From all this, it follows
that Kostenko intended to cast the Wise Woman not as a sage, but as an
ironic personification of a wicked witch.

In the ensuing narration, irony becomes an important architectonic
feature of the work and recurs so frequently that at times it is even
accentuated by the protagonists.For

example,
when the Wise Woman

tells Marysia that she cannot help her, and that
only

the Fool (Durnyi

Cholovik) can dispel her ugliness, Marysia retorts in amazement:)

-
4oro 0 5I n illlJIa?

Barna palla Ha nocMix cxo)l(a.

My ,lIpa 5aoa He nOMor JIa,

a ,ltypHHH Ll0J10BiK nOMO)l(e?!7)

The Wise Woman responds by pointing out that he is no
ordinary

fool, for \"his folly is incomprehensible\" (hlupota ioho nezbahnenna). Since
the man in question gave away all his possessions to the needy, never

offended or harmed any man or beast, became a recluse in the forest,

and was an obsessive ecologist, both the Wise Won1anand the common)))
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people regard
him as an utter fool. 8

They
hold this opinion because they

are incapable of understanding the profound altruism,
pacifism,

and

acumen of the Fool. Moreover, these people do not comprehend the
irony and the

folly
of their perception: the Fool is not a foolish but a

wise man; and,
conversely, they

are all utter simpletons, because th.ey
cannot grasp the paradox of this situation. The incongruity between the

name and the real idiosyncrasy of the Fool further highlights the role of

irony in Lina Kostenko's allegorical fairy-tale.
The sagacious nature of the Fool is fully revealed during his

meeting with Marysia. He immediately realizes that
Marysia's

foremost

desire is to get rid of her hideous looks and tells her that he can do it

with a mere touch of the hand. He also points out the limitation of his

knowledge: although h\037 can relocate her ugliness, he cannot eradicate

it, and he warns her that, displaced into different
spheres, ugliness tends

to assume other monstrous and evil forms. As he puts it,)

PYKY J1HllJe ,[(0 J1HU.H npHKJ1a,[(Y
-

B )l(MeHi 3aTHCHY TBOIO oiL1Y.

BclO UIO nOTBopH iCTb 3HiMY 3a rOjJHHY.

TiJIbKH KY ltH )I( \037 fi no,niHY?)

B 3eMJ11O 3apHIO
- 3pOCTe OY.l151K.

KHHY B .l1ynJIO - O)KHBe xpooaK.
B pi4KY

- nil{HiMeTbC5I KaJ1aMYTb.

A p03MaXHYCfI, 3aKJ.1HY B Mope
-

BHHHKHe B Mopi CTpaWHa nOTBopa.

By \037e TonHTH 40BHH H KOpaOJIi.

5Yl{e J151KaTH J11Ol{eH Ha 3eMJ1i.9)

In the above elaboration, the Fool equates ugliness with evil in

general terms and then goes on to tell Marysia about the particular evil

consequences that would come as a side-effect of the cure that she is

seeking:)

3Ha4HTb, \037 MO)l(Y,

3Ha4HTb, 51 MYllJY

BCJO UIO nOTBOpHJCTb

3arHaTH B .l1YllJY.)

TiJ1bKH TOL1i He J151KaHCfI 3MiH -

OY l{ellJ npeKpaCHa 3 OOOX CTopiH.

TiJ1bKH .l{ywa B Teoe OY,l1e nOTBopHa
-

3J1a,

3aBH l{1Oll{a,

nil{CTynHa

i 40pHa.)))
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AGO 51K X04ew -

KpaCY TBOIO 3MYWY

nepeCeJ1HTHC5I HaBiKH B l(YllJy.10)

As her ugliness can only be transferred from a physical to a

psychological dimension, the Fool offers Marysia the choice of having
either a beautiful countenance and a hideous psyche, or a completely
deformed face but a beautiful soul.

It takes
Marysia

seven days to make up her mind, but in the end
she decides in favour of a beautiful body, in spite of the knowledge that
her psyche will be hideous.

By way
of this transformation, Lina

Kostenko adds the final touches to the ironic portrayal of the main

heroine. In the beginning of the tale, she is endowed with demonic
physiological

traits (a combination of human and animal features) and
with a human soul, but

by
the end of the work she appears as a demonic

spirit housed in a beautiful human body. It is also noteworthy that in
both instances there prevails a

disparity
between the physical and the

spiritual traits of the heroine.
On portraying the

major protagonists
in \"Kazka pro Maru,\"

Kostenko indicates by way of the names and other concrete details that

the characters are meant to personify abstract concepts. But as soon as
she

conveys allegorically
a given abstract notion, Kostenko begins to

introduce other information that either contradicts or
completely

alters

the initial allegorical meaning. The end result of this literary technique
is a series of theses and antitheses that comprise, of course, the essence
of the ironic allegorical schemata that prevail not only in the depictions
of the major characters, but also in the denouement of the work.

Having become a beautiful woman, Marysia at first attracts whole

hordes of admirers, yet the handsomest man is not
among

them. He is

courting Halia, a very ordinary, almost a homely girl. Feeling slighted
and

jealous, Marysia
does her utmost to lure him away from this girl,

but neither her striking beauty
nor her amorous intrigues avail Marysia.

Even the love potions prepared by the Wise Woman
prove

ineffective

in permanently attracting the man whom Marysia desires. Repulsed by
her hideous psyche, eventually

all men begin to shun Marysia in spite
of her ravishing looks. In the end, she is a

vanquished
and a lonely

beauty queen:)

no'ixaJIa MapHc5I Y MicTO.

KynHJ1a niBny \037a HaMHCTa.

UiJ1Y Kyny BC51KHX Cepe>l<OK.

06epeMoK TOHKHX Mepe>l<OK.

npHOHpaJ1aC5i,

4enrpHJ1aCb,
HaLle MYXa B oKponi KpYTHJ1aCb,)))
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I HapewTi, B Be4ipHIO nopy,

HaLle KpaJI5I,

Bl1nJII1BaJ1a 3
\037BOpY.)

A Ha BY JIHui MY3HKH,

TaHUI,

)l(apTH,

3aKOBH KH.

rapH i xJIonui npOXOt:{)f(aIOTb,

6iJlH MHJlI1X Yna\037aIOTb.

Ha MapHCIO HixTO i He f'Jl5lHYB.
11)

The ending of the fairy-tale is as ironic as its beginning. The
heroine is still afflicted with a dualism that is repugnant to the society
at large. She was ostracized at first for a physical deformity, and now for

hideous psychological traits. Marysia's cure thus becomes another kind

of malady.

Whether it is employed as a literary device or as a
genre, allegory

has its limitations, particularly traditional allegory with its inherent
one-to-one relationship, which confines the writer to a representation of

single analogies. Quite the contrary are the potentials of
irony.

The

incongruities, contrarities, inversions, and antitheses that can be

conveyed through irony have proven a
very

useful resource for authors

who endeavoured to depict complex and contradictory phenomena or
to raise poignant questions in a

literary
work.

Lina Kostenko was evidently well aware of the creative potentials
of

allegory
and irony when she chose to utilize both in \"Kazka pro

Maru.\" Without recourse to irony, the poetess would have been
restricted to portraying the

major protagonists
of the work as per-

sonifications of single abstract notions, such as beauty or ugliness,
wisdom or

folly.
But by utilizing irony, Kostenko endows the per-

sonages with diametrically opposed concepts and prompts the reader

to consider both notions. As a result, in the case of
Marysia,

the reader

has to query whether she is intended as a personification of the

contradictory traits of human nature, which include such notions as

beauty and ugliness, goodness and evil. Therefore, by means of irony,
Kostenko touches on the basic philosophical questions about the

good

and the beautiful, which serve as the crux in the formulations of such

constituents of philosophy as ethics and aesthetics.
Whereas Lina Kostenko makes no attempt to

expound
in \"Kazka

pro Marti\" either a given Weltanschauung or a philosophical system, she
introduces

by way
of irony some basic philosophical questions and

issues. Among them is a major ontological problem: namely,
how to

differentiate between what exists and what merely appears to exist
within the realm of one's perception. Thus, as a deformed child and)))
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later as a ravishing beauty, Marysia is not at all what she appears to be.

From the previous discussion, it is
plain

that in the first instance she is
not a demonic creature but a human being,

and that later she only

appears to be a beautiful woman but in essence is a vile creature.

Similarly, the Wise Woman has the reputation of being wise, but in
reality

she is not; and the Fool is, in the final analysis, not a fool but a

sage. Only obliquely relevant to the ontological t\\otions of appearances
and

reality\"
but no less significant, is the problem of value judgement,

which is also underscored in the fairy-tale. Because of her predilection
for physical beauty, Marysia disregards the significance of

spiritual

values and, consequently, lives unhappily ever after.
It is indicative from both the structure and the contents of \"Kazka

pro Marti\" that the composition of the work was most
likely

motivated

by
Kostenko's desire to examine in a concrete form certain abstract

problems that pertain to human life. This very objective can also be
discerned in her second fairy-tale, \"Mandrivka sertsia.\"

Although
there

are some similarities in the plot patterns of these works, the design and

the thematic scope of \"Mandrivka sertsia\" are more expansive and more

complex. Moreover, in this
fairy-tale

the poetess
does not confine herself

to an ironic mode or to a small number of
allegorical figures.

\"Mandrivka sertsia\" also begins with the birth of a deformed child,
a boy \"with an incredibly large heart.\" When this nameless boy grows
up, he becomes aware of a

strange emptiness in his heart and seeks
various means to alleviate this

feeling.
But he soon discovers that

pleasure, friendship, pursuit of knowledge, and the love of a woman do

not suffice to fill the void in his heart. Consequently, he decides to

journey
into the wide world to find somewhere a remedy for his

affliction.

The allegorical design of the work can be surmised without

difficulty from the very beginning of the plot. At the same time, one

cannot avoid noticing that Kostenko does not reveal what the allegorical

significance of the heart is, inasmuch as she provides neither the name

nor the occupation of the central figure and simply refers to him as the
Wanderer. As a result, she establishes what may be termed an

open-ended allegory, consisting of a concrete image that does not

convey
an explicit abstract notion. She creates thereby a sense of

suspense and prevents the reader from
jumping prematurely to a

conclusion about the significance of the central figure and the work as

a whole. The pilgrimage of the Wandering Heart becomes, therefore, a
process of

discovery
for the main hero and for the reader as well.

Quite the contrary are Kostenko's renditions of other allegorical

figures in this fairy-tale. Their allegorical significance is established as
soon as the Wanderer encounters them, and often through self-revela-

tion. Thus, the first figure is the Shadow of the Fields, which personifies
the toil and the suffering experienced by peasants for

many
centuries)))
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while tilling the land. The second figure is the Bleeding Granite, Of,

rather, a granite statue of a soldier whose bleeding wound represents
those who have experienced the

agony
of war as well as those who are

still enduring it. At this point, Kostenko draws the reader's attention to

the differences between allegorical and realistic representation of the

victims of war. When the Wanderer wants to bandage the bleeding
wound of the statue, the statue replies:)

To He nOMO)l{e, BCI OHHTH MaJ1i.

[3 HEr KPOB ITY1 HE nEPECT AHE,
A)K nOKYI 5 Y,l]E 35P071 HA 3EMlli.

A)I( ,[(OKH XTOCb Ha CBiTi X04e

KOMYCb y rpY,[(H Uil1HTHCb B 005lX, -

or,lIe paHa MOfi KpOBOT04HTH,

oyne \037TpHTHC5I paHa M05l! . .12)

This statement is immediately followed by an authorial comment
in which the poetess underscores the diverse perception and represen-
tation of reality:)

Ue OY JIG B Ka3Ui.

Ue nooa4HB MaHitpiBHHK cepueM.

A npocTo 04HMa - ue BHr JIHnaJIO TaK:

LtO opaTcbKol MOrHJIH

npHBe3J1H rpaHiTHHH naM'flTHHK-

norpY'[(,l!5I, pYKY
3 rnanKOIO, nOCTaTb

B COJl\037aTCbKiH lliHHeJIi.

I JJ\342\202\254)I(aJIO oKpeMo Bce u\342\202\254

cepeLt TpaB i ,L1MYXHflHOI M'51TH . . .13)

Also explicitly identified are the allegorical figures in the next two
chapters.

One is called the Eternal Mother, who \"smiles to those who are
not yet born and weeps for those who have perished.\"14 She personifies
the procreative force, without which human existence could not be

sustained. In spite of its unusual designation, The Almighty of the Earth
(Vsederzhyteli

zemli), the next allegory in this fairy-tale, collectively
represents the creative and productive forces of mankind.

To readers who are not accustomed to being confronted with a
whole gallery of

allegorical portraits,
Lina Kostenko promises that the

\"next
chagter

shall be realistic\" and will be entitled \"A Licentious

Woman.\" But what follows has no semblance of literary realism, for the

realistic setting and narrative mode culminate in an ironic and al-
legorical presentation of the limitations of human perceptions: even

when the neighbours perceive the widow as \"shameless and debauch-

ed,\" she is in fact both pure and virtuous.)))
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While the allegorical depiction of Loneliness is quite conventional

and self-explanatory, much more complex and perplexing is the
allegorical figure

called the Black God, rendered, as Kostenko puts it,

\"symbolically.\" Despite his name, the Black God is not a personification
of a god, but rather a representation of both man's ability and limita-

tions in understanding the nature of a deity. The perception of this

notion varies with each race:)

BaraTO J1tOl!ei1Y Ui110MY CBiTi.

nil! COHueM J11O.[{H -
Te)l( p03MalTH i.)

BiJ1a paca
-

CBiTY OKpaca.

)KosTa paca
-

CBiTY OKpaca.

40pHa paca
-

CBiTY OKpaca! . .)

KOTpa H ni,l!KOpeHa
- HeBnOKopeHa.

Lloope, Ma6YTb, Ha ,l{Yllii Ha60Jl iJIo:

HerpH Dora MaJ1IOIOTb l.JOpHHM,

HerpH LlopTa MaJ1IOIOTb 6i.nHM.
16)

Such episodes as the crucifixion of the Black God by the White
Devil and the struggle of the Wanderer with this devil are meant to
convey the notion that mankind's anthropomorphic conception of a

deity is relativistic and verges on the absurd.
In view of the prevailing patterns of allegorical self-revelations, by

the time the reader reaches the
chapter

entitled \"The Eyes of the Basilisk\"

he could expect that the significance of this figure would be duly ex-

plained. And, indeed, in the same vein as the
presentation

of the other

personages, the Basilisk discloses his allegorical role by saying: \"I am

Grief-I am the Basilisk.
\"17

As the Basilisk is the source of much grief and
misfortune for the Wanderer and other people as well, there is no reason
to doubt the

validity
of his assertion. But a closer examination of his name

reveals a further significance of this personage. The term Basilisk denotes

a legendary reptile that had a fatal breath and glance, and its
etymology

stems from basilikos, a diminutive form of the Greek work basileus,
meaning king. In view of this secondary meaning, it is not surprising that
in \"Mandrivka sertsia,\" Basilisk

personifies
not merely grief, but also the

grief that emanates from an absolute
political authority.

Those who are subjugated by the Basilisk experience this grief
either by obeying or by challenging his authority. Being obedient, the

people are reduced to \"half-humans\" (napivliudy) and must live like dogs
who are rewarded with pieces of meat thrown by their sovereign. Those
who defy the authority of the Basilisk are either burned to cinders by his

phosphorous glance or forever incarcerated.
In the name of those who have perished by challenging the

authority of the Basilisk, the Wanderer dares to look directly into his)))
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eyes
and would have been victorious if it were not for the loyal

\"half-menu who come to the aid of their ruler. Defeated and jailed by the
subhuman creature, the Wanderer decides to die rather than yield to the
beasts. At the hour of death, the Wanderer meets his alter ego, or, one
should say, his alter image.

The ensuing discussion between the two alter selves of the

Wanderer contains vital clues to the complex open-ended allegory
that

is conveyed by this figure. From these clues, it follows that the Wan-

derer or the Wandering Heart is an allegorical representation of a wide
range of human experiences, whereas the other self represents an
abstraction of these experiences or, as Kostenkoputs it, is the \"Spirit of

the Wanderer.\" This unusual allegorical formula entails a concrete image
engaged in a discussion \037ith the abstract idea that represents it. This is

certainly out of the ordinary, but not necessarily ineffective.

Articulating the abstract notions of the real experiences of the

Wanderer, the Spirit proposes quick and easy solutions to the grief and
all the other problems that the Wanderer had endured and claims that
he is

representing
the very same conclusions reached by the Wanderer.

Therefore, the Spirit declares that he has finally understood what can fill

the void in the heart of the Wanderer:)

JlIO,lIHHa
- BiHeUb npHpO,lIH.

TI1 3ar J151HYB 111 Y CaMY \037YlllY.

HeMa\342\202\254 Kpall1e
- JIIOt{CbKO'i BpOt{H!

HeMa\342\202\254 Bl1ll1e
- J11O)::tCbKoro .l(Y x y!)

JIKOtO JIIO\037CTBO 3pOOHJIO nJIaHeTY! -

50 1l10Cb MaHCTpy\342\202\254
Ha CBiTi KO)l(HHH.

3Ha4HTb, JlIO\037H
-)

Be.lJl1Ki noeTH.)

3Ha4HTb, .n1O.l{HHa -)

BeJII1KHH XY,lIO)l(HI1K!18)

Furthermore, the Spirit claims that he knows how to eradicate all
grief

and misfortune:)

Ex BH )1(, ]]IO\037H!

THC5I4a JIiT

ni\037KOp5lJH1 co6i npHpO\037Y.

\342\202\254,Hanpl1 KJIa,l{, rpOMOBil1 B iLt . . .

40M HEMA\342\202\254 rOPEBIL1BOllY?)

npar..UOBaTH )::teC5ITKI1 J1iT,

nepeCHJIHTH cJ1a6icTb i BTOMY -

I nOCT ABY1TY1 rOPEBIL{BILI

HA 3EMJlI BIJl51 KO>KHOrO nOMy!19)))
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In short, the Spirit declares that evil can be eliminated
by

means of

technological progress. In future, man shall no doubt build
\"grief

deflectors,\" but in the meantime the Spirit proposes to overcome the

prevailing evil by escaping from it, by breaking out of the jail of the
Basilisk.

It is not surprising that Soviet literary scholars discern in the above

assertions of the Spirit \"a reverberation of Gorky's humanistic philoso-

phy.\"20 It is not inappropriate to detect a note of secular humanism in

\"Mandrivka sertsia,\" but the credit should not be given to Gorky for

conceiving
this notion, inasmuch as Protagoras was the first to declare

that \"man is the measure of all things.\" Moreover, one should also state
that in addition to secular humanism, a further philosophy is expressed
in Kostenko's fairy-tale. This is evident in the discussion that the

Wanderer has with his Spirit.
In response to the thesis about man's supremacy in nature, the

Wanderer raises a number of thought-provoking questions:)

40MY )l(e Ha OOJII144i fi npOMeHI1CTiM
-

nl1we rope -)

XY \037O)l(HHK oe31IapHHH
-)

. ... . .

Clpl T1Hl

i n.J151MH 3eMJIHCTi,

3MOpI.QOK niHil He3YrapHi?!

40M \342\202\254JIIOt{H, rOpeM one4eHi?
'\"

HeHap0l!)I(eHi H Ti npHpe4eHi.

I HaBill(o 1M CMepTb yrOTOBaHa?

AnpOOOBaHa. ..rapaHTOBaHa...)

YOM lIO CTapOCTi Bi,n; KOJIHCKJ.1

nepecJ1i,[{Y\342\202\254 rope J11OL\\HHY?

BOHB4J.1H CTpYM Bacl1J1icKa

MO)l(e B):1apHTH 1.l10XBHJ1HHI1.

21)

By way of these questions about the nature of man and the
excruciating experiences in

life, the Wanderer raises doubts about his

own abstractions, or, in other words, about the
simplistic

solutions

proposed by the Spirit. The abstract formulations of the Spirit contain no
provisions for such unavoidable and dire experiences as death or an

oppressing way of life under political tyranny. It is also noteworthy that

the doubts of the Wanderer are predicated on his own
experiences

during
the pilgrimage. This prompts one to consider once again the

significance of the journey and the allegorical figures encountered by the
Wanderer.

Taken as a whole, what can be inferred from the experiences of the

Wanderer during the journey? First of all, the journey conveys a motif)))
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about man's quest for meaning in life-the Wanderer's desire to fill the

\"large
void in his heart.\" Then there is evidence of man's creative and

destructive potentials. Further, it is also plain from the tale that man
lives in a universe that is hostile and without an apparent purpose. God

provides no help whatsoever. Indeed, man is even
incapable

of

understanding
the nature of the deity. Yet, in spite of all these obstacles

and calamities, man strives to exercise his free will by opposing the
hostile forces in his environment.

The further one reflects on the experiences of the Wanderer, the
more obvious it becomes that,

allegorically, they comprise a thorough

synopsis of human existence, an existence that is not restricted to a

particular nation, culture, or time. Moreover, on comparing this

depiction with the analyses of existence that have emerged in Western

literature after W orld War II, one can surmise that Kostenko's fairy-tale

contains a reverberation of the very problems that have been discussed
by the

promulgators
of existentialism.

A discussion of philosophical questions in fairy-tales is in itself an
extraordinary development in Soviet Ukrainian literature. But even

more remarkable is a fairy-tale that contains the reflections of two

diverse philosophical currents, secular humanism and existentialism,
and embodies both modes of

thought
within the central character.

To date, Lina Kostenko's utilization of the fairy-tale genre remains
unsurpassed in

respect
to both its form and contents. Thanks to her

remarkable poetic talent, Kostenko
manages

to modify the conventional

devices of this genre in order to convey complex notions and to
present

in the guise of allegories several philosophical concepts that have been
proscribed for Soviet authors.)))
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IOJIi.H BOH4HWl1H)

r0J10BH i aCneKTH cBiTOr J1.Hj:1Y \342\202\254BreHa MaJIaHIOKa)

B)I(e Bil! HaH.l1aBHilllHX 4aciB cpiJIOCOcpH p03r JIH.l1aJ1H-i Bee me

p03r JI.H.l1aIOTb-nI1TaHH\037 ,lIYXOBOrO )l(I1TT.s:I J11O,lIHHJ.1, 11 OKpeMilIJHOCTH,

HenoBTopHOCTH. B nJI5ITOHa we OKpeCJ1eHO 5IK \"MiKpO-CBiT\"; )KaH-)I(aJ<

PYCCO rOBopHTb, Il{O KO)l(Ha JIIO,l1HHa Ma\342\202\254 CBOE KOJIO, Y .s:IKOMY BOHa \342\202\254

l!eHTpOM; i,[1eaJIicTH-poMaHTHKH (BiJIi.HM 5JIeHK, 110raHH-rOT Jlio <t>ixTe,

<Ppil1pix-BiJlbreJIbM H03eQ> WeJIJIiHr) l{if111IJ1H ,[10 BHCHOBKY, \037o J1tQ,.QI1Ha

\342\202\254Ol!H04aCHO i K0J10M, i ueHTpoM; ApTYp WOneHrayep i <t>piL1pix HiQIlIe

BOa4aJII1 BnJIHB
l!\342\202\254HTpY

Ha K0J10, ToaTo, BnJIHB J]tQ\037HHH Ha II OT04\342\202\254HH5I,

a nCHX0J10rH (3irMYHt! 4>POHt!, KapJI-IycTaB IOHr)
1

Ta MHCJlHTeJli

(MapTI1H faH,l1errep, foce OpTera i racceT) Y L{iJ1.f1IOTb TaKY )I( CaMY Bary

BnJII1BOBi OT04eHH.H Ha JIIO,[{HHY, 5IK i HaBnaKI1. Ui 3araJIbHi

cnOCTepe)l(eHH.R ni,lIKa3YIOTb ,[(YMKY, mo KO)l(Ha J11OL{HHa noci\037a\342\202\254 cBifi

BHYTpilllHiH .l1YXOBHHH, \"BJIaCHI1H\" CBiT.

\342\202\254BreH MaJIaHIOK CTBOpHB CBifl \"BJIaCHHH CBiT,\" Il{O MiCTI1B Y cooi

.fIBI1\037a He TiJ1bKH OCOOI1CTOrO, aJle H HauioHaJlbHOrO, Ta HaBiTb

YHiBepCaJIbHOrO xapaK1epY, ceOTO, i ueHTpY, i KOJ1a. Uef1 \"BJ1aCHI1H cBiT\"

MaJIaHIOKa MH Ha3BeMO Horo cBiTor J15I.l10M i Ha nit:tCTaBi TBOpiB noeTa

cnpOOY\342\202\254MO
3' .fICYBaTH Horo nor JI.s:I,[1H Ha OCHOBHi

npOOJ1\342\202\254MH
)l(I1TT5I .s:IK

JIIOi{HHH, noeTa, lIJIeHa CBoro HapO.l{Y Ta Horo Bi\037HOllleHH.H t:{o Bora, ,[10

JIIO,l{CTBa, ,[(0 CBOIX pi,l{HJ.1X, .l{0 iHllll1X nO\342\202\254TiB TOI.QO.

CBiTor JI.fI,lt MaJ1aHIOKa cpopMYBaBC.H Y Oypx)]I1Bi 4aCH He JIHIll\342\202\254

YKpa\"iHcbKOl, aJ1e fI cBiTOBOt iCTOpii. PeBOJIfOui.fl, 3MiHJ.1BIIIH Bl1f )].HL{

EsponH, O,lIH04aCHO nOXI1THY JIa i nOCTaBI1J1a ni,l( CYMHiB oaraTo

YCTaJ1eHHX i 3araJIbHO npl1HHHTHX iCTHH Y )l{HTTi TO,[1iwHbOro

CYCniJ1bCTBa. B Ti pOKH MaJIaHlOKOBi,.fIK BO.flKOBi, i{OB\342\202\254JlOC.fI nepeBipHTH,

a TO H KiJ1bKa pa3iB 3MiHHTH CBOI n03Huii. CneplllY-nepexiL1 3

pocilicbKOI apMii B YKpaiHCbKY, nOTiM- UeHTpaJIbHa Pat:{a, reTbMaHaT

i l1Hpel<TOpi5l, 51Ki CKpI1CTaJli3YBaJ1H Horo nor J151L1H Ha Yl<palHCbKY

iCTOpilO. A nporpaHa OopoTboa, Taoip iHTepHOBaHJ.1X B nOJIbIQi fI

\342\202\254MirpauiH t:{aJ1H nOlIJTOBX floro OCOOJIHBOrO po,L1Y TBOp4ocTi. Ui Bci

nO.l{il Bi.l{oYBaJIl1c5IB HaHOiJIblll cpopMaTHBHi pOKH MaJ1aHtoKOBoro )l(HTT5I,)))
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KORH AOMY OY)]O ):(Ba):{U5lTb-LtBaL(U5JTb n' 51Tb pOKiB. CTaBlllH To\037i Ha neBH i

cBiTOrJ151L{OBi n03Hui'i, MaJIaHIOK ni3Hirne He TiJ1bKH He CXO)::{HB 3 HHX, aJIe

HaBiTb i He XHTaBC5I B cBolX nepeKOHaHH5IX. Ue TBep.l{iKeHH5I CTOCYE:TbCfI,

B OCHOBHOMY, Horo TBOpiB 3 cycn iJIbHO-rpOMa.l{CbKOIO i HauioHaJ1bHOIO

T\342\202\254MaTHKOIO, LQO TopKalOTbC5I iCTOpiococpi'i YKpaIHCbKoro Hapo\"QY, Horo

nCHxiKH, nparHeHb ,LtO BH3BOJIeHH5I i npl14HH HeBila4i B OOpOTbOi 3a

,[tep)l(aBH ICTb.

UI1M nHTaHHflM npI1CB5ITHB MaJIaHIOK ,l{Y)I(e oaraTO YBarH, Y

pe3Y J1bTaTi 40ro 3' .HBHJII1CfI BiL!nOBi,.QHi Horo ecel. 110ro KOHuenuifi

cpopMYBaHHH YKpalHCbKol Hauil-H\342\202\254 HapOL{Y-ue O,[!Ha 3 OCHOBHHX

niLtBaJIHH Horo cBiTor JI.HL!Y. HaAroJIOBHillJl1M 3aB,[(aHH5JM-i CBOIM, i

KO)l(HOrO YKpalHU5l-BiH YBa)l(aB COKpaTiBCbKe \"ni3Hat1 ceoe,\" O,l1HOIO 3

nepeLtYMOB 40ro \342\202\254ni3HaHHfI CBo\302\243I iCTOpi\"j i KY JIbTypH.

MaJ1aHIOK nOrO,l1)J(YBaBC5I 3 Teopi.HMI1 p03Me)l(YBaHH5I nOH5ITb
KY JIbTypH i UHBiJIi3auil, 51Ki TBeptlHTb, LQO KY JIbTypa-ue Bce, \037o CTBOpJ1B

Hapo):! Ha npOT5I3i \"QOBrHX BiKiB, To):(i 51K LJ;HBiJIi3aui5I-u;e Te, ll.{0 B raJIY3i

TeXHiKH J11OL1HHa CTBOpHJIa MexaHi4HO. n05lCHfOBaB BiH ue TaKO>K i

nOXOLt)l(eHH5IM ooox nOH5ITb: KY.nbT-OOpH,.Q, L(iBiTaC-MicTO. npono-
HYBaB Te3Y, ll.(0:)

Be3HauioHaJIbHOI KY J1bTypH HeMa\342\202\254. 5e3HauioHaJIbHOIO

MO)l(e OYTH J1HllIe \"UHBiJIi3aui5l,\" aJ1e H To,l:ti Tpeoa
naM' 5ITaTH, IllO i 3a napOT.s:IrOM, i HaBiTb 3a peqJpe-

.l1)f(ip\342\202\254HTOPOM
T5IrH\342\202\254TbC5I neBHa reHeTH4Ha .l1iHi5I.

2)

\

np0,.QOB)I(YI04H UIO Te3Y i B351BIlII1 3a npHKJIa,[t CJIOBa <PpaHTirneKa K.

WaJIbL{l1, 4eCbKoro JIiTepaTYp03HaBLJ;fI, IJ..{Q \"KO)l(Ha BeJII1Ka nO\342\202\2543i5l-ue

L1i}1JIor Mi)l( noeTOM i Haui\342\202\254IO,,,3 MaJ1aHIOK BipHS, LUO noeT TiJIbKI1 To):{i ,[taE:

nOBHouiHHi TBOpH, KOJIH iCHY\342\202\254 3B' 5130K Mi)l( HHM i KY JIbTYpOIO Horo

Hapo,[(Y. BiH .l{OBO,l(HB,IUO 3anepe4eHH5I CBO\302\243I HauioHaJIbHOCTH i MOBH

npHBOL{HTb MHCTU.fl ,[to LteKaL{eHTCTBa B TBOpllOCTi. 3a npHKJIa,l! BiH

nO,lta\342\202\254 TBOp4icTb KOMn0311Topa Irop51 CTpaBiHCbKoro Ta CKY J1bnTOpa

OJIeKCaHL1pa ApXHneHKa.
Y CTaTTi \"TBOp4icTb i HauioHaJ1bHicTb (.no npOOJI\342\202\254MH

MaJIOpOCCH3MY B MHCTeUTBi)U BiH
p03BHBa\342\202\254 L{YMKY, IUO Ma.nopOCCH3M He

MYCHTb OYTH Ti.nbKH Y Bi,l:tHOrneHHi Pocifl- YKpalHa, 03HaQaC Bci iHllli

BiJICTYI1HU4TBa. HanpHKJIaL{, BepHapLt WOB-
ipJ1HH,l:tCbKHH Ma..nopoc,

EMiJlb BeprapH -<p JI5IMa.l{CbKHH MaJIOpOC, i TaK ,.QaJIi.

l]o npoo.neM KY J1bTypH B3araJIi i KY J1bTYPI1 YKpa\"iHcbKoro HapOL!Y

30KpeMa Ma.J1aHK>K MaB cBif1 BJ1aCHHH OOrpYHTOBaHI1H ni.l1xi,[(.4aCTO BiH

OOMe:>KYBaB nOH.HTT.fI KY JIbTypH .l{0 TaK 3BaHOl \"reOKy.nbTYPI1,\" 60

rOBOpl1B BIH npo Ky.nbTYpy aBTOXTOHHoro, He K040Boro Hace.neHHfI

3eMe.J1b YKpa\"iHH, i npo Te, LQO Bn.nI1BaJ10 Ha cpopMYBaHH.fI Ui\342\202\254l Ky.nbTypH.

liaHBa)l{JIHBilllHM 4HHHHKOM BnJIHBY MaJIaHIOK YBa)l(aB npI1Ha.J1e)KHicTb,

Bit:! VII cTopi44H ,[(0 XpI1CTa, 3eM\342\202\254JIb TenepillIHbo'i YKpa\"iHH LtO)))
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Cepe,l!3eMHOMopCbKoro KY JIbTypHOfO OOlllHpY aHTH4Hol EJIJIa,l!H. YKpalHa
CTaHOBHJIa niBHi4HY 4aCTHHY KpalHI1, Bi.[1 51KoI (MaJIaHIOK YBa)l(aB)

nOXO\037HTb ni3Hillla pHMCbKa i
3axi\037HO-eBpOneflcbKa Ky.nbTypa i

UHBi.ni3aui5I. )KOi{Ha 3 iHlllHX CYCi,ltHiX 3 YKpalHOIO KpalH He HaJIe)l(a.na.[10
Uboro 3aCHfY Bn.nHBiB. [1oKa30M KY JIbTypHHX Bn.nHBiB E.n.na.[1H OY JIH

rpeUbKi Ko.noHiI Ha niBHi4HOMY nooepe)l()I(i 40pHoro MOp5I, 5IK i 3anHCKH

fpeUbKoro iCTopHKa rep0.[10Ta, mo Ha3HBaB 3eMJ1i TenepilUHbo'j
YKpaIHH-rinepoOpeE:lO. Ma.naHlOK YBa)l(aB, IUO u5I reJI.neHCbKa Ky.nbTypa

3a.nHlllHJIa C.ni.[1H B nCHxiui YKpalHCbKOfO HapOi{Y. Ui C.ni,ltH Ma.nH i

n03HTHBHHH, i HeraTHBHHH BnJIHB Ha YKpalHCbKY JIIO,ltHHY. n03HTHBHHM

YBa:>Ka\342\202\254 Ma.naHIOK npI1B'.H3aHH5I,l!0 KpaCH, Il{0 BH5IB.n.HE:TbC5I Y HapO.[1HiH

TBOp40CTi-oi{51rY, BHlllHBKax, nHcaHKax, TaHU5IX, niCH5IX i T. n.,

r JIHOOKe n04YTTH MOpaJ1t, BH.HB.neHe B P0.[1HHHHX Tpa.[1Hui5Ix Ta nOIIJaHa

,lI0 .n1Oi{CbKOi OCOOHCTOCTH, Ha Bi\037MiHY Bi.[1 THX KY JIbTYp, .[1e B ueHTpi

CTOITb Bo.nO.[1ap-aBTOKpaT, a Horo .n1O.[1H-ue \"Oe300JIH4Ha Maca.\"4

0.[1H04aCHO Ui :>K caMi n03HTHBHi eJIeMeHTH Ma.nH HeraTHBHI1H

eQJeKT, \037K Ha Hace.neHH.H EJI.nai{H, TaK i Ha aBTOXTOHHe Hace.neHH\037

TOi{ilIIHbO'i YKpalHH. Ha,l=tMipHe
3aXOnJIeHH5I KpacolO BHOCHJ10 \"J1ari,ltHY

i{YllleBHY MHpHicTb i MY i{py npHMHpeHHicTb, Il{0 BHKJIlOyaJIO MOMeHT

OOpOTbOH i Mi.niTapHOI rOTOBOCTH.\" [10 UbOfO CJIi,lt .[10,ltaTH Il{e H Ky.nbT

... . .
JIIO.[1CbKOl IHi{HBI.[1YaJIbHOCTH B

OCep\342\202\254,ltKY
CBITor J1.H,l!Y, \037O 4aCTO

npI1BO,ltHB ,ltO HeraTI1BHOI CPOpMH \"iH,l=tHBi.[1yaJIbHOCTH,\" B lJacax, KOJII1

BHMara.noc\037 O.[1HOCTaHHOCTH. OT)I(e, E.nJ1ai{a BHeCJ1a 30BciM He

\037ep)l(aBHOTBOp4HHeJIeMeHT B nCHxiKY YKpalHCbKoro Hapo.[1Y.

TaKHM .[1ep)l(aBHOTBOp4HM eJ1eMeHTOM Y nCHxiui HapO,l!Y, BipHB

MaJIaHIOK, Mir OH OYB CTaTH \"PI1M, 3 Horo KY JIbTYpOIO, B .HKiH OCepe,ltKY

OYB BOHOBHHK i npaBHHK, a HiKOJIH cpi.nococp, 4H MHCT\342\202\254Ub.\"S AJ1\342\202\254 BnJIHBH

PHMY HiKOJIH He i{OC5Ira.nH YKpaIHH .[10 TaKOl MipH, moo 3aJ1HlllHTH CJIi.[1H

Ha nCHxiui HapO,ltY. IHllli 4HHHHKH, Ha ,lJYMKY Ma.naHIOKa, Bii{irpaJ1H pOJ11O

Ha,ltaHH5I OOHOBHX i MiJIiTapHHx eJIeMeHTiB rinepOOpeHU.HM, ceOTO

,l!aBHiM YKpalHU.HM. UHMH 4HHHHKaMH, n03a rOTaMH Ta ni3HiIIJolO

Bi3aHTi\342\202\254lO, Oy.nH Bap5IrH. TpeTii1 p03,l=ti.n Y 30ipui 3eMJ1R fI 3aJ1i30

Ha3HBaE:TbC5I \"Bap5lfH,\" i B HbOMY p03BHBaE: noeT CBOlO
T\342\202\254opilO npo

Bn.nHBH Bap5IriB Ha cpopMYBaHH5I nCHxiKH YKpaIHCbKOfO HapOL1Y. L!OOpHM

npHK.na,ltOM Uboro YBa)l(aE:MO TaKY CTpOcpY:)

CTaB Ha 3eMJIIO Bap5lr. ] 3aropiJIaCb BLLlBara-

50pHCTeHCbl<oro nJ1eca o6a6i4-Ha \037I1I<I1H CTen,

I Y CKI1TCbKI1X ATeHax PYCI1 Be.nI1KHH KaraH

CTenOBOIO nOTyrOIO
lllHpOKO

H C5IHBHO pOCTe.
6)

Ma.naHIOK OYB npHXH.nbHHKOM T. 3B. \"HopMaHCbKoI Teopii\" i He

oallHB Y Hii1 HiLloro nOHH)I(YI040fO, Ha BiL1MiHY Bii{ iCTopHKa MHXaHJIa

rpYIIJeBCbKOro, 51KHH 30BCiM Bi,ltKH,l=taB II. l]oKa3H MaJIaHIOKa OY JIH TaKi:

\037KmO Bap5IfH \"3aK.na.nH nii{BaJIHHH BpHTiHCbKOI iMnepfi, 3aJIHIIJH.nH CBOE:)))
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iM' 51 B <t:>paHl..(,ii (HOpMaH.[1ifl), 3aCHYBaJll1 ,ltep>KaBY CHUHJ1i'i,tt7 TO UiJIKOM

3p03YMiJlO, \037O ,l1ii1Ill.nH no l]Hinpi ,ltO 40pHoro MOp5I IllJ15IXOM, 51KI1H

Ha3HBa\342\202\254TbCfI B .niTonl1cax \"nYTb i3 Bap5lr Y rpeKH.\"

Ha Horo ,l:tYMKY, Bl1cJIi,ltOM Uboro nOeLtHaHH5I JIarit:{Hol eJIJ1iHcbKoI
KY JIbTYPI1 i BOHOBHI1401 Bap.H3bKOI OY JIa KHfI)Ka PYCb. AJIe Bap5lrH, lI.{O

OY JIH J1HUle HapO,ltOM-3aB0I10BHHKOM, He cnpOMor JIHC.5I \037aTH i{ep)KaBi

KOHCTHTYU;lHHO-npaBHoro, .[(ep>l<aBHOTBop4oro nit1rpYHT5I. npH4HHY

p03.l1piOH\342\202\254HHH,
a ni3Hirne H 3aHenaL{Y KHIBCbKoI PYCI1, MaJIaHlOK oa411Tb

flKpa3 Y UbOMY, a He B HaBaJ1i K040BHX nJI\342\202\254MeH 3i cXO.[(Y, 51K 3BH4aHHo

iHTepnpeTY\342\202\254TbCfI B iCTopil THX 4aciB. Y noe3il MaJIaHlOKa ue

Bi\037oopa3HJ]OC.fI TaK:)

KOJ1H )I( LJOpHOIO xMapolO CYHY J1a 40pHa A3i5l,

TaOYHaMI1 i rapoaMH pywl1J1a TaTapBa,

He 611I1HHH Bap5l3bKHI1 CTHr, a oKpeMi CT5I3i

L1HMHHH BiTep )l(OpCTOKoro 0010 XHTas i psas.
8)

l]HBJI5I4HC5I Ha ,ltaJIbIllHH p03BHTOK iCTOpi\"i YKpa'iHH 04HMa

Ma.naHlOKa, Tpeoa OY JIO 5 CKa3aTH, \037o i Bci iHIlIi H\342\202\254B\037a.ni cnpooH

CTBOpHTH i BTpHMaTH YKpalHCbKY Ltep)l(aBY, n04HHalO4H Bi.[1

XMeJ1bHHUbKoro a)l( .[(0 Ma3enl1 BKJ1104HO, n05ICHIOIOTbC5I caMe opaKOM

Toro, 1Q0 Ha3HBa\342\202\254 MaJIaHIOK \"PHMOM\" Y nCHxiui YKpa'iHCbKoro HapO,ltY.

BH3B0J1bHi 3MaraHH5I 1917-1920 p,oKiB HaCTynHJIH nicJ151 ,l:tBOX

CTo.niTb HeBO.ni. U5I \"Hi4 5e3\037ep)l(aBHOCTH,\" 51K Ha3HBa\342\202\254 u;eH nepioLt

Ma.naHIOK, .[10,L1aJIa I.Qe Oi{Ht-r HeraTHBHHH e.neMeHT ,[(0 nCHxiKH HapO)]Y,a
caMe-TaBpo HeBiJ1bHHKa. I ue, Ha L{YMKY MaJ1aHIOKa, si.[1irpaJ1o

BHpirnaJIbHY pOJIIO Y CHTYa\037il TI1X pOKLB..

MaJIaHIOK BipHB, lJ..(0 HaHBa)l(J1I1Biw\342\202\254 3aB,ltaHH5I npoBi\037HOl BepcTBH

HapO,l1Y-ue 3Mar tJ:o Taro, LQOO 3HHIijHTI1 B Hapo\037i rr04YTT5I paoa fi

3p00l1TI1 Horo CHJ1bHI1M, neBHHM c\342\202\254oe i neBHHX CBOIX
nparH\342\202\254Hb,

a

caMe-nOOY L{OBH YKpaIHcbKo'j L{ep>KaBH. Horo nO\342\202\2543i5I OY JIa BHpa3HHKOM

UHX nparHeHb:)

He XJ1io i Me\037 CJIOB'51HcTBa: KpHU5l! Kpic!

He J1aro):{a E.nJIa,lIH H MHJIOMOBHicTb:

MiUHHM M\342\202\254TaJ10M HaJ1JlflTa oe3MoBHicTb,

KOpOTKHH Me4 i cMepToHocHHH cnMC.

Woo He niCHi-CTpYMOK MY3H4HHX CJli3,

He waJl XBI1J1eBHH-4HHY HeJ1oKpoBHicTb,-

HanpY:>KeHicTb, CYUiJ1bHicTb, sa)l(KicTb, nOBHicTb

Ta opoH3a H CTaJIb-Ha TI1CK i nepepi3.)

50 BoporH He 3rI1HYTb, HK poca,

PaOH He MO)l(YTb B3piTI1 COHIJ;H BOJ1i,-

Xatl 3HHKHe )I( CKHTCbKO-eJ1J1iHCbKa Kpaca)))
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Ha npHnoHTit1cbKiM TY4HiM Cyxo.l1oJli,

Woo BJ1aCHHH PHM
KOp,ltOHOM snepi3aB

I nOpY4 JlaBpH-CTaHYB KaniTOJlifl.
9)

noeT XBI1J1lOBaBC5I, OJ1araB i npOKJIHHaB cBoIx 3eMA.51KiB, Il{OO

nOBepHYTH 1M Bap.513bKY MY)I(HiCTb i BHKpeCaTH pHMCbKY

L1ep)l(aBHOTBOp4Y MY.L1picTb. B OL{HiH i3 CBoIx noe3iti BiH TaK i 3anHTY\302\243:)

KOJ1H )1(, KOJ1H )I{ 3Hati.n;ern .l1ep:>KaBHY OpOH3Y

npOKJI5ITHM Kpati, EJ1Jla\037o CTenOBa?!10)

U.H iCTOpiococpi4Ha KOH:uen\037iH MHHY J10rO, CY4aCHOrO noeTosi, Ta

Horo nporH03 Ha MaH6YTHE:, J1Hr J1H B OCHOBY Bcix Horo TBOpis 3

HauioHaJ1bHOIO TeMaTHKolO. B 3B' .H3KY 3 Ui\342\202\2541O KOHuenui\342\202\2541O BiH BHCYBa\342\202\254 i

HarOJIOlllY\342\202\254 pOJIIO Ltep)l(aBHI1X npoBii{HHKiB, flKi, Ha Horo t!YMKY, OY JIM

CnpaB>KHiMH OY.L1iSHH4HMH .L1\342\202\254p)l(aBHOCTH YKpa.iHH. U\342\202\254TaKi nOCTaTi jlK

KOpOJ1b L!aHHJ10 faJ1HUbKHH, reTbMaH IBaH Ma3ena i, B HOBiIllHX 4acax,

CI1MOH neT J1lOpa. B KO)l(HOrO 3 HHX HarOJIOIllY\342\202\254 MaJ1aHIOK pHCH CHJIbHI1X

xapaKTeplB I He3J1aMHOrO ,[{YXY.

npo KOpOJ15I LlaHHJIa rOBOpl1Tb MaJ1aHIOK .51K npo OCTaHHboro 3

pO,l!Y PlOpHKa, OT:>Ke, OCTaHHboro 3 ,l:tHHaCTil Bap.513bKOrOnOXO,LJ)I<\342\202\254HH5I,

I..QO, Ha ,l:tYMKY MaJ1aHIOKa, OY J10 OCHOBOJO nCHxiKH \037boro rpi3Horo BOIHa,
BeJIHKOrO i{HTIJ10MaTa i p03YMHOrO BOJIOi1ap.51, .5IKHH nOMep,
\" L\"' .. ....

CTpY l!)I(eHHH Ha\037MlpHOTBOp4HM I Hat:{MlpHOTPY.l!HHM )KHTT5IM, rHYTHI1

i JIaMaHHH iCnl1TaMH t:{OJ1i, aJIe HiKOJIH He 3JIaMaHHH HefO.\"11

reTbMaH IBaH Ma3ena, Y cBiTor JI.51,l:tHOMY acneKTi, uiKaBHTb

MaJ1aHIOKa 51K TBope\037b ii{el \"Ma3enHHCTBa,\" Il.to, B CBOIO 4eprY, 03Ha4a\302\243

npO,l!OB:>KeHH.H iL{e\"i PeHeCaHCY, 3an04aTKOBaHoro UHM B\342\202\254J1HKOrO

iHTeJIeKTY ,l:tep)l(aBHHM MY)I(eM i MeueHaTOM Y cQJepi MHCT\342\202\254UTBa i OCBiTH.

B UbOMY KY J1bTypHOMY OY LtiBHH\037TBi oa4HTb MaJ1aHIOK n0J1iTH4HY i,l!elO i

n'OJIiTI14HHH ceHC, 00 i,l:t\342\202\25451 \"Ma3enHHCTBa\" i \"Ma3enHHu.iB\"-\037e OYB

eJ1eMeHT ,l:tep)l(aBHOTBop40ro ,[{YXY B HapO,l:ti. WYKalO4H npH4HH
npOrpalllY Y BH3BOJIbHil1 OOpOTbOi 1917-1920 pOKiB, BiH npHXO\037HTb i{O

BHCHOBKY, Il{0:)

OOY LU1J10Cb TiJ10-i CXOnHJ10Cb ,l{O 30po.i, oOY,l{I1J1aCb ,l{Yllla-i 3aJIYHaJIa

I<03aUbKa niCH5I, aJIe iCTOpl14Ha naM' 51Tb, CBit:\\OMicTb T\037r J10CTI1

HauioHa..nbHOI iCTOpi'i i CSil10MiCTb fi nOJliTH4HOro ltocBi.l!Y-nOBepTaJ1I1C5I

nOSiJIbHHM
pHTMOM

. . . . OT)Ke, iHT\342\202\254JI\342\202\254I<TyaJ1bHe Ma3\342\202\254nHHCbKe

onpHTOMJ1\342\202\254HH51, Bi,.Q4YTT5I l1YXY i CTI1J11O Ma3enH-BepTaJII1C5I JIHW

4aCTKOBO. . . i, Ha3araJI, cni3HeHo.
12)

Y uapHHi MHCTeUTBa n04aTKY 20-CTOJIiTT5I npO,l:tOB:>KYBa4aMI1
t:!YXOBOrO rtMa3enHHCTBa\" YBa)l(aB MaJ1aHIOK IOpi5I HapOYTa B MaJLHpCTBi

i MHKOJIY 3epoBa B J1iTepaTYpi. Wo )I( CniJIbHOrO 3HaXO\037HB noeT Mi)l(

nOCTaTT.HMH Ma3enH, HapOYTa i 3epoBa? PI1M. noeT TaK i Ha3HBa\342\202\254)))
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Ma3enY-\"PHMY K03aUbKOrO CHBI1H Mapce!\"13 lOpil1 HapOYT, 51KHH

Ha3HBaB ceoe \"Ma3enHHueM,\" Y CBOIH TBOp40CTi nepeXO.[1HTb Bit:(

CTHJIi30BaHOrO \"I<03aUbI<OrO OapOKKa\" ,[(0 pl1MCbKI1X WOJIOMiS B

iJlIOCTpaui5Ix \"EH\342\202\254I,[(H,\" \"Hi40ro He BTpa4alO4H 3 CBo\302\243'i HauioHaJ1bHOl

npHpO,ltH.
,,14

MHKOJIa 3epOB-npOBi,l(HHK rpynH H\342\202\254OKJ151CI1KiB, ll.{0

3aKJlHKaB 3BepTaTHC5I .[10 ,l()I(epeJl \"H\342\202\254CMepTeJIbHOI
H HeBH4\342\202\254pnaJlbHOI

rpeKo-pHMCbKOI AHTHKH, uiJlIOIUoro J1iKY Ha BcepociHCbKY oapoapilO i

HaflneBHilUOl 30po'i npOTH Hel )1(.,,15

3 uLnoro P5lL1Y
nOCTaTeH lIacy OOpOTbOH 3a ,l{ep)l(aBHicTb BHpi3H.H\302\243

MaJ1aHIOK nOCTaTb CHMOHa neT JIlOpH, 51KI1I1 BHKpHCTaJ1i3YBaB i OcpOPMHB

CBO\342\202\254IO HauioHaJIbHOIO BOJI\342\202\254IO, BOJ1etO BO)l(.[151, i.[1\342\202\254lO OOpOTbOH 3a

,ltep)l(aBHicTb. B LJBepTb-CTOJIiTT5I nicJI5I Horo Tpari4Ho'i CM\342\202\254PTH
nO\342\202\254T

nHIII\342\202\254:)

BiH HeBnl1HHO pOCTe.

Horo nOCTaTb pOKI1 0.l151ralOTb Y OpOH3Y i MapMOp.)

TiJ1bKI1 ue3ap MaftOYTT5I B.l1I1BJ151\342\202\254TbC5I Y ,L{aJIe4iHb

Y H\342\202\25430arH\342\202\254Hl1ft CT\342\202\254n,

Y Tpari4Hl1ft 6e3l<pai1 YKpaiHI1.
16)

MaJ1aHIOK n05lCHIOBaB, 40MY OKpec.neHH5I \"neT J1lOpiBeUb\" CTaJIO

nOCTpaXOM .[1JIH BoporiB i npH4HHOlO nepeCJIittYBaHH5I 6araTbOX

HeBHHHHX JIIOl!eH. Y p03YMiHHi noeTa Ha3Ba \"neT J1lOpiBeUb\" CTa.na Hi6H

np0L10B>K\342\202\254HH.HM
BH3Ha4\342\202\254HH.H \"Ma3enHHeUb,\" 03HaQaJ1a H ,l!aJIi 03HaQa\302\243

Te )I( caMe: OOpOTbOY 3a YKpalHCbKY J1lO,l(I1HY i 3a YKpalHCbKY ttep)l(aBY.

Y JIiTepaTypHOMY CBiTi TBopueM npooy \037)I(\342\202\254HH5I YKpalHCbKoi

HauioHaJIbHOi MHCJIi YBa)l(aE MaJIaHIOK Tapaca W\342\202\254B4\342\202\254HKa i, .[10 .[1e.HKo'i

MipH, naHT\342\202\254JI\342\202\254HMOHa Ky J1irna. TBOp4icTb Ky.nirna LtY)I(\342\202\254 MaJJO

onpaUbOBaHa B YKpalHCbKOMY JIiTepaTyp03HaBcTBi. BiH 3aJ1HlllHBC}1

MaH)I(e 3aOYTHM noeTOM i nHCbMeHHHKOM, He 3Ba)l(alOLlH Ha floro

B\342\202\254.nHKHH BK.na,[1 B YKpaiHCbKY JIiTepaTYpy. Ha i{YMKY MaJIaHIOKa, ue TOMY,

IJ..{O Ky JIirn, nOOaLJHBIIIH BCIO Oe3Ha,l(iflHicTb cBoix HaMaraHb ni,ltHeCTH

Hauilo Ha BiL1noBi.[1HI1f1 piBeHb ,.QYXOBOrO i Hal1ioHaJIbHOrO )l(HTT5I,

3HeBipHBC}I H Y Bipwi \"nCaJ1THpHa nCaJIbMa\" HanHcaB: \"Hapot1e oe3

nYTTfI, O\342\202\2543 4eCTI1, 6e3 nOBarH.\" (Uel1 p5l.[10K Ma.naHIOK UiKaBo

BHKOpHCTOBYE B CBOEMY B.naCHOMY Bipmi \"KY .nim. \") Ui HaMaraHH5I KY JIillla

3 iHepTMoI MaCH eTHOCY CTBOpHTI1 \037ep)l(aBHOTBOpQY CHJIY-HauilO

nOpiBHIO\342\202\254
MaJ1aHIOK 3 OOpOTbOOIO repo51 \037paMaTI14HOI noeMH reHpiK

IoceHa \"nep rI1HT\" 3 nepeci4HicTIO. MaJ1aHIOK, Ha HaWY ,[tYMKY, TpOXH

nepeOiJIbIllY\342\202\254,
KOJIH TBepL1HTb, IUO \",l:(ep)f(aSHOIO OY J1a BC5I ,ltiHJ1bHiCTb

KY JIiIIIa,\"17 OCOOJII1BO Y Bi,ltHOrneHHi 4H
npOTHCTaBJ1\342\202\254HHi t:!o HapOL{HHUTBa

Toro qacy. npOTe onpaUbOBaHi Ky JIirneM nHTaHH.H npo pi3HHUIO
Mi)l( THM,

IUO CTaHOBHTb HauilO B p03YMiHHi eTHorpacpi4HOMY i p03YMiHHi

nOJIiTH4HOMY, BHCYBalOTb Ky JIiwa B neprni p5l,lt11 CBo'ix CY4aCHHKiB.)))
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3 ycix nOCTaT\342\202\254H, Il{O ,[(onOMor JIH MaJ1aHIOKOBi BI1KpHCTaJ1i3YBaTH

CBIH cBiTor JlH\037, 6e3nepe4Ho, HaHBa)l(JIHBime Micue npHna,l:taE:

WeB4eHKoBi, .HKOrO Ha3HBaB nO\342\202\254T \".lIYXOBHM Moflce\342\202\254M HamOI Hauil.\"
18

Ha3HBalO4H WeB4eHKa npopOKOM, BiH, O,[(HaLJe, nHllJe, IQO WeB4\342\202\254HKO 6YB

J1HIll\342\202\254 r OHTOIO, a He Ma3\342\202\254nOIO,

19

He\037oouiHlO104H nOTY:>I<HOrO

l1ep:>KaBHOTBop40ro \342\202\254J1\342\202\254M\342\202\254HTYB noe3il K003ap.H, TaKoro .HK: \"B CBoIfI

xaTi CB05I npaB,l!a, i CHJIa, i BOJIfI.\" B iHlllOMY MicUi, 06rOBoplO104H

4>paHKa, BiH nHme, ll.(O TOH Y CBo'iff noe3i\"i OYB BI151BOM HauioHaJIbHOrO

iHTeJ1eKTY B
npOTHCTaBJ1\342\202\254HHi ,LtO W\342\202\254B4\342\202\254HKa, .HKHH OYB BH.HBOM

HauiOHaJIbHOl \342\202\254Moui'i.

20
TOMY MaJ1aHIOK BipHB Y BeJIH4\342\202\2543HY CHJ1Y

WeB4eHKOBoro CJ10Ba Y OOpOTbOi 3a BOJIIO. BiH TBep,l!HB, I.QO: \"L1HHaMi3M

peBOJIIOui1 OYB .l1aHI1H WeBLJeHKOM. Ty 4aCTI1HY H r-MiJ1bHOHOBoro

HapOt:lY, Il{O XOnI1BC5I 36po\"i, nOBeJIa B 6iH Horo BOJIeBa, Horo

eJIeKTpH3YI04a nO\342\202\2543i5l.

..21
AJ1\342\202\254 nOBHoro 3p03YMiHH5I IU\342\202\254He or JIO, 00 Haui51

ll.{e He i{opOCJ1a ,l{O WeB4eHKa, i TiJ1bKH 3,l100YTT5I BJIaCHOI ,l:{ep)l(aBI1 OY..Qe

BHflBOM nOBHoro 3p03YMiHH.H W\342\202\254B4\342\202\254HKOBOro CJIOBa. \"no Toro 4aCY,

WeB4\342\202\254HKO 3aB>I<,l1H 6Y,lIe CI1JIOIO, ll.{O 3MYlllYBaTHM\342\202\254 POCTH,\"22 Ka)l(\342\202\254

MaJ1aHIOK. He IlI1BHO, \"-,0 noeT Y CBOIA TBOp40CTi MaE: TaK 6araTo siLt

WeB4\342\202\254HKa. I Horo iCTOpiococpi4Hi P03..QYMH Ha\037 iCTHHaMH :>I<I1TT5I i OYTT5I

Hapo\"QY, i Horo 3aKJIHKH \"QO HapO,l:{Y Ha no.[{ooY WeB4\342\202\254HKOBOro

\"CxaMeH iTbC5I, 6r ,ltbTe J11O\037H,\" i HaBiTb o6pa3 YKpalHH y nOCTaTi )l(iHKI1,
5IK Y WeB4eHKa (\"OOiLtpaHa, CHpOTOIO, nOHa,l:{ l1HinpoM nJ1aQe\,

nOBToplOlOTbCTI Y MaJ1aHIOKa, XOLJ Y HaoaraTo rocTpillliH cpOpMi.

3 4HCJIa CY4aCHHX HOMY iCTOpHKiB Ta i\037eoJIoriB BnJIHB, Y

cBiTor J1.H..QOBOMY Bi\"QHollleHH i, MaJIH Ha MaJIaHIOKa BfllJ\342\202\254CJIaB

llHTIHHcbKHH, DMHTpO lloHuoB i, ,[(0 ,[(e5lKo'i MipH, IOpifl J1Hna.

npo BnJIHB iCTopHKa B5I4eCJIaBa JlHnHHcbKoro nl1lIJe caM MaJIaHIOK:
\"

.. .. . CTaBC5I nepeJIOMOBI1H MOMeHT Y npoueci OOY,l!:>KeHH5I MO\342\202\254l

,

iCTOpH4HOI naM' 51TH'.\" n05lCHIO\342\202\254 BiH ue TaK:
\"

\"ICTopM4Ha naM' 51Tb\"-TO

He JIHIlle 3HaHH5I iCTopi\"i ..... To \342\202\254:>KHBe Bi.[{4YTT5I caMoro CTpYMY

iCTopi'i.\" CTaJ10C.H ue \"06Y,l1)1(\342\202\254HHH\" B 1922 poui, KOJIH, Bi,ltBi,LtYI0411

BaprnaBY, BiH o,[(ep)KaB KHH)KKY B. llHnHHcbKoro Z dziej6w Ukrainy. npo

UIO KHH)I(KY MaJ1aHIOK nl1111e:)

KHHra U5I CTa.na Hep03.nY4HHM CynYTHHKOM B MOIM TaoopoBiM )l(HTTi-3

HelO i \"is, i cnaB. AJ1e He fi OaraTIOll.{HH 3MiCT, He OJlHCKYLJi nepa fi

cniBaBTopiB 3 He3piBH5IHHM B. JlHnHHcbKHM Y UeHTpi . . .-Bpa311J10 MeHe.

Bpa311B ,4YX UiE:1 BiKonOMHo\"i B HawiA iCTopiorpaQ)iI KHHrH, Bpa3HB CTJ1JJb

fi 3MiCTY, p03nJ151HOBaHH51 fI O\037OpMJIeHH5I, CTI1J1b, ll.\\O 3MYWYBaB nepe,.q

lJJ1TaHH5IM To\"i KHHrl1, 5IKOI1 MI1CJIeHHO \"3H5JTI1 WanKY.\" 3 KHHfJ.1 Bi5lJ1o,

ltoyxaJIo\" iCTOpH3MOM, CnpaB)I(HiM, peaJIbHHM, MaH)I(e HaMauaJ1bHJ.1M. . . .

U5I KHHra npoMeHIOBaJIa, paltilOBaJIa, 3apa)l(aJIa .. . ..23)

Be3nepe4HO, OCHOBY iCTOpiococpi4Horo nepBH5I MaJIaHIOKOBoro

cBiTor JI5II(Y Tpeoa BHBO,l{HTI1 Bi\037 fll1nHHCbKoro i 30y.[{oBaHoI HI1M)))
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KJI5ICOKpaTH4Ho'i CHCTeMI1Y cpOpMYBaHHi HapO):(Y i t:{ep)KaBH, p03BHHeHO'i

y ni3Hillll1X J]UCT8X ,lf0 OpaTiB-XJ1i60po6iB.
nYOJIiUHCT Ta i\037eo.nor L1MI1TpO l]OHIJ;OB, 3 JIKHM, 5IK pe;1aKTOpOM

fliTepaTypHO-HaYKOBOrO BjcHI1Ka\037 cniBnpaUfOBaB
MaJIaHIOK \037oBri pOKI1

i .HKOrO BiH rnaHYBaB, Oe3YMOBHO, BHic CBiA BKJIa\037 y $OpMYBaHHfI

MaJ1aHfOKOBOrO cBiTOr JI5ItJY. npO neprni Bpa)l(eHH5I Bi\037 CTaTTetJ: l]oHu;osa,

Ta npH4HHl1 IX BeJlHJ<OrO BnJ1HBY nl1111e MaJIaHIOK TaK:)

. . . Ta60pH iHTepHOSaHI1X . . . MH CTapaJ1I1C5I 3HaI1TI1 Bi\037nOBi\037i Ha .

nl1TaHH5I . . ., IllO nOCTaBI1Jla nepel( HaMYI caMa iCTOpi.fl. . . . JIK l(e CTaJIOC5I,

ll{O MH ... OnI1HHJ1HC5I B Ta6opax? lIK u;e CTaJ10C5I, Il{O MH ... Tenep

nepeMO)l(eHi H: Oe3CHJ1i? . . . A>K OCb Hecno,ltiBaHO OnHH5IE:TbC5I cepeL{ Hac

p. 1922 neprne 411CJ10Bi,l(HoB.neHoro llHB. 1M' 51 pe\037aKTopa-lrL{p. L{.

\037OHUOBtt-MI1 B)I(e 4Y J1H. . . . AJIe Bit! Toro nepworo 4HCJ1a nHB-B)I(e

l(HXHY J10 Ha Hac nepllll1M nepel(4YTT.HM MO)KJIYlBo\"i BijJnOBijJi. lie B)Ke OY J10

ll{OCb .HKOI1 npOpl1B 06JIOrH, flK611 BHXi,l:{ B lliHpOKI1H CBiT, 5IKOI1 Bi\037-

3I1CKaHH5I BiJ1bHOrO TXY i BlJIbHI1X pYXiB-nicJ15I l(OBrOrO
. 24

CnapaJ113YBaHH.H.)

MaJ1aHIOK ni,LtKpeCJ1IOBaB B\342\202\254JIHKY Bary BnJIHBiB lloHLJ;oBa Ha TO.l1illlHIO

MOJIO,L{b, KOJIH nl1CaB: H4acOM a:>K CTpalliHO CTa\302\243 Ha CaMY ,[!YMKY: a Il{O,

51KOH OToro \"40pHflBoro CTY,[(\342\202\254HTa\" 3 TaBpiI 3a6paKJ10 Y Hac Ha n04aTKY

S: 'I-I1X pOKiB XX CTOJ]iTT\037.\"25

B.H4eCJ1aB fll1nl1HCbKHH i )JMHTpO )JOHU;OB OY JIH, 51K BH3Ha\342\202\254 i caM

MaJIaHIOK, U;iJIKOM npOTI1J1e:>KHI1MH OCOOHCTOCT5IMI1. flHnHHCbKoro

OKpeCJIlO\342\202\254
MaJ1aHIOK 51K tfUboro KaHTa Harnol nOJIiTH4HOI MHC.ni,\" Y 5IKOrO

\"CKenTH4Ho-ipOHi4HHH, 4aCOM He 6e3 UHHi3MY p03YM, p03YM iCTOpl1Ka
H nOJIiTl1Ka, XOJIO\037Ha epy \037I1Uj51 B4eHoro.\"

26

nOHUOBa, HaTOMicTb,

xapaKTepH3YIOTb \"rap5l411tJ: TaBpiI1:cbKHtJ: T\342\202\254MnepaMeHT,
)KarY4a

npHCTpaCTb oiI1:IJ;51 i Heno,lliJIbHa JIIOOOB-HeHaBI1CTb niB,[{eHHoro

YKpalHCbKoro cepU5J,\" nHlll\342\202\254 MaJ1aHIOK, nii{Kp\342\202\254ClIlOlOlll1, I.I.{O Hi oCBiTa, Hi

iHT\342\202\254JI\342\202\254KT He Mor JII1 3MiHI1TH Uboro: \"I U;boro He 3JIarO\037HJ1H aHi BeJIHKa

cpopMaJIbHa epy .l1H\037i.H, aHi 4acaMH MaKCHMaJIbHe HanpY)KeHHfI

iHTeJIeKTY.
,,27

[10HUOB 6YB pe4HI1KOM i\037e\"i BOJlIOHTapI13MY, Ha OCHOBi 51KOI

KepiBHY pOJIIO Y )l(HTTi i O):{I1HHlJ;b, i HapOl{Y npl1nHCY\342\202\254TbCfI

ippau.ioHaJIbHiH
BOJIi. OCOOJ1I1BO I..{e Ha5IBHe B Horo KHH3i Ha\037ioHaJli3M.

IOpifl nHna Y CBoTx nY0J1iUHCTH4HHX TBopax, TaKl'IX, 51K

npU3HaLJeHHR YKpalHM, nOEtIHYBaB XO..nO\037HHH p03YM aHaJIiTI-'IKa 3 iL{e.HMH,

nponarOBaHHMH ,l]OHUOBI1M.

BnJ1HB UHX TpbOX J11O\037\342\202\254H BH5IBJI5I\342\202\254TbCfI B TOMY, \037O, OKpeCJII010411

MaJIaHIOKa RIO,llHHOIO Hau;ioHaJIicT114HOrO cBiTor J1.HL{Y, Tpe6a MaTH Ha

YBa3i 3aC5Ir Toro cBiTOrJI5I,[{Y Bit:{ MOHapxicTa JlHnHJ-ICbKoro, LJepe3
i,LteoJIora BOlO1040roHau;ioHaJIi3MY LJMHTpa flOHl.{OBa, )]0 nOMipKosaHoro

Hau;ioHaJlicTa, npl1XI1JIbHI1Ka YHP IOpi5I nl1nl1.

WeB4eHKO Ta Bci BI1l.l(e 3ra,[(aHi nOCTaTi 6Y JIM cniBTBOpU5IMI1)))
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MaJIaHIOKOBOI iCTOpioco<fJi4HOI KOHu\342\202\254nuil, Cnp5lMOBaHOi Ha

nepepOi()I(eHH5I HapO,[{Y, lUO CTaHOBI1JIO HaHrOJIOBHilllHH \342\202\254JIeM\342\202\254HT

MaJIaHIOKOBOrO cBiTOr JI5It!Y.

3 Wboro Bl1nJIHBa\342\202\254 i MaJIaHIOKOBe p03YMiHH.H pOJIi nO\342\202\254Ta: \"5IK B

Hauil BO>Kt!5I H\342\202\254Ma, Tot:ti BO)l(,[{i 'il nO\342\202\254TH\" (KC, II, 470), nHIU\342\202\254 MaJIaHIOK,

nepecppa30BYI0411 aHr J1iflcbKOro pOMaHTHKa nepci BHIU W\342\202\254J1JIi. MaJlaHIOK

BipHB Y CHJIY floroca-HK :>KHTT\302\243TBop40ro i cBiTOTBop4oro cJIoBa.l1oro

nOH5ITT5I lloroca Be,l!\342\202\254 CSiH po,[(osi,l! Bi,l! XpHCTH.HHCbKOro nOHHTTfI \"i

BorOM or JIO CJIOBO,\" 4epe3 WeB4eHKOBe: \"5I Ha CTopo)Ki OiJI.H HHX

nOCTaBJIIO CJIOBO,\" a)l( ,[{O TBep,l!)I(eHH5I Jleci
YKpaIHKH:

\"CJ10BO-MOfi TH

\302\243i(I1Ha51 30PO\342\202\254.\"
CTHJ1\342\202\254T i CTI1JIOC MaJ1aHIOKOBoro CJIOBa 6YB Horo \342\202\254,[{HHOIO

30PO\342\202\254IO,
i BiH nOCTaBHB Horo Ha CTopo)l(i YKpa'iHcbKoi KY J1bTypH Ta npaB

YKpalHCbKol JIfO,l!HHH. B)I(e B Horo paHHili TBOp40CTi, B 1928 poui,

3HaXO,LtHMO TaKI1H Bl1cJ1iB: \"1 Bce )I( TaKI1 B Ha4aJIi OY JIO- CJ10S0\" (noe3ii,

180), ue-nepecppa30BaHi CJ10Ba\342\202\254BaHreJ1I1CT,a CB. IBaHa.

TYT
BHpHHa\302\243

nHTaHH\037: \037KHM OY JIO, Y cBiTor JI5I,ltHOMY acneKTi,

BiL{HOllIeHH\037 MaJ1aHIOKa ,[10 Bora? B)Ke B 1925-26 pOKax, Y CBO\302\243MY

\"nocJIaHi\"i,\" CTBept!I1BllJl1, IltO \"B PociI CJ10BO 'Bar' He B MOL1i\" (KC, 11,465),

BiH n05lCHIOE:, 4HM ,[{JI5I Hboro \302\243Bor:)

BiKHO B 6J1aKJ.1Tb, B OYTT.H, B CBiTH,

3ip He6a Ha,l{ CKa)l(eHHM Bl1pOM,

nOOil1HHH nOKJ1HK BHCOTH

I OJIarO,l{aTb-He 6YTI1 3sipeM!28)

Tpeaa, o,LtHa4\342\202\254, 3a3Ha4HTH, I..UO HaBiTb Bipa noeTOBa OY JIa OCHOBaHa

Ha HarD nOJIiTH4HOMYcBiTor JI.H,[1i. Y Horo iHTepnpeTauil \"QiJIa BO)l(i-ue

He l{iJ1a XpHCTOBOI JIaCKH, a caM
Xpl1CTOC

Y Hboro-ue nO\342\202\254,LtHaHH51

CTap03aBiTHoro npopOKa Moflce5l, CTaporpeUbKoro aora BiHHH Mapca,
noraHCbKoro LIa:>Koora i HiUllIeaHcbKoro BOJIbOBOrO repOH:)

XpHCTOC He Mpi51 11 He Mapa)

XPHCTOC-TO 4HHHa nYTb ,[(0 Bora,)

Ue He Oe3CHJ1HH nJ1a4 Y 3JIi,

A nOHa\037 3flOM KpH.naTe: MO)l(y!29)

MaJIaHIOKiB 50r Toro 4aCY t:(oL(a\342\202\254 neBHOCTH i MY)l(HOCTH J11OL1HHi.

LIOBri pOKH \342\202\254Mirpauil, caMOTa, cTapicTb i HaOJIH)I(eHH\037 CMepTI1

3JIari,LtHHJIH BOHOBHH4HH i(YX nO\342\202\254Ta. Y ni3HillJHX pOJ<ax MaJIaHIOKOBa

Bipa nOlUHpl1.lIaC5I i nor J1HOI1J1aCfI. PeJIiriflHi MOTHBH 3HaXO,ltHMO B

OnHCYBaHHi pi3HHX flBHI..U. I Ui MOTI1BH B)K\342\202\254 MalOTb 4HCTO XpHCTH5IHCbKe

3Ha4eHHfI. npl1po\037a, 51K BHflB iCHYBaHH5I Bora, .l{OJI.H fI

HeL{OJI5I-npH3Ha4eHHH Bi.n: Bora, 3aMicTb paHHboI BOJIbOBOCTH, )l(I1TT5I)))
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JIIO.l(HHH-.L{apYHOK 50)1(1111, MapHicTb )l(I1TT5I i 3MaraHH5I JIIO,L1I1HI1 B

00J1H44i HeMl1HY401 CMepTI1, HenOXHTHa Bipa B n03arpo6oB\342\202\254 )l(I1TT\037

TOlQO-ue B)I(e U.iJIKOM XpHCTH\037HCbKi nor JI\037L{H Ha iCHYBaHH5I JIIO,[{HHH,

B KOHTpacTi \037o paHHbOt Horo TBOp40CTH. HaBiTb ni3Hirni .[tOKa311 Ha

npaBo YKpaIHCbKoro HapO\037Y
Ha CBOIO 3eMJIIO Bl1nJ1HBalOTb 3

XpHCTH5IHCbKOro CBiTOBi.L{4YTT5I:)

50 Ti, ll{Q nJIyrOM TYT opaJII1 nepeJIir-

Bi,.Q\037aJIH Bory-ltyx, a TiJIo-uit1 3eMJIi.

I TaK i3 pOt:(Y B pit:( Tpl1Ba\342\202\254
T5Ir BeJ1I1KHH,

I HalllOJO CTa\302\243 OU51 3eMJ1H HaBiKH.
30)

MOMeHTH OCo6HcToro ropR noeTa-eMirpaHTa ni,l:tCHJ1IOBaJ1H I1 oe3

Toro rocTpi n04YTT5I HeHaBHCTH lIO THX, Il{O OY 1111 npHLJI1HOfO HeBL1a4 Y

HauioHaJIbHHX nparHeHH5IX nO\342\202\254Ta.

TaKO)l( BBa:>KaB BiH HaHOiJ1blllHM HeLQaCT\037M YKpaiHH BHHHKHeHH\037

THny J1lOt:(HHH-MaJIOpOCa, 51KHH nOCTaB Y HacJIiL10K H\342\202\254BOJli Ii n04YTT5I

HenOBHouiHHOCTH. npo ue HanHcaB BiH ecefl \"MaJ1opociflcTBO,\" t:(e
nOKa3Y\342\202\254 npl14l1HH H HacJIiL1KI1 Uboro \037BI1I.Qa. HaATpariLIHillIHM

npI1KJIa\037OM MaJIOpOCa YBa)l(aB BiH MHKOJIY rOr0J151, \"Ti\342\202\2541 cn04aTKY

HauiOHaJIbHO-HeL(OKpOBHOI, 3r0L10M XBopo'i, BpelIJTi

HauioHaJ1bHO-BiL1YMepJIOI t:(YllJi.
,,31

MaJIopociHCTBO nepeKpeCJIIO\342\202\254
BC5IKY

OCOOHCTicTb i CTBOplO\302\243 THn MaJ10pOCa-JlIOi{HHI1

Hau;ioHaJIbHO-L1ecpeKTHBHo'i. MaJIaHIOK TBept!I1Tb, IUO \"aOHO \342\202\254

eKBiBaJ1eHTOM HarnO! OKpa\037eHOCTI1\" i Bl1nJIHBa\342\202\254 i3 3L{iHCHeHH.5I npo-

p04HX CJIiB llleB4\342\202\254HKa \"II OKpaL1eHYIO 30Y L1.HTb.\"
32

AHTHTe3010 Uboro THna BBa)l(aB MaJIaHIOK 3raL1aHI1H B)I(e THn

\"Ma3enHHl.{.H,\" JIIO,l{HHH, neBHoi CBoro nOXOL!)KeHH5I, CBOEt KY JIbTypH H

CBOtX 3aB,L1aHb. P03YMiB, mo Uboro THny YKpatHuesi npHnaJlO Ha L10JIIO

6YTH nepeCJ1i):{YBaHI1M i HHIl{eHHM CY4aCHHM pe)l(l1MOM B YKpaIHi.l]o Ui\302\243'i

KaTeropi'i JIIOLtefI, oe3nepe4HO, Ha1le)l(aB i caM MaJIaHIOK, LUO OYB

npHH\342\202\254Bo.n\342\202\254HHH
)l(I1TI1 n03a YKpaIHOfO. npOnarYlOlIH BBe,Lt\342\202\254HH.H y nCHxiKY

HapO,L1Y eJI\342\202\254M\342\202\254HTY pHMCbKOt \".[tep)l(aBHo'i OpOH3H,\" u;eOTO,

t:(ep)l(aBHOTBop40ro eJIeMeHTY Ta si,[{pO,[()I(eHH5I Bap\0373bKoro 3aB351TT5I
Y nO\342\202\254,ltHaHHi 3 eJ1JIiHCbKHMH npl1KMeTaMH t:(oopa i KpaCI1, 3aKopiHeHHMH
B ,L1aBHbOMY MI1HYJlOMY, BiH Hat:ti.HBC.H 6a4HTH HapOL{ OHOBJ1eHI1M

rOTOBHM 3MaraTI1C.H i 3L{OOYBaTH Te, IUO HOMY L{aBHO HaJI\342\202\254)I(HTb- BJIaCHY

,lt\342\202\254p)I(aBY.
3a )l(HTTfI noeTa I..{bOrO He CTaJIOC5I i u;e O.[{Ha 3 npH411H Toro

ll.{O Horo TBOpH OCTaHHix pOKiB npOHH.HTi neCHMi3MOM.

I..Uoo BH3Ha4HTH OCOOHCTHH csiTor JI.Ht:( MaJIaHIOKa, B

npOTHJIe)l(HicTb t{O rpOMa,l:tCbKOrO, Tpe6a p03rJIHHYTH TaKi acneKTH

floro iHL{I1Bi,ltyaJIbHOcTI1: MaJlaHIOK 51K CI1H, MY)I(, oaTbKo, BOHK, nO\342\202\254T. Ue

Mor JIO 6 OYTH TeMOIO oKpeMoi CTY.[tit, aJIe TYT MIl TiJ1bKH 3ra\037a\342\202\254MO

Hafl6iJIblll CYTT\342\202\254Be B 3araJIbHHX oopHcax. HaAoiJIbllIe BH.HBHB nO\342\202\254T

OCOOHCTi acneKTH CBo\302\243t iH,ltHSiL!yaJIbHOCTH s OCTaHHix 30ipKax, a caMe:)))

CH.nbHI1H, mo ue Bi\0374Y JIH HaBiTb TaKi OC06H, flK HapKoM
OCBiTI1 PC<t>CP AHaTOJ1ifl llYHa4apCbKHH, Il.{O Bii{3Ha4HB \"P031I104\342\202\254HiCTb,\"

3 51KOIO By lIraKOB MalIlOBaB neT lIJOpiBUiB.
17

npo ue TaKO)l( n\"lcaB BiltOMI1H

pOCiHCbKHH nl1CbMeHHHK BiK\342\202\254HTiA BepeCaE:B B lIHCTi LtO By lIraKoBa, a

pOCii1CbKHH \037paMaTYpr BOlIO,l{HMHPKiplIJOH
nooa411B B LtpaMi By lIraKOBa

rJIY3YBaHHfI pocii1cbKoro 1ll0BiHicTa Ha,l{ YKpalHUHMH.
1B)))
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npOll(a, OCTaHHR BeCHa, CepneHb i nepCTeHb i nocox. UHMI1 30ipKaMH

3apeKOMeHt!YSaB ce6e nO\342\202\254T Hi)l(HI1M JIipl1KOM i r JlI1001<I1M MHCJIHTeJI\342\202\254M.

y UHX 30ipKax BI1HBJI5I\342\202\254TbC5I Be.nI1Ka npHB' 513aHicTb noeTa ,l!O CBoro

pO\037Y,
OCOOJIHBO \037O MaT\342\202\254pi.

B)Ke B nOXI1JIOMY BiU;i B\342\202\254pTa\342\202\254TbC5I
BiH 3HOB

i 3HOB,l10 onHciB CBoro pO,l!Y, 3raitY\342\202\254 L{i,l:ta, oaoy, oaTbKa, opaTiB i CeCTpY,

a nOHa,l1 Bce MaTip. OnHCY\302\243 pO,l1I1HHi Tpa,l1Huil, LtOBKOJIHlllHIO npHpO,ltY

TOI.QO. BiL{4YBaE:TbCH S\342\202\254J1I1Ka nOllJaHa noeTa ,ltO cBo\"ix pi,ltHI1X. 111<MY)K i

6aTbKO, T.H)I(KO nepe)l(I1Ba\342\202\254 p030HTT.H pO\037HHI1 i TOH c1JaKT, Il{0 floro CI1H

BI1pOCTa\342\202\254
oe3 oaTbKa. Y csiTor J15I,ltOBOMY acrreKTi ue o3Ha4a\302\243, I.QO HOMY

xapaKTepHe r JI1100K\342\202\254
3aKOpiH\342\202\254HH5I Toro, IUO B YKpalHuiB nepet:!aBaJIOC\037

3 pOL{Y B plit.

lIKI.UO rOBopHTH npo MaJ1aHIOKa-BO.HKa, TO Tpe6a CTBep,l{HTH, I.UO,

X04 BiH cpaKTI14HO CKJIaB 30pOfO I.Qe B 1920 poui, l(YXOBO BiH He rrepeCTaB
OYTH B05lKOM \037O KiHU;51 )l(HTT5I, i l.le BiL{OHJIOC5I Ha flora cBiTor .lI.fItti.

MaJIaHIOK-nO\342\202\254T, B p03MOBi npo pi3HI1IJ;lO Mi)l( rro\342\202\2543i\342\202\2541O i BiprneM, i

npo Te, 5IK Bi.l1pi3HI1TH CnpaS)I(HIO noe3ilO BiL{ 3BH4aHHoro BiprnYBaHHfI,

nHwe: \"noe3i5I-ue BiplIl, HaJIaL{OSaHI1H eHepri\342\202\254lO, nO,l1iOHOIO itO

eJIeKTpH4HOCTI1. KOJII1 TiEl HaJIaL{OBaHOCTH HeMa\342\202\254, To,[{i Bipw, X04 .HK

TexHi4HO ,l10CKOHaJIHH, . . . 3aJIl1lIla\342\202\254TbC5I JIl1me
BipllI\342\202\254M.

u33
Y Bipwi \037O

IOJIi5IHa TYBiMa BiH onl1CY\342\202\254 ue TaK:)

MH 3HaE:M OiJJbllJe, Hi:>K BOHH-

Ti, 1J.{Q pYKaMH pOOJJ51Tb CJJOBO.

MH HOCHM BarOTY BeCHH

I MYCKY J1\037CTa Harna Mosa

HapOL()I(eHa 3 Oarp51HI1X MYK,

U!o HHMH KOp4HTb JIOHO MY3H.
34)

Y CTaTTi uJ1HCT itO MOJIOL{I1X,\" 3 1966 pOKY, BiH 3ynI1H5I\342\202\254TbC5I Ha\037

nHTaHH5iM, 5IK HapOl()I(Y\342\202\254TbC5I noeT. Bl1pirna.nbHY pOJIK>, Ha floro L{YMKY,

BiL1irpa\342\202\254
nOKJIHKaHH5I. ni3Hiwe npHxolIHTb TpY L1 i npaU5I HaLt COOOIO 3

BI1KJ1104eHH.HM BCboro iHllJOro. BiH ue n05lCHIO\342\202\254 TaK:)

KO)l(He MHcTeUTBo (y BJIaCTHBiM, OT)I(e, BMCOKiM 3Ha4eHHi Uboro c..nOBa) \342\202\254

pi4 He6e3ne4Ha. 50 Y MMCTU51 BOHo-4epe3 nOKJIJ1KaHH\037--CnOJIY4Y\342\202\254TbC\037

3 l]o.nelO i 4aCOM L10JIelO Horo CTa\342\202\254, 3i BciMa Tpari4HI1MM 411 ..n11111e

Tpare.l1iMHHMH nepcneKTHBaMH.
35)

Ui nopat:{H MOJIOl{HM noeTaM opas MaJIaHIOK 3 ,[toCBiL{Y BJIaCHOrO

)l(I1TT5I 3 YCiMH \"Tpari4HHMH\" i \"Tpar\342\202\254,ltiHHHMH\" HacJ1it{l<aMH, I..QO, B CBOIO

4eprY, SiL{OHJIOC5I Ha Horo cBiTor JI5IL1i. TOMY, lI.\\O BiH OYB nO\342\202\254TOM 3

nOKJ1HKaHH5I-H\342\202\254 nl1CaTH BiH He Mif. BHCTynalO4H pe4HI1KOM
nOH\342\202\254BOJI\342\202\254HOI Hauil, npo CBO\342\202\254 OCOOHCT\342\202\254 cKaJIi4eHe )l(HTT5I CKa3aB BiH

Hai10iJIblIle a)K Ha CXHJIi JIiT. 3 IJ.I1X OCTaHHix Horo TBOpiB BHpHHa\342\202\254 nepeL{

HaM\0371 nOCTaTb JIIO,[tI1HI1 TOHKI1X n04YBaHb, Haoo.niJ101 L{YlIli Ta r JIMOOI<O\"i)))
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BipH. 3 Horo iCTOpiococpi4HHX i CYCniJIbHO-rpoMaLtCbKI1X TBOpiB

BI1CTyna\302\243 4iTKO HaKpeCJIeHHH cBiTor JIH,ll nO\342\202\254Ta i rpOMa.l151HHHa, JIIOt1I1HH

HenOXHTHoro xapaKTepY, BeJ1HKOrO 4YTT5I i He3J1aMHo\"i BOJIi, mo

npoHllloB )l(I1TT5I 3 BHCOKO ni,[{H\342\202\254CeHQIO rOJIOBOIO.)

\037)))
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RICHARD MARSHALL)

The Sk\302\243lzanie 0
golom

i
nebogatom:

A Case of Mistaken Identity)

Of all the manuscripts on the shelves of the curiosity shop of seven-

teenth-century Russian literature, there are few that hold more interest

for both the cultural historian and the literary scholar than the group
of works customarily referred to as the \"democratic satires.\" For over
a century, historians have turned to these compositions, individually

and, occasionally, collectively, in their efforts to isolate the quintessen-
tial innovative features of a new era in Russian culture. Indeed, the
second half of the seventeenth century did see new modes of life and

expression take hold in Muscovy as a direct result of a combination of

diverse factors, ranging from the union of left-bank Ukraine with

Moscow to the schism in the Russian church, and including many
other social, economic, and cultural factors, all of which are well
known to the student of Russian history and culture.

Concerning this particular group of literary works, Russian
scholarly opinion has shown a remarkable unanimity as to their origin
or the d.egree of acerbity of the satiric thrust of one story or another;
the consensus has consistently been that

they
were a clear reflection of

the changing structure of the social order in their period of
origin,

and

that they constituted a realistic expression of the discontent with and
antagonism towards

existing
institutions on the part of their creators.

In this connection, there is surprisingly little difference between the

prevailing opinion of the pre- and post-1917 periods. Tikhonravov,
Pypin, and Arkhangel'skii on the one hand, and Adrianova-Peretts and

her colleagues on the other, take fundamentally the same
approach

to

these works.

As I have shown in a larger work, to be published in the near

future, this philosophical and methodological unanimity has resulted
in a very unbalanced and therefore

misleading interpretation of the

so-called satires. Past scholarship of the extrinsic sort, while pro-
viding some useful cultural and historical information, has failed to

provide researchers of seventeenth-century literature with any solid or)))
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valuable insights into the true nature and
literary

value of this group

of works.

This historical imbalance of analysis, which has neglected the

intrinsic assessment almost entirely, has had two serious, deleterious
results. First, the exciting developments in the areas of language,

stylistic devices, narrative structure, characterization, and genre-so
important for the later development of Russian belles-lettres-have

remained unexamined. Second, the one-sidedness of past investigations
has, in the case of several of these works, led to a totally erroneous

interpretation of their purpose and mode of existe11ce. This is precisely

the case with the Skazanie 0 golom i nebogatom (The Story of a Naked,

Poor Man) in its several variants. It is my purpose here, through a

careful
study

of the stylistic properties of the work and a comparison
with several other works of

approximately
the same period, to explain

what the misconception was and to offer a reassessment, based on my

analysis.
At present, seven copies of the text of this work are known. The

list of these manuscripts, together with the current location of each,

was published in 1954 by Adrianova-Peretts.
1

(The possibility of an

eighth exists, but I have not been able to
verify

this as yet.
2

) Of the

seven variants, ranging from the seventeenth to the late nineteenth

century, five have been published. In her 1937 work, Adrianova-Peretts
included copies of the Istoriia 0 golom po alfabetu (The Alphabet of a
Naked, Poor Man) (AZB-1) and the Skazanie 0

golom
i nebogatom

(AZB-2).3 The text of the Azbukovnik (A Primer) (AZB-3) was also
included,

but in the form of footnote variants to AZB-l. 4

In her 1954,

expanded version of the earlier monograph, Adrianova-Peretts

republished AZB-l and AZB-2 and portions of AZB-3 (as an adden-

dum to the section containing information on the various manuscripts

of the work). She also included the text of the
Skoropisnaia

azbuka (The

Cursive Alphabet) (AZB-4), first published by Zabelin in 1915.5

A fifth

text, dating from the late nineteenth century and in many ways quite
similar to the earliest texts, was published by Malyshev in 1965. 6

The four manuscripts I have elected to work with most closely
were chosen

primarily
because of their age.

7
All are copies from the

seventeenth or eighteenth century. The text of the Shchukin collection

also dates from the eighteenth century, but it is less interesting; in the

second half of the manuscript, it degenerates into an unrelated series
of rhymed zharty (witty anecdotes), similar to the last eight lines of

AZB-3. Finally, the Skazanie 0 golen'kom nebogaten'kom (The Story of a

Poor Little Naked Fellow) dates from 1775, and its rather laconic style
lessens its interest for the present study.

The four versions of the \"Alphabet\" are similar in structure and,
for the most part, in style. The monologue of the narrator is composed
of

alphabetically arranged exclamations. This work follows the pattern)))
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of the tolkovaia azbuka (explanatory primer), known in Russia from the
twelfth century.8 The first such works probably came from the South

Slavic area and included translations of
Byzantine poems, those

composed by the southern Slavs, and, of course, those samples of such

verse that are found in the Old Testament. 9

Until the sixteenth century,
the acrostic form was used in Russia only for

specifically religious

purposes. Then, as Adrianova-Peretts points out, it came to be utilized
for

general
moral instruction, in the spirit of the Domostroi (The Book

of Domestic Behaviour), at a time of widespread deterioration of
traditional morality.10 In the

early
seventeenth century, this secular,

tendentious use of the form was extended to such divergent com-

positions
as anti-alcohol tracts (e.g., the Azbuka 0 khmele-Alphabet of

the Hop) and those
setting

forth the principles of pedagogical

methodology (e.g., Shko['noe blagochinie, vsespasite['noe uchenie-Scholas-
tic Order of

Things,
the All-saving Instruction).

One may note that the appeal of the acrostic continued into the

eighteenth century and beyond. V. F. Pokrovskaia has published the
text of a

rhymed autobiography written by an eighteenth-century

chancery clerk. II

The Roman v stikhakh (Novel in Verse) and the Azbuka
o prekrasnoi devitse (Alphabet of the Beautiful Maiden), also of the early

eighteenth century, illustrate how far the acrostic had come from its

original use in Russia in only two centuries. L. V. Krestova has further

pointed out that N. I. Novikov used the form in his satiric
journal,

Zhivopisets (Painter);12 in Truten' (Drone), too, he used passages from
the

ItAlphabettl
to characterize Filatka, the peasant.

13 D. A. Rovinskii

published an early-nineteenth-century acrostic, illustrated
br

the

caricaturist Terebenev, which concerned Napoleon's defeat.] The

author must likewise have known the
ItAlphabet,\"

as witness one of

the lines: \"Teper' khotia ia nag, prishel domoi i bos\" (Then naked

though I was, I returned home barefoot).
Unlike many of the other works of the seventeenth century with

which it is commonly associated, the
\"Alphabet\"

did not elicit much

scholarly comment prior to 1936. Indeed, during the preliminary phase
of

my research, to establish past scholarly opinion of the work on such
matters as

dating,
milieu of origin, foreign influence, and authorial

purpose, the only substantial commentary encountered was that of

Adrianova-Peretts. (Numerous other Soviet scholars have referred to
the \"Alphabet\" in their own research, but without exception their

observations amount to a simplified restatement of Adrianova-Peretts's
view. 15

)

It is necessary at this point to look at the specifics of this

authoritative and unchallenged interpretation of the \"Alphabet.\"
Concerning the time of composition of the work, Adrianova-Peretts

says that the original was written during the second half of the

seventeenth century. Curiously, she does not offer any direct evidence)))
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of this view (such as the type of
script used, watermarks, or lex-

ico-grammatical analysis), other than to say that the work is a
popular

satire and that this was the period in which most comparable works
were written.

Despite
the fact that the earliest manuscript that has

survived is from the eighteenth century,
and that many features of the

original would seem to have been altered, I would agree that the

archetype belongs to the seventeenth century: more precisely, about
mid-century. I base this view on my examination of the manuscripts
in the first instance. The underlying language

of all four texts is clearly
of that period, with a few features suggestive of the late seventeenth

or early eighteenth century, the unavoidable result of later recopyings.
It was also at this time that the acrostic form ceased to be used solely
for religious purposes; it had achieved the status of a neutral literary
form or vehicle, to be used at will for

any purpose of the author's

choice. Finally, as I s11all show presently, the rather secular, common-

sense
morality

of the work first assumed widespread acceptance about
1650.

Adrianova-Peretts feels that the incomplete AZB-4 is the closest

to the original. Her view is based on the belief that the hero's

biography is presented in much greater detail here than in the other

copies, in which, as she says, many particular features have become

blurred.
16

She adds that the object of satire is most poignantly felt in
this variant.17

Indeed, the central consideration of Adrianova-Peretts's research

on the uAlphabet\" has
b\037en

to establish the object of satire in it. First
of all, she sees it as a

parody
of the older religious acrostics, this form

having been deliberately chosen to stress the contrast between the

wealth of those classes that upheld the feudal structure of
society

(partly by means of religious propaganda) and the poor hero who has
been ruined

by
them.

18
This biography, in her view, vividly shows the

plight of a man robbed of his birthright. The mood of the writer in

creating this satire progresses from a bitter lament,
bordering

on

despair, to sharp thrusts at the poor man's tormentors. 19

In sum, she

sees the \"Alphabet\" as a \"weapon of criticism in the sharpening class
struggle,

directed against the reigning ideology,
\"20

and a \"sharp

condemnation of the feudal, serf-owning structure of society.
,,21

This

view of the \"Alphabet\" as a protest against social inequality and the
victimization of the poor by the

wealtw
is reflected in the comments

on the work by other Soviet scholars. What at first seemed to be a

qualified objection to this assessment appeared in an article written by

I. P. Lapitskii in 1949. While agreeing that the
\"Alphabet\"

was a

product of the progressive sector of Muscovite urban society, he
disagreed with Adrianova-Peretts on the question of the degree of
realism one can find in the work. In his

opinion,
the amount of byt

(everyday life) detail here was minimal. 23

Also, while conceding that)))
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this and similar works of the time were ideologically progressive, he
saw them as

politically
immature. That is, the writers saw social

injustice all around them, but they did not
fully comprehend against

what they were protesting. Lapitskii's comments were adduced in
support of one of the two contending factions that continued for some
time. It is

interesting
to note that in 1954, writing on several of the

\"satires\" in a volume edited by M. o. Skripil', Lapitskii made a full
recantation of his earlier remarks and accepted Adrianova-Peretts's

evaluation without reservation. 24

I
agree

that the intention of the author of the \"Alphabet\" was to
satirize. I also feel that the particular satiric mode employed was
severe and Juvenalian, at times

bordering
on pure rhetorical denun-

ciation. This is best seen in the extreme pathos (or, as I submit, mock

pathos) of many of the principal sections of each of the four works.
However, I

strongly disagree with Adrianova-Peretts and her

colleagues concerning the object of satire and, hence, the author's

purpose. Far from being a \"progressive\" protest against social

inequality, I contend that the
original

work was of a didactic nature

and was meant to embody a condemnation of the evil of excessive

drinking. It is true that in the surviving copies the mood of the work

is often ambiguous, both within each version and from one copy to

another; in one place the tone is stern and pathetic, in another it is

downright playful and almost seems to betray a primary concern for
cadence and rhyme over matters of content. Still, overall the purpose
of the original author shines through with

ample clarity, despite
the

amendments of later copyists. His object was simply to denounce
overindulgence (not necessarily

drink as such) by way of caricaturing
the dismal lot of a drunkard. As is proper with caricature, the central
satiric device is exaggeration or overstatement.

Concerning
the \"details

of biography\" that Adrianova-Peretts claims to see here, one must say
that such a statement is absurd in itself and runs counter to the very
nature of satires of this sort, in which generality prevails over

individuality, and types without personal definition seek to achieve

universality of reference.

The remarks that follow will, I hope, provide the
justification

for

my interpretation. Before turning to them, I would like to examine one
extrinsic factor that provides a clue to the nature and purpose of the

archetypal \"Alphabet.\"
The general character of a collection in which

a given work is found occasionally provides
some indication as to how

it was viewed by the compiler. In the case of the
\"Alphabet,\"

the

picture, although not completely unambiguous, offers just such
assistance. AZB-l was found in a collection of secular works, including
several translated and original povesti (novellae) and a number of

transcriptions of byliny (heroic epics). AZB-2 was included in a group
of instructive and religious works (a pis'movnik-an epistolary manual,)))
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the Beseda trekh sviatitelei-Oiscourse of the Three Hierarchs-a
register

of the churches and monasteries of the ._synodal jurisdiction, and parts
of the

Anfologion
on the seven deadly sins, the seven sacraments, and

the fourteen virtues), plus the Kaliazhinskaia chelobitnaia (Kaliazin

Petition). AZB-3 was found together with the humorous Azbukovnik 0

prekrasnoi devitse and the lnstruktsiia ot dannaia l ponezhe zhena muzhu

poddannaia (The Instruction a Husband Gives to His Wife, Since She Is

Subordinate to Him), as well as two copies of the Povest' 0 Ersh

Ershovicha (The Tale of Ersh Ershovich) and one of the Povest' 0 Fome

i Ereme (The Tale of Foma and Erema).25 (As noted, it is AZB-3 which
contains a number of humorous and irrelevant proverbs or nonsense
lines in imitation of the proverb.) Although it is not possible to

establish with complete certitude the sequence in which these
collections were put together, it is likely that their general character
reflects the different

stages
in the evolution or adaptation of the

archetypal \"Alphabet.\" In my view, the oldest variant is AZB-2, with

AZB-l a close second. This dating, although based on the content of

the variants themselves, would appear to correlate closely with the
nature of the collections in which they were discovered.

Throughout the seventeenth century, many works were com-

posed
that centred on the problem of vodka and excessive drinking.

In some of these, there was an explicit religious orientation. In others,
the moral drawn was not so much

religious
as it was expressive of a

new, practical, and common-sense counsel in favour of moderation.

The tale of Gore-Zlochastie (Misery-Luckless Plight) is something of a
combination of both of .these approaches and is not atypical. The
overall context (notably the prologue) is

very religious,
as is the

ending, although to a lesser extent. The agency of the youth's downfall

is unequivocally compulsive and uncontrolled drinking. It is not
surprising, therefore, that many of the situations and much of the

wording of particular passages very closely approximate
the usage of

the \"Alphabet.\" Conceivably it was there in the original, but more
likely

the
\"biography\"

was simply an attempt to depict the fate of one
who gave himself over to bouts of drinking, with the well-known
tradition of such works providing sufficient clues about the author's

intention. (There is one concrete reference to drinking as the
key

to the

hero's problems. It is in AZB-l, line 25:
\"My

father left me his

property, but I drank it all up and squandered it.\
Such indirection was not unknown in contemporary works of this

sort. For example, in the Slovo 0
vysokoumnom khmele (Sermon on the

High-minded Hop), a considerable portion of the text simply describes
the condition of a drunkard in various stations of life: thus, \"ochi sveta
ne vidiat, a urn ego ne idet ni na chto zh na dobroe\" (his eyes see not
the

light,
his mind can grasp nothing worthwhile); or \"uchiniu ego

bezumna, liuta na liudi i
nesmyslena\" (I shall make him a madman,)))
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cruel toward people and senseless); or \"selo ego pusto, i samogo
vzlykh dnekh, a zhena i deti ego po rabotam\" (his village is a
wasteland; he has fallen on evil days; his wife and children he has
hired out); etc. 26

In sum, the description accomplishes the purpose with
little or no overt didacticism.

The
following passages

from a seventeenth-century anti-alcohol

tract entitled 0 bezmernom pitii i 0 bezmernom zapoistve dvoestrochiem

prostoobrazno schineno (On Unbridled
Drinking

and Limitless Drunken-

ness Given in Rhymed Couplets) afford the most conclusive evidence
to substantiate the interpretation of the archetypal \"Alphabet\" as a
satire on drunkenness. 27

Every
one of the lines below is echoed in one

or more of the variants of the \"Alphabet.\"

First, there is the theme of the impact that drinking has on
family)

life:)

Egda
chelovek bezvremenno i bezmerno vina ispivaet, (1)

(When a man drinks liquor in an unbridled and
untimely way,)

togda on vse svoe domovnoe radenie zabyvaet. (2)
(he forgets all his domestic

responsibilities.)

Pesnmi i koshchuny veseliatsia, (9)

(They make merry with songs and blasphemies,)
i za to pogibeli v domy ikh vseliat'sia. (10)

(hence ruination is visited upon their homes.)
Piian'stvo otluchit muzha ot zheny, a zhenu k chiuzhemu muzhu. (140)
(Drunkenness estranges a man from his wife and propels a woman to
another man.))

In the end, the drunkard is forced to leave home and wanders

aimlessly:)

I is sramu dom i zhenu svoiu pokinet. . . . (57)

(From shame he quits his home and his wife. . . .)
Uchnet

po
dalnim stranam volochitisia. (59)

(He takes to wandering about in foreign parts.))

As he wanders, his situation becomes increasingly difficult, and what
little money he has left he squanders:)

A ostatochnoe svoe zhitie uchnet izzhivati. (46)
(The rest of his property he sets to getting rid of.)
I egda on ostatki zhitiia

svoego propiet
. . . . (47)

(When he has drunk up the remainder of his goods. . . .))

He tries to borrow money from friends or even to beg, if he can, but

in this he is unsuccessful:)))
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I uchnet vzaem u liudei prositi, (53)

(He begins to ask people to lend him money,)
a liudie ego uchnut velmi ponositi. (54)

(and people start to revile him heartily.)
I nikto emu vzaim ne uchnut davati, (55)

(No one will make him a loan,)
i

piianica
uchnet 0 tom velmi toskovati. (56)

(and the drunkard begins to fret
mightily

about this.))

At first his chief discomfort is hunger:)

I utrobu svoiu dupliti. (88)

(His belly grows gaunt.)
Piian'stvom z gladu pimiraiut. (163)
(People die of hunger in drunkenness.))

In time, however, he begins to suffer from all manner of
physical

ailments:)

Telu rastlenie, a dushe paguba byvaet, (25)

(Corruption of the body, destruction of the soul,)

mudrosti pogibel' piian'stvo zhe
byvaet.

(26)

(the ruination of wisdom-all result from drunkenness.)

Mnogiia bo bolezni ot piianstva byvaiut, (91)

(For many illnesses a-'rise from drunkenness,)

velmi vsia udy s nego rastlevaiut. (92)
(all one's members become

mightily corrupt
from it.)

Kosti sokrushaiutsia, (95)

(The bones are shattered,)

zhily istonchevaiutsia\037 (96)

(the muscles grow thin.)

Khrebet pogorbliaetsia, (97)

(The back becomes hunched,)
urn velmi

pogubliaetsia. (98)

(the mind is greatly destroyed.)
Pamiat' zabyvaetsia . . . . (9'9)

(The memory grows dull. . . .)

Rutse velmi trasutsia . . . . (101)

(The hands tremble greatly . . . .)

Noze ne khodiat, ochi ne vidiat, persty ne gnutsia. (103)
(The legs do not work, the eyes do not see, the fingers do not bend.))

He has no place to turn; he has been stripped of everything:)))
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I uvidit, chto v domu ego ne za chto sia
pritziati. (50)

(He sees that there is nothing in his house to lay his hands on.)
Dom zhe

ego ves', komu dolzhen, i te razgrabiat . . . . (63)

(Those to whom he owes money will plunder his entire house . . . .))

When he is unable to think for himself any longer, the Devil puts evil

ideas into his head:)

I um i mysl' teriaetsia. (139)
(Reason and thought disappear.)

Razboi i tat'bu ot zapoistva zhe byvaiut, (21)

(Brigandage and thievery also result from
drinking,)

smertnaia uboistva v tom zhe obretetsia. (22)

(in this is murder to be found as well.)
I vsiakiia

zlye
dela ot piianstva rozhdaiutsia, (23)

(All manner of wicked deeds are called forth
by drunkenness,)

a blagiia dela ot piianstva pogublautsia. (24)
(drunkenness is the undoing of all good deeds.)

A diavol emu pomysly zlyia nalozhit. (44)
(The Devil inspires him with wicked designs.)

Togda diavol zloiu iazeiu ego ubiet. (48)
(The Devil will strike him with an evil wound.))

His final state is one of utter ruination:)

Piian'stvo vvodit v vechnuiu muku, ot piian' stva bogatii nishchetoiu postupisha.
(134)
(Drunkenness leads to eternal torment, in drunkenness the rich

enter poverty.))

He is racked with illness, his looks are gone, his
belly

is
empty,

and

he goes about in rags:)

Piian'stvo
nogam

bolezn' tvorit, ruki drozhat, zrak ochima pogubliaetsia. (141)

(Drunkenness causes illness in the legs, the hands quiver, the vision of

the eyes is ruined.)
Piian'stvo krasotu iz litsa vyvodit . . . . (147)

(Dnlnkenness obliterates the beauty of the face . . . .)

Piian'stvom serdtse razhizaetsia, (157)

(The heart melts in drunkenness,)
i utroba velmi raspaliaetsia. (158)

(and the guts are greatly inflamed.)
Komu

sokrushenija telu, komu gore? Piianitse. (167)

(Whose body wastes away, whose fate is misery? The drunkard's.))))
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Kto v khude rize? Piianitsa. (17)

(Whose cloak is threadbare? The drunkard's.)
Kto v pogibeli? Piianitsa. (172)
(Who is ruined? The drunkard.))

Finally,
one last bit of evidence is to be found in the context in

which Zabelin located the text of AZB-4 in his 1915 book. It appears
there immediately following

a
quote

from St. John Chrysostom in

support of water as a drink that will not muddle man's mind.

In its later stages of development, it is possible that the
\"Alphabet\"

was adapted for other satiric purposes, that is, that it became a burlesque
of the older anti-alcohol works, but this is far from certain. It seems quite
clear, however, that Adrianova-Peretts's notion of the work as a parody
of older, religious works is inaccurate. In any case, the evolution of the

\"Alphabet\" undoubtedly accounts for the enigmatic mixture in our four

texts of apparently pathetic elements with those of incontrovertible
humour. W. E. Harkins is right in speaking of the original \"Alphabet\" as

a serious work to which burlesque elements were later added, although
I

disagree
with his acceptance of Adrianova- Peretts's version of the

author's intention. 28

Likewise, given the purpose of the original, it seems
more appropriate to speak of the hero as mock-pathetic, rather than

pathetic, since he and his habits are held up to ridicule.

To summarize, the \"Alphabet\" began as a didactic work, designed
to illustrate the squalor of a life of drunkenness. Even in its most

debased later variants, this intention can still easily be seen through a

comparison with works .of the period whose purpose is not open to

question. Although the tone changed and became less serious in

subsequent versions, the work never took on the socia-political
connotations imputed to it by Soviet scholarship at large. The

frequent

references to the comfortable life of the wealthy and their selfishness
vis-a.-vis the drunkard were most likely meant to be seen as the
imbiber's chronic, self-pitying rationalization of his

plight.

In 1970, three Soviet scholars (N. S. Demkova, A. M. Panch,enko,
and D. S.

Likhachev), speaking
of Adrianova-Peretts's work on the

satires as a group, took her to task for so
easily dismissing Zabelin's

view of these works as more humorous than politically satiric. Further-

more, they denied that there was any direct satiric denunciation of the
sort she mentioned in the \"democratic

prose
and poetry of the seven-

teenth century.\"29 Their refusal to accept the
primitive

view of these

works, the \"Alphabet\" among them, as class-conscious literature should
go a

long way towards creating an atmosphere in which the myriad
problems of seventeenth-century literature can be

explored objectively.

It should also permit us to find a greater appreciation of the skill of the

writers of these works. Certainly, the writer of the
\"Alphabet\"

has made

imaginative' use of the oral tradition (drawing \037eavily

on the resources)))
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of the proverb and the pribautka-nonsensical additions) and utilized an
older literary form for his thoughtful creation. It is to be hoped that with
the problem of its

purpose resolved, scholars can now turn to its other

properties, both for themselves and for the light their study will shed on
this most fascinating period of Russian literature.)))
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1. V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, Russkaia demokraticheskaia satira XVII vek11

(Moscow-Leningrad: Izdatel'stvo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1954), p. 196 (hereafter
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the first five of these were noted in her 1937 work, Ocherki

po
istorii russkoi satiricheskoi literatury XVII veka (Moscow-Leningrad: Izda tel' stvo

Akademii Nauk SSSR,1937),pp.
14-15 (hereafter cited as Ocherki). Concerning

the locations of the manuscripts, there are two errors in her notes. The Skazanie

o golen'kom nebogaten'kom, said to be in the Central State
Literary

Archive

(Tsentral'nii gosudarstvennii literaturnii arkhiv), no. 185, 11.14-15, is today in
the Central State Archive of Ancient Reco,rds (Tsentral'nii gosudarstvennii

arkhiv drevnikh aktov), f. 187, ed. xr. 185, 11. 14-15 ob. in the Manuscript
Division of the Institute of Russian Literature of the Akademii Nauk SSSR, and
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being
in the Ust'-Tsilemsk collection, no. 74, 11.15-19 ob. (cf.

V. I. Malyshev, Drevne-russkie
rukopisi pushkinskogo doma: obzor fondov [Mos-

cow-Leningrad: Nauka, 1965], pp. 109,184-86). In all ,other cases, the locations

are correctly given.
2. L. N. Pushkarev, in his article

\"Rukopisi zhitiinogo
soderzhaniia

tsentral'nogo gosudarstvennogo arkhiva literatury i iskusstva,\" TODRL 13

(1957):554, speaks of a manuscript of the eighteenth century (f. 1338, 0p. no. 61,
11. 158-165 ob.) on the subject of drunkenness, which consists of sentences

arranged in alphabetical order. The
beginning

of the manuscript is missing; it

begins with the letter \"e.\"

3. Ocherki, pp. 21-24 and 24-26, respectively. Cf. also \"Ocherki iz istorii
russkoi satiricheskoi

literatury
XVII veka,\" TODRL 3 (1936):153-93, which is

essentially the same as the chapter in the 1937book. Zabelin's 1915 publication

of AZB-4 (see note 5) was the only earlier publication of
any

version of this

work.

4. Ocherki, pp. 21-24. This apparent slight is due to the fact that AZB-3

is quite far removed from the archetype and is defective in its final lines.

5. Satira, pp. 30-32, 34-36, 196-97, and 32-34, respectively. The 1915

edition of Zabelin (Domashnyi byt russkago naroda v XVI i XVII stoletiiakh, Pt. I,

Domashnyi byt russkikh tsarei v XVI i XVII stoletiiakh [Moscow: M. Grachev,

1872]; Pt. 2, Domashnyi byt russkikh tsarei v XVI i XVII stoletiiakh [Moscow: A. I.

Mamontov, 1915], pp. 622-23) was based on a manuscript that has since been
lost.)))

study
of human psychology from a subjective

authorial conception of a person. . . or could not notice how little M.

Stel'makh is often concerned with the psychology of his heroes, how he

tends to portray the spiritual history of his heroes in excessivelygeneral

formulas. . . .11)

This attack on the old and \"reformist\" plot structure and charac-
terization led to a demand for a more honest assessment of poor work.)))
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6. Satira, pp. 184-86. Note such lines as B-Buki, daite mne deneg v ruki,

ia sam rasporiazhus' i za vodochkoi otnushchush', or Zh-Zhelal
byt

ia dlia prazdnika

vypit', da ne na chto vodochki vziat', a zakusit' i ne podumal'.

7. I am indebted to both the staff of the University of Toronto Library

and those in charge of the archives in the Soviet Union in which the manu-

scripts I required are kept, for their co-operation in making them available to

me.

8. For a discussion of the early manifestations of the acrostic among
the Slavs, see N. S. Oemkova and N. F. Droblenkova, \"K izucheniiu slavian-

skikh azbuchnikh stikhov,\" TODRL 23 (1968):27-61.
9. In his 1952 translation of the Old Testament, Ronald Knox has

attempted to preserve the acrostic form of several sections, notably the Psalms

(e.g., Ps. 24, 33, 36, 110, 111, 118, and 144). The Old Testament (New York:

Sheed & Ward, 1952).
10. Ocherki, pp. 12-13.
11. \"Stikhotvornaia

avtobiografiia pod'iachego XVIII veka,\" TODRL 2

(1935):283-300. The theme of this work is quite similar to that of the \"Alpha-
bet.\" The writer speaks of having lost both his money and his friends through

drinking. Pokrovskaia correctly notes that the form of the acrostic carried, no

particular overtones, that it was a neutral framework for the story. Note that

this article was published just one year before Adrianova-Peretts's first
discussion of the

\"Alphabet\"
in which she says the form was regarded as

religious, making the
\"Alphabef

'

a parody.

12. L. V. Krestova, \"Traditsii russkoi demokraticheskoi satiry v
zhurnal'noi

prose
N. I. Novikova ('Truten',' 'Zhivopisets'),\" TODRL 14

(1958):489.
13. Krestova, p. 491.
14. D. A. Rovinskii, Russkiia narodnyia kartinki (St. Petersburg: R.

Golike, 1900), pp. 456-57.
15. N. K.

Gudzy, History of Early Russian Literature (New York: The
MacMillan Co., 1949), pp. 484-85;A. A. Kaiev, Russkaia literatura (Moscow:

Uchpedgiz, 1958), p. 400; N. V. Vodovozov, Istoriia drevnei russkoi literatury

(MOSCO\\\\T: Uchpedgiz, 1962), pp. 321-22; and others.
16. Ocherki, pp. 15, 17. One wonders why, if she felt it was the oldest

text, she did not include it in her 1937 work. Even though it is incomplete, this
omission

appears illogical.

17. Ocherki, p. 17.

18. Satira, p. 233.
19. Satira, pp. 228,231.
20. Ocherki, p.

13.

21. Satira, p. 229.

22. See, for example, Iu. N. Sidorova, \"Satiricheskaia literatura XVII v.,\"

in Istoriia russkoi literatury XVII-XVIII vekov, ed. A. S. Eleonskaia et a1.

(Moscow: Izdatel'stvo \"Vysshaia Shkola,\" 1969), pp. 91-112. (See also note 15
above.)

23. I. P.
Lapitskii, \"Russkaia demokraticheskaia satira XVII veka,\"

Uchenie zapiski leningradskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, Seriia filologiches-

kikh nauk, 16, no. 122 (1949):80-96 (here p. 95 in particular).
24. M. O. SkripiI', camp., Russkaia povest' XVII velaz (Moscow:

Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1954).)))
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25. Information concerning the composition of these collections is

drawn in part from Ocherki, pp. 14-15.
26. V. N. Peretts, BIz starinnoi satiricheskoi literatury 0 p'ianstve i

p'ianitsakh,\" in Sergeiu Fedorovichu Platonovu (St. Petersburg: Tipografiia

glavnogo upravleniia udelov, 1911), pp. 433-34.

27. I. F. Golubev, \"Virshi 0 smerti i p'ianstve,\" TODRL 21 (1965):84-87.
28. W. E. Harkins, \"The Pathetic Hero in Russian Seventeenth-CeIltury

Literature,\" American Slavic and East European Review 1955 (December):521.

29. Ia. S. Lur' e, ed., Istoki russkoi belletristiki: V ozniknovenie zlulnrov

siuzhetnogo povestvovaniia v drevnerusskoi literature (Leningrad: Iz,date!'stvo
Nauka, 1970),pp. 555-56.)

'\)

topics

related to profession: that is, Industry /Construction (in the case of the
Ukrainians) and Agriculture (in the case of the Czechs). Topics that

show only the occasional switch to English are related to the
private

lives of the speakers. The preference for native expressions is dictated

by solidarity with one's
countrymen. Apparently,

the immigrants are

placed in a position where they are either unable or unwilling to enter

into more personal contacts with the speakers of the other language.
In some cases,

they
remain outsiders with respect to the American or

Canadian society forever. Such \"in
group\"

situation will dictate the use

of mostly native expressions.)

Speakers' Cognition)

The quantity of
borrowings

in topics related to Physical Environment

is determined by the strategies through which
speakers explore

their

environment and through which they acquire understanding of the
world around them. For

immigrants,
this activity comes about at least

twice in their lives. The first time it occurred was at the time of their

infancy, before they took over their mother tongue.
33

The second is the

time of their sudden implantation into the North American continent

and their first attempts at using English. Whether they wished it or
not,

immigrants
were being initiated into one of the subtlest aspects of

North America, the invisible network of distinctions and congruences
that the categories of the new language imposed on their universe of

experienc,e.
This is what is ordinarily meant by \"learning to think\" in

a new language.
34

The onomasiological process that plays the major
role in this task is facilitated, on the one hand, by the gradual addition

of items belonging to another code and, on the other hand, by

suppressing conceptual distinctions provided by their own language.
We find, therefore, the largest quantity of borrowings in the topics
referring to the immediate environment of

speakers
where their contact

with North American reality is the mOist intimate. The predominant

use of English in such situations has been noted by many researchers.
For

example,
Weinreich

s\037eaks
about \"cultural borrowings,\"35 Haugen

about unecessary words,\"
6

Stene about \"exotica,\"37 and so on.)))



JENNIE ZAYACHKOWSKI)

The Poetic and Formal Structure of Mediaeval East Slavic
Escha tological Apocrypha)

Of all the translated works of apocryphal literature that flourished in
Kievan Rus' after the adoption of Christianity in A.D. 988, none enjoyed
a wider circulation than the

eschatological apocrypha,
as numerous

extant copies bear witness. The popularity of visionary journeys to
heaven and hell with the opportunity for moralizing and didacticism
was long-lived. Apocryphal visions flourished in mediaeval Orthodox

Slavdom
1

for over a thousand years, finding expression both in

iconography and in literature.
The

purpose
of this study is to illuminate the literary features of

three of the most popular mediaeval East Slavic eschatological apo-
crypha: Khozhdenie

Bogorodits\302\245

po
mukam (The Journey of the Mother of

God Through the \"forments);
Khozhdenie

Apostola
Pavia po mukam (The

Journey of the Apostle Paul Through the Torments);3and Slovo 0 sviatom

Avraame (The Discourse of Saint Abraham).4,5 I will focus on the poetic
and formal structures of the apocrypha and the correlation between the
theme of the texts and their compositionalpatterns. The basic motifs and

narrative patterns playa dominant role in the story and are a
key

to the

construction of the apocrypha.
An analysis of the three East Slavic

apocryphal writings
shows an

astonishing degree of uniformity in composition, suggestive of a
general

dependence on the same poetic world of ideas. The presence of such

similar motifs as three sets of characters, a guided angelic tour, a
question-and-answer dialogue, judgement by fire, the theme of the

correspondence of sin and punishment, external characterization, and
the contrast between

light
and darkness clearly points to a larger

spiritual and literary tradition. Moses Gaster suggeststhat the Revelation

of Moses, an Old Testament Hebrew apocryphon, may have been the
fountainhead of this ecclesiastical tradition: \"This oldest extant Old

Testament Revelation must have served as a source to the Christian

revelations of Peter, Paul, Ezra, Abraham, Isaiah, the Virgin Mary, St.
Macarius J and the host ,of others down to Dante and St. Patrick.\"6)))
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Similarly, Montague James's publication of the Akhmin and
Ethiopic

fragments
of the Apocalypse of Peter has shown the Apocalypse of

Peter to

be the oldest Christian vision dating to the second century A.D. 7

Both

the Revelation of Moses and the Apocalypse of Peter deal with the tradition
of

journeys
to heaven and hell and have many direct points of affinity

with such Orthodox Slavic
apocrypha

as Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po

mukam, Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia po mukam, and Slovo0 sviatom Avraame.

By combining our knowledge of the compositional features of these
earlier Christian and Hebrew thematic sources with those of the

above-mentioned East Slavic apocryphal texts, we can
gain

an under-

standing of the literary models that may have constituted the foundation
of this apocryphal tradition.

The compositional pattern of each apocryphal writing is based on
an elaborate scheme to which the apocryphal writers attached great

significance. The world of an apocryphal work may be likened to an

icon that \"possesses several layers of meaning which makes the

interpretation difficult, but, at the same time, enriches the work of art. \"8

It matters not where or when the apocrypha were written; what matters
is their verbal communication. For the apocryphon, like the icon, is both
a medium of influence and a mode of communication. For this reason,

apocryphal visions have a clearly delineated narrative form, logically

constru.cted and presented in accordance with the theme of the story.
Each vision is

organized
into three registers of scenes, with three sets of

characters (the angels, the seer, and the sinners) representing the three

realms of heaven, earth, and hell, respectively. This compositional
feature serves to give structure to the story on the thematic level. The
three scenes

represent
the three directions or movements of the soul's

progress towards God. The first scene is what Francis Ferguson calls the

extra-nos, whereby man turns outwards toward the
delights

of the

natural world. Scene two is the intra-nos, where man turns i11wardto the
torments of his soul. The third scene represents the super-nos, where
man turns upward to God.9

Within this allegorized structure, the themes of repentance and
salvation, mercy and forgiveness, good and evil are

expressed through
the narrator and the dramatis personae. The main contents of the visions

could be divided into the following three scenes, which provide a
starting point for a

study
of the poetic and formal structure of apo-

cryphal visions:)

Scene 1
(1)
(2)

(3))

A prologue, the introduction of the dramatis personae.
A request, command, or both; the announcement of the

actio-dramatica.

The earthly realm or a view of the heavenly court of
angels.)))



Scene 2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4))

Scene 3

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4))

Mediaeval East Slavic Eschatological Apocrypha)
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The journey to the underworld and the revelation.
The classification of the sinners.
The judgement of the sinners.

The seer's indignation and admonishment.)

An epilogue, man's earthly fulfillment.
The seer's

journey
to heaven.

Prayers and pleas for mercy.

Reprieve granted; the glorification of the Lord.)

It is clear from the above outline that each scene has its own
location,

pace,
and tone. The plot line moves through the three scenes,

from God's initial granting of a
request

to his final granting of a reprieve
in scene three. The structure of the plot is built upon the principle of

good and evil and is marked by a series of repeated contrasts: the
creative forces of God and the destruction of man; the relationship

between the celestial angels and the earthly seers; the sombre portrayal
of hell and the glorious portrayal of heaven; the correspondence
between sin and punishment, justice and

mercy, repentance
and

compassion; the idealization of the seers and the sinfulness of mankind.

These contrasts are essential to the structure of the visions, for
they

preserve the symmetry of form and harmony, reminding us of the

necessity of
maintaining

balance and order in a world where every
movement gives rise to countermovement.

The most prominent feature of the opening scene is the vision-

ary-auditory discourse between the seer and the angelic intermediary
or the angelus interpres, who is an exalted representative of the heavenly

hierarchy. This feature brings us at once into the atmosphere of the

journeys, setting the scenes, introd ucing the characters, and announcing
the purpose and theme of the story. The visions take as their starting
point the journey of the seers to the heavenly abode to see the heavenly
court of angels, as in Slovo 0 sviatom Avraame and Khozhdenie Apostola
PavIa po mukam, or to pray on a sacred earthly mountain, as in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po muknm. The setting is some unspecified time after death in
which the souls are

suffering
in hell. The visions begin either with a

request, a command, or both, which evoke the appropriate atmosphere
and are a prelude to the contents of the narrative. The

wording
of the'

request suggests a journey of considerable scope. In Slovo 0 sviatom

Avraalne, God sends Archangel Michael to Abraham to bid him prepare
for death: \"Go to Abraham and say to him: 'Let him depart from this life

and let him set his house in order'\" (p. 104). Abraham, however, refuses
to die. He wishes to see the heavenly abode before he dies, and he

says)))
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to Archangel Michael: \"let me not depart from my body until I have seen
the works in heaven and on the earth before death\" (p. 106).

In Khozhdenie
Bogoroditsy po mukam, the action begins on the sacred

Mount of Olives, long regarded as the place of messianic disclosures

and fulfillment. It was on the Mount of Olives that Christ spoke with his
disciples

about the end of the world (Matt. 24:3). Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy
po

mukam
opens

on the Mount of Olives with the Mother of God praying
for an angelic rev,elation. She wishes to see the suffering of the Chris-
tians in hell. The journey is granted in response to the request. The

appearance of Archangel Michael in the company of four hundred
angels begins

the
eschatological plot. Hell is opened, and the Mother of

God, like Moses, Peter, and Paul earlier, now becomes the subject of a

divine revelation. She is shown the mysteries of hell. To her it is granted
the power to look upon those who are tormented in the place of darkest

anguish. Her descent begins with the
lifting

of the veil of darkness.

\"And she saw in the evil darkness a multitude of
people

and heard

much weeping: 'What is this darkness and who dwells therein? Let this
darkness be lifted so I can see those who are suffering'\" (p. 125).

A similar request occurs in Khozhdenie
Apostola

PavIa po muJazm.

Paul, after having seen the heavenly realm of the angels, and having
been told of the complaints the creation has brought against sinning
mankind, is taken by the

angelic guide
from the region of happiness to

the region of gloom and suffering. \"Come follow me, and [Archangel

Michael] will show you the place of the saints and you will know the

place of the righteous. . .\037nd thereafter I will take you to the bottomless

pit where there is darkness and hell\"
(p. 42).

The above passages have a comparatively large number of direct
points of

affinity
with the Revelation of Moses and the Apocalypse of Peter.

Although a specific request is absent in the Akhmin fragment of the

Apocalypse of Peter, in the Ethiopic version, the vision begins with the

disciples requesting Jesus Christ, who is seated on the Mount of Olives,
to reveal to them the signs of the end of time (p. 505). In the Revelation

of Moses, the action begins with a command rather than a request. t'At

that hour God sent the Angel Gabriel and said to him: 'Go with my
beloved servant Moses and show him hell.' Immediately he [Gabriel]
went with Moses, like a pupil before his master, and entered hell with

him. Moses saw there men tortured by angels of destruction\"
(pp.

133-34).

Each divine visionary disclosure begins with the conventional
expression t'hell was opened

ft

or \"the heavens opened/\" revealing the

awesome destiny of man. The seers are then conducted over the higher

or lower realms by an angel, who reveals and explains the
journey

to

them. The words usee\" and
ft

saw ,\" which form part of the initial request,
are used repeatedly in the visions (ten times in the Revelation of Moses,
and over thirty times in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po
mukam and Khozhdenie)))
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Apostoia
PavIa po mukam) to emphasize the visual aspect of the narrative

and to begin what Vladimir Sakharov terms circulus visionis:
10

one sees
what one believes, and one believes what one sees. Since the seers are

operating in the field of eschatology, the apocryphal writers use these

words to describe the act of having knowledge of this spiritual world.
The metaphor \"to see\" thus becomes a movement across semantic

fields.
The choice of a seer in apocryphal visions is in no way arbitrary

and is linked with those biblical figures to whom such
experience

was

attributed by either the Holy Scriptures or tradition. For example, Moses
is the first

lawgiver,
the master of the prophets, and the servant of God

(Revelation of Moses, p. 132); the Blessed Virgin is the Holy Mother of
God and the spiritual mother of all mankind (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po
mukam, p. 126); Apostle Paul is the Lord's beloved, who was taken to the

third heaven (Khozhdenie Apostola PavIa
po mukam, p. 132); Abraham is

blessed by God for his righteousness through faith (Slovo 0 sviatom

Avraame, p. 105); Peter is the first apostle of Christ. Thus, the seers are

the main heroes, the central figures of the apocrypha, the instruments
of divine salvation. They take up the biblical roles of mediators and
intercessors, I'for

power
hath been given to them to see the torments of

hell\" (Khozhdenie Apostola
PavIa po mukam, p. 54).

The belief in an exalted celestial angel also
plays

a
significant

role

in apocryphal visions and must be seen within the context of biblical

angelology,
where angels function as God's spiritual emissaries as

transmitters of decisions and requests, interpreters
of dreams and

visions, intercessors, or angelic guides. Apocryphal writers use the
functions of these angels to develop their story. In Khozhdenie Apostola
PavIa

po mukam, angels
are assigned to people as messengers to record

the good and evil deeds of man:
\"They

bless the Lord God without

ceasing at all hours and on all days, but
especially

when the sun sets, for

in that hour all the angels go unto the Lord to worship Him and to

present the deeds of man\" (p. 41). In Khozhdenie
Bogoroditsy po mukam,

the angels have been appointed to watch over the torments of the

sinners (p. 130). In the Revelation of Moses, the sinners are punished by
the angels of destruction (p. 134); the souls are taken away by the angel
of death (p. 138).

While Michael and Gabriel are the two exalted angels and frequent
emissaries of God in Orthodox

theology, Archangel
Michael alone, the

chief of princes, is the frequent angelus interpres in the East Slavic

apocryphal
visions. His role is that of mediator and merciful intercessor,

the protector of Christians (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 124), a
function consistent with his role as defender of the faithful in Orthodox

theology. Michael joins in the prayers for the sinners (Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 133); he weeps and intercedes for man
(Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia

po mukam, p. 55); he is sent to Abraham to bid)))
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him prepare for death (Slovo 0 sviatom Avraame, p. 106); he eats and

drinks with Abraham and is given the role of interpreting Isaac's dream
of the sun and the moon (p. 108); he shows Abraham the heavenly
realm, and, when Abraham dies, Michael transports his soul to heaven

(p. 109); Michael accompanies the Holy Mother of God to hell and

explains to her the correspondence of sin and punishment (Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam, pp. 125-31). On the other hand, Gabriel, the

messenger of
joy

in Christian th,eology, is given the role of an angelic
guide and interpreter in the Revelation of Moses. Thus, the angelus

interpres is a standard feature of all eschatological
visions.

The crucial drama of the revelations is enacted in scene two, with
the

journey
to the underworld and the portrayal of the torments of hell.

Pervaded by an atmosphere of the supernatural, the judgement scenes

are filled with a description of the horrors of hell of the most extra-

vagant kind. In analyzing the significant aspects of the judgement

scenes, two points are important. First, the description of the elaborate
judgement scenes and the portrayal of sinners were not intended to

convey eschatological information for their own sake; they played a

crucial didactic role. Their key function was to show
justice,

retribution

for the sinners, and vindication for the persecuted. The plot reveals that
man's

destiny
is in the hands of God and none can resist it. What God

has created, He can also destroy. Second, the plight of the sinners and
the actions of the seers were a means by which God was brought from

indignation to compassion.
The

following outli\037ne
reveals th,e structure of the judgement scene

that is central to all the texts:)

(1) The description of the' functionaries and their actions,

beginning with the sentence \"And I saw there. . . .\"

(2) The demonstrative question. The seer inquires about their
identities. Who are these people, and what is their sin?

(3) The demonstrative explanation. The angelic guide explains
the correspondence of sin and punishment.

(4) The reaction of the seers. They weep, sigh, grieve, admonish,
and, in the end, intercede for the sinners.)

The episodes in the judgement scene unfold chronologically. Even
the

terrifying landscape
of hell has its order. The action that takes place

in hell is
plotted

not as a single dramatic process with a beginning,
middle, and end, but rather as a series of actions, an episodic, simul-

taneous narrative, offering the reader a view of the
judgeme11t process.

The common motif in all judgement scenes is the description of different

categories
of sinners enduring torment according to the nature ,of their

sins in their respective spheres. If we examine the scheme of torments
in the texts considered, we find the following elements:)))
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(1) Class of sinners: adulterers, murderers, slanderers, gossipers,
unbelievers, spendthrifts, thieves, sorcerers, and sowers of

discord, all wallowing in the mire of the seven deadly sins.
(2) Type of

punishment: fire, hanging, serpents, stench, worms,
bitter darkness, and alternating degrees of heat and cold.

(3) Degree of punishment: sinners suspended by their ears,
eyebrows, feet, hair, hands, and tongue; sinners immersed in

a blazing river to their knees, waist, chest, neck, and hair.

(4) Sphere of punishment: beds of flames, a blazing river, a lake
of flames and fire, a burning cloud, an abyss of fire, a well of

stench, bottomless pits, and mire.)

The sins in the judgement scenes range from murder to idle chatter

in church. Little, however, is said about the actual sin whose
punish-

ment we are witnessing. There is no moralizing, only a brief description
of the condition in which the sinners find themselves. The images tell
the rest. For example, \"hanging by

a sinful limb\" is found in both

Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia
po

mukam and Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam:

\"And I [Paul] saw other men hanging by their eyebrows and
by

their

hair, and a river of fire drew them\" (Khozhdenie Apostoia Pavia
po mukam,

p. 49); \"And the Mother of God saw a man hanging by his feet and

worms were devouring him\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 137).
In the

Apocalypse of Peter, the first extant Christian attempt to portray
hell, we find a parallel description of

hanging
sinners: \"And there were

hanging by their tongues and these were they that
blasphemed

the way

of righteousness, and under them was laid fire flaming and tormenting
them\"

(p. 509). In the Revelation of Moses, hanging is a characteristic form
of

punishment
for adultery, greed, and verbal sins: \"Some of the sinners

were hanging by their eyelids, some
by

their ears, some by their hands,
and others by their tongues, and they cried

bitterly.
And Moses asked

the Lord of Hell, and said: 'Why are these hanged by
their eyes and by

their tongues and are so fearfully tortured and so sorely punished?' And

the Lord of Hell answered: 'Because they looked with an evil eye at fair

women, and at married women, and at the money of their friends and
neighbours and

gave
false witness against their neighbours'\" (p. 134).

While hanging forms an eye-for-an-eye type of
punishment,

it is never

in itself a final form of punishment. It is often combined with other

forms of torture, such as fire, worms/serpents, and stench.
Fire is the principal torment of hell in all the apocryphal visions.

While one group of sinners is \"sunk
up

to their knees, and others up to
their navel in a river of fire for fornication\" (Khozhdenie Apostoia PavIa po
mukam, p. 49), others are \"immersed to their chest, neck and mouth in a

blazing river for slander and blasphemy\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po

mukam, p. 126). The fire motif appears in all scenes of hell and in many
variations, depending upon

the dramatic necessities of the story. Fire,)))
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like the punishment of hanging, has a long history of association with

retribution in the Bible (e.g., Gen. 19:22, Deut. 31, and Matt. 13:36).
Among

the unnumbered torments of hell is also that of the

immortal, insatiable worm, a common motif of the Holy Scriptures (e.g.,
Isa. 66:24, Mark 9:48). Isaiah's and St. Mark's

poetic expression
of

\"undying\"
or \"constantly gnawing and consuming worms\" is changed

to the \"never
sleeping\"

or the \"never resting\" worms in the East Slavic

apocryphal visions. In Khozhdenie
Apostoia

PavIa po mukam and Khozh-

denie Bogoroditsy po mukam, the \"worm that sleepeth not\"
(pp.

54 and 129,

respectively) appears. In the Akhmin fragment of the Apocalypse of
Peter,

there appears the \"worm that rested not\" (p. 509), while in the Revelation

of Moses, we encounter black worms: \"Moses went further and saw two
sinners hanged by

their feet with t11eir heads downwards . . . and their

bodies were covered with black worms, each worm 500
parasangs long\"

(p. 135). Serpents, synonymous with evil, are also found in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po
mukam: \"And she [the Blessed One] saw a woman hanging

by her teeth, and various serpents issued forth from her mouth and
devoured her

body\" (p. 129).

The torment of stench, the worst of all torments, is given a

prominent place in Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia po mukam: \"When the well
was opened there arose out of it a stench hard and exceedingly evil,
which surpassed all the torments\" (p. 54). In the

Apocalypse of Peter, we

find a similar description of this unbearable torment: \"And hard by that

place I saw another strait place wherein the discharge and the stench of

them that were in torment ran down and there was as it were a lake

there\" (p. 509). Stench as a form of punishment is important to the
visions, for it

suggests
the impure appropriately wallowing in impurity.

In addition to the physical torments, there are also numerous

psychological torments that the sinners have to endure. We find here the

biblical weeping, wailing, groaning, and gnashing of teeth. \"And I saw
them groaning, weeping

and saying, 'Have mercy upon us Lord.' And
no man had mercy on them\" (Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia po mukanl, p. 45).

Pleas for mercy are also found in the Revelation
of

Moses: \"'Woe unto us,

woe unto us,' lamented the sinners, 'but nobody takes pity on us'\"
(p.

136). One of the most striking torments the sinners have to endure is the

inability
to look upon the bliss of the blessed, for their eyes have been

blinded
by eternal, impenetrable darkness. The sinners in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mu/alm cry out to the
Holy

Mother of God: \"Blessed One,
for all eternity we have not seen light, and we cannot look

up\" (p. 126).

The account of time is carried out from the point of view of the state of

sinners, who reckon time from the moment they have not seen light:

\"When Paul came to the place of punishment, he looked and saw there

was no light in that place, but darkness and sorrow\" (Khozhdenie Apostola
PavIa

po mukam, p. 49). Darkness represents woe, insecurity, and
alienation from God, while light is a

symbol
of inward and spiritual)))
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illumination. This contrast between light and darkness is central to all
\\lisions and serves as a feature

distinguishing
the earthly from the

heavenly spheres, good from evil.
The sinners are

portrayed
not as individual characters, but as parts

of the narrative sequences developed in detail, and
they

function as an

integral part of the structure and plot of the story. Attention is focused

not on one soul, but on groups of sinners. That no man stands alone as

a member of a particular race or colour but as a member of the Christian

race is evident in Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po
mukam: \"Come, Most Holy

One, and I will show you the lake of fire, so that you can see where the

Christians are suffering\" (p. 131).The continuous use of the third-person

plural indicates that all mankind has sinned and comes short of the

glory of God. For example, the sinners in Khozhdenie Apostola PavIa
po

mukam
cry

out for mercy and deliverance: \"Have mercy upon us thou
Archangel Michael, for it is by thy prayers that the Earth standeth.' And
Michael answered '. . . I cease not for one day nor one night to pray
continually for the race of men\"

(p. 55). The sinners in Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam cry out to the Mother of God: \"Have mercy upon
us for we alone suffer the most grievous torments\"

(p. 130). Abraham

heard the cries of those in hell: \"Have mercy upon us Lord and save us\"

(Slovo 0 sviatom Avraame, p. 107). Similar pleas of
mercy

and deliverance

come from the sinners in the Revelation
of

Moses. When Moses went up
to heaven, he said: \"May it be Thy will, 0 Lord, that Thou mayest save

me and Thy people Israel from those places which I have seen in Hell\"

(p. 138).

The sentence imposed upon the sinners is not definitive; nor is

there any evidence that ju,dgement is preliminary. The continuous use
of the present tense indicates that judgement is going on now (e.g., \"And

where do the Christians suffer?\" or \"Many souls dwell in that place\"
[Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 125]). The frequent use of the
Church Slavic imperfect tense and the

present
active participle conveys

a feeling of continuity, everlasting suffering, and endlessness, as seen in
the

following example:
\"And the Most Holy One saw women hanging

by their fingernails and fire flowed forth from their lipsn (Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 129). Everlasting suffering, a characteristic
feature of the eschaton, is also evident in other visions. In the Revelation

of Moses, the sinners cry out: \"'Woe unto us, for the terrible punishment
of hell. Would we could die.' But they cannot die. They long for death,
but death cometh not\"

(p. 135). In Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia po mukam,
the sinners pay without ceasing the due penalty of their crimes (p. 53),
while in Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, we encounter the theme of the

human inability to relate adequately the number of hell torments:\" 'How

many torments are there?' inquires the Holy Mother of God ....

'Ineffable are the torments of mankind,' answers archangel Michaer'
(p. 125).)))
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Although the images of the torments of hell are both intriguing

and revolting, they are also important, for they carry a double meaning,

both descriptive and allegorical. Descriptively, they provide an artistic
framework and invoke a mood of gloom and despair. Symbolically, they
reveal the many faces of evil. They provide an analysisof the state of the

individual, of his spiritual and moral failure, where hell is less a
place

and more a timeless state of the utter loss of God and His love. It is

important
to consider here the parallel that is maintained between the

descriptive and the
spiritual

conditions that the images symbolize.

Significantly, all five apocryphal visions are constructed on two
planes: the first

plane represents the plot itself, the level of direct
narration; the second, the

allegorical plane, represents
the level of

exegesis (the higher level of meaning). The apocryphal writers make use

of two narrative techniques to achieve this result: direct narration in the
third-person singular (the omniscient narrator who knows what God

says to people in private), and biblical allusions. The use of the

third-person-singular narration is not uncommon in writings that claim
to be the eyewitnesses of God, for to talk about life thereafter one must
have seen that life or heard of it from someone who had been there.

Moreover, third-person narration plays a
mediating position between

these two pla\037es, between ordinary discourse and mystery, between the
known and the unknown, and between the certain and uncertain. The

questions raised by the narrative elements cannot be avoided, and the

answers they receive cannot be verified. In this way, both the literal and

the spiritual become inseparably merged in the writings.
The theme of the seers' intercession for the lost souls and the

obtaining of temporary reprieve from
suffering

holds a central place in

the internal structure of apocryphal vision literature. The power of

prayer
and repentance, the intercession of the seer, and the compassion

of God are the three main elements that bind the structure together.

Through the motif of intercession, the reader becomes aware of God's

benevolent mercy. In the fixing of time for repentance, God grants to His
people

a final hour of grace. The sinners are redeemed; the plot is
resolved. It is in this timelessness that the opposites are recon-

ciled-good and evil, light and darkness. In Khozhdenie
Apostola Pavia po

mukam, \"the sinners are not worthy of forgiveness, for by their deeds
they

have sinned, but because of Paul, Christ's beloved, God grants to
the sinners rest from

suffering
on Sunday\" (p. 56). The veneration of

Sunday was very important to the Eastern Orthodox Christians, for it

was the \"praise of the Christians\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p.

132) and the day on which Abraham's soul was taken to heaven (Slovo

o sviatom Avraame, p. 106). In Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, the
sinners receive a reprieve from

suffering
from Holy Thursday to

Pentecost, while in the Revelation
of Moses, the emphasis is on the

Sabbath and Festival days. HMoses went and saw how the wicked were)))
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punished by fire, being half in fire and half in snow, and having no rest
except

on Sabbath days and festival days\" (p. 137).
There is, naturally, a striking correspondence between the motif of

God's mercy in the visions and those in the Holy Scriptures. The idea of

intercession first occurs in Genesis 18:23, when Abraham intercedes for
Sodom. In Psalms 86:13,we find: \"For great is thy mercy towards me
and thou hast delivered my soul from the lowest hell.\" Through the use

of biblical thematic allusions in the apocrypha, the reader becomes
aware of the continuity of God's grace and mercy.

A common feature of Christian apocryphal visions not found in the

Revelation of Moses is the emotionalism of
prayer. George Fedotov, in The

Russian Religious Mind, reminds us that \"the
grace

of tears and deep
emotional prayer is a symbol of a deep religious experience, a domin-

ating ethical attribute of Christian humility.\"ll The effect of tears is to
melt away sin, and from the joyous tears of the repentant sinner arises
a new man. Through the spiritual turmoils of the seers, their lyrical

supplications, and the penitential tears of the sinners, the writers
convey

to the reader the message of repentance and God's grace. We are
touched by the humility of the seers: we are moved by their weeping,
which is in sharp contrast to God's harsh

punishment.
The terrors of hell

move Paul to bitter tears of distress: \"Woe unto the race of man; woe

unto the sinners. Why were you born?\" (Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia po

mukam, p. 54). The Mother of God sees the suffering of the Christians

and weeps bitterly. She expresses a mystical desire to share the pains of

the sinners: \"Have mercy a Lord, upon the sinners, for I have seen them
and I cannot endure. Let me suffer together with the Christians\"
(KhozhdenieBogoroditsy po mukam, p. 132). Abraham, having seen the two

gates, the narrow one leading to life and the broad one leading to

destruction, begins to weep: \"Woe unto me, what shall I do, for I am a
sinful man and how can I enter through the narrow gate?\" (Slovo 0
sviatom Avraame, p. 106). Apostle Peter weeps for

many
hours and is at

last consoled by an answer, which, although exceedingly vague, does
seem to

promise
ultimate pardon for all (Apocalypse of Peter, p. 520).

Central to all
eschatological apocryphal visions is the complete

absence of any detailed physical characterization of the principal

characters. We have no idea whether they are young or old, ugly or
beautiful. We know only how they feel. Apocryphal writers were
indifferent to detail, to the individual

description
of their characters.

Instead, they were interested in portraying the universality of ex-

perience,
the tale of Everyman. The emphasis is on feeling, on spiritual

characterization, which is
conveyed through both external manifes-

tations and the language of love. We feel the movements of their hands

and eyes. The Holy Mother of God gently and tenderly lifts her hands

to God, as if in prayer or in witness to the
suffering

of her children:

\"And the Holy Mother of God was saddened, and she lifted her
eyes)))
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and looked at the invisible throne of her Father\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy

po mukam, p. 125). \"Apostle Paul, after having heard of the excessive cold

of that place, which even the seven suns could not warm, sighed, and

wept bitterly. Archangel Michael, seeing Paul weeping, came down
from heaven with the heavenly host, and

prayed together
for the mercy

of the sinners\" (Khozhdenie Apostola Pavia
po

mukam, p. 55). \"Moses lifted

up his eyes and beheld Gabriel. He fell down and bowed himself before

him\" (Revelation of Moses, p. 138). We are conscious of the seers' grief and

sorrow, and we grieve together with them. Their experience becomesan
element of our experience. The movement of the eyes and hands, the

bowing down in penitent prayer,
is in no way arbitrary. In this

iconographic portrayal is evidenced a spiritual movement conveying to

us the mediation of grace and salvation.

The symbolism of numbers is another common feature of

apocryphal
visions. The numbers three, four, seven, and twelve and

their multiples are
employed symbolically as image signs that do not

define but imply the subject. The number three, symbolizing
the Holy

Trinity, is built into the structure of Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po
mukam.

Here we find three scenes, three realms, three characters, three requests,
and three denials. The number four, the conception of totality and the
number of perfection, comes into prominence in both Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam and Khozhdenie Apostola PavIa po mukam. In
Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, \"the 400 angels descend from the four

corners of the earth, 100 from the East, 100 from the West, 100 from the

North and 100 from the South\" (p. 124).Paul is taken to the third heaven

where he sees the four rivers of Christ (Khozhdenie Apostola
PavIa po

mukam, p. 56). Seven, an indefinite number symbolizing completeness,
the totality of time and events, keeps recurring in both the Christian and

pre-Christian visions. In Khozhdenie
Apostola

Pavia po mukam, everything
is reckoned by sevens: seven suns, a well sealed with seven seals,seven

flames, and seven pains (pp. 52-56). In Slovo 0 sviatom Avraame, Isaac
comes to Abraham on the seventh hour of the night (p. 105). In

Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, \"the appearance of Christ is
brighter

than the seven suns\" (p. 125); \"the angels praise God seven times a
day

and seven times a night\" (p. 131). Moses ascended the seven heavens
and saw the abode of the angels. In hell he saw a fire which burned
more than all the seven hells (Revelation of Moses, p. 133).

In portraying hell, no attempt is ever made to specify any definite

geographical location. Hell in the Orthodox East Slavic visions has no
gates

of bronze or doors with iron locks and indestructible chains.
Instead, hell is shown in a

variety
of representations: from a blazing

river to a burning cloud, from a well of stench to obscure evil darkness;

it stretches from the east to the west, from the north to the south, from

\"the left, where there are the greatest torments, to the right into

paradise\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 130). All these
represen-)))
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tations are intended to reveal the great spaciousness of hell and its
abundance of evil. The imagery of depth is conveyed by \"deep pits\" and
by \"an

abyss exceedingly deep with many souls together\" (Khozhdenie

Apostola Pavia
po mukam, p. 49).

In contrast to this vastness and depth is also the idea of limitation,

narrowness, and confinement, which reflects the oppression of hell. For
example, \"Paul looked and saw a well of an abyss with the straitness in
the mouth of the pit so as to take but one man in\" (Khozhdenie Apostola

Pavia po mukam, p. 54). \"And the Cherubim and Seraphim and the four

hundred angels turned around and led the Most Holy Mother of God
to the left side, and near that river was obscure darkness and here was
a multitude of men and women lying as in a cauldron and tossed about
like the ocean waves\" (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 130). This

juxtaposition of vastness and confinement is necessary, for the spacious-

ness of hell is to be interpreted literally, while the narrowness metaphor-
ically portrays

a sense of oppression. Confinement is equated with

immobility, and immobility is
equated

with death. Here the external

mobility of the angels and the seers is contrasted with the
physical

and

inner mobility of the sinners, who are bound to a particular place and
cannot

change
their state or their environment. Since hell represents the

eternity of damnation, the writers have placed it outside time and place.
They have deprived it of all

sights
and sounds that would give the

sinners their bearings in time and
place.

Scene three is the epilogue of both the story and the whole human
experience. The ascent signifies the suspension of torment for a brief

period and serves as a psychological contrast between the joys of heaven

and the tribulations involved in attaining this joy. The journey from the

foot of the Mount of Olives (Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 124)to
heaven

represents
the process whereby man begins to move towards

what he himself can see as good, as described in the Revelation of Moses

and the Apocalypse of Peter: \"'I will show thee paradise,' said the angel
to Moses. So Moses went with him to

paradise
to see the mighty deeds

of God, and the reward of the pious in paradise. . . . 'What is the width

and length of paradise?' Moses asked the guardian angel. 'There is none
who could measure it. No angel of Seraphim can ever know the length
and width, for it is unlimited and boundless and immeasurable,'
answered the angel\" (Revelation

of Moses, p. 139).

In describing paradise, the Orthodox apocryphal writers deliber-

ately refrain from
describing

God and His throne. For example, the
Mother of God begs the angels to

carry
her \"to the heights of heaven and

place [her] before the throne of the invisible Father\" (Khozhdenie

Bogoroditsy po mukam, p. 131). The spaciousness of hell with its abun-

dance of evil has now given way to the spaciousness of heaveIl with its
abundance of

goodness,
as seen in the Apocalypse of Peter: \"And the Lord

showed me [Peter] a
very great region outside this world, exceedingly)))
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bright with light, and the air of that place
illuminated with the beams of

the sun\" (p. 509). These examples illustrate the varied dramatic forms

the writers use to illuminate the analogy between the two timeless
realms of human experience-the human and the divine. The human
realm represents the reality of the lost souls out of touch with the world
of time, whereas the brightness of the divine realm symbolizes spiritual
and intellectual enlightenment, the conversion of the soul from the

grief

and misery of sin to the unfathomable grace of God.
In these heavens, the reader meets all the righteous fathers of the

Old and New Testaments. In Khozhdenie
Apostola

PavIa po mukam, the

angel urges Paul: \"Follow me and I will bring thee into
paradise

that the

righteous which are there may see thee\" (p. 57). In Khozhdenie
Bogoroditsy

po mukam, the Holy Mother of God calls upon Moses, Paul, John the
Theologian, all the angels, and the Church Fathers to pray for the mercy
of the sinners (p. 134).The

Apostle
Peter meets Moses and Elias and

asks: \"Where then are Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob

and the rest of the

righteous fathers?\" (p. 519). Moses, on the other hand, meets the

guardian of paradise, who shows him the thrones of Abraham and Isaac
(Revelation of Moses, p. 139). This compositional device of bringing
together all the biblical figures in heaven underlines a fundamental

motif-the continuity of God's grace throughout the centuries. All the

angels and the saints
represent

the assembly of the blessed who pray to
God on behalf of mankind.

Although there is much
pessimism

and despair in the apocryphal
visions, it is never a prevailing feature in either the Christian or Hebrew

visions. The visions always end on a jubilant note. When the sinners in

Khozhdenie
Bogoroditsy po mukam receive a reprieve of fifty-two days

from their suffering, they rejoice, saying: \"Glory
be to Thy goodness.

Glory to the Father, and to the Son and to the
Holy Spirit, now and

forever unto the ages of ages\" (p. 134). When Mosessees all those godly

and pleasant things, he feels great joy and exclaims: \"Oh, how great is
Thy goodness

which Thou hast wrought for them that put their trust in
Thee\" (Revelation of Moses, p. 141).

In summary, the mediaeval East Slavic apocryphal visions
presented here,although obviously

based
upon

a much earlier ecclesias-

tical tradition, constitute an art form in which nothing is accidental. The

special relationship of space and time, the use of biblical allusions to
convey the

theological message,
the use of numerical symbolism and

imagery of movement, the language and style are all characteristic of the

rich monastic and ecclesiastical heritage of Kievan Rus'. When studied
against their Orthodox tradition, the apocryphal visions become, as
Leonid Ouspensky describes them, a form of

theology
in images rather

than a series of sterile abstractions. 12)))
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1. Riccardo Picchio, in his article \"The Function of Biblical Thematic

Clues in the Literary Code of Slavia Orthodoxa,\" Slavica
Hierosolymitana

1

(1977):2, defines Orthodox Slavdom (Slavica Orthodoxa) as a \"spiritual com-
munity sharing a common heritage as opposed to a territorial and administrative
unit. \"

2. Discovered by Ismail Sreznevskii in an anonymous ecclesiastical

miscellany entitled Sbornik
pouchenii

XII veka (A Miscellany of Homilies of the
12th Century) in the
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of the Troitsko-Sergieva Lavra at Zagorsk, this

twelfth-century Church Slavic copy of Khozhdenie Bogoroditsy po mukam is the
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Franko in
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Naukove tovarystvo imeni Shevchenka, 1906), pp.
124-34. A text of the

manuscript was published by Nikolai Savich Tikhonravov in Pamiatniki

otrechennoi russkoi literatury (Monuments of Prohibited Russian Literature), 2
(Moscow: Universitetskaia tipografiia, 1863),pp.

23-30. The Greek text of the

Apocalypse of the Virgin was published by Montague Rhodes James in Apocrypha

Anecdota, Texts and Studies. Contributions to Biblical and Patristic Literature, 2, no.

3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1893), pp. 110-11.
3. This

fifteenth-century manuscript,
no. 1264, folios 166-80, of the

collection of Saint Sofia Cathe,dral in Novgorod, was published by Tikhonravov

in Pamiatniki, 2, pp. 40-58. A later undated variant (probably of the sixteenth

century), entitled Pavlovo videnie (The Vision of Paul), was discovered by
Aleksandr Pypin in the

Pogodin sbornik, no. 947, folios 56-59, and published in

Lozhnyia i
otrechennyia knigi russkoi stariny (Pamiatniki starinnoi russkoi literatury)

(False and Prohibited Books of Russian Antiquity [Monuments of Ancient

Russian Literature]), 3rd ed., ed. Grigorii Kushelev-Bezborodko, 3 vols. (St.

Petersburg: n.p., 1862),3, pp. 129-33. An English translation from a Latin version)))
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of the
Apocalypse of

Paul was published by Montague James in The Apocryphal
New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966), pp. 505-64.

4. This eighteenth-century Ukrainian Church Slavic manuscript (the

Ungvarskii Manuscript), discovered in Uzhhorod, was published by Franko in

Pamiatky,4, pp. 104-109.The text has only a subtitle, which reads Slovo 0 sviatom
Avraame, egda

emu iavisia arkhistratig Mikhail (The Discourse of Saint Abraham,
when Archistrategos Michael appeared to him). According to Franko, the

ancient Hebrew apocryphon the Apocalypse of Abraham, about which Epiphanius

and Origen write, did not come down to us. In its place,the
apocryphon,.Zapovit

Avraama (Testament of Abraham), a Christian reworking of the Hebrew

apocryphon the
Apocalypse of Abraham, was preserved in several Greek and

Church Slavic versions (p. 108).
5. Donald S.

Cooper
and Harry B. Weber, ttThe Church Slavonic

Testament of Abraham,\" in Studies on the Testament of Abraham, ed. George W. E.

Nickelsburg, Jr. (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1976), pp. 308-26. The authors

provide a list of all surviving Church Slavic manuscripts of the Testament
of
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6. Moses Gaster, Studies and Texts in Folklore, Magic, Medieval Romance,

Hebrew Apocrypha and Samaritan
Archaeology

(New York: Ktav Publishing House,
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for the first time.
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East Meets West: Indian Literary Influences
in Ivan Franko's Mii Izmarahd)

Indian literary influences are a significant factor in shaping some of Ivan
Franko's best poetic art, especially

his collection of poetry entitled Mii

Izmarahd (My Emerald). In such poetical works as \"Tsar i asket\" (The

Tsar and the Ascetic), \"Prytcha pro zhyttia\" (Fable About Life), and
\"Prytcha pro pravdyvu

vartist'\" (Fable About True Worth), Franko

draws upon philosophical and religious motifs of Indian literature in

order to create poetry that is highly introspective and reflective. While

offering countless sources of inspiration, Indian literature-its themes
and subjects-is transformed by Franko in order to

popularize
it among

Christian peoples. Thus, Franko's interpretation of Hindu and Buddhist
philosophy is, in the final

analysis,
one that is more occidental than

oriental.
In his autobiography, Franko mentions that he was fascinated by

the East.
1

Although
he did not know Sanskrit, Franko had a thorough

knowledge of German, and he acquired for his own personal library a

German translation of the great Indian epic poem, the Mahabharata, by

the renowned German scholar Franz BOpp.2 In the nineteenth century,
German philological scholarship was

very
much interested in studying

oriental literatures. Through the study of Indian literatures, German
scholars established common links between Indian and European

languages. As a result of the ground-breaking work of the Germans,

Slavic scholars followed suit and established the study of Indianistics. 3

Thus may be perceived a steady increase in the number of Slavic
translations of Indian literary texts either from the original Sanskrit or

Pali, Of, more frequently, from German or English. The first scholar of
Indianistics in Ukraine, K. A.

Kossovych (1815-1883), established its

importance in the 1870s and 1880s. 4

Franko's first translation of an Indian tale, \"Death of Gidima,\" one
of the episodes from the Mahabharata,5 was made around 1875. Not long
after, in 1883, Franko founded a

study group composed of young people
who investigated the culture and heritage of various civilizations)))
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through a comparative, historical perspective.
6

Indian folklore was

among the many topics studied. According to the critic O. Bilets'kyi,
Franko's mentor and colleague, Mykhailo Drahomanov, discouraged
Franko from studying Indianistics, arguing that Franko's plans were too

wide in scope.
7

Franko, however, disagreed with his friend and felt that
Indian literature should be

regarded
of world importance. He believed

that in order to understand the true human elements of Indian literature,

it was necessary first to understand the fantastic elements of Indian

imagery.8 Hindu and Buddhist mythology and folklore are saturated by
gods, mortals, and animals endowed with superhuman and subhuman

traits. Each character, regardless of type, may exhibit both glorious,
heroic abilities and petty, human emotions. Physically, each character
is depicted by features that combine natural human characteristics with

animal traits. For example, one god may have three eyes, a demon may

have a hundred heads, or both may appear to have regular human
features. Some characters may also exhibit supernatural powers. Gods,

sages, and demons have abilities to put curses or
spells

on lesser beings.

Gods may have supernatural weapons with which they may help
mortals, or demons, by having committed some great deed, may have

acquired mastery over such weapons for their own purposes. Such

supernatural elements in Indian literature are usually given some
explanation. Manl explanatory

stories can be found in the epic poems
or in the Puranas.

Franko shows his
knowledge

of Puranic material in the introduc-

tion to his poem \"Tsar i asket\" (1892-1893), based on the legend of the
noble king Harishchandra and the Brahman

sage
Vishvamitra from the

Markandeya Purana.
10

In the introduction to l1.is poem, Franko states that
he became acquainted with the tale of Harishchandra through a German

translation by F. Ruckert, published in Zeitschrift der Deutschen
morgen-

liindischen Gesellschaft. Franko maintains that he did not make a literal
translation of Ruckert's version, but rather that he retold the story in his
own way, while

attempting
to preserve the Indian spirit of the whole.

Thus, in \"Tsar i asket,\" which is dedicated to S. I. Shcherbatskii, a prince
whom Franko met in Vienna and who introduced him to Indian

literature, Franko changes the ending of the ancient Puranic
legend by

dismissing
the important role played by the gods.

In the original Indian version,1 1
the two great sages, Vishvamitra

and Vashishtha, in eternal competition with each other, are always
looking

for
ways

to test each other's will. Harishchandra, Vashishtha's

disciple, becomes the innocent victim of the sages' competition. While

performing austerities in order to become more powerful, Vishvamitra

is disturbed by Harishchandra. Harishchandra is forced to be obligated
to Vishvamitra in order to avoid

being
cursed. Vishvamitra demands

that Harishchandra give him whatever he desires. The king, following

the path of dharma (duty), agrees. The next day, Vishvamitra appears in)))
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the king's court, reminds him of his
promise, and demands his

kingdom. Harishchandra gives it to him, but Vishvamitra, still not
satisfied, asks for more. As a result, Harishchandra is forced to sell his
wife and son into slavery and must work as a cremator. One day the son
dies, and the mother brings him to the funeral pyre where Harish-
chandra is working. Recognizing

his wife and son, he is overcome with

grief. Because of Harishchandra' s great piety, the gods intervene: his son

is reborn, and all three are awarded a place in heaven. But Harish-
chandra refuses to go without his loyal subjects. Thus, Indra, the lord of

the gods, grants the people a place in heaven and reprimands Vish-
vamitra for his harsh treatment of Harishchandra. Finally, Vashishtha,

hearing how badly Vishvamitra has treated his
disciple,

is
greatly

angered. The two sages put a curse on each other, turning each other
into birds. The conflict between the two sages continues.

Franko's most significant change to the Indian tale occurs in his

reshaping of the ending of the story. In a letter to Drahomanov, Franko
writes that he changed the original in order to show that the Brahmans
were losing their humanity because of their over-zealousness in the

pursuit of power through spiritual enlightenment.
12

How Franko

reached this conclusion is unknown. As an example of such priestly
over-zealousness, Franko invents detailed

descriptions
of the austerities

performed by Vishvamitra, such as the sage's self-flagellation or his
hanging

from a tree over a fire. Such detailed descriptions are not found
in the original.

Moreover, the Indian spirit is lost when the gods do not play an
intrinsic role in

influencing
the course of events. Franko replaces the

gods with a man, the former
king

of
Ayodhya,

Devadutta. Hindu and

Buddhist religions are intricately involved with Indian mythology to
even a

greater
extent than religion was involved in ancient Greek or

Roman mythologies. The Puranas, from which Franko gathered the

theme and plot of the poem \"Tsar i asket,\" were materials purposefu1l
6created to teach the concept of Vedic

philosophy
to the common man.

3

The Vedas 14

are
composed

of four books that are the oldest monuments
of Indian literature. Veda means knowledge in Sanskrit, and the contents

of the Vedas are said to be of divine revelation. Each book contains

prayers, rituals, hymns, and litanies, as well as
philosophical concepts.

Thus, gods, men, and other creatures are used to demonstrate certain
philosophical concepts through allegory. Each character has certain roles
to play within the plot of the story. For instance, each god helps those

mortals, demons, and animals who are his devotees. Sages are wise,

learned men who also look after the welfare of their own disciples.

Mortals usually ask for assistance from gods they worship in order to

obtain their aid in exploits undertaken or in times of hardship.
If characters were consciously omitted, the

story's emphases and

the consequences of the action could be significantly altered and thus)))
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distorted. In the original story, the gods make Vishvamitra understand

that he is not truly a sage if he allows his passions and
jealousies

to

overcome him, for in Hindu doctrine the sage is one who has gained
complete control over his senses and is almost equal to the gods. In
Franko's version, the gods play

no role, although Harishchandra

constantly prays to Indra for help. Without any prior reference in the

poem to Devadutta, Franko accords him the role of divine saviour to
Harishchandra. It is Devadutta who convinces Harishchandra that the

time has come for his death and who asks the
people

to extinguish the

fire of the funeral pyre where Harishchandra is sitting.
Not

only
does Franko dilute key aspects of Hindu thought, but

also key aspects of his poetical
works that are based upon Hindu and

Buddhist texts in many respects carry
Christian overtones. For example,

in the poem I1Poklin tobi, Buddo!\" (A Hymn to Buddha) in the collection

Ziviale lystia (Withered Leaves), Franko's Buddha resembles a Christ

figure. The Buddha is described
by

Franko as the \"light\" that has come

to save us, as Christ came to save mankind. Franko
spends

three stanzas

praising the Buddha for giving up his riches and his throne. This notion

of a rejection of material goods is more prevalent in Christianity. For
Buddhism, the conflict between materialism and non-materialism is not

central; it is the ability to attain enlightenment that is
important.

It is an

indescribably difficult process, and one in which the soul needs to be

reborn many times in order to acquire enough knowledge to attain
Nirvana. Through enlightenment,

material wealth is discarded.

Also, Franko's cORcepts of Nirvana resemble Christian ideas of

heaven. Yet Nirvana is conceptually far removed from a Christian
heaven, which is often depicted as paradise or

utopia.
Nirvana signifies

release from the cycle of rebirth and ultimate oneness with the Supreme
Being.

In the last stanza of Franko's poem, the poet claims that he is

about to depart for Nirval1a.)

o Buddha! I greet thee,
Who am about to

leap

From out Sansara's whirl

Into Nirvana's sleep.15)

But Franko does not seem to show a clear
enough understanding of the

philosophical thought behind Nirvana, and thus the reader is left

confused, believing it to be just another word for \"heaven.\"
\"Tsar i asket\" and \"Poklin tobi, Buddo!\" depict Franko's attempts

at philosophical writing, a general mood that is also established in the

collection of poetry entitled Mii Izmarahd (My Emerald, 1898). Here,

Franko emerges as a highly serene philosopher-poet. He is the sage, the
omniscient teacher, the guru who educates his audience about the

meaning of life. Mii Izmarahd marks a complete departure from his other)))
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collections of poetry, in which Franko is the social watch-dog and active

political participant, the freedom fighter for Ukraine. InMii Izmarahd, his

message is one of love, tolerance, and virtuous behaviour: it is a
Christian message, although one informed by Hindu and Buddhist

imagery. About this collection Franko wrote:)

It
may

be that my physical and spiritual condition is reflected in this book.
In sickness one feels that one should be treated gently, mildly, and one's
own state also tends to render one gentle, mild, and tolerant. . . . I do not

know how far I have reflected these feelings in my book, but I do know

that I wanted to make it a gentle teacher of
morality throughout. . . . If

from any of these poems there comes in the reader's heart a drop of

kindness, of gentleness, of tolerance for the
differing views and beliefs,

then my work will not have been in vain.16)

Indeed, Mii Izmarahd contains such themes as love, brotherhood,
and respect and tolerance for mankind-themes intrinsically philo-

sophical and moral. The poems, which Franko titles \"parables,\" contain
ideological values that

very
much resemble the Indian literary genre

known as the Niti-shastra. 17

Niti has no equivalent word in English and
therefore must be translated loosely as the

learning
of worldly wisdom

or the wise conduct of life. Is

To this shastra or science belong many

genres of Indian literature, such as tales, moral narratives,
parables,

and

fairy stories. The Niti-shastra teaches morality as well as ethics and, in
someinstances,such as in the Pancha-tantra, political strategy and public
administration. 19

In a general sense, didactic tales may be found in areas
of Indian literature other than the Niti-shastra, such as in the Upanishads,
the Buddhist texts, the Mahabharata, and the Puranas.

20
These works

serve different functions in Indian literature: from the renunciation of

all
worldly pursuits to the philosophy of the survival of the fittest. Yet

the Niti-shastra in the form of didactic tales is present throughout these
literatures. For example, the nucleus of the original stories of a text such
as the Mahabharata has didactic fables

surrounding
it.

2l

Many of the fables and parables that are universally known belong
to the didactic books of the Mahabharata.

22
The same or similar fables

may be found in Buddhist sources.One
major example

of this occur-

rence is the ancient Christian tale known as Barlaam and
Josaphat,23

which

Franko researched as his doctoral dissertation topic at the University of

Vienna. This Christian tale emphasizes the notion of asceticism and the

renouncing of
worldly

materialistic life in order to obtain access to God.
The last chapters in Franko's work deal with Eastern influences on

Barlaam and ]osaphat, which is said to come from a Buddhist source.
24

There are thematic similarities between Franko's conclusions in Barlaam

and
Josaphat

and his collection of parables in Mii Izmarahd,25 especially
concerning the theme of asceticism. In both his research on Barlaam and)))
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Josaphat and poems such as
\"Prytcha pro zhyttia,\"

Franko deals with

themes related to the renunciation of worldly life in order to get closer

to GOd. 26

\"Prytcha pro zhyttia\" and other poems in Mii lzmarahd draw

directly from Indian sources.
\"Prytcha

gro
zhyttia\" comes from the tale

\"A Man in the Well\" in the Mahabharata.
7

Vidura, who is the uncle of the
Pandavs and the Kauravas and who is the wise counsellor to both

families, tells the story to his brother, the blind king Dhrtarashtra.:)

A Brahman loses his way in a dense forest full of beasts of
prey.

In

great terror he runs here and there, looking in vain for a way out. \"Then

he sees that the terrible forest is surrounded on all sides
by traps

and is

embraced by both arms of a dreadful-looking woman. Great and terrible
five-headed

dragons,
which reach up like rocks to the sky, surrounded

this great forest.

1t

And in the middle of this forest, covered by underwood
and creeping plants, there is a well. The Brahman falls into it and is caught
on the intertwined branches of a creeper. \"As the great fruit of a

bread-fruit tree, held by its stalks, hangs down, so he hung there, feet

upwards, head downwards. And yet another even
greater danger

threatens him there. In the middle of the well he perceived a
great, mighty

dragon, and at the edge of the lid of the well he saw a black, six-mouthed

and twelve-footed giant elephant approaching.\" In the branches of the tree
which covered the well, swarmed all kinds of dreadful-looking bees,

preparing honey. The honey drips down and is greedily drunk by the man

hanging in the well. For he was not
weary

of existence, and did not give

up hope of life, though white and black mice
gnawed

the tree on which he

hung. The forest, so Vidura explains the metaphor to the king who was

filled with pity, is the samsara, existence in the world: the beasts of prey

are the diseases, the hideous giantess is old age, the well is the body of

beings, the dragon at the bottom of the well is time, the
creepers

in which

the man was caught, the hope of life, the six-mouthed and twelve-footed

elephant, the year with six seasons and twelve months: the mice are the

days and nights, and the drops of honey are sensual
enjoyments.

28)

According
to Winternitz, this tale is representative of Hindu ascetic

poetry, although some scholars have suggested it is Buddhist in origin.
The tale

arparently
reached the West through such books as Barlaam and

]osaphat.

2

Franko's \"Prytcha pro zhyttia\" is almost a copy of the Mahabharata
tale \"A Man in the Well.\" In the introduction to the translation of the
poem, Percival

Cundy
notes:)

This particular parable was adapted from a Buddhist source. In it,
by allegory,

the poet points out the weakness and frailty of the human
body which

may
at any moment refuse its service, the many dangers)))
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which menace the life of man, and then concludes by emphasizing that the
only thing

which sweetens existence is fraternal love, a theme which was

paramount with him [Franko] all his life.
30)

Although
much of the symbolism and imagery are the same,

Franko's interpretation differs
considerably

from its Hindu/Buddhist

counterpart. Whereas the original story views the drops of
honey

as

sensual enjoyment, which, according to Hindu/Buddhist thought, is the

prime target of renunciation, Franko actually uses the honey as a symbol
of brotherly love, a notion fundamental to

Christianity.
The original

story functions as a symbolic representation of the Hindu/Buddhist
principle of reincarnation: the idea that this world is not stationary and
that therefore there is no

permanent reality.
The story contains the

message of non-attachment. The universe, like the body, is not static. It

is created and destroyed. It is necessary to escape this cycle of rebirth,

and therefore we must not emphasize too much the importance of life.
In Franko's poem, the theme of reincarnation is, naturally, absent.

Instead, he emphasizes worldly existence through the Christian notions
of love and brotherhood. Believing that the sweetness of honey is akin
to the sweetness of

brotherly love, he concludes that by means of love
man will gain access to heaven.

Franko's
\"Prytcha pro

nerozum\" (Fable About Folly) also draws

from the Indian genre of Niti-shastra. Highly didactic,
\"Prytcha pro

nerozum\" uses a bird to teach a lesson to a foolish man.
Thematically

and structurally, it closely resembles the stories in the Indian book the
Pancha-tantra. The bird uses its wit to escape from the hunter who

entraps it. Bargaining with the hunter, the bird promises him three

invaluable pieces of advice for the price of its freedom. The hunter agrees,
and the bird teaches him the three lessons, but the hunter does not

comprehend them. Through his wit and strategy the bird gains its free-

dom, while through his stupidity the hunter is made to look like a fool.

Franko's two other poems, \"Prytcha pro pravdyvu vartist'\" and

\"Prytcha pro smert'\" (Fable About Death), are similarly didactic in

purpose. In the first poem, King Ashok proceeds to teach his ministers

a lesson. He shows them two boxes-one is beautifully decorated on the

outside, and the other is very plain. He asks them the worth of each box.

The ministers reply that the beautifully decorated box must be more
valuable. Ashok opens the first box, which contains foul-smelling
carrion. The plain box, on the other hand, is shown to contain jewels,

perfumes, and pearls. The king tells his ministers that the richly
decorated box

represents them, while the plain box is like the hermit. A
hermit's inner soul is

pure
and good because he has conquered his

passions and petty emotions.
In the second

poem,
Ashok and his brother (Vitashoka) are

hunting when they spy a hermit. Ashok kneels at the hermit's feet, while)))
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his brother rebukes him for his subservience. The next evening the
king

sends a trumpeter to the brother's house, a custom that indicates that the
king

has pronounced the death sentence on the head of the household.
The brother thinks that he will die in the morning. The next day he tells
Ashok that he is

ready
for death, but Ashok explains that he sent the

trumpeter to teach him a lesson about death. Ashok tells his brother that

he displayed ignorance when he did not fall at the hermit's feet. The

hermit, states Ashok, serves as a, reminder to man of his mortality and

impending death because he, having renounced materialism, is close to

God. Thus, he should be respected in order that the brother also reach
heaven-the ultimate reward.

Legends of King Ashok are usually Buddhist in origin. Although
born a Hindu, Ashok

adopted
Buddhism and brought all of India under

its auspices in the third century B.C.In Franko's version, both
poems

contain a distinctly Christian theme-the notion of sin and man's
conduct on earth. Asceticism and the rejection of worldly goods are

values that are given an elevated status. If man, like the hermit, behaves

in an upright, moral fashion, he is assured of a
place

in heaven. Yet the

original legend's intent was to promote the conversion of India to

Buddhism. Ashok was regarded as a teacher of Buddhist philosophy
and as the main instigator for massive conversion.

31
Moreover, the

original legend also contains a distinctly anti-Hindu, anti-caste
message,

when Ashok chastises both his brother and his ministers for wrongly
judging the hermit, or

judging
him by his caste.

32

(Buddhism developed

in India as a reaction .to the caste system, which was an inherent
dimension of Hinduism.) Franko omits these complex problems
associated with Hindu/Buddhist philosophies in favour of a more

familiar Christian message.
In his correspondence, Franko notes that he introduced Ukrainian

(i.e., Christian) elements into the Indian sources in order to encourage
their popularity with Ukrainians. 33

Certainly
his didactic poetry reflects

that intent. In addition to his poetic endeavours, Franko also wrote a

prose
work called Koly shche zviri hovoryly (When the Animals Still

Spoke, 1899),which contains nineteen fairy-tales, all based upon Indian

folklore of the third and fourth centuries and derived particularly from

the Indian book the Pancha-tantra. 34

Here, once again, Franko made

many changes to the original, so that the stories seemed more Ukrainian

in origin than Indian.
35

Despite
these transformations, Franko must be

considered one of the pioneers of the study of lndianistics in Ukraine,

and the first to introduce Hindu and Buddhist folklore to a
popular

audience.)))
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\"

Povesti Belkina et les Contes fantastiques :

A la recherche d'un modele pour la prose de Pouchkine1)

De toute I' ceuvre de Pouchkine, les Recits du
feu

Belkine ant suscite une

des litteratures secondaires les plus vastes, surtout pendant les
dernieres decennies. L' attention des specialistes a ete attiree par certains

aspects particuliers : la structure narrative des contes, la
langue,

la

relation entre ces ceuvres en prose et l' CEuvre
poetique

de Pouchkine,

ainsi que la relation entre ces contes et d' autres textes litteraires, teis

l' ecole sentimentale de Karamzin, Ie conte romantique 9-e Bestuzh-
ev-Marlinskii, Ie conte

fantastique
de Washington Irving. A eet egard,

Ia litterature scientifique a souligne Ie rapport ironique, voire

parodique,
entre les contes et ces modeles anterieurs 2

.

Le but de cette etude n' est pas de repeter ces recherches, mais
plutot de situer les contes dans un autre contexte litteraire, a sa voir les
rapports entre les contes de Belkine et Ie conte fantastique de l' ecrivain
allemand E. T. A. Hoffmann. J'insisterai a eet

egard
sur l'importance du

role d'intermediaire joue par la langue fran<;aise
et la mode litteraire en

France dans la reception d'Hoffmann par Pouchkine. Or, ce n' est pas

un secret que Pouchkine etait tellement plonge depuis son enfance dans
la culture fran<;aise, qu' au lycee il avait re<;u Ie sobriquet de frantsuz -
Ie Fran<;ais. Pourtant, il serait errone de voir dans eet aspect de la
formation du poete une

simple
manifestation de l'influence de la France

et de la litterature fran<;aise. Le
fran<;ais etait, en effet, a cette epoque,

la langue internationale de la culture. C' est-a-dire que, pour Pouchkine,

Ie fran<;ais servait en premier lieu de fenetre sur les richesses culturelles
de l'Europe (c'est ainsi qu'il decrit Petersbourg dans

\302\253Mednyi

vsadnik \302\273). En d'autres mots, c'est grace a sa culture fran<;aise qu'il
pouvait suivre l'evolution de la litterature occidentale - fran<;aise, bien

sur, mais aussi anglaise (Byron, Shakespeare, qu'il
lisait d'abord en

fran<;ais), italienne, Iatine et, finalement, allemande 3

.
\"

A
quel point Pouchkine connaissait-il la litterature allemande?

C'est une question complexe et sur laquelle on possede peu
d'informa-

tion. On sait cependant qu'il ne maitrisait pas tres bien la
langue)))
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allemande 4

. Ses idees de la litterature allemande (par exemple de Faust)
ont sou vent ete puisees dans sa lecture de Mme de Stael. II semble done

que la culture et la
langue franc;aises ont profondement influence

Pouchkine dans sa lecture des CEuvres d'Hoffmann, et peut-etre
d'autres ecrivains, qu'illisait

en traduction fran<;aise.

II y a lieu d'avancer ici quelques hypotheses sur la
reception

d'un

ecrivain par un autre, et, en particulier, sur celie d'Hoffmann par
Pouchkine. On ne

peut pas ignorer
la langue dans laquelle Pouchkine

lisait les ceuvres d'Hoffmann, car Ie choix de vocabulaire, I'omission de

certain details, et meme les erreurs de traduction peuvent changer la
perception d'un texte. On doit done etablir la chronologie de la lecture
des ceuvres de I'ecrivain allemand par Pouchkine pour pouvoir

mesurer l'influence d'Hoffmann sur la prose de I'auteur russe. Quelles
CEuvres a-t-illues d' abord, dans

quel ordre, et en quelle annee? II est

important aussi de prendre en consideration la
chronologie

de son

activite creatrice, pour determiner quelles reuvres d'Hoffmann il avait
lues au moment OU il a compose Povesti Belkina

5
. Puisque Ie contexte

litteraire et critique a influence I'attitude de Pouchkine envers Hoff-

mann, il est important d' etablir Ie caractere de cette influence. En

general,
la question des rapports entre I' CEuvre de Pouchkine et celie

d'Hoffmann n'a ete traitee
que

de fa<;on tres superficielle, et surtout
sans considerer les hypotheses mentionees ci-dessus6

. Si on accepte que
Pouchkine ne lisait guere I' allemand, c' est surtout en

regardant
les

sources russes et fran<;aises qu' on peut reconstituer sa perception
d'Hoffmann. II est done inutile de comparer les <Euvres de Pouchkine
avec les versions allemandes originales, comme I' ont fait plusieurs

chercheurs.

Considerons d'abord I'importance des traductions russes d'Hoff-
mann. Izmailov pretend que la Russie suivait la mode

fran\302\253;aise
en ce

qui cone erne la popularite d'Hoffmann 7

. Ceci n' est vrai que pour les

annees trente, car les premieres traductions russes de I' ecrivain

allemand precedent les traductions fran<;aises. Malgre cela, ce n' est
qu' assez lentement

que
Ie lecteur russe decouvre Hoffmann. Tres peu

des contes d'Hoffmann sont traduits en russe avant 1830 : \302\253Das

Fraulein von Scuderi\302\273 (1822),
\302\253Spielergliick\302\273

(1823), \302\253Doge
und

Dogaresse
\302\273

(1823),
\302\253Die

Marquise
de la Pivardiere \302\273

(1825),
\302\253Datura

fastuosa \302\273
(1826),

\302\253Der Magnetiseur
\302\273

(1827),
\302\253Die Irrungen

\302\273
(1829),

\302\253

Signor
Formica\302\273 (1829). Sans doute, Pouehkine cannalt-il certaines de

ces traductions, qui paraissent dans des revues telles
que

Moskovskii

telegraf et Syn otechestva
8

. Le rythme de publication des traductions

russes d'Hoffmann s'accelere en 1830, faisant echo a la \302\253manie

Hoffmann \302\273

qui
se manifeste en France

9
.

Malgre l'existence de ces traductions en russe, c'est en traitant
Hoffmann comme phenomene de 1a litterature franc;aise des annees

vingt qu' on peut Ie mieux evaluer son importance comme precurseur)))
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de la prose de Pouch kine, car c' est en France qu'Hoffmann a subite-
ment

occupe
une place d'honneur dans 1a mode litteraire. Les CEuvres

d'Hoffmann qu' avait lues Pouchkine au moment OU il se mit a ecrire les
Povesti Belkina etaient done celles dont i1 avait trouve la traduction dans

les revues fran<;aises de I'epoque. Or, c'est precisement entre 1827 et

1829
-

plus tard qu' en Russie - que Ie monde litteraire fran<;ais

commence a manifester un interet croissant pour Hoffmann, decede en
18221

\302\260.La Revue de Paris, qui commence a publier en avril 1829, consacre
une bonne partie de ses

premiers
numeros a des traductions des contes

d'Hoffmann, tels\302\253 One Representation de Don Juan, souvenir musical \302\273,

dont la version de Loeve-Veimars parait en septembre 1829, ainsi qu'a
des etudes critiques de son CEuvre. Parmi ces dernieres, mentionnons

une comparaison des versions de Marino Falieri de Delavigne et

d'Hoffmann, publiee dans Ie numero de juillet 1829 par Saint-Marc
Girardin, I'autre traducteur d'Hoffmann associe a la Revue de Paris.

Comme preuve que Pouchkine connaissait ces traductions, on peut citer

Ie fait qu'une des Petites tragedies -\302\253

Kamennyi gost'
\302\273- semble avoir

ete inspiree au moins en partie par Ie conte \302\253Une Representation \302\27311.

De meme, Ie role joue par Mozart dans ce conte (et en general par la

musique
dans les contes d'Hoffmann) a pu suggerer a Pouchkine Ie

sujet de la
petite tragedie

\302\253Motsart i Sal'ieri \302\273. Finalement,

mentionnons Ie fait que Pouchkine utilise les deux mots romanticheskii
et romanicheskii dans Povesti Belkina, pratique qui correspond a I' emploi
des termes romanesque et

romantique
dans les traductions fran<;aises

d'Hoffmann, alors que le texte allemand n' emploie qu'un seul
terme : romantisch.

Le premier recueil des contes d'Hoffmann fut pub lie en France
par Loeve-Veimars. II

s'agit
des Contes fantastiques, parus en quatre

volumes en novembre 1829 et qui comprenaient neuf contes : \302\253Le

Majorat
\302\273

(<< Der Majorat \302\273),
\302\253Le Sanctus \302\273,

\302\253Salvator Rosa\302\273 (<< Signor

Formica \302\273),
\302\253La Vie d'artiste \302\273

(<< Fermate \302\273- aussi traduit en
fran\302\253;ais

camme \302\253Le Point d'orgue \302\273), \302\253Le Violon de Cremone\302\273 (<< Rat

Krespel \302\273),
\302\253Marino Falieri \302\273

(<< Doge
und Dogaresse \302\273),

\302\253Le Bonheur

au jeu \302\273
\302\253< Spielergliick \302\273),

\302\253Le
Spectre

fiance \302\273
(<< Der unheimliche

Gast \302\273, autrement traduit en fran<;ais comme \302\253Un sinistre visiteur \302\273),

et \302\253Le Choix d'une fiancee\302\273 (<< Die Brautwahl \302\273). Trois de ces reuvres

se trouvent parmi celles publiees en russe avant 1830 : \302\253Mario Falieri \302\273

(1823),
\302\253

Signor
Formica\302\273 (1829), et \302\253Le Bonheur au jeu

\302\273(1823).

Le recueil de Loeve-Veimars etait precede d'une introduction
condescendante de la plume de Walter Scott (de fait, c' etait la deuxieme

partie d'un article qu'il avait pub lie d'abord en Angleterre en juillet

1827, et dont la premiere partie avait paru dans la Revue de Paris en

avril 1829)12. Dans cette introduction, Scott caracterise I'ceuvre
d'Hoffmann comme \302\253un avertissement salutaire du danger que court

un auteur qui s'abandonne aux ecarts d'une folIe
imagination

\302\27313.)))
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II paralt inconeevable que Pouehkine ne connaisse pas ee recueil,

dont plusieurs sujets se repetent dans I' ceuvre de I'auteur russe pendant
les annees trente

14
. Par exemple, les paralleles entre Ie conte \302\253Le

Bonheur au jeu
\302\273et Pikovaia dama (1833) ont deja ete demontres 15

. De

plus,
on a retrouve Ie fragment d'un'poeme (date de 1833) qui presente

Ie meme sujet que Ie conte
\302\253Doge

und Dogaresse \302\273, traduit par

Loeve-Veimars dans Ie recueil sous Ie titre \302\253Marino Falieri \302\27316.

Dans ses souvenirs d'une conversation avec Pouchkine a I' au-
tomne 1833, Wilhelm Lenz remarque : \302\253Les contes fantastiques

d'Hoffmann venaient tout juste d'etre traduits en franc;ais a Paris et,
grace

a cette circonstance, etaient devenus celebres a Petersburg. C' est
Paris qui a joue Ie role

principal
en tout cela. Pouchkine ne pariait que

d'Hoffmann; ce n'est pas pour rien
qu'il

a ecrit \302\253La Dame de
pique\302\273

en imitant Hoffmann, mais avec un gout plus raffine. Je eonnaissais
Hoffmann

.rar
cceur...Notre conversation etait animee et dura long-

temps ... \302\2731 . Ce temoignage, quoiqtle anecdotique, sert lui aussi a
soutenir mon hypothese selon laquelle les traductions fran<;aises

d'Hoffmann ont influence Pouchkine.

II faut done presumer qu' au moment OU il ecrivit Povesti Belkina,

Pouchkine n' avait lu que les <Euvres de I'auteur allemand citees
ci-dessus.Parmi les trois ceuvres traduites en fran<;ais et en russe, deux
- \302\253Le Bonheur au jeu

\302\273et \302\253Marino Falieri \302\273
-

parurent en russe

assez tot, soit en 1823. Pouchkine se souvena it peut-etre d' avoir lu ces

traduetions en lisant les versions fran<;aises. En tout cas, leur impor-
tance etait devenue considerable

grace
it la nouvelle tache qu'il se

donnait - d' effectuer la transition de la
poesie

a la prose.

La langue et I' ordre chronologique de la lecture des ceuvres de
Hoffmann

par
Pouchkine semblent clairs, mais Ie troisieme probleme,

souleve au debut de eet article, est plus complexe

-
\037

savoir, les

circonstanees culture lies qui ont influence I' auteur russe. A cet egard,
I' article de Walter Scott au sujet d'Hoffmann semble avoir joue un role
crucial. La premiere partie de eet article, qui parut en anglais en 1827,
fut traduite en fran<;ais la meme annee dans la Revue de Paris, et en

russe en oetobre 1829 dans la revue Syn otechestva. Elle est consacree a

une discussion du surnaturel en general et ce n' est qu' apres
une

quinzaine de pages, dans la deuxieme partie, que Scott commence a
parler d'Hoffmann lui-meme. (C' etait eette deuxieme partie de l' article
dont la version fran<;aise servait d'introduction au x Contes fantastiques

d'Hoffmann.)

L'article est d'un grand interet pour Ie pouchkiniste, car on
y

trouve plusieurs motifs du diabolique qui se retrouvent dans I' ceuvre
de Pouchkine. Par exemple, Scott mentionne Le Diable amoureux de

Jacques Cazotte, dont I'importance pour Pouehkine a ete demontree
tout recemment

18
. Aussi, la description d'une nuit passee a la table de

jeu (qui etait censee etre tiree de la vie d'Hoffmann), dans laquelle)))
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!'auteur s'imagine que ses gains sont Ie fruit d'un pacte avec Ie diable,

ressemble de fac;on curieuse a une situation qui se repete a plusieurs
reprises dans les ecrits de Pouchkine - notamment, dans la Dame de

pique

19
.

Plus interessante que ces details mineurs est I'attitude critique de
Scottenvers I' ecrivain allemand. II considere en effet ce dernier comme
la victime d'une fantaisie maladive

plutot que
comme un ecrivain

d' envergure mondiale : \302\253Les
inspirations d'Hoffmann ressemblent si

souvent aux idees evoquees par l'usage immodere de I'opium que nous
devons Ie considerer comme quelqu' un qui a be so in de I'aide de la

medecine plutot que de la critique litteraire \302\273)20.

Ce ton negatif, meprisant meme, s'accordait peu avec la \302\253manie

Hoffmann\302\273 qui sevissait alors en France. Peut-etre a-t-on-utilise ce
texte en guise d'introduction, faute de mieux. Le mepris qu'exprime
Scott envers Hoffmann, ill'etend aussi a Jacques Callot :)

Les CEuvres de Callot, tout en temoignant d'une fertilite merveilleuse de
l'esprit, sont \037.. re<;ues avec surprise plutot qu' avec plaisir. Si on compare
sa fecondite de son CEuvre avec celIe de Hogarth, elles se ressemblent en

etendue; mais apres une examination minutieux, I' artiste anglais a

merveilleusement l' avantage. Chaque nouvelle touche que decouvre
l'observateur

parmi
Ies richesses superflues de Hogarth est un element

dans I'histoire des m<Eurs humaines, sinon de creur humain, tandis que

par contre, en examinant de
fa<;on microscopique

la diablerie des pieces

de CalIot, nous y decouvrons seulement de nouveaux exemples
d'ingeniosite gaspillee

et d'une fantaisie poussee aux limites de I'ab-
surde 21

.)

II faut se souvenir qu'Hoffmann se disait inspire des estampes de
eet eau-fortiste

fran<;ais (surtout de ses illustrations de la commedia

dell'arte, dont plusieurs sont reproduites dans les
premiers

recueils des

contes d'Hoffmann). Pour Scott, I' esprit grotesque et fantastique
d'Hoffmann est aussi malsain que celui de Callot, compare a I' art de

Hogarth
22

. En d'autres mots, Scott rejetait Ie surnaturel et Ie grotesque
qu'il retrouvait chez Hoffmann en faveur d'une ecriture plausible et

veridique.
Loeve- Veirnars utilisa la deuxieme partie de I' article de Scott

camme a,,\"\"ant-propos du recueil des Contes fantastiques d'Hoffmann

qu'il publia en 182923

. Ce recueil fut la premiere collection des reuvres
d'Hoffmann a paraitre en

fran<;ais;
il semble inconcevable que Pouch-

kine ne !'ait pas Iu : un exemplaire apparait dans I'inventaire de la

bibliotheque de Pouchkine. On y retrouve aussi un autre recueil des
CEuvres d'Hoffmann publie par Loeve-Veimars en 1834, et La Vie de E.
T. A.

Hoffmann, publiee par
Loeve-Veimars en 1833, ce

aui
demontre

I'interet soutenu de Pouchkine pour I'ecrivain allemand
2

.)))
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L'hypothese que je propose ici, c'est que Pouchkine a trouve dans

Ie recueil de Loeve- Veimars un modele ou un prototype pour Ie
cycle

des contes de Belkine. Cet ouvrage a dt1 lui paraitre comme un
regroupement de contes fantastiques,

voire grotesques (mot utilise par
Scott), assez heterogenes et precedes d'une introduction de Scott

qui,

plutot que de louer I' auteur, Ie denigrait, et, tout comme Ie voisin de

Belkine, Ie traitait de pauvre diable dement.

Tra<;ons main tenant les etapes de la reception
des deux recueils

par leurs lecteurs respectifs afin d' exposer les
paralleles

et les

differences de cet accueil. La reception des contes par Ie lecteur se
deroule ainsi : d' abord, il est attire par Ie titre \302\253Contes fantastiques

d'Hoffmann \302\273: Povesti Belkina. Les paralleles sont significatifs : \302\253contes

fantastiques\302\273
=

\302\253povesti \302\273. Plus significatif encore : Hoffmann =

Belkine. II convient de noter que Ie titre Povesti Belkina constitue en

quelque sorte une exception parmi les titres de recueils de contes
fantastiques publies

en Russie au tournant des annees trente :

A. Pogorel'skii : Dvoinik, ili moi vechera v Malorosii

N. V. Gogol' : Vechera na khutore bliz Dikan'ki
M. N. Zagoskin : Vecher na Khopre

V. F. Odoevskij : Russkie nochi
V. F. Odoevskij : Pestrye skazki s

krasnym
slovtsom

A. S. Pouchkine : Povesti pokoinogo Ivana Petrovicha Belkina.

Si les contemporains tachent de dramatiser la situation qui
encadre leurs contes a fin' de leur donner un air

mysterieux
et folklori-

que, Pouchkine prefere une presentation sobre, en camouflant son
CEuvre en recueil de contes d'un auteur peu connu et decede.

Ensuite, Ie lecteur parcourt la table des matieres, c' est-a.-dire la

liste des contes du recueil; souvenons-nous qu'il n' etait
pas

du tout

oblige de les lire dans I' ordre propose par Ie redacteur (qui, dans Ie cas

de Pouchkine, est fictif). Prenons Ie contenu des quatre premiers tomes

du recueil de Loeve-Veimars :

Le Majorat; Le Sanctus; Salvator Rosa; La Vie d'artiste; Le Violon

de Cremone; Marino Falieri; Le Bonheur au jeu; Le Spectre fiance;
Le Choix d'une fiancee.

Le lecteur de Povesti Belkina trouverait :

Vystrel; Metel'; Grobovshchik; Stantsionnyi smotritel'; Barysh-
nia

- kres t' ianka.

Dans les deux cas, les titres presentent une suite d'images
contradictoires, mysterieuses.Les elements de passion, de violence, de

surnaturel, bref, de romantisme, y dominent. Cependant, la liste de

Pouchkine est lapidaire : les motifs de l'Italie, de l'art, et du
jeu

sont

absents (on les retrouve ailleurs dans son <Euvre). La liste des contes de)))
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Pouchkine possede un foyer plus precis, et se lit presque comme Ie
plan

d'un roman.

La troisieme etape dans la decouverte des contes par Ie lecteur est

la lecture de I' avant-propos \302\253at izdatelia \302\273.Or, dans son article, Scott

critique Hoffmann tant pour sa vie que pour ses ceuvres. Ainsi, Scott

suggere qu'Hoffmann buvait (theme qui est repris par Ie voisin de
Belkine). L'avant-propos

de Povesti Belkina est aussi consacre en grande
partie a la \302\253lettre \302\273du voisin de Belkine, qui desapprouve Ie jeune
auteur eccentrique. Bien sur, les ressemblances entre I' article de Scott

et I' avant-propos de Povesti Belkina se limitent surtout au ton -
mais

c' est precisement Ie ton de I' avant-propos qui est important: la
fa<;on

negative
dont Scott parle de feu Hoffmann est incompatible avec les

objectifs d'un avant-propos, cense
disposer

Ie lecteur a continuer sa

lecture. Sans aller jusqu'a avancer que I'avant-propos de Povesti Belkina

est une parodie de I'article de Scott (leur contenu est trop different),
je

suggere que ce dernier a servi en quelque sorte de modele a Pouchkine,
qui etait sans doute

particulierement
sensible au \037ort posthume

reserve

a ceuvre de I' ecrivain allemand et qui craignait etre traite avec autant

de dedain et d'incomprehension par ses contemporains.
En d' autres mots, ce qui devient Ie theme de }' article de Scott,

utilise en avant-propos, c' est Ie genie de I' auteur des contes

fantastiques, qui n' est nullement apprecie de son collegue ecossaise Le

theme de I' avant-propos des Povesti, c' est Ie mepris manifeste envers
I'ecrivain autant par son voisin conservateur et pratique que par la

menagere qui, son maitre mort, se sert du manuscript de son roman

pour isoler les fenetres de la maison. Belkine, comme Hoffmann, est

\302\253mort \302\273et ne peut repondre a l'image peu flatteuse qu'on brosse de lui
-

et
qui pourtant presente Ie recueil de contes dont il est I'auteur. La

difference est que Belkine est une creation fictive de I' auteur russe,
tandis que Ie personnage \302\253Hoffmann \302\273de Scott pretend etre reel. Le

parallele entre Hoffmann et Belkine suggere la sympathie voilee de

Pouchkine pour Hoffmann, car Belkine, tout en etant un personnage
independant, reste une sorte de

projection
de I' auteur lui-meme, dont

il partage la plume.
L' article de Scott et ses

critiques
de I' ecrivain allemand reposent

sur une difference de poetique. En effet, Scott defend une poetique
realiste - autant dans les arts visuels que dans la litterature

- car s'il

prefere Hogarth a Callot, il regrette aussi
qu'Hoffmann

n' ait pas ecrit

une description detaillee de la bataille de Oresde et qu'il ait
prefere

ecrire des contes grotesques et fantastiques, produits d'une imagination
febrile et malsaine, selon I' auteur ecossaise Quelle est la position de

Pouchkine face a ce debat? Exprime-t-il sa propre pensee envers cette

difference d' opinion sur}' esthetique du conte? Ma comparaison du titre
du recueil a un

paradigme de recueils russes de l'epoque suggere deja
de quel cote penche I'auteur russe -

il evite les exces d'un folklore)))
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litteraire. De plus, l' ensemble des contes et I'
avant-propos

en particulier

representent une nette prise de position de I'auteur dans ce debat\037 Le

probleme
est mis en evidence par Ie procede d'un narrateur decede.

Belkine represente la
poetique

du conte fantastique d'Hoffmann - et
non Ie conte veridique de Scott. Au moyen du personnage de Belkine,
Pouchkine se distancie a la fois de Scott et, notons-Ie entre parentheses,
des ecrivains russes de I'ecole folklorique. Belkine n' est pas Pouchkine,

mais il represente une poetique que Pouchkine est pret a
adopter

de

fa<;on provisoire.

Done, quoique l'ironie et la distance caracterisent la position de
Pouchkine, on peut y distinguer plusieurs elements principaux de la

poetique qu'il avait adoptee dans les Povesti Belkina. Premierement, il

rejette la tendance \302\253folklorisante \302\273du conte romantique russe : il n'y
a pratiquement pas de folklore dans Povesti Belkina. Cette absence est

signa lee par Ie titre et la persona de \302\253I' auteur\302\273
-- de Belkine

lui-meme (comparez-Ie avec Rudyi Pan'ko). L'absence de traits
\302\253

folkloriques
\302\273Ie

rapproche deja de la poetique d'Hoffmann. Ensuite,
Ie jeu de discours encadrants typique des contes d'Hoffmann est

adopte par Pouchkine - dans Povesti Belkina,c'est d' abord la
persona

de Belkine qui sert de \302\253

parapluie
\302\273 a tous les contes (et qui leur

donne une coherence expostfactum). Ce jeu narratif se manifeste

egalement
dans la liste de gens qui sont censes avoir raconte a

Belkine les anecdotes dont il se sert pour la confection des contes;

finalement, il se manifeste dans la complexite du discours de certains

textes (dont \302\253

Vystrel
\302\273est Ie meilleur exemple)25.

Notons brievement plusieurs autres elements de la poetique des
contes qui les

rapprochent
du conte d'Hoffmann : I' aspect souvent

mysterieux, inexplicable du protagoniste et de son comportement,
aspect qui

n' est elucide qu' a la fin, lorsque tout devient clair et
re<;oit

une explication raisonnable (Hoffmann : Krespel, Busson; Pouch-
kine: Sil'vio, Burmin); les elements de la trame sont tires de la

comedie, surtout italienne (Hoffmann : \302\253

Signor Formica; \302\273Pouch-

kine: \302\253

Baryshnia-krest'ianka \302\273,
\302\253

Vystrel \302\273); Ie
melange

de details

realistes et d' evenements fantastiques (qui trouvent une explication
plausible a la fin); la mention frequente du diable; et Ie theme des
\302\253deux mondes \302\273 (dvoemirie) qui

evolue de fa<;on moins equivoque
chez Pouchkine que chez Hoffmann en faveur d'une explication
\302\253realiste \302\273

(<< Grobovshchik \302\273).

Une autre preuve que Pouchkine ecrivait \302\253a la maniere

d'Hoffmann \302\273(comme Hoffmann ecrivait \302\253a la maniere de Callot \302\273),

est la multiplicite de signes lexicaux et de motifs tires d'Hoffmann qui
se retrouvent dans les textes de Povesti Belkina. Par ex empIe, dans Ie
conte \302\253Metel' \302\273, on retrouve un sujet typique du conte romanti-

que: celui du spectre fiance. Ce sujet, qui a son origine dans la
\302\253Leonore\302\273 de Burger, peut etre emprunte au conte de Washington)))
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Irving
\302\253The Spectre Bridegroom \302\273, mais la presence de ce sujet chez

Hoffmann ne peut pas etre negligee non plus. (En effet, Irving
donne

a son conte une ambiance allemande - expression de
l'importance

de

cette legende dans la litterature allemande depuis Burger.) Notons que
Loeve-Veimars donna au conte \302\253Un sinistre visiteur \302\273Ie titre \302\253Le

Spectre
fiance \302\273. Comme deuxieme element hoffmannien, on peut

noter que Ie voyage nocturne de Vladimir pendant une
tempete

de

neige rappelle Ie voyage decrit dans Ie conte \302\253Le
Majorat

\302\273 : \302\253Le

vent de la mer s' engouffrait avec des sifflements aigus dans la foret

des pins, et ceux-ci, comme reveilles d'un sommeil magique et

profond, y repondaient par de lamentable
gemissements

\302\27326. Plusieurs

elements se retrouvent dans les deux descriptions : Ie bruit du vent,
Ie \302\253chemin desert et sombre \302\273, la noirceur de la nuit, la fatigue du

voyageur, I' effort qu'il doit faire
pour

reveilier Ie paysan dans sa

cabine (dans Ie conte de Pouchkine) et Ie vieux Franz (dans celui

d'Hoffmann). II est vrai, cependant, que la description de la
tempete

de neige (qui se repete plusieurs fois chez Pouchkine dans differentes
ceuvres) est d'un

plus grand
realisme - resuitat, sans doute, de ses

experiences vecues en Russie.
Le conte de Povesti Belkina qui a ete Ie plus souvent identifie

avec Hoffmann est \302\253Grobovshchik \302\27327.
Malgre

Ie scepticisme de

certains, on peut y distinguer plusieurs motifs hoffmanniens.
Premierement, on

peut
noter que les coups a la porte sont un element

sou vent utilise par Hoffmann : \302\253Sii
razmyshleniia byli prervany

nechaianno tremia franmazonskimi udarami v dver'.\302\273 (<< Trois coups

franc-ma<;onniques interrompirent soudain ces reflexions.\302\273)

L'importance
attachee a ces coups (que souligne Ie caractere sinistre

du chiffre trois), est dejouee par I'arrivee du voisin allemand de

Prokhorov, venu tout simplement !'inviter a la fete de sa fille.

Comparez, par exemple, l\037
visiteur sinistre dans Ie conte \302\253Made-

moiselle de Scudery
\302\273: \302\253A l'heure de minuit . . . on frappa tout a

coup a la porte de cette maison, et si rudement que tout Ie vestibule

en retentit. \302\273
(III, p. 161) Le visiteur mysterieux vient donner un

cadeau bizarre a la maitresse de la maison, ce qui met en marche une

suite d'evenements qui ne
re<;oit

son explication qu'a la fin du conte.
Par comparaison, Ie conte de Pouchkine

parait
banal, et met en

relief Ie genie de la stylisation d'Hoffmann -
a savoir l' ecart

entre l'importance des evenements racontes et la fa<;on dont ils sont
decrits.

Dans \302\253Grobovshchik\302\273, on retrouve un autre element tire

d'Hoffmann et qui n/a jamais ete discute. II
s/agit

de la description

des squelettes et des morts qui viennent se venger de Prokhorov dans
son reve. Dans Ie conte \302\253Signor Formica\302\273 - traduit par
Loeve-Veimars comme \302\253Salva tor Rosa\302\273 -, Ie docteur Pyramide est
accab1e par des spectres (il s' agit de gens deguises) :)))
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Une pale lueur rougeatre, venue on ne sait d' ou, tomba sur Ies

mysterieux personnages, et quatre tetes de mort blafardes fixerent

d' epouvantables yeux caves sur Ie docteur Pyramide : \302\253Malheur,

malheur, malheur a toi, Splendiano Accoramboni! \302\273, hurlaient les

fantomes terrifiants d'une voix grave et sourde; et l/un d'eux gemit :

\302\253Me reconnais-tu, Splendiano? Je suis Cordier, Ie peintre fran<;ais q11'on
enterra la semaine derniere, que tes

breuvages
ont envoye sous terre. \302\273

Puis Ie second : \302\253Me reconnais-tu, Splendiano? Je suis Liers, Ie

Flamand que tu as rue avec tes piIIules; et tu as trompe mon frere pour

avoir les tableaux \302\273,et Ie troisieme : \302\253Me reconnais-tu, Splendiano? Je

suis Kufner, Ie peintre allemand que tu empoisonnas avec tes electuaires

infernaux. \302\273Enfin, Ie quatrieme : \302\253Me reconnais-tu, Splendiano? Je suis

Ghigi, Ie peintre napolitain que tu as fait mourir avec tes poudres \302\273,et

tous quatre reprirent ensemble : \302\253Malheur, malheur, malheur a toi,

Splendiano Accoramboni! maudit docteur Pyramide... tu vas descendre
... descendre SOllS terre avec nous. Partons, partons! Viens!' allons,

\"-

viens!\302\273 A ces mots, ils se precipiterent sur l'infortune docteur,
I'enleverent et disparurent avec la

rapidite
d'un vent d' orage. (III, p.

358))

Quoique la scene au les clients morts viennent faire leurs

reproches au vendeur de cercueils frauduleux soit ecrite avec

beaucoup plus d'humour et
d'ingeniosite que cette scene du charlatan

puni, les ressemblances entre les deux passages ne laissent
guere

de

doutes. II est vrai, comme Ie souligne Passage, qu'Hoffmann prefere
avoir recours a une autre motivation pour sa scene que celie du rev1e;
aussi, il repete la situation avec des artistes deguises en diables qui
traitent signor Pasquale de \302\253vieux diable amoureux \302\273, scene qui se

termine en bagarre. Cependant, I' atmosphere hoffmannienne de la
scene de \302\253Grobovshchik \302\273est assez evidente.

La presence de teis motifs hoffmanniens suggere que
\302\253Grobovsh,chik\302\273 est une

\302\253stylisation\302\273
ou pastiche du conte

d'Hoffmann, plutot qu'une parodie. Le terme
\302\253stylisation\302\273

(stilizatsiia) fut invente par Tynianov pour designer un genre a
mi-chemin entre I'imitation et la

parodie.
Pour que Ie conte de

Pouchkine soit une vraie parodie, il aurait fallu
que

la cible du jeu
litteraire soit identifiee clairement et sans equivoque, et que l' element

moqueur
so it plus forf

8
.

Les exemples accumules suggerent que Pouchkine situait ses
contes de

fa<;on
deliberee dans la pOletique d'Hoffmann, et qu'il se

distanciait subrepticement de Ia poetique de Scott en ecrivant Povesti

Belkina et Pikovaia dama. Comme toutes les prises de position de
Pouchkine concernant Ies

genres
et les poetiques, on releve ici une

certaine ironie : ce n'est pas une
parodie

de 1'(Euvre d'Hoffmann qu'il
vise (comme le pretend Reeder), mais plutot une stylisation (stiliza-)))
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tsiia) qui adopte cette poetique de fa<;on ironique, provisoire. Son

adaptation ulterieure de la
poetique

de l'adversaire d'Hoffmann -

celIe de Scott, dans
Kapitanskaia

dochka
- illustre encore une fois

comment Pouchkine, comme Protee, passe si facilement d'un genre a

un autre et d'une poetique a une autre, les maitrisant totalement et

revelant ainsi une \302\253

surpoetique
\302\273

typiquement pouchkinienne.

La question se pose toujours de savoir pourquoi Pouchkine s'est
interesse a I' ecrivain allemand. Peut-etre a-t-il per<;u dans la prose
d'Hoffmann Ie modele d'un style qui melange

Ie realisme et Ie

fantastique. Hoffmann me Ie en effet les procedes de la prose realiste
au sentimentale avec ceux du theatre, surtout du theatre ita lien de la
commedia dell' arte. C'est

precisement
les

ruptures
entre ces poetiques

si differentes d' esprit et de forme qui creent les effets
grotesques que

Scott trouve inacceptables. Pourtant, ces ruptures suggeraient a
Pouchkine la possibilite d'un autre type de

prose
fondee sur la con-

jonction de poetiques contradictoires. II me semble que Ie
poete

russe

y trouva la solution ideale pour ses premieres tentatives d' ecriture
dans Ie

genre
inusite qu' etait pour lui Ie conte en prose

29

.

Dans un article publie dans Le Globe (Ie 2 aoftt 1828), J. J.
Ampere caracterise les contes d'Hoffmann comme suit:)

Concevez une imagination et un esprit parfaitement clairs, une amere

melancolie et une verve intarissable de bouffonerie et d' extravagance,
supposez un homme

qui
dessine d'une main les figures les plus

fantastiques, qui rende presentes, par une nettete du recit et la verite

des details, les scenes les plus etranges, qui fasse a la fois frissonner,

rever et rire, enfin qui compose comme Callot, invente comme les

\302\253Mille et une nuits \302\273,raconte comme Walter Scott, et VOllS aurez une

idee d'Hoffmann 30

.)

II sera it difficile de trouver une formule qui decrive avec plus de
justesse ce que Pouchkine reussit a faire dans Povesti Belkina.

La lecture que je propose de Povesti Belkina, ainsi que des cantes

fantastiques, suggere aussi qu'il faut Ies voir comme Ies precurseurs
non pas de l'ecriture realiste du dix-neuvieme siecle, mais de

I' ecriture fantastique de Bulgakov, Siniavskii, et autres. En d' autres

mots, nous y voyons comment Pouchkine surmonta Ie realisme et
\302\253debroussailla Ie chemin \302\273du romantisme en prose.)))
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1. Une version abregee de cet article fut
presentee

sous forme de

conference au Colloque International Pouchkine : \302\253Pouchkine et la France\302\273

(Paris, 1987).

2. Parmi les recherches les plus recentes, on
peut

citer Wolf Schmid,

\302\253Intertextualitat nnd Komposition in Puskins Novellen Der Schuss und Der
Posthalter \302\273,Poetical 13, No. 1-2, 1981, pp. 82-132; \302\253

Diegetische Realisierung

yon Sprichwortern, Redensarten und semantischen Figuren in Puskins I

Povesti

Belkina' \302\273, Wiener Slawistischer Almanach, 10, 1982, pp. 163-195; David M.
Bethea et Sergei Davydov, \302\253Pushkin's Saturnine Cupid : The Poetics of

Parody in The Tales
of

Belkin \302\273, PMLA, 91, 1981, pp. 8-21; Paul Debreczeny,
The Other Pushkin.. A Study of

Alexander Pushkin's Prose Fiction, Stanford,

California, Stanford University Press, 1983.
3. En fait, son opinion de la litterature fran<;aise contemporaine etait

loin d' etre elogieuse. Voir, par exemple, I' ebauche de son article sur la
traduction de Milton par Chateaubriand.

4. Voir a ce sujet les commentaires de Nabokov : \302\253Pouchkine

possedait
l' allemand encore moins que I' anglais, et il n' avait que des idees

vagues
de la litterature allemande, a l'influence de laquelle il resistait et dont

il detestait les courants. II n' en avait lu que peu de chases, soit en versions

fran\302\253;aises
au en adaptations russes, \302\273Alexander Pouchkine, Eugene Onegin,

traduit par Vladimir Nabokov, Princeton University Press, 1975, II, p. 235.

Quoiqu'il
soit exagere de dire que Pouchkine etait hostile a la litterature

allemande (plutot, ilia considerait avec une certaine condescendance, voire

ironie) il est neanmoins certain qu'il connaissait les auteurs allemands

seulement en traduction. Pour une discussion du role de Faust dans ses
<Euvres, voir mon article \302\253

Pushkin, Faust, and the Demons \302\273,Germano-Slavica,

III, No.3 1980 1 pp. 168-187.

5. Une ebauche de l'avant-propos fut ecrite par Pouchkine en automne

1829; une deuxieme version suivit un an apres, au moment OU Pouchkine

ecrivait les contes eux-memes, ('est-a-dire en automne 1830, a Boldino
(Debreczeny, The Other Pushkin, p. 58).

6. La question est abordee dans deux etudes sur
l'importance

d'Hoff-

mann dans la litterature russe : Charles E. Passage, The Russian
Hoffmannists,

The Hague, Mouton, 1963, et Norman W. Ingham, E. T. A.
Hoffmann's)))
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Reception in Russia, Wi.irzburg, jal-verlag, colloquium slavicum : Beitrage zur
Slavistik, 6, 1974. Voir aussi Michel Gorlin, \302\253Hoffmann en Russie \302\273,Revue de

litterature comparee, 15, 1935, pp. 60-76.
7. N. V. Izmailov, \302\253Fantasticheskaia

povest' \302\273, in B. S. Meilach,

redacteur, Russkaia povest' XIX veka Leningrad, Nauka, 1973, p. 138.
8.

Ingham, pp.
271-272.

9. Ingham, pp. 272-273.

10. L'historique de l'accueil qu'Hoffmann re\\ut
en France, resume

ci-dessus, se fonde principalement sur les faits presentes par Elizabeth

Teichman dans Ie deuxieme chapitre de son livre, La Fortune
d'Hoffmann

en

France, Geneve, Librairie E. Droz, Paris, Librairie Minard, 1961, pp. 22-28.
11. Sur les

paralleles
entre Ie conte d'Hoffmann et la petite tragedie

de Pouchkine, voir R.
Karpiak,

\302\253The Crisis of Idealism: E. T. A. Hoffmann
and the Russian Tradition of Don Juan \302\273,in John Whiton et Harry Loewen,

redacteurs, Crisis and Commitment: Studies in German and Russian Literature in

Honour of J. w. Dyck, Waterloo, Ontario, University of Waterloo Press, 1983,

pp. 127-139. Quoique Ie sujet de \302\253
Kammenyi gost'

\302\273ait peut-etre ete suggere

par Ie conte d'Hoffmann, Karpiak souligne l'importance relative de cette

legende, qui a inspire Moliere (Don Juan) et Mozart (Don Giovanni), et de ces
deux (Euvres comme sources de la version de Pouchkine.

12. Cet article parait en Russie en octobre 1829 dans la revue Syn
otechestva i severnyi arkhiv (Ingham, p. 32). L'original s'intitule \302\253On the

Supernatural in Fictitious Composition, and particularly on the Work of

Ernest Theodore William Hoffmann\302\273 (voir Sir Walter Scott, On Novelists and
Fiction, redactrice Joan Williams, Londres, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1968, pp.
312-354).

13. Cite par Teichman, p. 28.
14. II etait certainement au courant des traductions qui parurent dans

La Revue de Paris (revue qu'il mentionne dans une lettre addressee a Pavel
Voinovich Nashchokin Ie 8-10 janvier 1832) et, par consequent, du recueil de
Loeve-Veimars. Ce dernier (Ie Baron Fran<;ois-Adolphe Loeve-Veimars), dont

Ie Resume de l'histoire de la litterature allemande (Paris, 1826) se trouve dans 1a

bibliotheque de Pouchkine, visite plus tard la Russie et rencontre Ie poete
russe. Voir B. Modzalevskii, \302\253Biblioteka Pushkina. Bibliograficheskoe

opisanie \302\273, Pushkin i
ego sovremenniki. Materialy i issledovaniia, 9-10,

S.-Peterburg, Tipografia Imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk, 1910, p. 276, et

Ingham, p. 121.

15. Voir Ingham, pp. 134-137; Passage, pp. 135-138. Parmi d'autres
ressemblances

deja
mentionnees dans la litterature, il est probable que

Pouchkine pense aux ceuvres d'Hoffmann (v.g. a son conte \302\253Le

Magnetiseur \302\273) lorsqu'il
mentionne Ie \302\253magnetisme de Mesmer\302\273. Ceci

n' exclut pas l' autre possibilite, mentionnee par M. P. Alekseev, que Pouch kine

se souvienne ici de l'ode de Derzhavin; d'apres moi, l'un renforce I'autre. Voir

M. \037 Alekseev,
\302\253Pushkin i nauka ego vremeni \302\273, Pushkin: Issledovaniia i

materialy, I, Moskva-Leningrad, A.N. S.S.R., 1956, pp. 80-81. Aussi, certains
details du conte de Pouchkine peuvent a\\'oir ete empruntes a la version russe
Moskovskii

telegraf paroe
en 1825 SOllS Ie titre \302\253Beloe prividenie \302\273,tout comme

Ie nom de \302\253Saint-Germain \302\273, donne par Ie traducteur au cornte, et Ie titre

rosse, qui rappelle l'apparition de la comtesse a Germann (voir Ingham, pp.
20-23). Cette traduction fut reimprimee en 1830 dans la collection Povesti i)))
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literaturnye otryvki (voir Ingham, p. 32). Finalement, on peut citer \302\253Le Violon

de Cremone \302\273(<< Rat Krespel \302\273) comme source possible de la mention de
\302\253l' ange de la mort \302\273dans la scene decrivant les obseques de la comtesse.

16. Passage, p. 139.
17. N. L. Brodskii, redacteur, Literaturnye salany i kruzhki: Pervaia

polovina XIX veka, Moskva-Leningrad, Academia, 1930, p. 445. Cite par

Ing\037am, p. 118; voir aussi Ingham, p. 177.
18. Voir Rostislav Schulz, Pushkin i knidskii mif, Munich, Wilhelm Fink

Verlag, 1985.
19. En realite, cette anecdote que Scott pretend avoir tiree de la vie

d'Hoffmann, etait un extrait du conte \302\253Le Bonheur au jeu
\302\273(voir Ingham, p.

34).)

20. Scott, p. 352 - ma traduction.
21. Scott, p.

349 - ma traduction.
22. Pouchkine fait allusion a Callot (sans Ie nommer) dans Povesti

Belkina, lorsqu'il decril les estampes \302\253allemandes\302\273 illustrant la parabole de

\302\253}'enfant prodigue
\302\273dans \302\253

Stantsionnyi
smotritel \302\273.Cette allusion se refere

a une suite d'estampes sur ce theme executee par Callot en 1635. Voir la

note 29, ci-dessous.

23. En effet, les quatre premiers volumes n'etaient que la
premiere

partie d'une serie qui comprit en tout une vingtaine de tomes. Voir

Teichmann, pp. 237-241.

24. Voir la note 13, ci-dessus.
25. Dans ce sens, Ie \302\253meilleur \302\273conte de Belkine est precisement

Pikovaia dama, ou la structure narrative hoffmannesque est Ie mieux repro-

duite.

26. E. T. A. Hoffmp.nn, Contes d'Hoffmann, Paris, Club des Libraires de

France, 1956, I, p. 498. Toutes les citations subsequentes des CEuvres

d'Hoffmann sont tirees de cette edition; Ie volume et la page en question sont

indiques
entre parentheses.

27. Voir, entre autres, Ingham, qui est plutot sceptique (p. 139), et

Passage, qui ecrit que
\302\253sauf comme une sorte de parodie, ce sujet ne peut

avoir aucun rapport avec Hoffmann\302\273
(p. 139).

28. Pour une explication de la difference entre ces termes, voir Iurii

Tynianov,
\302\253Dostoevskii i Gogol' \302\273,Arkhaisty

i
novatory, Munich, Wilhelm Fink

Verlag, 1967, p. 416.
29 Les problemes de Povesti Belkina et de la structure comique sont

abordes dans man article \302\253Povesti Belkina and commedia dell' arte : Pushkin,
Callot, Hoffmann \302\273(a paraitre dans Ie volume de contributions au cangres
\302\253Puskin

Scholarship in America
Today\302\273 Wisconsin, avril 1987).

30. Cite par Teichman, p. 23.)))
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Of Dostoevskii and Montaigne:
A Gidean Sofie)

Where there is life, there is

contradiction, and wherever there
is contradiction, the comical

is present.

-Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific
Postscript (1846))

. . . Gide the Lucid . . .

-Nabokov, Pale Fire (1962))

Before getting Robert Browning to pose with the subject centring his
Dostofevsky (1923), Andre Gide warns that the combining portraiture
may prove too startling, be too

\"choquant\" by
its incongruity.1 Why this

advisory to contemporaries presumed to be familiar with The
Ring

and

the Book and Crime and Punishment, he does not expressly say. The
silence tantalizes.

Perhaps
Gide is playing on his own reputation as

professional inquieteur, sounding a false alarm of the kind that signals

self-parody. Such a speculation is inviting, since even those readers

taxed to the limit by the relatively unperplexing Browning of Dramatic
Idyls:

First Series and with access to Dostoevskii criticism limited to what
was readily available in the early twenties need not go out of soundings
to discover affinities between Browning the author of \"Ivan Ivanovitch\"

(the tale of a carpenter dispensed from the law when found holy in an

axe-murder),2 for example, and the narodnik sketched in the 1916

translation of Evgeny Soloviev's critical biography: for Dostoevskii as
for the Russian peasant, \"'Life accordin

S
to Truth' (as distinguished

from life according to rule and doctrine).\" As Bernard Grugiere serves

more recently to remind us, Gide does little to disturb a venerable

commonplace in the English poet's reception at home and abroad:

Browning is a defender of \"I'
esprit

contre la loi.
ft4

Nor is it evident that

conventional critical wisdom in the twenties would have enjoined a)))
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great distancing of Browning from Dostoevskii on the fundamental and

much-debated question of the end(s) proper to art. When, in his
introduction to the 1925 English editiorL of Gide's Dostofevsky, Arnold

Bennett avers that the book's
subje.ct

is \"made for its author\" (like

Dostoevskii, Gide is \"a
publicist

of genius\" who never slights \"aesthetic

concerns\,") he repeats Soloviev's characterization of Dostoevskii as \"an

artist. . . in the publicist business,\"s even as he engages, in principle, an
issue debated as a matter of course among Browning's early-twentieth-

century readers. \"A
publicist

of exalted and impassioned temperament\"
had summarized Browning, although pejoratively, for the argumentative
popular generalist John M. Robertson in 1903.

6
What to shock in Gide's

combining portraiture? Not so
very

much at bottom, it would seem.

This is not to suggest for a moment, however, that Gide's
perfor-

mance as comparatist in Dostofevsky falls short of the standard of

unconventionality normally expected of him. Quite the contrary. His

actually complaisant invitation to consider Browning with Dostoevskii
shows the celebrated

wily gadfly in good form: it is an act of rhetorical
misdirection well designed to draw attention away from the really
subversive business at hand. Potentially more resistant to dating from

an easy compliance with convention and continuing to retain power
enough to jolt slumberers into thought is the

meeting
of minds that

tacitly constitutes the subtext of the book as a whole. And that
quiet

communion is all the more efficaciously subversive for being covertly
advanced, lulling readers into

dropping
their defences. Only near the

end of Dostorevsky, as though saving for the last an almost frank

disclosure of his study's single bona
fide provocation,

does Gide allow

the secret conversation that it narrates to become less muted. He opens
the final

chapter
with the confession that Dostoevskii is more often than

not but \"un
pretexte\"

to express his own thoughts and immediately

passes to an analogy from Montaigne's self-portrait:
he is like the bees,

who make honey from their preferred flowers. Then, in the best manner

of the paradoxical old essayist of \"De l'utilite et de l'honneste,\" who
says

he much prefers frankness to duplicity,7 the adept counterfeiter Gide

professes his horror of contradiction. \"J' ai grande horreur des paradoxes,
et ne cherche jamais it etonner,\" so he reads himself, and thereby makes
it plain enough that he and Montaigne share more than just one turn of

thought (D, pp. 252-53).
There is nothing new or striking, of course, in remarking Gide's

predilection for Montaigne. Each, as commentators have repeated, is a

Proteus vaunting his uncertainties and contradictions. 8

What does carry

a punch in Gide's Montaigne-like reading of Dostoevskii is the
barely

concealed notion which that action incorporates-that Montaigne and

Dostoevskii, like Dostoevskii and Gide, are \"made-for each other.\"9 That

analogical extension jars in significant ways, calling up as it does a

harmonious imaginary conversation of Dostoevskii with a Renaissance)))
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Roman Catholic whose writings never suffer mystical oracles or
latter-day prophets gladly

and which make no mention of Christ or the

Synoptic Gospels. Ecclesiastes is
Montaigne's ruling biblical text.

10
More

readily conjured is a Montaigne nodding in sympathy with the Grand

Inquisitor
of The Brothers Karamazov, whose convictions are normally

taken to clash with Dostoevskii's.
Seeing

himself paralyzed by the

limitless freedom that the endless contradictions of the private self

confer, Montaigne frequently has recourse to the authority of ecclesias-
tical and civil laws to resolve his impasse. ftElles m' ont choisy party et
donne un maistre,\" as he writes in \"De l'utilite et de l'honneste\" (E III, p.
10). John Cowper Powys's ardently oracular Dostofevsky (1946), a work,

ironically enough, demonstrably indebted and sympathetic to Gide's

reading, puts the matter with uncharacteristic economy: \"the sagacious,
philosophical, cool-blooded pragmatism\" of

Montaigne
is alien to the

flamboyant Russian prostrate \"in demonic worship of Christ.\"11Not for

Dostoevskii, certainly,
the middling way of prudence, of a balancing

actor intent on getting through the absurd
hurly-burly

of life with a

minimum of suffering-or, less exaltedly, of fuss. The spectacle of

Montaigne
and Dostoevskii in concert has in it contradiction enough to

induce bafflement or to provoke laughter.
But Gide is also true to his word in

Dostofevsky
when he says that

he does not look to astonish, since the concordance which that
study

obliquely narrates has a positive foundation and is therefore only
apparently paradoxical. What Gide's

reading
of Dostoevskii hints at, his

Essai sur Montaigne (1929) posts in plain view,
explicitly marking

off the

ground that he takes Montaigne and Dostoevskii to share. L'inconstance,
the word

abridging Montaigne's
constant theme, brings Gide to pause,

to reflect on \"l'instabilite du moi\"-and Dostoevskii is
immediately

summoned for confirmation: \"Je crois que, a l'abri de ce mot, se cache
precisement la vraie

question,
la\037uelle

ne sera abordee que beaucoup

plus tard par Dostoiewski [sic].\" No writer in the intervening three

centuries has engaged the one substantive question, of humanity as
fluxion incarnate. The character of the statement is as eloquent as the

sentence it pronounces. Gide's dogmatism here gives a measure of the

importance he attaches to what is coincidental in their enterprise, while
the violence his statement does to intellectual history (Gide's own

knowledge of Pascal, Hume, Schopenhauer, and Emerson, for
example,

must have risen in protest) suggests the depth of his need to reconcile

the two writers. What, then, is at stake for Gide in his reading of

Dostoevskii and Montaigne that he should go so far to bring them
together? A comparison of his Dostoevskii with his Montaigne, focusing
on the large consequences that \"l'instabilite du moP' has for Gide's

conception and practice of the artist's vocation, offers an answer.
The Gidean Dostoevskii and Montaigne are impartial tellers of

unitary reality. Extraordinarily rich in those antagonisms and contradic-)))
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tions that for Gide constitute the essential
grammar

of existence, they

are disinterested artists painting the dark and the bright with equal
vividness: their

synthetic
vision faithfully renders the coincidence of

opposites in a world of radical indeterminacy. Montaigne's equanimity

before the Cimmerian ambiguity of the world he sees reflected in

himself compels him to carry \"une chandelle a Saint-Michel, l'autre a
son

serpent\"
(E III, p. 7), as the Essai sur Montaigne is pleased to recall (p.

38). The comparable double
allegiance

in Dostoevskii brings Gide to

think of Rembrandt's chiaroscuro (D, pp. 61, 63, 75,165),which
pictures

the integrating logic of Blake's Marriage of Heaven al1d Hell: \"touteceuvre
d' art est un lieu de contact . . . un anneau de mariage du ciel et de
l'enfer\" (D, p. 247). Like the chameleon poet true to the \"orbic rondure\"13
of the reality he pictures, the artist who would render truth whole must

part ways with and be a \"shock\" to \"the virtuous philosopher\" intent on

unambiguously distinguishing right from wrong.
14

\"Les autres [les

moralistes] forment l'homme, je Ie recite,\" Gide cites from Montaigne's
\"Oll

repentir\" (E III, p. 20), which choice of vocation follows from the
truth of

things
as they are, of \"Ie perpetuel ecoulement de toutes ch,oses\"

(ESM, p. 17). No ethical absolutes and therefore no moralizing for

Montaigne, a creature of inveterate inconstancy swinging true to the

come-and-go of the universal pendulum. No affirmation can hold for

more than a moment; every proposition implies the existence of its
opposite; everything is relative. Gide's Dostoevskii practises an art no

less conceptually indeterminate: \"Sesidees sont presque jamais absolues;

elles restent presque toujours relatives aux personnages qui les

expriment, et
je

dirai
plus:

non seulement relatives aces personnages,
mais a un moment precis de la vie de ces personnages

lt

(D, p. 154). And

wh,en Gide remarks of Dostoevskii that he is \"[un] homm,e d'aucun

parti, craignant I' esprit qui divise'\" \"eclairant equitablement une idee sur
toutes ses faces\" (D, pp. 40', 51), he in effect rehearses the ruliIlg ideology
of his Essai sur

Montaigne.

Montaigne's essays and Dostoevskii's novels are model readerly
texts for Gide. They enact that reflexiveness and relativity which mark

the genuine work of art: itA Truth in art is that whose contradictory is
also true. \"15

Unconstrained by the logic of non-contradiction, the creative
artist frees up his readers in return,

liberating
them for the creation of

autonomous works of art by unfettered interpretation. Unreason calls
unto unreason.

Montaigne
is

exemplary
in this regard, his inconse-

quence a stimulus to conflicting readings. \"II nous donne I' exemple et

sans cesse se contredit et se trahit lui-meme,\" according to Gide's

portrait of the ideal critic (ESM, pp. 37-38). Dostoevskii's fictions are
said to liberate in much the same way. \"La cohabitation des sentiments
contradictoires\" gives Gide warrant to tak,e from the works whatever

meaning he will, to interpret them in the way he perceives Dostoevskii

to have read the New Testament, by his private lights only (D, pp. 171,)))
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226). As Gide's autocritical Characters (1925) confirms, he sees in the

mirror of Montaigne and Dostoevskii the lineaments of his own activity
as artist. Having likened himself to an indifferent spectator of \"the
conflict of ideas\" in the \"theatre within,\" he goes on to explain of his own
method as a tutor of liberation aesthetics: \"Each of my books turns

against the enthusiasts [Gide's emphasis] of the preceding one. This

ought to teach them to applaud me only for the

ri\037ht
reason, to take

each of my books solely for what it is: a work of art.\"
6

Gide would have

no followers or writerly readers, only fellow artists. He would be

interpreted
as his Montaigne and his Dostoevskii interpret-impartially,

integrally, and autonomously.
It is not

surprising, then, that Gide should break with these

exemplary anti-dogmatists whenever they appear to him to break with

the artist's creed. The image of the doctrinaire philosopher that The

Diary of
a Writer returns is understandably repugnant: \"Des que

Dostolevsky theorise, il nous
de<;oit\" (D, p. 154). As Gide acknowledges,

there are times when Dostoevskii is something of a scandal to the

faithful among beauty's devotees. Although a novelist above all, he is
also

prophet, preacher,
social reformer, and moralist (D, p. 78). The

incongruity in that alliance of
callings

is a scandal to reason as well. And
since bad faith among artists is at least as serious a matter as unreason

in the virtuous philosopher, the conundrum that Dostoevskii sets for

Gide is not one that he can take lightly. The \"problematic\" built into the
conjunction

of
incompatible

vocations seems to elude Bennett-Gide's

\"Dostoevsky in the end stands out not
simply

as a supreme psychologist
and narrator, but also as a publicist of

genius
endowed with a prophetic

view\";17 but it does not altogether escape Gide, who on occasion makes

his view clear enough in the book so introduced that Dostoevskii has no
real value as a dogmatist, that his social prophecies are inaccurate and
his political teachings unenlightened when not

downright pernicious (D,

p. 78). Dostoevskii the publicist is no impartial truth-teller and therefore

no insightful artist. Not for Gide the smiling detachment of a Soloviev
before the whimsies of \"an artist with a consistent leaning towards

propaganda.,r
18

For all its earnestness, however, there is something inherently
comical in Gide's separation of himself from Dostoevskii on the grounds
of temporary anti-aestheticism. Bennett, in fact, is

unwitting straight

man to the antic comedian when he celebrates the alliance of Dos-

toevskii with Gide, declaring as the \"outstanding characteristic\" of each
\"that he is equally interested in the aesthetic and in the moral aspect of

literature.\"19 If that is so, Gide's quarrel with the preaching partialist in
Dostoevskii has a

distinctly
internecine aspect. Bearing as it does a

striking resemblance to \"the constant contlict . . . between the propagan-
dist and creative artist\" that centres Dostoevskii studies,20 the scholarly

combat waged over Gide's status corroborates that he, too, is a writer \"at)))
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war with himself.\"?1 The dual entry for Gide in the enlarged edition

(1980) of The Columbia Dictionary of
Modern European

Literature reports on

as it repeats that war in microcosm. 22

His \"position
as a moral philoso-

pher,\" Justin O'Brien ends the first half of the article (reprinted from the

1947 edition), \"has only grown with time.\"Anne L. Martin, of another

mind in the second half, offers a 1980 recessional for the reading of Gide

as 'fa great moral philosopher.\" \"It is rather his position as one of the

major literary [Martin's emphasis] figures of the century that has grown
with time,\" and this in accordance with Gide's stated wishes: it is from
\"the

point
of view of art and not of morality that he ought to be

judged,\"

as he repeatedly insisted. And that insistence, Martin recalls, \"bore fruit
in the years following

his death [in 1951].\" History, so she implies, has
settled the conflict.

But the line of
opposition bisecting the main body of Gide's

faithful admirers (and dividing him against himself) is not so readily

erased. Although unlisted in Martin's bibliography, it is O'Brien himself,
in his Portrait

of
Andre Gide (1953), who fully confirms her recollection

of Gide's
\"proper\" reception

after 1951, even as he annuls the division
she logically pronounces between

morality
and art in the adjudication

of Gide's works. Having established the principle of \"all considerations

other than the aesthetic\" are to be \"excluded,\" O'Brien subsequently
charts Gide's progress as a moral thinker and concludes that his author

has \"ideas\" to
\"convey,\" many

of which \"have already gained accep-
tance.\" Like subject, like painter: working at cross-purposes, O'Brien

replicates
the conflict of Gide, whom he sees \"contradicting himself.\"

Appropriately, the
bio\037rapher

takes Gide's \"capital book on Dos-

toevsky\" for his model. 2

As O'Brien is to his portrait of Gide, so is Gide
to his Dostoevskii-a mirror for faithful reduplication by self-reflection.

Gide's autoscopic reading of Montaigne, on the other hand, offers

a
portrait

in serenity. And the relaxation of tensions between the
propagandist and artist evident in the Essai sur Montaigne is propor-
tionate to the distance separating its subject from Dostoevskii. As

Montaigne brings Gide to reflect, \"les CEuvres . . . les plus belles\" are
those

composed
with an easy indifference: \"En art, il n'y a pas de serieux

[Gide's emphasis] qui tienne\" (ESM, p. 19). Dostoevskii's, by contrast,
are works of hard labour and dramatize \"[de] si dures Iuttes\" (D, p. 23).

If, as the Russian novelist's example suggests, the pages most rife with

struggle, \"Ies plus ardues,\" are \"les plus belles\" (D, p. 60), it would seem
to follow from the principle that Montaigne illustrates that theirs is a
beauty purchased at the

expense
of the relaxed playfulness essential to

art. Gide does have his differences with Montaigne as well, but
they

present no diriment impediment to a happy marriage of minds. He can
criticize the

\"Apologie de Raimond Sebond\" for advancing \"une sorte de
doctrine\" (ESM, p. 19),but the work's argument is so manifestly suicidal
-the apology is actually an attack-that it can

hardly
be taken au serieux)))
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as philosophy. As for Montaigne's bending of the knee before ecclesias-

tical and civil authority, it can be dismissed without much thought as an
act of

prudence
before the thought-police (ESM , p. 28). Nor does the

Roman Catholic essayist's undisguised hostility
to the Protestant

reformers of his time cause Gide serious difficulty. What his Montaigne
objects

to is their dogmatism, their confounding of private lights with

public truth (ESM,p. 34). The conviction that \"une privee fantasie. . . n'a

qu'une jurisdiction privee\" (E I, p. 168) is one that Gide as artist can

endorse without the least reservation. As Montaigne repeatedly insists
and confirms

by
his practice, much to Gide's approval, he is no wisdom

trafficker but a fool, a player adept at
flipping coins, seeing both sides

of the medal. What teaching Montaigne does impart is a lesson easy for

the a!1ti-dogmatist to swallow, \"Ie liberalisme [Gide's emphasis]\" (E I, p.
39). A chaque pied son soulier, in literature as in

politics
and morality.

Unlike Gide's Dostoevskii, his Montaigne never seriously
compromises the artist's

calling,
which is \"not to nourish but to

intoxicate,\" according to Gide's own distinction in \"The
Importance

of

the Public\" (1903). The danger for artists in times when \"old doctrines no

longer suffice,\" he goes on to warn in that lecture before the Court at

Weimar, is that they may be tempted to feed the public's hunger for new

answers\037 Those who succumb falsify their art, becoming ersatz moralists,
\"providers of substitutes.\"24

Although
he means it for praise in Dos-

tofevsky-no irony seems intended in the
figuration

of the novelist's

works as \"une source, ou les nouvelles soifs de l'Europe se
peuvent

abreuver aujourd'hui\" (D, pp. 1-2)-Gide in fact gives his readers good
reason to number Dostoevskii

among
those who have so sinned against

the craft. Montaigne is similarly recommended and thereby indirectly
accused of

wandering
from the true path: his essays provide \"un aliment

susceptible de rassasier les faims diverses\" (ESM, p. 12). But true to the

artist's creed on this occasion, and no less to
Montaigne,

Gide goes on

to correct himself, picturing the old actor not as a provider of substantial

nourishment, but as a distiller of whisky (ESM, pp. 32-33). Unlike the
Gide of

Dostofevsky,
a double to his subject entangled in self-contradic-

tion on the question of the end(s) proper to art, Montaigne sins against
truth and beauty only venially, if at all.

There are, then, two salient points that emerge from a comparison
of Gide's Dostoevskii with his Montaigne: that they are (not) made for
each other, and that Gide's narration of their relationship has much to

tell about the conflict at the centre of his own calling. He is able to bring
them together to the extent that each is an

impartial
and playful teller of

unitary reality who returns to Gide a picture of himself as an artist

faithful to his own creed of anti-dogmatism. But his
self-reading

is not

always so serene. Like the pleasure-loving Montaigne he pictures, Gide
has his differences with Dostoevskii, and these analogically register the

antagonism in his own dual activity as
\"great

'moral philosopher\" and)))
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\"major literary figure.\" \"5e concilient les antagonismes [chez Oos-

tOlevsky],\" he writes, holding out the promise of that peace to come for

those who take the Dostoevskian way (D, p. 40).That reconciling power
has at least one limitation, however, as Gide's criticism of Dostoevskii
itself testifies: the doctrinaire prophet remains at odds with the

indifferent artist.

And that antagonism of incompatible vocations is as
poignant

for

the author of Dostoi\"evsky as it is comical for his disinterested reader,
since Gide's

repudiation
of the dogmatic element in Dostoevskii

effectively figures a break with himself, an indirect
confessing

of his

own infidelity to the true aesthetic faith. A Dostoevskii fully in concert
with

Montaigne
would have represented a resolution to the Gidean

internecine conflict. But the creed that compels Gide to separate himself

from the dogmatist in Dostoevskii and so sign the fundamental
incongruity in his own double function as feeder and intoxicator

guarantees irresolution. As close to Montaigne in artistic principle as
Gide is, he seems closer yet in practice to the Dostoevskii he pictures
with Browning, an artist in the publicist business or a publicist of
exalted and impassioned temperament.)

\)
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DAVID RAMPTON)

In Search of a Propaedeutic:

Imagery in Nabokov's Early Poetry)

In 1979, Vladimir Nabokov's \\vidow published a collection of his verse
written between 1917 and 1974. In the foreword, she revealed what

some readers had always suspected-that there was a Nabokov
\"secret,\"

a
key

to a mystery that all the critics had ignored, now to be revealed.
Vera Nabokov called it polustoronnost', from potustoronnii mir, \"the other

world,\" insisted that the possession of it made Nabokov supremely
indifferent to \"stupid and malicious criticism,\" and referred readers to
a

passage
in The Gift in which the hero speculates about the nature of a

special knowledge that gave his dead father a similarly serene disposi-
tion. 1

Critics have been eager to follow up on this lead. W. W. Rowe,
who incurred Nabokov's wrath for his suggestions about sexual

symbolism in Lolita (\"tennis balls represent testicles,\" complained

Nabokov, \"those of a giant albino no doubt\,2") has published a fas-

cinating
book in which he documents hundreds of instances when the

other world manifests itself in the lives of characters represented in the
novels. 3

On the other hand, Andrew Field, Nabokov's first biographer
and one of the few critics who knows the whole Nabokov lEuvre

intimately, suggests in his most recent book that a gigantic Narcissus

complex is the key that helps explain everything, that the principal
ghosts in N abokov are images of the self in a complex series of reflecting
mirrors rather than denizens of a world elsewhere.

4
Brian Boyd, the

author of Nabokov's official biography, thinks Rowe's
approach

too

literal-minded and Field's too disrespectful. He argues more conven-

tionally that the key to Nabokov involves \"the inviolate nature of

indi vid ual perception.
uS

While I have to confess that I haven't solved any Nabokov

mystery, nor do I think that ultimately this is the most useful way to

approach his work, nevertheless I do want to discuss an aspect of his

work that has been overlooked, and Vera Nabokov's foreword has

perhaps played a role in deflecting attention from it. In Nabokov's
early)))
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poetry, we see the young writer experimenting with a series of images

that were to be developed in his fiction. I will argue that these
poems

can serve, if not as a key, then at least as a propaedeutic for his major

work, because they teach us how to read the novels.
The bulk of Nabokov's Russian verse was written before he was

thirty, and all but two of his seventeen novels were published after he

reached that age. The important books of
early poetry

are Poems (1917),

The Cluster (1922), and The Empyrean Path (1923), but he also published,
in

emigre journals and newspapers, many poems that were never
collected. For the posthumous 1979edition of the Russian poems, Vera

Nabokov tells us that Nabokov himself decided what poems were to be

included. She notes that Poems is \"almost complete,\" because repetitive-
ness and certain

\"stylistic imperfections\" prevented him from including

everything.
6

That \"almost\" covers a rather large concession: 190 of the
230 poems included in the first three volumes of poetry Nabokov

published were omitted, as was most of the uncollected verse.
Why

the reluctance to make these early poems accessible? I think
the remark about

\"stylistic imperfections\" gives
us a clue. The aesthetic

quality of some of these early poems is
negligible,

and the family may

well feel that because they will do little for Nabokov's reputation they

are best forgotten. He was particularly sensitive to criticism, and for

good
reason. One of his high-school teachers mockingly recited,

dismembered, and dismissed some of his youthful poetry in class one

day; and hostile reviewers in emigre journals, as
ferociously polemical

as their counterparts in .nineteenth-century Russia, made some vicious
attacks on Nabokov's verse in the twenties. As the reviewers became

more respectful, Nabokov became somewhat less defensive. The Russian
novels attracted some perceptive and sympathetic comment. By the

mid-sixties, the full-length studies of his work began to
appear,

and

their message was clear: the Master had arrived.
\"To

approach
Nabokov's novels with anything less than complete

humility is not only an act of
arrogance

but of foolishness,\"7 reads the

last sentence of Andrew Field's Nabokov: His
Life

in Art, published more

than twenty years ago, and he set the tone for most of the criticism that

was to follow. The recognition that was so late in coming was couched

in glowingly respectful terms. Nabokov's own thunderous denun-
ciations of the arrogant and foolish, issuing from his suite in a Swiss

hotel high atop Europe, kept the charmed circle in disciplined order.

When he died, his son Dimitri took up the task of
defending

the family

reputation. In one heated exchange with a reviewer, the possibility of

fighting
a duel to defend his father's honour was mentioned. 8

Field's

first biography was judged insufficiently hagiographical, and its author
was dismissed as a \"scoundrel\" and a \"lying dog.\"g This fiercely

protective streak will ensure that, copyright laws being what
they are,

scholars interested in all of Nabokov's work will have to rely on)))
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microfilms of faded newspapers and of rare editions for some time to
come.

A few more details will flesh out our portrait of the novelist as a
young poet. During the

period
when he devoted himself almost

exclusively to verse, the two great traumatic events of his life occurred:

the Revolution, and the death of his father. The events of 1917 forced his

family to leave Petersburg in November of that year and flee south to

the Crimea, where they stayed until March of 1919, when the Red
Army

marched into Yalta and the long exile began in earnest. Naboko\\t liked
to insist that he carried all the Russia he needed with him, in Dahl's

Interpretive Dictionary of
the

Living
Russian Language and in his own

capacious and extraordinarily detailed memory. And he even
joked

about the youthful dreams that made his exile seem prefigured,
predestined: \"During trips with

my family
to Western Europe, I

imagined, in bedtime reveries, what it would be like to become an exile

who longed for a remote, sad, and (right epithet coming) unquenchable

Russia, under the eucalypti of exotic resorts. Lenin and his police nicely
arranged the realization of that

fantasy.
\"10

But, of course, the Revolution marked him in the most
profound

ways,
as did the murder of his father in Berlin in 1922.Together the two

events marked the end of a youthful idyll as pampered favourite in a
wealthy and aristocratic

family,
constituted a forced and sudden

introduction to the violence of adult life, and made Nabokov aware of

a previously unknown vulnerability that would henceforth be masked
with a whole gamut of

protective
devices-mordant irony, resourceful

polemics, and an aesthete's extremism in regard to literature. But, most
importantly,

these two events remind us that in the years of adolescence
and young adulthood, a number of ideas crystallized that make these

years a point of reference for the whole of Nabokov's work.

Before I say something about the early poems themselves, a word

about Nabokov's poetics. He held extremely conservative views on most
formal questions regarding poetry. In fact, he was something of a

reactionary. If one wants a Nabokovian poetic manifesto, one could

hardly
do better than stand something like the manifesto of the Russian

Futurists on its head.
They

were for a total break with tradition;
Nabokov's work was an exercise in poetic continuity, drawing

as it did

on the nineteenth-century lyric tradition in particular. They wanted to
throw Pushkin off

modernity's steamship or locomotive or bulldozer;

he thought Pushkin was the source of all that was permanent and worth

saving in Russian culture. They had a boundless loathing for the literary

language handed down to them; N abokov had an eternal reverence for

it. The Futurists wanted to import the speech of the masses into poetry;
Nabokov was not sure that the masses could speak. They were

interested in primitivism, shamans, and a trans-rational logic, a poetry

that could make its impact without an intermediate
conceptualizing)))
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process; Nabokov hated the primitive in any art, and he thought the

Futurists' trans-sense language was a sort of submental grunt. And so
on. Nabokov

usually
talked about poetry as the expression of emotion

formally organized in a narrative or
lyric

context, an emotion the poet

had had, was having, or was hoping to have. If this writer eventually

became a wily and innovative artificer, he began as a straightforward
traditionalist.

Nabokov's novels are all love stories, and many of the early poems
are love poems. They

divide up into two different but related cate-

gories. First are the celebrations of sublimated desire, what we might
call \"purity-regained\" or \"purity-retained.\" Consider the following
short description of a spring day (the original is written in a bouncy
rhyming iambic tetrameter with

alternating
feminine and masculine

endings):)

The almond-tree blooms at the crossroads;
the haze above the mountain glimmers;

silver sparkles run

along the smooth surface of the pale-blue sea.

The more inspired birds twitter;

the evergreen leaf is brighter.
Blessed is he who on this

spring day

can sincerely exclaim \"I am
pure!\"ll)

Any mid-nineteertth-century Russian lyricist would have sap
running in the trees and in the veins of his young man, but not Nabokov.

In one poem, he wants to leave all that is earthly and sinful behind; in

another, to escape to a chaste dream-world with his beloved; in a third,

to return to the world of childhood because youth is
just \"passion,

anxiety, and gloom.
\"12

Women here represent vaguely evil temptresses
that must be resisted. In a long cycle of

poems
about angels, the poet

dreams of a storm, a sea, and \"maidens,laughing in the
depths.\"

But his

guardian angel saves him from a Prufrockian isolation by driving away
the

\"blasphemous dreams,\" and the poem ends:)

when I wake up, I detest

my destructive life,

and I see a shadow vanish

and dawn beyond the window. 13)

Nabokov
always claimed that Christianity never meant anything

to him, that its iconography alone
appealed

to the image-maker in a

young poet.
14

Yet
why did he choose precisely these images, and why

devote so many poems to
espousing

what is, after all, Christian sexual
ethics? St. Paul's definition of virtue as the control elicited by the will)))
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over the body's illicit desires would have had this young man's

approval. The
religion

of his youth gave him, if not a creed to believe in,
a way of

thinking
about desire that would influence in important ways

his more mature views of human relations in general.
The other kind of love poem is usually set in Nabokov's

\"twilight

zone,\" a world of fogs, misty pale-blue meadows, dusk in languorous
forests, somnolent vistas, mysterious shadows, and a

ubiquitous
moon.

In this type of poem, there is much talk of violent impulses and insane

visions, velvet nights and kisses that burn, that kind of
thing;

but

nothing (or very little) actually happens or materializes. Here is a
fairly

typical example:)

The clock in the tower was singing
above the mercurial rippling of the river,

and lights, like drops of blood,

sprang up in the abysses of the streets.

I waited. The bored heavens

glimmered neutrally.
My hopes sang so

clearly,

like golden voices.

I waited, wandering the streets,
and ships on wheels,
their red eyes rolling,

crept rum.bling through the fog.

And you came, the extraordinary one,
you noticed me in the dark,

and a velvet mystery arose

In your pagan eyes.

And our looks, our shadows

were as if joined together in flight,
and how you started in confusion,
having a

premonition
of my dream.

And in the impetuous, fiery moment
both repelling and luring me on,
with a sort of ringing complaint

you tore yourself away from me.

You
disappeared,

vanished like a vibrating string. . .

you
didn't want to trade

your free wildernesses
for the captivity of

consoling
love.

And again I am waiting, uneasy-
who knows what miracles, what stillness?)))
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And your sultry wind rushes about

in the humming cavities of my SOUL

15)

Nabokov borrows his chimerical lady and her decor from Blokand
the other Russian Symbolists, but those familiar with the novels that

were to follow will be struck by the ways in which this poem anticipates

some of his central concerns in the fiction. The erotic in Nabokov is often

associated with palely loitering knights and belles dames, with a kind of

foreplay interruptus that lapses, as here, into the frustrations of fantasy.
In other poems, this temptress is also a Muse

figure
who will be born of

what she inspires, created by enchantment and incantation in the
poems

that evoke her sensual appeal.
Readers who know only the 110vels will be struck by the absence

of characterization in these poems. Nabokov is, after all, a master at
casually creating

tlte traits, looks, gestures, and expressions of his

human subjects; and their grotesque and
engaging

vividness usually

makes up for the narrowness of his range. Desired and desirable,
haughty and mundane, pathetically self-deceiving and wittily satiri-

cal-they populate his novels, etch themselves on our
memory,

and

make the games worth playing. In these early poems, Nabokov almost
never attempts to create such figures, and he avoids forms like the
dramatic monologue which facilitate the creation of such characters.

Instead, the self-centred hero of the early verse turns the figures he
admires into

epiphenomena
that circle the centre of his solipsistic world.

This figure therefore l,!cks any real
intensity

of understanding: the

poems convey new perceptions but present no real advance in self-artic-

ulation. Given Nabokov's limited goals in these lyrics, this lack presents
no great problem.

In the end, we are left with a collection of disembodied images: a
blotch of white in the gloom, a maiden's song in the midnight garden,
a portrait on the wall that seems about to come alive, but not much
more. Nabokov said about this

period
of his life: \"I see myself as a

hundred different young men at once, all
pursuing

one changeful girl
in a series of simultaneous or overlapping love affairs . . . with very

meager artistic results.
\"16

But this is too harsh: the innumerable

descriptions of the natural settings in which this
girl

refused to come

alive, and the emotions of her pursuer-both sensitively perceived and
strikingly evoked-made the

pursuit
worthwhile. However, it is true to

say that the real language of love is not yet there in the love poems.
Yet this early, at times prudish, contrast between chaste minds

focused on higher things and fiery, unsatisfied desire, the dualism of

adolescent passion, prepares us for much of the later work. Only rarely
in Nabokov is

sexuality
a vital but not all-encompassing part of a rich

and full human life. Far more often it is wild and uncontrollable, bigger
than the characters it manipulates and torments. As a novelist, Nabokov)))
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is fascinated by lust for three reasons: first, he is a comic writer, and lust
automatizes

people, making
them ridiculous and pathetic; secondly, he

is a story writer, and lust leads to the
powerful and disintegrative

obsessions that help to organize the compulsion-plot, which is a

standard feature of Nabokovian narrative; and thirdly, he seems to see
the world like this, a world in which man is a creature of violent desires
that mock his ineffectual

attempts
to restrain them.

17

In King, Queen, Knave, the \"Queen,\" who begins as a crude parody

of Emma Bovary, ends by being so consumed with lust that she dies of

frustrated desire, while her adolescent lover, a macabre collection of

hyperactive glands and an
indefatigable organ,

looks on in fear and

contempt. In Laughter in the Dark, a man wrecks his
marriage

and

eventually
his life by yielding to the irresistible attractions of a rather

seedy femme fatale,
and his passion for her is as murderous as it is

obsessive. In The
Gift, Fyodor writes a biography of Chernyshevskii in

which he seizes on the grotesque ironies that result when the radical

theorist of materialism keeps bumping into the recalcitrant material of

the world he ignores, and Chernyshevskii's adolescent sexual desires are
the subject of some particularly derisive dismissals. Fyodor manages his

own affairs better, but even his Zina is just a
shadowy Muse-figure

(Mnemozina) and disembodied ideal for most of the novel.
The pattern repeats itself in varying forms in most of the English

novels. Of course, Humbert Humbert is the
spiritual

descendent of the

speaker of many of the early poems. He begins in the same state of

clumsy, agonizing, unfulfilled desire, but his angels, the \"misinformed,
simple, noble-winged seraphs\"

who, he imagines, envy the prize he

wins, are not there to save him from
fatefully succeeding

where his

predecessor providentially fails. The young poet's twilight zone
becomes Humbert's \"enchanted island\" surrounded by

U

a vast, misty

sea\" on which his nymphets gambol. This time the girl does materialize,

because Nabokov's hero uses a rich, earthy, profane language to portray
her as an

object
of desire. Humbert's grudge against nature, you may

remember, is that \"I could not turn my Lolita inside out and apply
voracious lips to her young matrix, her unknown heart, her nacreous

liver, the sea-grapes of her lungs, her comely twin
kidneys.\"18

It is crude

and excessive and strange, but it is the real royal thing. To write his

great love poem, the lyric poet had to become a novelist. But Lolita is

also a study in how desire can lead to the destruction of the child's
world and to the death of the child (or children, if we count the stillborn
girl Lolita

gives
birth to). And, just as they threaten to do in the early

poems, so the
angels

take their revenge on the illicit lover for the
weakness that makes him unable to act

upon
the rational arguments he

uses to try to control his obsession.
In the novels after Pale Fire, Nabokov retains the pattern but seems

unable to breathe new life into it. In Ada, for example, we have the same)))
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ghost in a lusty machine. But because in Antiterra, the anti-world of the

novel, there are no constraints on any desires, certain problems arise: a

sniggering,
anti-human attitude to sex, a silly \"orgasm-as-epiphan-

ie-moment\" (which we meet in the poems' more
circumspect

references

to things like nights in which a whole lifetime is consumed in an
instant). And now the aesthete's essential failing, his tendency to turn
into objects the figures he most admires, a harmless given in the early

poems, threatens to turn Ada's lovers into automata. The
rapt

self-ab-

sorption of the young lyricist is a function of the form in which he

chooses to express himself. Breathless and extended panegyrics for

formidably literate, trilingual, aristocratic narcissists become
boring

when their fantasy world makes them invulnerable (even to whatever

irony their author
might

have intended). The self-parodic references to

nymphets and their pursuers in Transparent Things and Look at the

Harlequins! suggest that even Nabokov's multilevelled games can lapse
into cliche when they jettison reality.

There is one more thing to be said about the \"changeful girl\"
in the

poems that hasn't yet been said: she is intimately bound up with Russia,
the

country
whose name is a feminine noun, the country now as unreal

and evanescentas the
young

woman the poet sought there. In one poem,
she is the

\"ghost
of a Northern May,\" enticing him and receding before

him when he tries to grasp her. In another, she is identified with morning
on a country estate in Russia, but the

poet
awakes from his dream to a

world in which he mourns her loss. In a third, a wandering emigre
addresses his country a\037 a woman who suffers in solitude and who
survives only in the imaginations of fellow exiles who can \"conjure\" her.

19

In this final section, I want to examine what this girl can tell us
about Nabokov's view of Russia and of his attitude to the Revolution
that made him an exile. I will concentrate on two poems. The first is
called \"Rus''':)

While the future is still invisible

in the mist of strange days,
while here they talk of her

eloquently and tiresomely,-

--off to one side, in silence, I shall steal through
and with a constant hope

I shall humbly go to look for

my mysterious Rus',-
-in black

fairy-tale forests,

along rivers, and in drowsy swamps,
in dark ploughed fields, which turn
their sterile breast to the heavens.

Thus I shall visit everywhere,)))
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I shall enter every village. . .

Oh where is my secret goal, where

shall I find the incomprehensible?

In a forest,-hidden in the dense

twilight of a damp fir-wood,-
-naked, desecrated and killed
by

a
dashing brigand?

Or in the morning, in a deserted village,
-will you pass, you whom I long for,

on your simple face a smile
both pensive and elusive?

Or will
you

rise as a little old woman,
and in the pale blue stream of incense,

make shaky signs of the cross,
and fall helplessly before the icon?

Just
where will my shore begin to shine?

In what shall I divine the beloved face?

Rus'! or are you within me, in my very soul
already invisibly blooming?20)

He calls the country by its ancient name in order to draw an
analogy between the

huge
and thriving imperialistic empire once

controlled by the rulers of Kiev and the Russia it became. The
poem

suggests that the idea of a return is a problematic one: what
exactly

is

the poet looking for, now that his country has been overrun by what he

sees as an invasion similar to that of the Mongols at the beginning of the

thirteenth century (cutting the country off from Western Europe,
barbarizing its civilized institutions, and so forth)? Notice that the

sexuality missing from the love poems is given violent expression in the
rape

of this country by a robber. Notice also that the country he wants
to

get
back to is a static landscape from a storybook with no people in

it, save one or two misty, symbolic ones. There is also the implication
that Nabokov had to be in exile before he could start to see his country
clearly, and that he may have to settle for a portable version of it.

The poet's fears for Russia are forcefully reiterated in another
poem

of a similar kind, this time called \"Rossiya.\" Here the poet says
that a devil has carried off his Russia into the darkness and has taken
great delight in her terror, torments, and shame:)

He tore off her breasts, burned out her sacred eyes,
and what use is it to her that in the silence of her fields

now the stench of coal will pour, vomited up
by Europe's machines?)))
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There is no point, he continues, in
harvesting

or in distributing

cloth and grain, since everything that mattered in Russia has been

destroyed:)

He killed her soul-everything that sang,
stretched towards the blue

sky,
danced in the woods,

came to the surface of the water under the moon,
everything

that I myself felt.

All this has died. Now whom do we pray to?

Christ or Nemesis? Do we wait for miracles?

Who will finally tell the sly one to
get

out?

Whom does the devil obey?

All this has died, and yet inspiration
stirs within me. I burn, but I sing.

My dead native land, I await your resurrection

and your future life!21)

For a start, one notes the wavering of that stern Christian faith. In

some earlier poems, Christ is shown performing the miracles that are
referred to so

sceptically
here. He protects the besieging crusaders by

turning arrows into flowers; and Christian providence, we are told,

protects every little leaf and every wave of the sea. No longer: Nabokov

clearly
views the events of 1917 as a victory for the devil's party. What

the revolutionaries, the ones he calls drunks, cheats, convicts, and
,

dreamers led by a clean-shaven buffoon,22 have destroyed is his Russia,
his family's country estate, a source of endless pleasure and priceless

inspiration; for them, it is just a symbol of
exploitation.

For him, the soul

of Russia is something extremely personal, what he felt and noticed

when walking through its countryside, a countryside in which coal
mines are

simply
a blight. For them, Nabokov is a dachnik, a weekend

poet whom an accident of birth
provided

with leisure, money, indepen-
dence, and education-all at the expense of the poor. The language of

this poem is violent because the gap between the groups is
very

wide.

When Nabokov once strayed into the servants' quarters, he was puzzled
by the odd smell.

Once again, the violence of the sexual metaphor is striking. It
suggests the

possibility
of

setting up a pair of binary oppositions: chaste
lover / savage, lusty marauder; evasive, bodiless beloved / raped and

desecrated Russia. Such a division certainly informs the satiric novels,
in which the villains and their accomplices are sexually hyperactive,

prisoners of their insatiable desires, while the heroes
try,

with varying

degrees of success, to shed the bodies that so ignominiously confine

them. In Invitation to a Beheading, the wife of the hero copulates
energetically with his

persecutors,
and he escapes from the absurdities)))
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of such a world only by abandoning his body on the executioner's block
and moving towards ,another world where there are \"beings akin to
him.\"23 Or think of Bend Sinister, the 1947 novel that tells the story of the
way a police state

tyrannizes
a

philosopher named Krug and forces him

to submit to the new revolutionary order. What is of interest here is the

way the novel portrays a spiritual love that endures-Krug's wife dies

at the outset and is resurrected in a series of memories that centre
around a vision of her as an adolescent in a luxurious mansion on a

country estate-and contrasts it with a nightmare world of wild desire

which automatizes the forces of evil and humiliates the hero. In one

scene, Krug says to the slatternly young girl
sent by the State to seduce

him:)

\"You know too little or much too much. . . . If too little, then run along,
lock yourself up, never come near me because this is going to be a bestial

explosion, and you might get badly hurt. I warn you. I am nearly three

times your age and a great big sad hog of a man. And I don't love yoU.
rt24)

The police prevent the explosion by breaking in and packing him
off to prison. Just as he is about to be shot, the novelist intercedes for his

creation by refusing to write the conclusion of the story. The forces of

the spirit win out over the force of the brute: on the last page, the soul

of Krug's wife, in the form of a pink moth, the symbol of a
beauty

that

endures, clings for a moment to the screen of the window in the writer's

study and then flies off into the night. A spiritual union with an ideal of

beauty in a new country is offered as an alternative to the crude

sensuality and oppressive stupidities of the world that exist only to be
escaped from.

Nabokov, like his father, favoured a democracy that allows for the
existence of a monied elite, and he called himself an \"old-fashioned
liberal\" when pressed by an interviewer.25

But in what sense was

Nabokov a liberal? As a defender of civil liberties, he lays eloquent

claim to the title; yet what about the other meaning of \"liberal,\" the one

that denotes someone who believes \"that man knows his own long-term
good, that he seeks to harmonise this with the good of others, that he
can judge all issues calmly-in short, that man is rational\"?26 What these

poems give us of Nabokov on human relationships or on the events that

prompted his exile from Russia suggests, to me at least, that his view of
man's nature is rather different. He is part of a large group of twen-

tieth-century writers whose views are
decidedly

illiberal. The reac-

tionary ideas of many of the great modernist writers have elicited much
comment, yet perhaps this tendency should not really surprise us. As
Laurence Lerner has argued, liberalism is a limited theory, because

politics' sphere of influence has changed. He notes that we now
enjoy

unprecedented
freedoms: of religion, information, assembly, and so on.)))
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Man is free to choose in many areas of his private life, and politics gets
what is left over. For a limited conception of

politics
we get liberalism,

a limited theory of man's nature that ignores the sovereign territory
of

the individual, all the areas in which he is free to choose. In the areas it
ignores, \"the irrational, mysterious

and demonic hold most sway.\" And

what feeds much of modern literature is the area that liberalism's

overrational view excludes, \"that which is most personal, intimate and
terrible in our natures.\"27

Just as Nabokov had eventually to turn loose the desire that the
formal structure of the poems and his youthful naIvete controlled, to

give his characters bodies and to make their relations more real, so too

he had to do more than fulminate about Russia's
degradation.

In the

satiric novels, he succeeded in dramatizing his political views and the
view of human nature from which they were derived. The more he
savoured the beauty of the memories, the more withering became' his

contempt for those who had arranged things so that for him Russia

would always be only a memory. Perhaps no other twentieth-century
writer was as

good
at expressing \"gloating enthusiastic disgust,\"28 and

few have had so much of it to express. But the roots of those novels are
here, in the

imagery
of these poems about an abandoned country. The

public voice eventually found the appropriate form.

The novels have been criticized because they empty the war ld of

everything but Nabokov, but this comment is more true I of the early

poems, and it is one of their chief attractions as well as a limitation. In

the love poems, the woman is often just the evanescent
object

of the

speaker's own desire, and both the poems about Russia quoted at length
end with the poet actually guarding his country within himself and

planning to use his
extraordinary power

to re-create it. He is bigger than

anything, even the death of a nation. Nabokov never doubted that his

genius was equal to the task. He liked to tell the story of the student

who brought a transistor radio with him into a
reading

room. \"He

managed to state/' said Nabokov, \"that 1) he was playing 'classical'
music; that 2) he was doing it 'softly'; and that 3) 'there were not many
readers around in summer.' I was there, a one-man multitude.

\"29

So, too,

with the early poems: they tell us that someone, made up of divisible

selves, \"was there.\" And if we listen carefully to them, we can discern in
this overture some of the themes of the fiction that was to follow and a
series of

images
that help organize our experience when we sit down

with the novels.)))
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preuve unique. II arrive, dans Ie cas ideal, que la
source historique cOIncide avec la source etymologique. Mais nous

cedons aux autres specialistes Ie plaisir d' explorer Ies finesses de

I'
etymologie.

Pour ceux qui etudient les contacts linguistiques et les
voies de migration des mots

empruntes,
il est, par exemple, beaucoup

plus important de savoir que c'est Ie
genie

createur fran<;ais qui a

introduit dans Ie vocabulaire international Ie mot civilisation, sans se

preoccuper de \302\253I' arbre genealogique
\302\273de ce mot. L' analyse historique

et comparative de la terminologie sociale, scientifique, technique,
artistique, nous

permet
aussi de reperer Ies hellenismes et Ies latinismes

qui se sont introduits en ukrainien directement a
partir

de la source

etymologique; prenons, par exemple, les mots kul'tura et systema. Par
ailleurs,naus ne

pouvons pas classifier comme hellenismes et latinismes

les mots designant des notions qui n' existaient ni dans les societes

antiques
-

grecque ou romaine - ni dans la vie de la societe byzantine
au de la societe medievale de l'Europe occidentale. Ainsi, Ies mots

designant des notions sociales et philosophiques et qui se terminent en
-izm se referent a I' epoque du developpement de la pensee philosophi-
que fran<;aise et sont classifies dans cet article comme gallicismes, si une

source alternative ne presente pas de preuves convaincantes.

Notre
principe historique et comparatif d'identification des

gallicismes devient encore plus justifiable quand on I'
applique

a

l'analyse de Ia categorie du verbe.)))
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Creators of the Horseman's Novell)

The novel of the horseman had its beginnings early in American,

Spanish American, and Ukrainian literary history. In each nation, the

novel played a slightly different role and received varying critical
acclaim. Although literary

criticism was often disparaging, the novel of

the horseman, especially as popular literature, did not
disappear.

In fact,

some of the novels in this genre were of such high literary calibre that

they became part of the mainstream literature of each nation. This is

especially
true for Spanish American and Ukrainian literature. Two

outstanding examples are Panteleimon Kulish's Chorna rada and Ricardo

Guiraldes's Don Segundo Sombra.

As in any other genre, in the novel of the horseman there are

forerunners, creators, developers, and innovators. The forerunners'
works mark the first tentative footsteps into a new form. James
Fenimore Cooper is such a forerunner for the Western with his frontier

hero.
2

As Cawelti observes, \"it was, above all, Owen Wister who
initiated the modern western hero

by creating
a hero type who belonged

to the new image of the West but was, at the same time, in the tradition

of transcendent heroism launched by Cooper.\"3It is, in
fact, Cooper's

Natty Bumpo, with his survival skills, his daring, his peculiarly
American blend of civilized and wilderness traits that allow him to
understand and sympathize with both the civilized world of the settlers

and the wilderness and its denizens without belonging to either, his \"can

do'.
philosophy,

and his role of \"saviour\" of settlers, who is transplanted
from the East into the frontier of the West and transformed by the
creators of the cowboy novel into the cowboy-hero with these

very
same

characteristics. Like Cooper, Alejando Magarinos Cervantes, in his novel
Caramuru (1848),presents a

basically European type of swashbuckling
hero instead of an autochthonous gaucho. Only the kozak4

novel lacks

novelistic forerunners.

Following the forerunners' tentative brushstrokes, the creators
round out and colour in the

picture,
thus creating the archetype of the)))
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genre. After them come developers, who expand and elaborate the

genre. Some would call them, unkindly perhaps, imitators. Restless

innovators, on the other hand, while
attempting

to bring something new

and different to a formula genre, still keep the basic
pattern

intact on a

deeper level. For example, George Lucas's Star Wars, science fiction on

the surface, has imbedded in it the basic cowboy formula.
It is the creators, nevertheless,whose names we associate with the

genre and who are responsible for creating the formula for the particular

genre-in this case, the kozak novel in Ukrainian literature, the cowboy
novel in American literature, and the gaucho novel in Uruguayan and

Argentinian literature. For the purposes of this paper, and as a method

of shorthand, I will refer to all three as horseman's novels-since the

obvious starting point of comparison among the three novels is the fact

that the hero is, among many other things, a skilled horseman. By
looking at the creators' works of this genre (despite the differences

among the three literatures), we may observe the similarities in the

contribution they made to the horseman's novel, as well as to the
creation of the modern horseman's hero type, which, according to

Cawelti, \"is also a throwback to heroic types of the past like the
medieval knight:'5 Each nation produced a similar type of hero, and its
literature invested him with an idealized vision of itself and with its

national dreams and aspirations. It is curious that the creators of the

horseman's novel, although geographically worlds apart, gave us

basically the same type of hero and the same type of formula novel. That
there are similarities in such three

disparate
literatures with such

different historical backgrounds perhaps suggests that the horseman
may be a

Jungian archetype, because, as Glenn R. Vernam observes,)

Be he barbarian, warrior, crusader, knight, conquistador, cowboy, or

cavalryman, it was the man on horseback who created the sagas of valor

and carried the banner of romance throughout the world. His is the
figure

that excited the admiration of footmen for a hundred centuries; he it is to
whom the man on foot has always instinctively lifted his eyes, both

physically and spiritually.6)

The principal creator of the kozak novel is Panteleimon Kulish. In
his Chorna rada (Black Council, 1857),Kulish gives a

panoramic
view or,

as he himself styles it, a \"chronicle\" of Ukrainian life in the year 1663-a

crucial year when three candidates vie for the post of hetman (head) of

the kozak host. The competition, bitter and treacherous, leads to strife

and divided loyalties. Old Shram (whose name means \"scar\,") the
fictional protagonist in this historical conflict, is the voice of reason and

patriotism. The subplot follows the fortunes of Petro, the younger

Shram, and his love for Lesia, who has been engaged to Somko, one of

the contenders for the post of hetman.)))
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Spyrydon Cherkasenko, Osyp Makovei, Adrian Kashchenko, and
Zinaida Tulub followed suit and popularized the kozak novel. Kulish,

however, created not only a kozak novel, but also a literary masterpiece.
In the cowboy novel, Owen Wister's The Virginian (1902) is the

cornerstone on which such authors as B. M. Bower (pseudonym of

Bertha Muzzy Sinclair), the popular Zane Grey, Conrad Richter, and
Tom Lea built their cowboy novels. Owen Wister's Virginian is a

\"synthesis of the conflicting stereot)'pes of Cavalier [of the antebellum

South] and Yankee,\"7 admired by fellow cowboys and respected by
ranchers and townspeople alike. During a river crossing, he rescues

Molly, the new teacher from the East, and is attracted to her. When the
Virginian

is wounded in an Indian ambush, Molly nurses him back to
health. She teaches him to read and write, and they soon fall in love. The
simple story is made more

complex by the subplot, which deals with the

Virginian's ongoing rivalry with Trampas, a
cowboy gone bad. Also,

Wister adds thematic complexity by replacing Cooper's dialectic
bet,,,,een civilization and nature with a \"cultural dialectic between the

East and West. \"8

In the gaucho novel, it is harder to pinpoint one author as the
foremost creator. Eduardo Acevedo Diaz Jr.'s Cancha Larga (1939)
combines all the elements of the gaucho novel seen in part in the works
of Eduardo Acevedo Diaz, Javier

de Viana, and Zavala Muniz, all of

whom wrote before Acevedo
Jr.

Acevedo Jr.'s Mauro, like the Virginian,
is considere,d by fellow gauchos, as his nickname of Cancha Larga

suggests, the spirit of the pampas. He learns all the skills that a gaucho

needs on his uncle's ranch, and, when he is captured by
the Indians, he

not only survives their cruel treatment but also learns from them and

eventually escapes. He marries and settles down. But the old gaucho
life-style

is
quickly disappearing with the settling of the pampas by

farmers. His own children turn their backs on the old ways in order to
seek a new life in the

city.

All three novels show the life of the horseman on th'e eve of his

demise. Each of the three protagonists is witness to great changes, as
new ways replace

old and the past quickly fades into a memory.
Each creator of the novel of the horseman gave a serious treatment

to his protagonist, thus raising the novel far above a mere adventure

story. Some provided a more detailed study of the life of the horseman,

while others concentrated on character development. Above all, the
horseman-hero became a national symbol, a carrier of the value system
of each nation.

The protagonists of the novels of Acevedo, Wister, and Kulish have

similar character traits, values, and life-styles. It is not
parentage

that is

important, but what each man makes of his life and how faithful he is

to the code of the kozak, cowboy, or gaucho, respectively. All three
protagonists live in

harmony-although
not always at peace-with)))
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nature: the cowboy on the Western prairie, the
gaucho

on the South

American pampas, and the kozak on the Ukrainian steppe. Each faces

different enemies, yet all three do so with a c,ourage that we, in our
civilized,

urban world, find both fascinating and enviable. Another

feature that distinguishes the creators of the horseman's novel from their

imitators is that their protagonists are at the same time both
prototypes

of the horseman and also three-dimensional characters, fully developed
in their own right.

One
major

difference in the three types of horseman's novels is
that the kozak and gaucho novels are often historical and grave, even

fatalistic in their tones, whereas the cowboy novel contains more

sustained humour and generally is written in a lighter tone. Although
the gaucho and kozak novels more frequently than not end in tragedy
(because of the historical circumstances in which the kozak and gaucho

live), even in the death of the protagonist, the cowboy, on the other

hand, often was the winner in his personal struggles. Most of the

cowboy novels end, if not on a happy note, then at least with a satis-

fying
resolution of the conflicts for the protagonist. Moreover, living in

a historical period when their
country

had a frontier, what all three

protagonists share is the courage to
fight

the good fight, be it with

nature or man--one of the major themes in these novels.
These similarities as well as differences can be clearly seen when

we compare the protagonists in the novels of the three cornerstone

creators of the horseman's genre: Owe'n Wister for the cowboy,

Panteleimon Kulish for the kozak, and Eduardo Acevedo Diaz
Jr.

for the

gaucho. Wister published The Virginian in 1902, and, as Boatright fointsout, he is without question \"the troubadour of the cowboy,\" \\-\\Tho

undoubtedly
\"elevated 'cowboy fiction' to a distinct genre.\"10 Looking

from today's sophisticated perspective and hundreds of westerns later,

it might seem that Wister stresses mainly plot. However, by comparison
with Cooper'scharacters and the dime-novel protagonists that preceded
him, Owen Wister' s creations are certainly individualized. Wister

placed

all his characters in everyday situations that allow his readers to observe
their development. He also

gave
the cowboy novel more of a three-di-

mensional protagonist in the
Virginian;

at the same time, he tlrelated the

cowboy-hero to a number of important social and cultural themes.
tlll

Nevertheless, there are remnants of romantic adventures in his novel,
like the rescue of the lady in distress, the showdown with a rebellious
bunch of cowhands, or the silencing of a villain. Instead of using the
heroic approach, found in Eduardo Aceve,do Diaz ]r.'s Cancha Larga or
Panteleimon Kulish's Chorna rada, Wister gives his novel a humorous

Mark Twainian treatment. Episodes of violence, such as the lynching
party in which the Virginian partakes, the Indian ambush, and the

killing of Shorty, take place \"off
stage\"

and are not described directly but

are mentioned or alluded to casually, as if
they

were the normal part of)))
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a
range

rider's life. On the other hand, the Virginian's doubts and inner
conflicts are

vividly described, as are more humorous episodes. In fact,
the Virginian is not above such pranks as swapping the partying
ranchers' sleeping children or telling a

story
about a misfit chicken.

Clearly, with Owen Wister's The Virginian, the stress shifts from

the usual fast-paced cowboy adventure story (Zane Grey's trademark),
patterned on European novels of romantic adventures,12 to a more

indigenous and realistic reflection of the life of the cowboy. Wister

underscores the idea that cowboy life is not just a series of shoot-outs;

sometimes it is very dull and routine, a life tied to a ranch and a herd of

cows. But Wister also employs the cowboy's \"amazing capacity for
humor,\"13which his dime-novel

predecessors
and followers often

overlooked. Pranks, humorous stories, and jokes are not part of Cancha

Larga's life in Acevedo's novel on the gaucho. Kulish, on the other hand,
not as much as Wister and unlike many of his followers, occasionally
makes use of humour, as in the names of people (e.g., Cherevan',

meaning pot-bellied), and in other devices, such as
speech

defects

(Cherevan' can't pronounce \"rills) and colourful folk expressions. For

exarrtple, Shram, the
protagonist,

tells the peasants that if it weren't for
the kozaks, \"the devil would have licked them off the face of the earth
a long time

ago.\"14
Not

only
does Kulish use occasional humour to

reveal character and to lighten the sombre tone of the main theme of the

novel, he also uses satire liberally. In many apparently only
humorous

conversations, Kulish satirizes the flaws of what is perceived as the
Ukrainian national character in

general: the tendency to be overemo-

tional; the tendency to be passive until it's too late; the lack of unity; the

desire to be a chief instead of follower; and, worst of all, an overriding
sense of national inferiority and lack of vision. Kulish's satirical humour

in large part provides the novel its thematic depth and
literary

worth.

In The Virginian, Wister uses humour as the mainstay for present-
ing to the public a new type

of hero. For although Cooper initiated the

cowboy-hero into American literature, both Cawelti and Milton agree

that it was Wister who \"established an image of the cowboy\"15 that

\"belonged to the new image of the West.\"16 Wister sensed that \"what the

western needed was a new hero,\" because Cooper's \"Leatherstocking

hero, defined by his adherence to natural values and his flight from
society,was no

longer appropriate.\"17
Wister's literary cowboy, wild and

woolly, is a judicious mixture of
reality

and fancy, intended to win the

Easterner's acceptance of the novel. Part of this wildness was the

Virginian's courage, albeit a self-deprecating courage. When Molly, the
Virginian's bride, observes that when the villain appears suddenly, \"the

Virginian's hand [was] in a certain
position,\"IB

she realizes, as she tells

him later, \"You had your pistol ready for him\"
(p. 484). He responds

sheepishly, HIt was mighty unnecessaryH (p. 485). Thus, the horseman is
ready

to use his gun when necessary but does not do so
unnecessarily)))
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and, unlike trigger-happy movie cowboys, admits that
perhaps

he was

hasty. At the same time, this sheepishness is part of an act put on for his

wife from the East. He does not brag, even about his
preparedness

to

shoot. Since his courage is indisputable, he can afford to appear
nonchalant about it. This is a characteristic that all three historical and

literary horsemen share. As the historian
Tys-Krokhmaliuk

observes

about real-life kozaks, \"courage was such a self-understood phenome-
non that it was completely taken for granted.

\"19

The cowboy is a creature

who wears his courage as naturally as the bandana around his neck and

lets it surface as quickly as his finger can pull the trigger. In the lawless

West, courage is the measure of the man.

Occasionally, the horseman may elude his serious,
courageous

stereotype by employing tall tales and satire. The Virginian, for

example, tells a tall tale about
frog-leg ranching

to foil Trampas, the

villain, and to convil1ce his men not to leave the train
taking

the cattle

to market. This incident serves to show that the Virginian is not a

trigger-happy cowboy
and also reflects the Western man's love of

humour and tall tales.
Displaying courage in defence of the weak, oppressed, or wronged

is a common feature of all three horsemen. In addition, each horseman

has a particular set of historical circumstances that demand and test his
courage.

The cowboy reveals this courage in the quotidian activity of

driving cattle through lightning storms, stampedes, and Indian country.

In doing so in real life, he rarely had the Virginian's luck of
survi\\Ting

arrow shots, nor was he !,ursed back to health by a lovely schoolmarm.
For the fictional

Virginian, however, the experience leads to the atypical
merging of the Westerner's with the Easterner's

(Molly's)
values and

ed uca tion.

As in real life, in the novel the gaucho, like the cowboy, works on

ranches, but he needs his courage either as a revolutionary soldier or as

an opponent to a gaucho with a {aeon (long knife). In Latin culture, a

man cannot indicate any hesitation in fighting another, for this hesita-
tion or llnwillingness may

be
easily interpreted as a lack of courage. In

most gaucho novels, the confrontation is
ritualistically played out,

ending with the death of one of the contenders. Like Wister, Acevedo,

while creating the characteristically courageous gaucho, uses his literary
creativity to allow for

individuality.
While Ricardo, in Zavala's Cr6nica

de la reja, acts out the gaucho's \"orgullo
de la raza\" (pride of his

heritage)20 and allows himself to be massacred by Indians, Acevedo's

protagonist
Mauro tempers his courage with an astute sense of survival,

evident in both his
logic

and tactics. When surrounded by Indians, he
does not prove his courage by getting himself killed

through
false

heroics, like the stereotypical gaucho. Instead, he accepts captivity and
even survives various plots on his life

by using'
his intelligence and

cunning against his captors. It is one thing to be true to the \"justice of the)))
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pampas,\"
which requires the gaucho to kill \"si

hay que matar\" (if one has

to kill).21 Mauro has to face this obligation, just as Wister's
Virginian

had

to, to rid the ranch of rustlers. But false heroics and bravado are

shunned by both Acevedo's and Wister's heroes. In this, they are both
typical horsemen in their

courage
and atypical in their avoidance of

unnecessary violence; thus, types, yet individuals.
Unlike the other two horsemen, the kozak was never a cowhand.

The kozak's courage was tested in various situations,but most often in

battle. Whether as a scout or as an insurgent, in a duel with a fellow

kozak or an enemy, in battle or as a captive in the
enemy's camp, the

kozak was absolutely fearless. Each of the kozak novels includes battle

scenes or reminiscences of past battles. Unlike the gaucho, who had a
distaste for

organized fighting (as opposed to one-an-one dueling with
the fac6n), kozaks, both historical and novelistic, fight

not because they

are forced to but because they have a cause for which to fight. This

cause may be to free their fellow Christian Ukrainians from Tartar or

Turkish infidels; or (dealing with a later historical period) to drive the
Polish

nobility
from Ukraine and, at the same time, to avenge years of

persecution of the Ukrainian population under Polish rule; or to fight

the occupying forces that followed the Polish ones-the Russians.
Neither a mother's nor a sweetheart's tears can keep a kozak at

home, and those who marry and settle down sigh wistfully
when they

see a young kozak, regretfully exclaiming, \"If I were not married, I'd join
the Zaporozhzhian kozaks immediately\" (Chorna rada, p. 88). A similar

attitude is observed in all three protagonists: the Virginian, Mauro, and
Shram. Shram,

despite
his advanced years, leaves his home without a

sigh of regret and takes his
only

son with him into battle. When the

Virginian has to face Trampas, Molly's words:)

\"No, no, no. There's something else. There's something better than

shedding blood in cold blood.
Only

think what it means. Only think of

having to remember such a
thing!

. . . It's murder!\" (The Virginian, p. 511))

fall on deaf ears. To the horseman, killing
when the code of honour

requires it, whether in personal defence or (as in the case of the gaucho
and kozak) in defence of one's country or (as in the case of the gaucho)

in defence of one's caudillo (leader), is a sacred duty. To those outside of

the horseman's code, this violent \"justice\" may seem cruel, almost
incomprehensible, but in the horseman's frontier setting it is as natural
as mounting the horse he rides. In answer to his city-bred wife, the

Virginian gives the same response that Acevedo's Mauro or Kulish's
Shram would also have given to their loved ones:)

\"I work hyeh.
I belong hyeh. It's my life. If folks came to t11inkI was a

coward-. . . . My friends would be sorry and ashamed, and my enemies)))
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would walk around saying they had always said so. I could not hold up

my head again among enemies or friends.\" (The Virginian, p. 511))

When Shram's son Petro is faced with the need to follow his father

and other kozaks into battle, he realizes that he may lose forever the
woman he loves, for she will probably marry her fiance when Petro
leaves. But even in his darkest moment of agony, it never occurs to Petro
to run away with the

girl,
for he could not bear to let his father down or

\"bespatter
with mud his golden [kozak] honor\" (Chorna rada, p. 234).

It is in the way that
they

make the horseman live up to his code
that all three writers-Wister, Kulish, and Aceved\037reate the

type
of

the horseman-hero as we know him today. All three horsemen are
depicted as skilled

fighters (the cowboy with his gun, the gaucho with
his faeon, and the kozak with his sword-each a master at handling the

weapon), for such they were in reality. Furthermore, in order to

establish a proving ground for their protagonists, the creators of the
horseman's novel re-create in their novels the horseman's natural

setting, which demands of the horseman the tools of survi\\lal: adroit-

ness, shrewdness, a strong sense of independence, and resourcefulness.

Similarly, the horseman must possess stoic
perseverance

in the face of

natural inclemencies, such as hot winds, cold blizzards, and treacherous
rapids, as well as man-made physical hardships, such as war.

Finally, the long periods of solitude imposed by the sparsely
inhabited country encourage a laconic demeanour, although the kozak
has an

advantage
over tl1e other two horsemen in this aspect. When not

in battle, kozaks lived
together during part of the year on the islands on

the Dnieper, which they called the Zaporizhzhia (literally, \"place beyond
the rapids\,") and communal life provided them with companionship and
a sense of community, even though it was a community devoid of
women and children.

The character traits discussed above assure the horsemen of

survival in an environment that is unmercifully harsh, dangerous, and
often violent. The necessity of being physically dependent upon oneself
is extended into the need to be

independent, that is, to be one's own
boss. Transferred to the pages of the horseman's novel, this difficult life

becomes transformed. The hard edges of real-life
drudgery disappear,

but the alluring ruggedness, which shows up the hero's survival skills
while

keeping
intact a clearly defined value system, remains.

It not only does not lead to callousnessor
brutality

in the proto-

typical cowboy, gaucho, or kozak hero, but, on the
contrary,

reinforces

the positive characteristics of honesty, hospitality, and respect of
another's privacy. So it is that the horseman does not pry into a

stranger's past or ask for his credentials or family background. All three
horsemen often bury their past under nicknames given to them,

nicknames that reflect their skill, character, appearance, or mannerisms.)))
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Kozaks, upon arri\\ting at Zaporizhzhia, either are given a name or are
nicknamed by their companions as a

precaution against Polish per-
secution. Even if they have no need to hide, they take on a nickname to

feel part of the Zaporizhzhian brotherhood. This is illustrated in Chorna

rada
by

the historical figures of kozak leaders that appear in Kulish's
novel, such as Somko (a diminutive ending), Baida (a type of boat), and
Puhach (hoot owl). Wister's protagonist is called the Virginian;

Acevedo's \"Cancha Larga\" is what the gauchos called their wide-open
spaces, the pampas; Mauro is so nicknamed by his godfather because he
seems to personify the spirit of the pampas.

Another set of characteristics that all three horsemen share is the
lack of conventional religion. Although they are religious in an almost

pantheistic sense because of their closeness to the elements, they are not

churchgoers. Of the three, the kozak
perhaps

comes the closest to

participating in organized religion. When a stranger comes to Zaporizh-
zhia, he is asked to cross himself, because the kozaks want to make
certain that the newcomer is Orthodox. They have a church on Zapo-
rizhzhia, and the Mother of God is their protectress; but when they
come into town, they don't rush to church on Sunday!

Also, the horseman is hard-working only at those tasks that he
feels are not below his manly dignity. Furthermore, he is a seeker of

revenge
for wrongs done, a protector of the woman in distress while

denying her any meaningful participation
in his world, and he is

contemptuous of worldly possessions with the exceptionof his weapons

and his horse. The horse is both a physical and spiritual extension of the

cowboy, kozak, and gaucho. It is his means of transportation; sometimes
his sole source of companionship;

a second set of sensory perception to
aid in his survival in the wilderness. The horse carries the kozak and

gaucho into battle and helps the cowboy chase the \"bad
guy,\"

ride to the

rescue, and do his chores on. the ranch and on the cattle drive. The horse

brings the cowboy, kozak, and gaucho back to town and then allows
him to ride away to escape from its confining \"civilization.\" It is his link
with nature.

Sitting atop it, the horseman must be looked up at and
looked up to by the horseless

townspeople.
The horse is his status

symbol. It carries him to adventure the townspeople only dream about
and makes him a hero in a woman's eyes. The horse symbolically
reflects the horseman's

image
of

being
nature's free spirit. When first

seen, the horse and horseman, beautiful in their harmony with nature

and in their apparent wildness, are a projection of romantic fantasies.
The onlooker fails to notice at first that the horse has a bridle, as does
the rider-his code of honour.

The horseman never yearns for physical comforts in the form of

feather beds and sumptuous meals, preferring the simple and crude but
functional. His favourite

resting place for the night is any spot under the

open sky, since he knows how to be
part

of nature's silence. He)))
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considers himself for the most part outside of the law of the courts, if

not directly opposed to it. The law of the organized community is

foreign to him. It is doubly so for the kozak, for whom it represents not

only the demasculinizing law of the town, but also a foreign and

exploitative law established by the Poles. Considered lawless
by

the

town, the cowboy, kozak, and gaucho nevertheless have a moral
standard of their own that is based on a clearly established concept of

right and wrong. According
to the horseman's code, it is the motive and

method of killing that determine its rightness or
wrongness. According

to the horseman's code, life is not cheap, but it is not sacred either. What

is most important for the horseman-hero is not just life,
but life and

death with honour. Moreover, the keynote of his personality, philos-
ophy, and manner is spartan simplicity,

the kind of deterministic

simplicity one finds in nature. As a result, these are men of action, not

of thought, although they are capable of making astute observations on
their lives.

A list of the horseman's character traits makes the hero appear to
be too good to be true. Nevertheless, Wister, Kulish, Acevedo, and the

other creators of the horseman's novel draw on historical
reality

for the

picture of their horsemen. This picture becomes stereotypical only if the

protagonist is merely a composite of these traits in their pure state. Not
only

are Wister, Kulish, and Acevedo creators of the horseman's

archetype, however, they are also
good

writers. As a result, they round

out their protagonists by giving them unique personality traits; even

when the horsemen display a typical character trait, they do so in their
own inimitable and personal way.

One way that the three authors personalize their protagonists is
by

endowing
them with linguistic peculiarities. Wister's Virginian has the

language not only of the Southerner, but of the uneducated Southerner,
as may be seen when Steve, a fellow

cowboy,
tells him that in parts of

Wyoming \"you'll go for hours and hours before
you'll

see a drop of

wetness,1t and the Virginian responds with, \"And if
yu' keep a-thinkin'

about it\" (The Virginian, p. 36). Kulish differentiates all his characters'
language

not only by their place of origin, but also by their educational
level, and then adds

speech
mannerisms to further distinguish his

characters and even to create humour. Cherevan', one of the major

characters in the novel, is also used to satirize the r'that's-none-of-my-
business,-so-l'm-not-going-to-get-involved\"mentality

that leads to the

kozaks' defeat. Acevedo, like Wister and Kulish, allows his characters
to

speak
as

gauchos
did in real life, swallowing syllables, using their

jargon, revealing their lack of education. All three authors enrich their

narrative with humour, homespun philosophical remarks, stories, folk

sayings,
folk songs sung or poetry recited by the hqTseman (well-known

epics or folk ballads or occasionally poetry created by the horseman

himself; both gauchos and kozaks were known as troubadours).)))
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Another way in which the creators of the horseman's novel escape
writing hackneyed pulp novels is in their treatment of the plot. While

the)' follow the formula, they also break from it
by concentrating more

on character development than on action, and by placing their pro-
tagonists in

quotidian
rather than unnatural situations in which the

horseman's character traits become validated. For example, when
Molly

does not accept the Virginian's invitation to dance because they have not
been introduced, the

Virginian promptly brings over a respected
member of the town to introduce them. This shows up his

\"grit\"
and

ingenuity
in immediately getting what he wants. In another instance,

when Trampas is about to call the Virginian a \"son-of-a-,\" the

Virginian draws his pistol and utters the line that became immortalized
in the American idiom: \"When you call me that, smile!\" (The Virginian, p.
41). When Hetman

Briukhovets'kyi,
a kozak leader, is betrayed by a

fellow kozak leader who challenges his authority, he realizes that \"two

cats in the same sack can't get along peacefully\"; nevertheless, he can't
bring

himself to kill Soroka. Puzzled, he asks himself, \"Why is it that I

don't have the strength to finish this off?\" (Chorna rada, p. 384). By

presenting his kozaks with human weaknesses and doubts, Kulish
creates real human beings instead of just types. When Mauro listens to
a gaucho renegade brag

of his bloodthirstiness, he knows that he can set
the man straight with his

faeon,
but instead he decides that it isn't worth

it, and so he agrees with the man \"so as not to provoke him into taking
out his knife\" (Cancha Larga, p. 63). It isn't lack of courage that motivates
Mauro, but common sense and an awareness of what is and what is not
worth fighting for. Such responses ensure that Mauro does not

degenerate into a mere type.
The most obvious

departure
from the typical plot pattern or

formula (that has since become a cliche through overuse in subliterature

and in films) is the outcome of each protagonist's life. Instead of having
the protagonist ride off as a triumphant hero into the sunset, each author
chooses realism with an admixture of

symbolism,
not of the usual sunset

variety. Kulish has Shram die and his son
marry

and settle down to a

happy domestic life, an anathema to a \"real\" kozak, who wants to go on

fighting until he dies gloriously in battle. Kulish's ending, nevertheless,
is

highly symbolic
of what exactly did happen to the great kozak state.

Wister not only marries off the Virginian but has him educated, and

even travelling East. No real cowboy marries and becomes domes-

ticated. Yet this conclusion foreshadows what does happen to cowboys;
the West does have to meet and accommodate itself to some of the ways
of the East, as the

Virginian
had to accommodate himself to the ways of

Molly. Mauro, Cancha Larga, refuses to become a
dirt-grubbing

farmer

and so remains isolated from, forgotten by, and marginal to both society
and even his own family. That is exactly what happened to those

gauchos who failed to
adjust

to the encroaching civilization. Yet despite)))
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the unhorseman-like ending of their lives, the horsemen
preserve

the

type by accepting their fates with equanimity and dignity.
Eduardo Acevedo Diaz

Jr.,
Panteleimon Kulish, and Owen Wister,

the three major creators of the horseman's novel, all
consciously

tried to

re-create the lives of their historical' protagonists, explain them, and at
the same time present individualized characters, not just types. They
captured the essence of the horseman's being and life so

genuinely that,

as a result, they seemed to create an archetype. Meanwhile, their
imitators, of whom there were many in each literature, through their
overused formulaic imitations, inadvertently made us

recognize
these

creators of horseman's novels as the moulders of the kozak, cowboy,
and gaucho prototype,

and their novels as the ones that helped and
sanctified the formula.)

\)
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Notes)

1. I am grateful to Charlotte M. Wright, assistant editor of Texas Books

in Review, for her helpful comments on the cowboy.
2. James Fenimore

Cooper
wrote five novels with Natty Bumpo as the

protagonist. Known as the Leatherstocking Tales, they
were The Pioneers (1823),

The Last of the Mohicans (1826), The Prairie (1827), The Pathfinder (1840), and The

Deerslayer (1841). John R. Milton notes that \"It is often taken for granted that

James Fenimore Cooper is either the first western novelist or that he has been the

primary influence upon fiction of the West.\" See John R. Milton, The Novel of the
American West (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980), p. 81.

3. John G. Cawelti, Adventure, Mystery,
and Romance: Formula Stories as

Art and Popular Culture (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1976), p. 219.

4. The traditional form of this term has been \"cossack.\" For the present

study, the old standard spelling of the word is unacceptable, for several reasons.

First, it is misleading. The primary definition of the word \"cossack\" found in any

dictionary is a variation of the one found in Webster's Seventh Collegiate

Dictionary. The \"cossack\" is defined as a \"member of a favored military caste of

Russian frontiersmen and border guards in czarist Russia\" or, according to the
second edition of the New World Dictionary of the American Language, \"a member

of a people of southern Russia, famous as horseman and cavalryman.\" The kozak
described in this study is none of these things. He is Ukrainian, not Russian.
This, in turn, carries with it a change in the historical role played by the
Ukrainian kozak and the Russian cossack. The kozak's relationship to the

Ukrainian people was far more meaningful than that of a frontier guard or of a

military elite. He was a protector of the Ukrainian people from the plundering
attacks of the Tartars and Turks and, later, from the imperialistic ambitions of

the Poles and Russians. The kozaks created a Ukrainian state and were its

socio-politicalleaders.

Aside from these semantic considerations, phonologically speaking the
word \"cossack\" is not true to the Ukrainian pronunciation of the word, or even
to its Turkish

origin.
Some dictionaries recognize the difference in pronunciation

between the accepted word \"cossack\" and its Ukrainian and Turkish counter-

parts. As for its orthography, \"cossack\" fails to give a true transliteration of the
Ukrainian word. For these reasons, this

paper employs the form \"kozak,\)
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following Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopedia (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1963) .
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reality.
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\"He lived among us\":

Evhen Malaniuk's Poem on Mickiewicz's Monument
in Warsaw)

In the fall of 1932, the Ukrainian emigre poet Evhen Malaniuk, living in
Warsaw, wrote a poem expressing his lyrical and historiosophical
reflections upon contemplating the monument of the Polish national

poet Adam Mickiewicz. The untitled poem had only a motto, \"Bilia

pamiatnyka Mitskevycha'1 (At Mickiewicz's Monument), as was quite
common in Malaniuk's practice.

Asid_e from its place in the internal development of Malaniuk's

poetic art, this inspired and inspiring poem
was destined to play an

interesting, not insignificant, role in the history of Polish literature

between the wars.

Internally, the poem marks an important stage in the Ukrainian

poet's lifelong \"pilgrimage\" (Proshcha, as was to be the title of one of his

later retrospective collections in which the poem was published).1
The first volumes of Malaniuk's poetry published during the first

decade of his life in exile are marked by the poet's almost exclusive

preoccupation with the immediate past events in which he participated
as a soldier: revolution, civil war, a short-lived period of Ukrainian

independence, the collapse of the Polish-Ukrainian Kiev campaign,
forced demobilization, and then exile. As indicated by the title of
Malaniuk's first volume of

poetry, Stylet
i stylos (Stiletto and Stylus),2 the

poet considered it his fate and his mission, after
having

had to lay down

his weapons, to continue the struggle for a free Ukraine by using his

pen. To nourish hopes and national strength, he evokes in subsequent
volumes the grandeur and the beauty of the land, the heroic past in
which the

dynamic
northern elements and the idyllic Hellenic cultural

and intellectual values fluctuate in stormy cross-currents-full of

violence, but also full of intellectual and spiritual achievements; once

shining splendidly, then lost in wars and
political pressure

and

oppression from the East and from the West; but always retaining
the

potential of being a \"Steppe Hellas\"-a recurring motif, especially in the
volume Zemlia i zalizo (Earth and Iron).3)))
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Although these themes continued to play the most
important

role

in Malaniuk's poetry to the very end of his life, the scope of his works

gradually expanded. The intellectual and aesthetic horizon of the poet
gradually widened and

deepened,
and his concept of history and

human fate became less \"ethnic,\" more universal. During his years in

Poland, Malaniuk's readings and personal contacts with Polish writers

and critics made him more and more aware of important issues and
some striking analogies between the history and literature of the Polish

people and his own-especially in the nineteenth
century,

when both

these nations were oppressed. Upon reading Mickiewicz, Wyspianski,
and other Polish writers, Malaniuk, for whom at first Poland was just
another country in which he was able to settle as an emigre Ukrainian

and find appropriate work,4 found common ground in the
spirit

of the

same struggle for freedom that he knew from his and his generation's
personal experience.

Adam Mickiewicz's fervently patriotic poetry, from the time when
the Polish poet too was an

emigrant
on his lifelong pilgrimage, was

especially pertinent to what Malaniuk must have felt and thought about

the situation of his people and about his own mission as a
poet.

A work

that seems to have especially affected Malaniuk's thoughts and feelings
at that time was Mickiewicz's visionary drama, Dziady (The Forefathers'

Eve), Part III, in particular the
\"Digression,\"

of which the fragment
\"Pomnik Piotra Wielkiego\" (Monument of Peter the Great) is one of the

most provoking and prophetic poems on Russia; it is also the key to an
understanding of the PQetic dialogue between Mickiewicz and Pushkin,

including Pushkin's \"Mednyi vsadnik\" (The Bronze Horseman) and \"On

mezhdu nami zhil\" (He Lived Among Us) and Mickiewicz's \"Do

przyjaci61
Moskali\" (To My Russian Friends).

To what extent Malaniuk was absorbed by Mickiewicz's poem can

be seen from his long essay on St. Petersburg written at that time, in
which

long fragments
of this poem-alongside the works of Shevchenko

and some others-are quoted in support of most of Malaniuk's

historiosophical argument about this city as a symbol of an ominous,
ruthless force

constantly threatening the peace of Europe-a symbol of
the empire which, for Malaniuk, was an anticipation of \"The Third

International,\" replacing \"The Third Rome.\" These motifs will subse-

quently figu,re
in several of Malaniuk's poems, beginning with the poem

\"At Mickiewicz's Monument.\"
Malaniuk's essay was published as the

leading
article in the Polish

journal Pamit:tnik Warszawski in 1931, under the title \"St. Peters-

burg-Petrograd-Leniograd.\"s Pamit;tnik Warszawski, edited by Ludwik
Hieronim Morstin, a distinguished poet and dramatist,

played
an

important role in Polish intellectual life in the
t\037irties, although

it was

a rather short-lived enterprise. At the time there was quite a heated

literary debate in Poland concerning the question of the
patriotic)))
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function of literature. Morstin took a very firm stand in this debate,
publishing in

Pamit;tnik
Warszawski an article entitled \"Literatura w

obliczu zagadnien bytu narodowego
tr

(Literature in the face of the

problems of national existence).6 Morstin lamented the attitude of those

writers who proclaimed that with the establishment of the independent
Polish state, literature could be

finally relieved of its previous patriotic
duties and could feel free to take up more mundane themes.

7
He warned

that those \"true artists who proclaimed the twilight of
patriotism

in the

name of universal ideals. . . would soon discover that they inflict a

terrible damage on themselves.\" Very similar concerns were expressed
in his survey of

\"Contemporary
Polish Patriotic Poetry\" in Przeglqd

Wsp61czesny: \"We live under the threat of
catastrophes foretold,

approaching nearer and nearer as an earthquake. . . . It cannot be
denied that there is

something threatening and fantastic in our existence.
Will all this remain without an echo in our

poetry?\"g

In this context, it was naturally an event that attracted considerable
attention when a

poem by a foreign Ukrainian author, showing both a

profound understanding of Polish history and literature and concern for

its future, and entreating the Polish bard to \"stand guard over his
city'\"

was published
in the most popular and influential periodical, the

weekly Wiadomosci Literackie, in Polish translation by the most popular
poet of the time, Julian Tuwim, famous for his congenial translations,

especially from Russian.
9

I-Iere is the original text and Tuwim's translation (which certainly
did justice to the Ukrainian

poem),
followed by my \"philological\"

translation into English l attempting only to approximate certain

characteristic formal features (alliteration, rhythm, and so on).)

(BreH MaJ1aHIOK)

5iJI.H naM' HTHHKa MiUKE:BH4Y

TI1 B,l{HBJ15IE:lllC.H XMYpO i 6pOH30BO

nOHaL1 nOBepXI1, ]]IO,[(H i J1HU.H,

ni.l1 To6olO p03MipHO H rp030BO

KpYTHTb pOKiT IltO.l1\342\202\254HHI1H CTOJIHU.H.)

TaM Kl1rl14 YTb BI1CJ1HHCbKi MeBH, . .

XBHJ151 6eper nill.{aHHHH J1I1)1(e . . .

-40pHe MicTO TBG\342\202\254:, MiUK\302\243BI14,

EBpa3ii1cbKI1M MeH i napH)I{eM.

)KoBTeHb rpaE: r JTYX i npeJ1IO,l!H,

l]HpHrYE: WoneH l1HCTOna,l{OM

I TaKi TYT Cni3HHJJi l11O,l{H,

I TaKa JIereHL(apHa BJ1aL(a.

5eJ1bBe,l{ep niL{ BHCn5IHCbKHMI1 MJIaMH

neTepOYp3bKHM 3il{xa\342\202\254 TYMaHOM.)))
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B 40pHHX BiKHaX-TO nJ10MiHb 411 nJ15IMH?

CipHH npI1BHt{-MaHa 411 OMaHa.

1 KOJ1H 3acKper04YTb BiTH,

Cxi,.q \037HXHe CBo\"iM 3HMHHM HOp,.qOM,-

B Y 5I3\037OBCbKHX rr J15I\342\202\254BiTep,

CTeJ1e WJ15IX no accpaJ1bTY-Op,l{aM.

BHCTeJ151\342\202\254 ip:>l<aBHM J1HCTOM,

MOB TaTapCbKHMH KHJ1HMaMH

. . . CTepe)l(H, CTepe>l<H ue MicTO,
BapTiBHH4HI1 i3 OpOH3H, At1aMe!)

Eugeniusz Malaniuk

Warszawa

Wpatrujesz sie chmurnie spizowo,
Ponad pietra i ludzi i twarze,

Grzmi pod tob Q dygoc\037c miarowo,

Stolica w burzliwym rozgwarze.

W dali mewy wislane
krzycz\037,

Fala brzegi piasczyste lize.

Czarme miasto twoje, Mickiewiczu,

Eurazyjskirn jest dla mnie Paryzem.

Szumi\037 gluche preludia jesiene,

Dyryguje Chopin listopadern,
ludzie tutaj-tacy spoznieni,
Wladza tutaj-z legendarnym czadem.

W
mglach wyspianskich Belweder, owiany

Petersburskim tumanern mrocznym.
W sennych oknach-czy to plomien, czy plamy?

Szare widmo-uroczyste czy uroczne?

I kiedy gal\037zie zaskrzypi\037

I wsch6d zionie ziebiacym nordem,

Wicher liscmi Aleje zasypie,
Bruk wysciele mongolskim hordom.

Leci, leci ordzewa lisciasta,

Tatarskiemi, sie kladzie kilimami.

Pilnuj, pilnuj swojego miasta,
Wartowniku

spizowy,
Adamie!)

Evhen Malaniuk

At Mickiewicz's Monument

You gaze sombrely and bronzely
Over housefronts, people

and faces,)))

in Kievan Rus', Zahrebel'nyi also pays considerable
attention to contemporary Bulgaria and Byzantium, where

Syvook

spent many years of his life; his depiction of life in Constantinople,
the

capital
of the vainglorious empire, which, in spite of its outward

splendour, is dying from
spiritual emptiness, represents one of the

most successful episodes of the novel. One should also mention

Zahrebel'nyi's
attitude towards Christianity, which, notwithstanding

its generally positive significance as a vehicle for
spreading knowledge

and education, also had some negative aspects, since the attempt to
in1pose the new religion violated human conscience and unleashed a
destructive force that swept away many cultural and artistic accom-

plishments of the past.
13

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of the novel
DYlJO

is the fact

that about a third of it takes place not in the eleventh
century

but in

modern times-four chapters in the 1940s and six in the 1960s;in other
words, there are three different levels of action. This structural device

is, of course, not unfamiliar to modern writers, in whose novels
chapters

taking place in the distant past are occasionally interspersed with those

occurring at the
present

time. As Zahrebel'nyi himself has stated, he has
used this unusual composition in order to demonstrate that the past and

the present are joined together by unbreakable bonds, that our historical

and cultural heritage influences our thinking, stirs up our emotions, and
even determines our actions.

14
In any case, by directly connecting the

main theme of his novel with the
present,

the author has brought it

much closer to his audience and has succeeded in
involving

the

audience emotionally with the plot, which at first appears to be rather
distant and abstract from a modern reader's point of view.)))
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Down below thunders rhythmically

The capital in its daily din.

Over there Vistula
seagulls clamour,

Th.e waves gently lick the sandy shore. . .
-This black city of

yours, Mickiewicz,

Is for me a Eurasian Paris.)

October plays muted preludes,
Chopin conducts tones of November.

People here seem out of step with time
Their leaders as if

steeped
in legends.

Belvedere under the Wyspianski mist,
Then gasping for breath in the Petersburg fog.

In the black windows-is it flame or flecks?
A grey figure-illusion or delusion?

And when the tree branches start creaking,
The East will erupt in a

wintry
storm.

Northern wind runs wild in the Ujazdowskie,
Making trails for the Asian horde.

Rusty leaves cover the asphalt,
As if with thick Tartar rugs.

. . . Watch, watch closely over this city,
Sentinel of bronze, Adam!)

It is not easy to
explain

to Western readers the full emotional load

and the evocative power of the seemingly simple imagery, which,

however, acquires a more complex dimension against the background
of its literary and historical tradition. This tradition of the poetry of

Romanticism and of Symbolism had in Poland (as well as in Ukraine)

a powerful, although highly esoteric, \"ethnic\" quality. Only a poet
intimately keyed in to it could have been able to express in just a few
condensed images the spirit both of the past and of the time when he
wrote the poem. Without launching into a detailed analysis, suffice it to

mention a few key words and their implications. \"Belvedere,\" once the

residence of the Great Duke Constantine, evokes the dramatic events of

the Polish November uprising of 1830-1831; the crackling of the falling
\"rusty

leaves\" haunted the young conspirators preparing the uprising in
S. Wyspianski's Noc listopadowa (November Night); it was also the time

when Mickiewicz wrote The Forefathers' Eve, Part III, with its \"Digres-
sion\" on St. Petersburg; and \"Belvedere\" was Josef Pilsudski's residence
at the time when Malaniuk wrote his

poem
and imagined seeing his

shadow in the window.
There were elements of a double irony in the circumstances

surrounding
the appearance of Malaniuk's poem in Wiadomosci)))
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Literackie. One was that it was a
foreign,

Ukrainian poet who took up the

note of patriotic concerns that the Polish
poets

were consciously

ignoring at the time; the second was that the poem was launched
by

a

writer who was perhaps most representative of those blamed by
Morstin, Zawodzinski, et al. for

having forgotten true patriotic concerns.

A Ukrainian poet worrying about Poland's fate was certainly not

an everyday phenomenon. While the reborn Poland's political goals-at
least

initially,
as envisaged by J6zef Pilsudski-were anticipating a

strong chain of independent states between Russia and
Germany,

the

reality turned out quite differently. Although as an officer Malaniuk

certainly understood Pilsudski's decision to retreat from Kiev and to

negotiate peace with the U.S.S.R. (in view of the sheer numbers of the

Soviet troops and the increasing pressures of the Allies), he must have

felt as disappointed and bitter as all the other Ukrainians who, after

Petlura's desperate attempt to continue the fight alone, had to lay down
their arms. Pilsudski's personal apologies in front of the officers
interned in Szczypiorno, although acknowledged \"chivalrous\"

by

general Bezrouczko, did not change bitter reality. Malaniuk, now a
stateless poet, spent the next few years in Czechoslovakia studying at

the Agricultural Academy in Podebrady, where he obtained the
diploma

of a hydrotechnical engineer. In 1923, he returned to Poland, where he
secured a

professional position.

In the post-war reality of Poland, where, as elsewhere in Europe,
growing national and nationalistic sentiments made the situation of

national minorities more and more difficult, the Ukrainians did not have

much reason to rejoice and to feel much solidarity with the Polish

Republic.

Thus, it is easy to understand that the appearance of Malaniuk's
poem created a minor literary sensation. Perhaps the most emotional

reaction was that of Karol W. Zawodzinski, whose lamentations about

the lack of Polish patriotic poetry were quoted above. In his surve)' of

Polish poetry for the year 1923 in Rocznik Literacki (Literary Yearbook),
Zawodzinski recalls his

feelings upon reading Malaniuk's poem in the

following-perhaps somewhat hyperbolic-passage, in which he
declares that the role of Malaniuk's poem in Polish literature is almost
as important as that once

played by
Mickiewicz's poem on St. Peters-

burg in Russian literature:)

With a
feeling

of shame I read in Wiadomosci Literackie two years ago a

magl\\ificent poem by E. Malaniuk on Warsaw being guarded by the
monument of Mickiewicz, masterly translated by Tuwim. It took a foreign
poet (about whom we will in the future reminisce as Pushkin did about
Mickiewicz: \"he lived among us, among a tribe _aliel1 to him. . . U) to give

expression to fears and worries which should never cease in the heart of

every
Pole.

10)))
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Tuwim and Zawodzinski were not alone in their enthusiasm for
Malaniuk's poetry. The best evidence of this is the publication of a

selection of Malaniuk's \"most beautiful poems\" (as characterized by
Marian Jakubiec in his review) translated by Czeslaw Jastrz\037biec
Kozlowski, who, next to Tuwim, was considered the best translator of

Slavic poetry. The selection entitled Hel'ada stepowa (Warsaw, 1936)was
very favourably

reviewed by both Polish and Ukrainian critics.
11

While the poem on Warsaw shows the widening of the scope of
Malaniuk's poetic and ideological concerns, it did not, in any way, make

his commitment to his national ideals less
deep

and intense. On the

contrary, the realization of many analogies between Ukrainian and
Polish history and literature

may
have been a contributing factor to the

process of the crystallization and deepening of his historiosophical

ideas-ideas highly emotional, romantic, even Messianic, perhaps, but

increasingly guided by high moral principles. Not unlike the Polish poet

Mickie\\tvicz, who never despaired in tlte time of Poland's defeat and

who prophesied rebirth, so did Malaniuk faithfully and stubbornly
create, re-create, and perfect his vision of his Ukraine-the \"Steppe
Hellas.\" He never once despaired, but

indefatigably
continued his poetic

\"talen-all through his years of exile, in the free Poland between the

wars, then in Poland overrun by the \"hordes\" both from the East and
from the West, in Germany after the war, and later in New York, where
he died in 1968,highly regarded-both

in the West and in Ukraine-as

one of the leading Ukrainian writers. 12

One ,of the tributes highlighting aptly, even if highly rhetorically,
the unique role of Evhen Malaniuk in emigre Ukrainian literature was

paid the poet by Professor Constantine Bida in his introductory address

at the Commemorative Evening at the University of Ottawa in the
spring of 1968. It seems most appropriate to quote it here on the
occasion of the twentieth anniversary of Evhen Malaniuk's death and
the tenth anniversary of the death of Constantine Bida, in whose honour
this volum,e is published:)

Even if the Ukrainian emigration after World War II would not have had

any
other poet than Malaniuk, still, the creative production of this poet,

essayist and historiographer would have justified the existence of the

whole Ukrainian emigration between the wars. 13)))
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and
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of them produced works showing an understanding of the tragic fate of the

Ukrainian people, especially during the recent dramatic events,when
they
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all the threshold of true independence. A good example is Kazimierz Wier-

zynski,
an important young poet who around that time abandoned the earlier

youthful,
vitalistic style of such volumes as Wiosna i wino (Spring and Wine) or

Wr6ble na dachu (Sparrows on the Roof) and published much more serious
works: Gorzki

urodzaj (Bitter Harvest, 1933) and Wolnosc tragiczna (Tragic
Freedom, 1936). This latter volume contained the

poem
\"Piosnka Ukrainska\"

(Ukrainian Song).
12. See, for example, C. H. Andrusyshen and Watson Kirkconnell, The

Ukrainian Poets 1189-1962 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962), p. 411.
13. See Orest T. Pavliv, \"Oeiaki aspekty natsionalistycznoho svitohliadu

Evhena Malaniuka\" (Some Aspects of the Nationalistic World view of Evhen

Malaniuk), in Evhen Malaniuk v lS-richchia z dnia smerti (Evhen Malaniuk on the

Fifteenth Anniversary of the Day of His Death), ed. Oksana Kerch (Philadelphia:
America,1983),p. 85.)))
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IRENA R. MAKARYK)

Periphery Against Centre:

Halnlet in Early Soviet Ukrainian Poetry1)

The
question of Shakespeare's impact on the Slavic world looms in importance above all

others dealing with Western influence on the cultural and artistic
life of

these nations.

-Constantine Bida, \"Shakespeare's Entrance into the Slavic World\"2)

Constantine Bida's assertion about the importance of Shakespeare for
the Slavic world has a

particular application
for Ukrainian literature.

More than simply a method of broadening aesthetic sensibilities or
awarenesses, the use made of Shakespeare in Ukrainian literature has

invariably been tied to important junctures in Ukrainian
history

and

politics, as well as culture. The appropriation of Shakespeare by way of

translations, adaptations, and performances and by the use of themes
and images in Ukrainian literature may be considered (following the

polysystem theory of Itamar Even-Zohar) not only the
\"periphery's\"

\"interference\" in the dominant literary system, but, moreover, often a
direct challenge to the \"centre\"-the current ideological and aesthetic

assumptions.
3

Shakespearean works are thus more than a rich source of
images,

stru.ctures, and themes for Ukrainian literature. Incorporated into a new

setting, they become what Jean Howard and Marion O'Connor have

called \"a site of . . . struggle conducted through discourse.\"4 Such a

process is, as Even-Zohar observes, an
\"indispensable\" object

of study

t'for an adequate understanding of how and why transfers occur, within
systems as well as among them.

uS

While the latter aim is beyond the

scope of this short study, the former, an examination of the site of

struggle conducted through discourse, will be the
object

of this paper,

which will examine the particular case of a \"peripheral\" litera-
ture--Ukrainian (peripheral, of course, because of its status as a national

literature in a stateless Ukraine).
Bohdan Rubchak

pursues
the matter of periphery challenging

centre beyond the usual Bakhtinian interest in young, peripheral genres

a11d forms, when he addresses the notion of literature as a whole as a)))
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\"peripheral system with regard to central social
systems.\"

Literature,

argues Rubchak,)

in itself can aspire to social
centra>lity

either directly or indirectly or by

pretending that it is a basic component of a given
central social system.

Such cooperation of literature into a system ordered according to social

hopes and expectations frequently occurs when that central social system
suffers a crisis and must be ideologically resuscitated, as for example in
totalitarian systems, revolutions, emigre groups.

. . or enslaved nations,

whose own social systems are either incorporated in the new central

systems of the occupier or liquidated by him altogether.
6)

In the case of Ukrainian literature, the use made of themes from
Hamlet

appears
to be linked to a need to affirm Ukraine's uniql1eness

and, in particular, her separateness from the dominant literary sys-

tem-Russian-by emphasizing Ukrainian ties with and an
affinity

for

the West. Shakespeare in Ukrainian literature thus becomes an oblique
challenge to the prevailing conservative aesthetic and, especially, to the

political system; the use of themes from his work becomes a means of

attacking \"canonicity,\"7 both political and literary.
Because of the constrictions of

space,
I will examine only one

period, the 1920s and early 1930s, and will centre on the work of three

writers employing themes or images from Hamlet: Maksym Ryl's'kyi,
Mykola Bazhan, and Evhen Pluzhnyk. One could, however, easily
examine the 1840s, the mrn of the century, the \"thaw\" of the 1960s, or

even the 1980s-the period of glasnost' -for a similar use of Shake-

speare.

Hamlet, translated into Ukrainian at least fourteen times, has, not

surprisingly, proved to be one of Shakespeare's most popular plays in

Ukraine and the inspiration for much literary creativity
from Taras

Shevchenko to Lina Kostenko, as well as the subject of
literary criticism,

fOf, as in the West, Hamlet is regarded as the quintessentially Shake-
spearean play.

Two major areas of interest for Ukrainian writers may be
delineated: the image of the mad Ophelia-the woman who feels too
much-an image that appears, for the most part, in nineteenth-century
Ukrainian literature, and the image of the delaying intellectual,
Hamlet-the man who thinks too much. It is this latter image that
becomes the focus of

early
Soviet Ukrainian writers' interest: their

treatment of Hamlet acts as a barometer of their times and of their

specific ideological orientation.

During the 1920s, the heady days of the early Soviet period,
Ukrainian writers turned to Hamlet, as they also turned to Western
European models of art and theories of aesthetics, marking the cul-
mination of a long process of

\"Europeanization\"
that had begun long

before in the nineteenth century. The 1917 Revolution, as
George

S. N.)))
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Luckyj has pointed out, freed Ukrainian writers from \"the constant
preoccupation with the

problems
of national freedom, revolution, and

self-fulfillrnent\"8 for a study of aesthetic questions. Ukrainian national-

ism, the first power in Ukraine after the removal of the Tsar, brought
liberation from the strict censorship that had forbidden Ukrainian books
and newspapers.

9

Thus, in the years after 1917, Ukrainian writers worked in a new
creative space. The

variety
and complexity of different aesthetic

viewpoints are reflected by the burgeoning of different
literary groups:

the Symbolists, Futurists, Neoclassicists, Lanka (the Link), and VAPLITE
(Free Academy

of Proletarian Literature). The excitement of creating a
new culture is evident in the heated polemics about art and culture and
in the distinguishing features that were to make it

\"proletarian.\"lo The

poet and translator Maksym Ryl's'kyi expressed this excitement in the
following way:)

But to love or not to love that
Which grows around us and in us ourselves,

That creates us, and that we ourselves create,-)

Only a blind man, in whom instead of blood

Black ink flows in a dead stream,
Worries about questions like this.

l1)

The leader of VAPLITE, Mykola Khvyl'ovyi (1893-1933), a poet
and short-story writer, initiated the

important Literary
Discussion

(1925-1928), \"the last free debate to take place in Soviet Ukrainian
literature,\"12 involving

hundreds of writers who debated literary theory
and ideology through pamphlets and books, at

meetings,
and in the

lecture hall. Khvyl' ovyi' s response to the times and to the creation of a

Ukrainian Communist culture was two-pronged: to orient his fel-

low-writers to the \"mighty civilization\" of Goethe, Darwin, Byron, Marx,
and Shakespeare-the West; and to free Ukrainian literature from what

he perceived as a dead centre-the Russian influence. 13

The two

approaches were closely intertwined. Khvyl' ovyi urged his colleagues
to look to

Europe
and its literary traditions, because, as an idealistic

Communist, he felt that it was necessary to
directly

and unreservedly

reject \"the 'Russian road.'
\"14

Russian literature, he claimed, was

\"passive-pessimistic,\" had \"reached its limits and stopped at the
crossroads.\"15

In no event should Ukrainians follow the path of Russian
literature:)

This is absolute and unconditional. . . .

The essence of the matter is that Russian literature has weighed us
down for centuries. Being the master of the situation, it accustomed our

psyche to slavish imitation. For our young art to nourish itself [on Russian)))
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literature] would mean stunting its growth. Our orientation is toward the

art of Western Europe, toward its style, toward its reception.
16)

In Dumky proty techii (Thoughts Against the Current, 1926),

Khvyl' ovyi responds to the question \"To which Europe should we

look?\" with the following much-quoted response:)

Take whichever you like: past or present, bourgeois or proletarian, the
ever changing one. For indeed, Hamlets, Don Juans, or Tartuffes existed

in the past, but they also exist
today; they

were bourgeois, but they are

also proletarian; you may think they are immortal, but
they

will also be

capable of change.
1?)

A similar sentiment was voiced by the avant-garde Ukrainian

producer and director Les' Kurbas, who had
staged

the first Shake-

spearean production after the Revolution (Macbeth, 1920):)

After a long epoch of Ukrainophilism, romantic admiration for the

Cossacks, ethnographism, and modernism based on Russian patterns, we

see in our literature, which has hitherto reflected all social moods, a vital

and most important turning point. It is directed straight toward
Europe

. . . without any intermediaries or authoritative models. This is the only
path for our art.

18)

As the historian Orest Subtelny correctly observes, it should be
stressed that Khvyl'ovyi's (and Kurbas's) anti-Russianism \"was not so

much a product of Ukrainian nationalism as of
revolutionary

inter-

nationalism. Khvyl' ovyi was convinced that the global revolution would
never succeed if one nation, in this case, the Russians, attempted to

monopolize it. \"19

The method of achieving this goal, according to each

literary group, was, however, very different from that of the \"Khvyl' 0-

vites\"-the followers of Khvyl' ovyi.
Following Khvyl' ovyi' s lead, the poet, scholar, and translator

Mykola Zerov (1890-1941) suggested not only that writers look to the

West, but that they should study the sources of Western civilization and
culture. The

participants
of the Literary Discussion looked both to

Western European literary forms and to its themes and subjects, thus

\"internationalizing\" Ukrainian literature. The Neoclassicists, such as
Zerov and Ryl's'kyi, were

among
those many Ukrainian writers

employing Western literary subjects. Ryl's'kyi's poems, for example, are
replete with references to Dante, Heine, Byron, Homer, and Shake-

speare.
However, of all twentieth-century Ukrai\037an writers, Maksym

Ryl's'kyi (1895-1964), poet, translator, and literary critic, was most
influenced by Shakespeare, to whom he referred as an \"actor, drunkard,)))
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dreamer and thinker\" in his poem \"Shekspir\" (Shakespeare), written in
1920. Often

citing Shakespeare
in his letters, Ryl's'kyi apparently even

more frequently alluded to Shakespeare in conversation, so much so that

he began to make fun of himself by frequently using the catchphrase,
\"You should read Shakespeare,\" even when it was not appropriate for
the occasion. 20

Ryl's'kyi,
\"an unsurpassed master of the subjective lyric,tt

21

began

his career as one of the very promising young Neoclassicists. George
Luckyj has characterized Ryl's'kyi's early

work as presenting a \"static

beauty of life.\"22 By the mid-1920s, however, Ryl's'kyi began to turn to

social themes, and by the 1930s, his works became a \"realistic presen-
tation of the new socialist reality.\"23

Rich in imagery, Ryl' s'kyi' s early poems are about love, nature,

and art. In the poem \"Shekspir,\" the speaker, Shakespeare, boasts of his
\"unvanquished downpour of words, / Love, torment, tenderness and

rage / Characters [made] from steel and from silks,\" which have

presented readers with \"the eternal in the momentary.
\"24

As is evident

in this poem, but also in his critical writings, Ryl's'kyi, the translator
into Ukrainian of King Lear (translated in the early 19305 but not

published until 1941) and
Twelfth Night (also translated in the early

1930s but not published until 1950), and an avid sonneteer himself,

admired the range of Shakespeare's poetic inventiveness.
The greater part of

Ryl's'kyi's
own poems written on Shake-

spearean themes appeared in the 1920s: for
example, \"Shekspir,\"

\"Palstaf\" (PalstafO, and \"Prynts Dans'kyi (pid khvyliu zneviry)\" (The
Danish Prince [Under a Wave of Despair]). The early poems are also

(almost without exception) neglected by Sovietscholars.In the introduc-

tion to volume 1 of Ryl' s/kyi' s works, the critic Oleksandr Bilets'kyi even

deems it necessary to defend the early poetry and speaks of the

background of the \"childish. sickness of leftism\" of the 1920s to which
other writers were prone and which Ryl's'kyi avoided.

25

Ryl's'kyi
wrote his early work during the exciting years when the

Communist Party had not
yet attempted

to control cultural develop-

ment, and when Ukrainian culture received state support, a
period

when artists and writers were conscious of creating a whole new
cultural universe. It is at this time that Ukrainian writers turned

specifically to the image of Hamlet. The use that they made of Shake-

speare's character is an indicator of their aesthetic and political

positions, and of the specific, rapidly changing politics of the 1920s and

1930s.

Ryl' s'kyi' s first poem on the Hamlet theme appeared in 1919 but

has never been reprinted; it is not even found in the collected works

published
in 1960. Only M. S. Shapovalova reprints a single fragment.

26

Whether the full text seemed to undermine the political orthodoxy of

Ryl's'kyi is matter for
speculation. However, the fragment that has been)))
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reprinted, Hamlet's exchange with Polonius (based on III.ii.376-382of

Hamlet), is clearly a significant one for Ryl's'kyi, who later laments the

cutting of this scene in a production staged in 1955. 27

In this scene,

Polonius, attempting to mollify the mad Prince, agrees with every
change of his mercurial mind. Thus, a cloud resembles a camel, a

weasel, a whale. Ryl's'kyi substitutes a swallow for the weasel,

suggesting a progression of creatures that represent three ele-
ments-land, air, and water. The arbitrariness of Hamlet's shifts in

interpretation mirrors the arbitrariness and certain chaos of
Ryl's'kyi's

political surroundings when nothing seemed secure, nothing was stable;
for in 1919,the Bolshevik revolution turned into civil war. Total chaos

engulfed the country; authority collapsed as six different armies (the

'Ukrainian, Bolshevik, Whites, Entente, Poles, and Anarchists) fought on
its land.

This same
episode

from Hamlet is taken up once again in a lyrical
poem of the same period: \"Iak Hamlet prydyvliaiusia do khmar\" (Like

Hamlet I Scrutinize the Clouds), published in the collectionPid
osinnymy

zoriamy (Under Autumnal Stars, 1918; reprinted with only half of the

original poems in 1926).Here
Ryl's'kyi clearly uses Hamlet as a vehicle

for considering his own art. Comparing himself with Hamlet, and his

unco-operative pen with the \"fawning, lying\" Polonius, Ryl's'kyi
considers the

gap
between the observing eye and the final inadequacy

of art, which attempts to capture all that is seen:)

Like Hamlet I scrutil1ize the clouds,
And my pencil, my treacherous Polonius,

Pours into the word a strange magic,
The red gleams of the holy sun.
Don't listen, prince,

to the unnecessary words

Of the fawning-lying nobles,

Why would the clouds need this noisy song?28)

The transition in Ryl's'kyi's work or, to employ the interpretation
of Soviet scholars, the moment when he \"freed

H

himself from his earlier

\"Parnassian\" poetic self9 came in the mid-1920s and is marked dramat-

ically by a poem on another Shakespearean theme, \"Falstaf.\" In the

poem, Hal, now Henry V, ascends the throne and seriously addresses
his

people,
when a fat, unsavoury figure with a red nose pushes his way

through the thick crowd. Falstaff, \"the old man,\" is repudiated by Henry.
In the second stanza, Ryl's'kyi similarly repudiates

his own youth; his

past is an \"unclear blot,\" which unashamedly calls itself his friend. Like

Henry, Ryl's'kyi orders his past (here one reads his political and
literary

follies) to \"Go away! I don't know yoU.\"30
Near the end of the period in 1929,Ryl's'kyi wrote his last poem

on the Hamlet theme: \"Prynts Dans'kyi (pid khvyliu zneviry),\" published)))
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in Homin i vidholnin (Echo and Reverberation) and, according to

Shapovalova, one of
Ryl's'kyi's

\"saddest poems.\"31 Ryl's'kyi pours out

his bitter thougl\\ts about what he believed were unjust critical remarks

and a lack of understanding of his poetic quest. Contemplating an
escape from such a despondent spiritual state, he turns to thoughts of
Hamlet. His desire to flee, to cease thinking, to eat and sleep is a type of
non-being. But merely voicing these sentiments seems to turn the tide.

For, as Hamlet reminds us, to sleep and feed is to be but a beast

(IV.iv.35):)

Let's say it's really thus. These are nerves, perhaps spleen.
. .

Escape to the Crimea! Not think, eat and sleep!
But remember: Where is Polonius, 0 Prince?

He' s at dinner.

He's eating?
He's being eaten. 32)

The mordant, cynical reminder of the fate of Polonius suggests what
passivity and inertia could lead to.

Ryl's'kyi's poems chronicle the rise and fall of Ukrainian writers'
attempts to

challenge
the centre during the period of the early Soviet

regime. A restrained, philosophical writer
deeply

rooted in Western

classical traditions, in 1929 Ryl's/kyi despaired for all writers, as well as

for himself, for by 1927 a pro-Soviet organization, the VUSPP (the
All-Ukrainian Associationof Proletarian Writers), was formed to combat

the spread of nationalist ideas (or the perception of such ideas) in

literature. The Communist Party's control and surveillance of literary
activities had begun. By 1932, all literary organizations in the U.S.S.R.

would be dissolved.
A more trenchant attack on

passivity,
and particularly on Hamlet,

was soon to appear in the 1930s under Stalinism when th,e centre

reasserted control. Typical of this period is Mykola Bazhan's (1904-1983)
poem \"Smert' Hamleta\" (The Death of Hamlet). Bazhan,like Ryl/s'kyi a

poet and translator, overcame (according to Soviet scholars) \"certain

formalistic and constructivist tendencies\" from the 1920s and became a
socialist realist. 33

As L. Novychenko remarks, \"Smert' Hamleta\" clearly
establishes Bazhan as a Party poet at an

opportune time;34 Lazar

Smul'son speaks of the poem as Bazhan's entry into the
\"path

of devoted

service to the socialist fatherland.\"35 In fact, Bazhan was probably
responding to a

specific danger,
for the critics O. Levada and A.

Chepurniuk publicly criticized Bazhan's early work for its \"nationalist

themes,\" for its failure to \"measure up to the demands of the working

class,\"36 and for its failure to realize \"the catastrophe which awaits those
who have

departed
from the broad path of the proletarian revolution

\"37)))
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Without explaining why, Shapovalova merely states that \"Smert'

Hamleta\" is \"one of the poet's sharply topical key works of the 1930s.\"38
This was, of course, the time of the purges, when over one hundred

leading scholars, writers, and other intellectuals were executed or sent

to labour camps, and a new nationality policy was declared:outstanding
works of Ukrainian scholarship and literature were removed from

libraries and bookshelves; plays were banned and scores of theatres

closed; and the number of Ukrainian schools was drastically reduced. 39

In addition to '15mert' Hamleta,tt Bazhan's poems on Shake-

spearean themes include \"I sontse take prozore\" (And the Sun Is So

Transparent) and flU Stratfordi na Eivoni\" (In Stratford-upon-Avon).

\"Smert' Hamleta,\" a monologue in the \"pamphleteering style,\"40

transforms the questions of Hamlet into questions about the class

struggle. It is a
deeply

satiric work, but it is clearly the work of a Party
poet, who turns the

Shakespearean
character into a paragon of evil.

\"Hamletism\" or hesitation, doubt, and lack of commitment are,

according to Bazhan, the greatest kind of evil. He writes of Hamlet:)

In a trance of problems, dilemmas and deceit,
And you hear someone

calling
\"comrade!\"

And you hear someone whispering \"sir!\"

And Hamlet recovers [his senses],
tries briskly

To
respond

both to this and to that.

As if to say, look- \302\267

here is the right

This is the left side of my face.

41)

Hamlet thus becomes a symbol of the uncommitted, hesitant
intellectual who is torn between the old, bourgeois system (suggested

by the term of address, \"sir\"-pan) and the new, Communist system
(suggested by

\"comrade\.") A Janus-like figure who seems to look to both
the old and the new,Hamlet-according to

Bazhan-actually only looks

backward. His evil lies in his attempt to please all sides. With this view

of Hamlet, it is not surprising that Bazhan, like the Party at this
point

in

time, looks for black-and-white responses and therefore willingly
commits Hamlet to death so that a new, real (rather than effeminate)

man might spring up from the battle of class
stntggle: \"Die, black Prince

of fear / So that a man might be born from the battles.\" Humanism is a

mirage; no one has patience in these times for a
dviinyk (a divided

being). The only humanism permitted, according to Bazhan, is the
humanism of Lenin; and class will be the teacher of all-love, hate, and
war. Class will teach us \"to look the enemy in the,

\037ye
/ Will teach us to

shoot the enemy in the forehead.\"
Defending Bazhan's poem, Iurii Surovtsev argues that Bazhan does)))
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not judge Hamlet, the humanist of the Renaissance; rather, the poet
judges \"hamletism,\" which is the psychosis of division. The type of
Hamlet Bazhan criticizes, says Surovtsev,

develops ethically
from

inactive indecision to a submission to evil. Bazhan's Hamlet is a type of

man possessed of \"decadent morals and psychology.
\"42

Decadence,

ambiguity, doubt, passivity, and ideological impurity are thus all
connected in both Bazhan's and Surovtsev's

conception
of Hamlet.

Similarly, the \"definitive\" article on Bazhan in volume 2 of Istoriia
ukrains'koi

literatury (The History of Ukrainian Literature), published in

1957, thus describes Bazhan's poetic effort:)

The poet has painted a sharply satirical portrait of the typical image of a

hideous bourgeois-intellectual-individualist with his depraved morals,

spiritual ravagement, false humanity. . . .

\"Hamletism\" in such circumstances worked with fascism as the

cynical position of
\"neutrality.

\"43)

Thus, Bazhan's poem seems to directly support the Stalinist waves
of repression of the 1930s and appears to concede the necessity of the
earlier purges of the 1920s, which were directed against \"inactive,

opportunistic, lax, or otherwise unfit members\" of the Party.44 By the

1930s, the purges were aimed at those who had made
\"ideological

mistakes\" or who had \"ideological failings\" (i.e., those who challenged
or disagreed with Stalin).45 Hamlet and hamletism thus become symbols
of those who were purged: the intellectuals, who refused to

accept

simple responses to complex questions, who hesitated to carry out or
support Stalin's terror.

Khvyl' avyi, who regarded \"the Octobrist

simplifiers and vulgarizers
ft46

as the real enemies of proletarian art and

who proposed the following watchword, committed suicide:)

Our watchword is: reveal the duality of the man in our time, show one's
true self. . . . If you are a revolutionary, you will often split your \"I.\" But

if you are a citizen or a servant, let us say, in one of the departments, you

are in fact a Gogolian hero even if
you

feel like the king of all creation. 47)

The reception of the tragedies of Shakespeare-both their

interpretation and their performance-fell to its lowest nadir in the

history
of the Soviet Union. Very little material survives from this time.

In criticism, Marx's and
Engels's

love of Shakespeare is cited in all

preliminary remarks. Western views of Hamlet are labelled as Freudian,

Protestant, melancholic, romantic, or aesthetic 48

-that is, as simplifica-

tions; and \"shallow psychological interpretations\"49 are vigorously
attacked, while Soviet views are lauded for stressing the plebeian

origins of Shakespeare, emphasizing the \"realism\" of his work, the use

he made of folk elements (songs, superstitions, rites, and fables), and the)))
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class struggle of the Renaissance. A. A.Smirnov's
Shakespeare:

A Marxist

Interpretation summed up the view of Soviet scholars of the 1930s: \"The

basic characteristics of Shakespeare's point of view and style-his
militant, revolutionary protests against feudal forms, conceptions,

and

institutions-remained unaffected throughout his life. \"50

The \"chronicles\" fared best in Soviet criticism of the 19308,51 while
the comedies often fared worst, in part since the pluralistic thinking

suggested by humour, and particularly by the
polysemy

of
puns,

as well

as the virtues of compromise and compassion found in Shakespeare's
comedies

52
are not only antipathetic but also subversive and dangerous

in such a political climate. As Frederick Ahl has observed, \"Pluralistic

thinking has a tendency to discover humor because it is ever aware that

a given word or idea does not belong exclusively to one field of

reference or to one context.
\"53

But pluralism is exactly what was being rooted out in the late
19208and 1930s.It is thus not surprising that Zerov had to be purged,
for he argued that \"we must protest against group-mindedness,

group-patriotism, and group-exclusiveness. We must protest against the
belief that in a literary group we have the sole criteria of truth. \"54

In complete opposition to Zerov's and Khvyl' ovyi' s views were
those of Stalin, who, in a letter to Lazar Kaganovich, the then-Secretary
of the CP(B)U, warned that the extreme views of Khvyl'ovyi and his

followers must be controlled; only then \"is it
possible to transform the

rising Ukrainian culture and Ukrainian social life into a Soviet culture
and Soviet social life .

\"55
.

While Ryl's'kyi more obliquely indicated his awareness of the
awful fate of his contemporaries, the poet Evhen Pluzhnyk (1898-1936),
later a victim of the purges, directly responded to Bazhan in a coura-

geous but quixotic gesture. Solitude, melancholy, division of the soul,
the struggle of the powerless individual born in the wrong time-these
are some of the dominant themes of the personal, lyrical poetry of

Pluzhnyk. He approaches the subject of the Danish prince in a
poem

entitled \"Khodyt' . . . Vse khodyt'\" (He Walks. . . Always Walks), which
appeared in his last collection of

poetry ironically entitled Rivnovaha

(Equilibrium), written in 1933-1934 but first published in 1943.This
collection contains a number of poems on historical and literary
personages, and it is

through them, for the most part, that Pluzhnyk
examines the idea of metaphysical balance. In two

reflective, lyric

poems,
\"Ia vzhe natomyvsia\" (I'm Already Tired) and \"Dushe moia! Ty

znov stoish na hrani\"
(My

Soul! Once Again You Stand On the Brink),
Pluzhnyk analyzes his ennui and the division in his own soul. This

psychological-philosophical subject matter also reappears in the
poem

about Hamlet, which resembles these latter poem\037 in tone as well as in
subject matter. The poet sees the

prince constantly walking, lost in

thought, undecided whether to be or not to be. Just as
Pluzhnyk)))
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attempts
to revive himself, to spur himself to action in \"Ia vzhe

natomyvsia\" and \"Oushe moia,\" so the speaker in \"Khodyt'H urges the
Danish prince to take control of himself and to quickly finish his

forgotten soliloquy. The speaker recognizes that his time, like Hamlet's,

is out of joint (\"My God! What an age!\.56")Not believing that Hamlet is
a \"fascist\" or a \"collaborator\" (Pluzhnyk directly addresses Bazhan in his

poem) with evil because of his indecision, Pluzhnyk ultimately pleads
for sympathy for the prince, who is not unlike the

poet:
not attuned to

his time, powerless, suffering, struggling, alone. The poem ends with
the

uncertainty
of being.

Pluzhnyk's poetry is concerned with metaphysics and his

apprehension of the poet's relationship to life, and his society is

individualistic, free, independent, and, moreover, sceptical-a danger-

ous attitude to uphold at this time. 57

The 1930s did not allow the luxury
of Pluzhnyk's position. Only complete commitment was

permitted,
and

so Pluzhnyk, like many others, was \"purged.\"
As Pluzhnyk was writing his last few

poems,
the \"new man\" of

Soviet society, its \"positive hero,\" was being enshrined. 58

In
complete

opposition to Hamlet, the new Soviet hero was single-minded and
determined, subordinating everything,

even his personal life, to the

great ideal. 59

A close study of the models of early Soviet Ukrainian
literature ironically reveals a fear of the collective on the one hand and,
on the other hand, a desire '1to demonstrate the indispensability of the

leader and the Party.
\"60

Moreover, when it comes to the nationality issue, Soviet formulaic
literature, both poetry and prose, reveals the centre's reassertion of

control. As Myroslav Shkandrij points out, the influence of Russian

civilization and the influx of Russian specialists into various countries
are defended as '1a

historically progressive phenomenon,\"61 as, for

example, in Ivan Le's Roman mizhhiria (A Novel of the Lowlands, 1929),

reprinted in enormous numbers in 1930, 1931, 1932, 1934,and at
regular

intervals since.
62

Non-formulaic literature, or literature that portrays life \"as

something irreducible, unforeseeable, something that escapes the grasp
of the most sensitive and intelligent individual or

Party,\" challenges the

\"tidy right-wrong equation that the formula requires.\"63 In addition to
humour, subversive elements of fiction included

\",
excessive' delving

into psychology. . . . Soviet critics developed a theory of
personality

that

refused to admit that the psyche was a battleground of conflicting
forces; instead they insisted on the 'positive hero' being calm, composed,
stern, and very deliberate in his actions.\"64

When the worst sin of society is individualism, the vacillating
Hamlet, so divided in his soul, and perhaps the most individualistic of

Shakespeare's creations, must, by logical extension, become the object

of attack.)))
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It should be noted parenthetically that the
negative

view of Hamlet

and of Shakespearean works as a whole in the 1930s is not a new

phenomenon. Earlier, Tolstoy had criticized Shakespeare for the lack of
balance and harmony in his works, taking

as his starting point a didactic

theory of art. As Bida has pointed out, morality,
not aesthetic con-

siderations, prevail in Slavic literatures. 65

\"The
deeply complex Ham-

let-like individuals\" are not admired by Slavic literati,66 for whom \"the

role and the significance of the poet is . . . conditioned by his relation-
ship to

society
in which he lives, to his nation, and to his

country.\"67

Also at the back of this conservative aesthetic is Lenin's central
article

\"Party Organization
and Party Literature\" (1905), which still

today forms the basis of Soviet literary policy. Espousing
a pragmatic

theory of literature, Lenin argues that \"one cannot live in a
society

and

be free from that society. The independence of the bourgeois author,
artist, and actress is

merely
a pretended independence from the

money-bag, from the bribe, from being kept.
\"68

Literature must be

subordinated to the Party and to the government and should be used as
a

weapon
of the socialist state. Like Tolstoy before him and Stalin after

him, Lenin's
concept

of literature is utilitarian and didactic.

The equating of Hamlet with hamletism was not seriously or

significantly challenged
until the 19705, when, in a reversal of the notion

of hamletism (now firmly entrenched in both the Ukrainian and Russian
lexicon), the Danish prince suddenly became a

symbol
of clear moral

vision, of a positive affirmation of life and of
high principles. By 1980,

the leading Ukrainian
po\037t

Lina Kostenko was safely able to write in her
collection of poetry entitled

Nepovtornist'
(The Unrepeated):)

And what of Shakespeare? He lives in Hamlet.
And this is the only answer for us: to be!

Whether mankind travels the cosmos, or with oxen,
Whether it has a goose quill in its hands,-
The mighty of immortal staves sail through Eternity,

Like icebreakers on the Dnipro.
69)

Gorbachev's \"new era of glasnost',\" while calling not far change but
rather for

reinvigoration, has, however, suggested a possible rear-

rangement of the relationship between centre and periphery. Not
only

is Hamlet once more regarded positively, but such writers as Khvyl' 0-
vyi, Pluzhnyk, and

Zerov, delegated
to obscurity since the 1930s, have

now been \"rehabilitated\" and moved ta the centre. The canon of Soviet

Ukrainian writers has been reassessed and the writers themselves
reranked.

Khvyl' ovyi
and Pluzhnyk are, among others, now considered

as marking the apex of
early

Soviet Ukrainian literary life.

The use of Hamlet by Soviet Ukrainian 'writers reveals the
impossibility

of Soviet cultural policy, which cannot permit Ukrainian)))
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Soviet writers to be culturally independent of Moscow yet politically
and economically tied to it.

Appropriated by all sides of the ideological,
national, and aesthetic debates of the last ISO-odd years of Ukrainian

history, Shakespeare and his Hamlet show no signs of
exhausting

their

use to Slavs.)))
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The Narrator Unlocks His Narrative Hoard:
Gnomic Verses as Thematic Keys to

Beowulf)

Little has changed since Robert Burlin noted more than a decade ago
that

\"gnomic passages
in Beowulfhave attracted relatively little comment

and enthusiasm.\"1 This may well be due to the
long-standing

belief that

such passages \"are conventional stop-gaps or roundings of periods\" or
generalizations \"without intended applications.\"2 Several studies do

present admirable discussions of some gnomic statements in
Beowulf,

but their authors limit themselves to comments on the artistic value of
a small number of these. They are seen, for example, as structurally
useftll \"toclose and dismiss an incident

already
described\" or to form \"a

bridge connecting two particulars\"; they are considered conceptually
valuable because

they pr10vide
\"secure resting points, which comfortably

evoke the ideal norms of [the audience's] society and [its] world\"; or

they
are described as helping the narrator perform \"the important

function of
channeling

audience response\" since they articulate \"certain

timeless truths. H3

One scholar, Kemp Malone, has isolated all Beowulfian

gnomic ,Rassages, categorizing each as
\"worldly,\" \"philosophical,\"

or

\"godly\"; he has not, however, distinguished between those used by the
narrator as he

develops
his story and which are external to it, and those

found internally, uttered
by

the characters within the story. Also, since

he is interested in demonstrating the
\"appropriateness

of
thought

to

setting,\" he limits his comments to the relationship between gnomic
verses and the immediate context in which they appear.

What seems to have escaped critical notice, then, is the structural
importance

of the narrator's gnomic utterances taken as a group--that
is, how they are employed by

him outside the narrative, as periodic
statements in the more detached terms of traditional wisdom of those

central themes around which his narrative is built. Two of Malone's

gnomic categories, \"worldly\" and \"philosophical,\" permit the narrator to
mark out two of his tale's major themes-the heroic precepts to be

obeyed in the warrior's search for
glory,

and the belief that all things

earthly are fleeting and doomed to disappearance. A third
group,)))
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Malone's Itgodly,\" aids the narrator in giving his story-set historically

at a time prior to the conversion to Christianity of the peoples
involved-a Christian

perspective; carefully positioned
maxims on

God's firm guidance of the universe and on His
fatherly

love of men

help the narrator lead his audience to find some meaning in the
seeming

waste of men's heroic efforts in an unstable and transient world.
Although the nature and the extent of the influence of classical

rhetoric on Old English poetry and on
Beowulf

in
particular

have yet to

be determined with any authority, critics agree that most
Anglo-Saxon

scholars would have had at least a cursory knowledge of its basic
tenets. 5

The treatment afforded to maxims and proverbs by classical
rhetoricians offers, therefore, an interesting point

of
departure

for a

study of the function of gnomic verses in Old English poetry. Classical
treatises on rhetoric discuss the sententia or proverbium structurally, as
a part of the argument or

proof,
the central section of the discourse, and

stylistically, as a verbal ornament. Quintilian, in his Institutio oratoria,

includes it among authorities drawn from external sources to support
a case (\"Adhibebitur extrinsecus in causam et auctoritas,\" V.xi.36),

explaining that proverbs have acquired immortality because they have

carried conviction of their truth to all mankind (\"neque enim durassent
haec in aeternum, nisi vera omnibus viderentur,\" V.xi.41).6 In his

Institutiones, Cassiodorus, praising Quintilian and Cicero as master
rhetoricians, summarizes their views on rhetorical argumentation. I-Ie

lists as one of the arguments through the syllogism the sententious

enthymeme, that is, one.whose authority is increased by the use of a

maxim (\"sententiale est quod sententia generalis adicit,\" II.ii.13).7

Quintilian also discusses sententiae in his treatment of
style, stating that

they are regarded by many as the most important stylistic ornament

(\"quem plerique praecipuum ac paene solum putant orationis ornatum,\"
VIII.iv.29). While he admits that

they successfully
fulfill their primary

function of ending a period effectively, he castigates the contemporary
fashion of

ending
all periods with them. The influential fourth.-century

Rhetorica ad Herennium treats them only as a
figure

of diction, the ninth

in a list of forty-five. However, in its description of them (IV.xvii.25), it

looks back to Aristotle's Rhetorica, where they are viewed not stylistical-
ly,

as ornaments, but structurally, as one of the two general modes of
persuasion.

8

While these influential rhetoricians all agree on the possible
important structural role for the proverb in an argument, one has to wait
until the early thirteenth century for

prescriptions
on the structural uses

of proverbs in poetry. Geoffrey of Vinsauf, in his Poetria Nova, for

example, suggests opening a poem with a proverb pointing to some
general truth connected with the poem's theme, if one desires a

particularly brilliant beginning (\"Si pars prima
velit majus diffundere

lumen\;") he goes on to explain: \"Supra thema datum sistat, sed
spectet)))
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ad illud / Recta fronte; nihil dicat, sed cogitet inde.\" (Let the sententia

stand above the given theme, but glance straight at it; let it say nothing
outright,

but
develop

its thought therefrom.) He then concludes: \"Sic

opus illustrant proverbia.\" (In the aforesaid
way,

sententiae may lend

splendor to the work.)9
Since no manuals of Anglo-Saxon poetics have come down to us

(if any ever existed), analysis of poems themselves must provide us with
contemporary views on the use of gnomic verses. The structural

function of gnomes in shorter Old English poems has
long

been

recognized.
In his discussions of the Wife's Lament, the Wanderer, and the

Seafarer,
w. W. Lawrence attempts to demonstrate the iJ;1tegrity of the

poems and the structural
importance

of the gnomic passages; he speaks
also of \"the characteristic of Anglo-Saxon thought to connect the

particular and the general, to make a man's experience point a moral as
well as adorn a tale.

\"10
In their edition of the Wanderer (London:

Methuen, 1969), T. \037
Dunning

and A. J. Bliss also have stressed the

centrality of gnomic wisdom to any discussion of theme and structure

in the poem. What they term the poem's \"secondmovement\"(11.58-110),
with its

many gnomic verses, comprises \"the wisdom the anhoga has

gained, the ar (cf. I. 1) which he experiences: an understanding of the

ways of Providence in
regard

to the whole created world\" (p. 92). Since
the \"first movement\" (II. 6-57) recounts the experience that the Wanderer

has meditated upon to achieve this wisdom, and since the concluding
statement (II. 112-115) is implied several times in the second movement
as well, \"all the parts of the poem are bound together into a splendid
unity\" (p.

94).

The study of the Beowulfian narrator's structural use of gnomes
should properly begin

with the category containing the largest number

of his sententious statements, that concerned with heroic life and values.

This group of verses is particularly significant because, as Fred C.
Robinson

points out, \"The virtues of the Beowulfian heroes are extolled
and are even held up as models for behavior in the poet's own day.\"11
Most of these verses occur in the midst of

key scenes, confer a blessing
on the hero for the course of action he pursues, and are

generally

introduced by the formula \"swa sceal\" or some variation of it. Such are

11.1534-1536, the narrator's commendation of BeowuU's undaunted will

to fight, despite the failure of
Hrunting during the struggle with

Grendel's mother:)

when in fight
lasting glory;)

So
ought

a man to do

he thinks to win
he cares not at all about his life.

12)

Coming
as it does at the moment when Beowulf's heroism leads

him to
regain

the advantage, this gnomic comment is an organic part of)))
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the narrative, inextricably bound up with the action the narrator is

describing, rather than a sententious introduction or a generalizing
afterthought. Other clear examples of this pattern are 11. 2166-2169,

during Beowulf's presentation of gifts to Hygelac, where the narrator

comments on the proper treatment of kinsmen, or 11.2600-2601, during
the dragon fight, where the narrator praises Wiglaf's decision to go to

Beowulf's aid. In fact, in his analysis of the verbal patterns marking the

poem's major structural divisions, Bernard F. Huppe lists no sententious
introductions and only two \"sententious transitions\" and two \"conclud-

ing sententia\" used by the narrator, although
he employs some twenty

gnomic comments.
13

Two similar passages, positioned close to the beginning and end
of the poem and

containing
in germ form all the narrator's other gnomic

pronouncements on heroic conduct, deserve more attention. In the first,

11. 20-25, after introducing Scyld's successor to the audience, the narrator
says:)

So
ought

a young man by his good deeds, bring it about,
by giving splendid gifts

while in his father's bosom,

that later in his life, stand by him
dear

companions,
when war comes

his people serve him; by praiseworthy deeds

among all races a man shall prosper.)

These verses map out the route to heroic achievements and to recogni-
tion of a man's heroic sfature by others-liberality in gift-giving and

performance of praiseworthy deeds-a route to be
gloriously

followed

later by Beowulf. Such conduct is the basis not only of heroic life, but of

heroic society as well. The narrator's last gnomic utterance, II. 3174-3177,

goes on to describe the rewards to which a lord is entitled at the end of

a life dedicated to this heroic code:)

as it is fitting
that a man his friend and lord honour with words,
love him heartily, when he must forth

from the body be led.

Thus the poem concludes with a reference to th,e
homage

of love and

praise earned by the lord during his lifetime, which the retainer is

duty-bound to render him not only throughout life, but also at the
moment of death. Since both passages correspond to the youth-age
opposition, J.R.R. Tolkien's view of the basic structure of the poem is

especially relevant:)

It is essentially a balance, an opposition of ends and begi11nings. In its

simplest terms, it is a contrasted description of two moments in a great)))
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life, rising and setting; an elaboration of the ancient and intensely moving
contrast between youth and

age,
first achievement and final death.

14)

It is certainly no coincidence that the first and last gnomic verses of the

poem deal with two such movements in a hero's life; they are
undoubtedly meant to mark out clearly at least one of the poem's
structural principles.

15

If the \"opposition of ends and beginnings\" of heroic life provides
the poem with its

general
narrative structure, the theme of the disap-

pearance of all heroes and earthly glory
is

certainly
of equal stntctural

importance. As Tolkien writes:)

[The] author is still concerned primarily with man on earth rehandling in

a new perspective an ancient theme: that man, each man and all men, and

all their works shall die. . . . The worth of defeated valour in this world is

deeply felt. As the poet looks back into the past, surveying the history of

kings
and warriors in the old traditions, he sees that all glory (or as we

might say
\"culture\" or \"civilization\") ends in night.

16)

The gnomes in Malone's \"philosophical't category support the theme that
the hero's hold on life and heroic joys is tenuous at best. His earthly
days are only loaned to him, and death comes

mysteriously
and

inexorably to deprive him of those rare comforts in his troubled days,
the

company
of kinsmen and the joys of the hall.

Burlin provides an excellent discussion of one gnomic passage in

this group, 11.1002-1008, and of its structural implications. The hall
joys

with which it deals constitute \"the prevailing symbol in Old English
poetry for human happiness, the health and comfort of human society,
and even the best available

analogue
for eternal bliss.\" After describing

the damages to Heorot caused by the Beowulf-Grendel encounter and

Grendel's death-flight, the narrator adds:)

Death is not easy
to flee from -let him try to do it who will-
but he must seek out the place made ready

for all soul-bearers, for children of men,

for earthdwellers, the place forced upon him by necessity,
where his body, grave-fast,

sleeps
after the feast.)

Burlin offers the following interpretation: \"the feasts of the meadhall
receive their intensity from an awareness of what lurks outside, be it

monster or man. It

These verses then underscore \"the alternation of

human security and fear, comfort and
agony,

the inexorable rhythm on

which the poet has chosen to organize his narrative.\"I?)))
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Another excellent example of gnomic verses from this category
occurs at the beginning of the battle with the dragon. As the dragon,
aroused by Beowulf's battle

cry,
rushes towards him, Beowulf strikes,

only to find that his sword fails him. The narrator ends this initial phase
of the combat with the phrase \"so must man give up the days that are
loaned to him\" (II. 2590-2591). All the poetic richness of \"loaned

days\"

appears in the light of the preceding verses, which show those very
weapons and forces on which the hero has depended up to this point
now abandoning him. For \"the first time\" (1. 2573) in Beowulf's life, Fate,
which in the hero's own words \"often

spares
an undoomed man if his

courage holds good\" (11. 572-573), does not support him.
Time, on

Beowulf's side up to now, turns against him; his shield protects him \"for

a shorter time\" (1. 2571) than he desires, and his sword, \"weapon
splendid in past times\" (1. 2586), also fails. The audience is led to focus
on the fleetingness not only of life, but also of all those earthly things in
which a hero trusts.

The joys of the earth are treated in much the same fashion several
hundred lines later, when after Beowulf's death his people come to view

the body of their ring-giver of former times. By the corpse lie the signs
of Beowulf's achievement, the body of the dragon and from the

plundered hoard those objects that call to mind the
feasting

and

treasure-giving in the hall: \"vessels and cups, / plate lay there and
prized swords\" (11.3047-3048). Around Beowulf are gathered his hearth

companions and Wiglaf, his last kinsman. The narrator's
gnomic

comment at this point stresses the littleness of all earthly achievements
and joys in the face of death:)

It is a mystery then where
a hero famed for courage may reach the end

set by fate for his life, when he cannot longer,
the man with his kinsman, dwell in the mead-hall.
(11. 3062-3065))

Death comes unexpectedly to all men; courage and reputation cannot
extend earthly life

beyond
the time allotted by fate. Nor can the joys

of the mead-hall and the bonds of kinship survive the moment of
death.

Like death, age also robs the hero of his joy, but more cruelly, since

the hero himself sees his powers waning. Such is the case of Hrothgar.
When Beowulf is about to depart for his homeland after cleansing
Heorot, the narrator presents a Hrothgar restored once again to all his

magnificence. As
\"protector

of earls\" (1. 1866), he is the giver of fabulous
treasure as a reward to the Geats, \"often

praised\" _(1. 1885) by them on

their return journey. The narrator reminds his audience of
Hrothgar's

noble lineage (1. 1870), his wisdom (1. 1874), and his \"faultlessness in all)))
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things (I. 1886). But Hrothgar is now old, and the narrator points up the
contrast between the young, victorious Beowulf, \"gold-proud\" (1. 1881),
off to other adventure, and Hrothgar, \"grey-haired\"

(1. 1873), robbed by

old age of the joys of his strength. The scene concludes with a
gnomic

generalization on the effects of old age on all men:)

in every way faultless,

the joys of strength,

(II. 1885-1887))

That was a peerless king,
until old

age
took from him

old age which has often harmed many.)

These verses, like all those in this
category,I8

do indeed present a bleak

view of human possibilities, and, if the narrator were limited to such, as

are the characters in his story, there would be no reason for him not to
despair,

the very reaction that the \"wanderer\" experiences when he
meditates on the course of events in this world: \"Therefore I can think
of no reason in the world /

why my
mind does not become dark\" (U.

58-59).
The narrator clearly experiences the poignancy of this world view

and feels a strong sympathy for his characters, who must live with such

a limited understanding of the human condition. As Linda Georgianna
writes in connection with the

description
of Hrethel's death:)

. . . the reference to Hrethel's choosing God's light [1.2469] seems painfully
ironic, for it points to the one choice which the poet believes could help
Hrethel, were it available to him. But Hrethel cannot choose \"God's light.\"
In fact he chooses death precisely because as a pagan hero he cannot hope
to transcend the need for earthly joy. If the poet's choice of the phrase
suggests that he holds out some slight hope for Hrethel (as he does later
for

Beo\037lf),
the same phrase also reminds us that Hrethel imagines none

for himself.
19)

However, the narrator, as a Christian, knows that another perspective
exists in which to view his characters' lives and the unfolding of their
histories. Although this Christian perspective, together

with the

consolation it brings, does not \"arise out of the material of the story

itself,\" as Tolkien claims,20 nevertheless, it clearly transforms the
narrator's vision of it, providing

an understanding of life and history
that his characters do not have, but which will enable his audience to

make some sense of the tapestry he has placed before it.

Once again, a series of gnomic verses underlines this vision, the
first

occurring early in the poen1 after the horror of Grendel's attacks has
been described. To alleviate their sorrows, the Danes seek comfort from
the \"gastbona\" in their heathen temples, unaware of the true God.

21
In

two gnomic statements, the narrator then contrasts the terrors of the)))
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hopeless man doomed to hell's fires with the joys of the man who after

death may seek God's embrace:)

Woe to whoever is fated

in terrible affliction to thrust his soul

into the fire's embrace, hope for no comfort,

expect no change. Well is the man

who after his death-day may
seek the Lord

and in the Father's embrace find peace. (II. 183-188))

While these verses speak of joys and sorrows after death and do not
comment on the solution of earthly problems, the thought of a fatherly
God welcoming a son back to his bosom after death cannot help but
sustain a man through a life of hardship.

The narrator also comments on the involvement of God in the
affairs of

living
men. On the night of the battle with Grendel, the Geats

guarding the hall slip into an uneasy sleep, certain they will never see

their homelarld again. After indicating that God
granted

them success

against the monster, the narrator goes on:)

that mighty God
mankind's

history.)

It is a well-known truth

has always controlled

(11.700-702))

From the image of God as a loving Father offering men the shelter of
His embrace, the narrator moves to that of God as a mighty King

benevolently ruling over all men and granting victory as He sees fit.

In the light of these two gnomic passages, we may approach a

third passage, II. 2858-2859, which occurs at the moment of Beowulf's
death. The ten \"traitors\" come out from their refuge in the wood to find

Wiglaf seated beside Beowulf's
corpse, trying

to revive his lord. The

attempt fails, of course, says the narrator, as does any attempt
to change

\"anything of the Ruler's,\" because \"God's judgment would control the
deeds of

every man, / as it still now does\" (II. 2857-2859). The narrator
provides no reason for what has just happened to Beowulf, or for what
will happen to the Geats, except

to say that God's judgement is
somehow involved, as it is in the deeds of all men. The meaning of this

fleeting world may escape men, but, as proverbial wisdom reminds the

audience, there is meaning nevertheless to be sought for in God,
sheltering Father, All-Ruler, and just Judge.

22

Gwyn Jones summarizes beautifully the central thematic concerns
of

Beowulf
in the following words:)

Joy and sorrow are the common lot, and under heaven, men must

make of their lives what they can. For they enjoy the light and)))
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warmth and company in the hall but for a while, and outside is the
encompassing dark.

ttpresently
it must happen that death will

overcome you, warrior. tI

On earth there will remain the good name

of a good man; beyond earth a
refuge

in the Father's arms.
23)

Through
a careful selection and positioning of gnomic sayings in his

unfolding tale, the narrator has furnished his audience with his own

masterful summary of those thematic strands that bind the parts of his

narrative into a poetic whole.)))
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Quixotic Sail: Conrad's Prison World)

I)

It is hoped that lapses in this essay will be forgiven, if cause can be

shown for anyone to forgive anything ever. If such cause be not found,

may the errors enhance the gloomy relish we need in Conrad's world

where no pardon interferes with doom. More than enough has been said
about

guilt
in Conrad, which does not exist. The purpose here so open

to error is that of
tracking

some Conradian themes to their end: mainly
the explicit themes of betrayal, exile, and defiance, and the implicit

theme of forgiveness.

Joseph Konrad Korzeniowski was carried into exile at the
age

of

five, from the non-existent country of Poland, into the Russia that he
afterwards portrayed as a formless

immensity
controlled by an

irresponsible power. He shared the Russian exile of his parents,

convicted leaders of Polish nationalism, whose political zeal had scanted
parental prudence. Soon

they
both died from the effects of exile, leaving

their son orphaned (but in Austrian-held Poland) at the age of eleven.

At the age of seventeen, he exiled himself for the rest of his life.

Deprived at first of childhood, then of his parents, he was liable,

as their son, to Russian conscription for an indefinite future. He chose
to put behind him his parents' cause, their homeland, religion, and

oppressors. He chose unusual exile, in merchant ships, and so suffered

a loss of caste; yet the sea saved him. He came oversea to England,
where at the age of twenty-eight he was married to an English girl in
every way unlike a Polish Catholic noble and was devising a fictional
world in a foreign language.

It need not be said that the author's imagined world, a sequel to
his experience, is an actual effect of that experience. There was in

Conrad's life none of the guilt imputed to him
by

readers of Lord Jim.

Genius is not a schedule, and the number of efficient causes for any

event is too great to be humanly known. But, efficient cause aside, it can)))
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be said that his life as conceived by t11eauthor
may

serve as exemplary

cause of his art. Between life and art the analogy will be true or false:

either a duly proportioned analogy, which is rooted to existence, or a

metaphor, which is not. There are existential analogies of many kinds,

as there are fanciful metaphors of many kinds; by the difference

between the two conceptual orders is tested the truth of imagination.
Joseph Konrad Korzeniowski was named from a false work of

imagination, a metaphor. He was christened a double-agent and
betrayer by his father

Apollo Korzeniowski, poet and conspirator, who

borrowed the name \"Konrad\" from the poet Adam Mickiewicz, who had

borrowed it from Byron. In the poem Konrad Wallenrod by Mickiewicz,
the Polish hero is

kidnapped
in childhood by the Teutonic Knights,

becomes the Grand Master of that Order, then with fine patriotism

betrays the Order to destruction. The tale of the false knight bore an

epigraph from Machiavelli: bisogna essere volpe e leone. It set a Polish

fashion of heroes willing to sacrifice themselves and any \"minor ti

principles
for the patriotic cause. This kind of Machiavellianism was one

of three ways of self-conception that a Pole might adopt under the yoke
of

foreign oppression.
Mickiewicz went on to the other ways, when

Polish critics rebuked the immoralities of
betrayal.

Some of his critics

forgave him because he had written the insidious
poem

in exile; its fault,

they said, was due to his false position among foreigners. Be that as it

may, the poem Konrad Wallenrod seems to have furnished not only a

name but also an analogy to the Polish author Joseph Conrad writing
among foreigners. .

Two other ways adopted in Polish captivity or exile were those of

Christian forgiveness, as instanced by Siowacki and Towianski. The poet
Siowacki translated the Spanish play by Calderon, La Vida es Sueno (Life
Is a Dream), in which a Polish prince, mistreated with drugs and exile

by
his father, succeeds in rebelling and can kill his father; due order is

attained when father and son forgive each other. Towianski, for his part,
proclaimed a Polish Messianism

whereby
the suffering of Poland took

meaning as a redemption of Europe from its Faustian disarray. Of

course, the image of a Polish people crucified with and for Christ has a

lot more force, in our age of Auschwitz and the Gulag, than it had in
Conrad's time; indeed, the renewal of Poland after the holocaust is

startling enough to raise doubts about natural and historical necessity.
But neither of the ways of forgiveness was chosen by Conrad. Perhaps,
like his imagined Razumov in his eighth novel, he was more intent on
keeping a Kantian moral autonomy, which might seem to have been

betrayed, with the best intentions,
by

his parents and their comrades,
aided by the Russian foe. What Conrad did show in his

youth
was a

concern like that of James Joyce later-to evade commitments that might
shackle him; to attain such freedom as an artist might require.)))
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Conrad chose a singular response to Polish captivity and exile.
Named from a book, he chose for his alter ego another knight from
another book: the

worthy Quesada, who names himself \"Don Quixote\"
after reading still other books. Here is found Conrad's own revolution.

When Cervantes wrote, when Malory was dead, Christendom abounded
in real orders of chivalry: the Knights of Malta, of Santiago, of Calatrava,
to name but a few. Even the Jesuits, who educated Cervantes and
Calderon (besides Jean de Brebeuf and Rene Descartes), came into being
as a knightly order, as cavaliers of Christ, as a priestly analogue of the

Order that had blazoned the sails of Columbus. But what captured the
imagination of

Europe
was the addle-pated Knight of La Mancha, the

humour of Cervantes, the noble antithesis to the wretched vaunting of

Faustus and the illuminated plodding of Descartes. Now Conrad bore
the arms of La Mancha with a difference. He left out the fun. From the
dream-play of Calderon he added the most sombre motto, spoken by the

prince in deepest existential doubt: \"A man's worst crime is his having
been born.\" This line forms the epigraph to Conrad's second novel. The

Conradian hidalgo fights without the reconciliation and forgiveness of

Calderon, without the awakening and absolution allowed by Cervantes;

constantly defiant in defeat, he knows no denouement
except

death: \"la

mort sans phrases,\" as a French mariner would say. Tllis rare device of

Conrad's accords uniquely with his singular choice of exile, when he
takes his Don afloat.

Conrad's urge to the sea was called \"Quixotic,\" as he tells us. It was

a book-born dream stirred by Cooper, Marryatt, and Hugo. There is no
sailor in all of Conrad's fiction who has a career as rough as Conrad's
own twenty years, during which he was cheated, shanghaied, mocked,

stranded, injured, and blown up. He survived calamity in ten of his

seventeen ships, and only in three did he make more than one deep-sea
voyage. He succeeded brilliantly, to please the uncle who supported
him, although he was often bored. At the

age
of twenty-one, after illegal

voyages in the French fleet, he was a \"British\"
ordinary seaman; at the

age of thirty, he was a captain whose owners paid extra insurance to

humour him when he felt like exploring a dangerous route. From
nautical records it

appears
that twice, at least, he was offered steady

employment in a shipping line, which he
rejected.

His career was like

none other in the vast British fleet, from which he drew more
regular

models for his fiction. Like these, he learned at sea the pride of craft, the

skilful defiance of the elements, the unforgiving triple rule of vigilance,
solidarity, and discipline. He disdained

sloppiness
either in ships'

rigging or in dress ashore (where he was dubbed \"the Russian count\.

Luck, and bad health, checked his last eighteen efforts to get another
command at sea; but almost to the last he rejected the easy life in
steamships and

displayed
a Quixotic devotion to the lost cause of sail.)))
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II)

Although, in a polyglot genius, the choice of
language may seem of little

moment, it is worth remembering that Conrad first intended to become

a French officer at sea. Nothing could have been less Quixotic than
British commercial triumph

in the Victorian age; but it so happened that,
instead of Frenchmen, matter-of-fact British captains found their way
into Conrad's fiction, when finally he took up the artist's career that had

been thwarted by politics and exile in his youth. British mariners at

grips
with

perils
of the craft were made exemplars of a Polish Quixoti-

cism, with a brilliance dazzling
readers ever since. So deft was Conrad

that the sailors themselves could admire in his works the sea they knew

and their own subtleties which they had never
suspected.

Some hint of imagination's limits, and its wiles, may lie perhaps in
the fact that Conrad, who eschewed Polish Messianism and abominated
the figure of Christ crucified, gave to some of his Quixotic sailors a sort

of redemptive role. They are exempt from the fictional rules of his

world; and a grim world it is.
Conrad wrote forty-four fictions in

English, concerning some 240

exiles from many lands who range through the widest
geography

in

fiction (prior to the jet age). The tales recount some 407 acts of
betrayal.

They
are controlled by thirty versions of what may be called a Baroco

plot, whereby after one mishap or disaster a person gets a second

chance, the logic of which guarantees
a final disaster. These traps are

trimmed with eight variqtions of a romantic quartet, picked always from

a range of nine characters, inclining not to a birth but to a death; from

sixty-four pairings, only three offspring result (two of them in Conrad's

first novel), whereas forty-three lovers are killed. Only a ghoul would
go

to Conrad's world for fun, unless it were to savaur the artifice of

traged y.

Conrad's world comprises two orde'rs and four classes of people,
under an irresponsible controller. The physical order is replete with

eloquent facts, not to be gainsaid. The moral order is a Darwinian

devouring, opposed by self-spun value systems more or less cOl1gruent.
Each of the two orders can be viewed under two aspects, either as really
existing or as a delusive mirror for the human self. Thus, the physical
world lays traps for the unwary, especially intruders, who misconceive

illusion or reality; the moral order has analogous traps for rois-

judgement, especially for the exile caught between signal codes of valu.e
or its

absence; and each of the two orders can affect perceptions in the
other. The four classes of people are, first, the barely conscious, who are
moved by instinct or by others'

leading; second, the Darwinian

strugglers for self-interest misconceived; third, the Kantian ranks who
propose their own code and

police each other; arid fourth, the victims
awakened and conscious of the vanity in conventions, who assert their)))
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selfhood's autonomy despite uncertainties of universe and self.
Among

the four classes there is moral mobility and, of course, moral delusion,
so that a

person
in one class can be misjudged by another (Kurtz, for

instance, of the second class, who gets a glimpse of the fourth-class view
when posing as third-class). In Conrad's world of switchback on

kaleidoscope there is all the fun of
despair,

which is precisely what the

pilgrim must sternly avoid, who needs to define his selfhood as

absolutely in a world of unknowing as if he had invented it.

Moral mobility in Conrad's world is often the result of exile.

Denied familiar limits, a man sees more readily that the self he conceives
may not be what he is; it may be only a metaphor of his being and
becoming, as Lord Jim finds out. Since not only the scope but also the

very mode of
self-conception

are chosen by the will, either of these can
be selected in error. A man sees in himself what he thinks he wants to
see, or ought to see, in a mirror of his own or others' devising. (One
such mirror shines back as

\"tragic fate,\" which is merely a double

metaphor, if \"tragedy\" and \"fate\" have no form outside human self-con-

ception.) Mirrored metaphors flash among the interacting four classes

of people
in Conrad's world, so as to give his 240 exiles almost as

many

shades of identity.

In such a world of confounded ends and views, betrayal comesas
a matter of course, giving plots aplenty for the author. But for two
functions the author needs a

surrogate. Betrayals have to be managed
so that the worst are done by the best

people,
as when Lord Jim scores

800 betrayals against Gentleman Brown's 50-odd. Again, betrayals must
be assembled into Baroco plots of two-step disaster. The controlling
functions are performed by Fate, an antique artifice

adapted by
Conrad.

Fate, as Conrad's choice, has a meaning beyond his fictional
purpose;

he

borrowed it from tragedy, the primitive device of group identity. Fate
enjoyed

a revival with the advent of muscular pessimism in Victorian

England; buf, more importantly, Fate was the sometimes benign agent

of creative Chaos in the Romantic world of post-Hegelian Slavs. Conrad
describes Fate, in his correspondence, as an immaterial neutral knit-

ting-machine, and in his fiction (with English rather than Slavic hue), as

an irresponsible malignity. Fate, at Conrad's behest, uses for a
decoy

the

figure that men call Providence or God, which, because it is a puppet,

may look like a mad or stupid god.
In Conrad's world, anyone reaching

for God will spring a trap, as
does Giorgio Viola with his English Bible; as does Captain Whalley with

his English Bible, which leads like a libro
galeotto

down to the fifth circle

of Dante's Inferno. (Whalley's tale ends with \"She read no more that

day,\" an echo of Dante's \"quel giorno piu non ve leggemo avante\"-V,
138.)And as God means a trap for the pious, it follows that God's
official servants are fools or frauds. The main use of English parsons is
to breed sons like

Legatt
and Lord Jim. Catholic priests, however,)))
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display all the vices of belief, or undesirable conviction. (Here, by

surprise,
Conrad deserts his art, to wield a borrowed hatchet instead of

his own irony.) Priests are absent from the two hearts of darkness
adorned by freshly

dead human heads, the Congo stockade of Kurtz's

day and the Tower of London of Drake's day. But clerics are redundant

in a world controlled by Fate, where there can be no sin and no

forgiveness. Conrad's characters confess to each other, looking
for

mirrors, and must be content with sympathy. There is no forgiveness.
The interdict is confirmed

by parody,
when Captain Marlow confesses

Lord Jim's fault to a French lieutenant as to a cure, who declines to

absolve Jim; in the matter of shriving, he is as useless as the Hermit of

Coleridge to the Ancient Mariner.
The moral exiles endure

great
stress and are thus made intensely

vivid to the reader, in Conrad's analogue of
Hopkins'

instress and

Joyce's rebel epiphani\037s, which with Conrad's realism of detail helps to
form

compelling
fictions. Yet, for all its vividness, Conrad's world

excludes vast ranges of common experience. There is no gratuitous joy,
no exuberance here, unless for setting up a victim. There is no justice,
there being no justiciar for an obscurely Darwinian drama wherein the

best people
do not generate their kind and do not survive themselves.

Without justice, there is no mercy, except for the victim primed by a
second chance.

Without hope, there is no cause for begetting children, unless the
Baroco plot requires a hostage; and, outside

parental
bonds, there is

almost no love, in the galvanic reaction between struggling selves. But
love, joy, mercy, children, Justice, hope, and forgiveness are so common-

ly known to the real world that
they

inform most of the fictions of

mankind. It would seem that Conrad's world, like that of Konrad

Wallenrod, betrays a false imagination.)

III)

Conrad's exclusions are so unreal, whether
by perverse

instinct or by

high thinking on his part, that they limit Conrad's world to a
metaphor

of the real, defaulting on proportioned analogy. Evil is a metaphor of the

real. And still from the rules of this world that does not exist, Conrad

has exempted some Quixotic sailors, in the vessels Narcissus, Judea,
Nan-shan, Victorieuse, Fire

Queen, Douro, Sissie, Celestial, Otago, Hilda,

Stella, Ferndale, Capricorn, Samaria, Bellona, Sapphire, Amelia, Superb,
and

Victory
.

What is the point of Conrad's extended metaphor? Some sight of

this might possibly explain his reprieve of sailors. Perhaps the pageant
of calamity is the complaint that mankind is left in the lurch, like
Conrad himself in

lifelong
exile.

Perhaps
it is Conrad's bitter brag that)))
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man can shift for himself, by creating and demolishing the self in a

world where God is merely a nuisance. Conrad shows how it is done.

He selects the enemy of existence, Fate regnant in chaos. He reveals the
Baroco

plots
and betrayals. He opposes to these (in high and low drama

with secret agents galore)
an

unknowing, camouflaged, autonomous

ego. He draws anatomies of exile. On the metaphysical front, he

advances a complex mirror-symbolism, relativistic enough to allow his
moral projections. He has

repeated
the spiritual history of recent

Western Man.

If Conrad's metaphorical world is a brag, it may remove the

burden of mystery from the anguish to be complained of. It can certainly
give

comfort
by way of drastic stimulus to action. As Conrad says often

enough: \"Action is
consolatory.

It is the enemy of thought and the friend
of flattering illusions. Only in the conduct of our action can we find the

sense of mastery over the fates\" (Nostromo, Pt. I, chap. 6).

Comfort is needed in Conrad's catalogue of wrongs, which
provoke a kind of retribution by feeling or by conventions of law, such
as Legatt rejects

and Kurtz forgets. What other action could be taken? In
the real world, such wrongs would

prompt
at least three kinds of action,

each to be weighed for more than a sense of mastery: they are ven-

geance, justice, and pardon.
Human vengeance is a

metaphor
of justice, not its proper ana-

logue. What dead man can avenge his death? Human justice works not

as an analogue of perfect knowledge, but as a metaphor of
right

existence. What judge can remove a wrong past? Human forgiveness is
a proper analogue of that freedom from time and error that denotes
creative infinity.

It is a paradox that none of these human acts is enough for human

needs. Can fifty million dead exact
fifty

million lives from the one

Hitler? Who mC1Y presume to forgive Hitler for
fifty

million deaths? The

sheer scale of human wrong exceeds human power to avenge or
forgive.

As Dante and Chaucer state the paradox, humans require a
more-than-human grace of existence.

It seems that the human self must be transcended, either (as some
say) by denial of common human being or (as others say) by a common

quickening of man to attain his
proper

reach. The way of common

growth, pointed by Dante and Chaucer, entails a decent self-love and

the freedom to forgive. The way of denial, for Conrad's elite victims,
entails a

disgust
at human limits and precludes forgiveness. This way

seems to have been chosen
lately by Descartes, Hume, Hegel, Bakunin,

Nietzsche, and others who reject the limits on human
knowledge,

perception,
and will and have nothing to say to the common man.

For its modern pilgrim of absolute selfhood, the way of denial has

all manner of delight; it leads to a
discovery,

not only that God is mad

(as revealed in Samuel Johnson's tale of exile, Rasselas), but also that)))
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God is the true enemy of being; to reach the selfward absolute under

God's name or another, a man must kick away the universe, as does
Conrad's Kurtz with a slightly different motive. Of course, like Kurtz,
he becomes a \"mortal

god\"
himself, in the Promethean style of Faustus,

Frankenstein, Ubermensch-Aryan lords of the revels at Auschwitz,
Nagasaki,

and Haiphong.

The way of denial has other pleasures. There is black despair at
human limits: no works of man can help him transcend himself, which
belief consigns the common man to perdition unless he be masterful

with the Absolute, as were Puritans with kings; but if the worst comes

to the worst, he can always join the Devil's
party,

like Milton (after

Blake). Such worthy confusion permits a fine frolic with sturdy guilt.
From this comes the Romantic challenge to limitation, for the Byrons or

Shelleys or Leopardis beckoning self-destruction, not recommended to

the common man. It is patriotic in Konrad Wallenrod; in cosmic range, it

provides
the \"nocturnal metaphysics\" of the poet Tiutchev, which

Conrad seems to have repeated unawareswhile
pressing

on through the

dark as if looking for an Infinite resistance.
Now the way of denial is as old as Adam. It was always more

easily perverted than the way of common growth, which at its best it

complements. Its recent forms might seem, to Chaucer's
pilgrims,

like

snobbish or hooligan parodies of The Cloud of Unknowing. Dostoevskii

aligns the same forms with Satan's temptation of Christ and Karamazov.

These forms may explain, however, why Conrad's fictional world could

be so respectable while so unreal; and why Conrad exempted some
common sailors from his fictional doom, as if from contagion of the
shore. When a reader objected to the tale of Lord Jim-\"it is all so

morbid\"-Conrad was right to inquire whether she was
European

at all;

but the objection was so right, it may have come from a Europe far older

than Conrad's.

In the way of growth, men commonly use justice, mercy,
and

forgiveness to each other, as illustrated by the Wife of Bath's Tale and
the

Purgatorio.
Suited to paradox, men's finite acts are proper analogues,

not metaphors, of the necessary endless Act
beyond

the whole scale of

human wrong, to which the tale of Adam's fall and redemption bears

witness. Forgiveness frees the butcher and the baker (and the sailor) to

take their parts in creation beyond human conceiving, of a universe or
of a host of universes, by free existence beyond question. Life is a dream
indeed, like Calderon's

forgiveness-play,
a

prelude
to infinite day. No

man knows why man was begun, nor what acts he is meant for beyond
the chrysallis of time, since the free analogue of

purpose
cannot be

known within time. It is mankind, not the forgiving Infinite, that needs
a

destiny.

The image of man as Quixotic victim tossin-g his crest at Fate
would have cheerful

appeal
for the blacksmith and the farmer (and the)))
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sailor) who use forgiveness. But Conrad's image of man as an unfor-

giving victim tossing his crest at Fate in a gloom without God is not an

image to offer men who have to know what they do when
they shape

a plough or splice a halyard. This is an image for proud aristocrats
(Dons,perhaps, or Pans), confining them without a Sancho in a prison
which is not a chrysallis. It looks

very
like Dante's image of Hell, the

ultimate exile, to which Conrad not seldom adverts.
Conrad sometimes uses the image of a world prison, which is used

also by Sir Thomas More, whose head on a pike was a standing
refutation of Konrad Wallenrod: patriotism, said the

merry knight,
is not

worth a lie, even to avoid death. The world is a
great prison of self-de-

ceived mankind, from which everyone gets released by death in some

form. An earlier prison image, in Boethius, confines all men who are
ruled anywhere by Fortune, while those who serve Providence, which

employs Fortune, are always free; and the same prison appears
in the

novels of Evelyn Waugh, wherein Providence is shown as working good
through dire and hectic misfortune. It was from Chaucer's translation
of Boethius that Conrad took the

epigraph
for his memoirs, The Mirror

of the Sea, where sailors are spared his fictional Fate of the Baroco plots,
as cleanly as might have been had he agreed with Hopkins, whose
poems

of
shipwrecks

in Conrad's time exemplified Providence.)

IV)

As an artist, Conrad achieved a
magnificence

not to be envied. Named

from a metaphor, he wrought a metaphor, at a horrendous cost. He won

his artistic freedom by the same means which gave analogical
truth to

his nautical imagining, but he had to begin his art at metaphysical point

zero. He was in exile from Poland; Poland was in exile from the
community and the map of Europe; Europe was in the metaphysical
exile ann,ounced by Nietzsche, Bakunin, and Sartre. In Poland, Conrad

had seen only the deaths of his father and his nation. \"Lasciate ogni
speranza voi ch' entrate,ft he had written from a ship, taking the motto
of Hell from the exile Dante. He was left with nothing but a self, a

genius to preserve against ubiquitous adversity.

Not
guilt,

but resentful desperation, is the likely clue to Conrad's
moral riddles. In three ways he tried to escape the prison of com-

pounded exile without
falling

into the prison of selfhood. The first way
was his choice of exile at sea, renouncing his father, country, and God;
this way failed, by leading to

lifelong
exile ashore, but served the artist

by loosing all claims. The other two ways were artistic. He tried, with

continuous ironical comment, the way of denial but failed to detach

himself sufficiently from the subject of his art and was condemned to
metaphor. Proper

detachment from the way of denial which he)))
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betrayed. Conrad could have heard as much in London, from the poet

Francis Thompson of \"The Hound of Heaven
H

: ItAII things betray thee,

who betrayest Me.\" Existence graced by justice, mercy, and
forgiveness

in the sprouting county of Kent makes Chaucer and fellow-pilgrims
(exiled and deceived though they

be) livelier and kindlier than the

pilgrims of progress Conrad exhibits in sombre metaphor.
The sea saved Conrad from the Russians, as perhaps from himself.

If now and then he is fierce against God, as against Dostoevskii, mayhap
he cloth

protest
too much. His revolutionary Quixote is improved

among common men on salt water, where
metaphor gives way to

modest but potent simile. His declared tribute to seamen, The
Nigger of

the Narcissus, tells not of doom but of a saving of a ship, by a crew

depicted \"in attitudes of crucifixion,\" led by a clear-minded captain
despite themselves, and

given
the author's valediction. \"Haven't we,

together and upon the immortal sea, wrung out a
meaning

from our

sinful lives?\"

Which bears at least a hint of
forgiveness,

from some' indefinite

quarter. Like mankind's \"mysterious origin\" and \"uncertain fate\" in the

Preface to the novel, it needed only a name to signify forgiveness and
home.)))
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JOHN STUART BATTS)

\"Fighting the Good Fight\":
Victorian Hymn-Writers Take the Field 1)

In her autobiography, Ann Ta)llor Gilbert recalls a conversation with the
hymn-writer James Montgomery (1771-1854),

during
which she thought

she heard distant gunfire and remarked upon it. He recognized thunder
and

replied, \"yes,
the artillery of Heaven!\"2 In the context of nine-

teenth-century hymnody, his quick-witted analogy
is

illuminating,

because so many religious notions were confidently expressed in
military terms. Poring over Victorian

hymnals today, one is easily aware

of the rhetoric of the church militant. Indeed, Victorian
hymns

are

remarkably of the \"Onward, Christian Soldiers\" kind, full of clarion calls

to arm for the good fight, and often set to vigorous tunes. Today's
churchmen, however, seem

uneasy
with such strident language, so that

many a staunch favourite of earlier
generations

is now seldom found in

revised hymnals. This is not to say that scholarship has lost
sight

of

them, for within the last decade Susan Tamke has examined the
prominence of such bellicose image clusters in nineteenth-century

hymns, and prior to that David Holbrook, among others, has bemoaned

the literary deficiencies of Victorian hymn-writers.
3 A century after the

appearance of the Complete Edition (1889)of that Anglican favourite,

Hymns Ancient and Modern, one may be more dispassionate about the
calibre of lyricism

and more discerning about the extravagance of
bellicose utterance. This essay examines the

pervasive presence of

military imagery in nineteenth-century hymnody, focuses upon some
favoured motifs and representative writers, and finally outlines a few

approaches that may explain the extraordinary resonance that such

expression had for the period.

Although there is a veritable harvest of
images

of warfare in

hymns of the period, the popular association of a language of violence

and militancy with Victorian hymnody may be exaggeration. Some
earlier and militant (even violent) hymns are linked with the Victorians

simply because hymnody in general is perceived to be a Victorian
phenomenon. In

any case, as Rosemary Woolf in The English Religious)))
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Malone's Itgodly,\" aids the narrator in giving his story-set historically

at a time prior to the conversion to Christianity of the peoples
involved-a Christian

perspective; carefully positioned
maxims on

God's firm guidance of the universe and on His
fatherly

love of men

help the narrator lead his audience to find some meaning in the
seeming

waste of men's heroic efforts in an unstable and transient world.
Although the nature and the extent of the influence of classical

rhetoric on Old English poetry and on
Beowulf

in
particular

have yet to

be determined with any authority, critics agree that most
Anglo-Saxon

scholars would have had at least a cursory knowledge of its basic
tenets. 5

The treatment afforded to maxims and proverbs by classical
rhetoricians offers, therefore, an interesting point

of
departure

for a

study of the function of gnomic verses in Old English poetry. Classical
treatises on rhetoric discuss the sententia or proverbium structurally, as
a part of the argument or

proof,
the central section of the discourse, and

stylistically, as a verbal ornament. Quintilian, in his Institutio oratoria,

includes it among authorities drawn from external sources to support
a case (\"Adhibebitur extrinsecus in causam et auctoritas,\" V.xi.36),

explaining that proverbs have acquired immortality because they have

carried conviction of their truth to all mankind (\"neque enim durassent
haec in aeternum, nisi vera omnibus viderentur,\" V.xi.41).6 In his

Institutiones, Cassiodorus, praising Quintilian and Cicero as master
rhetoricians, summarizes their views on rhetorical argumentation. I-Ie

lists as one of the arguments through the syllogism the sententious

enthymeme, that is, one.whose authority is increased by the use of a

maxim (\"sententiale est quod sententia generalis adicit,\" II.ii.13).7

Quintilian also discusses sententiae in his treatment of
style, stating that

they are regarded by many as the most important stylistic ornament

(\"quem plerique praecipuum ac paene solum putant orationis ornatum,\"
VIII.iv.29). While he admits that

they successfully
fulfill their primary

function of ending a period effectively, he castigates the contemporary
fashion of

ending
all periods with them. The influential fourth.-century

Rhetorica ad Herennium treats them only as a
figure

of diction, the ninth

in a list of forty-five. However, in its description of them (IV.xvii.25), it

looks back to Aristotle's Rhetorica, where they are viewed not stylistical-
ly,

as ornaments, but structurally, as one of the two general modes of
persuasion.

8

While these influential rhetoricians all agree on the possible
important structural role for the proverb in an argument, one has to wait
until the early thirteenth century for

prescriptions
on the structural uses

of proverbs in poetry. Geoffrey of Vinsauf, in his Poetria Nova, for

example, suggests opening a poem with a proverb pointing to some
general truth connected with the poem's theme, if one desires a

particularly brilliant beginning (\"Si pars prima
velit majus diffundere

lumen\;") he goes on to explain: \"Supra thema datum sistat, sed
spectet)))
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equating
Christians with soldiers, life's round as a holy war in which it

is best to travel cheerfully (\"join our happy throng\") towards the right,
although vague, goal (\"treading

where the saints have trod\.") For a
member of this \"mighty army,\"

\"the Church of God,\" under the

leadership of the \"Royal Master,\" Christ, and under the standard or

banner of \"the Cross of Jesus,\" victory in life (as in death, presumably)
is assured, because the enemy (\"Satan's host\") takes to its cloven heels.
The jubilant shouts of the soldier's assertive hymn are supposedly
sufficient to rock the very foundations of the enemy kingdom. In a

world where crowns and thrones may perish, a Christian soldier has his

leader's promise: no fortification on earth can withstand this mighty
army. The final stanza tells of the nature of the army's theme song, a
song of

triumph extolling \"Christ the King,\" which has been sung by
such soldiers through \"countless

ages.\" Clearly,
the imagery is consistent

and striking; equally clearly, it is not original. The words fit the notion

of Christ's church militant here on earth and remain a proof of the

excitement of sentiments felicitously couched in military phrasing. Not

only does its wide distribution
among hymnals testify to the popularity

of Baring-Gould's lyric; almost as striking is the fact that the words have

outlasted a number of tunes. If one associates this hymn with any tune

at all, it will probably be Sir Arthur Sullivan's\"St. Gertrude.\" There is an

appropriate martial quality to that tune, but, more importantly, the
words have survived

although
three of its former tunes did not.

The range of this particular hymn's territory is instructive more

generally
for all hymns with bellicose images. On the basis of a limited

sampling rather than an exhaustive
survey

of hundreds of hymnals, a

broad pattern is discernible, which links the militant
imagery

with

Protestant churches in general and with later Anglican hymnodists and

missionary activities in particular. \"Onward, Christian Soldiers,\" written

by an Anglican curate, finds a ready place in Anglican hymnals,
including Hymns

Ancient and Modern, The Hymnal Companion to the Book

of
Common Prayer,

Church Hymnal, Church Hymns, The Public School Hymn
Book (1904), and even The

Hymnal of
the Anglican Church of Canada (1905).

Collections not using this hymn, on the other hand, include the

Presbyterian Book of Praise (1894) and two Roman Catholic collections, the
St. Basil's

Hymnal
and the St. Joseph's Hymnal.

I1

There is supporting testimony for the peculiarly late-Victorian
nature of this belligerent strain of

expression
to be found in hymns not

originally English but translated into English during the Victorian

period.
There was much translation of hymns, but military images are

not especially prominent
in, for example, the mid-century translations

from the German by Catherine Winkworth. 12

Among
over one hundred

hymns in her Lyra Germanica (1855), possibly a dozen have images
pertaining

to warfare, and those are solidly biblical, mostly Pauline in

origin.
13

Some of the hymns written during the Thirty Years' War, like)))
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Gustavus Adolphus's \"Battle Song\" (1631), do make expected equations
between warriors and \"soldiers of the Lord,\" \"soldiers of the Cross,\" and
\"Christian warriors brave.\"

Generally,
one reads of the strife either

between the Captain or Champion (Christ) and the Foe (\"who intends

us deadly woe\,") or between the Victor and Sin or Death's dark power
(\"Christ with death once wrestled here\.") Martin Luther's hymn, in Miss
Winkworth's phrase, sees Christ as a

trinity
of \"stronghold, shield, and

weapon.\" Her Christian warfare images, culled from over two hundred
years

of German hymnody, from Luther (1530) to Lehr (1733), possess
a uniformity; but the incidence of these images remains small in

comparison with that found in more general English collections of the

latter part of the century.
Another set of translations demonstrates High Church

(Anglican)

reluctance to yield to what was about to prove the inevitable power of

the militant. In HymnE of the Eastern Church (1862), the High Church John
Mason Neale turned into English several hymns by St. Joseph of the
Studios, whose ninth-century originals use some

images
of warfare;

generally, ho,vever, there are few such metaphors in his translations,
and Neale, in a note on St. Joseph, fastidiously criticized the man's

verbiage and (could it be with the
military images

in mind?) his

bombast.
14

Nevertheless, Neale's objections evidently did not prevail
widely among late-Victorian

hymnodists.

The most striking segment of the discerned pattern is the evidence
found in missionary hymnals; here

military
and even violent images

thrive. Missionaries were very much involved with the masses, people

of little literacy, such as
\037

those in William Booth's east-end London.

Furthermore, most missionaries were aware of the power of song. In the

preface to Gospel Temperance Hymns, for
example,

Richard T. Booth

writes: \"The Hymns and Sacred Psalmody of the Church of Christ are

among her most priceless endowments, and take rank with her
mightiest ministries for

good.
All great movements have had their

accompaniments of song-whether on the field of martial strife, or as an

auxiliary of political agitation, or to popularize by the
power

of
rhythm

the unfamiliar teachings of the book of God.\" ls

Understandably,

therefore, \"Onward, Christian Soldiers\" is to be found in Hymns and
Choruses

of
the Church Army, The Church Missionary Hymn Book, and the

Durham Mission Tune-Book (1886), among
others. Baring-Gould's hymn

is a sustained and exalted expression of Christian militancy: the cross is

not regarded as a symbol of suffering, resurrection, or even love-it is

the banner of God's troops. The words express the quintessence of
missionary zeal, and thus that

hymn
takes a natural place in such

hymn-books.
Dramatic evidence is also to be found in the texts of an Anglican

group of trained lay-evangelists formed in 1882.on the lines of the)))
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Salvation .Army; Hymns and Choruses
of

the Church Army (1884) is an

extensive collection of hymns.
16

Its founder concentrated his work on the

outcasts and criminals of the Westminster slums in London; this army

often held meetings in prisons and workhouses, and it developed
essentially as a

working
men's and women's mission to working people.

Not surprisingly, its hymn-book has several dozen
hymns

that feature

images of warfare. Its \"Processions\" section reads like an hymnic
roll-call: \"Onward, Christian Soldiers,\" \"Brightly Gleams Our Banner,\"
\"Forward! be our watchword,\" \"On to the Conflict Soldiers,\" \"Strike, 0

Strike for Victory,\" \"'Onward, Brothers, Onward,\" \"Stand
Up,

Stand Up

for Jesus,\" \"Sound the Battle Cry,\" and more. Outside that special section
there are fourteen more, including \"Fight the Good Fight.\"

In such verse, the military images are
predictable.

Christians are

referred to as \"soldiers of the Lord,r' \"of the Cross,\" \"warriors bold.\"17

Their leader is inevitably styled the \"captain.\" Both their dress and
equipment are

wholly military: \"gird your armour ann and the like; the
soldiers are enjoined to \"bind the helmet stronger,\" \"tighter grasp the

sword. trIB

Rules of conduct and duty emerge from the text doggedly:
truth is to be the watchword that will make the foes flee; faith must be
of the kind that never changes. Resolution is

required-the
need to

\"stand firm\"19-and the insistent call is for marching.
20

Above all, the

soldier awaits th,e \"thrilling battle cry \"-still, incidentally, the name of

the Salvation Army's magazine (Battle Cry)-which is given varied
utterance. 21

When that cry comes, the Christian soldier advances on the

enemy (\"the oppressor,\"
\"the foe\,22") undeterred when \"storm clouds

lour\" because of his unflagging conviction of
being right:

ttIf in the battle

to my trust I'm true, / Mine shall be the honours in the Grand Re-

view.\"23 The ultimate goal of this military service is realized in meta-
phors of no great ingenuity; when Zion or Canaan is not used, the

singers look forward to
light

or peace; \"on to Victory grand\" means

\"wearing the crown Before Thy Face,\" or, put
more floridly, \"A glorious

crown beyond the glowing skies, / . . e / The radiant fields where

pleasure never dies\" (No. 28).24
Some of the smaller evangelical missions had their own

hymn-books. The Durham Mission Tune-Book (1886) was used by Canon

George Body, an Anglican who specialized in parochial missions
among

the miners in the north of England.
25

A slight volume, it included

Wesley's \"Soldiers of Christ, Arise,\" \"Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus,\" and,

in addition to the inevitable \"Onward, Christian Soldiers,\" Bar-

ing-Gould's \"Through the
night

of doubt and sorrow,\" in which the

pilgrim band of stanza one assumes a
military aspect at the close:

\"Onward with the Cross our aid! / Bear its shame, and
fight

its battle, /

Till we rest beneath its shade.\" The parochial missions, with perhaps a

week of preaching in the parish by powerful and able missionaries, were)))
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attempts to touch the poor; it was
V\\tidely accepted

that the working

people of the industrial towns could not be attracted inside churches
by

the usual services. The compiler chose his hymns accordingly.
For wider missionary use, The Church Missionary Hymn Book

appeared in 1887. 26

Images
of warfare are prominent in 64 of 242 hymns

in its second edition. Among the
hymns

in that edition are Heber's \"The

Son of God goes forth to war,\" Duffield's \"Stand Up, Stand Up for

Jesus,\" \"Through the night of doubt and sorrow,\" and the omnipresent

\"Onward, Christian Soldiers.\" A glance at the phrasing of two of its

late-Victorian hymn-writers shows how standard the choice of images
of warfare was. Edward Henry Bickersteth, made Bishop of Exeter in

1885, contributed five hymns in which he writes of \"warrior hosts,\" \"the

soldiers of the Cross,\" and the \"gates and ramparts of hell\"; the songs of

the saints are \"the raptures of the armies of the
sky\";

Christian soldiers,

armed with the sword\037. of
\"gospel truth,\" made the \"devil and his host\"

\"shudder and flee\"; \"the warrior church\" will triumph although ttstill the

battle rages.\" Secondly, Sarah Stock's (1838-1898) five
hymns

reinforce

a sense of the conventional nature of military images. t'Someone shall go
at the Master's word\" (No. 22), which sings of the missionary call,
culminates in these lines:)

Someone shall
carry

His banner high,

Waving it out where the foe holds sway,
Some in His service shall live and die

And with Jesus shall win the day! (v. 4))

\037)

Other hymns suggest that missionaries follow Htheir Captain, /
Who leads them to the war\" (No. 120); they leave the \"nest of home

behind, / The battlefield before, /
They gird

their heavenly war\";

\"Conqueror He will surely be: / May we share His
victoryr'

The

missionary's task is seen as quasi-imperialist:

O'er the waters it [the call to battle] soundeth, from lands far away,
Where the rebel usurper holds fair realms in sway;

There are chains to be severed, and souls to be freed;
Our Captain is calling, Himself takes the lead. (v. 2)

Such phrasing reminds one that imperialism was often seen by
contemporaries as a

civilizing
mission in the manner of

KiplinB's
\"Take

up the White Man's burden. . . . / The
Savage

wars of peace.
H 7

Not only the hymns of the late-Victorian period but also the gospel
songs of the time are frequently couched in war imagery; in the latter's
fervent and visionary words, one is

impressed by the persis-tence of

militant images. In the United States, Moody and Sankey's popular
Sacred

Son\037s

and Solos is a compilation from various sources, mainly
American. 8

This book includes some eighteenth-century hymns with)))
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images of warfare and reprints some early-nineteenth-century ones.
There is also a garland of contemporary, militant hymns, most of which
have been mentioned above,

including
\"Onward, Christian Soldiers.\"

A brief comparative glance at the warfare images used by two
well-known American writers of the period in this collection shows

striking similarities with those of
English hymnody.29 Indeed, the \\lery

first song/hymn in Sankey's collection-written by a fellow Pennsyl-
vanian,

Philip
Bliss (1838-1876)-is called ttHold the Fort!\" (undated).

The title invokes the
\"great

Commander's\" signal to the beleaguered

faithful, oppressed by Satan's \"mighty host\"; the sight of reinforcements

triggers the chorus, \"Cheer, my comrades, cheer.\" The majority of Bliss's
contributions have

military
motifs, from slight pieces like \"There's sin

in the camp, there's treason today\"-the problem is selfishness-to more

extended metaphors, as in this verse:)

Only an armour bearer, I stand
Waiting

to follow at the King's command;

Marching, if \"Onward\" shall the order be,
Standing by my Captain, serving faithfully.)

Another American, Fanny Crosby (1823-1915), is represented in
Sacred Songs and Solos

by only
a half dozen of her more than two

thousand hymns and songs, yet at least
sixty

were estimated by Julian

(A Dictionary of Hymnology) as being common in Great
Britain, among

them \"Sound the alarm, watchman!\" and \"Onward! Upward! Christian
Soldier\" (No. 164).The latter exhorts the soldier to \"battle for the Lord,\"

'tfacing the foe\" and meeting danger \"whatsoe'er it be,\" never giving the

battle over till, victorious, \"thy loving Saviour bids th,ee / At his hand

receive thy crown.\" The same theme and similar military images are

employed in her \"Awake the Trumpet\" (No. 442), where the leader cries
\"Onward!\" and the sword of the Spirit is \"girded on\" along with helmet,

breastplate, and shield; the Christian is enjoined to follow his Captain

and \"Stand firm\" by the Cross and its banner.
The Salvation Army is

especially rewarding
to examine because of its

embodiment of the \"Onward, Christian Soldiers\" motif.
30

Hymns were a

challenge for its leader, General Booth, because Army meetings were held at
various venues: tents, street corners, even theatres. With senti-literate

audiences, it was necessary to have powerful and arresting, if
basically

simple, images and lively music. Booth readily acknowledges in Salvation

Army
Music (1890) that the Army's music was unoriginal, later (1900) adding

that the strains that had caught the popular ear had \"seldom before been
associated with God's service.\"31

Accordingly,
there was scope for amateur

versifiers to provide words to catchy hInes, in the manner of Captain William

Pearson, who penned \"The Song of the Salvation
Army\"

to the hIne of \"Ring

the bell, watchrnan.\"32 Notice how close it is to \"Onward, Christian Soldiers\":)))
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Come join our army, to battle we will
go

Jesus will help us to conquer the foe;

Defending the right and opposing the
wrong,

The Salvation Army is marching along! (v. 1)

Chorus:

Marching along, we are
marching along,

The Salvation Army is marching along
Soldiers of Jesus, be valiant and strong-
The Salvation Army is marching along!

Corne join our Army and enter the field,

The sword of the Spirit with strong faith we wield;
Our armour is bright and our

weapons
are strong-

The Salvation Army is marching along! (v. 2))

Later verses refer to the standard images-Jesus as our Captain,
the need to enlist, the conviction of ultimate victory. If the images are

shared with Baring-Gould (and doubtless with hundreds more), here the

eleven- and ten-syllable lines are not used as subtly or as ski
lfully.

This

is the kind of writing that presupposes an audience that makes a success
of \"Bless his name he sets me Free\" (William Baugh), sun

p
to the tune of

the music hall's \"Champagne Charlie is my name,\"3 or of Robert
Johnson's \"Storm the forts of darkness,\" sung to the melody of \"Here's
to good old whiskey, drink it down.\"34

Not unexpectedly, then, military images abound in Salvation Army
Music. A detailed assessment of the first one hundred hymns reveals

that thirty-four make significant use of
military images and nineteen

make use of other violent images. But although the repetitious nature of

these images is the most salient feature, an occasional characteristic

sprightliness of verse also marks the collection, as in the bouncy
enthusiasm of \"I'm a soldier, if

you
want me\":)

The grand Salvation Army
Has snatched me from the foe,

And now I rescue others

If wanted I will go.
And now I rescue others
If wanted I will go. (No. 99, v. 2))

Liveliness of another sort appears in a defensive verse:)

Professors may deride us

And evil things may say
And worldlings point the

finger

But who I ask are they-)))
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'Tis not in them we're trusting
But in our King on high
For the day of victory's coming bye and bye. (No. 97))

While the scorn was probably aimed at Darwinians, or specifically
Professor Huxley for his

jibe
about \"Corybantic Christianity,\" these lines

remind us that the Salvation Army's sector of the front line was always
close to the uneducated lower classes.

If
hymns

are indeed, in the late Erik Routley's phrase, \"the folk
song of the church militant,\"35 then the second half of the nineteenth

century was a golden age
for

hymns containing images of war, almost

all unerringly traditional tropes, all of them overworked, and all largely
based on a representation of life as a battle between the Christian soldier

and the hosts of Satan. Hymns and hymn-singing, in the Anglican
Church

especially,
came into prominence in the high-Victorian period.

One scholarly musicologist has recently and convincingly pinpointed
the decades 1860-1880 as the fertile years when many conducive factors
combined, ranging from great intensity in

English religious life to the

unparalleled opportunities for hymn-writers, publishers, and congrega-
tions.36

Hymns
Ancient and Modern is estimated to have been in use in

more than ten thousand churches by 1894, its popularity being chal-

lenged only by that of the Methodist Hymn Book (rev. ed., 1876).37 At the
same time, there was some awareness of a decline in standards of

hymn-writing. John Heywood, for example, complained of \"a
very

bathos of degradation,\" finding Methodist tunes \"outrageously boister-
ous and

vulgar\"
and accusing Hymns Ancient and Modern of being too

popular and of
poor taste; more specifically, he felt hymns were

becoming too subjective, and he decried Faber's \"0 Paradise\" for \"its

slangy air of the ordinary music-hall species.\"38 Undoubtedly, this very
popularity fed the demand for more hymns of doubtful quality; Eric

Routley, for example, has argued that standards of taste were in fact

fixed low, spoiled by hymnody's success. 39

The more-means-worse thesis cannot wholly explain the pro-
nounced prominence of images of war. Since Victorian

hymnody
is so

extensive, and since much military imagery informs the hymns of

writers who belong to different social classes as well as to different
religious groups, one should look further. Owen Chadwick, for

example, has suggested that church militancy suited the mind of

Victorian ethics, namely, that at a time when man had decreasing
assurance of faith, there was a greater sense of working out one's own
salvation, of

being engaged
in a struggle. Chadwick links this to the

frequency of the image of
pilgrimage, quoting Baring-Gould's hymn

\"Throu\037h
the night of doubt and sorrow / Onward goes the Christian

band.\"4 Late Victorians felt the need to \"Fight the Good
Fight\" (J.S.B.

Monsell) as Christian soldiers. One vigorous strain of Christianity in the)))
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early part of the period was earnestly advocated by Dr. Arnold at Rugby

School, and his promulgation of it among an influential generation of

schoolboys
must have provided inspiration for the combative manliness

found, for example, in the writings of Charles Kingsley and Thomas

Hughes. Norman Vance makes a good case for it in his book The Sinews

of the Spirit and aptly quotes Hughes, who recalled in The Manliness
of

Christ the lifelong stimulus provided by his headmaster; the words are
most apropos, the

image
militant. Hughes recalled his schooldays at

Rugby as \"training. . . for the
big fight

to which we had all been pledged
at our baptism, 'manfully to

fight
under Christ's banner against sin, the

world, and the devil, and to continue His faithful soldiers and servants

unto our life's end.' \"41

Similarly,
Arthur Pollard has noted the more

resolute emphasis on pilgrimage and Christian warfare
by hymn-writers

at a time when Hymns Ancient and Modern was being introduced and,
more

significantly,
when the Church was being threatened by new

knowledge, textual criticism of the Bible, and Darwinism.
42

And it may
not be unfair to wonder if some of the hymn-singers did not compensate
for their personal lack of conviction by singing more

assertively
the

hymns of an activist morality.
A further possible explanation for the popularity of militant

images may be sought in missionary activity both at home and abroad.

Missions are very much the positive embodiment of activism, be it in
parochial missions

reaching
out for non-churchgoers or in quasi-im-

perialist labours \"'mid heathen ignorance and gloom, I
By

untold

maladies opprest.\"43 The\037
missions might be the work of established

churches and sects, of evangelists, or even of
temperance groups.44 All

seem to have used hymns with militant images. Those same words that

appear
to us so stale, flat, and unprofitable were presumably serviceable

and even imposing for the audiences of the barely Christian and barely
literate among the lower classes.45

A related activity was the work of the churches for youth groups,
such as the Church Girls'

Brigade,
or the Church Lads' Brigade

(founded 1891) with its motto, \"Fight the Good
Fight.\"

In the revealingly

military language of its advertisements, \"the Brigade offers a unique and
effective instrument to clergy seeking to extend Christ's Kingdom
among young people.

,,46

In perspective, then, military imagery in Christian literature was

by no means new in the nineteenth
century,

but the evidence of the

late-Victorian hymnals suggests that churchmen of the period believed
that, in their

holy
war to save souls, hymns did more than anything to

keep religion alive among the masses. While earlier hymns with militant

tropes gained new prominence, a host of
contemporary

recruits ensured

that from the 18605 onwards, Victorians were bombarded by the martial

tunes and thundering images of the hymn-writers' '''artillery of heaven.\)
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of the hymn-writers of militancy or of the militant hymns frequently quoted in

this essay.
12. Lyra Germanica,o

Hymns for
the Sundays and Chief Festivals of the

Christian Year, 4th ed., trans. Catherine Winkworth (1855; reprint, London:

Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 1865).

13. Finding the sources of Victorian hymnody has been facilitated
by

two works by Erik Routley: his A Panorama of English Hymnody (Collegeville: The

Liturgical Press, 1979), and An English-Speaking Hymnal Guide. Some indication
of the biblical texts from which such imagery arises follows, but only a

suggestive and by no means
comprehensive listing.

Some military metaphors are to be found among the Old Testament
narratives; for

example,
the opening chapter of Joshua 1 :18: and, subsequently,

the assault upon and destruction of the city of Jericho have militant images.
Among the more

lyrical parts
of the Old Testament, many analogous expres-

sions of militancy occur in the Psalms. Here are some samples of that kind of

word choice. Psalm 24: \"Who is this King of glory? The Lord strong and mighty,
the Lord mighty in battle\" (vo 8); \"Who is this King of glory? The Lord of hosts,
he is the

King
of glory\" (v. 10). Or, again, in Psalm 98: \"0 sing unto the Lord a

new song; for he hath done marvellous things; his right hand, and his holy arm

hath gotten him the victory\" (v. 1).
The New Testament, especially the writings of Paul, seems to be behind

many a hymnodist. Here are some of the more obvious sources. Corinthians

16:13: \"Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong.\" I Timothy
6:12: \"Fight the good fight

of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art
also called. O' .\" Hebrews 2:10: \"F'or it became him, for whom are all things, and
by whom are all things,

in bringing many sons unto glory, to make the captain
of their salvation perfect through sufferings.\" Routley links this text with Isaac
Watts' hymn, \"Join

all the glorious powers.\" Ephesians 6:10-11 outlines the

complete armour of a Christian:
\"Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and

in the power of his might. / Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be)))
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able to stand against the wiles of the deviL\" The succeeding verses (16-17)

expand on that notion by alluding to \"the
breastplate

of righteousness,\" \"the

shield of faith\" (v. 16), \"the helmet of salvation,\" and \"the sword of the Spirit.\"
Revelation 6:2: \"And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had

a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth
conquering,

and to

conquer.\"
14. Hymns of the Eastern Church, trans. John Mason Neale (1862;reprint,

New York: A.M.S. Press, 1971), p. 127; similar findings are to be made in The

Hymns of
the Primitive Church, trans. John Chandler (London: J. W. Parker, 1837).

On the
important

role of the Studios monastery in Constantinople, see Egon
Wellesz, A

History of Byzantine Music and Hymnography, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 1961),pp. 229, 369.

15. Gospel Temperance Hymns, as Used in Blue Ribbon
Temperance Meetings

by Richard T. Booth, Francis Murphy and Son, and Other
Temperance

Advocates

(London: Christian Herald Office, n.d.).

16. Hymns and Choruses
of

the Church Army (London: Marshall Bros.,

1884). Subsequent notes 17-24 refer to this edition.
17. Similar

phrases
include \"soldiers of the right,\" \"Christian soldiers,\"

\"a
mighty army\" or Uthrong,\" and \"gathering legions.\"

18. Cf. \"the gospel armour,\" \"armour bright,\" \"take the helmet of

salvation,\" \"a
shining helmet,\" \"the Spirit's mighty sword,\" t'sword and shield,\"

and \"shield and banner
bright.\"

19. Cf. \"let courage rise with danger\" and \"stand up for Jesus.\"
20. Cf.

\"keep marching,\" \"marching on we go,\" \"march to the
fight,\"

and

\"march with one accord.\"

21. Others include \"hosanna,\" \"forward,\" \"joy,\" \"salvation,\" and \"victory,

victory, victory.\"
22. Cf. \"foes unnumbered,\" \"Satan and his host,\" or the physical

embodiment of Satan's domain wherein is found \"Selfish
greed

and grinding,

lust and drunk and hate- / These his chains which bind men with their iron

weight\" (No. 19, v. 2).
23. Cf. \"ours the might that

conquered
in days of old\" and \"our cause we

know must prevail, / We ne'er can fail.\"

24. Other phrases that express the same idea are \"the Palace of the

King,\" \"city towers / Where our God abideth,\" \"the victor's crown,\" \"a crown of

life,\" and \"a
bright

crown.\"

25. Nathaniel Keymer, comp., The Durham Mission Tune-Book,Containing
One Hundred and Forty Hymn Tunes, Chants and Litanies, for the Durham Mission
Hymn-Book,

2nd ed. (1886; reprint, London: Griffith, Farran, Okeden and Welsh,
1888).

26. The Church Missionary Hymn Book (London: C.M.S., 1887).
27. Shamsul Islam, Chronicles

of
the Raj (London: Macmillan, 1979), p. 2.

Indeed, the missionary's militant hymns and the spirit of imperialism are echoed

not only in Kipling, but also in popular versifiers such as Sir Henry Newbolt

(\"Clifton Chapel\") and W. E. Henley (\"What Have I Done for You, England, My

England?\.
28. Ira D. Sankey, camp., Sacred

Songs
and Solos with Standard Hymns

Combined (London: Morgan and Scott, [1890]).It includes Heber's \"The Son of

God goes forth to War\" and White's \"Oft in sorrow, oft in woe, / Onward
Christians, onward

go.\)
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29. John Julian, comp., A Dictionary of Hymnology, Setting Forth the Origin
and History of Christian Hymns of

All Ages and Nations (London: Murray, 1907), p.
59, provides a wider perspective by noting

that in Great Britain \"the noblest

forms of American hymnody are known to few; whilst the Gospel Songs of our

revivalist schools are the mainstay of similar efforts in the mother country.\"
30. The militancy in Salvation Army Music is announced

by
its cover;

\"blood and fire\" is the embossed motto.
31. William Booth, comp., \"Preface,\" in Salvation Army Music, 2nd ed.

(1890; reprint, London: Salvation Army, 1900),p. iii.

32. Bernard Watson, A Hundred Years War: The Salvation Army,
1865-1965 (London: Hodder and

Stoughton, 1964), p. 85.

33. First printed in the Christmas, 1881, issue of War Cry.

34. Johnson was a Scottish officer. Many of the wordsmiths were
Army

bandsmen; William Booth and his family wrote many hymns.
35. Erik Routley, Hymns and Human

Life (London: John Murray, 1952),)

p.3.)
36. Temperley, I, p. 296; the whole section

dealing
with the deluge of

hymns is especially rewarding. Cf. Routley, A Short
History of English Church

Music, p. 66.

37. Pollard, p. 46.
38. John Heywoodi Our Church Hymnody (London: n.p., 1881), pp. 7-9,

as quoted in Temperley, 1,p. 402.

39. Routley,
A Short History of English Church Music, p. 66.

40. Owen Chadwick, The Victorian Church, 2 (London: A. and C. Black,
1966-1970), p. 466f.

41. Norman Vance, The Sinews of the Spirit: 'The Ideal of Christian

Manliness in Victorian Literature and Religious Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1985),p.

75.

42. Pollard, p. 49. Similar comment is made by Lionel Adey in a review

of Susan Tamke's Make a Joyful Noise Unto the Lord, in The Hymn (January

1980):66.

43. \"At even ere the sun was set\"
by

H. Twells (1832-1900), v. 3.

44. For the temperance movement, the
\"enemy

at hand\" is often \"the

mad'ning potion\" \"lurking in the sparkling bowls\" (No. 161, \"A Foe in the Land,\"
in The Searchlight: A Collection

of Songs for Sunday Schools and Gospel Meetings, ed.
A. F.

Myers [Toledo: W. W. Whitney, 1894], p. 164).
45. The missionaries themselves were

by
no means cultured men; they

saw nothing strange in translating the imagery of war into Bengali, Mohawk,

and the like. \"Part of their militancy was an expression of their own struggle to

escape out of the ranks of the proletariat. . . . A social militant and a religious
militant have much in common.\" Max Warren, \"The Church Militant Abroad:

Victorian Missionaries,\" in The Victorian Crisis of Faith: Six Lectures, ed.
Anthony

Symondson (London: SPCK, 1970), p. 63.
46. The Church of England

Year Book (London: CIO, 1979), p. 342. Susan
Tamke, \"Hymns for Children: Cultural Imperialism in Victorian England,\"

Victorian Newsletter 49 (Spring 1976):18-22, touches on some of these issues.)))
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George Ryga: The Power of the Word)

Talk is a big thing.

-George Ryga, Hungry Hillsl)

In George Ryga's first published novel, Hungry Hills, there is an odd
character, Nick the rain-maker, who claims that he can bring rain to the
arid hills by fiddling

on his magic violin. He can make it \"dribble\" or he
can make it \"come down in torrents\" (p. 158) on the condition that each

villager pay him two dollars in advance. The rain-maker impresses the

half-literate villagers with his facility with words:)

Up in the cosmos, something
has gone wrong-the balance between good

and bad has been disturbed, and it will take the sympathetic vibrations of

my violin to restore the harmony to proper order.
(p.

159))

The narrator's Aunt Mathilda, a courageous free-thinker, asks Nick
to give them a

\"sample
of what's to come\" (p. 159) and make a little rain

before she pays. Nick angrily responds that her incredulity may have

jeopardized their chances of a
proper

rain and quickly departs. Young
Snit, the narrator, wonders what will happen when the farmers pay

for

rain but the rain does not come. Aunt Mathilda replies that she \"never

knew a guy talk himself into trouble that couldn't talk his way out
again\" (p. 162).

A similar, amusing episode occurs in Night Desk. 2

Romeo Kuchmir,

the randy hero of the novel, wanders half-dressed into the lobby of the

Edmonton hotel where he is staying. Two older women spot him. \"I'm

an actor-a performer. A good one\" (p. 17), says Romeo to himself. He
begins to shout that a burglar has robbed him of everything, including
his clothes. The two ladies not

only
cease to be scandalized, but also

give him some money. \"Such is the power of the word\" (p. 17), con-

cludes Romeo.)))
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which has nothing to do with social protest but rather with the effect of

language
on individual life. Ryga's works may be, at first glance, about

socia-economic
reality,

but
ultimately they are about human life and

what threatens it. Language or talk, whether serving truth or
pure

invention, seems to be in the service of life. The absence of
language,

on

the other hand, leads to \"retiring hungry existence\" (p. 5), a sort of

\"caving
in\"

(p. 7) on oneself, regression, and spiritual as well as physical
death.

Aunt Mathilda illustrates this truth with her own life. This thin,

sterile, tight-lipped woman reflects the barren landscape of the hungry

hills. On returning home after a three-year absence, Snit spends his first

night
in a cemetery. He is assailed by images of decay and death:)

I was now alongside the church. It was desolate and parched, with
whitewash on the

siding showing only under the eaves, where the walls
were shielded from the sun and weather. The rest of the building was grey
and decaying. The door sagged. . . the windows were cracked. . . .

(p. 19)

The air was \",'arm and heavy with odours of dry decay. . . . The house
was silent, dark and lonely. . . . There was the scent of rotting wood. (p.
21))

The appearance of Aunt Mathilda-a \"frightening-saddening\" (p. 22)

figure-is in harmony with the
surroundings:)

Her eyes were dead and tired . . . . Her hair, too, had turned a

yellow-grey and hung over her shoulders and face in sticky strands. The

brown-flecked skin of her face and neck was crinkled and
dry,

like a piece

of ancient chamois cloth which had been rolled into a ball when wet and

allowed to mildew. She wore a dark, nondescript outer coat which
showed

signs
of having been worked and slept in, and which had ragged

ends on the sleeves and along the bottom. Yet she seemed in place in that

kitchen where. . . the walls were soiled and cracked. (p. 22))

Despite
her decayed exterior, Aunt Mathilda survives through talk.

Through communication with Snit, she will
change

and conquer what

Carson, echoing Thomas Hobbes, calls her \"nasty, poor, brutish and
short\"4 existence. Aunt Mathilda has faith: \"Folks have lived through all
sorts of

things-hail, blight and sickness. They'll make out some way or
other\" (p. 170). While the ending of the novel is ambiguous, it does

suggest that the courage and love
uniting

Snit with his aunt are

sufficient antidotes to loneliness and death. Snit will not become a

spokesman
for any group of twenty lads. But he will arrive at lan-

guage-that is, coherence/ cohesiveness-in a different way: he will

write and speak for himself and his people through his book. Snit is)))
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already a marvellous poet, a symbolist, whenever he evokes the

communion between the physical environment and the human beings
inhabiting it, the mutual interpenetration of cosmos and man. For him,

the human heart is a microcosm of the universe, which in turn seems to

be an objectivation of the mind. \"I had forgotten
the harsh cruelty of the

land and its people-the desperate climate which
parched

both the soil

and the heart of man here\" (p. 18), he writes. Language, especially
metaphor,

will permit transcendence of conflict, will effect a fusion
between the parched land and the aspirations of the poet's heart. From

the \"stony fields of parched desire\" eventually there will come \"thunder

in the rising sun.
\"5

Hungry Hills, a traditional, realistic novel, already possesses the
oral flavour that distinguishes Ryga's reuvre. Talk, in this apprentice

novel, is a theme, but it also penetrates the style of the novel. Snit

readily imitates the bpoken language of the people of the hungry
hills-Aunt Mathilda, Johnny Swift, the preacher, and others-thus

blurring the difference between writing and talking. But it will be up to

the subsequent novels-Ballad of a Stone-picker and Night Desk--(as well
as much of the drama) to reveal more explicitly and more fully Ryga's
sensitivity to spoken language and the role he assigns it. One must

remember that Ryga, a poet, a composer of
songs,

came to the novel and

drama via radio and television, two essentially oral and
popular

arts.

His concern with spoken language will be the common thread running
through the three

\"autobiographical\" novels, as well as through much

of the drama, stitching the heterodox topics, impressions,descriptions,

and even genres together into a coherent whole.
In Ballad

of
a

Stone-picker,6 the earlier realism gives way to a more
allusive, lyrical style, resembling that of a ballad. The title points to the
link between this novel and a

genre
both oral and populist, a narrative

recited to musical accompaniment by an anonymous narrator. The

musical connotations of the word \"ballad\" are therefore important.
Already in his first novel, Ryga endowed Snit with a musical surname:
Mandolin. Here, the text contains snatches of folk

songs,
thus enhancing

the ballad effect of the novel. In Night Desk, Romeo Kuchmir will impose
himself as a singer: \"I can

sing and because I can sing I can hear music
in my head. . .\"

(p. 122). \"Learn to sing, kid, at least learn to play music
even if it's no more than banging a pot lid to the rhythm of

your
heart\"

(p. 23). Reciting the ballad of his life, Romeo will indicate how the novel

should be read: \"For when I read, I read aloud\" (p. 21). Emphasizing the
oral

quality
of his fiction, Ryga reaches back to its primal story-telling

roots, while creating a new, contemporary form.

The ballad focuses on a number of apparently random, unrelated
episodes, without

telling
the whole story. Memory rather than logic

rules there, allowing repetition, digressions, juxta-position of
impres-

sions, flashbacks, insets. The structure of the ballad is therefore loose)))
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and poetic, rather than sequential and progressive. Ryga's novel,
apparently simple but possessing hidden sophistication, relies on just

such ballad effects.

Like Hungry Hills, the story of Ballad
of

a Stone-picker deals with a

return through memory and talk to childhood and therefore is bound up

with a search for identity. The setting is once more northern Alberta, but

Ryga's
bitterness about the land's hardships is reduced. Perhaps the

evocation in the previous novel of the living hell of the prairie existence

produced a measure of exorcism and acceptance on the part of the
author. However, essentially it is still the same hard life. The dirt

farmers clear the land, trees, and scrub
by

hand and pick stones hidden

under the grey clay earth. The narrator, a stone-picker of Ukrainian

origin,? feels old at twenty-eight. His mother, he tells us, turned grey at
twenty-five,

and his father lost all his teeth at twenty-eight and died at
forty-three.

The narrator reminds us of Snit. Snit, at fourteen, was \"kinda big
for my age. My ma used to say I

growed
like a weed\" (p. 54). Here, the

narrator says: \"I was always hungry, I ate a lot and grew bigger and

bigger for it. I used to slouch so's I'd look smaller\" (p. 10). Like the
narrator of ballads, this narrator is anonymous. Perhaps his anonymity
points to the fact that he is another Snit. More likely, however, it

suggests his role as the Double of his brother Jim, killed (in fact, a

suicide) in a motorcycle crash in England. The
doppelgiinger aspect

is

made clear when a magazine reporter comes to ask questions about
Jim,

and the narrator talks constantly about himself. \"\037I am his background\"

(p. 5). At one point the interviewer wants to know about love, obviously

Jim's. The narrator responds \"You want to know about love?\" (p. 58)and
proceeds to talk about his own love attachments, to Helen Bayrack and
to Nancy Burla.

Jim,
the university boy, the Rhodes scholar, adored by his parents,

especially his father
(\"Jim

was a good son. You're not fit to speak his

name\"-p. 14), hated the
village

life and finally left for England.

However, having lost one world, he never felt at home in another. The

narrator, on the other hand, a stone-picker, big and strong, neglected by

his parents, left school in grade six and stayed home: \"Neverbeen more
than

twenty
miles away from this house and that's a fact. Don't intend

to go, either. There's enough to do and see right here. Besides, I'm too
old\" (p. 7). Clearly Jim's opposite, he is, however, similar to him. At one

point the narrator says that Jim, who died in a
motorcycle accident,

never cared for motorcycles, but that he, the narrator, would have liked
to ride them. He adds: \"Maybe we're both forever kids, him and me\"

(p.

5). The relationship between the two is intense: \"I loved him, I hated

him
tt

(p. 58).

By talking about Jim, that is, by recalling and by verbalizing his
relationship with his brother, the narrator of Ballad of a

Stone-picker)))
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confronts his Shadow, the Other, that has been repressed and feared6 He

faces the problems that interfere with living: his intense feelings of

resentment and frustration6 Ryga actually uses the word \"shadow\" in the
title of a later novel, In the Shadow of the Vulture,8 in which he clearly
refers to the Shadow experience as described by Carl Jung: HI think it

wiser to meet the devil on his own ground. To fight him until he retreats
in defeat 6 6 . . You must vanquish the monster before he overcomes you\"
(pp. 149-50).

By assimilating the revelation that the confrontation with the

Shadow brings about, the narrator-hero will rid himself of the obsessive

hold that this figure has over him. Thus, the remembrance of the

brother's death produces at once discourse and liberation, a higher
consciousness that is bound up with the hero's sense of who he is.

The first stage of the individuation process leads to a further stage,

deeper in the psyche: the confrontation with the Parental figures, the
\"killing\"

of the father and the transformation of the natural mother into
Anima-ideal Mother / eternal feminine

image
of the hero's soul. This

second stage is alluded to in Ballad
of

a
Stone-picker

and is further

explored in Night Desk6 Already in Hungry Hills, the son had killed his

father, for his father committed suicide because of the living reminder
of his crime-his incestuous union with his sister. Here, in Ballad

of
a

Stone-picker, the reference to the murder of the father is explicit: \"1

quarrelled
and through the quarrel I began killing my own father\" (p.

5)6 In the end, the narrator recounts how, in a fit of anger, he pushed his
father, and how the fall sustained by the father caused his death.

The individuation process or the quest of the divided personality
for unity or wholeness is omnipresent in Canadian literature, but in

Ryga/s work it is expressed with greater subtlety. It is not as
explicit

as

in Robertson Davies's books (e.g., The Manticore), nor ridden with cliches
as in MacLennan's novels (e.g.,The Watch that Ends the Night). Sustained

economy of narration and humour give it an
original stamp.

What is

particularly emphasized in Ryga's work is that individu,ation is
inseparable from talk or story-telling and that it is realized through

language. It seems to be a function of the brain, as language and music
are-\"I can hear music in my head\" (Night Desk, P6 122)-a potential
structure that, if not actualized through language, produces a kind of
retardation-the \"stunted strong.\"

The splitting of the protagonist in a novel usually points to the
author's sorting out of his own conflicts. One notes that Ryga produced
the first two novels, autobiographical to a

degree,
when he was

thirty-one and thirty-four years old, the age of transformation par
excellence. Jim and his brother represent the two sides of the author's
personalitY6 Ryga had a similar Ukrainian backgrollnd (his father came

to Canada in 1928 and\" being
one of the founding members of \"a

progressive Ukrainian organization in which the links between
politics)))
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and language groups were firmly established,\"9 undoubtedly influenced
his gifted son's interest in

language)
and a similar childhood in

Richmond Park, Alberta (\"having grown up in severe
pover\037

in what

might be referred to as the internal third-world of Canada,\" 0

he once

said). Like the narrator, Ryga left school in grade seven and worked as
a labourer for several years. But, like Jim, he also educated himself
(through night classes), won scholarships, and

spent
some time in

England, as well as at the University of Texas. He knew the lure both of

a sheltered academic life and of
Europe. Perhaps

he had to kill or

transcend the uni\\rersity boy in him in order to return and, like Snit,

\"live and work among his own people\" (p. 15), so that the primitive

man, the poet, could come to the fore. The descent into hell
represented

by each text is most probably inseparable from the author's own attempt
to come to terms with his demons, producing each time a new auton-

omy with regard to his
past

al1d to the outside world, of which a later
novel such as In the Shadow

of
the Vulture might well be both a result and

a mark.
From the outset, the narrator of Ballad of a Stone-picker imposes

himself as a talker, inheriting his need for talk, for self-expression, from

his father, a \"smart talker\" (p. 6) who was capable of
carrying

on three

conversations with three different men at the same time. The novel
opens with a series of questions put by the narrator to the narratee-a

magazine reporter who comes to do a story on the brother Jim. Ryga
thus constru.cts for his novel a

framing
device that will emphasize and

sustain the oral aspect of the novel:)

Now what is it exactly that you came to see me about? I have your
letter, yes,

and it all has something to do with him-but what else is there
to tell?

Yes, I know he was a Rhodes scholar and would've been a great
man. I know all about the accident and that another anniversary of his
death is only a

couple
of months away. I will not be forgetting he lived

and died for
many years

to come. So what else is there? His background?
Everything about his background? You are

writing
an article for your

magazine about our Jim? . . .

Come in. No sense standing out there in the rain with no hat on.

(p. 5))

While telling the story of his life for the first time, the narrator is
haunted

by
his past incapacity for speech:)

I've stood for hours out there in the field, the wind blowing all

around me, drying the soil and sapping the water out of
my

flesh. I've felt

it all, but could never tell others how it felt.
(p. 124))))
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The narrative is possible now because of the presence of a
sympathetic

listener to whom the narrator addresses his story, who draws out
memories and thus from the outset gives the speech a lively dialogic
movement. The speech depends for its flow on the response of the

Other. The Other listens, encourages the talk, and responds by
word or

by gesture, although his responses are never reproduced, only implied.
The protagonist will

finally
arrive at a measure of understanding of

himself because he has tested the
intelligibility

of his words on another

person.
In a brief review of this novel, John Stedmond argues that this

narrative device is \"clumsily handled and provides at best a tenuous
story line/'ll but the device must be seen as symbolic: it constitutes that
instance or occasion that makes discourse possible, revealing the

dialogic nature of all language.)

You're going to write all this down? Am I talking too fast? (p. 22)

Here, let me warm up some more coffee. How about a can of meat

and some bread? You want to know about love? (p. 58))

This novel, like the preceding Hungry Hills, also stresses the

importance
of speech within its content by thematizing it. The villagers,

we are told, once had an MP, a lawyer, whose chief shortcoming was
that he never came to talk to them.

\"Nobody gets
our votes unless he

comes out here and talks to us straight off his chest, in language we

understand\" (p. 8). By the same token, Ryga satirizes those who fail to

respect language. The story of the beautiful Helen Bayrack, the
handsome man who loves her, John Zaharchuk, and the plumber Philip
McQuire who takes her away from Zaharchuk may be considered

by

some critics as aimless or rambling,12 but in fact everything in Ryga's
narrative has a

purpose:
these narratives are too spare, too economical

to permit aimlessness.
McQuire has learned three Ukrainian words: dobra (good), which

he uses on all occasions, never inflecting the ending, and dai Bozhe
(may

God provide), a phrase that he uses when he drinks. Bald, fat, too old

for Helen, denied even a single attractive quality, McQuire is ferociously
satirized, as is Helen's father, who considers McQuire a \"cut above\"

farmers and is duly impressed by his venture into the Ukrainian

language:)

Understand me please when I say that this McQuire is the man for

my girl! He's a plumber-a skilled man, not like our farm
boys.

He's got

gas, water and power-important people come .to see this McQuire of

ours, and they call him \"Mister.\" Even the Mayor of the town calls him
\"Mister.\" Now what do you think of that?)))
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The group sitting around the store said nothing. But you could see
who the Ukrainians were, because they were all scratching their heads in
about the same places. . . .

This McQuire is not like the rest of them! He speaks our
language.

He eats what we eat. Last Sunday he tasted creamed chicken and
dumplings my

wife made just for him and said \"Dobra, missus, dobra!\"
Now what do

you
think of that? . . . I tell you my grandchildren will carry

the name of McQuire but they shall speak our language! (p. 38))

This apparent digression has a purpose: the thematization of

language. Both McQuire and Mr.
Bayrack

fail to respect language. Such

thematization of language is more explicit in the play A Letter to My

Son,13 in which old Ivan Lepa lashes out at Ukrainian parish schools
teaching

children \"prayer book language\" (p. 194) and bemoans another
form of attack on language: the forcible eradication of Ukrainian names

by Canadian authorities:)

How many names. . . of warriors, merchants, slaves. . . died with

the stroke of a pen in Halifax?
Maybe

one day we make a big monument

of stone. . . of a man standing looking into the country. . . he's got hands,

feet--everything. But no face. (p. 86))

And he gives this advice:)

Don't read Shevchenko like nuns murmuring vespers at sundown!

Children! Read him with fists clenched. . . . Your eyes turned to the

uplands of the spirit! (p. 108))

Romeo Kuchmir in Night Desk seems a far cry from the previous
narrators, a.nd

yet
he is related to them. He shares their prairie back-

ground, their childllood
poverty,

their Ukrainian heritage, their big
frame and physical strength, as well as their talent for

talking. Everything

in him is, however, bigger, more inflated. Romeo is an ex-wrestler, boxer,

and promoter of fights; weighing 250 pounds, he is loud and tough, \"the

last of the gladiators\" (p. 28). Like Snit, who says that \"the bone of the

outcast stuck in my throat all through childhood\" (p. 9), Romeo is both
rebel-\"I'm an outlaw, kid, a stallion. I'm goin' where I'm goin' an' no
one asks me

why\" (p. 18)-and lover-\"Kid, I love the world an' every-
thin' on it\"

(p. 30); \"I'm a lover, not a killer. What my hands and lips
touch gives life, not death\" (p. 53). Above all, however, he is a talker. He
talks about

everything
under the sun: women, ballet, communism, sex,

wrestling, music. There is a tension in his utterances between intense

lyricism on the one hand and rough colloquial speech on the other; in the

end, even this apparently coarse speech acquires a rhythm, a poetic
effect. Thus, Ryga shows us that the everyday language of the common)))
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man is capable of attaining the condition of
poetry.

Romeo's speech, a

veritable tour de force, becomes a song, a ballad-a hymn to life. \"Ah,

kid-you
should learn to sing. It's the sound of blood welcoming the

sun! . . . listen! La donna mobile. . .\"
(p.

22).

We are struck from the outset by the polarity of images referring
to life and death. Romeo talks about the ballet he has just seen, Romeo

and Juliet. (Ballet and ballad have the same Latin root: ballare-to dance;
song and dance are

presented by Ryga as activities that celebrate life.)
It was attended mostly by the middle class. The ladies smelled \"like a

flower garden dyin' of frost,\" \"like a funerar' (p. 11).)

I seen a ballet at eight 0'clock tonight. They
danced it for rne-only

me. Because I was on fire-my face an' hair in flames, begging for the

truth of who died an' why so that I might avenge them! (p. 17))

Romeo was deeply moved by the ballet. .tI cried until half past nine. The

last time I did that was when my mother died\"
(p. 11).

It is clear that Romeo reacts to the ballet as he reacts to death. HI

don't want to die an' smell like a flower garden in November\" (p. 18).
He views the world depicted

in the ballet as unhealthy and wants a
civilization where the young are not sacrificed to death. We have here

a confrontation between the apparent values of the Shakespearean

tragedy and those of a contemporary Canadian novel. The new Romeo,
a

parodic
transformation of the Shakespearean hero, staunchly working

class, rejects everything that appears to him to
represent

death-old

traditions, dead sexual morality, the class system, archaic lan-

guage-and places himself on the side of freedom or life.

Romeo begins his story shortly after midnight and finishes seven
(a symbol

of completion) hours later. During those seven hours of talk,
Romeo descends into hell, into the dark night of his psych,e, and

emerges into a new dawn, not of social revolution, but of personal

regeneration. The night/ dawn symbolism is paralleled by the win-
ter / spring symbolism: we are in April, the season of rebirth. Romeo's
talk is linked to the transforma tion of another character, the young man
or the \"kid,\" who works as night clerk in the Edmonton hotel where
Romeo rents a room. 'The \"kid\" is the narratee in the novel, but he also

represents the reader, or the thematization of the role and activity of the

reader, a feature of post-modern fiction. At the same time, the \"kid
U

acts

as a simple recorder-tlwritin' down what we do an' say, about who we
are an' what we might've been'. (p. 16). The relationship between the
two is

complex.
The \"kid\" is mysteriously fascinated by Romeo.)

I had fled from the night desk and from the
_\037owering presence

of a

man who harangued, terrified and excited me in ways I still cannot

describe, but I never fully escaped him. (p. 7))))
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He fled into the shelter of university life, the \"academic rubbish,,\" into

the study of \"refined literature of other lands,\" learning to speak a
language that is never heard on \"a dusty prairie roadside\" (p. 7). He fled
from himself. But now, years later, by reproducing

his manuscript, he

arrives at a new understanding of himself.
Romeo's discourse is

clearly
a rite, associated with the Itkid's\"

salvation. \"But somehow in this also lay my
salvation. For he was the

raucous guardian of the gate to fields of thistles, stones, hunger\" (p. 8).

The words \"stones\" and \"hunger
tt

establish a link with the preceding
novels-Ballad of a Stone-picker and Hungry Hills-in which the

pro-

tagonists
also effect a descent into the hell of their childhood. As in Ballad

of
a

Stone-picker, so here we have a narrator / narratee relationship. The
speaker addresses a

particular person
who listens, interrupts, and

responds, although the responses are nev,er reproduced, only implied.
The

sympathetic presence of the \"kid
It

gives
life to Romeo's discourse. An

organized chain of communication is established: the speaker is also a

listener, the listener a speaker; speaking and listening occur simul-

taneously, not sequentially. There is
exchange

between the two: for

example, when the ttkid\" leaves to check rooms upstairs, Romeo reads

what he has written: \"What
you

have here has a feeble smell, but in time,
wh,o knows?\" (p. 21). Romeo, in fact, encourages

the development of a

writer: he leads the young man towards his own authentic
language.

Romeo's utterances acquire particular intensity and authority, for
his relationship with the \"kid\" is more than the relationship between a

narrator and a narratee. It is a master-pupil relationship. Ryga dips
into

a well-established tradition: Romeo is a parodic variant of the archetypal
figure of the Guide whose prime function is to talk. The Guide is always
partly a Double and partly a Model, someone who has conquered the
devil and who now can lead the Way. This is why the encounter

bet\\veen the ttkid\" and Romeo is so serious and, for the \"kid,\" so

terrifying.
It is important to stress Romeo's function as a Mentor, for

Romeo is a crucial figure in Ryga's work, a champion of a new existence
based on freedom-above all, freedom in language.

Romeo is a father-figure, both resembling the natural fathers of the

preceding novels and, as Mentor and ideal Father, also their very
opposite. He has, for example, the booming voice and the gift of the gab
of the father in Ballad of a Stone-picker. What is more, he himself is a

natural father, ha\\Ting somewhere a teenage son whom he neglects, just
as the natural fathers did in the previous novels (one by committing
suicide, the other by showering affection on one son only, Jim), and just
as his own father did by disowning him. The

boy,
unlike Romeo, is an

intellectual, what the ftkid\" will be tempted to become, but what he will
transcend thanks precisely to the example of Romeo, his Guide. The boy,
in fact, serves death: he specializes in the history of wars, \"readin' about

how to kill\" (p. 51):)))
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He's not like me-not at all. He wears thick glasses an' turtleneck

sweaters. He wears sandals all summer an' needs a haircut. He doesn't

live, he sits an' reads these big books on how wars were fought. (p. 51))

Each of Ryga's novels returns to this conflict between father and
son, a version of the Oedipal drama. However, in opposition to natural

fathers, Romeo promises what
they

failed to do: \"I'll protect you\" (p. 16),
he says.)

He never called me by my name. His name was important to him,
and he restated it at every opportunity. I was simply called \"kid.\" When
I knew him, I had yet to earn my name. Until I did, I had the protection
of his. This I now understand. (p. 8))

The murder of the natural or Oedipal father has liberated the

archetype of the Wise Old Man or spiritual Father. Romeo, loud and
ribald, nevertheless resembles such saintly figures as the starets Zossima

in Dostoevskii's Brothers Karamazov or Torey, the
unforgettable priest

in

Bernanos' Diary of a Country Priest. Both Zossima and Torey, men of the

church, were also men of the earth. Zossima, whose name means
\"strong

in life,\" followed almost a pre-Christian cult of the earth: he taught his
pupil Alyosha Karamazov a new morality based on joy and universal
brotherhood. Torey, robust and talkative, whose name

suggests
\"torse\"

or strength, helped his disciple, the cure of Ambricourt, whom he called
\"mon

petit\" (a version of r\037kidtt), not to stray from the ground of life. Like
his predecessor Zossima, Torey pointed not to the Way of mysticism,
but to the truly human Way, a kind of

Kierkegaardian
balance between

the flesh and the spirit. Like Zossima and Torey, Romeo teaches a new

this-world morality, only more radically so. This outlaw, this eternal
lover, this talker stresses freedom, sexual love, and, above all, a new
attitude to language.)

I'm a
simple

man. If I met Freud, I'd throw him in the crapper
because if a man can't express himself simply so the whole world
understands then he's

got
nothin' worth listenin' to. (p. 108))

Romeo is a parody of his predecessors, a deviation from the norm

(he takes up all the narrative space and relegates the \"kid,\" the tradi-

tional hero, to the prologue), yet he also encompasses the norm. 14

He

brings new life to the figure of the Guide and, by his utterances or his

speech performance-\"I'm an actor-a performer\" (p. 17)-he invests

language with new life. He guides the \"kid\" towards language that is
neither an imperialist legacy nor an abstract system, but

language
as

performance, particularized here and now by the living individual,
where every word is \"an

enemy
unless it makes me laugh-or cry\)
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(p- 22). He guides the \"kid\"-and the reader-towards an erotic involve-
ment with

language
that is at once play, laughter, and poetry, lyricism,

language for its own sake, in all its
physicality, language, above all, as

voice. The erotic-Romeo's relation to the world is erotic-serves as a

mirroring device, a metaphor with metafictional end, for it mirrors the
reader's erotic response to the text.

An incarnation of an unforgettable voice, Romeo, while telling the
story of his life, tells all sorts of other stories, his own or other people's
stories, always quoting

others. His narrative even begins with a story,
that of Romeo and Juliet. The importance given

to
story-telling

makes

Night Desk a mimesis not of product, but of
process.

Some of these

stories seem pure fun, such as the one about the university student who
objects

to Rom,eo's spilling water over his head. But while the story may
appear to be a

digression,
a closer reading shows that by imitating the

student's educated speech with its
particular

intonation, vocabulary,

and syntax, Romeo permits us to enjoy the contrast between this speech
and his own

language-to enjoy language for its own sake, prior to
reference.

The story about St. Patrick
being

Bukovinian rather than Irish is

again fun, but it also has a function: to remind us of the inventive, ludic

nature of all story-telling. The comic story of the old Ukrainian
anti-communist standing at a

Winnipeg
intersection at 3 a.m. in the

middle of a blizzard at
thirty-four degrees

below zero with a twen-

ty-mile north wind, no cars in sight, waiting for the red light to turn to

green, has more relevance to the context of
Ryga's

work. The old fellow,

an example of those who carry in them Irthe
panic

of the weak an' sick\"

(p_ 3D), pleads
in the end: \"Teach me to be brave, rassler\" (p. 33). All

these stories within Romeo's story seem to suggest that story-telling
refers to itself, that it becomes metafiction, drawing our attention less to
the object of

representation
than to the means of representation, that is,

language, which becomes its own
objiect.

It is this presentation of language as an object that Mikhail Bakhtin,
the Soviet critic and theorist, has postulated as the primary characteristic
of the novel as

genre,.15 According
to Bakhtin, the novel is not composed

of a single uniform language like
poetry

but is a composite of various

kinds of languages, since a good part of its
activity

consists in quoting
the language of other people, primarily of its characters. The novel thus

becomes the representation of the language of another, making us aware

of different types of discourse as discourse. In other words, to quote the
language of another is inevitably to make us conscious of language.
Reported speech is speech within

speech
and, also, speech about speech.

One may say that Ryga's work is to a
good degree realistic-a

window on the world, on the harsh physical and social landscape of the

prairie and a mirror of the psyche. But it is also a painted window,
attracting

attention to its surface, that is, language. Thus, Romeo invites)))
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the reader to read his discourse aloud: \"For when I read, I read aloud\"

(p. 21). By reading aloud, the reader will give life to the text. By enjoying

language, as Romeo (and the author) does, the reader will make of the

novel a shared erotic and intellectual-aesthetic experience. All these
features combined with the return to traditional genres like the ballad

make Night Desk a truly post-modernist novel.)

One of the delights of the new fiction has been the returning of

interest in the verbal, even the vocal forms. Often the post-modern novel
and its antecedents have been written by poets. . . . So, far from being a

window on the world, today's
fiction is a voice in one's ear. . . . One is

advised to read a lot of the new novels aloud. In that
way

one is engaged

as one's ancestors may have been, in a ritualized narrative.16)

Ryga's
use of \"talk,\" both as technique and as theme, certainly

reflects his populist tendencies and increases realism in his novels. He

has a keen sense of
spoken language, of what he calls \"dialect,\" an

amazing ear for words, accents, voices.He imitates equally well farmers'

jargon, Indian dialects, teenage talk, and educated speech. There will
always be a difference between real-life speech and dialogue repre-
sented in a work of art, but Ryga does manage to create the closest

approximation possible to spoken language without ever
patronizing

his

characters. Despite its metaphoric richness, his writing often has a

\"writing style less
style

than talk,\"17 indeed the sound of everyday

speech, thus making his Qovels \"an accurate reflection of our life-condi-

tion,\" basing itself on \"the language and human
qualifications

of the

people to whom and of whom one speaks.\"18
But talk, especially story-telling, alsohas the

opposite
effect: it does

not necessarily foster narratorial realism. Romeo, a supreme story-teller,
reflects

directly
on story-telling-\"What's it gain' to be for the rest of us

when we/re left with no stories to tell?\" (p. 47)-suggesting that
story-telling is a

primary,
natural human function, and making us aware

of story-telling as story-telling, of discourse as discourse. In other words,
Romeo acknowledges the artifice, the \"art\" of what we are reading. Thus,

Ryga's fiction is both realistic and self-referential.
Talk, in Ryga's novels, is given prominence because it is creative.

The absence of talk, on the other hand, is the worst abjection. Talking
about the degradation of the Crees on a reservation bordering on his
father's homestead, Ryga says: \"These

people
had been worked over by

the church, they had been worked over by the Hudson's
Bay

Co. There

was nothing left.\" And he adds: ttThere was no language left
any

more.
tt19

Without language, there is no self, no life.,
Ryga's is a

quasi-Bakhtinian conception of language. As Bakhtin

suggested, there is a vast difference between a Rabelais, a Dostoevskii,

and each one of us, but this difference is not absolute, for whoever talks,)))
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creates. Through speech, man becomes conscious of his creative power.
Utterances bring together the opposites. First of all, they form a bridge
between the past and the present without which no

identity,
no

sameness, is possible. Talking about the past also gives hope-or,
perhaps, an illusion-that

knowing
where one comes from will help to

understand where one may be heading. Utterances form a
bridge

between the mind and the external world, the self and society, speech
p,erformance

and language as abstract system (the distinction between

langage and langue). To speak, to use the stuff of signs, is for man to

participate in the shaping of meaning out of external reality. At the end

of Night Desk, a woman challenges Romeo to prove that
neverything

around us here has some sense. That death is some place over there, but

we're here, living, moving, maybe even singing!\" (p. 142). Romeo feels
her words \"like fire, kid, sputtering on my skin-inside my brain\" (p.
122). He asserts himself a creator, a dispenser of meaning through

language.)

All I see through the lights an' darkness is what I might've been,

what we all might've been, a burnin' dart, fallin' through the
sky.

Fire an'

ice. My arms stretchin' out collectin' dreams an' dust. Then with my
hands I make a world. When it's made, I stamp on it with my foot, an' it

don't fall apart. To the soun,d of flutes I make trees an' mountains. Then

the drums start to hammer, an' I'm down on my knees, makin' a woman.

I'm singin' to her as I make her of the softest mud I can find. (p. 122))

The motif of the hands or arms is an old symbol for
power

and

creativity. In Ballad of a Stone-picker, the narrator arrived at a similar
understanding:)

Then it came to me-the truth I had never realized before. . . . These arms

were all I had and all that anybody had ever wanted. . . .
They

were the

reason for my life. (p. 155))

Toil per se is
drudgery, producing the \"stunted strong,\" silent poor.

The labourer can transcend his condition and arrive at selfuood only by

becoming conscious of the creative power of toil, and this consciousness
can come only through language. Language thus becomes an inter-

mediary between reality and man.
Talk, story-telling, obviously has a political function in Ryga's

works: it is a tool of
ideology,

of social progress, of national liberation.

But, ultimately, it is associated with the quest and the creation (they are

simultaneous) of the self, that is, with the individuation process that
depends on it. For what greater story is there than that of man's power
to become a self?

Telling
stories shapes one's notion of selfhood or

identity, gives meaning and structure to life. The only way to entertain)))
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any meaning of life is to recount it. But once we recount, we invent, we

produce fiction, since our life becomes shaped by language.
2o

Identity

seems to be an artistic construct.)

I'm a performer! I bleed, spit out teeth, howl an' I laugh! You can't
touch me! I will lie, an' I will tell the truth, but you will never know the

difference. (Night Desk, p. 25))

Selfhood is truth, that \"soul of being which makes us all so

different from each other\" (Hungry Hills, p. 5), but it is also a construc-
tion, fiction, inseparable

from language, a story told and retold, never

finished, just as selfhood is never attained, only approached and dreamt

of. Ryga's work testifies to the great power in man, which is also man's

greatest freedom: the power of the Word.)

\037)))

symbol
of shame

and has been commemorated both in the lecture hall and in print.
4

The main thrust of the present article is not only to reassess some
of the obstacles in the recent development of Ukrainian, but also to point
out how, diachronically speaking,

such occurrences objectively influence

the nature of a language, in this case, the normative or
literary

variant

of Ukrainian.

The Ukase of Ems influenced modern literary Ukrainian mainly in
two ways. On the one hand, the decree almost curtailed the use of

literary Ukrainian; on the other hand, it contributed to literary Ukrainian

acquiring more Western dialectal features.
The decree of Ems has been described as a repressive measure in

both Soviet and Western sources.5

This uniformly pejorative opinion
about the Ukase of Ems is significant because of the often diametrically

opposite positions taken in the past by scholars on each side of the Iron

Curtain. It is no secret that Ukrainian linguists living outside Iron
Curtain countries saw the language policy applied by the Soviet

government in Ukraine as one of Russification. In this atmosphere of

\"ideological\" opposition, the unexpected agreement as to the harshness
of the decree is significant. The following quote may serve as an
example of the Soviet viewpoint:)

. . . the tsarist government kept increasing its oppression of the non-Russian
nationalities. . . . On

May 30th, 1876 Alexander II signed the Ems Act, a
decree prohibiting the import of Ukrainian books from abroad, banning
Ukrainian theatrical performances and other measures of that nature.

6)

In a Western source, the decree of Ems is labelled barbarous:)

The Russian government did not make a formal proclamation of the Ems
ukase; when from time to time, voices abroad were raised against the
barbarous actions stemming from its directives, the tsarist government

kept silent. 7)))
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Reflets poionais dans I' ceuvre de Nelligan)

Est-il permis de parler des \302\253reflets
polonais\302\273

dans Ia poesie de

Nelligan? Au premier abord, Ie titre surprend. Et pourtant, Ie
sujet que

nous proposons ici ne tient pas de la fantaisie, mais decoule de l' examen

de I' (Euvre nelliganienne, dans laquelle au mains quatre poemes
evoqu\"ent quelques aspects de la culture polonaise.

Emile Nelligan, jeune poete montrealais qu'on se plait a
comparer

a Rimbaud - dont Ie destin d' artiste ressemble effectivement a. celui de

l'auteur du \302\253Bateau ivre \302\273- se fit remarquer tres tot par cette idee fixe

d' assumer pleinement, au detriment des etudes et de la vie pratique, son
role de

poete.
Son pere etait irlandais de Dublin; sa mere, canadienne

frant;aise de Rimouski. Sa carriere d' artiste fut breve mais fulgurante.
Dans l'espace de trois ans (1896-1899), il ecrivit quelque deux cents
poemes,

en commen<;ant par une imitation de Verlaine et en terminant

par une poesie delirante qui Ie
rapproche

de Baudelaire, de Rollinat et

d'Edgar Poe. Le 9 aout, il fut admis a l'asile d'alienes (d'abord it la

Retraite-Saint-Benoit-Joseph-Labre, ensuite a I'H6pital Saint-Jean-de
Dieu) ou il sera interne pendant 42 ans, c' est-a.-dire jusqu'a sa mort,
survenue Ie 18 novembre 19411

.

Des son enfance, Nelligan eut la tristesse pour tout bien, etat d' ame
proche de la \302\253melancolie romantique

\302\273

qui
evolua vite vers une sorte

de nevrose galopante, desordre mental qualifie de schizophrenie et,

d'apres
Ie diagnostic de certains medecins, de \302\253demence precoce

\302\273.La

plupart
des poemes de Nelligan porte la marque de son triste destin de

schizophrene.

\302\253Boulevardier funebre echappe des balcons \302\273- c' est ainsi que Ie

jeune poete se qualifie lui-meme -, Nelligan
erre dans sa solitude

comme il savait vagabonder dans les rues du Vieux Montreal. II veut

etre poete. Createur! - II faut bien Ie dire: ill'est. -
II est ne poete, il

agit en poete, il reve en poete. Les cours qu'il doit suivre, au College de

Montreal et au College Sainte-Marie, l'interessent peu. II a pour guides
quelques poetes preferes

: Musset, Verlaine,' Baudelaire, Rimbaud,)))
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Rodenbach, Rollinat, Edgar Allan Poe, Thomas Moore... Plusieurs
peintres l' emerveillent : Rosa Bonheur, Watteau, Memling, Rubens, Fra

Angelico, Le Correge. Mais l'avenue la plus large
mene vers les

musiciens : Rubinstein, Paderewski, Chopin, Liszt, Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Paganini... II

imagine
sa place au carrefour des

arts. II ecrit, illit, il reve. II est en constant conflit avec ses professeurs et

son pere. II peut cependant se confier a sa mere douce et tendre, belle et

musicienne a ses heures. II cherche parfois un appui aupres de made-

moiselle Robertine Barry (Fran\037oise), sa \302\253soeur d' amitie \302\273;il discute de

son CEuvre avec Ie Pere Eugene Seers (Ie futur Louis Dantin), son
\302\253mentor litteraire \302\273.Mais il se

s\037nt presque toujours seul, abandonne,

desempare. Meme au sein de I'Ecole litteraire de Montreal, il eprouve

un malaise inexplicable. Parmi les jeunes, Joseph Melan\037on,
Charles Gill

et Arthur de Bussieres sont Ies seuls amis qu'il frequente. II
porte

en lui

tous les germes d'un poete \302\253maudit \302\273, dont \302\253La Romance du vin\302\273

traduira bien Ie desespoir. II s' engage tres tot a bord de son
imaginaire

et majestueux
\302\253Vaisseau d'or \302\273,image-symbole qui traduira a la fois Ie

mirag\037
de sa gloire et I'implacable tragedie de son naufrage.

Age d' a peine seize ans et demi, Emile assiste a un evenement qui
restera a jamais grave dans sa memoire. Au debut d'avril1896, Montreal

accueille, pour la deuxieme fois, Ie celebre pianiste polonais Ignace
Paderewski. Depuis son

premier
concert a Carnegie Hall, a New York,

Ie 17 novembre 1891, l'artiste s'est fait un nom sur Ie continent

nord-americain. On Ie situe dans la Iigne d' Antoine
Gregorovitch

Rubin-

stein,Ie maitre incontestablt? du clavecin. On cannait deja bien, en Europe
et en Amerique,les reuvres du jeune Paderewski, qui I' ont rendu celebre
:

\302\253Impromptu
en fa majeur \302\273, \302\253Preludium a Cappricio\302\273, \302\253Danses

polonaises \302\273, \302\253Cracovienne fantastique
en si

majeur\302\273
et surtout son

\302\253Menuet \302\273,qu'
on lui demande de jouer presque a chaque concert.

Artiste ambulant - toutes les
capitales

Ie connaissent -, Pade-

rewski cree ses propres CEuvres, mais il s'impose de plus en
plus comm\037

I'interprete incomparable de Mozart, de Haydn et surtout de Chopin. A
36 ans, il est en pleine possession de son talent. Lorsqu'il se presente a
la somptueuse salle Windsor, I'

euphorie
atteint son apogee. Au

programme de ses deux concerts (Ies 6 et 8 avril), figurent
des CEuvres

de Beethoven, de Mendelssohn, de Liszt, de Schumann, de Schubert, de
Bach et de Brahms. La \302\253Deuxieme Rhapsodie hongroise

\302\273est chaude-

me\037t applaudie. Son interpretation de Chopin, dont il execute avec brio
I' \302\253Etude \302\273,opus 25, n\302\260 9, la \302\253Mazurka \302\273,opus 24, n\302\260 4, et Ie \302\253Prelude \302\273,

opus 28, n\302\260 17, constitue Ie point culminant ole ses concerts.

La critique est unanime : elle Ioue la maestria de Paderewski et

consacre son prestige de musicien. Deja, en 1884, Ie
critique Jean

Kleczynski voyait en lui un artiste d'avenir qui poss\037dait, e\037 plus
d/une

technique sans reproche, I' \302\253etincelle de la vraie poesie \302\273.A Montreal,

les journaux se font les interpretes du public et abondent dans Ie meme)))
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sens. Ainsi lisons-nous dans Ie Montreal Gazette, au lendemain du

premier concert :)

Paderewski is not only a great artist, he is phenomenal; he is unique
in his

gift,
he is a genius. Montrealers have heard other great artists at the

piano, but
playing

such as was heard last night simply led to the
remark: \302\253I never heard the piano played before, and never dreamt there
were such

possibilities
in the instrumenf. \302\273)

La
critique

de La Presse est plus precise et encore plus elogieuse :)

Paderewski semble jauer avec une predilection toute particuliere les
reuvres de son illustre

compatriote,
Frederic Chopin. C' est la, selon nOllS,

que se manifestent Ie
plus

sensiblement Ie genie du pianiste, la maestria de
son jeu, la delicatesse de sa touche, la maniere admirable de detailler les

moindres passages et par-dessus tout, I'ame et Ie sentiment de celui qui,

depuis la mort de Rubinstein, est Ie roi inconteste du piano
3

.)

Ainsi se presentait a Montreal, au printemps de 1896, Ie pianiste Ignace
Paderewski, incomparable artiste aux

yeux
de ses contemporains et qui

savait, a chaque concert, evoquer \302\253l'ame du grand Chopin \302\273.

0' apres Ie
/ temoignage de Louvigny de Montigny, membre

fondateur de l'Ecole litteraire de Montreal, et seion les souvenirs
/

conserves par la famille d'Emile Corbeil, Nelligan assista au concert de
Paderewski Ie 6 avril 1896 et, probablement, aussi a celui qui eut lieu
deux jours plus tard. Pour lui autant que pour sa mere, musicienne
sensible qui avait etudie Ie

piano
a Rimouski et qui en jouait a Montreal

chaque fois que I'occasion s'y pretait,
ce fut une fete. Done, Ie mercredi

soir, 6 avril 1896, la mere et Ie fils se rendent a la salle Windsor pour
ecouter religieuse!TIent la musique interpretee par Ie

pianiste
dont tout

Ie monde parle. Emile, age d' environ dix-sept ans et demi,
poete

en

herbe, est deja conquis par la musique que lui revele la poesie : il vient

de decouvrir la melancolie de Millevoye, la nostalgie de Musset, la
langueur de Lamartine et \302\253la

musique
avant toute chose\302\273 du Verlaine

des Poemes saturniens. Chez ces poetes, il a appris la musique des mots;
chez Paderewski, il allait apprendre Ie langage des sons.. On oserait
meme soutenir que c'est a ce moment precis que l'idee d'une poesie
\302\253moderne \302\273s' est fixee dans }' esprit de Nelligan, revelation et appel, et
surtout besoin de creer: son premier poeme,

\302\253Reve fantasque \302\273,allait

paraitre
dans Le Samedi du 13 juin 1896, inspire par la \302\253Nuit de

Walpurgis \302\273,un classique de Verlaine. En tout cas, il est permis de dire
qu'au printemps de 1896, Verlaine et Chopin se partagent l'admiration

de Nelligan : Ie jeune collegien montrealais a
compris que

la musique

peut etre poetique et la poesie
- musique.

.)))
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C'est done de souvenirs bien precis gu'est ne Ie sonnet \302\253Pour

Ignace Paderewski \302\273,sans que I' on puisse affirmer exactement quand il

a ete compose au acheve. Mais ce
que

l' on sait avec certitude, c' est que
ce texte evoque un evenement

particulier,
soit le concert de Paderewsk.i

a Montreal, et qu'il traduit eloquemment l'emotion ressentie par
Nelligan lors de l'inoubliable soiree du 6 avril 1896, a la salle Windsor.)

Maitre, quand j' entendis, de par tes doigts magiques,
Vibrer ce grand Nocturne, a des bruits d' or

pareil;

Quand j' entendis, en un sanare et pur eveil,
Monter sa voix, parfum

des astrales musiques;

Je crus que, revivant ses rythmes seraphiques
Sous I'eclat merveilleux de

quelque
bleu soleil,

En toi, ressuscite dll funebre sommeil,
Passait Ie

grand
vol blanc du Cygne des phtisiques.

Car tu sus ranimer son puissant piano,

Et ton ame a la sienne en un mystique anneau
5'enchaine etrangement par

des causes secretes.

Sois fier, Paderewski, du prestige divin

Que Ie ciel te donna, pour que chez les poetes
Tu fisses frissonner l'ame du

grand Chopin

4
!)

On remarque l'enthousiasme de Nelligan quant a l'art du pianiste :

I' emotion forte, soutenue, du premier au dernier vers, a la hauteur d'une
admiration sincere. Comme Baudelaire dans l' art du vers, Paderewski

. ,

excelle dans l'interpretation du
\302\253grand Chopin\302\273.

A ce stade,

l'impression musicale alimente deja chez lui la vision poetique. Pour
exprimer ses emotions dans Ie cadre d'un sonnet, Nelligan reussit a
creer toute une serie d'images : \302\253a des bruits d' or pareil \302\273,

\302\253

parfum
des

astrales musiques \302\273,
\302\253I' eclat merveilleux de quelque bleu soleil\302\273,

\302\253

grand
vol blanc du Cygne des phtisiques \302\273.II est permis de dire que,

des son jeune age, Nelligan connait -
intuitivement sans doute - les

secrets de la synesthesie : couleurs, sons,
parfums

se confondent dans

une effusion lyrique. \302\253Tout se mele en un vif eclat de gaite verte 5

\302\273,

dira-t-ille 26 mai 1899, pour traduire en quelque sorte, peu de temps
avant Ie

naufrage
de son intelligence, la celebre formule des

correspondances que Baudelaire a leguee a la poesie symboliste.
II va sans dire que Nelligan voit en Paderewski deux artistes qui

se completent a merveille :
pianiste-virtuose

et compositeur-createur. Au

debut de son sonnet, Nelligan avoue qu'il a ete emerveille d' entendre,

\302\253de par [ses] doigts magiques, vibrer ce grand Nocturne, a des bruits
d' or pareil \302\273. Le

poete
fait ici vraisemblablement

-

allusion au \302\253Noc-

turne \302\273de Paderewski (opus 16, n\302\260 14), par lequelle pianiste termina son

concert du 6 avril 1896, aux longs applaudissements de l'assistance.)))
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Mais
parallelement

a ses propres creations, Paderewski executait les
<Euvres de musiciens celebres : Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Liszt,

Schumann, Paganini. II a\\7ait toutefois une predilection marquee pour
Chopin. Les programmes des concerts des 6 et 8 avril 1896 signalent
avec precision les reuvres de Chopin jouees par Paderewski : \302\253Noc-

turn\037
\302\273en sol majeur, opus 37 n\302\260 2;

\302\253Mazurka\302\273 en si mineur, opus 33, n\302\260

4;
\302\253Etudes \302\273,opus 25, nOS 9 et 11; \302\253Berceuse \302\273,opus 57; \302\253Valse \302\273,opus 34,

n\302\260 1; et la celebre \302\253Marche funebre \302\273dont Nelligan fera, a l'occasion,

mentiondanssonCEuvre(<< Musiquesfunebres \302\273,\302\253Marchesfunebres \302\273).

II est indeniablement vrai que Paderewski lui a revele la richesse et la
beaute de la

musique
de Chopin, d' OU I' apostrophe significative,

etendue sur tout Ie dernier tercet :)

Sois fier, Paderewski, du prestige divin

Que le ciel te donna, pour que chez les poetes
Tu fisses frissonner l'ame du grand Chopin

6

!)

Tout est la : souvenir, emotion, message re<;u.

Jusqu'a la fin de ses jours, Nelligan voua une admiration sans

pareille a Ignace Paderewski. La belle prestance du pianiste, ses gestes
contr61es, ses mains magiques passant d'un

style
musical a un autre

avec une facilite etonnante, son regard a la fois
melancolique

et per<;ant,

sa chevelure abondante, typiquement romantique et, surtout, surtout eet
elan dans I' execution des pieces les plus diverses, tout cela representait
pour Nelligan Ie portrait du

pianiste parfait
dans Iequell' Art trouve sa

pleine confirmation de vivre et de rayonner. Dans les annees 1930, a

I'H6pital Saint-Jean-de-Dieu, Nelligan fit eet aveu : \302\253Paderewski est un

grand artiste, artiste admirable 7

\302\273.

Le
prestige

de Paderewski s' est encore associe, dans I'esprit de
Nelligan, a

I'expressive musique de Chopin, au se rencontrent la
melancolie et la souffrance. Chopin est devenu done, tres rapidement,

son frere dans Ie regne de I'Art et Ie fraternel temoin de sa douleur.

II existe dans I' CEuvre de Nelligan un sonnet intitule \302\253Mazurka \302\273.

II
s'agit

ici de la reneontre de deux artistes: I'un poete,l'autre musicien.
Tous les deux se reconnaissent dans Ie commun et inexprimable destin

d' etres condamnes a la souffrance.)

Rien ne captive autant que ce particulier
Charme de la musique ou ma langueur s' adore,

Quand je poursuis, aux soirs, Ie reflet que mordore

Maint lustre au tapis vert du salon familier.

Que j'
aime entendre alors, plein de deuil singulier,

Monter du piano, comme d'une mandare,

Le rythme somnolent OU ma nevrose adore

Son spasme funeraire et cherche a s' oublier!)))
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Gouffre intellectuel, ouvre-toi, large et sombre,
Malgre que toute

joie
en ta tristesse sombre,

]'y peux trouver encor comme un reste d'oubli,

Si mon ame se perd dans les gammes etranges
De ce motif en deuil que Chopin

a poli

Sur un rythme inquiet appris des nairs Archanges
B

.)

En passant du mot au message, nous notons, dans l' optique du commun
destin subi, ces mots

significatifs
:\302\253

langueur \302\273, \302\253deuil
singulier \302\273,

\302\253nevrose
\302\273, \302\253spasme funeraire\302\273, \302\253tristesse\302\273 I \302\253motif en deuil\302\273,

\302\253
rythme inquiet

\302\273... Mais ce qui surprend, c'est\302\253 Gouffre intellectuel \302\273,

place
en apposition au debut du neuvieme vers. On dirait que Nelligan

se complait dans !'emploi de
I'adjectif

\302\253intellectuel \302\273

(rappelons-nous

Ie titre du sonnet qui ouvre la premiere section de son recueil : \302\253Clair

de lune intellectuel,\302\273). Mais ill'emploie parfois a contresens dans son
discours poetique. A notre avis, il

n'y
a rien d' \302\253intellectuel \302\273dans les

mazurkas de Chopin et rien ne perrnet de qualifier ce genre musical de

\302\253

gouffre
intellectuel \302\273. Dans l'reuvre de Chopin, les mazurkas, autant

que les preludes et les I!0cturnes, ont
plutot, pour

fond musical, la

nostalgie et la tristesse. A tout prendre, les themes, la tonalite et les

mouvements proviennent de la vieille tradition polonaise de la Mazovie
(region du nord de Varsovie), entretenue par les villageois dans leurs
danses et chansons. Ces manifestations

folkloriques pleines
de verve et

de gaite, Chopin les a assimilees a son moi endolori : d' au I' alternance

de notes gaies et tristes, amalgame d' etats d'ame differents. Paderewski

a su rendre toutes les nuances qui conviennent it ces
\302\253gammes,

etranges \302\273.

Et
Nelligan?

- Lui aussi aime ecouter les mazurkas de Chopin en

poete
souffrant. II remarque vite que Ie rythme des vieilles chansons

polonaises porte les rej,ouissancesd'une
region

lointaine mais, au fond

de tout cela, vibre la respiration maladive du pianiste : c' est surtout cette

note qu'il prefere. La musique libere les emotions du moi solitaire.
Qu'on se

rappelle
ici Ie singulier etat d'ame que la musique a engendre

au trefonds sensible de Baudelaire:)

La musique souvent me prend cornrne une mer!)

Je sens vibrer en moi toutes les passions

D'un vaisseau qui souffre;
Le bon vent, la tempete et ses convulsions

Sur }'immense gouffre

Me bercent. D' autres fois, calme plat, grand miroi\037

De mon desespoir
9

!)))
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Nelligan
ne pousse pas l'image a l'association mer-vaisseau, qui donne

a la demarche poetique de Baudelaire un pouvoir eminemment

evocateur. Neanmoins, a sa fa<;on, Ie poete montrealais mene a bien

I'image
centrale qui est a la fois aveu, comparaison, metaphore,

identification et apostrophe:)

Que j'
aime entendre alors, plein de deuil singulier,

Monter du piano, comme d'une mandore,

Le rythme somnolent au rna nevrose adore

Son spasme funeraire et cherche a Sf oublier!

Gouffre intellectuel, ouvre-toi, large et sombre lO
.)

Voila l' aboutissement de I'image, ou I' espace musical et I'espace lyrique
5'arretent brusquement devant une sombre etendue verticalement

ouverte.

En reflechissant bien sur la\302\253 tristesse [qui] sombre \302\273,sur\302\253 ce motif

en deuil \302\273, sur ce \302\253

rythme inquiet appris des noirs Achanges \302\273, on

comprend mieux I' emprise de la nevrose sur l' ame du poete. Dans cette

recontre de Ia musique et de la poesie, la signification n' a legitimement
lieu qu'au detriment de to ute reflexion analytique : Chopin vient chez
Ie poete en rnusicien envahisseur. La chute de ce sonnet, ne veut-elle pas
dire que Ie poete montrealais ecoute les mazurkas de

Chopin
comme s'il

ecoutait la \302\253Marche funebre \302\273?

Nelligan
a appris bien des chose's sur la musique en lisant Les

Nevroses de Maurice Rollinat, son livre de chevet. Mais celui qui a pu
l'assurer dans ses

predilections,
n' etait nul autre que Louis Dantin. Le

\302\253mentor litteraire \302\273du jeune poete aimait a la folie la \302\253Mazurka\302\273 en

la diese mineur, oP'us 6, de Chopin. II parlait souvent de cette piece,qu'il
aimait ecouter a l'infini; sa jeune soeur Ia lui avait jouee maintes et
maintes fois. Dantin l'avait meme transcrite en paroles. II serait

invraisemblable qu'il n/ait pas fait
part

de son enthousiasme a Nelligan.
Dans une de ces lettres, Dantin confie ceci :)

I\\1azurkas de Chopin! Valls rutes la premiere emotion esthetique de
ma vie. Par vous

j'ai
eu la revelation du monde secret qui s'agite sous Ie

signe sensible des sons [...] Je serrais sur mon coeur comme un frere de
desir et de destin I

I.)

Pour Nelligan et Dantin, Ie charme des Mazurkas semble surtout resider
dans leur resonance universe11e. C' est ainsi que les coeurs se

reconnaissent dans 1es sons et les mots.
Le

gouffre
dont parle Nelligan temoigne du destin de l'artiste. S'y

rattachent les notions de 1a vie et de mort : la hantise de vivre et
l' apprehension de mo,urir. Cette double postulati\037n

- Baudelaire I' avait)))
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deja fait sienne! -, Nelligan l'a portee dans son etre sensible, sa vie

durant. Avec Ie temps, Chopin devient pour lui l'embleme de sa
\302\253morne ivresse \302\273,

une presence qu'il appelle
\302\253ame aux sons noirs \302\273.

Peu importe alors Ie decor exotique
- boudoir hongrois ou chambre

d'une
etrange

musicienne -, la musique du pianiste polonais enivre Ie

poete et Ie rend fou :)

Fais, au blanc frisson de tes doigts,
Gemir encore, 0 ma maitresse!
Cette marche dont la caresse

Jadis extasia les rois.

Sous les lustres aux prismes froids,

Donne a ce coeur sa morne ivresse,

Aux soirs de funebi\"e
paresse

Coules dans ton boudoir hongrois.

Que ton piano vibre et pleure,
Et

que j'
oublie avec toi l'heure

Dans un Eden, on ne sait ou...)

Oh! fais un peu que je comprenne
Cette affie aux sons nairs qui m' entraine

Et m'a rendu malade et fOU
12

!)

Rien de plus evident que de rappeler qu' on est ici dans la ligne directe
de la chute de la \302\253Mazurka\302\273 de Nelligan. Chopin engendre chez Ie

poete des emotions fortes qui ebranlent ,son etre sensible. Le vertige

produit un delire prolonge que Ie poete ne pourrait traduire autrement
que par

une \302\253exclamation noire \302\273,apparue
comme un cri desespere a

la fin du sonnet.
Partant de ce poeme, voyons rapidement

comment Nelligan

brosse, a l'aide de son pinceau poetique, Ie portrait de Chopin. Tout se
fait a I' aide de traits rapides. En premier lieu, il dessine Ie

profil
de

l'artiste en compagnie de maitres tels que Raphael, Michel-Ange, da
Vinci, Paganini. . . Mais rien n'est

precis
: I'homme est inonde de

musique, art interpelle par l'infini... La nostalgie des mazurkas est en

definitive la nostalgie universelle. Rappelons ici quelques faits de la vie
de Chopin. Dans un

prelude
dedie a George Sand, la goutte d' eau tombe

sur la pierre comme une
plainte

eternelle. La \302\253Grande Polonaise \302\273

pousse
Ie galop des chevaux a l'ultime frontiere de la Liberte. Et la

\302\253Marche funebre \302\273,qui
scelle la vision non pas d'une vie mais de la Vie,

projette Ie reve ne a Zelazowa Wola vers Ie gouffre de l'infini. Qui
mieux que Delacroix eut pu cornprendre dans Ie vis\037ge prematurement
meurtri de Chopin, la tragedie du destin humain

marque par
la

souffrance? Le peintre parisien fut ebloui - et saisi! -
par

Ie
genie

de)))
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son ami polonais, dont la grandeur portait implacablement Ie sceau de
la douleur.)

Dans sa delicieuse etude sur Chopin, ecrit Baudelaire, Liszt met
Delacroix au nombre des

plus
assidus visiteurs du musicien-poete, et dit

qu'il aimait a tomber en profonde reverie, aux sons de cette musique

legere et passionnee qui ressemble a un brillant oiseau voltigeant sur les
horreurs d'un gouffre

13
.)

Nalls ne savans pas si Nelligan a connu Ie portrait de Chopin esquisse
par Delacroix. Mais nous sayans cependant que, comme Delacroix, il
etait porte if tomber dans une profonde reverie aux sons des mazurkas
et alors, a la place d'un visage de

Chopin,
il apercevait un grand gouffre

ou se perdaient les rythmes de la \302\253Marche funebre \302\273: tous les chemins

de la vie menent inevitablement vers la tombe.
En composant Ie sonnet intitule \302\253Le Tombeau de Chopin \302\273,

Nelligan
n'etait pas sans savoir que Mallarme avait essaye de popula-

riser Ie \302\253tombeau \302\273camme genre poetique. Le poete fran<;ais, on Ie sait,
ecrivit les \302\253tombeaux \302\273a la memoire de Theophile Gautier, de Paul

Verlaine, de Charles Baudelaire, d'Edgar Allan Poe. II s' agissait, plus

precisement, dans un \302\253tombeau \302\273
-

qu' on appelait parfois \302\253toast

funebre \302\273-, de rememorer la vie et l'CEuvre d'un artiste et de lui rendre
ainsi un

hommage singulier.
C' est done dans l' esprit de cette tradition

litteraire que Nelligan a
compose

\302\253Le Tombeau de Chopin \302\273.)

Oars loin des faux baisers de la Floriani,
A

o pale consomptif, dans les lauriers de France!

Un peu de sol natal
partage

ta souffrance,

Le sol des palatins, dont tu t' etais muni.

Quand tu nous vins, Chopin, plein
de reve infini,

Sur ton maigre profil fleurissait l'esperance
De faire

pour
ton art ce que fit a Florence

Maint peintre italien pour l'age rajeuni.

Comme un lys funeraire, au vase de la gloire
Tu te penches, jeune homme, et ne sa chant plus boire...

Le clavecin sanna ta marche du tombeau!)

Oors Chopin!Que ta verte inflexion du saule

Ombrage ton sommeil melancolique et beau,
Enfant de la

Pologne
au bras d' or de la Gaule 14

!)

Nelligan
a-t-il decouvert dans ses lectures l'existence de la tombe de

Chopin au cimetiere du Pere-Lachaise? Cette tombe, ombragee d'arbres

seculaires, est garnie d'un monument sur lequeI, assise, tete baissee, une)))
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muse semble plongee a jamais dans une reverie profonde. Tout
porte

a

croire que Nelligan a cannu Ie touchant evenement qui cOIncide avec 1a
fin de 1a vie de Chopin. Le poete fait, en effet, une nette allusion, dans
Ie

premier quatrain, a une poignee de sol du pays natal, qu'on a fait

venir de Zelazowa Wola a Paris, pour 1a deposer dans la tombe du
pianiste.

Mais les
vagues

allusions qui peuvent evoquer la tombe de Chopin
au cimetiere du Pere-Lachaise n'ont ici

guere d'importance. line s'agit

pas, a vrai dire, d'un monument de pierre situe dans une
geographie

precise. Nelligan glorifie surtout l'artiste dont Ie \302\253

maigre profil
\302\273vient

d'un \302\253reve infini \302\273.Dans ce sens, ille voit \302\253camme un Iys funeraire, au

vase de la gloire \302\273,penche
sur son clavecin, d'ou s/envole sa \302\253marche

du tombe,au \302\273.)

* * *)

Les reflets polonais dans I'ceuvre de Nelligan se trouvent done
dans quatre poemes que

nous venons d'analyser. Nous supposons que

Nelligan n' avait qu' une notion generale de la
Pologne qui, a I' epoque ou

il composait son CEuvre, subissait douloureusement son sort de
partages,

puisqu'elle
etait divisee depuis la fin du dix-huitieme siecle entre

I'Allemagne, la Russie et I' Autriche. Certes, N'elligan sait evoq1!er des

espaces geographiques lointains - Russie,
Allemagne, Hongrie, Egypte,

Maroc 1
Japan

-I mais Hie fait strictement pour les besoins de son reve

exotique

1
.

Les motifs polonais dans I'CEuvre de Nelligan n'ont rien de
commun avec I'espace exotiqu,e qui

sert souvent de decor au theme du

poeme. La Pologne apparait dans son ceuvre au niveau des vraies

rencontres culturelles. Nelligan a reellement entendu Paderewski; il
connait relativement bien les CEuvres de Chopin; il savoure a sa fac;on les
mazurkas et cree, a force

d'imagination,
Ie profil artistique du pianiste

polonais, chez qui la piece maitresse sera, d'apres lui, la \302\253Marche

funebre \302\273. Paderewski et Chopin representent pour Nelligan
l'incarnation parfaite de l'element national, rehausse a la hauteur des
valeurs universelles. C' est certainement dans cette perspective que

Nelligan admire Paderewski; c' est dans ce sens qu'il adhere
pleinement

au monde de la musique de Chopin.
Le theme de la musique contribue

grandement
a l' originalite de

I'reuvre de Nelligan. Mais il y a plus! Une singuliere demarche creatrice

s' etait averee tot determinante grace a l' amalgam,e des langages de mots
et de sons. La musique est souvent sous-jacente dans la structure de ses
sonnets et rondels. Le

rythme,
la rime, I'image tirent de la musique de

nombreux effets suggestifs
16

. En pensant a ces rapports mysterieux, en

marge de ses commentaires sur la musique de
Wagner,

Baudelaire s' est

permis cette reflexion :)))
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J' ai souvent entendu dire que la musique ne pouvait pas se vanter
de traduire

quoi que ce soit avec certitude, comme fait la parole ou la

peinture. Cela est vrai dans une certaine proportion mais n' est pas tout a
fait vrai. Elle traduit a sa maniere, et par les moyens qui lui sont propres.
Dans la musique, comme dans la peinture et meme dans la parole ecrite,

qui est cependant Ie
plus positif des arts, il y a toujours une lacune

completee par I'imagination de l'auteur
17

.)

Cette \302\253lacune\302\273 dont parle Baudelaire, Nelligan savait fort bien la
combler grace a son imagination, stimulee

par
I' ecoute des ceuvres de

Chopin et de Paderewski. Aux impressions re<;ues,il savait
imprimer

sa

voix de poete. C' est ainsi qu'il a assimile a sa parole certainesresonances
esthetiques et humaines de Ia musique polonaise.)))
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Notes)

1. Pour plus de details sur la vie et l' ceuvre de Nelligan, nous

recommandons au lecteur notre ouvrage :
Nelligan,

1879-1941. B iograph ie,,

Montreal, Editions Fides, 1987, xvi, 635 pp., collection \302\253Le Vaisseau d'or \302\273.

2. \302\253Great Pianist \302\273,dans Ie Montreal Gazette, 7 avril 1896, p. 5.
3. \302\253Concert a la salle Windsor \302\273,dans La Presse, 8 avril 1896.1 p. 1.

4. Emile Nelligan, \302\253Pour
Ignace Paderewski\302\273, Po\037sies Completes

1896-1899, Montreal/Paris, Fides, 1952, collection\302\253
Nenuphar

\302\273.Edition critique

etablie par Luc Lacourciere, p. 86. Desormais, les references a la poesie de
Nelligan

renverront a cette edition, designee par Ie sigle ENPC.
5. \302\253La Romance du Vin \302\273,ENPC, p.

198.

6. \302\253Pour Ignace Paderewski \302\273,ENPC, p.
86 (dernier tercet).

7. Emile Nelligan, temoignage fait dans les annees 1930a Gilles Corbeil,

neveu du poete.
8. \302\253Mazurka \302\273,ENPC, p.

95.

9. Charles Baudelaire, \302\253La
Musique \302\273, dans Baudelaire, CEuvres

completes, Paris, Editions Gallimar?, 1961; aussi dans Les Fleurs du Mal, p. 65.

NRF, Bibliotheque de Ia Pleiade. Edition critique etablie par Y.-G. Le Dantec,

revisee, completee et presentee par Claude Pichois.
10. \302\253Mazurka \302\273,ENPC, p. 95, vers 5-9.

11. Louis Dantin, cite par Gabriel Nadeau, Louis Dantin. Sa vie et son

reuvre, Manchester, Editions Lafayette, 1948, p. 156.
12. \302\253

Chopin \302\273,ENPC, p.
92.

13. Charles Baudelaire, L'(Euvre et la vie d'Eugene Delacroix, dans
Ope cit,

p.
1133.

14. \302\253Le Tombeau de Chopin \302\273, ENPC, p.
236. Nelligan a ecrit deux

autres poemes-tombeaux : \302\253Le Tombeau de la negresse \302\273et \302\253Le Tombeau de

Charles Baudelaire \302\273, ce dernier est marque d'un extraordinaire pouvoir
\"

evocateur.

15. Nous pensons ici aux poemes suivants : \302\253Le Regret des joujoux \302\273,

\302\253
Caprice blanc)}, \302\253Chateaux en Espagne \302\273,

\302\253Soir d'hiver \302\273,
\302\253Five 0' clock\302\273,

\302\253Lied fantasque \302\273,
\302\253Le

Perroquet \302\273,
\302\253Fantaisie creole \302\273,

\302\253Les Balsamines \302\273,, , -

\302\253Eventail \302\273,
\302\253L'

Antiquaire \302\273,
\302\253Potiche \302\273,

\302\253A
George Rodenbach \302\273,

\302\253Salons

allemands \302\273,
\302\253

Je sais la-bas \302\273,
\302\253Frere Alfus \302\273.)))
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16. Nalls
avo\037s

consacre a ce sujet l'un de nos ouvrages :
Nelligan

et La

Musique, Ottawa, Les Editions de l'Universite d'Ottawa, 1971.
17. Charles Baudelaire,Richard

Wagner
et\302\253 Tannhtiuser \302\273a Paris, dans op.

eit., pp. 1210-1211.)))
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Kto v khude rize? Piianitsa. (17)

(Whose cloak is threadbare? The drunkard's.)
Kto v

pogibeli?
Piianitsa. (172)

(Who is ruined? The drunkard.))

Finally, one last bit of evidence is to be found in the context in

which Zabelin located the text of AZB-4 in his 1915 book. It appears
there immediately following a quote from St. John Chrysostom in
support of water as a drink that will not muddle man's mind.

In its later stages of
development,

it is possible that the \"Alphabet\"
was adapted for other satiric purposes, that is, that it became a burlesque

of the older anti-alcohol works, but this is far from certain. It seems quite

clear, however, that Adrianova-Peretts's notion of the work as a
parody

of older, religious works is inaccurate. In any case, the evolution of the

\"Alphabet\" undoubtedly accounts for the enigmatic mixture in our four
texts of

apparently pathetic
elements with those of incontrovertible

humour. W. E. Harkins is right in speaking of the original \"Alphabet\" as

a serious work to which burlesque elements were later added, although
I

disagree
with his acceptance of Adrianova- Peretts's version of the

author's intention. 28

Likewise, given the purpose of the original, it seems
more appropriate to speak of the hero as mock-pathetic, rather than

pathetic, since he and his habits are held up to ridicule.

To summarize, the \"Alphabet\" began as a didactic work, designed
to illustrate the squalor of a life of drunkenness. Even in its most

debased later variants, this intention can still easily be seen through a

comparison with works .of the period whose purpose is not open to

question. Although the tone changed and became less serious in

subsequent versions, the work never took on the socia-political
connotations imputed to it by Soviet scholarship at large. The

frequent

references to the comfortable life of the wealthy and their selfishness
vis-a.-vis the drunkard were most likely meant to be seen as the
imbiber's chronic, self-pitying rationalization of his

plight.

In 1970, three Soviet scholars (N. S. Demkova, A. M. Panch,enko,
and D. S.

Likhachev), speaking
of Adrianova-Peretts's work on the

satires as a group, took her to task for so
easily dismissing Zabelin's

view of these works as more humorous than politically satiric. Further-

more, they denied that there was any direct satiric denunciation of the
sort she mentioned in the \"democratic

prose
and poetry of the seven-

teenth century.\"29 Their refusal to accept the
primitive

view of these

works, the \"Alphabet\" among them, as class-conscious literature should
go a

long way towards creating an atmosphere in which the myriad
problems of seventeenth-century literature can be

explored objectively.

It should also permit us to find a greater appreciation of the skill of the

writers of these works. Certainly, the writer of the
\"Alphabet\"

has made

imaginative' use of the oral tradition (drawing \037eavily

on the resources)))
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Slavic Immigrants, Situation, and the Process of Naming)

Za Teboll

Pred Tebou

Po cent slapes

Dozajista
Co Ti iid nese

-A Czech fortune-teller's incantation)

This study deals with the speech of two groups of Slavic

peopl
e C zechs and Ukrainians-who left their native countries

behind them, emigrated to North America, learned English, and made

themselves at home here.
The basis for discussion is the pressure exerted

by
the English

language on the vocabularies of the immigrants' native languages.
Since every contact situation leads

inevitably
to a certain confusion of

patterns, it raises a host of questions, among which one seems
particularly pertinent: why are some forms adopted and not others?

In answer to this question as
applied

to English borrowings

found in discourses of the Czechs and Ukrainians, I have tried to
account for what these people do with their language by observing
various topics in which the borrowings function. Both sets of bor-

rowings are observed and then contrasted from the point of view of

their occurrence in the individual topics. Information on the propor-
tional distribution of

borrowings
makes it possible to discover general

tendencies in the choice of a code-native vs. English-in which the

choice of a topic is an important variable.
The relative proportion of borrowed lexical units reflects the

linguistic and cultural development of ethnic communities and the
social, economic, al1d even cognitive state of the individual language
user.)))
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Characteristics of Sources)

Czech Corpus (756 Items))

The sources of the texts from which the Czech corpus have been

excerpted are the ethnic newspapers Pokrok
Zdpadu (1919, 1920),

Hospoddf (1960), both published in Nebraska, and Narod (1948, 1949),
published in

Chicago,
as well as numerous individual usages collected

by the author during conversations with Czech nationals in Ontario.

Pokrok Zdpadu serves the Nebraska Czech community, which
consists mainly of farmers, tradespeople, and local businessmen. The

bimonthly Hospodtif caters almost exclusively to the agricultural Czech

community of the Omaha region.
1

Ndrod, although an organ of Czech

Catholics, has a sociologically more diverse readership. It includes

Illinois farmers as well as Czech nationals living in an urban environ-
ment.

The
borrowings

were excerpted from many journalistic genres,

including headlines, obituaries, advertisements, and so on. Preferential

treatment, however, was given to \"Letters to the editor,\" since they
tend to lean more

obviously
towards colloquial spoken usage than do

other segments of these newspapers.)

Ukrainian Corpus (875 Items))

.

The Ukrainian corpus, unlike the Czech corpus, which is the result of

my
collaborators' and my own work, has been obtained mainly from

the already fublished
lexicon of Ukrainian anglicisms compiled by

Zhluktenko. The author has been criticized for the narrowness of his

sources, since he has drawn exclusively from left-oriented TJkrainian
newspapers and has failed to document other existing ethnic usage.

3

I have attempted to remedy this inadequacy by including borrowings
from the

Etymological Dictionary of
Ukrairlian Alnericanislns,4 which the

author kindly lent me, and by other expressions found in Burstynsky,5
Gerus-Tarnawecka,6 and Klymasz and Medwidsky.7 The main sources
for Zhluktenko's material were Svit (New York 1904-1914,1932,1945),

Ukrains'ki visti (New York 1963), Ukrains'ke zhyttia (Toronto 1961-1962),
Ukrains'ki robitnychi visti

(Winnipeg 1920-1924), Ukrains'ke S(01)0

(Winnipeg 1945), and Ukrains'ki shchodenni visti (New York 1920-1923,
1925, 1928, 1945-1946).Besides

using
written sources, the author

obtained spoken material through conversations with several American
Ukrainians.8

Most of the Ukrainian data draw on material produced by
pre-World War II

immigrants
who carne to Canada and to t11e United

States mainly for economic reasons. They hailed from the western and)))
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south-western parts of the Ukraine. As is to be expected, they had very
little education. The

post-World
War II immigrants came to Canada

for political reasons and were often members of the so-called \"in-

telligentsia.\" They created a new awareness of language and an
increased effort on the part of many people to make their language
conform to standard Ukrainian.9

The Ukrainian material contains a

considerably larger proportion of data from the spoken language than

the Czech corpus.)

Methodology)

Following the British contextual school emphasizing the role of

linguistic
elements in communication, M.A.K. Halliday and his

collaborators singled out the sort of
variability

that arises from the

uses to which language is put.
10

This \"use-based\" variety is termed

\"register,\" and it is needed when we want to account for what people

do with their language. The authors also identified three factors that
affect a

speaker's
choice of register: field of discourse-subject matter,

topic, that is, what is going on; mode
of

discourse-the medium of the

language activity and its role in the situation, that is,
spoken

or

written; and style of discourse-the relationship among the participants,
for example, formal vs. casual.]]

Considering the nature of the sources of my material, it is

apparent that the mode and style factors are of little relevance here. A

substantial majority of the borrowings came from written texts, and the

style of discourse is in this case in\\Tariably the result of the same

participant relation: Czech or Ukrainian immigrants producing texts
directed towards their fellow

immigrants.
The field of discourse or

topic, however, offers an interestl:lg variable suitable for
analyzing

our

corpus.

Such classical works as those by Dieter Behrens,12 Marius
Valkhoff,13 Asta Stene,14 Louis Deroy/Is and Einar Haugen

16

established

the methods and axioms of research into lexical borrowings some
decades ago. They classified

borrowings according to semantic content,

breaking down the borrowed vocabulary into the groups of similar

meaning. The most prominent of these was J. J. Salverda de Grave, an
adherent of what is sometimes called the Dutch school of lexicology.
De Grave's method was first shown in his pioneer work De Franse

Woorden in J1et Nederlands, in which he arranged the onomasiological
units according to their semantic categories in a hierarchical order that

represents a progression of increasingly intimate influences. 1 ?

Begin-

ning with terms of art and science alld finances assembled under the
heading of fIla vie publique,\" the enumeration passes via \"la vie
sociale\" (terms of commerce, industry, trades, and

professions)
to \"la)))
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vie privee,\" where the \"funnel,\" as he puts it, is most constricted.

I8

Even though my own classification of borrowings is based o,n the

principles delineated by de Grave and his followers, I deviate from

them in two respects:

(1) Semantic meaning is replaced by pragmatic meaning.

(2) The monodimensional scale of intimacy is replaced by a
bidimensional scale

referring
to two basic kinds of environ-

ment-physical and social.)

Semantic vs. Pragmatic Meaning)

I differ from the above-mentioned works in being concerned with a

meaning that is not just a property of a particular lexeme but that is
seen as the speaker's use of a lexeme in a particular context. Such a

meaning is understood in a pragmatic sense, that is, as somethin
8

that

is performed rather than something that exists in a static
way.1

The

borrowings of my corpus will be then classified according to the
type

of
topic

in which they were used. This sometimes necessitates

assigning a single expression to two or more topics. For example, the

borrowing lot may be found in Urban Environment if the topic deals

with the city; it may appear in Country and Nature, if the speaker

speaks about his/her farm; and it ri1ay be also classified under
Business if it was found in an advertisement of an ethnic real estate
firm. The pragmatic mea!ling removes fronl consideration the usual

dilemma concerning uncertain semantic categories such as \"Abstract
nouns\" or nGeneral terms\"20 or \"Other borrowings,\"21 since every item,
even a conjunction or a preposition, is used in a

particular context,

which in turn can be assigned to one of our classificatory types.)

Monodimensional vs. Bidimensional Scale of Intimacy)

In general, lexicologists believe that lexical units are reliable, acceptable
indications of external events. 22

Carrying
out an analysis of the

associations between language expressions and extralinguistic reality
involves choice of

classificatory devices, retlecting this natural

functioning of language. De Grave's23 classification of
borrowings

according to their relation to extralinguistic events on a scale of

progression
with increasing proximity to the individual serves the

purpose for which it was intended
quite

well. It can, however, be

refined by splitting it into two dimensions: the speech events related

to Physical Environment, and speech events related to Social Environ-
ment.

When talking about
Physical Environment, people are preoc-

cupied with the world as a collection of
things.

For newcomers, these)))
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things
are sometimes totally new, sometimes only somewhat different

from those they used to encounter at home. They may acquire new

expressions referring to General Environment, that is, spatial and

temporal phenomena; expressions referring to Landscape, that is, the

surroundings of closer proximity-countryside, urban centres, flow of

traffic; and, finally, expressions referring to the Immediate Environ-

ment-family dwellings and things of
everyday

use.

There is also another aspect of North American reality, that
which consists of

people
with whom the immigrants have dealings of

a more or less personal kind.
Among

the least personal are the

contacts with those who, more as a part of an institution than in their

capacity as individuals, exercise power over others. The topics dealing

with this type of social contact constitute the Public Life topics in my
scheme. The Social Life topics include the discourse concerning the

immigrants' professional existence and their participation in common
affairs. The topics pertaining to the life particular to the newcomer as
an individual-mostly acquaintances and friends-are classified in the

Private Life category.)

Borro'Wings in Topics Related to

Physical and Social EnvironDlent)

Tables I and II sum up the classification of topical categories with
illustrative examples of

borrowings
in both ethnic languages.)))
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TABLE I

BORROWINGS IN TOPICS RELATED TO PHYSICAL ENV\"IRONMENT)

TOPICS) EXAMPLES)

General Environment

Time and Space)

Countries and Nations)

Cz. sezony v roce (seasons of the year); South;

zulaj (July); Indian Summer. Uk.* nekst (next);

savt (south); sandei (Sunday); ap-said-davn

(upside down); vik-end (week-end).
Cz. Amerikan; cechoslovakie; Mexikan

(Mexican); Yankees; koreansky (Korean); diplo-

mat; menonites. Uk. kontry (country); enky
(Yankee); airysh (Irish); dachmen (Dutchman).)

Landscape

Urban)

Country and Nature)

Transport)

Cz. downtown; shopping district; slum clear-
ance; saloony; boarding;

star (store). Uk. strit

(street); saidvak (sidewalk); biuty parlor (beauty
parlour).
Cz. barny (barns); preservy (preserves); renc

(ranch); blizard. Uk. gomsted (homestead); ryver
(river); stepsy (steps); prera (prairie).
Cz.

freight; kary (cars); velko-silnice (highway);

jeeps; semi-trailers; taxovka (taxi). Uk. stritgara
(street car); ryli (rails); ravndgavz (round house);

.dypo (depot); styshin (station).)

Immediate Environment

Dwellings and
Their Parts)

Foods, Drinks, Fruits)

Things of Daily Use)

Cz. kadyc (cottage); flat; bungalow; basement;
pore; georgian type

residence. Uk. pentri

(pantry); ruf (roof); sanrum (sunroom); sylier
(cellar); katedzh (cottage).
Cz. pikl (pickle); molasses; catsup; kukesy

(cookies); nearbeer; evaporated milk. Uk. nat-

meg (nutmeg); pankyks (pancakes); porych
(porridge); pikolz (pickles);

saida (cider); pinot

(peanut).
Cz. kozesinovy kabat (fur coat); televizo (televi-
sion); pejlky (pails);

rueni taska (handbag). Uk.

saksy (socks); pavder (powder); eshken (ash
can); ropa (rope); slypersy (slippers);

mechka

(match).)

* Ukrainian phoneme I h I is in our transliteration rendered by the letter g
following Zhluktenko's

transcription.)))

nit::{cBi.l10Mi TH)I(iHHfI, MOitepHa YKpa\"iHcbKa

peJ1iriHHa noe3i5I He \342\202\254CYXHM ni,[(paXYHKOM iCTOpl14HHX t:{paM CTOJIiTT5I,

aHi aBTooiorpacpi4HHM KaTapCHCOM, cpiJIococpi4HMM COKpaTiBCbKHM
,L(iHJ10rOM, a60 t:{H,.QaKTH4HOK> nponoBi,L1lHO: BOHa \342\202\254MHCTeUbKHM

Ha,l14aCOBHM Y3ara..nbHeHH5IM iCTOpl14HI1X !}JeHOMeHiB ,l100H, JIIO,[(CbKI1X

,L(OJIb Ta oopcaHb YMa oCBi4eHoro, eTH4HO CcpopMOBaHoro
Heoe3CTopOHHboro iHTeJIireHTa Harnoro CTOJ1iTT5I.)))
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TABLE II

BORROWINGS IN TOPICS RELATED TO SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT)

TOPICS) EXAMPLES)

Public Life
Education and Culture)

Adnzinistratiorz)

Legal Systenl)

Fi11ance)

Health Care)

Military)

Com111Ul1ications)

Cz. vyssl skola (high school); graduovati
(to

graduate); extencni kursy (extension courses);

gramrnarni skola (grammar school); ucitelsky
certifikat (teacher's certificate). Uk.

* naitskul

(night school); kalydzh (college); gaiskul (11igh
school); speliuvaty (to spell); pricher (preacher).

Cz. office; mayor; klerk (clerk); department
prace (Labour Department); emergencni stav

(state of emergency); affidavit; alderman. Uk.

steit (state); dominiia (dominion); meior (mayor);
rekorduvaty (to record).

Cz. lync (lynch); inkvest; serif; zakonodarna

(legislature); koroner; certifikat 0 umrti (death
certificate). Uk. notis (notice); progybyshen

(prohibition); loer (lawyer); lakopa (jail, lock up).
Cz. pujcovatel (creditor); markyc (mortgage);

usporrle bondy (savings bonds); cek (cheque);

sponsor. Uk. resyt (receipt); kesh (cash); in-

vestment; seif (safe); ekspenz (expense).
Cz. emergencni ambulance (emergency am-
bulance); hospital; health officers; medicalni

sbory (medical squads); operater (surgeon). Uk.
sailen (asylum); eks-rei (X-ray); norsa (nurse);
veityng

rum (waiting room).

Cz. ozbrojeny truck (armoured truck); bazooka;

spitfire; staff
sargant; khaki; kolonel. Uk. sleiker

(slacker); iuniform (uniform); trench; maryns
(the marines).
Cz.

telefonicky
trust (telephone trust); ohlavenf

(headline); mail boxna (mail box); telegraph
lines; kabeloval (he cabled). Uk. messandzher

(messenger); kablegrama (cablegram); post-ofis

(post office); eirmeil (air mail)\037)

Social Life

Socio- pol i tical

Activity)

Cz. proklamace (proclamation); konvence;
round-table conference; nominovan (nominated);

zioniste (Zionists); balloty (ballots). Uk. relif

(relief); straikbreker (strike breaker); chermen
(chairman); piketu\\raty (to picket).)))
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I I1dustry /C011Struction)

Agriculture)

Business and
Advertising)

Linguistics)

Cz. gazovna (gasworks); kalciminovani (ca-

lcimining); plastyr (plasterer); varnish. Uk.
naitshyft (night shift); saperdent (superinte-

ndent); skydva (skidway); kol'ieri (colliery);
fandri (foundry).
Cz. farmerka (farm-woman); gumbo; subsoil;

alfalfa; korna (corn); busl (bushel); pickers. lJk.

gomstead (homestead); ryikuvaty (to rake);
stepel'nia (stable); pyka (picker); vil-bara

(wheel-barrow).

Cz. byznis (business); kontrakt; inkorporace;
komrnisne (commission); advertizers. Uk.
seils-men (salesman); brok (broke); order; lis

(lease); byznes (business); bargen (bargain).)

Private Life
Common

Daily

Activi ties)

Recreation)

Human Contacts)

Evaluations and
Attitudes)

Psychological and
Physical Qualities

and States)

Cz. zivotni program (life-style); hair cut; otri-
rnovat (to trim); sfixnout (to fix). Uk. bizi (busy);

mufuvaty (to move); gariapuvaty (to hurry up);
barber; vochuvaty (to watch).

Cz. pohyblive obrazky (moving pictures); vagace
(vacation); attrakce; dardy (darts); punch boards;
gambluje

(he gambles); bazar. Uk. pul-rum

(pool-room); saker (soccer); banda (band); daisy
(dice); pokur (poker);

fon (fun).

Cz. beclareni (bachelor1s life); \"Valentine\"; How
do you do; zlate rnanzelske jubileum (golden

-anniversary).
Uk. pliz (please); radyvei (right

away); rumor; kys (kiss); konversuvaty (to

converse).

Cz. sympatisovatel (sympathizer); Toz good byl

grandpa! (Well, Grandpa was a good man!).Uk.
nais (nice); pur (poor); strendzher (stranger);

gud (good); gadem (goddamn); dzhizus! (Jesus!);
born (bum).
Cz. influenza; polio; hay fever. Uk. setysfaid

(satisfied); drank (drunk); trobel' (trouble); kreizi
(crazy); kuku (cuckoo, i.e., insane); syk (sick).)))
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Analysis
of the Data)

The excerpted material consists of 1631 borrowed onomasiological
units, nouns,

adjectives, verbs, al1d adverbs, out of which there are 756
lexemes from Czech sources and 875 lexemes from Ukrainian sources.

The corpus includes only lexemes of a general nature: that is, proper

nouns have been excluded.

In order to see whether the proposed classification has any inner
rationale, I

investigated
the quantitative aspects of the English

borrowings in both Czech and Ukrainian corpora, observing
their

distribution among the i11dividual topics.
On the ordinate of Graph I (see p. 380) are the topics in which

the individual borrowings were used. The topics are arranged
according to the above-mentioned bidimensional (Physical Environ-

ment and Social Environment) classification and according to the

proximity to the individual within each dimension. The abscissa shows

the percentage of borrowings used in the individual topics within each

Czech and Ukrainian corpus, respectively.
Even though the material has been gathered in a random way,

through casual conversations and through rather unsystematic excerpts
from different

types
of ethnic press, the data show a very similar

pattern for the Czech and Ukrainian
corpora.

The individual instances

in which the proportions of borrowings differ are described below.
In Czech discourse, the percentage of English borrowings

substantially exceeds that of the Ukrainian one in topics Time and

Space, Foods, Drinks, Fruits, Health Care, and. Agriculture. In
Ukrainian discourse, the topics with the excessive English lexicon are

Things of Daily Use, Industry /Construction, and Human Contacts.
These instances can, for the most part, be explained by the

differences in the sources. The Czech
preference

for the anglicization

of the topics Foods, Drinks, Fruits and Agriculture compared with the
Ukrainian

topics Things
of Daily Use and Industry /Construction stems

from the fact that the Czech sources were
usually published in rural

areas and were intended for farmers and their families, whereas the

Ukrainian publications served Ukrainian nationals working in

industrial urban centres of Canada and the United States. As both

corpora show, the types of profession, Agriculture vs. Industry /Con-
struction, and their

products, Foods, Drinks, Fruits vs. Things of Daily
Use, are important environmental components influencing

the choice

of code in favour of English.
The topics related to Health Care (as a

government agency) are

very scarce in the Ukrainian corpus, which was obtained from

relatively
much older sources than the Czech corpus. Since the

government took over health care
quite recently, its linguistic reflex is

not significantly represented in the older Ukrainian discourse.)))
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GRAPH I
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The most striking difference between the corpora, however, is the

preponderance of
borrowing

in Ukrainian discourse dealing with

Human Contacts. In Ukrainian, we notice a variety of units with a

phatic function, whereas in the Czech material we find only a few such

expressions. The majority of the borrowings in this category are of a

gnomic character-e.g., \"don't stick your neck out,\" \"keep smiling\"-or
other expressions by which human contacts are described rather than

performed-e.g., the neologisms pfekvapenka (surprise party) and
beclareni (to live as a bachelor). This proportional discrepancy between

both corpora stems from the much greater spoken component
in the

Ukrainian corpus.

'The difference between the participation of spoken vs. written
sources also accounts for the lack of English units in the Ukrainian
material dealing with Time and Space. These

topics
of a rather abstract

nature tend to appear much more in the preponderantly written Czech

sources.

The fact that certain topics or semantic fields are connected with
a significant increase in the use of borrowings has been supported by
other ethnic materials, for example, Norwegian,24,25 Pennsylvania
German,26 Polish,27 Slovene,28 and so on. The same phenomenon occurs
in materials from standard languages such as the previously men-

tioned works on French, Dutch, or Serbo-Croatian. 29

There is ap-

parently a general tendency of onomasiological code switching, which
is influenced by the outside world and the speaker's involvement with

it. This pragmatic code-drift is obvious from Graph II (see p. 382), in

which the number of topics related to Social Environment and Physical
Environment has been reduced into more abstract topical categories
arranged according to three degrees of

proximity
to the person

producing the discourse (see Tables I and II).
Graph II sums up the relationship between the quantity of

borrowings \"and their pragmatics. First, it confirms the previously
stated consistency of both ethnic corpora with

respect
to the propor-

tions of borrowings. Second, it emphasizes that there is a direct
relationship between the topic (element of situation) and the code

switching. This general tendency I
propose

to call the pragmatic
code-drift. Third, Graph II indicates that the movement of the

pragmatic
code-drift takes the opposite direction for the topics related

to Physical Environment and Social Environment in both languages.
Within the group of topics referring to Physical Environment, the

degree
of English borrowings grows as the topics move towards the

individual or towards
intimacy.

The anglicization peaks when the

discourse settles on the topics dealing with immediate surroundings:
that is, on people's accommodation, things they use and own, and the
food and drink

they
consume.)))
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GRAPH II)
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The distribution of borrowings within the topics related to Social
Environment shows the opposite tendency

with respect to the scale of

proximity. The topics related to Public Life are
heavily anglicized. The

occurrence of English borrowings decreases, however, when there is

a
progression

of topics towards greater intimacy, and it reaches its
lowest proportion in the sphere of

personal
relations.)

Conel usions)

The opposite tendency in the distribution of the borrowings between
the above-mentioned

topical categories-Physical
Environment and

Social Environment-can be explained by considering the factors by
which the co,de

switching
is known to be influenced:)

(1) native language factor;
(2) socia-linguistic position of the speakers; and

(3) speaker's cognition.)

Native Language Factor)

Looking at the problem from the existence of the native vocabulary
alone, there is no real necessity to borrow

anything
besides the latest

technical terminology. T'he majority of European immigrants, including
the Czechs and the Ukrainians, had adequate words for most of the

objects they encountered and would not have abandoned them if they
had not been placed under strong social pressure by their economic
activities.

3D

However, there is one type of borrowing directly de-
manded by the deficiency of the native vocabulary. It is represented

by onomasiological units with different expressive shades of
meaning

adopted from everyday language. These units are used in interpersonal
situations and are included in the immigrant lexicons mainly as a
result of the natural need for

replenishing
native expressive vo-

cabulary. However , this type of borrowed unit appears only minimally

in our corpora. In general, the native language factor does not seem to
influence the usage of innovations to any great extent.)

Socio-linguistic Position of the Speakers)

The quantity of
borrowings

in the topics related to Social Environment

is primarily determined by the speakers' positions in
society

and by

their own vision of themselves as social people. One of the factors

triggering the contactual process is prestige, which is usually carried

by the lending language. If there is some field of activity in which the)))
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speakers of the two languages have much contact and in which one

group
is clearly superior to the other, this field is likely to be reflected

in heavy borrowing by
the inferior group.31 This claim is confirmed by

the large quantity of English borrowings related to Public Life topics.

The English speakers, by virtue of their majority and, consequently,
their leading role in all

spheres
of p,ublic life, are the ones who decide

which language may be used 32

and which expression is the most

appropriate.
In the spheres less influenced by anglicization, such as Social Life

topics, prestige of English dominates the picture mainly in topics
related to profession: that is, Industry /Construction (in the case of the

Ukrainians) and Agriculture (in the case of the Czechs). Topics that

show only the occasional switch to English are related to the
private

lives of the speakers. The preference for native expressions is dictated

by solidarity with one's
countrymen. Apparently,

the immigrants are

placed in a position where they are either unable or unwilling to enter

into more personal contacts with the speakers of the other language.
In some cases,

they
remain outsiders with respect to the American or

Canadian society forever. Such \"in
group\"

situation will dictate the use

of mostly native expressions.)

Speakers' Cognition)

The quantity of
borrowings

in topics related to Physical Environment

is determined by the strategies through which
speakers explore

their

environment and through which they acquire understanding of the
world around them. For

immigrants,
this activity comes about at least

twice in their lives. The first time it occurred was at the time of their

infancy, before they took over their mother tongue.
33

The second is the

time of their sudden implantation into the North American continent

and their first attempts at using English. Whether they wished it or
not,

immigrants
were being initiated into one of the subtlest aspects of

North America, the invisible network of distinctions and congruences
that the categories of the new language imposed on their universe of

experienc,e.
This is what is ordinarily meant by \"learning to think\" in

a new language.
34

The onomasiological process that plays the major
role in this task is facilitated, on the one hand, by the gradual addition

of items belonging to another code and, on the other hand, by

suppressing conceptual distinctions provided by their own language.
We find, therefore, the largest quantity of borrowings in the topics
referring to the immediate environment of

speakers
where their contact

with North American reality is the mOist intimate. The predominant

use of English in such situations has been noted by many researchers.
For

example,
Weinreich

s\037eaks
about \"cultural borrowings,\"35 Haugen

about unecessary words,\"
6

Stene about \"exotica,\"37 and so on.)))
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The topics dealing with Landscape are characterized by the
mixture of native and borrowed expressions.Even

though
most of the

features of urban and country landscapes are familiar, the new
cognitive

construct recognizes features pertaining to the North

American reality specifically. This leads to the use of an English

onomasiological unit. The topics referring to General Environment

trigger the least need for
borrowing,

since all the concepts are w,ell

known and the labels for them have been
provided by

the native

languages of the speakers.
As demonstrated by the Czech and Ukrainian material, the

restructuring of the native vocabulary of immigrants and the asym-
metry of its distribution are seen as the result of the need to create an
instrument that could

express
the significant ,distinctions of the North

American environment. It serves the purpose not only of communica-

tion, but also of cognition and discovery. These two functions, social
,and heuristic, dominate the choice of the code differently in different
contexts.)))

memes mots empruntes

apparaissent Ie plus souvent simultanement dans les deux langues
mentionnees. Ce qui est

beaucoup plus important
est que ces mots

apparaissent dans la conscience des Ukrainiens bilingues sous la forme

de deux variantes morphophonetiques. Le meme phenomene s' est

produit pendant les differentes
periodes

de cohabitation de l'ukrainien

et du polonaise Le premier grand dictionnaire de mots
etrangers

8

, pub
lie

en 1932, range ces mots parmi les gallicismes, sans fournir de details
sur leur

etymologie
et leur yoie de penetration. Cette maniere d' aborder

Ie probleme nous
parait acceptable pour

une raisoI1 pratique, meme s'il

est evident que leurs caracteristiques phonetiques et surtout mor-

phologiques
leur font occuper une place a part dans Ie fond lexical

fran<;ais.)

* * *)

Nous avons deja explique comment l'analyse des moyens
morphologiques de formation des mots

justifiait
Ia classification des

mots arteleryst et ateist camme des emprunts au hollandais. Les
suffixes,

camme nous le verrons, constituent une source privilegiee pour les

specialistes qui etudient les emprunts du
point

de vue morphologique.

Plusieurs autres suffixes nous permettent aussi d'identifier les
gallicismes dans Ie milieu linguistique ukrainien.

Le suffixe -age (-azh), par ex empIe, est facilement identifiable,
n'etant

propre qu'au gallicisme (avec quelques exceptions curieuses,
tout de meme). Apres avoir explore un bon nombre de sources

lexicographiques et litteraires, nous avons releve pres de 125 substantifs
qui se terminent en -azh en ukrainien. Ce suffixe est devenu tellement
familier qu'il commence a participer a la creation des neologismes :)))
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L'Identification et le classement des gallicismes
en ukrainien)

II
parait pertinent

d' entamer notre discussion par ces remarques
preliminaires tirees de l' article du

linguiste ukrainien contemporain
A. Krytenko :)

En general, on peut affirmer que les images phoniques des mots de notre
langue

forment un champ colossal parseme inegalement et d'une fa<;on

originale et capricieuse. Ces images phoniques
se groupent en constella-

tions plus ou moins fermees qui possedent leurs propres structures et

leurs irregularites; on observe entre ces constellations des distances bien

inegales et une diversite des lignes de liaison strucmrelle. La description
rationnelle de ce domaine linguistique peu explore

demeure une tache a

etre accomplie par la science.
On ne s'y bornera pas, d'ailleurs, avec une simple description, car

la paronymie a beaucoup d' aspects: les relations des
paronymes

avec les

systemes semantiques de la langue (la formation des mots, les rangees
thematiques

du
lexique,

la synonymie, l'antonymie); la composition des

paronymes du point de vue de I'histoire de la langue (les paronymes du

fond traditionnel, les emprunts, les calques des mots
etrangers);

Ie role des

paronymes dans Ie developpement de la langue (1'action reciproque des
paronymes,

leurs conflits, l'attraction et Ie repoussement, surtout

l' etymologie populaire comme manifestation de l' attraction
paronymique

qui sous-entend l'economie des signes non-motivee du lexique); Ie role

des paronymes dans la creation poetique; l'importance des paronymes
dans Ie

procede d'acquisition d'une langue maternelle ou etrangere; la

paronymie et la culture de
parole

1
.)

On peut pousser la notion de paronymie encore plus loin en
constatant que taus les mots de la langue ukrainienne sont plus ou

moins paronymiques. II est evident que chaque mot
presente

tIne image

phonique qui ressemble partiellement ou entierement a une autre image
(Ia ressemblance totale s'appelIe, bien-sur, I'homonymie). C'est un cas)))
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particulier de la paronymie partielle qui nous interesse dans cet article,
notamment, la

paronymie
basee sur la ressemblance des elements finals

des gallicismes et des mots du vocabulaire de base (soit du fond

traditionnel, soit de la souche slave).
Nous avons choisi la methode

d\037analyse
des rangees rimees afin

de pouvoir diviser tout Ie lexique d' origine fran<;aise
en sous-groupes

identifiables et en meme temps ayant un caractere formel, ce qui nous
permettra

de nous tenir essentiellement a I' ecart des questions pertinen-
tes a la semantique de ces mots. N ous disons \302\253essentiellement a l' ecart \302\273

tout en comprenant qu'il est impossible de parler des suffixes et des
desinences sans etre conscient du fait qu'ils portent eux aussi une partie
de la charge semantique :

singularite, pluralite, relations paradigmati-

ques, etc.

Cette methode d' organisation du materiel lexical d' apres les lignes
d'attraction

paronymique
nous permet de categoriser tous les gallicis-

mes existants et potentiels, tandis que I'
organisation

du materiel d' apres
les rangees thematiques n'aboutirait qu'a un simple remaniement dans
plusieurs directions du vocabulaire existant des gallicismes afin de

determiner leurs correlations avec la realite extralinguistique. Cela ne

veut pas dire que nous ne reconnaissons pas la validite du principe
d'organisation thematique

des empnInts dans beaucoup d'autres

domaines de la recherche 2

.

Si simple qu' elle paraisse au premier regard, la tache de I'indentifi-
cation des

gallicismes
en ukrainien contemporain se montre, en rea lite,

assez compliquee, comme peut le constater tout
compilateur

de dic-

tionnaire de mots etrangers. On pourrait croire que, pour reperer les
mots d'

origine fanc;aise dans les textes litteraires ou dans la langue
parlee de tous les jours, il suffirait d' avoir'une connaissance satisfaisante

du fran<;ais ainsi que la connaissance et l'intuition de la
langue

mater-

nelle. Or, rien ne peut etre plus errone.
Mettons en doute, tout d'abord, l'intuition : me me Ie sentiment

d'un locuteur des plus raffines peut etre trompe par les mots empruntes
qui se sont etablis dans la langue pendant la periode prelitteraire et qui,
par consequent, subirent une complete assimilation phonetique,
morphologique

et semantique. Un locuteur originaire du pays, meme

instruit, a moins d' etre specialiste en
linguistique,

devient conscient de

l'insuffisance de l'intuition des qu'il ouvre un dictionnaire etymologi-
que

3

. La difficulte d'identifier les gallicismes s'accroit du fait que cette
couche lexicale est relativement neuve dans la

langue
ukrainienne. Le

degre d'assimilation des turquismes, par exerr\\ple, est beaucoup plus
avance, ce qui les rend encore mains reconnaissables.

Une bonne connaissance de la langue-source p.ermet, tout d' abord,
d'identifier les racines d' origine fran<;aise, ce qui pourrait sembler
suffisant pour toute identification selective. Pourtant, l'identification)))
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d'apres
la racine n'est que Ie debut d'un procede delicat : par exemple,

artyleryst
et ateist, tels que les Ukrainiens les prononcent, sont venus du

hollandais 4

avec Ie suffixe -ist, qui, en ukrainien, devient -yst apres Ie
[r]. On a

pourtant plusieurs opinions sur Ie classement de ces mots. Tout
d' abord, on peut les considerer comme des gallicismes, car c' est sur la
base du fran<;ais que leur contenu

semantique
a ete pour la premiere fois

exprime par des moyens lexicaux. D'autre part, atei'st
peut

etre traite

comme hellenisme du point de vue de son prefixe et de sa racine. Enfin,

on a toute raison de les classer camme des mots hollandais en ukrainien,
parce que cette

langue-receptrice
les a empruntes au hollandais,

peut-etre par l'intermediaire du russe, mais la substitution morphemi-
que y

est exercee a partir des modeles hollandais. II y a toujours un
autre point de vue: Ie mot artyleryst peut etre qualifie de russisme, car
c'est SallS l'influence russe que ce mot a remplace dans la langue
ukrainiene Ie bon vieux terme harmash. 0' apres les termes de cet article,
les deux mots sont classes comme emprunts au hollandais : on prend en

consideration la langue qui leur a donne ce composant tres identifiable

-Ie suffixe -ist (en hollandais - artillerist, atheist). Autrement dit, c'est
Ie suffixe et la \302\253biographie

\302\273

philologique
des mots, et non pas les

racines, qui ont predetermine notre choix.
La liste des gallicismes supposes introduits en ukrainien par

l'intermediaire d'une autre langue europeenne est assez
longue.

Le

rlus
souvent, c' est I' allemand qui a joue ce role de langue-intermediaire . Le

polonais
et Ie russe comme langues-intermediaires doivent etre traites

d'une fa<;on tout a fait
particuliere car, pendant plusieurs periodes

historiques, ces langues et l'ukrainien etaient en usage simultanement
sur Ie meme territoire. Un gaIIicisme suppose doit etre reclasse comme

poionisme ou russisme s'il porte des traits
phonologiques

distinctifs de

ces deux langues-intermediaires.
Les \302\253

europeanismes
\302\273du type suivant ne sont pas consideres

camme gallicismes dans cet article (1'ordre alphabetique ukrainien est

suivi ici comme ailleurs) :)

\302\267 abonent (all. Abonnent < fr. abonnej
\302\267

al'kuprynt (fr. alcove + angl. print)
\302\267

balansery (angl.
balancers < fr. balance)

\302\267 baletmeister (fr. ballet + all. Meister)

\302\267

bryhadyr
(all. Brigadier

< fr. brigadier)
\302\267 hoboi (all. Hoboe < fr. hautbois)
\302\267

mankiruvaty
(all. mankieren < fr. manquer)

\302\267

ranzhyr (all. rangieren
< fr. ranger)

\302\267 suverenitet (all. Souveraenitaet < fr. souverainetej
\302\267

uniforma (all. Uniform
< fr. uniforme)

\302\267 shablon (all. Schablone < fr. echantillon))))
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En ce qui concerne les mots fran<;ais d' origine grecque au latine, Ie

probleme
de leur identification est aborde dans une perspective tout a

fait differente. Ces mots sont classes comme gallicismes dans la langue
ukrainienne lorsqu'il est evident que, du

point
de vue semantique, ils

appartiennent a la civilisation europeenne des temps nouveaux.
L'ensemble des donnees

extralinguistiques
nous aide a placer ces mots

dans Ie contexte fran<;ais. Quant au terme internationalisme, il nous

semble acceptable seulement dans les cas OU il
paralt

tout a fait

impossible d' etablir dans quelle litterature au dans quelle presse eet

internationalisme a ete enregistre pour la premiere fois 6

. Les facteurs

extralinguistiques et les sciences sociales nous aident Ie plus souvent a
determiner la

langue
d' origine des internationalismes. La naissance des

mots nouveaux est toujours liee au surgissement de notions nouvelles

qui, a leur tour, sont en correspondance directe avec les evenements de
la vie sociale et avec Ie progres scientifique et technoIogique. La
Revolution

fran<;aise
constitue un exemple d' evenements de cette

envergure. Le developpement intensif de la pensee sociaIe et
politique

fran<;aise du XIX
e

siecIe, ainsi que les decouvertes scientifiques de la
meme epoque, ant introduit dans l'usage commun beaucoup d'interna-

tionalismes que I' on peut identifier comme etant d'
origine fran<;aise.

L' analyse de la presse, de la litterature scientifique et des belles lettres
du XIX

e

siecle demeure Ie moyen Ie plus sur de determiner la
\302\253

citoyennete\302\273
des mots qui ont l'apparence de. latinismes et

d'hellenismes. II est necessaire de souligner que, du
point

de vue d'un

etymologiste fran<;ais, les internationalismes ne sont, en effet, que
des

derives des langues classiques. Mais pour ceux qui s'interessent a
l'etude des mots

empruntes,
la source historique l' emporte sur la source

etymologique. Cet article n'intervient
qui

occasionnellement dans Ie

domaine de l' etymologie.
Voici quelques internationalismes dont 1a source historique est la

langue fran<;aise :

\302\267

absoliutyzm (fr. absolutisme < lat. absolutus)
\302\267

avtorytaryzm (fr. autoritarisme < lat. auctoritas)
\302\267

alternatyva (fr. alternative < lat. alterllo, -are)
\302\267 arbitr (fr. arbitre < lat. arbiter)
\302\267 vokaliz (fr. vocalise < lat. vocalis)
\302\267 volonter (fr. volontaire < lat. voluntarius)
\302\267

hastronom (fr. gastronome < gr. gaster)
\302\267 diabaz (fr. diabase < gr. diabasis)
\302\267

doktryner (fr. doctrinaire < lat. doctrina)
\302\267

ekspansyvnyi (fr. expansif < lat. expansio)
\302\267

ekspertyza (fr. expertise
< lat. expertus)

\302\267

indyvidualizm (fr. individualisme < lat. indiv.iduum)
\302\267

intensyvnyi (fr. intensif < lat. intensio)
\302\267

katastrofizm (fr. catastrophisme < gr. katastrophe))))
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\302\267 komuna (fr. commune < lat. communis)
\302\267

konservatyzm (fr. conservatisme < lat. conservo, -are)
\302\267 kubizm (fr. cubisme < lat. cubus < gr. kubos)
\302\267

linhvistyka (fr. linguistique < lat. lingua)
\302\267

lokalizuvaty (fr. localiser < lat. localis)
\302\267

marharyn (fr. margarine < gr. margaron)
\302\267 naturalizatsiia (fr. naturalisation < lat. naturalis)
\302\267 natsionalizm (fr. nationalisme < lat. natio)
\302\267

pozytyvizm (fr. positivisme < lat. positivus)
\302\267

polemizuvaty (fr. polemiser
< gr. polemidzo)

\302\267 ratsionalizm (fr. rationalisme < lat. rationalis)
\302\267

systematyzuvaty (fr. systematiser < gr. systema)
\302\267

trepan (fr. trepan
< gr. trypanon)

\302\267
urbanism (fr. urbanisme < lat. urbanus)

\302\267

fakul'tatyv (fr. facultatif
< lat. facultas)

\302\267

feminizm (fr. feminisme < lat. femina)
\302\267

khronometrazh (fr. chronometrage < gr. chronos + metreo + suff.
fr. -age)

\302\267

tsyvilizatsiia (fr. civilisation < lat. civilis)

Cette liste illustre notre principe de selection de gallicismesqui fait

prevaloir
la source historique d' empnInt sur Ia source etymologique. La

source etymologique, meme si elle n' est pas tout a fait ignoree, ne
constitue janlais une preuve unique. II arrive, dans Ie cas ideal, que la

source historique cOIncide avec la source etymologique. Mais nous
cedons aux autres specialistes Ie plaisir d' explorer Ies finesses de
I'etymologie. Pour ceux

qui
etudient les contacts linguistiques et les

voies de migration des mots empruntes, il est, par exemple, beaucoup

plus important de savoir que c' est Ie genie createur
fran<;ais qui

a

introduit dans Ie vocabulaire international Ie mot civilisation, sans se
preoccuper de \302\253I' arbre genealogique

\302\273de ce mot. L' analyse historique
et comparative de la terminologie sociale, scientifique, technique,
artistique, nous

permet
aussi de reperer Ies hellenismes et Ies latinismes

qui se sont introduits en ukrainien directement a
partir

de la source

etymologique; prenons, par exemple, les mots kul'tura et systema. Par
ailleurs,naus ne

pouvons pas classifier comme hellenismes et latinismes

les mots designant des notions qui n' existaient ni dans les societes

antiques
-

grecque ou romaine - ni dans la vie de la societe byzantine
au de la societe medievale de l'Europe occidentale. Ainsi, Ies mots

designant des notions sociales et philosophiques et qui se terminent en
-izm se referent a I' epoque du developpement de la pensee philosophi-
que fran<;aise et sont classifies dans cet article comme gallicismes, si une

source alternative ne presente pas de preuves convaincantes.

Notre
principe historique et comparatif d'identification des

gallicismes devient encore plus justifiable quand on I'
applique

a

l'analyse de Ia categorie du verbe.)))
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Les societes antique et medievale ignoraient plusieurs sortes
d' activites qui sont

propres
aux societes nouvelles: aktyvuvaty, loka-

lizuvaty, naturalizuvaty, natsionalizuvaty, polityzuvaty, ratsionalizuvaty,
urbanizuvaty, etc. L'origine fran<;aise

de ces mots nous semble

evidente : il est relativement facile de determiner les circonstances et les

conditions a partir desquelles ces notions ant ete formees, c'est a dire les

conditions extralinguistiques. Les facteurs extralinguistiques sont

completes par les facteurs formels : par exemple, les verbes cites sont

formes en fran<;ais a l'aide du suffixe binaire -is+er. On peut meme
constater ici

que
la productivite des suffixes varie d'une epoque a

I'autre.)
* * *)

La majorite des mots latins transmis dans la langue ukrainienne
directement, au par l'iniermediaire du polonais, I' ant ete pendant une

periode qui s' etend approximativement du xve au XVllI

e

siecle.

Aujourd'hui, nous pouvons noter les cas d'interference phonetique dans
les emprunts d'

origine
latine et les gallicismes qui sont apparus dans la

langue beaucoup plus tard.
Prenons comme

exemple
Ie mot ukrainien dublet. II signifie \302\253un

autre exemplaire identique dans une serie \302\273,ou \302\253une pierre precieuse

contrefaite \302\273. II existe aussi un autre mot qui ressemble au prece-
dent: duplet, un terme des joueurs de billard ou, encore, \302\253un tir double

d'un fusil a deux tubes \302\273.Le son [p] dans Ie mot duplet demontre qu'au
moment de la penetration qu mot

fran<;ais,
l'ukrainien connaissait deja

les mots latins appartenant a cette famille etymologique et signifiant la

dualite (comme *dupla
-

prix redouble). Afin d'etudier plus exactement
la periodisation des emprunts, il serait interessant de noter taus les

exemples d'une telle interference phonetique des deux langues qui se
trouvent en concurrence dans Ie milieu etranger

7

. On y trouve en meme

temps un phenomene oppose au precedent, soit une resistance, de la

part
des latinismes et des gallicismes, a toute interference phonetique,

dans Ie but de preserver des nuances semantiques precises : ahitatsiia et

azhytatsiia, proekt
et

prozhekt.

Pour trancher la question et decider s'il est justifiable ou non de
placer

certains latinismes fran<;ais dans la categorie des gallicismes en

ukrainien, citons encore quelques mots qui sont
plutot per<;us

comme

des exotismes. Ce sont les appellations des jours du calendrier repu-
blicain

fran<;ais,
creations artificielles qui sont egalement connues en

ukrainien litteraire: primidi, duodi, trydi, kvartydi, kvintydi, sekstydi,

septydi, oktydi, nonidi, dekadi. Ces termes viennent confirmer notre

regIe: pour tout lexicologue ukrainien, ils seront toujours des

gallicismes, meme si tous les dictionnaires etymologiques indiquent, a
juste titre, leur origine latine.

-)))
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Le meme principe de categorisation est aussi applicable a cette
couche lexicale parvenue jusqu' au

fran<;ais
a

partir
d' autres langues,

europeennes et non-europeennes. Si ces mots sont transmis par
l'intermediaire du

fran<;ais,
nous sommes enclins a les classifier comme

gallicismes, d'autant plus qu'ils portent Ie
plus

souvent une marque
d' adaptation phonetique o'u morphologique fran<;aise. Le vocabulaire de
ces

gallicismes
de source etymologique autre que fran<;aise n' est pas

vaste mais il est curieux par sa diversite :)

\302\267 akvarel' < fr. aquarelle < it. acquarella
\302\267 amal'hama < fr. amalgame < arab. al-malgam < gr. malagma
\302\267 banan < fro banane < bas congolais
\302\267 bataliia < fro bataille < it. bataglia
\302\267 bonza < fro bonze < jape bodzu
\302\267 bosket < fro bosquet < it. boschetto
\302\267 bronza < fr. bronze < it. bronzo
\302\267 bul'var < fro boulevard < hall. bolwerk
\302\267 burnus < fro burnous < arab. bournus
\302\267 vazelin < fro vaseline < all. Wasser + gr. elaion
\302\267 val's < fro valse < all. Walzer
\302\267 van ii' < fro vanille < esp. vain ilia
\302\267 varan < fro varran < arab. varran
\302\267 habion < fro gabion < it. gabione
\302\267 hazel' < fro gazelle < arab. gazal
\302\267 hala < fro gala < it. gala
\302\267 halnbit < fro gambit < it. gambetto
\302\267 drahoman < fro dragoman < arab. tardjuman
\302\267 zebra < fro zebre < port. zebra < langue banda
\302\267 zebu < fro zebu < tib. zeba
\302\267 zenit < fro zenith < arab. zemt
\302\267

karantyn
< fr. quarantaine < it. quarantena

\302\267 kar'iera < fro carriere < it. carriera
\302\267 kartel' < fro cartel < it. cartello
\302\267

kepi
< fro kepi < all. suisse lazeppi

\302\267 karavan < fro caravane < pers. lazrvan
\302\267 karkas < fro carcasse < it. carcassa
\302\267 karnaval < fro carnaval < it. carnevale
\302\267 kolibri < fro colibri < esp. colibri < caraibe
\302\267 kontrdans < fro contredanse < anglo country dance
\302\267 lazaret < fro lazaret < it. lazzaretto
\302\267 lak < fr. laque < arab. lakk < sanskr. lakta
\302\267 maneken < fro mannequin < holl. mannekijn
\302\267

merynos
< fro merinos < esp. merino

\302\267 odaliska < fro odalisque < turc odalik)))

to appraise the reader of her awareness that the
tactics that are applicable to her black-haired peer are misapplied
towards a child. This quite complex

feat of psychological exposition is

achieved by implication only.
The late stories, on the other hand, have lost the art of charac-

terization. To convey character, Hutsalo must have recourse to such

crude measures as evaluative epithets. As the critic Mykola Riabchuk
complains, if a character appears in a funereal black suit, while his wife
\"carriesher

jelly-like body
in a woollen dress and rolls from one leg to the

other in lacquered shoes,\" then there is little more to be said of them:
their (uncomplicatedly negative) qualities, fixed

by caricature, can be no
further developed, but merely illustrated through action. 11

Hutsalo/s
,)))
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redynhot
< fr. redingote < angle riding coat

seral' < fr. serail <
pers. saray

sbir < fr. sbire < it. sbirro
serenada < fr. serenade < esp. serenada < it. serenata

syhara < fr. cigare < esp. cigarro
sofa

< fr.
sofa

< arab. suffa

sutana < fr. soutane < it. sottana
sutash, sutazh < fr. soutache < hongr. sujtas

tafta < fr. taffetas < it.
taffetta

<
pers. tafte

topinambur < fr. topinambour < port. topinambo)

Tous les mots enumeres ci-dessus, que la
langue fran<;aise avait

elle-meme empruntes, ont ete transmis en ukrainien tantot par
l'intermediaire de la

langue polonaise
au de la langue russe, tan tot

directement. La period{: d\037s emprunts
en masse s' etend de la fin du XIXe

siecle
jusqu'a

nos jours. Etant donne que Ie russe et l/ukrainien sont
parIes simultanement, en Ukraine les memes mots empruntes

apparaissent Ie plus souvent simultanement dans les deux langues
mentionnees. Ce

qui
est beaucoup plus important est que ces mots

apparaissent dans la conscience des Ukrainiens
bilingues

sous la forme

de deux variantes morphophonetiques. Le meme phenomene s'est
produit pendant

les differentes periodes de cohabitation de l'ukrainien

et du polonaise Le premier grand dictionnaire de mots etrangers
8

, pub lie

en 1932, range ces mots parmi les gallicismes, sans fournir de details

sur leur etymologie et leur yoie de penetration. Cette maniere d' aborder

Ie
probleme

no us parait acceptable pour une raisoI1 pratique, meme s'il
est evident que leurs

caracteristiques phonetiques
et surtout mor-

phologiques leur font occuper une place a part dans Ie fond lexical

fran<;ais.)

* * *)

Nous avons deja explique comment l'analyse des moyens
morphologiques de formation des mots

justifiait
Ia classification des

mots arteleryst et ateist camme des emprunts au hollandais. Les
suffixes,

camme nous le verrons, constituent une source privilegiee pour les

specialistes qui etudient les emprunts du
point

de vue morphologique.

Plusieurs autres suffixes nous permettent aussi d'identifier les
gallicismes dans Ie milieu linguistique ukrainien.

Le suffixe -age (-azh), par ex empIe, est facilement identifiable,
n'etant

propre qu'au gallicisme (avec quelques exceptions curieuses,
tout de meme). Apres avoir explore un bon nombre de sources

lexicographiques et litteraires, nous avons releve pres de 125 substantifs
qui se terminent en -azh en ukrainien. Ce suffixe est devenu tellement
familier qu'il commence a participer a la creation des neologismes :)))
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\302\267
kornazh < angl. corn (preservation du mals);

\302\267

promenazh (ironique pour promenade)
\302\267

sinazh < ukr. sino (preservation du foin comme fourrage).)

Ces neologismes ne sont pourtant pas classifies comme gallicismes,

des plus que les mots empruntes a l' allemand -
brakerazh, stelazh. lIs ne

servent qu'a mettre en relief Ie phenomene d'emprunt des suffixes.

Les mots se terminant en -azh apparaissent deja dans les recits de
Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnov'ianenko, au debut du XIX

e
siecle (kurazh). Vers

la fin du meme siecle, les mots en -azh deviennent beaucoup plus
nombreux. Chez Lesia Ukralnka on trouve deja ekipazh, korsazh, peizazh.
Et dans Ie dictionnaire d'lvan Ohiienko

9

, leur nombre va croissant

(bahazh, bandazh, *ekypazh et *ek'vipazh).
Les sources litteraires nous

permettent
de suivre comment les mots

fran<;ais en -age ont commence a penetrer dans Ie nouveau milieu

linguistique et comment les locuteurs ukrainiens, avec Ie temps, sont
devenus conscients que l' element -azh constituait un nouveau suffixe

ukrainien.)

* * *)

Deux autres elements finals: -ant et -ent, demontrent clairement
leur origine fran<;aise. Analysons-Ies

de plus pres.
Dans la structure de l'ukrainien, les elements -ant et -ent ne sont

pas des suffixes. Ces elements denotent pourtant une source etrangere

parce qu'ils ne se trouvent pas dans la correlation rimee avec les mots

du vocabulaire traditionnel. Cette observation sur la correlation rimee
est d'une valeur

primordiale pour notre methodologie d'identification

et de classement des gallicismes
10

. Parmi les mots du vocabulaire

traditionnel, nous n'avons trouve qu'un adverbe ushchent qui rime avec

les gallicismes en -ent (Ie substantif lement etant un vieux latinisme), et
aucun mot

qui
rimerait avec ceux en -ant. Pour l'identification des mots

empruntes, cette condition est assez
importante.

Les
gallicismes

en -ant

et -ent gardent leur accentuation fran<;aise sur la derniere syllabe. Tres

souvent, la place de I' accent devient essentielle, elle aussi, dans notre
methodologie. Taus les cas

qui
sont dignes d'une attention speciale

doivent etre traites separement.
Les elements -ant et -ent, meme s'ils sont identifiables, ne sont pas

devenus productifs en ukrainien. Le mot argotique frant
ne contredit pas

ce point puisqu'il n'est qu'une apocope du nom tcheque Frantishek.

Si nous pretons une attention un peu plus particuliere a I'appa-
rence Inorphophonetique des mots en -ant, -ent (anhazhement, sentyment,

komersant, shyfrant), naus constatons que ces formes representent la

transliteration des mots fran<;ais correspondants et non pas l' approxi-
mation sonique des originaux. On

peut interpreter
ce fait comme une)))
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autre preuve que les contacts entre Ie
fran<;ais

et l'ukrainien n' etaient pas

directs, au niveau oral, mais s' effectuaient plutot au niveau Iitteraire et

intellectuel. Une autre langue nationale ou un erudit servaient toujours
d'intermediaire entre 1a

langue-source
et la 1angue-receptrice. C'est

pourquoi no us appelons parfois ce genre de relations \302\253les contacts en

chaine \302\273.
Cependant,

ce genre de contacts n'exclut pas la presence de
mots dont I'adaptation phonetique est basee sur I' approximation

sonique. Ce sont les mots qui, en ukrainien, se terminent en -an au lieu

de -ant au -ent habituels :

abavan (abat-vent), ahreman, anzhambeman, arkbutan, batan, volan,
intryhan, kafeshantan, kurtyzan, pa-de-zhean, pandan, paravan,

partyzan, ranversman, redubleman, shanzhan.

Contrairement aux mots transliteres comme
akompanement,

konosament, korvolant, les mots en -an se trouvent en correlation rimee
avec beaucoup de mots ukrainiens du vocabulaire traditionnel, y

compris Ies turquismes de I'epoque preseculiere (Boian, haman, kaban,
kachan, lan, pan, Ruslan, tuman, etc.).

L' element final -ent indique parfois une origine autre que
fran<;aise

: lat. dotsent, moment
11

, student (ainsi que lement mentionne
ci-dessus). II est aussi possible que Ies mots anhazhement, volan, intryhan,

paravan aient ete transmis par l'intermediaire de la langue roumaine
(comparez,

en roumain, angajament, volan, intrigan, paravan).
Certains mots en -ant, -ent possedent deux variantes, l'une

archalque
et }' autre, contemporaine. La presence des \302\253archalsmes \302\273

dans cette couche si recente du lexique ukrainien s' explique par
l'histoire politique du territoire ou la langue ukrainienne est utilisee et

par les changements rapides de la societe du xx

e
siecle. II n'y avait rien

dans la langue elle-meme qui aurait pu causer Ie \302\253vieillissement\302\273

accelere des mots empruntes. Considerons ces doublets de plus pres:

*akompan'iam,ent -
akompanement

12

*agremant
- ahremant

*angazhement
- anhazhement

*apl' odysmenty - aplodysmenty
*garant -

harant

*diiamant
- diamant

*korvoliant - korvolant

*1'ozhement - lozhement
*santyment -

sentyment

*transparent
-

transparant

*figurant
-

fihurant

Les mots qui, en ukrainien, se terminent en -an, -ant, -ent

(qui representent les suffixes franc;ais -ant et -ent - et parfois -and
et d'autres), ont

garde pour
la plupart leur accentuation originale. II

n'y)))
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a
que quelques mots dont la derniere syllabe n' a pas garde l'accent

original: apartament, departament.
II est facile dans ce cas particulier

d' etablir la cause des exceptions. Ces deux mots ayant une partie finale

-a1nent, sont accentues analogiquement au germanisme perhament
(hellenisme en allemand) qui est influence

par
I' accent de pergamin

polonais (qui, en meme temps, a donne
perhamen

en ukrainien, sy-

nonyme de perhament). La force d'attraction exercee par les analogies ,et

par
les constellations paronymiques explique de nombreux phenomenes

lies a I'adaptation des mots
empruntes

13
.)

* * *)

Alors que les terminaisons en -ant et -ent ne sont pas des indices
absolus de I'

origine
des mots empruntes (quelques germanismes et

latinismes ont aussi les memes terminaisons), la desinence -uar revele

sans aucun doute une origine fran<;aise. Les deux elements du groupe
de sons fran<;ais [wa] deviennent syllabiques en ukrainien. La langue a
done rec;u une sequence etrangere a I' oreille slave, celIe des deux

voyelles consecutives - [ua]. Dans Ie language \302\253

pur \302\273,qui
ne contient

pas d' emprunts faite a I' epoque seculiere, ces voyelles ne se rencontrent

quI
a la jonction des mots.

Malgre cela, les gallicismes cantenant [ua] ne causent plus de

difficultes aux locuteurs ukrainiens. Le groupe [ua] se rencontre, bien
sur, non seulement dans la desinence -uar, mais egalement au milieu

des autres mots d' origine fran<;aise (vual', huash, tualet).

Tout camme les gallicismes en -azh, -ant, -ent, qui ont ete
examines ci-dessus, les mots en -uar sont du genre masculin. Leur
accent est situe sur la derniere syllabe, et ils constituent dans la langue
ukrainienne un groupe d' a peu pres deux douzaines de vocables :

avuar(y), aksesuar(y), benuar, buduar, hratuar, dekrotuar, dortuar,

kazuar, kuluar(y), matuar, memuar(y), muar \302\253 angl, mohair), pen'iuar,

pisuar, promenuar, rezervuar, remontuar, repertuar, tuailiuar, trotuar,
fermuar, fiksatuar.

Dans ce groupe, nous avons vu
plusieurs

mots qui se rencontrent

seulement au pluriel (pluralia tantum), Du point de vue de I'
analyse

lexicale, quelques mots en -uar possedent aussi des doublets; ils
refletent Ie

proces
continu et changeant de l' adaptation phonetique des

sons fran<;ais [g] et [I] :
*gratuar

-
hratuar; *kuliuary

-
kuluary.

Le groupe de sons [ua], lorsqu'il se trouve au milieu d'un

gallicisme en ukrainien, peut aussi refleter la combinaison de sons [ua]

de I' original fran<;ais. L' ukrainien n' a pas adopte deux manieres
distinctes pour adaptater

les elements -oi et -oua- fran<;ais. Voici la liste

presque exhaustive qui demontre comment la
sequence

ukrainienne [ua]

sert a accomoder plusieurs combinaisons de sons qui se rencontrent
dans la

langue-source
- Ie fran<;ais [wa], [ua] et meme [ya]. De

plus,)))
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-oi- qui fait partie du groupe -oin- en
franc;ais,

ne donne pas en

ukrainien le presume [ue], mais demeure toujours [ua] :

-
abavua \302\253 abat-voix), amplua, apuant \302\253 a

pointe),
bivuak (aussi

bivak), burzhua, vual', vuatiureta, hryvuaznyi, huash (aussi *guasha),
damuazo, duaiien (aussi *doaien, doiien), ekspluatator, zuav(y), kluatr,

konstytuanta, korduan, kuafiura, kurtuaznyi, mademuazel', nuaiada,
niuans, oktrua, pa-de-trua, patua, puaz, pualiu, puant \302\253 pointe),

puantylizm, puantuvannia, pudesua, tuailiuar, truakar (dessin; mais

troakar - instrument), tuaz, tualet, tualinet, shuan(y).

Le -oin+C fran<;ais est rendu d'une maniere systematique comme

-uan+C en ukrainien (au lieu de -**uen+C). II est difficile d'affirmer que

cela reflete une connaissance insuffisante du franc;ais de la
part

des

premiers auteurs qui avaient introduit les gallicismes formes avec -oin-.
On peut aussi

expliquer
cette adaptation par un desir d'unification, et

pour garder une correspondance consequente entre Ie
grapheme

fran<;ais -oi- et Ie grapheme ukrainien -ua-. Ainsi, meme Ie nom propre
de Pointcarre est rendu en ukrainien par Puankare.

Tout de meme, la supposition qu'un systeme consequent gouverne

Ie mecanisme d'adaptation de -oi- ne resiste pas a l'epreuve. Pour s'en
rendre compte, il suffit

d'analyser
les resultats tout a fait imprevus du

rendement approximatif de I'apparence graphique des autres mots

fran<;ais contenant Ie -oi- :

voiazh < voyage, *doaien < doyen, doiien < doyen, oktroiruvaty
<

octroyer, poal < poil, Port-Roial < Port-Royal, roialist < royaliste,
troakar, trokart < trois-quarts.)

***)

La c,onnaissance de la
langue-source

demeure sans doute une

condition primordiale du succes des recherches dans Ie domaine des

mots empruntes. Notre article n'a mis en relief que quelques points
saillants qui seraient

d'importance
cruciale pour les compilateurs de

dictionnaires de mots etrangers. Quant aux regles d'
adaptation

phonetique, qui preoccupent surtout les \302\253normalisateurs\302\273, elles

semblent presenter autant de coherence que d'exceptions. II est certain,
pourtant, que l' etat

present
des emprunts, adaptes comme ils Ie sont,

reflete, d'une part, la tendance de quelquesgenerations
d' ecrivains et de

locuteurs a systematiser l'usage et, d'autre part, Ie manque de
connaissance de la

langue-source
ainsi que Ie caractere irregulier des

contacts linguistiques fran<;ais-ukrainiens. On essaye toujours de

\302\253

carriger\302\273
les mots transmis, de systematiser l'adaptation, mais la

tradition ecrite resiste tres souvent a toute intervention des innovateurs.

On a reussi, par exemple, a remplacer doaien par duaiien, mais Ie nom

Puankare restera toujours tel quel dans la memoire collective des
Ukrainiens.)))
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La connaissance prealable de la langue-source et celie, meme

theorique, de plusieurs langues voisines, en particulier celles qui ont
servi d'intermediaires, est une condition necessaire a l'identification et

au classement des gallicismes. En meme temps, on dait toujours prendre

en consideration la situation geopolitique de la region etudiee comme
facteur

extralinguistique indispensable a cette tache.)))
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Morphological Peculiarities of the Ukrainian Dialects
of Northern Moldova (Romania) 1)

The sllbject of this study is the vernacular of Northern Moldova, which
shares with other Ukrainian dialects in Romania a series of

morphological peculiarities but is different from these dialects because

of its specific Hutsul pronunciation. The Ukrainian dialect of Northern

Moldova region is found in several villages along the Moldova and
Moldovita [Moldovitsa]rivers. It is classified as a Hutsul dialect, which,
in turn, belongs to the South-western group of Ukrainian dialects.

The dialectal material presented for discussion was collected by me
personally in 1961, 1962, and 1968 from such villages as Isvoarele

Sllcevei, Moldova-Sulita [Moldova-Sulitsa], and Breaza, located
along

the Moldova River Valley, and from Argel, Moldovita, Paltinul (Valea
Boului), Ciumirna from the Moldovita Valley,

and Cirlibaba.. All the

above-mentioned villages are within the Suceava region.
Although the dialect of Northern Moldova presents some distinct

phonetic peculiarities and many archaic forms, it is
fairly homogeneous

from the morphological point of view. The examples given below will
be compared with the standard literary forms and occasionally with

other related Ukrainian dialects, especially the Hutsul-Bukovinian and
Transcarpathian groups.

The
morphological peculiarities of the Moldova and Moldovita

valleys present some interesting features for the study of the history of

the Ukrainian language, as well as for the comparative study of this

vernacular and the other South-western Ukrainian dialects.
In my paper, I shall discuss certain dialectal and archaic

peculiarities in noun declension and in adjective, pronoun, and verb

formation.)))

etrangers. On pourrait croire que, pour reperer les
mots d' origine fanc;aise

dans les textes litteraires ou dans la langue
parlee de tous les jours, il suffirait d' avoir'une connaissance satisfaisante

du fran<;ais ainsi que la connaissance et l'intuition de la
langue

mater-

nelle. Or, rien ne peut etre plus errone.
Mettons en doute, tout d'abord, l'intuition : me me Ie sentiment

d'un locuteur des plus raffines peut etre trompe par les mots empruntes
qui se sont etablis dans la langue pendant la periode prelitteraire et qui,
par consequent, subirent une complete assimilation phonetique,
morphologique

et semantique. Un locuteur originaire du pays, meme

instruit, a moins d' etre specialiste en
linguistique,

devient conscient de

l'insuffisance de l'intuition des qu'il ouvre un dictionnaire etymologi-
que

3

. La difficulte d'identifier les gallicismes s'accroit du fait que cette
couche lexicale est relativement neuve dans la

langue
ukrainienne. Le

degre d'assimilation des turquismes, par exerr\\ple, est beaucoup plus
avance, ce qui les rend encore mains reconnaissables.

Une bonne connaissance de la langue-source p.ermet, tout d' abord,
d'identifier les racines d' origine fran<;aise, ce qui pourrait sembler
suffisant pour toute identification selective. Pourtant, l'identification)))
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I. Noun Declension)

With respect to the declension of nouns, one encounters several features.

(1) In the Ukrainian dialect of the Moldova and
Moldovita valleys,

we find old dual forms. These occur usually in the
nominative-accusative of feminine nouns ending in -a and neuter nouns

ending in -0, in grammatical constructions with the cardinal numerals

t:(sa/ t:(Bi \"two,\" TPH \"three,\" 40TI1pl1 \"four\":

6Y 1111 /JBi 66L!'\037' i ni1
e
Ba, std. . . . L(Bi 604KI1 nJ1Ba \"there were two

barrels of beer\";

TPl1 c6L!'\037' i, std. Tpl1 COTKH \"three hundred\";

/JBi )j([H\037' i, std. ,[{Bi )l(iHKH \"two women\";

May TpU KOpOBi, std. Tpl1 KOpOBH
\"had three cows\";

wT'epu
e

,If'iYlfiH' i, std. 40TI1pl1 t:{iS4HHI1\"four girls\";
4Bi 4op63' i, std. t:(Bi t(oporl1 \"two roads\";

/1Bi cecTpi, std. L1si CeCTpl1 \"two sisters\";
4Bi /1oHL!'i, std. i{Bi L(04KI1 \"two daughters\";

,48i Bi/1p{, std. t:(Ba BLQpa \"two pails\";
4Bi ceJI'z, std. t(Ba cella \"two villages.\"

Archaic dual forms are also found in other South-western
Ukrainian dialects, especiallyin the

convergent
Hutsul and Bukovinian

ones.
2

In standard Ukrainian, the dual forms were gradually replaced by
the nominative-accusative

plural.

3

Relic dual forms were still used in Ukrainian literature at the end
of the nineteenth and at the beginning of the twentieth centuries in the
works of such Ukrainian authors as Shevchenko, Hlibov, Franko,

Stefanyk, Kobylians'ka, and others.

(2) Another peculiarity of this dialect is the instrumental singular

ending of feminine nouns in the first declension, which end in -o}' and

-ey compared with the -010, -elO endings of the standard form. In the

Moldova and Moldovita valleys dialect, as in other South-western
Ukrainian dialects,4 one can observe the disappearance of the
intervocalic

[j]
and the change of the vowel [y] into non-syllabic [5'] (ojy

> oy > oy):

,lJoporoy,
std. ,[{oporolO \"along the road\";

rOJIOBoy, std. r0J10BOIO \"with (one's) head\";
KHCTKOY,

std. KicTKOIO \"with a bone\";

/1Ylll' ey, std. ,4rmeJO \"with (one's) soul\";
,lJ0J10Hey,

std. t:(OJIOHelO \"with (one's) palm\";

KepHHL!ey, std. KepHJ1uelO \"with a well/ spring.\"

(3) Feminine nouns of the third declension have a-tendency to form

the instrumental in the same way, by analogy to the first-declension)))
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nouns. In standard Ukrainian, there would be the ending -I{)[jy] and the
gemination of the preceding consonant:

C cfJIuey, std. i3 ciJ1JIIO \"with salt\";
\302\253ey HOlley, std. Ui\342\202\2541O Hi4410 \"(with) this night.\"

(4) Feminine nouns of the first and third declensions in the dative

and locative singular use the relatively older form -11 \302\253 i) in the

phonetic development (11 [i] > [11]),which in standard Ukrainian and in

most South-western dialects
5

were replaced by i < D {e}(occurring in the
old -a stem nouns):

(Ha) 3eMHH, std. Ha 3eMJ1i \"on earth\";
(Ha) nOJIH

e

l.!J1, std. (Ha) nOJ1l1uJ \"on the shelf\";

(Ha) Me)l(H, std. (Ha) Me)l(i \"on the boundary\";

(Ha) COJ1H, std. (Ha) COJIi \"on the salt.\"

(5) Another peculiarity of this dialect is its genitive plural of certain
feminine nouns. Some feminine nouns have the

genitive plural ending

in -iy (and -11Y, -bIY), where, in the standard language, we find a zero

ending for those same nouns. This -iy ending appeared under the
influence of the masculine genitive plural ending -iy < -iB \302\253 -OBb),

found in the standard language.

Examples of feminine nouns are as follows:

cTp'fxry, crp'ixbrJ, std. cTpix \"eaves\";

cecTp'iy, std. ceCTep \"sisters\";

}(any, std. xaT \"houses\";
6a6HY,

std. oa%aoiB \"grandmothers.\"

(6) Similarly, some masculine nouns from the second declension
also have the alternative

ending -iy
in the genitive plural. The endings

-iy and -11r are used interchangeably for the same noun, whereas in the
standard language, the ending for that particular noun is -er \302\253 bl1). This

-iy ending also appeared under the influence of the genitive plural
ending -iy \302\253 OBb), found in the standard language. The ending -11H
instead of -eM

generally appears in an unstressed position. For example:

r6cTiy, rOCTH I, std. rocTei1 \"guests\";

KOHiy, KOHli, K6HH i, std. KOHeH \"horses.\"

The ending -iy in feminine and masculine nouns also occurs in the
Ukrainian dialects of Maramure\0376 and Banat and in some other

South-western Ukrainian dialects. 7

(7) In the dialect under study, masculine nouns of the second
declension in the dative and locative singular preserve the archaic form

-OBI1 and, rarely, -e8H (a normal phonetic development), in contrast to

-oBi and -eBi, respectively, as used in the standard language (-08H
[-oBi] > -08H [-08H]):)))
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TaTOBJ1, ,lI' elI' OBI1, std. 6aTbKOBi/TaTOBi \"to (my) father\";

6paToBH, std. 6paToBi \"to (my) brother\";

BMCiOKOMY pY60BI1, std. . . . \037y60Bi \"to the tall oak\";
JI{COBH, std. JIlCOBi \"to the forest\";

BacI\\JleBI1,
std. BaCHJIesi \"to Vasyl\";

KOH'eBl1, std. KOHeBi \"to the horse.\"

(8) In almost all of the South-western Ukrainian dialects,8 the
masculine nouns demonstrate this archaic characteristic in the dative

and locative cases. Moreover, the old endings -OSl1 and -esl1 were

extended to the neuter nouns:

(ieJIOBI1, std. ceJIY \"to the village\";

B{MH' OBI1, std. Bl1MeHi \"to the udder\";
T'iMH' OBH, std. TiMeHi \"(on) crown/top of the head.\

II. Adjective ForDtation)

(9) Adjective formation in this dialect also shows several peculiarities.

One such characteristic is the formation ,of the comparative degree of

adjectives using the particle Ma Y. This is different from the standard

language, in which the comparative is formed by the addition of the

suffix -lU- or -illl-:

L{oyrH ,-Ma I 40yrH I, std. \037OBUJl1I1 \"longer\";

lllHp6KH Y-Ma r illl1PQKH I, std. IlJHpllI1111\"wider\";
COJIOTKH 'I-Ma r COJ10TKH i, std. COJIO.l111Il1H 'Isweeter\";

L{Y:>KH
'i'-Ma r pY)/(11 i, std. t:tY>K4HH \"stronger.\"

(10) In some instances, the particle Ma'l is also used for the

formation of the superlative degree of the adjective, especiallywhen the

comparative
was formed with the addition of the suffix -IlJ-:)
\037\" \"

M0J10\037H ,-MOJIO,.QllJH ,-Ma r MOJIO,llIllH I, or

M0J10,.QHY-Ma , MOJIO,llH I-m'e
11

m'lll'e Ma r MOJIO,lfH'I, std.

HaHMOJIOt:(IIJI1H \"the youngest.\"

Thus, in standard Ukrainian, the superlative is formed with the

particle -HaH, and in the Moldova dialect, with the particle Ma I. In the

opinion of many linguists, the particle Ma 'I is a borrowing from

Romanian mai.
9

It functions as a morpheme of the comparative and

superlative degrees in other South-western Ukrainian dialects as well.
10

In other words, the standard language and the Northern and
South-eastern dialects form the comparative and superlative degrees of

adjectives with the help of the suffixes -w- and -iIIJ- and the particle
Hafl-, whereas the comparative and the

superlative degrees
in the

Moldova and other South-western dialects are formed with the particle
Ma t, which can be considered an old form.)))
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III. Pronoun Form.ation)

(11) Personal and demonstrative pronouns also manifest many
interesting characteristics. The tllird

person
of the personal pronoun in

masculine and neuter in the genitive and dative singular preserves
the

old forms jer6 and jeMY, whereas the standard language has Horo and
HOMY, in which the old [e], preceded by [j] and followed by a hard
consonant, has

changed
to [0]:11

Hi je 6paT jer6 ,[{OMa, std. Horo opaTa H\342\202\254Ma B):{OMa \"his brother is

not at home\";

jeMj np114YJ10 ee, std. HOMY
n04YJIOCb

\"he thought he heard.\"

(12) In the instrumental singular of personal pronouns, one
may

observe the disappearance of [j] in the intervocalic position, and the final

[y], preceded by a vowel, has changed to non-syllabic [y]12 (-ojy > -oy
> -05', -ejy >

-ey
>

-ey):

3a MHOY, std. 3i MHOIO \"with me\";

C To66y, std. 3 To6olO \"with you\";
3 Hey, std. 3 HelO \"with her.\"

(13) In standard Ukrainian, in the dative and accusative singular,
the long forms of the personal pronouns are used, whereas the dialect
uses short, enclitic forms alongside of the long forms. For example:

MI1/M\342\202\254H'l, TH/Tooi, My/jeMY,
std. MeHi, T06i, HOMY (dative),

and

H'e/MeHe, T'e/Teoe, ro/jer6 std. MeHe, T\342\202\254Oe, tioro (accusative).

For instance:

60 MH t!oKop'eJIa, std. 50 MeHi
\037OKOp5l11a \"because she reproached

\"

me ;

UH Tii} MaMa 3aKa3aJIa, std. 4H To6i MaTH 3a6opOHHJ1a \"did your

mother forbid you\"; _

y
JIe4KO /VfY ,[{(}JIa, std. ,[{aJIa HOMY no lUOui \"he hit him across the

f

\"

ace;

01' 51,ltoH'KO Moja l1'yoa, BI1T K6ro T'e
Majy,

std. OH Oit{OHbKO M051

JIIOOa, sit{ Koro 51 Teoe MaIO \"oh my sweet misfortune, from
whom do I

get you\";

Ta jeK ro Bbl,[{HeCJ1b1, std. 5IK Horo Bii(HeCJIH \"how (they) carried him

back.
\"

The short (enclitic) forms of the personal pronouns are known in
different phonetic variants, as well as in other Ukrainian dialects from

Maramure\037 and Banat. I3

These short forms along with the long forms

appear frequently in the dative and accusative singular in the

Transcarpathian
14

and many other South-western dialects. 15)))
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(14) The third-person singular personal pronoun BOHa (dialectal

forms oY Ha , YHa, YHa) appears in the genitive-accusative singular in a
contracted form

ji,
while in the standard language, the long form 11

[jiji]

is used:
16

HeMa j j \0376Ma, std. HeMa fi B,[{OMa \"she's not home\";

Bel1'iy ji, std. 51 oa4HB ri \"I saw her.\"

(15) However, in the dative singular, the Moldova dialect preserves
the

long
form fi [jiji], while the standard language uses the form 1M

[ji.].

The dialectal form jiji probably appeared in the form jeji, in which [e]
between two yods became the closed, intermediate sound [11]. This [11],
in turn, was assimilated to the stressed [i] from the following syllable

[jeji > jl1ji]. The latter form [jl1ji] became the form
[jiji] (jeji

>
jHji

> jiji
<il> ):)

LtaJIa jiji KaMiH', std. t!aJIa IH KaMiHb
\"gave

her a stone\";

LtaY-I1M jiji I<H'HlllI(Y, std. \037 l{aB Iff KHH)I(KY \"I gave her a book.\"

(16) The third-person singular possessive is expressed using the

old
anaphoric pronoun jer6, jeji, whereas the standard language uses

Horo [joro], il
[jiji]:

jer6 Koca, std. Hora Koca \"his scythe\";

jeji KpaeaH'a, Kpl1

e

eaH'a, std. II KaneJ1IOX \"her hat\";

jejl 40J10BIK, std. 1140J10BiK/MY)I( \"her husband.
H

(17) An interesting feature is the instrumental feminine of the
demonstrative pronoun U5J (uec, u\037/uee5l, ue/uece) \"this.\" The Northern

Moldova dialect uses the form ,uey!while in the standard language, uelO

is the norm:

51 rOBopHY He lief )l{HHKOY, std. 51 rOBopHB i3 Ui\342\202\2541O )l(iHKOIO \"I spoke

with this woman\";

I1\037Y c lief \037'iYKOY Ha llJnauip, std. iL{Y 3 Ui\342\202\2541O L(iB4HHOIO Ha npox iLt

\"I am going for a walk with this
girl.\"

B.
Kobylians'kyi

also noted in another Hutsul dialect similar forms
for the instrumental feminine demonstrative pronoun (uew [= uey]).17)

IV. Verb Fonnation)

A few observations regarding verbs:

(18) In the Moldova dialect, the old infinitive suffix -411 [-4i]
\302\253-rTI1,-KTH) has been preserved with the old pronunciation [-4i], but the
suffix -Ti \302\253 -TH), in which a hard -T is heard, is more common:

CTpJ1qj,
std. CTpHfTH \"to cut hair\";

06CTpHLfi, std. OOCTpl1rTH \"to cut hair\" (perfective);)))
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neql XJI'io, std. neKTH XJIiO \"to bake bread\";
3HaTi, std. 3HaTH \"to know\";

pYMaTi, std. tlYMaTH \"to think\";

KOCHTi, std. KOCHTH \"to mow, to cut (grass)\";

6peXtlTi, std. opexaTH \"to lie.\"

The old forms ending in -4 i are also known in other Ukrainian

dialects, especially in the South-western ones. 18

The change of the old

-4H [-4i] into contemporary -411 [-411] represented a normal phonetic
development.

(19) A majority of verbs of the first and second conjugations in the
third-person singular have a hard -T \302\253 -Tb) ending.

On the other hand,
in the standard language, the soft ending -Tb was dropped from the first

conjugation and has been preserved only in the second conjugation:

3HtijeT,
std. 3Ha\342\202\254 \"s/he knows\";

pYMajeT, std.
\037YMa\342\202\254

tIs/he thinks\";

6epeT, std. oepe \"he takes\";

c.nyx\037.jeT,
std.

cJIyxa\342\202\254
\"s/he listens\";

pOCT/\037T, std. pOCTe \"it grows\";

4ojiT, std. t10ITb \"she milks\";
/ 11

td
\"

I h lk
It

XOI! HT, S . XO,l{HTb S e wa s;
HOCJ1T, std. HOCI1Tb \"s/he carries\";

np6cHT, std. npOCHTb \"s/he asks/begs.\"

(20) Nevertheless, there are instances when verb forms without the

ending -T or -Tb appear in certain second conjugation verbs:

B03e, std. B03HTb \"s/he carries (in a vehicle)\";

BH,lle, std. BH,l(HTb/oalJI1Tb \"s/he sees\";
p66e, std.

pOOHTb \"s/he works.\"

(21) In the third-person plural of the first conjugation, a hard -T
ending appears, but the verbs in the second conjugation have a zero

ending. In the standard language, the
third-person plurals of both

conjugations have the soft -Tb ending:

HecjT, std.
HecYTb \"they carry\";

nel.fjT, std. ne4YTb \"they bake\";

tlajYT, std. t:{alOTb \"they give\";

cTpe\302\273<yT, std. CTpl1)1(YTb \"they cut (hair)\";

JIjTdjYT, std. J1iTalOTb
\"they fly\";

xO,l(' e, std. XO\03751Tb \"they walk\";

np6c' e, std. npOC5ITb \"they ask/beg\";
HOC' e, std. HOC5ITb \"they carry:'

The hard ending -T in the third-person singular and plural is an
innovation of this dialect and cannot be considered an archaism)))
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inherited from an older period of the Ukrainian language. Old Rus'ian
(Old East Slavic) had, in the third-person singular and in the plural the
soft

ending
-Tb (H\302\243C\302\243Tb \"he carries,\" H\302\243CYTb \"they carry\.19")

The hard

ending -Tb, as used in Old Church Slavonic, was widespread in Kievan

Rus' after its Christianization. This characteristic (the hard ending -T) is
common to other South-western Ukrainian dialects.

2o

The Ukrainian dialect of the Moldova and Moldovita valleys
preserves (naturally with some

phonetic changes)
several forms of the

past tense, namely, in the old perfect, past perfect,
and aorist, especially

in the first and second-persons singular and plural. This characteristic
also exists in other South-western dialects, especially that of

Transcarpathia.
21

The majority of the South-western dialects, as well as
the Moldova and Moldovita dialect, create the

past
tense from the old

short past active participle form ending in -JI \302\253 -JIb), -JIa, -JIO, -JIH (in

the masculine gender transformed into non-syllabic [y]) and from the
auxiliary

forms
(phonetically changed and contracted) in the present

tense of the verb
6YTH \302\253 6b1TH) \"to be.\"

Thus, in South-western dialects, especially the Transcarpathian,22
there are preserved a number of variants derived from the old auxiliary
(l-ECMb, I-ECH, I-ECTb, J-ECMb, J-ECT\302\243, caYTb),

which were a component part of

the old perfect.

(22) In the Hutsul dialect of the Moldova and Moldovita valleys,
the following past perfect forms are used-(sing.): -11M, -jeM, -jec, -(i)c;

(pl.): -CM\342\202\254, -CT\342\202\254, -jeCT\342\202\254, -jicTe:..

1st pers. sing.: po6eY-I1M, std. 51 pOOI1B \"I worked\";

KOCeY-I1M, std. 51 KO'CI1B \"I mowed\";

2nd pers. sing.: po6ey-jec, std. TI1 P0611B \"you worked\";

xOl1ey-jec, std. TH XO,[{HB \"you walked\";

XOT'{y-jec, std. TH XOTiB \"you wanted\";

fJyJla-ic Y
JIlci? -6YJIa-cMe! std. TH OY JIa B JIici? -oYJIa! \"were

you in the for\037st?-yes I was\";
1st pers. pl.: XO/1eJ1H-CMe, XOJ1HJJJ1-CMe, std. MI1 XO,[{HJIH \"we

walked\"
.23
, \"

2nd pers. pl.: X04eJIJ1-jecTe, X04HJ1H-CTe, std. BH XOt{HJII1 \"you
walked\". , ,
8M

j
iCTe np(exo//eJlM, std. BH rrpHXO,l{HAH \"you dropped in.\"

(23) In the Hutsul vernacular in Cirlibaba, I noticed the form -CM\342\202\254

in the first-person singular:
.)

nJIaT'HY-cMe, std. 51 nJIaTI1B \"I was paying\";

po6HY-cMe, std. 51 pOOHB \"I was working.\"

(24) Similar forms of the past tense first-person singular (and also
of the

first-person plural) are known in Bukovinian dialects, as well as)))
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in some Hutsul dialects of the Suceava Vall
ey

24
and in the Hutsul dialect

studied by B. Kobylians'kyi:
25

1

p06iry-CMlf

e
\"I worked,\" XO,lJ/iry-cMU

e
\"I walked,\"

6paY-CMl1

e
\"I took,\" HOCiry-CMJ1

e
\"I carried,\"

JI'y6iry-cMH

e
\"I loved,\" KOCiry-CMH

e
\"I mowed,\"

BHJla-CMJ1
e

\"1 wrapped,\" no.noKQJ1a-CMl1
e

\"I rinsed,\"

KYnaJla-CMH

e
\"I bathed,\" JlOBJ1J1l1-CMl1

e
\"we caught'\"

KYnrwa..nI1-CMJf
e

\"we
bought,\"

cnaJlJ1-CMH
e

\"we slept.\"26

We can see from the above discussion that the Hutsul dialect from

the Moldova and Moldovita valleys preserves relics of the old perfect in
a

changed
and contracted phonetic form (especially in the auxiliary verb

6YTH
[< OblTI1] \"to be\" [see (21)-(25)]).

(25) In its development in standard Ukrainian, the athematic old
form I-ECMb in the present tense, singular and plural, was contracted and
reduced to E:

([je]).
This form became the norm for standard Ukrainian.

In the opinion of B.
Kobylians'kyi,27

this \342\202\254,coupled
with the verb, could

not indicate person. Therefore, to indicate a person, -M from the verbal

form -\342\202\254CMb was attached to the first person of the verb, while the -c-
was dropped. Thus, we have nirnoy-jeM.

28

(26) Possibly the same process occurred with the second-person
singular, in which the

compulsory
-c- from the old form I-ECI1 was kept

to indicate person, and the final-11 from t-fCH was dropped:

xOJ!HY-jec, XO,lJHB-HC, std. TI1 XOl1l1B \"you walked\";

6iI\037-j ie, std. TH 6 i r \"you ran.
\"29

(27) To express an action or state in the past tense for the third-
person singular, there was no need for any auxiliary element to indicate

person, because the third person could not be confused with any other

in the singular or the plural. Thus, in all Ukrainian dialects, as well as

in the literary standard, the past tense in the
third-person singular

masculine is expressed only by the old form of the past active participle,
that is, without an auxiliary verb and with the non-syllabic [y], which
evolved from the -JIb. For example:

xo/!iry,
std. BiH XOt:IHB \"he walked\";

Hoeiry, std. BiH HOCHB \"he carried\";
npociry, std. BiH npOCI1B \"he asked/begged\";

Jlaooy, std. SiH \037aBaB \"he gave.\"

(28) In my opinion, the changes in first- and second-person plural
occurred

,differently.
The ending -]]11 of the masculine gender of the

participle was generalized for all three genders, thus eliminating the old

feminine ending -]]bI and the neuter -]]a. In this way, in a majority of

South-western dialects, the past tense is expressed even
today

with the)))
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old participle ending in -JlH and the auxiliary forms -CMo/-cMe,
-CT\342\202\254.

What happened to the initial -t\302\243 from the auxiliary f\302\243CMb, t-ECTE:?

Probably,
as in other similar circumstances, the [j] in intervocalic

position was dropped, and the vowels [i] <11> from the participle -]]11

and the [(j)e] from the auxiliary contracted in favour of [i] <11> (in the

majority of South-western dialects the latter was transformed into a new
sound-[H] <11\302\273:)

nUJlH-CMO, nHJ1J1-CMe, std. MI1 nHJlI1 \"we drank\";
nMJ1J1-CTJ1

e

, std. 811 nl1JlI1 \"you drank.\"30

(29) The past tense of the third-person plural is
expressed

in the

standard language and in the dialects by the participial ending -JII1,
without the

auxiliary
form eYTb \302\253 eaYTb):

XOjJUJ111 \"they walked,\" po6iIJ1H \"they worked,\"

3HaJIJ1 \"they knew,\" CniMJIH \"they sang.\"

(30) As a rule, it is almost impossible to express past tense using
both the relic forms of the auxiliary verb and the personal pronoun. No
one uses such expressions as:

R XOjJHB-\342\202\254M, R XOJ!HB-cMe, TI1 XOJ!HB-\342\202\254C, or the inverse

R \342\202\254MXOjJHB, 51 CMe XOjJUB \"I have walked\"; TH (jec) XOjJHB \"you
walked.\"

The correct expressions of
past

tense (according to my notes and

my knowledge of South-western dialects) are:)

51 XOjJJ18, TI1 XOjJJ1B

(past tense in [5'] < -B < -JIb with personal pronoun), or
XO,llHB-\342\202\254M, XOjJHB-CMe, XOjJHB-\342\202\254C

(past tense in -8 [y] and relic of auxiliary verb).

(31) The past perfect
form

(pluperfect I) can be found in the

majority of South-western Ukrainian dialects,31but it is slightly changed:

it is composed from the past participle ending in -JIb (> 5'), -JIa, -JIO,

-]111, and from the auxiliary verb OYTI1 in the past tense -OYB
(Oyy, OblY),

oy JIH (obiJ1I1):

Ka3liy 6yy, \"I have told,\" xO/JUJ1a tJyJIa, \"I have walked,\"

XO,l(HJII1 tJyJIJ1, \"they have walked,\" or
6ry Ka3li.ny, f5yJ1a Ka3li.na, tJyJ111 XOjJMJIH.

(32) In the Hutsul dialect of the Moldova and Moldovita valleys,
we encounter the old form of past perfect (pluperfect II), composed of
the past participle ending in -JIb (> y) and the shortened personal form
of the perfect of the verb

6YTH \302\253 OblTH):

ory-cMe po6HY, 6YJla-CMe po6uJla \"I had worked,\"

6ry-ic po6HY, 6YJ1a-c p06HJ1a \"you had worked,\)
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6ry l206HY, \037VJIa po6J1J1a \"I had worked,\"
XO;:/ffJ1H-CMe 6jJ1H \"\\\\re had walked,\"

\"\"I

xOjJJ uJlJ1 -(je)cTe 6.VJIl1 \"you had walked.\"

Similar forms have also been noted in the Hutsul dialect of the

Suceava Valley.32

(33) In Ukrainian, the conditional mood is expressed by the past
tense forms

ending
in -B \302\253 JIb), -J1a, -110, -JII1, and by the particle 611 or

0, which comes from either the second- or third-person singular of the

aorist of the verb OblTI1 (> OYTH).
In the Moldova and Moldovita valleys dialect, as in the other

South-western dialects, the conditional mood is expressed in a
completely different

way.
In these dialects, as seen from research done

by a number of
linguists,33

the conditional known in the standard

language is used sporadically; on the other hand, new forms have been

created under the influence of the perfect forms.
Thus, in the South-western

dialects,34
the conditional mood has

two forms for the first-person singular:

(a) OHX (and ObIX), which results directly from the evolution of
the corresponding old aoristic form:

XO,lfHY 6UX-XO,llb[Y 6bJx, std. 51 XOL{HB 011 \"I would walk\";

and

(b) OHM (and ObIM), which originates from the element OH \302\253 ObI)

of aoristic origin, and enclitic -M from the auxiliary perfect
form J\302\243CMb:

XOJlHY 6J1lvt-XO,llb[Y 6b/M, std. 51 XO\037HB 011 \"I would walk\";

HOCHY 6Ulvt-HOCblJ 6b/M, std. 51 HOCHB 011 \"I would carry.\"

The second-person singular xOJ!HY 6J1c, xOIlHY 6HC', XO/JblY 6b1c

\"you would walk\" and the first-person plural XO,l(UJ1H 6UCMO, XO,\302\243(MJ1H

6HC'MO (and xO,lfbfJIl1 6b1CMO, XO,llb{JIl1 6bJC'MO \"we would walk\") also

originate from contamination of the element OH (Obi) with the enclitics

-c(') \302\253 tECH), C(')MO \302\253 tf:CMb) of the perfect.

The second-person plural XO,l(HJ1J16l1cre, XO,lJHJIl1 6J1C'Te (and

XO,lJblJIl1 6b/CTe, XOJIbfAl1 6I1C'Te \"you would walk\") can be considered a
direct form originating from the old conditional form, or a result of

contamination of the element 011 with the auxiliary of the perfect form

J-ECT\302\243: ObI I-ECTE: >
ObIC(')T\342\202\254, or 011c(')Te.

35

(34) In the Hutsul dialect of the Moldova and Moldovita valleys,
we noted the following forms of the conditional:

OJl
e

X Ilay, std. 51 t:{aB OH \"I would
give\";

6ec pay, std. TH \037aB 011
\"you

would give\";

611 4ay, std. BiH L{aB 6H \"he would give\";)))
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6u
e
x j)t1JIU, std. MH 011 \037aJlH \"we would give\";

6u
e
CTe /laJIH, std. BH LtaJ1H 6 \"you would give\";

611 ,\302\243fQJIU, std. BOHI1 t!aJII1 6 \"they would give.\

Conel usions)

(35) From all the above material, we
may

conclude that the Ukrainian

dialect of Northern Moldova preserves to this day some phonetic and

morphological peculiarities, which in many instances are shared by
other South-western Ukrainian dialects. This has occurred because of its

development throughout the centuries be)Tond any influence of the
standard language. These dialectal

peculiarities
are evident in the

number and ending of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, and in the
verbs, especially

in such past tense forms as the relics of the old perfect,
past perfect,

conditional (with the archaic form of the aorist), and many
others.)

..)))
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Malone's Itgodly,\" aids the narrator in giving his story-set historically

at a time prior to the conversion to Christianity of the peoples
involved-a Christian

perspective; carefully positioned
maxims on

God's firm guidance of the universe and on His
fatherly

love of men

help the narrator lead his audience to find some meaning in the
seeming

waste of men's heroic efforts in an unstable and transient world.
Although the nature and the extent of the influence of classical

rhetoric on Old English poetry and on
Beowulf

in
particular

have yet to

be determined with any authority, critics agree that most
Anglo-Saxon

scholars would have had at least a cursory knowledge of its basic
tenets. 5

The treatment afforded to maxims and proverbs by classical
rhetoricians offers, therefore, an interesting point

of
departure

for a

study of the function of gnomic verses in Old English poetry. Classical
treatises on rhetoric discuss the sententia or proverbium structurally, as
a part of the argument or

proof,
the central section of the discourse, and

stylistically, as a verbal ornament. Quintilian, in his Institutio oratoria,

includes it among authorities drawn from external sources to support
a case (\"Adhibebitur extrinsecus in causam et auctoritas,\" V.xi.36),

explaining that proverbs have acquired immortality because they have

carried conviction of their truth to all mankind (\"neque enim durassent
haec in aeternum, nisi vera omnibus viderentur,\" V.xi.41).6 In his

Institutiones, Cassiodorus, praising Quintilian and Cicero as master
rhetoricians, summarizes their views on rhetorical argumentation. I-Ie

lists as one of the arguments through the syllogism the sententious

enthymeme, that is, one.whose authority is increased by the use of a

maxim (\"sententiale est quod sententia generalis adicit,\" II.ii.13).7

Quintilian also discusses sententiae in his treatment of
style, stating that

they are regarded by many as the most important stylistic ornament

(\"quem plerique praecipuum ac paene solum putant orationis ornatum,\"
VIII.iv.29). While he admits that

they successfully
fulfill their primary

function of ending a period effectively, he castigates the contemporary
fashion of

ending
all periods with them. The influential fourth.-century

Rhetorica ad Herennium treats them only as a
figure

of diction, the ninth

in a list of forty-five. However, in its description of them (IV.xvii.25), it

looks back to Aristotle's Rhetorica, where they are viewed not stylistical-
ly,

as ornaments, but structurally, as one of the two general modes of
persuasion.

8

While these influential rhetoricians all agree on the possible
important structural role for the proverb in an argument, one has to wait
until the early thirteenth century for

prescriptions
on the structural uses

of proverbs in poetry. Geoffrey of Vinsauf, in his Poetria Nova, for

example, suggests opening a poem with a proverb pointing to some
general truth connected with the poem's theme, if one desires a

particularly brilliant beginning (\"Si pars prima
velit majus diffundere

lumen\;") he goes on to explain: \"Supra thema datum sistat, sed
spectet)))
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BOHDAN MEDWIDSKY)

The Ukase of Ems and Its Influence
on the Development of Modern Literary Ukrainian)

At the time this article was written, Ukrainian was not the official
language of the Ukrainian S.S.R. This fact is perhaps one of the reasons
why Ukrainians are more interested in tl,e status of their language than
are some other nationalities. It is also the reason why a significant
number of them are curious about and even haunted by the historical
causes for the

unsatisfactory state of their native tongue.
In 1987, the official organ of the Ukrainian Writers' Union,

Literaturna Ukraina, contained a number of resolutions, one of which was

the following:)

To instruct the Board of Directors of the Ukrainian Writers' Union to turn

to the President of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist

Republic with the request to introduce into the constitution of the

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic a clause regarding the official status
of the Ukrainian language on the territory of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist

Republic.')

About a year and a half later, an article written by the eminent poet
Dmytro Pavlychko

on the place of language within society was

published in the sa.me
literary newspaper. Pavlychko indicated that the

concerns that led to the resolutions mentioned above were not some

figment of the imagination but were based on harsh facts. For example,
he mentions that Ukrainian street signs were very recently taken down
in the city of

Vinnytsia;
that in Kirovohrad, whose Ukrainian population

is seventy-six per cent, only four out of
thirty

schools are Ukrainian; and

that in the city of Khmelnytsk, where the Ukrainian
population

is

ninety-four per cent, thirty-two per cent of the students attend Ukrai-
nian schools, whereas

sixty-eight per
cent go to Russian schools. The

figures for university-level Ukrainian in the Ukrainian S.S.R. are not

much better. Ukrainian, according to Pavlychko's data, is used at only
four of the Republic's universities, and even there the language of)))
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instruction is restricted to just a few subjects beyond philology.
Moreover, Pavlychko mentions that the situation is no better at the

various cultural institutions of the Ukrainian S.S.R.2
Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that, in early 1989, the

Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian
Language Society was formed, the aim of

which is to consolidate the Ukrainian language in all areas of Ukrainian

social life and especially in regard to its reinstatement as the official

language
of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

3 It is no less surprising that, in such
circumstances, attempts

have been made to understand the causes for
this predicament of the Ukrainian language. Among the various factors

influencing the present situation of the language, researchers have also

found historical causes. One of these was the Ukase of Ems. This edict
has been

recognized by Ukrainians the world over as a symbol of shame
and has been commemorated both in the lecture hall and in print.

4

The main thrust of the present article is not only to reassess some
of the obstacles in the recent development of Ukrainian, but also to point
out how, diachronically speaking,

such occurrences objectively influence

the nature of a language, in this case, the normative or
literary

variant

of Ukrainian.

The Ukase of Ems influenced modern literary Ukrainian mainly in
two ways. On the one hand, the decree almost curtailed the use of

literary Ukrainian; on the other hand, it contributed to literary Ukrainian

acquiring more Western dialectal features.
The decree of Ems has been described as a repressive measure in

both Soviet and Western sources.5

This uniformly pejorative opinion
about the Ukase of Ems is significant because of the often diametrically

opposite positions taken in the past by scholars on each side of the Iron

Curtain. It is no secret that Ukrainian linguists living outside Iron
Curtain countries saw the language policy applied by the Soviet

government in Ukraine as one of Russification. In this atmosphere of

\"ideological\" opposition, the unexpected agreement as to the harshness
of the decree is significant. The following quote may serve as an
example of the Soviet viewpoint:)

. . . the tsarist government kept increasing its oppression of the non-Russian
nationalities. . . . On

May 30th, 1876 Alexander II signed the Ems Act, a
decree prohibiting the import of Ukrainian books from abroad, banning
Ukrainian theatrical performances and other measures of that nature.

6)

In a Western source, the decree of Ems is labelled barbarous:)

The Russian government did not make a formal proclamation of the Ems
ukase; when from time to time, voices abroad were raised against the
barbarous actions stemming from its directives, the tsarist government

kept silent. 7)))
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The main provisions of the Ukase of Ems are listed by Dmytryshyn
(1970)in his introduction to Savchenko's The Suppression of Ukrainian

Activities (Munich). The decree was an enactment of recommendations

made by a special commission, and it urged:

(1) that the Ministry of Internal Affairs prohibit the import of all

books in the Ukrainian language without special permission from

the Chief of the Department of Printing;
(2) that it halt publication in Russia in the Ukrainian

language
of all

original works and translations except historical sources, and those
only on condition that

they
follow the rules of Russian orthog-

raphy and be permitted by the
Department

of
Printing;

(3) that it prohibit all stage performances and lyrics to musical
compositions in Ukrainian, and all

public
lectures by Ukrainians,

because these aided the Ukrainian movement;
(4) that it close the Kievskii

Telegraf
because its editorial staff was

dangerous to Russian interests; and
(5) that it subsidize (at the rate of 1000 ru.bles per year) an anti-Ukrainian

newspaper in Galicia, Slovo, which could not exist without a subsidy.

The commission advised the Ministry of Education:

(1) to instruct all local school authorities to prohibit teaching in
elementary schools of

any subject in the Ukrainian language;
(2) to remove from libraries of

elementary
and secondary schools

throughout Ukraine all books and pamphlets written in Ukrainian
or by Ukrainians;

(3) to take a careful inventory of the teaching personnel in the Kiev 1

Kharkov, and Odessa educational districts;

(4) to be very careful in the future in selecting teachers in Ukrainian

school districts, and to transfer to Russia those harbouring
Ukrainian views;

(5) to expel suspected students as well as teachers;
(6) to accept as a general rule that teachers in the Kharkov, Odessa,

and Kiev educational districts must be Russians (Ukrainians could
be employed in the St. Petersburg, Kazan, and Orenburg educa-

tional districts); and
(7) to close for an indefinite period the Kiev Branch of the Imperial

Russian Geographical Society, and to allow it to open in the future

only on the condition that no then active member be allowed to

participate in its work.

The commission finally recommended that the Third Section exile

Orahomanov and Chubyns'kyi from the Ukraine because they were

\"incorrigible and possibly dangerous agitators.
\"8

To the uninitiated, these measures may seem draconian almost to
the degree of

linguicide.
The decree must, however, be viewed in)))
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historical perspective. The tsarist government's policy of Russification
can be traced as far back as the early eighteenth century. For example,
an edict promulgated in 1720outlawed for all intents and purposes the

printing of books of a religious content in the Ukrainian territories

under Imperial Russian domination. This, in fact, put a halt to all
Ukrainian publications in

printed form, because the religious books that

did not come under this prohibition were allowed only under a
special

condition. Those religious books \"had to be checked with corresponding
Russian versions before

being printed
so there should be no difference

or separate dialect. tl9

The decree of 1876, in fact, progressed naturally from that
introduced by the minister of the interior, Valuev, in 1863. In the 1863

decree, only fiction was permitted to be
published

in Ukrainian, and all

books of educational and religious content were to be banned. IO

Valuev

questioned the very existence of a Little Russian (i.e., the Ukrainian
language) by stating that \"the

majority
of Little Russians themselves

thoroughly prove that there has not been, is not, and never can be any
Little Russian language.,.}1 He reasoned that Little Russian was a

Russian dialect corrupted by the influence of Polish. Furthermore,
Valuev assumed that the so-called Ukrainian

language,
which he

described as an invention of some Little Russians and Poles, was far less

understandable for native Little Russians than Russian. The whole
Ukrainian language issue, it was argued by Valuev, was a Polish plot to

separate the Little Russians from the Russians.
Had the tsarist

repre\037sive
measures been progressively aug-

mented, it is quite possible that we might now study Ukrainian in the

same manner as Polabian. That'such was not the case is due
primarily

to two facts: Ukrainian public education developed without hindrance

among the Ukrainians under Austro-Hungarian rule;and the
repressive

measures of the Russian tsarist government never totally suppressed
Ukrainian culture (and this includes language).

In order to show the effect of the Ems ukase on the development
of the Ukrainian

literary language,
a few remarks should be made about

the meaning of the term
\"literary\"

in this article. Although this term can

denote the language of literature, it is used here in a much wider sense,
that is, as the type of

language
used in literature because it is regarded

as \"better\" and more formal than the
type

of language described as

colloquial or vernacular. The literary language in the sense used here

also includes the notions of standard or national language, and, as such,
it is meant to signify the language that is used and taught in the schools;
it is the

language
heard in public oratory and read in newspapers. This

was the language that was
being repressed

as a result of the edict of

Ems.
Not all the clauses of the edict are directly related to the subject of

the literary language as described above; however, a
significant

number)))
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are. Written literary Ukrainian was restricted by the ban against the
import of Ukrainian publications from abroad; all publications except
some belles-lettres 12

and historical content material were curtailed; and,
as a finishing touch, all Ukrainian publications were removed from

school libraries. Oral literary Ukrainian was suppressed by the banning
of

stage performances and the prohibition of teaching Ukrainian, of

teaching in Ukrainian, and of
teaching by Ukrainians in the schools.

It is very difficult to take the reasons for the Ems decree, that is,

Valuev's assessment of the Ukrainian language, seriously. It would seem
that in

spite of Valuev's \"theses\" on the state of Ukrainian, the few Little
Russian and Polish

\"plotters\"
seemed to have been quite successful in

establishing and spreading the Ukrainian language within the thirteen

years between Valuev's ukase and that signed in Ems. This \"non-ex-
istent\"

language
also seemed to have come from abroad to infest the

Little Russians, and therefore the need arose to control the disease by
banning the import of Ukrainian publications. Ukrainian

publications

within the Empire had now spread to such a degree that it was difficult

to ban them all, and thus some leeway was left for scholars who wanted

to publish historical and ethnographic material and for the literate elite
who would from time to time be allowed to publish some Ukrainian
works in Russian transcription. These measures,which reflected token

freedom for some of the upper crust of Ukrainian society, left the masses

almost without any means of coming into contact with literary Ukrai-
.

nlan.

Belles-lettres are normally considered the written texts of a literary
language. A quantitative and qualitative acceleration of Ukrainian

publication in the late 1850s and early 18605 brought out Valuev's
reaction; another short-lived acceleration in the 1870s resulted in the

edict of Ems. The development of Ukrainian publications, however, was

not the only reason for t11ese reactionary measures. The attempts to

establish Ukrainian-language \"Sunday\" schools and to publish educa-

tional reading material in Ukrainian also aroused tsarist reaction. In

view of this, perhaps the most severe restriction against literary
Ukrainian (both written and oral) was the banning of Ukrainian as the

medium of education. Since all books written in Ukrainian were to be

removed from school libraries, and since Ukrainian was forbidden as a

language
of instruction, literary Ukrainian was effectively removed from

that broad spectrum of the population normally benefitting from public
education. 13

By depriving
the Ukrainian population of education in their own

language, the decree of 1876 marked a crest in the policy of Russification

by the tsarist government. However, this
assimilatory policy

was not as

effective as might have been expected, since education in the empire
was not universal, and therefore many children of school age learned

neither literary Russian nor
literary

Ukrainian. The tsarist government)))
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had introduced a policy of gradual curtailment of educational facilities

in the former Ukrainian Hetman state during the century preceding the
edict of 1876. For example, B. Krawciw notes that as far back as 1768
there were as

many
as 134 schools in the territory that was to become

the Chernihiv, Horodnia, and Sosnytsia counties. However, one

hundred years later, in 1875, there were only fifty-two schools in the
same

territory.14

Such a policy could only lead to increasing illiteracy. A total
reversal of this policy did not take place until the second decade of the
twentieth century. Thus, the

majority
of the population of Ukraine in the

Russian Empire was illiterate.
\"According

to the population census of

1897, a bare 13.6 per cent of Ukrainians were literate.\"15

A means (other than public or private education) of disseminating
literary Ukrainian was through theatrical

performances.
Had there been

some type of universal Ukrainian education under tsarist Russia, the
potential

of the theatre as a medium of transmitting literary Ukrainian
would have been much less than

proved
to be the case. However, as a

result of the Ems decree, neither Ukrainian schools nor initially

Ukrainian theatres could perform their distinctive roles. Nevertheless,
the curtailment of Ukrainian theatrical performances did not last as long
as the ban against Ukrainian education.

By
1881, permission for limited

Ukrainian performances was granted, with the proviso that with each
Ukrainian drama a Russian one of equal length had to be staged during
the same evening.

16

In summary, the suppression of Ukrainian activities was no doubt
detrimental to the development of the Ukrainian literary language. This

version of the language nevertheless survived. If we exclude the literary

publication of the Muscophiles, one can safely say tha.t writers whose
works were

published
in Galicia between 1876 and 1905 tended to

accept the norms established by Shevchenko and the Osnova. Insofar as

real development (as opposed to curtailment) is concerned, the Ems
edict

brought
about an influx of Western Ukrainian elements into the

literary language. Among these, some were borrowed \"from local

dialects and some from the Galician intelligentsia with its many loan
words and loan translations from German and Polish.\"17 This develop-
ment was quite normal considering the fact that most Ukrainian

publishing was now in Austro-Hungarian-ruled Ukraine.
Western Ukrainian influence on the

development
of the standard

language was most marked from 1876 to 1905, because it is
only

with

the Russian revolution of 1905 that censorship was, generally speaking,
abolished in the Russian

Empire.
The natural enrichment of literary

Ukrainian by Western Ukrainian features aroused some opposition from

speakers
of other dialectal areas. Krymsky is quoted as calling this

period, that is, 1876-1905,\"the
years

of Babylonian captivity of the

Ukrainian language in Galicia. \"18

Others considered the enrichment of)))
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literary Ukrainian with Western Ukrainian features normal for the

development of a standard language. For example, Paul Wexler did not
discover any suggestions regarding the possibility of Western dialects

becoming the basis of modern literary Ukrainian during this period
(1876-1905)and as a

consequence
does not share Krymsky's concerns.

On the contrary, Wexler perceives a great number of
specialists

who

maintained that \"the creation of a common literary language necessitates
the acceptance of a certain amount of enrichment from the Galician

literary tradition.\"19
The standard Ukrainian that

emerged
after the 1905 Revolution

was still based on the central Ukrainian dialects, even though the

Western Ukrainian dialectal elements that had been added to the basic
stock were more numerous than those originating from the eastern,

southern, or northern areas. 20

Although
studies have been made about Western Ukrainian

elements in standard literary Ukrainian, none of them pretends to be

exhaustive. In this age of computers, it seems to be within the realm of

possibility to analyze Ukrainian publications from 1876 to 1905 for the
purpose of

identifying
Western Ukrainian elements in them. However,

until this is actually done, one can state only that Western Ukrainian left

its mark on the development of
literary

Ukrainian between 1876 and

1905 because most Ukrainian publishing took place in Western Ukraine,
and because this was also a

transitory period in the development of

literary Ukrainian when the language changed from that of the village

to that of the City.21 Thus, one of the indirect effects of the 1876 ukase

was the acquisition by literary Ukrainian of a greater number of Western

Ukrainian features than would have been the case had there been no
interference from

imperial
Russia.)))
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EDWARD N. BURSTYNSKY AND NICOLAE PAVLIUC)

Divergent Views in Ukrainian Historical Linguistics
1)

The year 1979 saw the publication of two books dealing with the
historical phonology of the Ukrainian

languaqe:
George Shevelov's A

Historical Phonology of the Ukrainian Language, \037nd
Istoriia ukrains'koi

movy, Fonetyka,3 published by the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian
S.S.R.

Shevelov's book is
part

of a twelve-volume sequel to his own A

Prehistory of
Slavic: The Historical Phonology of Common Slavic.

4

The twelve

sequels, all dealing with the historical phonologies of the various Slavic
languages, have been

assigned
to different authors. We are fortunate

indeed that Shevelov assigned the Ukrainian volume to himself. It is an

B09-page volume and can be considered a monumental work. Most of

the sixty-two chapters include the following:

(1) a statement of the phonetic change und,er examination;

(2) a detailed discussion of examples drawn from old texts;
(3) an examination of dialect materials;

(4) an attempt at relative and absolute chronologies;
(5) a discussion of the repercussions on the phonemic system;

and

(6) a bibliography.

The amount of information in the book is simply staggering. It is no
wonder that to date not one

comprehensive
detailed review covering all

aspects has appeared.
The Soviet volume, Istoriia ukrains'koi

movy, Fonetyka, was written

by a collective of authors. This 367-page book is the second of a

four-volume set, the Morphology volume having appeared a year earlier,
in 1978. For the first time in a Soviet Ukrainian text on Ukrainian
historical ph,onology, various points of view are summarized, with the

author(s) siding with one of the views, usually the one that is in

agreement with the views of F. P. Filin. 5

Although
Shevelov's 1964 book

was available to the authors, no reference is made to it. It is
interesting)))
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to note that in other parts of the Soviet Union, Shevelov's book is cited.

In Ukraine, however, reference to any of Shevelov's works seems to be
taboo. Whether or not glasnost' will change this attitude, only time will
tell.

Differences between the two books (Shevelov's and the Acade-

my's) are many. Some of these differences represent divergent opinions
between Western and Soviet scholarship, some represent different views

that do not follow an East/West split, while others reflect the views of

Shevelov as opposed to the scholars in the rest of the world.

Some points of disagreement include the following:

(1) (a) the periodization of the Ukrainian language

(b) the existence of syllabic liquids in the history of Ukrai-

.

nian

(c) the statt1.S of nasal(ized) vowels

(d) the early phonemic status of the reflexes of *1' and *u in

contact with yod
(e) the question of the general palatalization of consonants

before front vowels in Old Ukrainian
(j) lengthening

and diphthongization of e and 0 in newly
closed syllables

(g)
the existence of an extra vowel phoneme in Old Ukrai-
nian, a reflex of the denasalization of the front nasal-

(ized) vowel

(h) the history of #je becoming #0
(i) e and 0 after hushing consonants and yod

In this short paper, we turn our attention to the last two items-the

reflex of *e after hushing consonants and yod. The two books
published

in 1979 will serve as a starting point for our discussion.
To begin, it must be pointed out that this problem has three parts:

first, the development of e/ 0 after initial yod; second, e/o after hushing
consonants and non-initial yod; and third, the 0 reflex of b after palatals.

Examples of #0 coming from
#je

are
given

in (2), where Ukrainian

#0 corresponds to #je in other languages, the latter
being

more conser-

vative.)

(2) OCS:
I-E\342\202\254PO

Ukr: 03epo \"lake\"

Cz.: jesen Ukr: OCiHb \"autumn\"

In (3), we list the stages in the
change

of *e to *0:

(3) #e > #je > #e > #0

The standard explanations are
given

in (4):

(4) (a) #e > #je (prothetic glide)
(b) #je

> #0 if the following syllable contains a front vowel)))
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but not a front jer; put differently, the
#je

to #0 change

does not take place (i) if the following syllable contains
a non-front vowel, (ii) if the following syllable has a b,
and (iii) if the main stress does not fall on the first or
second syllable of the word

(c) the change #je > #0 passed through the stage #e; #e

became #0, since initial #e was not characteristic of the

language of the time

As is evident, several difficulties arise from the reasoning in (4).

Why introduce a prothetic glide, only to
get

rid of it? What is the

phonetic motivation of such a change? It seems that the
glide

must

disappear
in order to have an argument for #e becoming #0.

We now move on to e/o after palatals (hushing consonants and
non-initial yod). Four groups of words must be considered. These are

given in (5):

(5) (a) )l(OHa)

Be1..Iopa

nrnOHO

40]]0)

\"wife\"

\"evening\" (g. sing.)
\"millet\"

\"forehead\

\"cents\" (g. pl.)
\"four\"

\"four\" (collective num-

eral)

Ill\342\202\254CTH (11 < i) \"six\" (g. sing.)
(c) B\342\202\2544ep'

a <Be4ep5l> \"supper\"

(d) nJIe4e \"shoulder\"

To take care of the four groups in (5), !he
rule in (6) is usually given in

the textbooks (IUM, p. 267), where C stands for any (alveo-)palatal

consonant or yod:

(6) e > o/C [hard consonant]

The application of rule (6) is transparent with group (Sa). In (5b),
the change does not take place because the

immediately following

consonant(s) were at one time palatalized, since they stood before front
vowels. In (5c), the change fails to materialize because the following
consonant was and still is soft. In (5d), there is no change, since there is
no following consonant.

In (Sa), the following consonant is hard because the following
vowel was non-front. In (5b), the

following
consonant was once soft

(palatalized), since it is claimed that at one time all consonants were

palatalized before front vowels. Rule (6) can therefore be restated in
terms of the following vowel instead of the following consonant. We

give this restatement in (7):)

)l(OJIY i!b

Konil1oK

40THpH (11 < hi)

4\342\202\254TB\342\202\254PO)

\"acorn\

(b))))
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(7) e > 0 if the next syllable has a non-front vowel

Rule (7) readily takes care of (Sa, b, d). Since in (5c) we have a soft

consonant before a back vowel (r' + a < r +
j

+ a), our rule must be

altered to take into account the hardness of the consonant. This is

restated in (8):

(8) e > 0 after a palatal if the next consonant is hard and the

following vowel is non-front

A very different view is taken by Shevelov. In order to understand
his explanation, the details given in (9) must always be kept in mind:

(9) (a) IE *a, *0 > Slavic a (0 in Germanic) (POS, pp. 151-52)

(b) IE *a, *0 > Slavic 0 (a in Germanic) (POS, pp. 151-52)

(c) IE velar + *e > Palatal + a (not Palatal + jat') ()I(a6a

\"toad,\" )l(ap \"heat, fever\") (POS, pp. 259-60)

Most handbooks
agree

that the Common Slavic reflexes of IE *e
and *e were a lower type of front vowel. Some authors use the symbol
a, while Shevelov uses a. Shevelov (HPUL, pp. 443-44) claims that the

reflex of IE *e after
\037alatals

was 0, regardless of what followed.

Schematically, the development is shown in (10):

(10) #e >

e3
o/C

e / elsewhere

The reasoning is quite clear. The
palatal

(front) element of ea was

absorbed by the preceding palatal. The remaining a
becam\037

0
\037s

expected. Th\037 novelty h\037re is that the starting point of the Ce/Co
discussion is Co and not Ce, as given in most textbooks.

In this manner, the
#je

> #0 change given in (3) can be restated as)

(11):)

(11) #e >
#e

3 >
#je3

> #jo > #0

Note that the initial
yod

before 0 disappears since it is not a characteris-
tic prothetic glide before 0.

6

Beginning
with an 0 after palatals, a new rule can be formulated,

as in (12):

(12) 0 > e if the next syllable has a front vowel

Going back to the
examples

in (5), we see that rule (12) takes care of (Sa)
and (5b). To include (5c), reference must be made to the softness of the

following consonant, and to accommodate (Sd), something must be said

about final syllables. Rule (13) contains the riders:

(13) 0 > e IC -if the syllable is final
-if the next consonant is soft and/ or next

vowel is front)))
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Shevelov (HPUL, p. 143) himself states the split of ea into a and e

as follows:

(14) Co if following vowel is non-front (not preceded by yod)

By inverse implication, he arrives at (15):

(15) Ce -word finally: nJIe4e \"shoulder\"

-if the consonant immediately following is soft, or a

yod: Be4ep' a <Be4ep5I> \"supper\"7

-if the next syllable has a front vowel: rneCTH \"six\"

Shevelov's approach is novel when compared with the traditional

explanation. In order to choose between them, a summary of advantages
and disadvantages will now be given.

First, in (16),we
repeat

the traditional rule in (6) and list the pluses
and minuses:)

(16) e > 0 / C) [hard consonant])

Advantages:
\302\267 takes care of all four sets (Sa, b, c, d)
\302\267

by implication,
if the next consonant is soft, the double

palatal environment retains e
\302\267

starting point agrees with intrasyllabic harmony
\302\267 '2an also handle b > e > 0

Disadvantages:
\302\267

imposes palatalization of consonants before all front vowels
\302\267 intra

syllabic harmony violated

\302\267 no reference made to disyllabic vowel harmony
\302\267 does not explain why hard consonants should cause labializ-

ation of vowels
\302\267 cannot handle initial #je becoming #0

In (17), we give the traditional rule restated in (8):

(17) e > a after palatal if the next vowel is non-front and the
intervening

consonant is hard

Advantages:
\302\267 takes care of the four sets in (5)
\302\267

by implication,
the double palatal environment prevents the

change from taking place
.

starting point agrees with intra syllabic harmony
. leaves open the question of the palatalization of consonants

before front vowels
\302\267 can also handle b > b > 0

Disadvantages: ,

. cannot handle initial #je becoming #0)))
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\302\267

intrasyllabic harmony eventually violated in favour of

disyllabic harmony

We now
s\037ift

our attention to Shevelov's point of view, that is, begin-
ning with Co. Rule (18) takes up the rule 'of (13):)

(18) Co > Ce -if final
syllable

-if next consonant is soft and/ or next vowel is front

Advantages:

\302\267 includes *#e > #0

\302\267

starting point disagrees with intra syllabic harmony but

justified by the parallel example of the reflex of *e after velars
\302\267

change
satisfies intrasyllabic harmony

\302\267 double palatal environment

\302\267
extra

provision
for following consonant useful for double

palatal environment
\302\267 leaves open the question of palatalization of consonants

before front vowels

Disadvantages:
\302\267 cannot account for final syllables, and the provIsIon of

accommodation seems ad hoc
\302\267

development
of b > b not parallel

The inverse implicational solution of (15) is repeated in (19):
\037

v v

(19) Co > Ce -word finally,
-if next consonant is soft or a

yod

-if next syllable has a front vowel

Advantages:
\302\267

all those listed in (18), except the last
\302\267

implies
that consonants are not automatically palatalized

before front vowels (and, therefore, a later sweeping dis-
palatalization

is
unnecessary)

\302\267 soft consonants are a result of C +
j

Disadvantages:

\302\267 all those listed in (16)

Reference has been made to b > 0 in previous sections. This change
can have two paths, as given in (20):

(20) (a) b > b > 0

(b) b > e > a
4bpHDiH

> 4bpHblI1 > 40pHI1H

Chronology is of extreme importance here. Several scholars claim
that the

change
e > 0 after palatals clearly took place after the loss of

jers. This dating has two
consequences. First, it supports the interpreta-)))
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tion given in (20b). Second, it claims that the
disappearance

of weak jers

brought about a change in syllabic structure (which is correct), and that
the

preceding consonant, now being part of the preceding syllable, had
much to do with the e/ 0 distribution. Examples such as )l(OHa (wife) are
then explained as an extension of the cases where the preceding palatal
and the following consonant are part of the same syllable. There are

others who place the change, or rather the split of
ea

into e and 0, very

early, in prehistoric times. For them, path (20a) is the correct one.

The traditional approach (e becomes 0) can handle b > b quite well

but cannot motivate all explanation for initial #e > #0. Shevelov's
approach, starting

with Co, handles the initial #e > #0 in a phonetically
motivated way but fails to demonstrate the phonetic motivation behind

the b > b > 0 change.)))
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Notes)

1. This is a revised version of a paper that was presented at the annual

meeting of the Canadian Association of Slavists, held as a part of the Learned

So\037ieties
Conference in Ottawa, June 1982.

2. George Shevelov, A Historical Phonology of
the Ukrainian Language

(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1979) (hereafter cited as HPUL).
3. Istoriia ukrains'koi movy, Fonetykn (Kiev: Naukova dumka, 1979)

(hereafter cited as IUM).
4. George Shevelov, A

Prehistory of Slavic: The Historical Phonology of
Common Slavic (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1964) (hereafter cited as POS).

5. F. P. Filin, Proiskhozhdenie russkogo, ukrainskogo
i

belorusskogo iazykov

(Leningrad: Nauka, 1972). .

6. Generally, in Ukrainian, prothetic w appears before initial 0 and u:

BYJIHU51 \"street,\" BYXO \"ear,\" BOHac \"she.\" In the personal pronoun BOHa (BOHO
\"she,\" BOHH

\"they\,")
the prothetic w appeared by analogy to BiH \"he,\" when the

etymological 0 in OHb \"he\" changed to i through diphthongs. Seeo. P.
Bezpal'ko

et aI., Istorychna hramatyka ukrains'koi movy, 2nd ed. (Kiev: Radians'ka shkola,
1962), pp. 178-79;IUM, pp.

304-305.

7. Since Shevelov does not accept the general Common Slavic
softening

of consonants before front vowels, soft consonants for him are generally the
result of C + j (r + j > r'; n +

j
> n'; etc.) (HPUL, p. 143).)))
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out of breath. 1t33

An example is the following:)

nocepelU1Hi, \037e BOHH CXO.l1.f1TbCH xpeCTOM, OaH5I BI1B\342\202\254,L{eHa

3KpYrJIa-rpaH4aCTa, O,ltHa rpaHKa OiJIbllla, a LtPyra MeHwa, i Ha KO)l(Hit1

OiJIbllJiA rpaH\037i BiKHO, a Ha MeHwii1, 3aMicTb BiKHa, MaH5IK 3 40pHoro

MapMYpy, Ka)l(YTb,.. npoMj)l( BiKHaMH no 40THpH CTOBnl1, a HaLl TYlMH

CTOBnaMH caMa OaH5I BHBel(eHa; Ta me He OCTaHH.fI: Ha se.nHKif1 6aHi llJH.H,

TO)l{ 3 BiKHaMH, B)I(e 3 Oi]]OI OJI.fIXH-MaH5IKI1, j TO)l( 3 CTOBnaMH, Ha

lllHI-rOJIOBa, TaM MaJleHbKI1M nepeXBaT, i 3BepXY flOJ1YKO, a Ha HbOMY

xpeCT CTOITb. (p. 40))

In colloquial syntax, words that are understood in oral speech are left
out of sentences:)

511< \"ixaTI1 3 Hallloro OOKY, TO, npOlXaBllll1 ni\037ropKOM-nOJlbCbKI1MJ.1
cpiJ1bBapKaMH,

cnYCl<aJOTbC5I BHI13, TaK Y36i441O, 60 piBHO He MO)l(Ha 3'\"ixaTH,
xioa BnaCTI1 Ta BOHTHCb.

(p. 158))

5yvachenko points out that if such a text, based on the inflections and

logic of native speech, is translated, words have to be inserted. 34

Another dialectal feature present in Liuborats'ki is school jargon
typical of the seminary. Often, when using these student expressions,
the narrator uses glosses. \"y HHX a)l( npHnoBicTb CKJIa..naCb: 'HaCTaHe

Mati, B OnYKI1 (M' .H4) rpaH; HaCTaH\342\202\254 IOHb, Ha irpl1 nJIIOHb; HaCTaHe fO.lIb,
KHH)I(KH CTY JIb Ta ,l(OL{OMY eycy JIb!\" (p. 38). The narrator also uses
regional folk speech, such as \"TO aOI1-CbMO rY.lna He HaOI1JIH\" (p. 41) and

\"Oue-KOTYHa, ruo6 E:CT\342\202\254 3HaJ1H!\"
(p. 42). Sometimes regional ex-)))
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